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Beste verzamelaar en liefhebber,

Voor u ligt de nieuwe veilingcatalogus voor Goud, Zilver & Sieraden, Kunst & 
Curiosa en Militaria. Hierin vindt u het ruime aanbod van de septemberveiling, ruim 
7300 kavels, te veilen in 6 dagen, van maandag 4 t/m zaterdag 9 september 
aanstaande. Voor de Aziatica, kunst en collectibles hebben we de maandag, 
dinsdag en woensdag ingeruimd, voor het goud, zilver en sieraden de donderdag. 
Op vrijdag en zaterdag veilen we de militaire zaken, altijd spannende dagen. Vanaf 
deze plek een woord van dank richting onze inzenders, zij maken deze veiling 
mogelijk!

Wat hebben we deze keer voor u in petto? Kijk goed naar de maandag, met een 
aanbod van meer dan 1300 kavels Aziatica (ruim 500 kavels), krissen en 
aanverwante ethnografische stukken (bijna 800 kavels!), met vele bijzondere 
exemplaren uit alle tijden en windstreken. Dinsdag kunt u naast vele kunstwerken 
op een heerlijk bronzen beeld van Kees Verkade bieden (165 kilo!) en woensdag 
rijdt u misschien naar huis in een heuse Cadillac Coupe Deville, een luxury sedan 
uit 1974. Of vertrekt u liever in een unieke oldtimer Volkswagen T2A Ambulance uit 
1968 (slechts 27 gefabriceerd)? Ook opvallend (woensdag) is de nieuwe rubriek 
Trading Cards, met diverse toppers op het verzamelgebied van Pokémonkaarten, 
Yu-Gi-Oh!, Magic: The Gathering etc. waar we heel wat van verwachten. 
Donderdag weer vele honderden sieraden en interessante voorwerpen van goud, 
zilver etc. waar u gerust mee thuis kunt komen. Vrijdag en zaterdag de Militaria met 
vele interessante stukken wb. vele uniformen, Nederlands-Indische stukken etc. 
met tevens deel 1 van de uitzonderlijke ‘Collection of binoculars from the southern 
part of Germany’ met vele, vele zeldzame verrekijkers. Deel 2 van deze collectie 
volgt in maart 2024.

Daarop ingaand: vanaf maart 2024 zal de halfjaarlijkse militariaveiling een 
alleenstaande veiling zijn, los van de rest en met een eigen catalogus. 
Dat is verdiend!

Het aantal kijkdagen is weer voldoende om iedereen de mogelijkheid te geven 
om goed te kijken, inclusief 1 avond (donderdag 31 augustus tot 21:00 uur). Maak 
er goed gebruik van om niets te missen! We starten op maandag 28 augustus en 
eindigen op zaterdag 2 september. Let erop dat tijdens de veilingdagen zelf NIET 
gekeken kan worden.

Tot slot: zoals altijd kunt u weer op alle kavels live meebieden via internet. Na 
registratie via www.ha-europe.com kunt u inloggen en meebieden. Ook kunt u hier 
uw schriftelijke biedingen doorgeven. LET OP: bij het sluiten van de biedingen via 
onze website is het niet altijd zeker dat u op de veilingdag zelf de hoogste bieder 
bent, we moeten immers nog binnengekomen biedingen verwerken. De kans 
bestaat dus dat u alsnog overboden wordt zonder dat u daarvan op de hoogte 
wordt gesteld, houdt u daar rekening mee. Uw aanwezigheid tijdens de 
veilingdagen wordt uiteraard zeer gewaardeerd. Mocht u echter verhinderd zijn en 
kunt u niet via ons live computersysteem meebieden, dan voeren wij uw 
schriftelijke biedingen, zoals u dat van ons gewend bent, discreet en met zorg uit. 
Wellicht tot binnenkort en alvast succes met bieden!

Met vriendelijke groet,

Jacco Scheper, Huib Pelzer 
en alle andere medewerkers bij Heritage Auctions Europe.

TIP

In deze catalogus staat een beperkt aantal kavels afgebeeld.
Als u naar onze website gaat (www.ha-europe.com) kunt u ALLE kavels afgebeeld zien!
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Art and Collectibles

Asian art and objects 1-521

Asian art books 522-526

Ethnographics 527-562

Icons 563-576

Archaeology and finds 577-624

Indonesia and Oceania 625-1317

Paintings 1400-1623

Watercolours, pastels etc. 1624-1715

Etchings, engravings, 
screenprints etc.

1716-1797

Books, documents and prints 1798-1863

Old deeds and documents 1864-1877

Statues, figures etc. 1878-1952

Porcelain, earthen ware etc. 1953-2129

Tiles 2130-2164

Glassware 2165-2272

Bric-a-brac 2273-2467

Cigars, pipes and smoking 
supplies

2468-2473

Musical instruments 2474-2481

Clocks 2482-2507

Instruments 2508-2511

Pewter, copper, bronze etc. 2512-2545

Silver plated and gilt objects 2546-2584

Furniture, mirrors, lamps etc. 2585-2648

Rugs, textiles, clothing etc. 2649-2662

Wines, whisky etc. 2700-2804

Automobiles and oldtimers 2805-2807

Minerals and fossils 2808-2832

Coins, medals etc. 2833-2871

Stamps 2872-2878

Old bonds and shares 2879-2901

Post cards, photo's etc. 2902-2933

Posters, announcements etc. 2934-2944

Toys and games 2945-2991

Modeling 2992-3262

Olympics and sports 
memorabilia

3263-3273

Autographs 3274-3277

The Beatles / Rolling Stones 3278-3284

Movie, TV figures etc. 3285-3300

Comics and original Art 3301-3307

Trading cards - Pokémon 3308-3576

Trading cards - Magic: 
The Gathering

3577-3599

Trading cards - Yu-Gi-Oh! 3600-3629

Trading cards - Digimon / 
Dragon Ball

3630-3665

Trading cards - Miscellaneous / 
Sports

3666-3728

Gold, Silver and Jewellery

Gold jewellery and objects 3800-4352

Gold, luxury and designer watches 
(no guarantee)

4353-4425

Miscellaneous watches 4426-4449

Miscellaneous jewellery and 
bijoux

4450-4490

Pens 4491-4492

Silver jewellery 4493-4593

Silver objects 4594-5215

Militaria

Rifles and pistols 5400-5453

Swords, daggers etc. 5454-5541

Bayonets and miscellaneous 5542-5636

Orders and decorations 5637-5911

Medals 5912-5912

Buttons 5913-5926

Badges and insignia 5927-6166

Books, documents etc. 6167-6469

Cartridge cases 6470-6472

Uniforms 6473-6501

Miscellaneous 6502-6538

Larger lots and collections 6539-6592

Time of Napoleon 6600

Until WWI 6601-6694

Interbellum 6695-6739

WWI-WWII 6740-6819

WWII 6820-7393

Dutch-Indies 7394-7651

Korean War 7652-7660

Vietnam War 7661-7694
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Auction dates

Monday  September 4

Art and collectibles, part 1 1-1317 09.00 hours to ca. 19.00 hours

Tuesday  September 5

Art and collectibles, part 2 1400-2662 09.00 hours to ca. 17.30 hours

Wednesday  September 6

Art and collectibles, part 3 2700-3728 09.00 hours to ca. 16.00 hours

Thursday September 7

Gold, silver and jewellery 3800-5215 09.00 hours to ca. 16.30 hours

Friday September 8

Militaria part 1 5400-6592 09.00 hours to ca. 16.00 hours

Saturday September 9

Militaria part 2 6600-7694 09.00 hours to ca. 16.00 hours

           Live online bidding possible for all lots 

Public lot viewing

Monday August 28 10.00 - 17.00 hours

Tuesday August 29 10.00 - 17.00 hours

Wednesday August 30 10.00 - 17.00 hours

Thursday August 31 10.00 - 21.00 hours

Friday September 1 10.00 - 17.00 hours

Saturday September 2 10.00 - 17.00 hours

PLEASE NOTE! Lot 7374 - 7393 can only be viewed at ARG Museum, Genieweg 1, Heemskerk, The Netherlands 
on Wednesday August 30 from 10:00 to 16:00 hours. 
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Friday September 1 18.00 hours 1-1317 Art and Collectibles, part 1

Monday September 4 18.00 hours 1400-2662 Art and Collectibles, part 2

Tuesday September 5 18.00 hours 2700-3728 Art and Collectibles, part 3

Wednesday September 6 18.00 hours 3800-5215 Gold, silver and jewellery

Thursday September 7 18.00 hours 5400-6592  Militaria part 1

Friday September 8 18.00 hours 6600-7694  Militaria part 2

See the table of contents on page 5 for the lot numbers by section.

You can send us your absentee bids via our website www.ha-europe.com (see page 9, this is 
our preference). You can also send us an e-mail if you are not able to bid via website. 
You can also download a bid sheet:
(PDF) https://ha-europe.com/content/files/BiedbriefNL_PDF.pdf
(WORD) https://ha-europe.com/content/files/BiedbriefNL.doc

You can email your bids to haeurope@ha.com or you can call us: +31(0)30-6063944.

Deadline dates of absentee bids

Please note that Artists Resale Rights may be applicable for artworks that 

sell for € 3000 or more and will be borne by the highest bidder 

(‘Volgrecht’)
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Jacco Scheper Management jaccos@ha.com

Huib Pelzer Management, bonds/shares and minerals/fossils huibp@ha.com

Jeroen den Hertog Management, militaria jeroend@ha.com

Leoni Katan Administration leonik@ha.com

Marita Azpilcueta Administration maritaa@ha.com

Petra van Schaik Administration petrav@ha.com

Marlou van Beek Administration marlouv@ha.com

Carol Eybergen Art and collectibles, Gold, silver and jewellery carole@ha.com

Michael Meijering Art and collectibles mmeijering@ha.com

Donald Kröner Art and collectibles

Johan Koutstaal Art and collectibles johank@ha.com

Joyce Drijver Gold, silver and jewellery

Renato Saturnino Trading Cards renatos@ha.com

Marcel Frissen Logistics, collectibles, currency marcelf@ha.com

Floris Bouwman Logistics, art and collectibles

Kevin Thiry Militaria kevint@ha.com

Tim van Deutekom Militaria

Victor Schouten Photography victors@ha.com

Frederique Jansen Photography frederiquej@ha.com

Daniela Azpilcueta Photography

Samuel Azpilcueta Photography

Brian Eijndhoven Marketing & communication briane@ha.com

Joyce Tanamal Marketing & communication joycet@ha.com

Jan Schoten Provincial coins / VOC / Currency jans@ha.com

Idsard Septer World coins
Orders, Decorations and medals

idsards@ha.com

Marcel Talpau World coins and currency marcelt@ha.com

Frits Piso Netherlands  Kingdom coins

Ton Verdoorn Netherlands  Kingdom coins / Ancient coins

Marcel van der Beek Medals

With thanks to Willem, Berrrt, Michel, Frans and John

Please send your bids and questions about the auction only to info@ha-europe.com

Staff
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Online auction

Follow the auction at www.ha-europe.com. Here you can not only place your bids in advance, but 
also bid live during the auction.

In order to make full use of www.ha-europe.com you must register once. Processing your 
registration can take up to 1 business day, so do not wait until the last minute.

Absentee bidding

Instead of absentee bids, please use www.ha-europe.com to place your bids in advance. The 
system is fast and flawless and it has now been proven that the number of errors is lower than with 
the known handwritten bidlists. Another advantage is that you get instant feedback and the 
possibility to raise your bids if necessary. In addition, your bids are processed immediately. This can 
give an advantage up to 48 hours. Important if equal bids are placed!

Live bidding

We offer all of our lots to be not only auctioned at our office, but simultaneously online. To bid live, 
you must sign up for the specific auction. In order to sign up for an auction, log in at www.ha-europe.
com and then click on the blue ‘Register Live’-button at the particular auction. An orange ‘Register'-
button appears on the next page. Processing your request can take up to 1 business day, so do not 
wait until the last minute. The 'Bid Live'-button will turn green shortly prior to the auction. 

Heritage Auctions Europe Online



Terms of Sale (Dutch)
Geldende bij de aankoop in veiling van roerende 
zaken. 

Artikel 1 toepasselijkheid
1.1 Deze algemene voorwaarden zijn van toepassing op alle 
onderdelen van de relatie tussen de veilinghouder en de 
koper waaronder die betreffende koop, verkoop, bemiddeling, 
waardering, beoordeling, taxaties, catalogisering, bewaring 
en overige diensten. Onder koper wordt mede de aspirant 
koper verstaan die deelneemt aan de veiling ongeacht of 
deze in persoon biedt, per telefoon, door achterlating van een 
schriftelijke of mondelinge biedopdracht, elektronisch of door 
middel van het internet en ongeacht of een koopovereenkomst 
tot stand komt. 
1.2 Afwijking van deze algemene voorwaarden is alleen 
mogelijk indien en voor zover uitdrukkelijk schriftelijk door de 
veilinghouder aanvaard. 
1.3 De toepasselijkheid van de algemene voorwaarden wordt 
aan de veilingbezoekers kenbaar gemaakt door publicatie in 
de catalogus voorafgaande aan de veiling en/of mededeling 
voorafgaand aan de veiling en/of vermelding via internet/op 
de website van de veilinghouder. Een ieder die aan een veiling 
deelneemt geeft daardoor te kennen de toepasselijkheid van 
deze voorwaarden volledig te aanvaarden. 

Artikel 2 informatie-/onderzoeksplicht 
2.1 Omschrijvingen in de catalogus en alle schriftelijke of 
mondelinge inlichtingen worden door de veilinghouder en zijn 
personeel naar beste weten verstrekt. 
2.2 De koper dient vóór de koop de staat en de beschrijving 
van een voorwerp in de catalogus of kavellijst ten eigen 
genoegen nauwkeurig en deskundig te (laten) inspecteren 
en een eigen oordeel te vormen over de mate waarin het 
voorwerp overeenkomt met de beschrijving ervan en de 
koper dient waar redelijkerwijs nodig of gewenst onafhankelijk 
advies van deskundigen in te roepen, terwijl de koper niet 
op illustraties in de catalogus dient af te gaan. Indien in de 
catalogus bepaalde gebreken of onvolkomenheden zijn 
vermeld, beoogt dat een indicatie te zijn die niet uitputtend is 
en waaraan de koper geen rechten kan ontlenen. 
2.3 De veilinghouder kan niet aansprakelijk gehouden worden 
voor de onjuistheid van de beschrijving in de catalogus of 
op andere wijze kenbaar gemaakt, van materialen zoals 
bijvoorbeeld houtsoorten, stoffen, legeringen, aardewerk, 
porselein en diamant, een en ander met uitzondering 
van edele metalen. De veilinghouder aanvaardt alleen 
aansprakelijkheid voor onjuiste omschrijvingen voor zover 
voorzien in artikel 6 van deze voorwaarden. 

Artikel 3 bieden 
3.1 De koper kan in persoon bieden, tevens accepteert de 
veilinghouder biedingen: 
- Schriftelijk
- Telefonisch
- Fax
- E-mail
-  Internet, zowel voor de veiling als via de LiveBid. Let op! 

LiveBid wordt belast met 3% extra commissie, zoals vermeldt 
in artikel 3.6.

Kavels worden toegewezen aan de hoogst biedende. Bij een 
gelijk bod van 2 schriftelijke bieders wordt het betreffende 
kavel toegewezen aan de bieder wiens bieding het eerst 
ontvangen is. 
3.2 Schriftelijke biedopdrachten dienen ondubbelzinnig en 
duidelijk te zijn en naar het oordeel van de veilinghouder 
tijdig genoeg voor de aanvang van de veilingzitting door 
de veilinghouder te zijn ontvangen. Indien er meerdere 
schriftelijke biedopdrachten door de veilinghouder worden 
ontvangen waarbij de te bieden bedragen gelijk zijn en deze 
biedingen ter veiling de hoogste biedingen op het voorwerp 
zijn, wordt het voorwerp verkocht aan de persoon wiens 
bieding door de veilinghouder het eerst is ontvangen. 
3.3 Biedopdrachten hoeven slechts te worden uitgevoerd 
indien de veilinghouder redelijkerwijs daartoe gelegenheid 
heeft en de veilinghouder heeft te allen tijde het recht van het 
voeren van een biedopdracht af te zien. 
3.4 Indien koper telefonisch of -indien mogelijk- elektronisch 
of via internet wil bieden, dient dit uiterlijk 24 uur voor de veiling 
schriftelijk met de veilinghouder te worden overeengekomen. 
Afwijking van deze termijn kan alleen met uitdrukkelijke 
schriftelijke instemming van de veilinghouder. 
3.5 De veilinghouder sluit steeds iedere aansprakelijkheid ter 
zake van het om welke redenen dan ook niet slagen van een 
telefonische bieding uit, evenals het om welke redenen dan 
ook niet slagen van een schriftelijke bieding, elektronische 
bieding of bieding door middel van het internet. 
3.6 Alle biedingen zijn onderhevig aan een aankoopcommissie.
•   Drieëntwintig procent (23%) commissie en €2 kavelgeld voor 

ieder gekocht kavel bij alle Postzegel- en Muntveilingen
•  Vijfentwintig procent (25%) commissie en €2 kavelgeld voor 

ieder gekocht kavel bij alle Kunst en Curiosaveilingen
Kavels verkregen via LiveBid worden belast met 3% extra 
commissie.

Artikel 4 totstandkoming koopovereenkomst 
4.1 De koop komt tot stand bij definitieve toewijzing. Van 
definitieve toewijzing is sprake wanneer de veilinghouder het 
bod van de koper heeft geaccepteerd dan wel het voorwerp 
aan de koper heeft toegeslagen. 
4.2 Alle voorwerpen worden verkocht in de toestand waarin 
zij zich op het ogenblik van toewijzing bevinden. Wezenlijke 

wijzigingen in de toestand die blijken na verschijning van 
de catalogus en/of het tonen op de kijkdagen en/of op 
het internet waaronder ernstige beschadiging of breuk, of 
herroeping van de omschrijving van een voorwerp in de 
catalogus en/of het internet zullen voorafgaand aan de 
verkoop worden medegedeeld. Na een dergelijke mededeling 
(bijvoorbeeld in een “sale room notice”) kunnen aan de oude 
omschrijving geen rechten worden ontleend. 

Artikel 5 verplichtingen koper 
5.1 De koper dient zich op eerste verzoek van de veilinghouder 
te legitimeren. 
5.2 De koper wordt geacht voor zichzelf te hebben gekocht en 
is aansprakelijk voor betaling zonder zich op een lastgever te 
kunnen beroepen. 
5.3 De rechten en plichten uit hoofde van de koopovereenkomst 
en deze algemene voorwaarden komen uitsluitend toe aan 
de koper en kunnen door deze niet aan derden worden 
overgedragen. 

Artikel 6 terugnameverplichting veilinghouder 
6.1 Tenzij uitdrukkelijk voor bepaalde voorwerpen in de 
catalogus of kavellijst uitgesloten, is - onverminderd de 
artikelen 2 en 4.2 - de veilinghouder bereid een geveild 
voorwerp tegen gelijktijdige restitutie van de in rekening 
gebrachte koopprijs en veilingkosten terug te nemen, indien 
de koper binnen een periode van zes weken na de verkoop 
ten genoegen van de veilinghouder bewijst dat het geveilde 
zulke ernstige verborgen gebreken vertoont of de verstrekte 
omschrijving zo onjuist is, dat indien deze gebreken of de juiste 
omschrijving aan de koper op het ogenblik van toewijzing 
bekend waren geweest, hij van de koop zou hebben afgezien 
of slechts tegen een aanmerkelijk lagere prijs gekocht zou 
hebben. Dit geldt niet indien de gebreken alleen de conditie 
van het voorwerp betreffen (zoals bijvoorbeeld slijtage en 
restauraties). 
6.2 De veilinghouder is niet bereid tot terugname indien de 
omschrijving in de catalogus voorafgaande aan of tijdens de 
veiling werd herroepen en de juiste omschrijving mondeling 
of schriftelijk aan het publiek werd medegedeeld. 
6.3 De bereidheid tot terugname vervalt ook als de koper 
het geveilde niet kan teruggeven in dezelfde staat als waarin 
het zich bij toewijzing bevond, zulks ter beoordeling van de 
veilinghouder. 

Artikel 7 rechten veilinghouder en veilingmeester 
7.1 De veilinghouder en de veilingmeester die leiding geeft 
aan de veiling behouden zich de volgende rechten voor: 
a.  zonder opgave van redenen personen als bieder of koper 

te weigeren; 
b. te allen tijde wijziging te brengen in de orde van verkoop; 
c. voorwerpen te doen uitvallen of toe te voegen; 
d. kopen te combineren of te splitsen; 
e. kopen niet te gunnen of op te houden; 
f.  vergissingen bij biedingen en toewijzing te herstellen, of 

een koop ongedaan te maken zonder dat een bieder van 
vergissingen gebruik mag maken en zich in dat geval op een 
tot stand gekomen koopovereenkomst mag beroepen; 

g.  na toewijzing onmiddellijk gehele of gedeeltelijke betaling 
te vorderen, terwijl bij weigering of onmacht van betaling 
de veilinghouder en de veilingmeester het recht hebben 
de koopovereenkomst ongedaan te maken en daarna 
het betreffende voorwerp te herveilen en het bod van de 
nalatige bieder niet weer aan te nemen; 

h.  indien de koper weigert op eerste verzoek volledige 
naam en adres aan de veilinghouder bekend te maken 
en daarop betrekking hebbende legitimatie te tonen, de 
koopovereenkomst te ontbinden en te herveilen; 

i.  voorwerpen niet over te schrijven van de rekening van de 
oorspronkelijke koper op die van een ander; 

j. gedurende de veiling geen voorwerpen af te geven; 
k. namens kopers of verkopers biedingen uit te brengen; 
l.  voorwerpen waarover tijdens of kort na de veiling een geschil 

gerezen is, opnieuw in veiling te brengen, en een eventuele 
koopovereenkomst te ontbinden. 

Artikel 8 betaling/eigendomsoverdracht 
8.1 De betaling door de koper van de koopsom in Euro 
verhoogd met veilingkosten, andere kosten, waaronder indien 
van toepassing, het verschuldigd volgrecht, en eventuele 
BTW, één en ander als door de veilinghouder vast te stellen, 
moet vóór de aflevering van de gekochte voorwerpen 
plaatsvinden en binnen de door de veilinghouder te stellen 
termijn, zonder dat korting of verrekening is toegestaan, een 
en ander tenzij anders is overeengekomen. 
8.2 Een beroep op de zogenaamde margeregeling kan 
uitsluitend worden gedaan indien vooraf aan de veiling aan 
alle ter zake geldende voorschriften is voldaan onder andere 
met betrekking tot de inkoopverklaring. Zulks ter uitsluitende 
beoordeling van de veilinghouder. 
8.3 De eigendom van de voorwerpen gaat niet eerder over 
dan na volledige betaling van de koopsom en in geval van 
niet-tijdige betaling niet eerder dan na volledige betaling van 
de koopsom inclusief de in artikel 9 genoemde kosten. 

Artikel 9 niet-tijdige betaling 
9.1 Bij niet-tijdige betaling zal de veilinghouder aan de koper 
rente in rekening mogen brengen gelijk aan de wettelijke 
rente verhoogd met 3% dan wel – naar keuze van de 
veilinghouder – 1% per maand, te rekenen vanaf de datum 
waarop de betalingstermijn is verstreken. Tevens komen alle 
gerechtelijke en buitengerechtelijke kosten voor rekening 
van de nalatige koper, welke kosten worden begroot op 15% 

van de koopsom vermeerderd met de veilingkosten met 
een minimum van € 250 (zegge: tweehonderdvijftig Euro), 
onverminderd het recht om de werkelijke kosten te verhalen. 
9.2 De veilinghouder heeft tevens het recht om, indien de 
koper de betalingstermijn overschrijdt en daardoor van 
rechtswege in verzuim is, de koopovereenkomst schriftelijk 
te ontbinden. Eventuele gedeeltelijke betalingen vervallen 
in geval van ontbinding bij wijze van vergoeding van schade 
aan de veilinghouder die tevens het recht heeft de volledige 
schade, zoals een mindere opbrengst, en kosten op de koper 
te verhalen en het geveilde onmiddellijk of later te herveilen 
of uit de hand te verkopen. De nalatige koper kan geen 
aanspraak maken op een eventuele meeropbrengst. 

Artikel 10 ophaaltermijn 
10.1 De koper is verplicht de gekochte voorwerpen tot 
zich te nemen en af te (laten) halen binnen de door de 
veilinghouder aan te geven termijn. Behoudens het recht 
van de veilinghouder een kortere of langere termijn aan te 
geven geldt als uiterlijke ophaaltermijn, een termijn van vijf 
werkdagen na de laatste veilingdag. 
10.2 Bij nalatigheid van de koper het gekochte af te nemen 
en op te (laten) halen binnen de gestelde termijn is de koper 
van rechtswege in verzuim en is het gestelde in artikel 9 van 
overeenkomstige toepassing. Tevens heeft de veilinghouder 
het recht het gekochte voor rekening en risico van de koper 
in opslag te geven, waarbij vervoerskosten en het daaraan 
verbonden risico eveneens ten laste van de koper komen. 

Artikel 11 onverkochte voorwerpen 
11.1 Indien een voorwerp ter veiling onverkocht blijft, heeft de 
veilinghouder gedurende een periode van veertien dagen na 
de veiling het recht doch nimmer de plicht het onverkochte 
voorwerp alsnog te verkopen tenzij anders overeengekomen 
met de inbrenger. 
11.2 De veilinghouder zal een dergelijke verkoop na veiling 
(“aftersale”) alleen aangaan indien die verkoop kan geschieden 
voor een prijs die resulteert in een bedrag dat minimaal gelijk 
is aan de netto verkoopopbrengst waarop de verkoper recht 
zou hebben gehad indien het voorwerp voor de voor deze 
veiling geldende limiet zou zijn verkocht, zulks tenzij een 
andere regeling met verkoper wordt overeengekomen. 
11.3 Een aankoop door een koper in de zin van dit artikel geldt 
als aankoop ter veiling waarop deze algemene voorwaarden 
onverkort van toepassing zullen zijn. 

Artikel 12 aansprakelijkheid veilinghouder 
12.1 De veilinghouder is nimmer aansprakelijk voor schade 
ontstaan aan schilderijlijsten, overige omlijstingen en al wat 
daarvan deel uitmaakt zoals glasplaten, passe-partouts etc., 
behoudens het geval dat de schade is veroorzaakt door opzet 
of bewuste roekeloosheid van de veilinghouder en/of door 
hem ingeschakelde hulppersonen of personeelsleden. 
12.2 In geen geval is de veilinghouder aansprakelijk voor 
bedrijfs-, gevolg-, vermogens- en/of indirecte schade. 
12.3 De veilinghouder is nimmer aansprakelijk voor enig 
ongeval of enige vorm van schade iemand overkomen in 
of nabij de gebouwen of terreinen waar gelegenheid is 
tot inbreng, opslag of bezichtiging, waar de veiling plaats 
heeft of waar de verkochte goederen worden afgehaald, 
behoudens het geval dat de schade is veroorzaakt door 
opzet of bewuste roekeloosheid van de veilinghouder en/of 
door hem ingeschakelde hulppersonen of personeelsleden 
en/of behoudens voor zover door een verzekering van de 
veilinghouder gedekt. 
12.4 Het betreden van de gebouwen of terreinen geschiedt op 
eigen risico. 

Artikel 13 foto’s en illustraties 
13.1 De veilinghouder is gerechtigd alle ter verkoop 
aangeboden voorwerpen te fotograferen, te illustreren of 
anderszins in beeld te brengen en af te (doen) beelden op 
welke wijze dan ook, zowel voor, tijdens als na de veiling, 
rekeninghoudende met geldende wettelijke bepalingen. 
De veilinghouder behoudt het auteursrecht op al deze 
afbeeldingen. 

Artikel 14 diversen 
14.1 Nietigheid, vernietiging of onverbindendheid van één 
der bepalingen van deze algemene voorwaarden laat de 
geldigheid van de overige bepalingen onverlet. In het geval 
één of meer bepalingen nietig, vernietigd of onverbindend 
zijn, worden tussen koper en veilinghouder vervangende 
bepalingen overeengekomen die wel geldig zijn en die het 
meest de inhoud en strekking van de nietige, vernietigde of 
onverbindend gebleken bepaling(en) benaderen. 
14.2 Op deze algemene voorwaarden is uitsluitend Nederlands 
recht van toepassing. 
14.3 Alle geschillen ter zake van, voortvloeiende uit of 
verbandhoudende met een tussen de veilinghouder en de 
koper gesloten koopovereenkomst, de totstandkoming van 
een koopovereenkomst of deze algemene voorwaarden 
worden uitsluitend ter beslechting voorgelegd aan de 
bevoegde rechter van de woonplaats of plaats van vestiging 
van de veilinghouder, tenzij uit de wet anders voortvloeit 
behoudens het recht van de veilinghouder om het geschil 
aanhangig te maken bij de bevoegde rechter van de 
woonplaats van de koper. 
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 17
A Chinese porcelain bowl with everted rim decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior with four scenes of figures, the interior with a 
central decoration of boys playing outside, the everted rim with trellis work decoration, six character Kangxi mark to the base, China, 
Kangxi mark and of the period (1662-1722) -H. 10 cm, D. 20 cm, slight glaze burning to part of the rim-

500

 18
A Chinese porcelain dish with pie crust rim decorated in underglaze blue, centrally depicting peonies issuing from open rockwork, the 
everted rim with four fan shaped cartouches with floral decoration, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -D. 27,5 cm, rim frittings- 80

 19 A large famille rose porcelain elephant with laughing Buddha and children climbing on its back, China, 20th century -H. 36 cm- 20

kavel TRUE Inzet

Asian art and objects

Chinese

 1
A thickly potted Blanc de Chine figure of guanyin seated on a rockwork and holding a scroll in her left hand, Hsuan-te seal mark to 
the back, China, 18th/19th century -H. 29 cm, perfect condition- 200

 2
A Blanc de Chine figure of Guanyin seated on an elephant and holding a ruyi sceptre in her right hand, ‘Pu yi yu ren’ mark to the 
back, China, 19th century -H. 28 cm, small chip to one toe of the elephant, small piece of the head dress missing- 100

 3
A large Blanc de Chine model of Guanyin holding a ruyi scepter and elegantly dressed in a long robe, standing on waves, double 
gourd seal mark above a square seal mark to the reverse, China, 19th/20th century -H. 61,5 cm, very small chip to the robe- 150

 4 A Chinese Tang-style sancai glazed figure of a warrior on a wooden stand-H. 48,5 cm without stand- 10

 5 A black and gold Chinese cloisonné enamel vase with gilt rims, the underside turquoise, China, 20th century -H. 20 cm, slight rub-
bing- 5

 6 A Chinese calligraphy scroll with silk mounting, China, 20th century -153 x 40 cm, signs of wear- 5

 7 A Chinese stone carving of a male figure sitting next to a pile of books, on an openworked stone base, China, late 19th/early 20th 
century -H. 27 cm- 5

 8 An archaistic bronze ewer with cover and ringed handle, the spout shaped as a birds head, China, 19th century or earlier -H. 30 cm, 
one leg broken and restored- 10

 9 A Chinese porcelain figure of Guanyin seated on an elephant, with a pale green glaze, China, first half 20th century -40 x 29 cm- 20

 10 A small Chinese porcelain jardinière on four bracket feet, decorated in underglaze blue with sprays of peony and flowers, China, 
19th/20th century -13 x 19 x 14,5 cm-- 5

 11 A large Chinese porcelain vase decorated in the famille rose colours, the body with panels depicting figures alternated by floral panels, 
gilt handles, China, late 20th century -H. 81,5 cm- 10

 12 A composite wall plaque depicting Chinese figures with a chariot amidst trees and mountains in the background, China, 20th century 
-42 x 63 cm- 5

 13 A small Chinese porcelain dragon bowl, Qianlong sealmark and a famille jaune ground enamel cup with six character Yongzhen mark 
and customs permission seal, both 20th century - Diam. 13,5 cm H. 5 cm - 10

 14
A Blanc de Chine figure of an elderly man holding a scroll, possibly Zhuyi, the distributor of examination results and an attendant of 
Wenchang, impressed seal mark to the reverse, China, 19th century or earlier -H. 12,5 cm, perfect condition- 150

 15 A small painted cabinet with two doors and a drawer, China, 20th century -48 x 43 cm- 20
 16 A Chinese export silver 17th century style spoon, unidentified chop mark to the reverse, China, late 19th/early 20th century -16,7 cm- 30

1 2 3 9 14

17
18
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 20
A Chinese porcelain tureen with cover on stand decorated in underglaze blue with floral patterns, the tureen with a lion-dog head to 
either side, the cover with a foo dog knob finial, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -H. 21.5 cm, Stand: 25 x 30,5 cm, hairline crack 
and chip to stand, knob finial of cover restuck-

100

 21 A Chinese porcelain dish centrally decorated with blossoming peony in underglaze blue, the moulded rim with ten panels with similar 
decoration, China, Kangxi porcelain (1662-1722) -D. 20,5 cm, restored-- 20

 22
A Chinese porcelain bowl with moulded lotus shape wall decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior decorated with Chinese figures 
above panels of flower sprays, the interior with a seated figure in the centre of the bottom and a band of cash symbols beneath the rim, 
Chenghua six character mark to the base, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 8,5 cm, D. 15,7 cm, restored-

20

 23
A Chinese porcelain teapot and cover decorated with peonies in the famille verte colours, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -H. 10 
cm, minute chipping to the spout- 100

 24 An exceptionally large Chinese inkstone, decorated with characters and seals to both sides in original box, China, 20th century 5
 25 Soapstone statue of a figure on a pierced rock, China, circa 1900 -H. 17 cm- 20
 26 A lamp made of a Chinese wooden carving of an old man, China, first half 20th century -H. 56,5 cm, no lamp shade- 20

27

32

33

 27
A Chinese famille rose cup and saucer decorated with roosters and peonies, China, Yongzheng period (1723-1735) -Cup: H. 4 cm, D. 
6,5 cm; saucer: D. 10,5 cm, rim frits to the cup- 80

 28 A Chinese Imari plate centrally decorated with blossoming flowers issuing from open rockwork encircled by four cartouches with 
flowers separated by diaper pattern, the rim decorated with sprays of flowers, China, 18th century -D. 22,7 cm- 60

 29 A Chinese Imari plate centrally decorated with blossoming flowers encircled by four cartouches with flowers separated by diaper 
pattern, the rim decorated with a floral design and four butterflies, China, 18th century -D. 27 cm- 80

 30

A Chinese blue and white plate centrally decorated with blossoming flowers issuing from open rockwork encircled by four cartouches 
with flowers separated by diaper pattern, the rim decorated with sprays of flowers together with a dish decorated with flowers and a 
vase and a large dish with pie crust rim centrally decorated with two figures in a garden, the reverse with four character Kangxi mark 
but later, China, 18th century and later -Largest: D. 29 cm-

30

 31

A Chinese porcelain bowl decorated in underglaze blue and red depicting a scene of a bridge between two rocky islets with a pavillion 
and retreats beside pine on the exterior, China, Ca. 1750. Provenance: Nanking Cargo sticker to the base, number 3036. Christie’s 
Amsterdam, ‘The Nanking Cargo’, 28 April -2 May 1986, lot number 3036 -H. 7,5 cm, D. 16,7 cm, two rim frits and a small chip to 
the rim-

40

 32

A vibrantly painted transitional Chinese porcelain ewer with engraved Dutch silver mounts. The body well painted with a terrace 
scene of a scholar of dignitary holding a fan with an attendant behind him and being presented a bird by a young boy, all set against 
a mountainous river scene with large banana trees to the side, the neck decorated with tulips, China, Chongzhen period (1628-1644), 
the silver mounts mid-19th century -H. 26 cm, silver lid loose and missing the knob-

500

 33
A Chinese porcelain moulded pumpkin shaped teapot, decorated in Imari style with butterflies and floral motifs, China, Kangxi period 
(1662-1722) - H. 11 cm, glaze frit to the spout - 150

 34 A Chinese export lacquerware tea caddy with pewter fitted interior, 19th century - H.14, W. 23 cm, colour losses and small damages - 40

 35 A Chinese export ware lacquer octagonal two compartment tea caddy, the interior with two pewter caddies, 19th century - H. 14, W. 
23 cm, minor damages - 50
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 36
Chinese porcelain ewer with cover decorated with famille verte enamels, the body with blossoming flowers and bamboo, the cover 
with stylised chrysanthemum and blue finial knob, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 17 cm, hairline crack, fritting to the spout, 
end of handle chipped-

100

 37 A Chinese porcelain inkwell decorated with a floral pattern to the side  and ruyi heads to the top, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722), 
-H. 5 cm, D. 7,5 cm, chip to foot rim- 60

 38 A Chinese porcelain Dutch clobbered, also known as ‘Amsterdams Bont’, teapot decorated with parrots, China, first half 18th century 
-H. 11,5 cm, L. 18 cm, knob restuck, spout shortened and metal-mounted- 80

 39
A Chinese Blanc de Chine wine ewer decorated with prunus in relief, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 13 cm, chip to spout, 
chips to the cover, small firing flaw- 100

 40 A monochrome Chinese porcelain incense burner with cover, the openworked cover and walls depicting folliage, a dragon and a 
phoenix, the interior with a square double wall to old the incense, China, 19th century -11,5 cm- 60

 41
A Chinese porcelain moulded octagonal teapot and cover with c-shape handle, the body decorated with panels of flowers, China, 
Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 10,5 cm, frit to spout and to the corners of the cover, knob restuck- 80

 42 A small Chinese porcelain vase of meiping shape decorated in underglaze blue depicting a scene of boys playing amidst banana trees, 
artemisia leaf to the underside, China, 18th century -H. 12,5 cm- 40

43

47

53

 43
A Chinese porcelain moulded pumpkin shaped teapot, decorated in Imari style with butterflies and floral motifs, China, Kangxi period 
(1662-1722) - H. 11 cm, glaze knob of cover restuck - 150

 44 A Chinese export silver model of a man with a rickshaw, marked HC for Hung Chong & Co, Club Street, Canton and 11b Nankin 
Road, Shanghai active c.1860-1930 -H. 5,7, L. 8 cm- 50

 45 A Chinese export silver miniature of a man carrying a pole with buckets, marked with unidentified makers mark ‘HM’ and Chinese 
characters, ca. 1900 -H. 5.2 cm, one bucket loose- 40

 46 Lidded jar decorated with warriors, Nanking, China, 20th century - h (incl lid) 43,5 cm - 30

 47
A Chinese silver belt made of a double row of various Chinese coins, the two-part buckle with Chinese characters in relief, the the 
back of the buckle maker’s mark ‘KW’ and a Chinese character mark, probably for Kwan Wo, active 1870-1925 in Canton or Hong 
Kong, China, Ca. 1900, added six-part section remain when the belt was shortened.

100

 48 Scroll with image depicting a mountain landscape with building as well as a poem by Lin Yi (XX) about the mountain named Hua 
Yue Xianzhang, China, 20th century - h 189 cm, foxing - 10

 49 Scroll with image of cormorant after Li Ya, China, dated 1980 - h 180 cm, foxing - 30
 50 Scroll with image depicting Confucius, China, 20th century -H. 196 cm, foxing - 10
 51 Scroll with image depicting a waterfall and a building after Li Ming Jiu, China, 20th century - h 164 cm, foxing and crease - 10
 52 Huan Qi (XX): landscape with building and mountains in the background, 20th century, watercolour - 65 x 42 cm - 10

 53

A Chinese grey pottery figure of a male, also known as a ‘Stickman’, the face finely modelled, face and body painted in pink. Origi-
nally these pieces where clothed and mounted with wooden arms. The Stickman figures were only used by royals and high officials 
and where placed like armies to help and protect the owner in the afterlife. Comes with Ralf Kotalla thermoluminescence test # 
229401, indicating that it is from the Western Han dynasty (206 B.C. – 8 A.D.) -H. 61 cm-

100
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 54
A Chinese porcelain bowl with a slightly flaring rim, decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior depicting a mountainous river scene 
with boats and pagodas, a similar scene to the base of the interior and a band of lotus below the rim, the underside with six character 
Jiajing mark and of the period (1522-1566) -H. 7,8 cm, D. 12 cm, short hairline crack and rim restorations-

400

 55
A Chinese porcelain vase with flaring neck decorated with famille rose enamels, a panel enclosing a scene of ladies to each side, the 
panels surrounded by auspicious symbols, together with a famille rose jar and cover with two panels enclosing a bird perched on a 
branch amidst flowers, all set against a blueish green ground with floral scrolls, China, 19th century or earlier -H. 14 cm-

50

 56
A Chinese porcelain bowl of octagonal shape decorated in underglaze blue, each panel with flowers issuing from open rockwork to 
the interior and exterior, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 10 cm, D. 22,5 cm, broken and old restoration with rivets, rim frits 
and chips-

60

 57
A Chinese Imari porcelain plate decorated with famille verte, noire and powder blue enamels, centrally depicting a scene of lotus 
and pine, the flat rim with lotus in a fenced garden separated scrolling lotus against the powder blue ground, China, Qianlong period 
(1736-1795) -D. 28,5 cm, short hairline-

50

 58
A small Chinese porcelain garniture decorated in famille rose enamels, three covered vases and one beaker vase, alternating panels of 
figures and flowers separated by chain work in gilt, the covers of the vases surmounted by a dog, China, 18th century -H. 15 and 12 
cm, defects-

50

 59

An attractive Chinese porcelain plate with lobed rim, decorated with famille rose enamels depicting a central scene of various birds 
and ducks by the water, the everted rim with four sprays of flowers, together with another plate , centrally decorated with a scene of 
a butterfly hovering over  chrysanthemum and other plants, all encircled by a spearhead border in gilt, Sprays of peony to the everted 
rim, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -D. 25 and 23 cm, a few small chips and frits-

40

 60 Chinese carved bone figure of a semi nude woman, second half 20th century -H. 24 cm- 30

 61
A Chinese Imari porcelain bowl, the exterior decorated with ruyi head shaped cartouches with flowers, separated by floral sprays, 
China, 18th century -H. 9 cm, D. 20 cm- 80

 62 A Chinese export silver salt shaped as a fishing boat with a figure, the roof opening to reveal a glass container with spoon, Chinese 
character mark , probably for Cumwo, Queens Road, Hong Kong, active c.1850-1900, China, late 19th century -L. 10 cm- 80

63 66 68

 63
A miniature blanc de chine whistle, modelled as a seated European man in a tricorne hat, seated beside a goose and a potted plant on 
stand, on hexagonal base, traces of black and red paint, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H.  6,2 cm, small chip to the flower- 100

 64 A miniature blanc de chine whistle modelled as a European figure seated on a dragon, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -3,8 x 5,5 
cm, small restorations- 40

 65 A small Chinese porcelain teapot, the sides each decorated with a panel scene enclosing figures, European silver mounts to the handle 
and silver chain to the knob of the cover, China, late 18th/early 19th century -H. 9 cm, small glaze frits- 80

 66

A Chinese blanc de chine figure of a Guanyin and child, the bodhisattva seated on a swirling rockwork base with a child on her lap, 
flanked by a vase and a bird, attended by two acolytes at her feet with a writhing dragon in between, her tall chignon covered with a 
flowing mantle and her earlobes elongated, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 24 cm, minute chip to wo fingers, dragon and tail 
of the bird-

100

 67 A small Chinese porcelain dish decorated in underglaze blue depicting a central scene of a boy and seated female in a garden, together 
with a small moulded dish depicting a landscape scene with pagoda’s, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -D. 10.4 and 9 cm- 80

 68 A Chinese bronze seal of two kylins holding a ball, four characters to the underside, China, 17th century -H. 7,7 cm- 100
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 69
A Chinese Zhangzhou ware box of octagonal shape, decorated in underglaze blue, the top of the cover depicting a rabbit, the sides 
with alternating panels enclosing flowers and auspicious symbols, China, late Ming -H 8 cm, D. 10 cm, minor glaze chipping to the 
rim-

100

 70
A Chinese porcelain plate decorated in underglaze blue, a central floral design encircled by ten panels with landscape scenes alter-
nated by flower sprays, Dutch silver swing handle, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722), together with a larger plate and smaller dish, 
both 18th century -Swing handle plate: D. 20 cm, good condition, the other two with rim fritting-

80

 71 A Chinese export porcelain Imari, octagonal shaped tea caddy with fine foliate motifs on all sides, Kangxi period, circa 1700, -10 x 8 
x 5 cm (good condition, original cover missing)- 75

 72 A blue and white tea caddy with cover, Qing dynasty, Kangxi (1662-1722) - H. 10,5 cm - 500
 73 A blue and white tea caddy with cover, Qing dynasty, Kangxi (1662-1722) - H. 9,5 cm - 400

 74 A Chinese export silver salt shaped as a pagoda, the hinged rooftop opening to reveal the glass liner, together with a spoon, unidenti-
fied maker’s mark to the underside, China, ca. 1900 --H. 7,5 cm, roof loose- 80

 75 A Chinese export silver place card holder shaped as a spider in his web, unidentified maker’s mark, possibly Leun Hing, Shanghai, 
China, Ca. 1900 -H. 8 cm- 80

 76 A Chinese export silver figure of a farmer pushing a cart, unidentified makers mark, China, ca. 1900 -H. 4,5 cm, L. 6,5 cm- 60

 77 A Chinese export silver model of a carrying chair, marked ‘HC’ for ‘Hungchong & Co’, New China Street, Canton, active c.1825-
1850 -L. 10 cm- 60

78 84

 78
An impressive polychrome painted wooden sculpture of a Chinese guardian wearing a suit of armour decorated with dragons, China, 
19th/20th century -H. 117 cm, signs of wear, attribute from the right hand missing- 200

 79 A Chinese porcelain ‘sang de boeuf’ vase, Kangxi six character mark to the base, China, 19th/20th century -H. 28,5 cm- 40

 80
A Chinese ‘qianjiang cai’ porcelain hat stand, depicting a mountainous landscape scene with figures seated in front of a house and 
fishermen in a boat, calligraphy to the upper section, square character mark in red to the base, together with two famille rose chicken 
cups, China, late 19th/early 20th century -Hat stand: H. 28 cm; Cups: H. 7,5 cm, D. 8 cm-

30

 81 Chinese Nanking crackle-ware vase comprising of warriors and mythical beasts in relief, marked at the base, -H 44cm, surface chip at 
the underside of the top rim- 50

 82
Dish on a foot ring with flat everted rim, decorated in underglaze blue, centrally decorated with floral motives, the sides divided into 
eight panels, the rim with brown edge has four flower sprays and on the reverse two floral sprays, China, 19th century, together with a 
pair of Japanese Kutani vases decorated with figures, flowers and birds -D. dish 16 cm-

30

 83 Framed silk embroidery of peacocks, China - 44 x 31 cm- 5
 84 Carved bamboo brush pot depicting a Goddess flanked by a stag and cranes and a character for luck, China 20th. century, -H. 26 cm- 50
 85 Carved bamboo brush pot depicting a village scene in relief, China circa 1900, -H. 31,5 cm, two cracks- 20
 86 A bronze figure of Yao Wang holding a staff, the base with Chinese characters, China, 20th century -H. 21 cm- 20

 87 Chinese tea brick, pressed with a design of a temple gate between tea plants, with five stars above and Chinese characters below, the 
reverse divided into sixteen sections -23,5 x 18,5 cm, wear to edges- 10
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 88 A Chinese gilt lacquer wooden box of octagonal shape holding a blue and white porcelain sweet meat set, China, late 19th century -D. 
32 cm- 20

 89
A Chinese porcelain dish decorated in underglaze blue depicting a pagoda along the waterside, the rim with geometric pattern and 
traces of gilt, sticker to the reverse ‘Diana Cargo 536/48’, certificate from Panasonic Technics, ‘s-Hertogenbosch 1996, stand. The 
Diana cargo sank 14 March 1817 -D. 15,7 cm-

40

 90 A Chinese porcelain “klapmuts” bowl with floral panels, Kangxi marked, 19th century - H. 8.5, Diam. 20 cm, damages and rim chips 25
 91 A moulded Yixing flower petals teapot with wooden knob, 20th century - H. 8 cm, Diam. 14 cm - 25

 92
A transitional Chinese porcelain globular vase decorated with a scene from Sanguo yanyi (Romance of the Three Kingdoms), mid. 
17th century, restauration in neck - H. 19.5 cm - 100

 93 Lidded jar partly gilt and decorated with peacocks, flowers and cherry trees, Satsuma, marked underneath with Shimazu family crest, 
Meiji (1868-1912) -14 cm- 50

 94 A Chinese red and green brocade silk flag, possibly for a sampan, of triangular shape, the centre with stitched Chinese characters, first 
half 20th century or earlier -L. 280 cm-- 30

 95 A Chinese wood and bamboo two tier picnic basket or food container, Chinese characters to the lid, China, 20th century -40 x 32 x 20 
cm- 40

 96 A barrel shaped Chinese earthenware green and blue glazed storage jar with lid, China, 19th century -H. 31 cm- 100

 97
Polychrome painted four panel folding room divider, the front with a red ground on which a garden with pagoda, pond and in de back 
mountains, various figures in the garden, with some parts in high-relief, the back black with trees, China, first part 20th century -184 x 
183 cm, minor damages-

200

98 99

 98

A large deep green Chinese celadon dish centrally decorated with a dragon chasing the flaming pearl surrounded by a wave pattern in 
cavetto, the reverse with a moulded petal design, the foot rim unglazed. Provenance: Mr. W.E.A. de Graaff, personal assistant of Frits 
Philips and received this dish upon his retirement. De Graaff was commemorated by the Dutch government for his resistance activi-
ties during WWII. An identical dish is depicted on the front cover of the book ‘Chinese Celadons and other related wares in South 
East Asia’ and described on pages 202-203, entry number 169, plate 129, where it is dated to the 14th century and from the Longquan 
kilns, Zhejiang -D. 35,5 cm, minor surface wear-

500

 99 A Chinese stone carving of Li Tai Po (the drunk poet), 19th century -6 x 8 cm- 80

 100 A large inside painted snuff bottle, the one side depicting a female figure on a carp , the other side with a female figure paddling in a 
small boat, both sides with calligraphy, China, 20th century -H. 10,5 cm-- 5

 101 A carved carnelian pendant depicting a dragon and phoenix symbolising the Chinese emperor and empress, China, 20th century -D. 4 
cm- 20

 102 Framed embroidered textile, depicting five figures of which two seated playing go, with various auspicious symbols, China, 20th 
century - outside measurement 58,5 x 94,5 cm- 20

 103 Framed embroidered textile, depicting a floral scene with two peacocks and writing in the top left corner -outside measurement 84 x 
56 cm- 20

 104 Cloisonné covered vase decorated with dark red ground with meander forms on which on one side a dragon and the other a phoenix, 
with handles shaped like mythical beasts, China, 20th century -h 39,5 cm- 30

 105 A Chinese hardwood carving of Guandi, the God of war, China, 20th century -H. 37 cm-- 20
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 106 A blue and white tea caddy with cover, Qing dynasty, Kangxi, -H. 10,5 cm, cover crack and stuck- 200
 107 A Chinese harwood carving of a laughing Buddha with children crawling up to his head, 20th century -H. 38 cm- 10

 108

A large Swatow ware dish, centrally decorated with Chinese characters ‘tian xia yi’ (‘everything under the heavens’) in central medal-
lion surrounded by the characters for the 24 points of the Chinese compass in a ring, the cavetto with leaping carp between stylised 
flowers, China, Late Ming Dynasty, Wanli to Chongzhen period, 1600-1640. From the Kilns in Pinghe or Hua`an Kilns in Heping 
County, Zhangzhou Prefecture, Fujian Province. A similar dish is in the Art Gallery New South Wales. Literature: Zhangzhou Export 
Porcelain, the So-Called Swatow Wares (Various authors, Jorge Welsh Books, 2006 ISBN 0-9550992-4-2) page 133, item 28. For an-
other Ming porcelain dish of this design see : Zhanzhou (Swatow) Ceramics, Sixteenth to Seventeenth Centuries Found in Indonesia 
(Sumarah Adhyatman, The Ceramic Society of Indonesia,1999) page 147, plate 193. For further Ming dishes with this design see : 
Swatow (Barbara Harrison, Museum Het Princessehof,1979) plates 104 and 109, for a dish with a different border see 206. Another 
Ming Swatow porcelain dish with a compass design from the Percival David collection is now in the British Museum, reference PDF 
700. A large fragment of a bowl with a similar central design was excavated from the Dongkou kiln site in Wuzhai, Pinhe County -D. 
38 cm-

200

 109 A Swatow ware box decorated in underglaze blue depicting running horses amidst foliage, China, Ming dynasty, 1500-1600 -D. 11,5 
cm, small chip to the inner rim- 50

 110 A Chinese porcelain bowl decorated in underglaze blue, to the interior a scene of a boy carrying a tray with a ewer, to the exterior a 
scene of figures including two boys holding a lantern, four character mark to the base, China, 19th century -H. 8,5 cm, D. 19,7 cm- 50

 111 Jadeite incense burner decorated with dragons, on fitted wooden base, China - h (including base) 20 cm- 80

 112 Chinese blue and white porcelain vase hand-painted with double happiness symbols upon a scrolling foliate ground, with two figural 
animal handles, unmarked - H. 45 cm - 30

113 114 116 118

 113 A Chinese porcelain famaille verte lidded pot decorated with figures, 19th century - H. 32 cm - 150
 114 A Chinese porcelain sprinkler, Kangxi marked, with 19th century silver mounting - H. 17 cm - 150

 115 A Chinese porcelain vase decorated in underglaze blue depicting a scene of birds amidst flowers issuing from open rockwork, China, 
19th century -H. 58 cm- 100

 116 A Chinese porcelain vase decorated in famille rose enamels with scenes of figures and mountains, China, 19th century -H. 58 cm- 100

 117 A Chinese porcelain vase decorated with famille rose enamels depicting phoenixes perched on rockwork amidst flowers, China, late 
19th/early 20th century -H, 59,5 cm, rim chip- 50

 118
A Chinese porcelain vase decorated with famille rose enamels depicting bronze vessels with flowers separated by Chinese characters, 
China, late 19th/early 20th century -H. 57,5 cm, body crack- 50

 119 A large two part green open worked stone carving of a covered vase richly surrounded by pine trees and flowers with birds, China, 
20th century -H. 45 cm- 20

 120 An open worked green stone carvings of birds perched in a tree, China, 20th century -H. 58 cm-- 30
 121 An open worked green stone carvings of birds perched in a tree, China, 20th century -H. 31 cm-- defects 20
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 122
Hexagonal gilt open worked carving with gilt lacquered cover, China, first half 20th century -26,5 x 34,5 x 14 cm, damaged, paint 
loss- 60

 123 An open worked green stone carvings of birds standing next to a lotus, China, 20th century -H. 23 cm-- 10

 124 A Chinese porcelain bowl with Dutch clobbered decoration, the interior with a flower basket, the exterior with alternating cartouches 
enclosing landscape scenes and flower baskets, China, 18th century -H. 7,5 cm, D. 14,5 cm, defects- 20

 125 A Chinese porcelain ‘Wushuangpu’ cup and saucer, China, 19th century -Saucer: D. 14,3 cm, cup broken and glued- 5

 126 Elongated gilt open worked carving, the interior fitted with electric lighting, China, first half 20th century -27,5 x 43,5 x 12 cm, dam-
aged- 30

 127 A purple stone carving of Buddha and a lavender stone carving of a female figure, both on wooden stands, China, 20th century -H. 16 
& 15 cm- 20

 128 A pink openworked stone carving of a vase behind peonies, on a wooden stand, China, 20th century -H. 23 cm- 20
 129 A pair of jadeite bowls on wooden stands and two pairs of jadeite chopsticks, China, 19th/20th century -Bowls: H. 4,5 cm, D. 9,6 cm- 20
 130 A pink openworked stone carving of a vase behind peonies, on a wooden stand, China, 20th century -H. 35 cm- 20
 131 A green openworked stone carving of Buddha, on a wooden stand, China, 20th century -H. 30 cm- 20

 132 A Chinese export lacquer box with scenes of figures in front of houses, all bordered by cartouches with flowers, two feet replaced by 
brass ball feet, key missing, China, 19th/20th century -16 x 36 x 28 cm, signs of wear- 20

 133 A Chinese jadeite plaque with an engraved figure, China, 20th century -13,5 x 7,5 cm- 5
 134 Miao choker, China -300 grams- 10
 135 14 Chinese silver metal alloy rings, one inlaid with coral, China, 19th/20th century 80
 136 Two Chinese silver pendants with bells and stone bead, China, 19th/20th century -15 and 19 cm- 20

 137 A Chinese silver gilt necklace, the large pendant with a ‘ding’ and lotus in relief, various bells hanging from the pendant and chain, 
China, 19th/20th century -41 cm- 30

 138 Three Chinese silver pendants with a stone bead, two with bells, China, 19th/20th century 20
 139 Three Chinese silver bracelets, one with a goodluck charm, one made of silver plated bullets, China, 20th century 30

140

143

 140
15 Chinese silver and metal alloy pendants all shaped as animals, some with glass, stone or jadeite beads, China, 19th/20th century. A 
very nice lot! 80

 141 A Chinese silver necklace with butterfly pendant to which a five piece toiletry set hanging from short chains, China, 19th/20th century 30

 142 A Chinese silver metal alloy necklace with openworked pendant which opens to reveal two tubular compartments, China, first half 
20th century 20

 143
A Chinese silver necklace with a pendant shaped as a stylised bronze vessel to which Chinese characters in relief, unidentified 
maker’s mark to the reverse, China, 19th/20th century 40

 144 A Chinese silver openworked necklace with pink stone beads, China, 19th/20th century -one bead detached- 30

 145 A Chinese silver belt pendant of hexagonal shape, with alternating panels enclosing figures and Chinese characters, a stone bead to 
the underside, China, first half 20th century 20

 146 Three Chinese silver pendants, two with stone beads, China, 20th century 20
 147 A Chinese metal alloy pendant of a figure riding a kylin, five bells on chains to the underside, China, 20th century 10
 148 Two Chinese silver bells, each below a stone bead, China, 20th century 10
 149 Two Chinese silver and one silver plated appliques, China, 20th century 5

150

 150
A very nice Chinese silver gilt brooch in the shape of a flat woven box, the reverse revealing miniature scissors, shoes, threads etc., 
China, first half 20th century 30

 151 A stiff Chinese necklace with a traditional Chinese lock as a pendant, China, 20th century 20
 152 A stiff Chinese necklace with a pendant shaped as a flower basket with three bells attached, China, 20th century 20
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 153
Approximately 18 small Chinese silver pendants of various shapes and designs, some with stone beads, China, 19th/20th century, An 
interesting collection 100

 154 Three Chinese silver and metal alloy figural corner finials, Buddha, Shoulao and a figure on a kylin, China, 20th century 20
 155 A Chinese silver toiletry pendant and small silver gilt figure standing on a lotus, China, 2oth century 40
 156 A Chinese silver necklace with toad pendant, stone beads and bells, China, 20th century 10
 157 A Chinese silver belt pendant shaped as a vase, bells and stone roundels, China, 20th century 20
 158 A Chinese silver pendant of rectangular shape decorated with flowers, two bells and two stone beads, China, 19th/20th century 10
 159 Seven Chinese silver bell pendants, all with stone beads, China, 19th/20th century. A nice little collection 50
 160 Five Chinese silver pendants and a brooch, China, 20th century 30
 161 Nine Chinese silver and metal alloy pendants with stone beads attached, China, 19th/20th century 60
 162 Two Chinese silver children’s bracelets with bells attached, China, 20th century 10
 163 A Straits Chinese procession staff with brass mount shaped as a conch shell with a fish, Indonesia, 20th century -238 cm- 20
 164 A Chinese enamelled silver belt pendant with a five piece toiletry set, China, 20th century 10
 165 Four Chinese silver pendants of fish with movable bodies, all with stone bead, China, 20th century 20

 166 Boy and girl Chinese porcelain pillows, the clothing in underglaze blue over the biscuit, impressed seal mark to the undersides, China, 
20th century -18 x 30 cm, one leg of the boy broken and glued- 20

 167 A large Chinese silver pendant shaped as a butterfly, China, first half 20th century 20
 168 Ten small Chinese silver and metal alloy pendants, all with beads, China, 19th/20th century 40

 169 A Chinese silver necklace with two bells and a pendant, the pendant with characters to the one side and figures within a pagoda on the 
other, China, 19th/20th century 20

 170

A Chinese porcelain opium pillow decorated in famille rose enamels depicting a scene of duck in the water to the one side and flowers 
to the other. Opium pillows were used during the Opium era in an Opium den. Smokers would put their money and valuables inside, 
turn the larger opening towards the wall and smoke themselves into oblivion knowing that everything was safely tucked away. China, 
19th century -13 x 14,5 x 6,5 cm, some wear to the enamels-

20

171

177

 171
A Chinese cloisonné enamel incense burner decorated with a vase and auspicious symbols, China, 19th century -H. 8 cm, D. 14 cm, 
slight dent- 30

 172 Oval form famille rose vase, front decorated with female figure with scroll and the back with script, China, Republican period (1912-
1949) -h 12 cm- 5

 173 Two Chinese paintings of a mountainous seascape by an unknown artist, with calligraphy and artists seals, watercolour on paper, 20th 
century -74 x 65 cm- 5

 174 A pair of carved wooden panels inlaid with mother of pearl each depicting a figure and flowers, China, 20th century -44,5 x 30 cm, 
both cracked- 5

 175
A Chinese eggshell porcelain cup with famille rose decoration depicting a scene of birds amidst blossoming trees and a miniature 
Japanese porcelain pear shaped sprinkler with sprays of flowers in underglaze blue and green, overglaze red decoration, 19th century 
-Cup: H. 4,5 cm, D. 9 cm, hairline crack; sprinkler: H. 9 cm-

25

 176 Fist shaped Chinese slingshot, the hand decorated with a silver plated ring, holding a dagger, and a plaque depicting a dragon, first 
half 20th century -L. 21,5 cm, signs of wear- 25

 177
A black and gold lacquered Chinese export gaming box holding four smaller and one larger box filled with mother of pearl gaming 
chips, China, late 19th/early 20th century -8 x 29 x 26 cm, signs of wear- 60
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 178

A set of 12 Chinese blue and white plates decorated to the centre with a scene of two robed scholars with fans meeting beside a lake 
with a young attendant carrying a lantern, a willow overhead, rockwork in the foreground and pagoda in the distance, the cavetto 
with four cartouches containing beribboned scholarly objects against a diaper ground, the rim with a scrolling garland of peony, 
chrysanthemum and lily, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795). Quite rare to find a set of 12! -D. 23 cm, a few with rim frits, one with 
a hairline crack to the centre-

300

 179 A pair of Chinese Imari plates with a central scene of blossoming flowers, and floral decoration along the flat everted rim, China, first 
half 18th century -D. 22 cm, some minor rim frits and slight loss of gilt decoration to one plate- 50

 180
Three Chinese porcelain shallow dishes decorated in underglaze blue depicting a single flower within a double circle surrounded by 
floral decoration, the rim with four cartouches separated by trellis work, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -D. 21,7 cm, one with a 
hairline, one with a small restored rim chip, some rim frits-

60

 181
A pair of Chinese porcelain beaker vases decorated in underglaze blue, the centre of the body decorated with scrolling flowers, a band 
of ruyi heads along the upper rim, auspicious symbols beneath lotus petals above the foot rim, China, 18th century -H. 14 cm- 100

 182 A pair of Chinese wooden stands carved as the immortal Li Tieguai, China, 20th century -H. 37,5 cm- 20

 183 A pair of small Chinese porcelain ewers and covers, the handles placed to the side, each similarly decorated with peonies and auspi-
cious symbols, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -H. 11 cm, rim fritting and a chip to one cover- 60

184

188

 184
A Chinese porcelain milk jug and cover with twisted handle decorated with sprays of flowers in underglaze blue, China, Qianlong 
period (1736-1795) -H. 15,5 cm- 80

 185 A Jian stone ware bowl decorated with oiled spot glaze, Boshan four character mark together with a polychrome glazed Shiwan figu-
ral group of Shoulao and a boy carrying the peach of immortality, China, both late 20th century 20

 186 A pair of Chinese porcelain plates decorated with flowers issuing from open rockwork, China, 18th century -D. 22,4 cm, one with a 
star crack to the base and small chip, rim frittings to both- 40

 187 Two Chinese porcelain bowls decorated in famille rose enamels, China, late 19th/early 20th century -D. 18,3 and 20 cm, the smaller 
one with a hairline crack- 20

 188
A Chinese café-au-lait glazed porcelain teapot and matching pair of cup and saucers, all painted with famille rose panels of birds and 
flowers, China, Qianlong period (173-1795) - H. 13 cm, one saucer with hairline - 100

 189 Swatow bowl and plate, both decorated in underglaze cobalt blue and white with stylistic symbols, late Ming dynasty, -Diam. plate 20 
cm, defects- 20

 190 A pair of Blanc de Chine water droppers as well as joss stick holders, shaped as seated ‘qilins’, China, first half 18th century -H. 7 cm, 
small chips to the manes, josstick holders broken- 20

 191

A pair of Chinese porcelain shallow dishes with scalloped rims decorated in underglaze blue, the centre decorated with a mountain-
ous river scene with pagoda, fisherman in boats and pine trees, all enclosed by a band of geometric patterns, the flat everted rim with 
scrolls of flowers and trellis work, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795), together with a 19th century plate in Kangxi style -D. 23 and 
20,5 cm, the pair of plates each with a hairline and one with a related chip-

40

 192 A Chinese porcelain ewer and cover decorated with famille rose enamels depicting blossoming peonies, together with a small milk 
jug, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -H. 15 and 9 cm, chips, hairline to the ewer- 40

 193 A Chinese porcelain Imari jar and cover decorated with a floral scene and cartouches with flying phoenixes, China, 18th century -H. 
10,5 cm, chip to the inside of the rim of the jar, rim chip to the cover- 30
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 194
A collection of 22 famille rose saucers, 21 cups and a garniture of three vases, China, Lowestoft, 18th and 19th century - various 
damages - 100

 195
Two Chinese export porcelain ‘tobacco leaf’ cups and saucers, ca.1770 - Diam. 7 and 12 cm, one saucer broken and chip, other saucer 
glaze cracks, one cup with small rim chip, other cup with firing crack - 200

 196 A pair of Chinese export silver cups with handles, each engraved with a scene of blossoming flowers and bamboo, two illegible 
Chinese character maker’s marks to the bottom, China, ca. 1900 -H. 5,5 cm- 80

 197 A pair of Chinese export silver dishes with moulded petal shaped rims, two unidentified Chinese character maker’s marks to the 
underside, China, ca. 1900 -D. 9 cm- 80

 198

Two Chinese porcelain ‘klapmutsen’, each decorated in underglaze blue, the smaller one with a central design of a flying crane, 
ribbons and mask decorations to the everted rim, the larger one with a central decoration od a bird perched on a rock amidst flowers 
and a butterfly, China, Wanli period (1573-1619) -Small bowl: H. 4,7 cm, D. 10,1 cm, hairline and hole drilled to the foot rim; Larger 
bowl: H. 4,5 cm, D. 14 cm, rim chip with associated hairline-

60

 199
A pair of Chinese Imari porcelain plates, each decorated with a central scene of a pine tree and peony in a fenced terrace, the everted 
rim with floral decoration between two bands of geometric design, gilding to the flowers, China, 18th century -D. 26,2 cm, rim frits, 
one plate with a chip and associated hairline-

40

 200
A pair of Chinese Imari porcelain plates with a central scene of a woman picking blossom from a tree in a fenced garden with two 
boys behind her, the everted rim with four cartouches enclosing pomegranates separated by prunus branches, China, first half 18th 
century -D. 21.5 cm, glaze cracking to one plate-

40

 201 A pair of Chinese porcelain plates decorated with famille rose enamels, depicting a central peony surrounded  by three large sprays of 
peony, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -D. 22 cm, one plate with two minute frits to the reverse of the rim- 40

202

206

 202
A Chinese Imari porcelain teapot and cover with moulded body, highlighted in gilt, China, early 18th century -H. 10 cm, minute glaze 
frit to the spout- 100

 203 A Chinese porcelain polychrome enamelled dragon dish, apocryphal Kangxi mark, together with a Swatow dish decorated with 
pagodas, China, 19th/20th century -D. 17,5 and 26 cm, polychrome dish broken and glued- 20

 204 A pair of Chinese porcelain bowls decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior depicting a continuous scene of figures including officials 
and musicians, four character mark to the underside, China, 19th century -H. 6 cm, D. 12,3 cm, one with a short hairline- 80

 205 A pair of Chinese porcelain cups and saucers decorated with flowers in underglaze blue, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4,5cm, D. 9 
cm; Saucers: D. 13,5 cm, a few small frittings- 30

 206
A pair of Chinese export silver salt shakers, each formed as a pagoda, two unidentified Chinese character marks to the underside, 
China, late 19th/early 20th century -H. 9 cm- 100

 207 Two Canton enamel dishes, each decorated with a scene with European men, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -10 x 10 cm, both 
with restorations- 60

 208
A pair of Chinese Imari porcelain cups with floral decoration and a young boy to the base of the interior, together with two blue and 
white cups, each with floral decoration, one cup with swirling moulded sides, China, 18th century -Largest: H. 5,5 cm, D. 8 cm, the 
b/w cup without moulded sides with defects-

30

 209
A pair of Chinese porcelain plates decorated in underglaze blue, depicting a flower basket with elongated handle in the centre, the flat 
rim with four floral cartouches divided by geometric patterns, China, first half 18th century -D. 27,7 cm, one with a star crack in the 
glaze to the reverse and a glaze crack to the front-

60
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 210
Two similar Chinese export silver salts shaped as a Chinese shoe, both finely engraved to the exterior and with original glass liners 
and spoons, unidentified Chinese maker’s mark to the underside, China, ca. 1900 -L. 6,5 cm- 100

 211
A Chinese export silver salt, pepper and condiment sent modelled as a figure pushing a cart, with the three loose compartments in 
fitted rings: a basket with glass liner for salt including a small spoon, a cone shaped pepper shaker and a pumpkin shaped condiment 
holder with glass liner and spoon, unidentified makers mark to the wheel, China, ca. 1900 -H. 9 cm, L. 15 cm-

200

 212 A large pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose vases with covers, the bodies painted with large panels depicting figures, the covers 
surmounted with foo dogs, on wooden stands, China, 20th century -H. 107 cm excluding stands- 100

 213 A pair of faux lacquer vases on enamel copper bodies, a covered jar and a calabas shaped vase, China, 20th century -Pair of vases: H. 
23 cm- 20

 214 Two Chinese porcelain water sprinklers with floral decorations, 18th century - H. 13 cm, restauration and chip - 40
 215 A pair of Chinese porcelain saucers depicting playing ‘zotjes’, Kangxi style, 19th century - Diam. 15 cm - 50

 216 A pair of Chinese gilt wood relief carvings depicting figures under trees near a pagoda, framed, China, late 19th/early 20th century 
-25 x 19 cm- 20

 217
Two Chinese porcelain famille rose vases, one decorated with egrets and flowers issuing from a rock formation, the other with blos-
soming peonies, both with Chinese characters to the reverse, China, ca. 1900 -H. 57,5 and 58 cm, the second vase restored at the 
neck-

40

 218 A Chinese wooden carving of a Foo dog with pup and ball, together with a carved wooden box with auspicious symbols and flowers, 
China, 20th century -Pup: H. 10 cm; Box: 6 x 16,5 x 16,5 cm- 20

 219 Jadeite figures, female and boy, together with peaches (symbol longevity) , on fitted wooden base, China - h (including base) 23 cm- 80

220

221

 220
A pair of blue and white Chinese porcelain hat stands as lamp stands, decorated with foo dogs, the eyes and teeth heightened with 
gold, 19th century -H. 38 cm - 200

 221
A near pair of blue and white porcelain bowls, early Kangxi period, each bowl of bell shape, one painted with four flowerhead medal-
lions above a frieze of linked scrolls on the exterior below swastika motifs and a double line border at the rim, the base with a square 
seal mark, rim fritting and chips - H. 6.5 cm, Diam. 12 cm -

100

 222 A pair of open worked green stone carvings of phoenixes perched in a tree, China, 20th century -H. 50 cm-- 30

223
 223 Two Southern Song dynasty celadon glazed bowl with incised floral decorations - Diam. 18 and 21 cm - 100
 224 Southern Song dynasty celadon glazed bowl, a Ming celadon saucer and a cup - Diam. 8, 12 and 18 cm - 60
 225 Two soapstone seals with foo dogs and two soapstone female figures, China, first half 20th century -H. 5 and 8 cm- 5

 226 Two Chinese porcelain ‘kitchen ch’ing’ lidded jar with Kamcheng Foo dog to the lid, decorated in underglaze blue. Pictured and 
described in Nonya Ware and Kitchen Ch’ing by Southest Asian Ceramic Society, page 74. China, 19th century -H. 22 and 18 cm- 60

 227 A Chinese ‘kitchen ch’ing’ ewer and lidded pot, both decorated in underglaze blue, China, 19th century -H. 15 and 12 cm, chip and 
crack to pot- 20
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 228 Archaistic  bronze cloisonné vessel and cover, handles decorated with two animal heads, added a two handled vase,  China, 
19th./20th. century, -H. 32 cm- 30

 229 A pair of Chinese gilt bronze earrings, hairpins and pin from a toiletry set, all on a red cloth within a frame, China, 19th century 80

 230 A framed Chinese brocade silk embroidery and a framed wooden wall panel inlaid with mother of pearl, China, 20th century -51 x 14 
cm and 59 x 14 cm, loss of inlay- 5

 231 Two small Chinese porcelain dishes depicting a scene of a small boy and a female in a garden, one scene with a fence, apocryphal 
Chenghua mark to the reverse, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -D. 10,5 cm, rim chips- 20

 232 A pair of Chinese porcelain dishes decorated in underglaze blue, decorated with a central scene of two female figures in a fenced 
garden, the rim with cartouches enclosing sprays of flowers, pie crust rims, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722, rim frittings- 40

 233 Two Chinese porcelain famille rose cups and a saucer decorated with flower sprays and a famille rose dish depicting a scene of 
children dancing around a female figure, China, 18th and 19th century -Largest: D. 17 cm, defects- 20

 234
Three Chinese porcelain dishes decorated with famille rose enamels depicting a chicken and rooster amid blossoming peonies and 
floral sprays beneath the rim, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -d. 25.6 cm, rim fritting and one with a short hairline- 100

 235
Three Chinese Imari bowls decorated to the exterior with a scene of flowers and open rockwork in front of a fence, the interior with 
four floral cartouches separated by a geometric pattern below the rim and a flower to the bottom, China, 18th century -H. 7 cm, D. 
14,7 cm, two with a small glaze chip to the rim-

60

 236 Six large Chinese porcelain cups and saucers decorated with famille rose enamels depicting open rockwork, finger citrus and peonies 
with highlighted in gold, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 6 cm, D. 11,5 cm, Saucers: D. 16 cm, some chips, rims frits and hairlines- 80

 237
Five Chinese porcelain cups and six saucers decorated with famille rose enamels depicting cartouches of flowers separated by a geo-
metric pattern in underglaze blue, the walls of the cups and saucers moulded, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 5,6 cm; Saucers: 
D. 9,6 cm, one saucer damaged and glued, some rim frittings and signs of wear-

50

 238 Six various Chinese porcelain cups and four saucers, including two pair, 18th and 19th century - various damages - 25

 239
Three Chinese porcelain saucers with ‘encre de Chine’ decoration depicting a boy seated on an oxen and holding a stick with a bird in 
his hand, the rim with gilt floral cartouches separated by trellis work, China, mid-18th century -D. 11,3 cm, each with a small rim frit- 80

 240 Three Chinese porcelain bowls decorated in underglaze blue, two with carp and one with carp and crab, China, 19th/20th century -H. 
6,5 cm, D. 12,5 cm, a few tiny frits- 20

 241
A Chinese porcelain basin decorated in famille rose enamels, the interior depicting a scene of figures in a garden, the wall with a 
landscape scene, with floral decoration the the flat everted rim, together with a famille rose plate, box with cover and a small dish in 
iron red, China, 19th century -Basin: H. 9,5 cm, D. 28 cm, the famille rose plate with a short hairline-

80

 242
Three Chinese porcelain cups decorated in underglaze blue with a scene of blossoming flowers, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722), 
together with a famille rose mandarin bowl depicting cartouches of figures and flowers, China, 19th century -Cups: H. 5 cm, D. 8cm; 
Bowl: H. 6 cm, D. 12 cm, some minor chips and frits-

50

 243
Three Chinese porcelain cups decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior with flower baskets surrounded by floral designs, the interior 
with a bird to the base and a geometric design below the rim, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 4 cm, D. 6,6 cm, one cup with 3 
rim frits-

40

 244
Three Chinese porcelain cups with moulded sides decorated in underglaze blue, the exterior with  moulded panels enclosing Long 
Eliza’s alternated by landscape scenes , the interior with a Long Eliza to the base and a geometric design below the rim, apocryphal 
Cheng H’ua mark to the underside, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -H. 4,5 cm, D. 6,7 cm, rim frits-

40

245

247

 245
Three Chinese porcelain dishes of octagonal shape decorated in underglaze blue depicting a river scene with pagoda’s, the rim with 
a geometric pattern separated by four butterflies, China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -D. 23,5 cm, rim frits, one with a crack to the 
centre-

60

 246 Three miniature Chinese porcelain vases decorated in underglaze blue with 19th century Dutch silver mounts, China, 18th century -H. 
8, 6 and 5 cm- 30

 247
Three similarly decorated Chinese porcelain bowls with Dutch clobbered decoration, the interior with a flower basket, the exterior 
with alternating cartouches enclosing landscape scenes and flower baskets, China, 18th century -Largest: H. 7 cm, D. 14,8 cm, small 
rim chip to largest, fritting and hairlines to the middle sized bowl-

80
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 248 Three Chinese porcelain cups and saucers with Dutch clobbered decoration depicting baskets of flowers and river scenes, China, 18th 
century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 7,2 cm; Saucers: D. 11,7 cm, one cup glued, some rim frittings- 30

 249 Three Chinese porcelain bowls and a cup and saucer, all decorated with flowers in famille rose enamels, the exterior of the cup and 
saucer in glazed brown, China, 18th century -Largest bowl: H. 7 cm, D. 14,5 cm- 40

 250

Three large Chinese porcelain bowls, the exterior decorated with a scene of a male figure on a ladder picking cherries to one side 
and a female figure seated on a rock with a bowl of cherries in her hands, the interior decorated with scrolling motif divided by spear 
heads below the rim and a bunch of fruit to the base, China, 18th century -H. 10 cm, D. 23 cm, one with two hairlines, one with three 
hairlines and one restored-

200

 251 Three Chinese porcelain dishes with moulded rims decorated with floral scenes in famille verte enamels, China, Kangxi period (1662-
1722) -D. 13,5 cm, one with a faint hairline- 60

 252 Three Chinese porcelain cups and two saucers decorated in underglaze blue depicting scenes of figures on horseback and figures car-
rying flags, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D, 6,5 cm; Saucers: D. 10,3 cm, rim frittings to the saucers- 40

 253 Eleven Chinese silver metal alloy hair pins of various sizes, China, 19th/20th century 80
 254 Three large Chinese silver metal alloy hair pins, two of which open worked, China, late 19th/early 20th century 30
 255 Four Chinese silver metal alloy bracelets, China, late 19th/early 20th century 20

 256 Two Chinese silver metal alloy belt hook ornaments, both open worked, the one with two dragons, the other with flowers in a basket, 
each with a stone bead hanging centrally, China, late 19th/early 20th century 20

 257 Five openworked jadeite pendants including two with double happiness fish, all with tassels, China, 20th century 10
 258 Ten Chinese silver and metal alloy rings, China, first half 20th century 30
 259 A Chinese porcelain bead necklace in underglaze blue, and a cloisonné bead necklace, China, 20th century 10

 260 A pair of Chinese silver chopsticks, the upper section with engraved decoration, China, late 19th/early 20th century -L. 21,5 cm, 
slightly bent- 20

 261 Three Chinese stone carvings, all on wooden stands, 20th century -Largest: H. 22 cm- 20

262

265
 262 Three various Swatow bowls, 16th/17th century - Diam. 15 H. 7 cm - 100
 263 Three various Swatow bowls, 16th/17th century - Diam. 15 H. 7 cm - 100
 264 A Swatow covered box, bowl, saucer and a pair of small vases, 17th century and later 100
 265 Three various Swatow dishes, 17th century and later - Diam. 30 and 32 cm - 100
 266 Four jadeite openworked plaques, China, 19th/20th century 40
 267 A large blue and white dish and a plate, 19th century and a Swatow plate, 17th century - 19,22 and 30 cm. - 30

268
 268 A large Swatow dish, a smaller dish, two small plates and a bowl, Ming, bowl restored - Diam. 33, 27, 18 and 17.5 cm - 125
 269 A collection of 11 various earthenware and porcelain object, Swatow, Ming, celadon, 17th century and later 75
 270 A polychrome Swatow dish and plate, 17th century and a blue and white Ming dish - restorations - Diam. 38, 24 and 31 cm - 50

 271 Three Chinese Yixing teapots, all with incised calligraphy, China, 20th century -Largest: H. 8 Cm, L. 18 cm, all with defects, one 
missing the lid- 5

 272 Three Chinese porcelain teapots decorated in underglaze blue with sprays of flowers, China, 18th century -Largest: H. 10 cm, one 
with associated lid, all with defects- 20

 273 Three miniature Chinese porcelain medicine jars decorated in underglaze blue with Chinese characters, one with lid, together with a 
blue and white miniature jar, China, late 19th century -H. ca. 5,5 cm- 40

 274 A Chinese glass inside painted snuff bottle decorated with a mountainous river scene and calligraphy, jadeite stopper, together with 
three cloisonné eggs on wooden stand, China, 20th century -Snuff bottle: H. 8 cm- 5

 275 Three small Chinese carvings: butterfly, a reclining figure on a leaf and a finger citrus, China, 19th/20th century -6,5 cm, 6 cm and 7,5 
cm- 30
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 276 Three Chinese porcelain cups and saucers decorated in underglaze blue, one set with Batavia ware exterior, together with a blue and 
white bowl and two matching saucers, China, 18th and 19th century -Bowl: H. 6 cm, D. 12,3 cm, some defects- 20

 277 A study collection of Straits Chinese ‘kitchen ch’ing’ porcelain decorated in famille rose enamels, including two teapots, covered 
boxes, small dishes, etc., late 19th/early 20th century 50

 278 A nest of four Straits Chinese tables carved with scrolling flowers, the tops inlaid with burl wood, first half 20th century -Largest: 68 
x 49 x 36 cm- 20

 279 Four Chinese Imari cups and saucers with floral decoration, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 6,5 cm; saucers: D. 11,5 cm, 
chips and hairlines, one saucer broken and glued- 20

 280 Four Chinese Blanc de Chine joss stick holders, each with a male food dog with ball, China, late 19th century century  -Largest: H. 
12,5 cm, defects- 20

 281

Five Chinese porcelain cups and saucers with ‘encre de Chine’ decoration depicting the goddess Hera/Juno seated on a cloud with 
a peacock beside her, gilt painted highlights. The source of the design is an engraving by Claude Audran III (1658-1734) as part of 
a series in which various Olympian gods and goddesses depict the months of the year, Hera/Juno symbolizes June. Literature: F. 
Hervouët, ‘La porcelain des Compagnies des Indes a décor Occidental’, Paris, Flammerion, 1986, page 296. China, Ca. 1750-1760 
-Cups: H. 4,5 cm, D. 7,5 cm, Saucers: D. 12 cm, some rubbing, some hairlines and frits-

250

 282
Six Chinese porcelain cups and saucers decorated in underglaze blue, centrally depicting a female figure seated in a fenced garden, the 
cups with moulded panels, the saucers with moulded rims, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -Cups: H.4 cm, D. 6,8 cm; Saucers: D. 
11 cm, one cup with a rim frit, some saucers with rim fritting-

100

 283 Five Chinese Imari porcelain cups and six saucers, decorated with blossoming flowers in a vase, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) 
-Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 7 cm; Saucers: D. 11 cm, defects- 40

 284 Five Chinese Imari porcelain cups and saucers, decorated with a duck in a landscape scene, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) Cups: 
H. 4 cm, D. 6,8 cm; Saucers: D. 11,5 cm, some minor frits, one cup with a hairline- 60

285

287

 285
Five Chinese Imari saucers decorated with a bird flying over branches of blossoming prunus, three cups and saucers, two famille rose 
cups and a blue and white cup, China, 18th and 19th century -some hairlines and rim frits- 80

 286 A set of five Chinese Imari bowls and a set of four famille verte bowls, 18th/19th century - Diam. 11 cm, two with hairline - 50

 287

Four Chinese porcelain dishes decorated in underglaze blue, the sides are lightly moulded with a band of stylised ruyi heads with 
cloud shapes, the interior decorated with a seated lady at a table on a terrace in front of a pavilion, the table has a small vase with a 
flower, on the terrace there is open rockwork behind a pyramid fence, the area is over hung by a branch from a pine tree and fronds 
from a plantain (banana tree), apocryphal six character Cheng H’ua mark to the base, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -D. 15,5 cm, 
a few rim frits-

150

 288
Four Chinese porcelain cups decorated in underglaze blue with floral decoration to the exterior, the interior with a flower to the base 
and a a band of geometric design below the rim, together with three smaller cups with similar decoration, China, 18th century -Larg-
est: H. 4 cm, D. 7 cm, various frits and chips, one broken and glued-

40

 289 Four Chinese Imari porcelain cups and six saucers, decorated with floral sprays, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, d. 7 cm; Sau-
cers: D. 12 cm, chips and frittings- 50

 290 Four Chinese Imari porcelain cups and saucers, decorated with floral sprays and cartouches with ducks, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 
3,5 cm, D. 6 cm; Saucers: D. 10,3 cm, chips and frittings- 40

 291 Four moulded Chinese Imari porcelain cups and five saucers, decorated with floral sprays, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, d. 6 
cm; Saucers: D. 11,5 cm, two saucers with defects- 40

 292 A Chinese Imari porcelain cup and saucer with flower sprays, the exterior in brown, together with three Imari cups and one saucer, 
China, 18th century -rim frittings- 30

293

 293
Four Chinese export silver salts shaped as woven baskets, each with a Chinese character to the exterior, three with original glass liner, 
all with spoon, unidentified maker’s mark to the undersides, China, ca. 1900 -H. 3 cm- 150

 294 Four various underglaze blue earthenware objects; three bowls and a medicinal jarlet, South East China, 19th century -H. 7 cm, D. 
24,5 cm, damages- 30

 295 Eight Chinese porcelain spoons decorated in underglaze blue with Chinese characters, China, 19th century -L. 10 cm- 40
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 296 Four Chinese porcelain bird feeders decorated in underglaze blue, various sizes, China, first half 20th century -Largest: H. 5,5 cm, two 
with small defect- 5

 297 Two sets of four and a pair of Qialong plates with floral decorations, late 18th century, various damages - Diam. 21 to 24 cm - 50
 298 A Chinese porcelain plate decorated with tobacco leaves, four various saucers and two cups, 18th, various damages 25
 299 Four Chinese Imari porcelain saucers, four saucers and one cup in blue and white and a teapot, China, 18th century and later -Defects- 20

 300
Four Chinese porcelain plates decorated in underglaze blue, with a central scene of peonies, pomegranate and bamboo encircled by 
two double rings, the rims with floral sprays, together with two other plates depicting a river scene with a pagoda and houses, the rims 
with flowers, China, 18th century -D. 22,6 and 23,2 cm, chips and defects-

40

 301
Five Chinese Imari porcelain cups and six saucers, decorated with floral panels, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 7 cm; Sau-
cers: D. 10,8 cm, rim frittings- 60

 302 An assorted lot of Chinese porcelain decorated in underglaze blue, consisting of a teapot without cover, three cups, a small dish and a 
covered jar, China, 18th/19th century -Teapot: H. 9 cm, some small chips and frits- 60

 303 Five Chinese blue and white porcelain sherds, mounted in sterling silver and pendants, the porcelain 18th century and earlier 40

 304
A Lowestoft famille rose teapot, milk jug, six cups and saucers, and a cup with ear and saucer, all decorated with peonies and insects, 
China, Qianlong period (1736-1795) -H. Teapot: 13,5 cm, some damage to the rim of the teapots cover, small chip to the spout, rim 
frittings to some saucers and cups-

80

 305
A set of six Chinese porcelain cups and two saucers with floral patterns and landscapes in panels, Kangxi marked, 19th century, rim 
chips, both saucers hairlines, together with a Chinese Imari plate 75

 306 Six Chinese porcelain plates decorated in underglaze blue, with a central scene of a vase, flowers and auspicious symbols encircled by  
two double blue rings, the flat everted rim with floral sprays, China, mid 18th century -D. 22,8 cm, rim chips- 50

 307 Seven Chinese porcelain dishes decorated in underglaze blue, centrally depicting a scene of two figures in a fenced garden, encircled 
by moulded floral panels, China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -D. 10,5 cm, one with a chip, some minor rim frittings- 40

308

312

 308
Eight cups and ten saucers decorated in underglaze blue depicting a scene of ‘Joosje te paard’ and other figures, China, Kangxi period 
(1662-1722) -Cups: H. 3,6 cm, D. 6,3 cm; Saucers: D. 10 cm, a few minute rim frits- 150

 309
Nine cups and three saucers decorated in underglaze blue depicting panels of line drawn floral decoration. Similar decorated cups 
and saucers, but of octagonal shape, were found in the Vung Tau cargo. China, Kangxi period (1662-1722) -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 6 cm; 
Saucers: D. 10 cm, a few rim frits, one cup and one saucer with a chip-

100

 310 Nine Chinese miniature porcelain vases and two cups, decorated in underglaze blue, China, 18th century and later -some with defects- 100

 311 A varied collection of Chinese porcelains including a cup and saucer, famille rose shallow dish, blue and white porcelain plate, 
together with an Indonesian brass mounted teapot inspired by Yixing ware, 18th to 20th centuries -defects- 50

 312
An interesting study collection of Chinese blue and white porcelain consisting of various cups and saucers, miniature vase, plate, 
butter dishes, etc., China, 18th century and later -overall very good condition, some defects- 150

 313
Eleven Chinese porcelain cups and twelve saucers decorated in underglaze blue, all depicting a central scene of a female figure with a 
rabbit and alternating panels of playing boys and figures in a garden, China, 18th century -Cups: H. 4 cm, D. 7,1 cm; Saucers: D. 11,5 
cm, in overall very good condition-

100

 314 A collection of 27 Chinese and Japanese Imari cups and 21 saucers including several sets, 18th and 19th century - hairlines, chips and 
some restorations - 75

 315 A collection of 20 various Chinese and Japanese porcelain objects, including an export teapot depicting a smoking dutchman, cover 
not matching, 18th and 19th century - various damages - 125

 316 Approximately 50 Chinese carved wooden stands of various sizes 50

 317 16 Chinese wooden plate stands of various sizes -some defects- 20
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Japan

 318
A round Japanese bronze hand mirror in a wooden case, the one side depicting seven pouches and Japanese characters to the left, 
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 25 cm- 20

 319 A round Japanese bronze hand mirror in a wooden case, the one side depicting a central scene of egrets and bamboo, all surrounded 
by waves and Japanese characters to the left, the handle bound with bamboo, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 31,8 cm- 20

 320 A round Japanese bronze hand mirror in a wooden case, the one side depicting egrets amidst pine trees and two large characters and 
Japanese characters to the left, the handle bound with bamboo, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 33,5 cm- 20

 321
A round Japanese bronze hand mirror in a wooden case, the one side depicting two large characters, a turtle and egret amidst pine, 
bamboo and cherry blossom and Japanese characters to the left, the handle bound with bamboo, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 
34 cm-

20

 322 An exceptionally large round Japanese bronze mirror , the one side depicting a turtle and egrets amidst pine, bamboo and cherry blos-
som and Japanese characters to the left, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 49,7 cm- 25

 323 A Japanese tetsubin (iron tea kettle) of round shape with cover and stone knob, signature to the inside of the cover, Japan, 19th or 
early 20th century -H. 17cm- 20

 324
A hexagonal green glazed teapot with a small ring to the handle, the chrysanthemum knob to the cover made to revolve, the underside 
unglazed, impressed character mark next to the handle reading ‘Banko’, an identical teapot is in the collection of Museon, The Hague, 
inventory number 55556, Japan, 19th/20th century -H. 8 cm-

20

 325 A porcelain mask netsuke with gilt eyes, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -3,5 cm- 5

 326
A large Japanese Imari charger, centrally decorated with bamboo, pine and prunus in underglaze blue, the rims decorated with trees 
and birds within bordered panels, 19th century or earlier -D. 47 cm- 100

 327
A Japanese painted scroll depicting Kakinomoto Hitomaro. Kakinomoto no Hitomaro (柿柿 柿柿柿 or 柿柿 柿柿; c. 653–655 – c. 707–
710) was a Japanese waka poet and aristocrat of the late Asuka period. He was the most prominent of the poets included in the 
Man’yōshū, the oldest waka anthology. Japan, first half 20th century -187 cm x 60 cm, slight damage to the lower section-

40

 328 A Japanese scroll, ink on paper, depicting a scholar seated with a book, Japan, first half 20th century -171 x 48 cm, wrinkles- 40

 329

A Japanese scroll, paint on silk, depicting Han Xin ( 231/230 – 196 BC) crawling between the legs of a hooligan. Han Xin was a Chi-
nese military general and politician who served Liu Bang and contributed greatly to the founding of the Han dynasty. According to the 
legend a hooligan saw Han Xin carrying a sword and challenged him to either kill him or crawl between his legs. Han Xin knew that 
he would become a criminal if he killed him, so instead of responding to the taunts, he crawled between the hooligan’s legs and was 
laughed at. Several years later, Han Xin found the hooligan and instead of taking revenge, he appointed the hooligan as a ‘zhongwei’ 
(equivalent to a present-day lieutenant) and said, “This man is a hero. Do you think I could not have killed him when he humiliated 
me? I would not become famous even if I killed him then. Hence, I endured the humiliation to preserve my life to achieve great things 
in the future.”, Japan, 20th century -148 x 60,5 cm, some light staining-

50

 330 A Japanese scroll, paint on silk, depicting ‘three wise men’, Japan, mid-20th century -197 x 61 cm, minor staining- 30

 331 A Japanese scroll, ink on paper, depicting the Buddhist monk Daruma, Japan, first half 20th century -188 x 46 cm, signs of wear- 40

 332 A Japanese scroll, paint on paper, depicting a female figure, Japan, second half 20th century -193 x 65,5 cm- 20

 333 A Japanese scroll, paint on paper, depicting a fisherman and young boy, Japan, second half 20th century -179 x 69 cm- 20

 334 A Japanese scroll, ink and watercolour on paper, depicting male figure, Japan, 20th century -186 x 69 cm- 30

 335 A Japanese scroll, paint on silk, depicting a scene from the Noh play ‘Takasago’, Japan, first half 20th century -190 x 53 cm- 40

 336 A Japanese scroll, ink on paper, depicting a mountainous landscape scene and house, painted in the ‘Suiboku’ technique, Japan, 
second half 19the century -188 x 67 cm, water staining and some wear- 40
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 337
A Japanese scroll, paint on silk, depicting an attractive scene of samurai warriors, calligraphy to the top left, Japan, 20th century -173 
x 78,5 cm- 100

 338
A large Japanese Imari charger, centrally decorated with a phoenix flying over a fenced terrace with open rockwork and blossom-
ing flowers, the flat everted rim with cartouches enclosing floral patters, the reverse with three sprays of flowers to the rim, five spur 
marks to the base, Japan, 19th century or earlier -D. 41,5 cm-

100

 339 A Japanese porcelain Hiarado vase decorated with a bird amidst blossoming branches, 20th century - H. 26 cm. restauration on bot-
tom - 5

 340 A Japanese porcelain Imari covered jar with floral decoration, Japan, 18th century -H. 14 cm- 60
 341 A Japanese netsuke shaped as a pea pod, Japan, Meiji period -7,5 cm- 30

 342 A Japanese bronze vase decorated in relief with two hares sitting in grass looking up at the moon, Japan, Maiji period (1868-1912) -H. 
30 cm- 40

 343 A Japanese wood netsuke of a rat with a coin, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 5 cm- 40

344 347 349

 344
A large Japanese Kutani porcelain vase decorated with panels enclosing scenes of flowers and mountainous riverboat scenes, all 
surrounded by geometric pattern decoration and stylised chrysanthemum, the everted rim with petal shaped rim, Japan, Meiji period 
(1868-1912) -H. 77 cm-

100

 345 A small Japanese porcelain tea pot of square shape decorated with scenes of cloth of various geometric patterns, Meiji period (1868-
1912) -H. 7,5 cm, chip to spout, wear to gilding- 30

 346 A blue and white Japanese porcelain dish decorated with a dragon and peonies, the back with bamboo, 19th century, rim chips - 41cm 40
 347 A large bronze figure of a scholar holding a scroll seated on a horse, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 45 cm- 150
 348 A Japanese export silver salt shaped as a ‘Torii Shinto’ gate, marked Asahi Sterling 950, Japan, first half 20th century -H. 7 cm- 30
 349 A Kutani covered vase decorated with floral motives, Nine Valleys mark, late 19th century - H. 50 cm - 100
 350 A Japanese silver salt shaped as a lantern, marked sterling, Japan, ca. 1900 -H. 5,5 cm-- 30
 351 A Japanese silver pepper shaker shaped as a lantern, marked sterling, Japan, ca. 1900 -H. 7 cm-- 30
 352 Silver mounted Satsuma button, made into a brooch, depicting a woman, circa 1900 -Diam. 3 cm- 40
 353 A large glazed square teapot with bamboo covered handle and a glazed sake bottle, Japan, early 20th century -H. 25 and 22 cm-- 5
 354 A Japanese bottle vase with stopper and a teapot, Japan, 20th century -H. 25 and 23,5 cm, chip to vase- 5
 355 Two plates decorated in underglaze blue and white depicting landscapes, Japan, 19th. century, -Diam. 24,5 cm- 10

 356 Short sword ‘wakizashi’, blade and ‘tsuba’ decorated with dragon, ‘saya’made of lacquered wood decorated with flowers, Japan, 20th 
century -total length 68 cm- 30
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 357 A pair of Japanese bronze candle holders modelled as a heron standing on a turtle, Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912) -H. 35,5 cm- 50

 358
Three Japanese plates with a central decoration of a bird amidst flowers, the flat rims with roundels enclosing geometric patterns alter-
nated by decorations of flowers and animals, together with a moulded bowl with a central decoration of two butterflies to the interior 
surrounded by sprays of flowers, Japan, 19th century -Plates: D. 19 cm, Bowl: D. 13,2 cm, one plate with a rim chip to the reverse-

25

 359 A green Japanese kimono, a Chinese silk dress and a booklet on kabuki, 1960’s 5
 360 3 sets of Japanese eggshell porcelain cups and saucers, Japan, late 19th/early 20th century -Defects- 40

 361 Four small Japanese Imari vases and a teapot, Japan, late 19th century and later -Teapot: H. 10 cm, defects and cover of teapot miss-
ing- 5

 362 Eight Japanese export silver table markers in various shapes such as Mt. Fuji, a house, a lantern, etc., all marked Asahi Sterling 950, 
Japan, first half 20th century 40

 363
Five Japanese Imari plates, each centrally decorated with a fenced terrace scene with flowers in a vase, the rims with decorated with 
various blossoming flowers, Japan, 18th century -D. 25,5 cm, two with a hairline crack to the rim, four with glaze crack to the base- 50

 364 Five Japanese Imari dishes and three bowls, Japan, early 20th century -Largest bowl: 9 x 24 cm, defects- 20
Miscellaneous

 365 Pink stone head of Buddha, China, 20th century -H. 28 cm- 20

 366 A painting on an oval panel of a bird perched on a rose branch with a butterfly to the top, oil on panel, set on paper and bordered to 
the right and bottom with cartouches of female face, birds and script, watercolour on paper, probably Persian, signed 5

 367 Bronze oil lamp with a bird on top, Persia, mid 20th century -H. 44 cm- 20
 368 Gilded bronze, Ganesha with flute, Tibet, 19th/20th century - h 15 cm - 10

 369 Lacquer card box, black ground with on the front two quails, inside four smaller boxes with chips made of mother of pearl -6,5 x 24 x 
18 cm, damages and key missing- 5

370

372

376

 370 Five Burmese bronze Toe opium weights 30
 371 Stone sculpture on basement, Buddha protected by Naga, Thailand -h 48 cm, slight damage- 40

 372
A Sino-Tibetan bronze incense burner, the legs coming from the mouth of a mythical animal, the cover surmounted by a vajra, first 
half 20th century -H. 29 cm- 50

 373 Two brooches, each inlaid with turquoise, depicting two deities, late 19th/early 20th century -H. 6,6 and 7 cm- 10
 374 Three sets of earrings, two sets with turquoise and an uneven pair with coral, ca. 1900 -Largest: 9 cm- 20

 375 A wooden box covered with brass in relief, adorned with stone inlay, Buddha and dragons, felt lining to the interior, first half 20th 
century -13 x 25x 16 cm- 20

 376 Six Tibetan bangles and bracelets, some inlaid with stones, turquoise and coral, 19th/20th century -Largest: D. 13 cm- 50
 377 A Tibetan silver gilt box inlaid with turquoise and coral, 20th century -3 x 20 x 10 cm- 5
 378 Six Tibetan necklaces, made with various stones and beads, including turquoise, 20th century 40
 379 Bronze figure of Dakini leaning forward, Nepal, 19th/20th century -H. 17 cm, L. 26 cm- 20
 380 Sino Tibetan gilt bronze seated Buddha with aureole behind the head, 19th century -H. 6,7 cm- 20
 381 Sino Tibetan gilt bronze figure of Arya tare holding flowers, 19th century -H. 5,7 cm- 20
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 382 Sino Tibetan gilt bronze figure of Palden Lhamo with Vishva-varja to the underside, 19th/20th century -H. 13.9 cm- 50
 383 Gilt bronze figure of Milarepa with Vishva-vajra to the underside, early 20th century -H. 18,5 cm- 40
 384 A gilt bronze standing figure of Tara with Vishva-vajra to the underside, 19th century -H. 23 cm- 40
 385 A small gilt bronze figure of Tara seated, with Vishva-vajra to the underside, 19th century -H. 8,6 cm- 30

 386 A silver metal document container with Pali scripture in relief, together with an Indian silver metal dagger, 20th century -40 and 51 
cm- 20

 387 Tibetan bronze figure of Padmasambhava with Khatvangam 19th/20th century -22 cm- 20
 388 Tibetan gilt bronze figure of Padmasambhava with Khatvangam 19th/20th century -22 cm- 20
 389 Tibetan bronze travelling Buddha in leather casing, 19th/20th century -H. 10,8 cm- 20
 390 Tibetan bronze seated figure of Avalokitesvara with 18 arms, turquoise stone inlay to the base, ca, 100 -H. 17 cm- 30

 391 A bronze statue of a fluit player, India, a zamak sculpture of a Thai monk and a bronze Thai Buddha head on wooden base - H. 30, 19 
and 16 cm - 25

 392 A bronze statue of a Thai Buddha in Bhumisparsa mudra, 20th century - H. 55 cm - 50
 393 A bronze statue of a Thai Buddha in Bhumisparsa mudra, 20th century - H. 40 cm - 30
 394 A metal statue of a Thai Buddha in Bhumisparsa mudra, 20th century - H. 36 cm - 20
 395 A metal statue of a Thai Buddha in Vitarka mudra, 20th century - H. 49 cm - cm 25
 396 A Nepalese bronze Tara statue, 20th century - H. 30 cm - 25

 397 A brass alloy Tara with sword seated on a lotus throne, the underside sealed with Vishva vajra and script, late 19th/early 20th century 
-H. 11 cm - 50

 398 Gilt bronze Buddha holding a vajra and bell seated on a lotus throne, inlaid with stones, underside sealed, early 20th century -H. 27 
cm- 80

 399 A Shankha shell decorated with metal alloy, the fan decorated with a dragon and auspicious symbols, early 20th century -H. 35 cm- 20

400
403

 400
A bronze figure of a seated Buddha with traces of gilding and a bronze figure of Guanyin, both seated on a lotus throne, 18th century 
or earlier -H. 19 cm- 1000

 401 A Tibetan bronze figure of Manjusri holding a sword seated in front of a Mandorla, 19th century -H. 17 cm- 40

 402 A Tibetan gilt bronze pagoda embellished with turquoise and coral inlay, foo dogs to the top of the steps on each side, mid 20th 
century -H. 17 cm- 40

 403 A brass alloy model of a stupa with stone inlay and pali script to the base, possibly Nepal, mid 20th century -H. 21 cm- 50
 404 A Tibetan Ghanta and Vajra in a fitted wooden case embellished with turquoise and coral, ca. 1900 -22 cm- 40
 405 Tibetan bronze Sadaksari with four arms, the underside sealed, ca. 1900 -H. 21,5 cm- 40
 406 A gilt bronze figure of Ganesha standing on two rats, Tibet, mid 20th century -H. 8,5 cm- 20
 407 A Tibetan gilt bronze figure of Tara seated on a tiger, 20th century -H. 20,5 cm- 30
 408 A Tibetan bronze figure of Dakini standing under a grapevine, First half 20th century -H. 25,5 cm- 30
 409 A Tibetan silver gilt figure of Manjushri with sword held above the head, double vajra to the underside, 19th/20th century -H. 13 cm- 30
 410 A Tibetan silver and bone Kanglin with malachite inserts, and brocade silk attached to the end, ca. 1900 -L. 30 cm- 20
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 411 A Tibetan yak bone seal shaped as a skull with vajra, the seal with double fish, 20th century -H. 10 cm- 20
 412 A small copper and wood knife with engraved blade, mid 19th century -L. 13 cm- 5

 413 An archaistic jadeite engraved handle or pendant on a wooden stand, probably Chinese, together with a small stone toad -L. 12,2 cm 
without stand- 20

 414 Boat shaped copper/brass betel box filled with seven smaller vessels, two betel leaf vases, lidded jar, etc. possibly 16th century or 
earlier -h 14 cm- 50

 415
A Chinese carved wooden travel shrine and a Chinese carved wooden travel opium scale with happy Buddha opium weights, 20th 
century -H. 24 cm- 50

 416 A bronze Tibetan hammer shaped Vajra with bell, first half 20th century -L. 30 cm- 20
 417 Polychrome wooden statue, monk, South West border China/Tibet -h 25 cm- 30
 418 Bronze buddha sitting on Lotus flower -h 12 cm- 20
 419 Polychrome wooden sculpture, Guandi (god of war), China, 19th century -h 24 cm, missing object in right hand- 50
 420 Seven light brass hanging temple oil lamp -h (including chain) 55,5 cm- 20

 421
A gilt carved wooden altar cabinet with lacquered interior, the inside of the doors depicting scenes of a figure and child, the back 
panel decorated with a lacquer screen, a bronze figure of Buddha seated in the centre, electric light fitted to top of the inside, China, 
19th/20th century -Cabinet: H. 44,5 cm-

100

 422 A brown glazed stoneware storage jar, South East Asia, 19th century or earlier -H. 28 cm- 20

 423 An Anglo-Indian carved hardwood wall hanging shelf, with domed top above caryatid and Corinthian columns, with elephants to the 
base, 19th/20th century -H. 85 cm- 20

 424 A Tibetan gilt bronze and cold painted Khatvanga with double Vajra Vishna. The Khatvanga was used in ritual ceremonies, first half 
20th century -60 cm, one bell missing- 30

 425 A two coloured bronze Tibetan container for incense sticks, decorated with coiling dragons and Pali script, mid 20th century -33 cm- 20

 426 A bronze seated Padmasambhava holding a double banner, Vajra Vishna in relief to the underside, Bhutan, first half 20th century --H. 
20cm- 20

427

 427 A South East Asian gilt bronze figure of Buddha, six character mark to the back, 19th century -H. 33 cm- 150
 428 ‘Night Rain at Karasaki’ from the series Eight Views of Omi by Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858), later printing -22 x 35 cm- 5
 429 A silver and copper alloy cuff bracelet inlaid with coral and turquoise, Bhutan, 20th century -D. 7,5 cm- 20

 430

A jadeite stone pillow box carved with good luck symbols; a polychrome porcelain emperor; a roofed panel with the ‘Fu’ character in 
red; a polychrome painted wooden figure of a seated ‘Cai Shen Ye’ (the God of wealth); a Zhou style openworked and carved stone 
‘Bi-disc’; a bronze brush holder with scholars in relief, square four character mark to the base and a polychrome painted alabaster 
Burmese figure of Buddha in meditation, 19th and 20th centuries

40

 431 A brass astrolabium with Arabic script, probably Persian -12 x 9 cm, holding pin missing- 40
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 432

A large pair of Tibetan gold ‘Vase of Eternity’ earrings, each composed of solid gold body elements and gold-plated hoops with 
teardrop-shaped turquoise within decorative cell, pendant drop with coral beads and conical turquoise bead finial below, central large 
bead resting between chalice-shaped caps, upper cap with four straps set with small turquoise cabochons and filigree. For similar ear-
rings see:  Beguin, Dieux et Démons de l’Himalaya, Paris, 1979, page 284, no. 378. Kham Province, 19th-20th century -55.88 grams 
total, 9,5 and 9,9 cm-

1500

 433 A Tibetan sterling silver cross shaped pendant set with lapis lazuli, coral and turquoise and silver necklace, mid 20th century -6,5 x 
6,5 cm- 40

 434 A Tibetan silver alloy bead necklace with coral and turquoise, ca. 1900 40

 435 A silver alloy betel box with repoussé decoration and five small copper ornaments to the cover, the body and cover connected by a 
chain, Tibet or Bhutan, first half 20th century -D. 7,8 cm- 20

 436 A dark brown glazed ceramic martavan with four horizontal handles to the shoulders, 17th/18th century -H. 37 cm- 50

 437
A blue and white Transitional ewer decorated with figures in a garden and a tulips to the neck, 17 the century, restauration in neck - 22 
cm - 100

 438 A blue, red and multicoloured glass bead and silver alloy necklace, tubular endpiece with small circular pieces attached, purchased in 
Saudi Arabia, first half 20th century 20

 439 A gilt open work carved picture frame and a stand,  -35 x 23 x 12 cm, some wear- 20
 440 A metal wire necklace with a large tubular pendant, India, 20th century 20
 441 A silver metal alloy belt with a rectangular repousse decorated buckle, India, 20th century 30

 442 A silver metal alloy belt consisting of 16 openworked and engraved sections, with a large similarly decorated buckle, India, 20th 
century 30

 443 Hanging bronze oil lamp, India, 19th/20th century -h 22 cm (excl. chain) 30
 444 A green glazed bowl with centrally a moulded decoration, 15th century, South East Asia - Diam. 18 cm H. 7.5 cm - 75
 445 A large polychrome painted wooden figure of a Thai Buddha on a wooden base, Thailand, 20th century -H. 140 cm- 80
 446 A large bronze Burmese opium weight, depicting the holy duck ‘Hintha’ -H. 14 cm- 20
 447 A large bronze Burmese opium weight, depicting a reclining oxen -H. 8 cm- 20
 448 Five bronze opium weights, including ‘Hintha’, an elephant and a mythical bird -4 to 9 cm- 20

 449 A dark brown glazed ceramic martavan with four horizontal lug handles on four horizontal lines to the shoulders, 16th century or 
earlier -H. 37 cm- 50

 450 A small glazed martavan with four lug handles to the shoulder, 16th/17th century -H. 18 cm- 30

451

 451
Gilt silver belt with niello plaques, decorated with towns and flowers, to a filigree buckle, Ottoman Empire, circa 1900 -L. 82 cm, 360 
grams- 200

 452 Silver snake pendant, turquoise and coral, Tibet or Nepal, 19th./20th. century, -10 x 9 cm- 20
 453 A Sino Tibetan bronze figure of Avalokitesvara with four arms seated on a double lotus throne, 19th century or earlier -H. 7.6 cm- 30
 454 A bronze wall hanging of a baby Krishna -H. 11,5 cm- 20

 455 A gilt bronze Tibetan repousse finial depicting a seated Buddha with aureole, Sanskrit character to the reverse, 19th century -H. 8,2 
cm- 30

 456 A bronze figure of Buddha standing on a lotus set on a turtle, Japan, 20th century -H. 45 cm- 20
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 457 A famille rose lidded jar and plate decorated with roosters, together with a blue and white double happiness vase, 19th century -Lid-
ded jar with restauration lid and hairlines to the bottom 24 cm - 50

 458 Two small bronze statues depicting a seated Buddha and Shiva -Largest H. 14 cm- 20

 459
Two blanc-de-chine male Foo dogs as joss stick holders and one white porcelain Foo dog, 18th and 19th century, minor chips - H. 15, 
11 and 6 cm - 100

 460 Two prayer wheels, both with Buddhistic texts in high relief, Tibet or Nepal, 20th century, -20 cm- 20
 461 Two gilt bronze statues depicting a flute player and a dancing woman, Thailand, 20th. century, - H. 25 and 15 cm- 20
 462 Ritual metal Vajra and bell with faces to the base, probably Nepal -H. 30 cm- 40
 463 Two Tibetan necklaces, the one with stones, silver, nuts and teeth, the other silver, turquoise, carneols, 20th century 20
 464 Two Tibetan brass and iron ritual swords, mid 20th century -L. 38 & 39 cm-- 20
 465 Six far eastern metal and silver alloy bracelets and a toe ring, 19th/20th centuries 40

 466 A Tibetan gilt bronze model of a stuppa, 19th century or earlier, together with a gilt bronze plaque depicting a Hindu god, an elephant 
bell on stand, wall or door ornament shaped and a Chinese bronze tripod vessel, 20th century, etc. -Stuppa: H. 20 cm- 40

 467 Two pairs of bronze vases decorated with birds, trees and flowers, Japan, Meiji -h 15 cm, one bottom repaired- 30

 468
Two dark brown glazed ceramic martavans with four horizontal handles to the shoulders, with wooden stands. Similar martavans were 
found in the ceramic load of the Witte Leeuw which sank in 1613, 17th century -H. 23 and 25 cm- 100

469

474

 469
A  brown glazed ceramic martavan with four horizontal handles to the shoulders. Similar martavans were found in the ceramic load of 
the Witte Leeuw which sank in 1613, 17th century -H. 27 cm- 50

 470 A silver metal thread alloy belt, with ten ornamental roundels and repousse decorated buckle, India, 20th century 30
 471 Two various bronze Thai Buddha heads on wooden basements, 20th century - H.40 and 43 cm - 30
 472 A pair of brass anklets, South East Asia, 20th century 5
 473 Two South East Asian drums, early 20th century -H. 20 and 50 cm- 20
 474 Two carved wooden and bone miniature skulls, one with open top, moving jaws, 19th century - h 7cm- 50
 475 Two embroided silk textiles depicting foo dogs amongst flowers, Indo-Chinese, 19th century -80 x 100 cm, damages- 25

 476 Two Sino Tibetan bronzes, one of an elderly bearded man, the other of a seated figure holding a dog and seated on a lotus throne, 
19th/20th century -H. 8 and 9 cm- 30

 477 A pair of bronze kneeling figures, Thailand, 20th century -H. 23 cm- 5
 478 Two Indian bronzes, 20th century -H. 37 & 30 cm- 20
 479 Three Ikebana baskets and one vase, Shōwa period (1926-1989) -Tallest: H. 29 cm- 20
 480 Three small Indian bronze statues of gods and goddesses -Largest H. 18 cm- 30

 481 Batavian ware cup and saucer, 18th. century and six Chinese porcelain items (four spoons, wine jug and Cantonese tazza),  circa 
1900’s, 20
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 482 Three bronze statues, depicting Hindu gods, Ganesha, Bodhisattva and Buddha -Largest h. 9 cm- 40

 483 Jewellery consisting of a pendant, two ear clips, set with coral and turquoise and a miniature vajra, Tibet/Nepal, 20th century -Wear 
due to age and use- 5

 484 Carved soapstone skull and two wooden figures 40
 485 Eight Tibetan, bronze, silver and metal alloy seals, 19th to 20th centuries -Largest: H. 6,8 cm- 80
 486 Five various heads in various materials and sizes - h 11 cm- 20
 487 Three South East Asian manual wood hand drills, late 19th/early 20th century -Largest: L. 77,5 cm- 20
 488 Three Persian miniatures depicting court scenes, painted on bone, Persian School, 19th century, Qajar -7,8 x 4,2 cm, loss of varnish- 50
 489 A near pair of Sawankhalok vases and a small vase, Thailand, 15th to 19th century, rim chips - H. 16and 7 cm - 40

 490 A Satsuma sculpture of a laughing Buddha, a partially glazed Buddha and a green glazed sleeping Buddha, 19th and 20th century, two 
with damages - H. 20, 30 and 47 cm - 50

 491 Three bone netsuke, two showing a mermaid and one depicting a dog, L. 4,5 – 6 cm. (3) 30

492
501

 492 Thailand, Patani, three ‘kingfisher’ hilts, one in bronze, the other two wood, one with gilded details, L. ca. 13 cm. (3) 70
 493 Four various ceramic kendi water jugs -h 20 cm, damages- 30
 494 Four miniature celadon glazed Sawankhalok jars, one with loop handles, 14th/16th century -H. 3 to 5,5 cm- 40

 495 A bronze and nickel plaque centrally depicting Dakini surrounded by Fengshui compass with the Zodiac, two Tibetan prayer wheels, 
chiming cups, a Chinese ‘luopan’ calendar, etc., 19th/20th centuries 40

 496 An Indonesian batik stamp and seven Thai bronze heads, 20th century -Heads: H. ca. 14 cm- 20

 497 A small collection of ceramic brown glazed miniature medicinal jars with covers, South East Asia, 19th century and earlier -Largest: 
H. cm- 30

 498 An assorted lot of Asian items including a Chinese wood and brass jewellery box, replica scrimshaw carvings, etc. 20
 499 Eight South-East Asian textiles, including Batak Ulos cloths, 20th century, various sizes 50

 500 A collection of six Chinese and Japanese lacquer objects including a Chinese three tier storage basket, Chinese bowl and Japanese 
covered box, 19th and 20th century 20

 501
Six famille rose plates with a central decoration of a rooster perched on rockwork amidst flowers, the rim with four cartouches enclos-
ing flowers, possibly Samson -D. 23,5 cm- 300

 502 Eight South East Asian religious objects consisting of four painted wooden panels, two scrolls with text and painted tales, one metal 
plaque with script and an instrument, Tibetan or Nepal, 20th. century -45 x 35 cm (largest panel)- 20

503

 503
Four various glazed stone wear apothecary vases, a earthenware cooking pot, South-East Asia and a glazed hare’s fur bowl -17th 
century and later 75

 504 Four various plates, three small celadon vases and a Chinese Straits plate (restored), 19th and 20th century 20
 505 Four Chinese porcelain cups, a miniature covered box, two miniature stoneware vase and jardiniere, 19th and 20th century 20
 506 Eight various bronze and stoneware Buddhist deities, 19th and 20th century 25
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 507 Tsubas, bronze sheath mounts, etc., 19th/20th century -various qualities- 20
 508 A large collection of South East Asian textiles including batiks, mostly modern 40

 509 A collection of seven ikats and three other textiles 100
 510 A collection of eight various ikats 75
 511 Collection of 15 South East Asian textiles including Minagkabau 75
 512 Collection of 13 textile panels depicting scenes from the Ramayana, mid. 20th century 25

 513 Ten various bronze statues depicting various Hindu deities, South East Asian, mostly 19th century -l 12 cm- 75
 514 Seven cloth waistbands with embroidery and a collection of bead works, 20th century 25
 515 A collection of fifteen modern glass beaded ornaments, mainly necklaces (15) 10
 516 A collection of fifteen modern glass beaded ornaments, mainly necklaces (15) 10
 517 A collection of ten modern glass beaded armlets and necklaces, including spare beads (10) 10
 518 A collection of twenty-four modern glass-beaded ornaments, mainly necklaces and armlets (24) 15

519

522

524

 519 12 betel nut carved canisters, mostly bone and bamboo, 19th century and later, South East Asia -l 24 cm- 100

 520 A study collection of South East Asian ceramics, in total 19 pieces, 16th century and later. Should be viewed 100

 521 Large collection of approximately 50 mostly wooden carvings, including four ancestor figures and fertility statues, South East Asia, 
19th century and later 100

Asian art books

 522 P.J. Donnelly, Blanc de Chine - The Porcelain of Têhua in Fukien, Faber & Faber, London, 1969. Dustjacket. 50

 523
Heinrich Harrer, ‘Sieben Jahre in Tibet’, Ullstein Verlag, 1974, signed by the author; Heinrich Harrer, ‘Meine Tibet-Bilder’, Im 
Heering Verlag, 1960, signed by the author and signed in Tibetan script; two photographs of the Dalai Lama, both signed by the Dalai 
Lama

5

 524
John Benjamin Powell, ‘Who’s who in China. Biographies of Chinese leaders 柿柿柿柿柿’, The China Weekly Review, Shanghai, 1925, 
Third edition. A rare book containing the pictures and biographies of China’s best known political, financial, business and professional 
leaders -preliminary pages loos, front cover loose, corners worn-

100

 525 Paintings and Statues from the Collection of the President Sukarno of the Republic of Indonesia - Volumes 2, 4 and 5. Lee Man-Fong 
(compiler), 1964. 20

 526 A box with Asian art books including ‘Chinese Celadons and other related wares in Southeast Asia’, ‘Straits Chinese Porcelain’, 
‘Chinese Blue and White Ceramics’, etc. 100
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Ethnographics
 527 Bronze wedding ankle bracelet, Africa 20th. century, -Diam, 20 cm, 4613 grams- 20
 528 Bronze wedding ankle bracelet, Africa 20th. century, -Diam, 15 cm, 4254 grams- 20
 529 Bronze wedding ankle bracelet, Africa 20th. century, -Diam, 14 cm, 3595 grams- 20
 530 Bronze wedding ankle bracelet, Africa 20th. century, -Diam, 12 cm, 3389 grams- 20
 531 Bronze wedding ankle bracelet, Africa 20th. century, -Diam, 12 cm, 2789 grams- 20
 532 African bronze statue of a female nude -H. 29,5 cm- 20
 533 A polychrome painted terracotta mask, Mexico, 20th century -H. 21 cm, left ear broken off- 5

 534 A large painting of animals such as buffalo, rhinoceros, lizards, fish, etc., surrounded by figures, possibly African, signed Asin, tem-
pera on cloth, 20th century -92 x 117 cm- 5

 535 Original “Tuareg” knife / dagger, nicely handcrafted complete with leather sheath 20

 536
A neckpiece or ‘kirdan’, silver alloy  with cloth backing, consisting at the top of hollow squares, with below bands of figure eight 
chains, teardrop shaped pieces and hollow balls, probably Yemen, first half 20th century. Literature: John Topham, ‘Traditional crafts 
of Saudi Arabia, page 74, plate 84

50

 537 A hollow metal alloy anklet with repousse floral decoration, the ends of conical shape, purchased in Saudi Arabia, first half 20th 
century -D. 12,5 cm- 20

 538 A repousse silver alloy pendant of conical shape, to the centre section three chains with small bells, a ring to the end with four small 
conical pieces each ending with a small bell, purchased in Saudi Arabia, mid 20th century 10

 539 A silver alloy chain necklace with small bells, possibly Oman, mid 20th century 10
 540 A metal bracelet with six large repousse studs, purchased in Saudi Arabia, mid 20th century -D. 8,5 cm- 10

541

552

 541
A silver alloy bracelet with three rows of small roudels, to the underside large bunches of hollow balls, purchased in Saudi Arabia, 
first half 20th century 20

 542 A metal alloy necklace of strand of metal and orange stone or glass beads, the centre with a repousse square ornament with hollow 
balls hanging from it, triangular end ornaments, purchased in Saudi Arabia, mid 20th century 20

 543 A red stone and metal bead necklace with Arabian coins, to the centre a rectangular plaque with three red glass roundels, purchased in 
Saudi Arabi, mid 20th century or later 20

 544 A red and orange stone and metal bead necklace with Arabian coins, to the centre a rectangular plaque with a red stone roundel, pur-
chased in Saudi Arabi, mid 20th century or later 20

 545 A silver metal alloy bracelet set with red stone s, purchased in Saudi Arabia, mid 20th century 10

 546 Double edged sword in leather sheath, Kaskara, machete in leather sheath and polychrome decorated quiver with seven arrows, Africa 
-l 95 cm- 20

 547 Two wooden Coptic Ethiopian crosses, condition: one cross damaged/missing parts - 31 cm - 5

 548 Two wooden panels with religious scenes and one painted on vellum applied on wood, condition: paint loss, damages, one part of 
panel missing - largest 27 x 46 cm 5

 549 Round carved wooden table decorated with heads, Cameroon, Grasland, mid 20th century -H. 44 cm, Diam. 36 cm- 5
 550 Two African wooden masks depicting a man and a woman and bronze statue of a drummer -Largest H. 28,5 cm- 20
 551 Two bone carved fertility figures depicting a male and a female with stand, second half 20th century -H. 21 cm- 20
 552 Africa, Ivory Coast, a Senufo and a Baule female figure, H. 22,5 and 17 cm. (2) 45

 553 A gentleman’s silver metal alloy ring set with an orange bead, together with a repousse decorated bracelet, purchased in Saudi Arabia, 
mid 20th century 10

 554 Various ethnographic items, currency bell from Congo. Also included are two African ankle bracelets -H. 51.5 cm- 5
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 555 Various ethnographical African weapons -L. 71 cm- 20

 556 Three decorative marlin bills, mid 20th century - L. 90cm - 100

 557 Various: two African carved wooden figures, bronzes, etc. 30
 558 Four metal weapons and an axe, mostly Congo - largest 50 cm - 30
 559 Five Islamic wooden animal amulets, Swat valley Waziristan Pakistan Nuristan Afghanistan - Largest 11 x 8 cm - 10
 560 Four Islamic wooden animal amulets, Swat valley Waziristan Pakistan Nuristan Afghanistan - Largest 14,5 x 11 cm - 10

 561 Various ethnographic objects, mainly spearheads - condition: one spearhead in case of which top of case is broken -Largest length 89 
cm 5

 562 Seven daggers, swords, one spear and two whips, Africa 20th. Century 5

Icons

 563 Wooden icon depicting St. John the Baptist, Paul the Apostle and Jesus holding his hands in blessing, 19th/20th century -35 x 30 cm- 50

 564 Wooden icon depicting Mary holding a scroll with Cyrillic writing, 19/20th century -30 x 25 cm- 50
 565 Wooden icon depicting Jesus the saviour in a crown of thorns, 19th/20th century -35.5 x 31 cm- 50

566

568 569

 566 Four-panel icon depicting ‘Wonderworkings of Mary’, metal and enamels, Russia, 19th. century. -39,5 x 18 cm- 50

 567 Travel icon depicting the crucifixion, metal and enamels, Russia, 19th. century. -16,5 x 11 cm- 50

 568
Russian icon of John the Evangelist, early 19th century, comes with a certificate issued by Toth Ikonen, Amsterdam and their descrip-
tion in Dutch -22,5 x 17,3 cm, slight damages- 100

 569
‘The Fiery Ascension of the Prophet Elijah’, Russia, Jaroslavl, second half 17th century, panel, levkas, tempera. Purchased from Jan 
Morsink Ikonen in 2007, with report and description -31,5 x 26,5 cm, minor restorations- 1000
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 570
Two rows of Saints’, Northern Russia, second half 17th century, panel, levkas, tempera. Purchased from Jan Morsink Ikonen in 2008, 
with report and description -35 x 31,8 cm, worn along the lower edge, minor restorations- 500

 571
‘The Saints Florus and Laurus’, Northern Russia, late 18th century, panel, levkas, tempera. Purchased from Jan Morsink Ikonen in 
2008, with report and description -30,5 x 27,5 cm, minor restorations- 500

 572 Icon depicting ‘Christ Pantocrator’, tempera and gold leaf on gesso over a wooden panel, Russia, 20th. century, -43,5 x 34 cm- 300

 573
Bronze, partially enamelled portable icon depicting Saint Nicolas the Wonderworker and Benefactor, second half 19th century, 
provenance: Kasteel ‘De Wijenburgh’, Echteld, 22 juni 1975, fl. 225,- Staatsinstituut voor oud-Russische kunst van het Ministerie van 
Kultuur in Moskou -6 x 6,5 cm-

30

 574 A bronze and enamel travel icon, Mother of God, Russia, 19th century - 14 x 12 cm - 40

575

 575
Greek, icon of St. John the Baptist raising his hand in blessing surrounded by various Saints and angels, panel, 18th century, together 
with a Cyrillic icon depicting St. Irina and a 20th Icon depicting Mary -L. 28 cm- 100

 576 Four various icons, various sizes, 20th century and earlier - largest 36 x 28,5 cm - 20

577
578

Archaeology and finds

 577
An attractive Byzantine golden ring with the image of a Christian cross, set with a small cabochon cut garnet, AD 300-500, total 
weight 6,8 gr., measures 18-½ and 58, found in Jordan 500

 578
An attractive Roman golden ring in the shape of a coiled snake, ornamented with a ‘waivy’ pattern, AD 200-400, total weight 13 gr., 
measures 16-½ and 52 800
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 579
A massive Greek bronze head of a griffin, the legendary creature that’s a mixture of a lion and an eagle. This very rare piece (6th-4th 
century BC) was found in Asia Minor and has a lovely smooth patina (height 45 mm., c. 79 gr.) 150

 580
A Roman glass perfume bottle with pinprick bubbles, dulling, pitting, and brilliant iridescence on exterior, 1st century, rim damaged 
- H. 10 cm - 30

 581 A small lot oil lamps, African origin, ancient-like (the originals date first centuries AD), 1 erotic piece, 1 with animal decoration and 1 
piece in the shape of a man’s head - in total 3 pieces in rather crude clay fabric, decorative 25

 582 A lot with a pair of double-handled (animal head-shaped) red ‘terracotta’ vases, after pre-Colombian examples, decorative but mod-
ern, added 2 copies after ancient small amphoras - in total 4 pieces 5

 583 A small lot with 3 (ancient) objects like weight/beads including a round earthenware piece with Maria Orans (Byzantine), a green 
glass piece and a red (stone) holed and ornamented piece, probably all three used in jewellery 5

 584 A Haarlem majolica fragment depicting a coat of and a fragment depicting tulips, 17th century - 12 x 12 cm - 25
 585 Small silver excavated relic cross, engraved figures of Maria and Jesus, Netherlands, circa 1700, -35 x 21 mm- 100

 586 Three various knife handles, amongst others one shaped like Lady Justice, archaeological finds, before 18th century -l 9,5 cm, dam-
ages- 50

 587 Eight various tin whistles, amongst others a decoy whistle, 14th/15th century and later 20
 588 Collection seal stamps, 14 with example and info, mostly 17th/18th century 30
 589 Eleven excavated tin spoons (parts) and one knife handle, Dutch, 17th.-19th. century, -L 17.5 cm- 10
 590 Eleven excavated coins , old and new, each packed and described, -Largest diameter 42 mm- 20
 591 80 silver rings, different sizes and silver degrees, -gross weight 280 grams- 50
 592 27 various old Dutch excavated items: rattle parts, purse (clamps), silver buttons etc. 50
 593 Silver needle case, Amsterdam, 1759, added: pins, pipe scrapers, brooches, teaspoons etc. (30) -Damages and wear- 100
 594 Excavations: taps, bullets, etc., 19th/20th century and before 20
 595 Collection of leaden seals (‘loodjes’) 20

 596 A collection of various Dutch earthenware fragments, including a heart stone, 16th/17th century, together with some musket balls and 
a delftware tile 25

597 600

 597 Collection of circa 100 silver buttons in plastic case, archaeological finds, 17th century and later 200
 598 Collection of circa 70 silver buttons in plastic case, archaeological finds, 17th century and later 200
 599 Collection of circa 100  buttons, various metals, in plastic case, archaeological finds, 17th century and later 100

 600
13 knife handles, amongst others one silver, maker’s mark: L. van Manen, Sneek, 1848, another one crowned with dog and one with 
remnants of enamelling, archaeological finds -l 8,3 cm, damages- 150

 601 26 various spindle whorls, archaeological finds, 17th century and later -d 3,5 cm, damages- 20
 602 Collection knucklebones ‘bikkels’, various materials, 18th century and later -4 x 7 x 3 cm- 20

 603 Collection of 35 brass/copper fittings, most likely for leather or books, various shapes; lion, heart, horseman, 18th century or later -4 
x 4 cm 10

 604 Large collection of brass/copper taps, including one with head shaped like animal, 17th century and later -l 8,5 cm, damages- 20
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 605
Collection of 56 weights, including lead weight, block weight (blokgewicht), incomplete nesting weights and brass weights (drup-
pelknop), ranging from 0,89 till 195,3 grams, 18th century and later 80

 606 Collection of 53 lead block weights (blokgewichten), weight ranging from 2,2 till 475 grams, with various city arms, like Schooter-
landt, Enkhuizen, Sneek, 18th century and later 30

 607 Large collection of copper nails, some with globular head, 19th century and earlier 20
 608 Collection of 35 silver and sliver plated thimbles and one thimble ring, some with text, some with decoration on rim -damages- 30
 609 Various copper/brass fittings, mainly consisting of drawer handles, also contains some fragments of scissors, 18th century and later 50
 610 Collection fittings, mainly buckles, including shoe buckles, in various materials, like brass and tin, 15th century and later 50
 611 Collection thimbles in various materials, like brass, 17th century and later -damages- 20

 612
Collection various hooks and buckles, including two hooks with names and dated, all in collectors seals with comments by the collec-
tor, 19th century and earlier 50

 613 Collection of circa 70 archaeological finds; weights, coins, pins, brooches, etc, all in collector’s pouches and most with info, 18th 
century and later 30

 614 Collection of 36 archaeological finds, amongst others two knife handle ornaments (16th century) and two belt buckles (16th century), 
also some parts of toy waffle irons, most in collector’s pouches with information, 16th century and later 30

 615 Collection archaeological finds, containing amongst others needle  ‘ruimnaald’ 17th/18th century, scoop 17th century, hooks, fittings, 
copper dominoes, etc, 17th century and later 30

 616 Collection buckles and accessories, 17th/18th century and later 20
 617 Collection keys, possibly containing a Roman cupboard key -16th century and later 20
 618 Collection of 18 drawing compasses, 18th/19th century -l 9,5 cm, damages- 20
 619 Large collection of fittings, mostly brass furniture fittings, 18/19th century and later 30
 620 A large collection of archaeological finds including buckles, furniture fittings and medals 50
 621 A large collection of archaeological finds, mostly figurines, 17th to 20th century 25
 622 A collection of archaeological finds including medals, powder flask and bayonet, mostly 19th and 20th century 25

 623 A collection of 18 balance weights, pewter miniature cups and a collection of 34 dog tax and bicycle tax tags, mostly 1st quarter 20th 
century 25

624

626

 624 A collection of various silver and white metal objects, including pencil holders, pill box, rings, cutlery, etc. 25

Indonesia and Oceania

Indonesia
Kris / Keris

 625 Keris, Bali, 13 luk, Pamor, Untu Walang, Ukiran, Bondollan, the mendak with cabochon cut glass - L. 63 cm - 30
 626 Keris, Bali/Lombok, 3 luk, Ukiran, Kayu Hitam, silver Selut with cabochon cut stones - L. 62,5 cm 50
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 627 Keris, Bali, Ukiran, Rakassa set with cabochon cut glass - L. 60 cm - 75
 628 Keris Bali, 19 luk, Ukiran Kocet kocetan and medak with cabochon cut glass - L. 62,5 cm - 30
 629 Keris Bali/Lombok, Ukiran Bondolan with silver Selut and Mendak set with cabochon cut glass - L. 55,5 cm - 25
 630 Keris Kojogan, Bali, 7 luk, Ukiran Togogan and medak set with cabochon cut glass - L. 60 cm - 30
 631 Keris Bali, 15 luk, Ukiran kocet-kocetan and medak set with cabochon cut glass - L. 57 cm - 30
 632 Large Keris Bali, Ukiran Gerantim set with cabochon cut glass - L. 74 cm - 20
 633 Keris Bali, 11 luk, Ukiran Ganesha and mendak set with cabochon cut glass - 63 cm - 25
 634 Keris Kinatah, 9 luk, Ukiran ciberon raksassa type - L. 51 cm - 30
 635 Keris Bali, the carved bone hilt in the shape of a seated woman - L. 36 cm - 30

636 638

 636 Bali, kris, nine luk pamor blade, a winged elephant at the base of the blade, wooden hilt and sarung, L. 58,4 cm. 45

 637 Bali, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, undulating ganja, wooden cecekahan hilt, gilt metal mendak set with stones, modern sarung, L. 56 
cm. 45

 638
Bali, modern kris, seven luk pamor blade, undulating ganja, wooden cecekahan hilt, mendak set with coloured glass, sarung painted 
with gold lacquer on a green ground, L. 65 cm. 60

 639 Bali, kris, eleven luk pamor blade with gold overlay, gandik showing two lions in combat, ganja with gold overlaid floral pattern, 
silvered metal hilt set with glass, wooden sarung, L. 67 cm. 75

 640 Bali, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, undulating ganja, wooden hilt, modern silver selut set with coloured stones, wooden sarung, L. 
66,5 cm. 75

 641 Bali, kris, eleven luk blade, gandik shaped as a gold overlaid ganesha, ganja gold overlaid details showing an elephant and tiger, 
painted sarung, L. 63 cm. 75

642

646

 642
Bali, kris, seven luk iron blade, naga sasra, sorsoran and ganja with gold overlaid floral pattern, brass hilt, mendak set with coloured 
glass, wooden sarung, gandar painted, L. 67,5 cm. 100

 643 Bali, kris, fine straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, mendak set with semi-precious stones, wooden sarung, L. 65,2 cm. 100
 644 Bali, kris, straight pamor blade, elephant molar cecekahan hilt, mendak set with semi-precious stones, wooden sarung, L. 56 cm. 100

 645 Bali/ Lombok, kris, rare three luk iron blade, incised nickle meander with leaves in overlaid gold, undulating ganja with same applica-
tion, mendak set with coloured glass, L. 66 cm. 100

 646
Bali, kris, five luk pamor iron blade, the base showing a seated priest, cecekahan wooden hilt, sarung delicately decorated with a 
painted floral pattern and birds, the wrangka showing a temple entrance flanked by waiters, details in gilt-lacquer, L. 58,5 cm. 120

 647 Bali/ Lombok, kris,, fifteen luk pamor blade, incised details, above the sogokan gold encrustation, Lombok type hilt, mendak set with 
glass, wooden sarung with embossed casings, L. 120
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 648
Bali, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, gandik shows a gold overlaid crowned naga, undulating ganja with overlaid gold and in relief an 
elephant and a tiger, wooden hilt, painted sarung, L. 65 cm. 120

 649 Bali, kris, straight pamor blade, bone cecekahan hilt,, mendak set with coloured glass, fine wooden sarung, L. 65,5 cm. 125

 650 Bali, kris blade in wooden sarung, the straight fine pamor blade, ganja and gandik adorned with encrusted gold floral pattern, L. 63,8 
cm. 150

 651
Bali, kris, five luk pamor blade, the sorsoran showing a well-forged trunk, gold overlaid details continued on the ganja, wooden kocet-
kocetan hilt, L. 64 cm. 150

 652 Bali, kris, the twenty-two luk pamor blade showing a courtly figure on both sides of the sorsoran, a crowned gajah in front, greneng, 
gerantim hilt, mendak set with glass stones, partly inlaid wooden scabbard, L. 70,5 cm. 175

 653 Bali, kris, fine straight pamor blade, gilded and incised gandik, the ganja topped by an open cut thin brass sheet, wooden pot-bellied, 
Chinese?, figure holding attributes, wooden sarung, mendak set with coloured stones, L. 64 cm. 175

654 655

 654
Bali, kris, seven luk pamor iron blade, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured stones, wooden hilt with traces of pigments, wooden 
sarung and a rare wrangka extending on one side in a singa or naga head, partly painted in gold, L. 68,2 cm. 200

 655

Bali, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, fine prabot, tulang showing a semi-circle pattern, sorsoran showing an elephant trunk, wooden 
hilt, silver pendok bunton on one side an incised floral design at the foot with two climbing meandering branches, below the sampir 
four Dutch stamps, responsibility mark JS (Johannes Saalmans, active ca 1814-1831 in Nijmegen and Zaandam), the year 1826; the 
sampir has an embossed silver mount of a satyr mask, L. 61,5 cm.

350

656
659

 656
Bali, kris, nine luk pamor iron blade, the sorsoran showing a gilded seated singa in front and a gold overlaid floral pattern on the 
undulating ganja, togogan hilt shaped as Bayu, details set with coloured stone and glass cabochons, mendak set with coloured stones, 
wooden sheath, L. 74 cm

600

 657 Keris, Dayak, Borneo, 7 luk, decorated with animal teeth, made for the tourist market - L. 55 cm - 20
 658 Borneo, Moro-style kris, sundang, straight pamor iron blade, one stirrup, plated silver horn hilt, wooden scabbard, L. 65,5 cm. 100

 659
Borneo, two-edged kris/sword, sundang, straight blade, one stirp, wooden pommel with bone inlay, wooden sarung with rattan 
bindings and adorned with two sides of a copper double doit, Utrecht and on the sampir a copper identification coin Postspaarbank 
Nederlandsch-Indië, L. 75 cm.

120

 660 Keris, Eastern Java, Ukiran, Eastern Javanese style and mendak with zirkons L. 49 cm - 25
 661 Java, kris sajen, amulet, partly shining pamor iron blade and standing human figure on globular stem-ring, L. 27,5 cm. 60
 662 Java, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden hilt terminating in a floral ornament, wooden sarung, L. 47,7 cm. 45

663
 663 Java or Sumatra, small kris, straight pamor blade, horn gana hilt, brass selut, L. 27 cm. 60

 664 East Java, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden floralised hilt, embossed silver pendok bunton showing a.o. peacocks, on the reverse 
below the sampir a hammered 192, L. 50,5 cm. 70

 665 East Java, fine kris, straight pamor blade, hilt with floral top, granulated mendak, sarung of wood and horn, L. 49,5 cm. 75
 666 East Java, kris, three luk pamor blade, undulating ganja, wooden stylised cuirass hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung 75

 667 Java, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, the sorsoran showing a gilded singa amidst a floral pattern, the undulating ganja with a gilded 
floral pattern, pendok blewah, no hilt L. 46,8 cm. 100
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 668
Java, composite kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, naga sasra type with gilded naga and floral pattern, wooden Bali hilt with brass 
mounts, wooden sarung, L. 64 cm. 100

 669 Large Moro kris/keris sword with gilded ‘nanga’ design on the 19 luk blade and carved hardwood hilt and karanka, Java, Indonesia, 
19th. century, -L. 87 cm- 30

 670
Gayaman keris made of pelet wood, the hilt, made of gold and decorated with gemstones, takes the form of a frightful but still beam-
ing demon, a characteristic of Balinese sculpture, set on a carved wooden wall plate, Indonesia, Bali, 19th or 20th century -Keris: L. 
614,5 cm-

100

 671 Java keris with carved wooden hilt, brass and tortoise shell mounted mendak, mid 20th century -L. 46,7 cm- 20
 672 Keris Yogyakarta with copper pendok, 20th century - L. 50 cm - 20
 673 Indonesian keris ‘Djokja karta’, eleven curves, with sheath together with a wooden statue of a Balinese dancer -L. 48.5 cm- 40
 674 Keris, Djokja, 7 luk, , Ukiran, Nunngak Semi, the Selut set with cut glass - L. 47 cm - 25
 675 Keris (meditation), Djokja, Ukiran, Nunggak semi - L. 36 cm - 30
 676 Keris, Solo, 11 luk, pellet wood sheath and mendak with cut glass, L. 50 cm - 20
 677 Keris Solo, 13 luk, Ukiran Nunggak semi and mendak set with zirkons - L 50,5 cm - 20
 678 Keris Solo, 5 luk, engraved in mendak ‘A. Weezenbeek Rotterdam’, given to him by a noble Indonesian family L. 50 cm - 40
 679 Keris Solo, Ukrian Nunggak, wilut with gold inlay, Dapur tinanding - L. 48,5 cm - 35
 680 Keris Naga, Solo, Ukiran Nunggak semi - L. 45,5 cm - 35
 681 Keris Solo, 7 luk, Ukiran Nunggak semi - L. 49 cm - 30
 682 Keris Solo, 7 luk, Ukiran Nunggak semi - L. 47 cm - 25
 683 Keris Solo, 7 luk, Ukiran Nunngak semi, selut set with cut glass - L. 47 cm - 25

684

687

 684 Keris Solo, Ukiran Nunggak semi and medak parijoto - L. 50 cm - 35
 685 Keris Solo, 7 luk, bird shaped Ukiran - L. 45 cm - 20
 686 Keris Solo, Nunggak semi, pedok with red lacque - L. 52 cm - 30
 687 Java, Surakarta, kris, nine luk pamor iron blade, granulated silver selut, incised brass pendok bunton, L. 49 cm. 45
 688 Keris Lombok, 13 luk, Ukiran Cecekahan - L. 58 cm - 35

689

 689
Lombok, a fine kris, straight pamor iron blade, sorsoran showing a crowned naga, undulating base, wooden hilt and sarung, mendak 
set with semi-precious stones, L. 64 cm. 175

 690 Keris, Madura, 9 luk, Ukiran, Madura type and silver mendak - L 45 cm - 25
 691 Keris, Madura, Urikan, Kojuk Mrenges with Kuda Panuleh and medak with zirkons - L. 49 cm - 25
 692 Keris, Madura, 9 luk, Ukiran, Donoriko - L. 48 cm - 25
 693 Keris, Madura, 9 luk, Ukiran bajing Loncat - L. 52 cm - 25
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 694 Keris Madura, 9 luk, Ukiran Kojuk Mrenges with silver mendak - L. 48,5 cm - 25

 695 Keris Madura, Ukiran Kajuk mrenges - L. 57 cm - 25
 696 Keris Madura, 9 luk, Ukiran Kojuk mrenges and plated mendak - L. 46 cm - 25
 697 Keris Madura, Ukiran Donoriko set with cabochon cut ruby - L. 45,5 cm - 30
 698 Keris Madura, 7 luk, Ukiran Putra satu and gilt mendak - L. 51 cm - 30

 699
Madura, kris, 27 luk pamor iron blade, the sorsoran front and back with a belalai gajah, straight ganja, wooden hilt showing an anthro-
pomorph in military attire, silver selut, L. 45 cm. 100

700

706

 700
Madura/ East Java, kris, five luk pamor blade, dapur pendiwa china rita (?), wooden cockatoo hilt, sarung in one type of wood, richly 
ornamented wrangka showing a.o. bird below a Dutch crown, gandar with a central floral panel, L. 49 cm. 120

 701 Keris, Celebes, 7 luk, Ukiran, Burung - L. 50 cm - 30
 702 Keris, Burgis, Celebes, 7 luk, Ukiran, Burung - L. 43 cm - 40
 703 Keris Burgis, 7 luk, Ukrian Burung - L. 40 cm - 25
 704 Keris Burgis, Ukiran Burung and brass Selut - L. 42 cm - 25
 705 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden and painted hilt and sampir, embossed silver pendok bunton, L. 49 cm. 50

 706
Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, old seven luk pamor blade, hippo tooth bird-shaped hilt, metal selut, repoussé silver pendok bunton and buntut, 
L 44 cm. 75

 707 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris seven luk pamor blade, dapur sampana, wooden hilt, brass selut, embossed silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 
38,4 cm. 75

 708 Sulawesi/ Malay, kris, pamor blade, dapur bener, tridacna shell bird-shaped hilt partly covered in brass wire, brass selut, wooden 
sarung, L. 45,5 cm. 75

 709 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, straight pamor blade, tridacna shell bird-shaped hilt, brass mendak (no sarung), L. 49 cm. 75

710
713

 710
Sulawesi, Bugis, kris fine pamor iron seven luk blade, dapur bima kroda, floralised bird-shaped hilt, embossed silver pendok bunton 
and buntut, L. 46,3 cm. 100

 711 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, thirteen luk pamor iron blade, dapur kerachan, straight ganja with a silver plated top, one hilt missing, brass 
selut, chased silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 44,5 cm. 50

 712 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, five luk pamor blade, dapur kerachan, wooden bird-shaped hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung, braided toli-toli, L. 
48 cm. 100

 713 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, antler floralised garuda hilt, brass selut, embossed silver pendok bunton, L. 45 cm. 100

 714 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, seven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass cup, wooden sarung, toli-toli with a central silver diskette and cabo-
chon, L. 43,3 cm. 120
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 715 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, (not fitting) brass selut, chased gilded pendok bunton and buntut, L. 120

 716 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, straight pamor blade, dapur brojol, hilt missing, silver selut, metal mendak, embossed silver pendok bunton and 
buntut, L. 42,5 cm. 65

 717 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, 11 luk pamor iron blade, the sarung in two wood types, wooden hilt shaped as a floralised garuda, metal 
mendak, L. 57,5 cm. 150

 718 Sumatra, Minangkabau, straight iron blade, whale tooth hilt sawn in half secured by brass nails, copper mendak, gandar upper half 
embossed silver casing, the lower half braided with metal strips, two gilded bands, whale tooth buntut, L. 34,5 cm. 150

 719 Sulawesi, fine kris, straight pamor iron blade, delicately carved antler bird figure hilt, sarung in same wood species, silver and copper 
bands, L. 46 cm. 150

 720
Sulawesi, Bugis kris, straight pamor blade, tridacna shell hilt, bird-shaped, gilded pendok bunton showing an embossed floral pattern, 
toli-toli gilded and filigree set with semi-precious stones, L. 50 cm. 175

 721 Pedang with silver sheath and carved wooden hilt, Sumatra - provenance, from the collection of Rudolf Bonnet 1895-1978 , - L. 69 
cm - 50

722
725

 722
Pedang with richly carved horn hilt, the wooden sheath decorated with silver mountings, Sumatra, provenance from the collection of 
Rudlof Bonnet 1895-1978 - L. 78 cm - 100

 723 Keris, Palembang, 9 luk, Ukiran, Garuda style, rare type - L. 45 cm - 50
 724 Keris, Burgis, Sumatra, Pamor, Sisik Sewu and Batu Lapak, Ukiran, Jawa Demam - L. 47 cm - 50
 725 Keris, Burgis, Sumatra, Chieftain, 5 luk, Ukiran, Kemuning wood with gilt Buntut and Selut, rare - L. 46 cm - 75
 726 Keris, Sumatra, Ukiran, Tumenguan, Pamor, Kulit Semanka and gilt mendak - L. 42 cm - 30
 727 Keris Sumatra, Ukiran Burung with plated sarong - L. 50,5 cm - 20
 728 Keris Sumatra Palembang, 13 luk, Ukiran Durga with plated Selut - L 50 cm - 25
 729 Keris Sumatra Aceh, 7 luk, Ukiran Jawa demam - L. 42,5 cm - 25
 730 Keris, Sumatra Minankabau, 7 luk, Ukiran Burung - L. 34 cm - 20
 731 Keris Patrem, 7 luk, Sumatra, Ukiran made of deer antler - l. 36,5 cm - 30
 732 Keris patrem, 3 luk, Ukiran Burung - L. 32,5 cm - 25

733

737

 733
Sumatra, kris, straight pamor blade, bone bird-shaped hilt, brass selut, sarung with embossed brass encasings and brass wire, L. 32 
cm. 45

 734 Sumatra, lampung, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, metal mendak, chased silver floral pendok bunton, silver wrapped threads 
sleeve, L. 42,5 cm. 50

 735 Sumatra, Lampung, kris, wooden bird-shaped hilt, silver mendak, embossed silver pendon bunton and buntut, ( blade not inspected), 60
 736 Sumatra, kris, nine luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung, L. 43,6 cm. 60

 737
Sumatra, kris, straight pamor iron blade, bone bird- or garuda-shaped hilt, brass selut, wooden with various metal mountings and cas-
ing, l. 43,5 cm. 70

 738 Sumatra, kris, straight pamor blade, old wooden jawa demam hilt, silver wire casing, filigree silver selut and mendak, wooden sarung, 
L. 41,5 cm. 70
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 739 South Sumatra, lampung, kris, fine nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, silver selut, sheath partly silver encased, bone buntut, L. 42,6 
cm. 70

 740 South Sumatra, kris, old straight iron blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung, L. 35,5 cm. 75

 741 Sumatra, Minangkabau, kris, indistinct pamor iron blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, filigree brass selt, metal mendak, the gandar 
embossed silver casing and rattan binding, L. 47 cm. 75

 742 Sumatra/ Malaysia, Kelantan, kris, horn ‘kingfisher’ hilt, mendak set with indigenous diamonds, silver oversheath, L. 38,5 cm. 75

 743 South Sumatra, kris, seven luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demem hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung, metal casings, L. 49 cm. 100
 744 Sumatra, kris panjang, straight iron blade, Bugis style selut, wooden hilt, wooden sheath and two metal bands, L. 63,2 cm. 100

 745 Sumatra/ Malay, kris, fine pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, embossed silver selut, wooden sarung with chased silver bands, L. 
49,5 cm. 100

746

748

 746 Sumatra, kris, three luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, embossed silver selut, wooden sarung, L. 45,5 cm. 100

 747 South Sumatra, kris panjang, hilt missing, sheath wrapped in braided strings and brass encased foot, L. 63,5 cm. 75

 748 Sumatra, kris panjang, straight iron blade, hilt horn tapa kuda, wooden scabbard with partly embossed silver casings, L. 66,5 cm. 150

 749 Sumatra, kris panjang, straight iron blade, horn tapa kudi hilt (small damage to top), wooden scabbard with embossed silver casings, 
L. 51,5 cm. 150

750
751

 750
Sumatra, Lampung, fine kris, nine luk pamor blade, sorsoran showing an elephant’s trunk, separately forged ganja, horn bird-shaped 
hilt, delicately carved details, filigree copper selut, wooden sheath and buntut, L. 48 cm. 175

 751
Sumatra, Palembang, fine kris, straight pamor iron blade, the sorsoran with deep pecetan, the front showing an elephant’s trunk, gold 
overlaid, ganja with an encrusted gold floral pattern, a very detailed garuda figure as hilt, copper mendak, chased gilded silver pendok 
bunton showing two different patterns on the sides, L. 48 cm.

300

 752 Keris Burgus, Sumbawa, 7 luk, silver Ukiran Burung, mendak and selut - L. 47,5 cm - 30
 753 Keris Sumbawa, silver selut and tolitoli - L. 45 cm - 40
 754 Keris Sumbawa in Sumatra style, Ukiran Burung, tolitoli decorated with cut glass  - L. 34,5 cm - 30
 755 Keris, Indonesia -length 49,5 cm, defects- 5

 756 West Indonesia, a large and voluminous tombak polychrome sheath, showing a demon face, with jutting tongue, modern and tradi-
tional paint visible, L. 36,5 cm. 45

 757 Indonesia, sword, straight pamor blade, brass hilt and guard, wooden sarung, partly painted, L. 72,5 cm. 45
 758 Malay, kris, five luk pamor blade, fine wooden bird-shaped hilt, copper selut, wooden sarung and buntut, braided toli-toli, L. 41,7 cm. 70

 759 Malay, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, engraved brass selut, sarung embellished by embossed silver casings, L. 
33,7 cm. 70
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 760
Malay, kris, fine five luk pamor blade, dapur cherubok, grained wood garuda hilt, incised brass selut, wooden sarung, partly covered 
in thin cord, small bone buntut, L. 42 cm. 75

 761
Malay, kris, good 13 luk pamor iron blade, wooden garuda hilt, embossed silver selut, chased silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 
43,2 cm. 120

762

766

 762
Philippines, Moro, kris, slightly undulating blade showing incised symbols, one silver stirrup, braided plant fibre hilt with antler 
cockatoo pommel. Wooden scabbard, the foot on one side damaged, L. 70 cm. 120

 763 Philippines, Sulu/Moro, kris, undulating blade with nine waves, the base with one stirrup, wooden hilt covered in rattan, wooden 
sheath with rattan bindings, L. 66,5 cm. 70

 764 Philippines, Sulu/Moro, kris, undulating blade, two stirrups at the base, wooden sheath and handle, covered in textile, L. 70 cm. 70
 765 Two Kerises, Bali, 7 and 9 luk, Ukiran depicting Raksassa - L. 46 and 63 cm - 10

 766
Bali, kris, rare straight indistinct pamor blade, wooden hilt, mendat set with glass; herewith another, seven luk pamor blade, the base 
showing ganesha, hilt and sarung same type of wood, mendak set with semi-precious stones (some missing), L. 60,5 and 64,5 cm. (2) 120

 767
Bali, kris, old straight pamor blade and ganja, wooden hilt, silver mendak, wooden sarung; herewith a Bali kris, eleven luk pamor 
blade, sorsoran showing a singa with copper ball in his muzzle, wooden hilt and sarung, mendak set with coloured glass, L. 60,6 and 
67,7 cm. (2)

100

768 774

 768
Bali/ Lombok, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, dapur naga sasra, hilt lombok tapukan, mendak set with coloured glass, wooden sarung; 
herewith a thirteen luk pamor blade kris, the sorsoran showing a singa, partly lacquered wooden sarung, L. 66 and 57,5 cm. (2) 100

 769 Bali, two kris blades in scabbard, one with a fine five luk pamor blade; the other fife luk pamor blade, front sorsoran shows an el-
ephant on a turtle, undulating ganja, wooden sarungs, L. 65 and 62,5 cm. (2) 60

 770 Bali, two krisses, one with straight pamor blade, the other fifteen luk pamor blade, wooden sarung and hilt, L. 57,5 and 64 cm. (2) 75

 771 Bali, two krisses, one with thirteen luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, mendak set with semi-precious stones; the other with 
eleven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, L. 63,5 and 66 cm. (2) 75

 772 Bali, two krisses, straight pamor iron blades, wooden hilts and sarung, L. 63,5 and 68 cm. (2) 75

 773 Bali, two krisses, one with seven luk pamor blade, metal hilt with braided fibre, the other with nine luk pamor blade, gandik as an an-
cestor figure; herewith two undulating kris blades in sheath without hilt, one with finely painted design, L. 60; 62; 60,5 and 61 cm. (4) 90

 774
Bali, two krisses, one with a thirteen luk pamor blade, at the base an elephant’s trunk, undulating ganja, gerantim hilt silver selu, 
mendak set with coloured stones; the other with a twenty-seven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured glass, L. 64 
and 54,5 cm. (2)

100
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 775
Bali, two krisses, one with thirteen luk pamor blade, at the base a naga and opposite a singa, wooden kocet-kocetan hilt and sarung, 
mendak set with coloured stones; the other with straight pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, mendak set with coloured stones (some 
missing), L. 65 and 61,5 cm. (2)

100

 776
Bali/ Lombok, two krisses, undulating iron blades and ganja, one showing a ganesha at the base, wooden hilt, the other a crowned 
naga and brass hilt,, mendaks set with glass; herewith an East Javanese kris with undulating blade, at the base a crowned naga an deer 
in suasa (?) overlay, ganja idem, hilt missing, all with wooden sarung, L. 62,2; 68 and 53,5 cm. (3)

50

 777 Bali, two krisses, one with a nine luk pamor blade, hilt and sarung painted in Kamasan style; the other with a fifteen luk blade, a 
crowned naga with copper ball in its mouth as gandik, hilt and sarung painted in Kamasan style, L. 70 and 69 cm. (2) 100

 778
Bali, two krisses, one with a dapur naga sasra pamor blade, straight ganja, gerantim copper hilt, selt and mendak set with coloured 
stones, chased silver pendok bunton; the other with straight pamor blade, , wooden cecekahan hilt, L. 70,5 and 63,5 cm. (2) 120

 779
Bali, kris, seven luk naga sasra pamor iron blade, cecekahan wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured glass, wooden sarung; herewith a 
Bali kris with straight pamor blade, gilded silver hilt, mendak set with coloured glass, wooden sarung, sampir with traces of a painted 
ornamentation, L 73 and 64 cm. (2)

120

780
786

 780 Bali, two krisses, fine pamor straight blades, cecekahan wooden hilts, mendak, one set coloured stones, L. 67 and 68,5 cm. (2) 150

 781 Bali, two krisses without sarung, wooden hilts; herewith a Lombok Kris with straight pamor blade and open-worked base, L. 56; 48,5 
and 64 cm. (3) 45

 782 Bali, three krisses, undulating pamor blades, one with a sorsoran showing a seated elephant, one with a crowned naga, and one with 
an elephant trunk, L. 60,5; 57 and 61,8 cm. (3) 70

 783 Bali, three krisses in wooden sarungs, one thirteen luk naga sasra type, one with a nine luk pamor blade with a crowned naga to the 
base with deer and one with a straight pamor blade, L. 55; 55,3 and 59,5 cm. (3) 70

 784
Bali, three krisses, one with a nine luk pamor blade, a singa to the front of the base, wooden hilt, one with a nine luk pamor blade, 
cecekahan wooden hilt and one with a straight pamor blade, wooden and brass hilt, mendaks set with coloured glass, wooden sarungs, 
L. 63; 66 and 65 cm. (3)

100

 785
Bali, three krisses, one with a seven luk pamor blade, a crowned naga at the front of the sorsoran, one with thirteen luk iron blade, 
showing a winged singa near the base and a naga sasra-type pamor iron blade, crowned naga with a resting deer on its back, wooden 
hilts and sarung, mendaks set with coloured glass, L. 63,5 – 70 cm. (3)

120

 786
Bali, three krisses, one with a straight blade, two undulating blades, one with a twenty-five the other with a nine luk blade, two 
wooden handles and one gerantim, mendak and wooden sarung, 64 and 75,5 cm. (3) 150

 787 Bali, five krisses without hilts in wooden sarungs, all with undulating blades, L. ca 62,5 cm. (5) 70

 788 Bali, five krisses in sheath without hilt with undulating pamor blades, wooden sarung, one with a painted decoration and brass 
mounts, L. 50 – 61 cm. (5) 75

 789 Bali, five krisses, two with straight and three with undulating pamor iron blades, four wooden and one wood and metal hilts. L. 66,5 – 
72 cm. (5) 150

 790 Bali, a collection of six wooden kris hilts, a bone and horn hilt and four Lombok hilts (11) 60
 791 A 14th/15th century ceremonial Javanese Keris Sajen together with a Keris Solo 25
 792 Keris, Yogyakarta, 11 luk, together with a Philippine Bolo and a knife with bone hilt - 32, 50 cm - 20
 793 Keris Java and a keris Madura, Ukiran Putra and set with carneol - 47 and 38 cm - 25

 794 Java, two krisses without hilt, one naga sasra-type thirteen luk pamor blade, pendok blewah; the other with two crowned naga at the 
base of blade, pendok blewah, L. 45 cm. (2) 45

 795
Java, two modern krisses, one with straight pamor blade showing five encrustated gold wayang figures, gandik and ganja with gold 
encrustated floral pattern, brass pendok natang, the other with eleven luk iron blade showing a brass dragon in relief to the base, 
pendok natang, L. 44,5 and 42,5 cm. (2)

60

 796 Java, Surakarta, two krisses, both with straight blades, one showing Javanese characters, wooden hilt and granulated brass mendak; 
the other with brass encrustated wayang figures, wooden sarungs, one with silvered pendok bunton, L. 54 and 51,5 cm. (2) 60
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 797
Java, two krisses, The Yogyakarta item with eleven luk pamor blade, the sorsoran showing a crowned naga to the front, wooden hilt, 
pendok bunton with a chased floral centre; the Solo item with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilt with low relief carving of foliage, 
pendok natang, L. 47 and 47,2 cm. (2)

90

 798
Java, two krisses, one with an gilded entwined naga, hilt missing; the other with naga front sorsoran and floral motifs in relief, bone 
hilt; herewith an East-Java/ Madura, kris, seven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, silver selut, L. 43; 48,5 and 46,2 cm. (3) 100

 799
Central Java, Surakarta, two krisses, on with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, copper mendak, incised brass pendok bunton; the 
other with thirteen luk pamor blade, dapur paniwen, at the base a singa, wooden sarung and hilt; herewith a Maduta/ East Java, kris, 
thirteen luk pamor blade, bone floral hilt, L. 50; 59,5 and 52,5 cm. (3)

100

 800
Java, two Surakarta krisses with straight pamor blades, one with chased silver pendok bunton; a Jogyakarta kris, straight pamor blade 
and an East Java/ madura kris, straight pamor blade, bone hilt with a decoration a.o. of a pegasus and a Dutch crown, metal over-
sheath, L. 37,5; 46; 42,5 and 47,5 cm. (4)

120

801 803

 801
East Java, two krisses, straight pamor blades, one showing figures in relief, wooden hilts and sarungs; herewith a Sumatra, Palem-
bang, kris, straight pamor blade shows islets, wooden jawa demam hilt, embossed silver cup, L. 48; 49,3 and 50,5 cm. (3) 120

 802
Central Java, three krisses, all with straight pamor blades, one with a wooden modern style hilt, mendak set with inten; one with a 
same hilt, metal collar, the last Yogyakarta item with a gilded mendak set with inten, pendok natang with pierced brass slorok, L. 41,5 
– 50,5 cm. (3)

100

 803
Java, three krisses with a gold overlaid patterns in the blades, two showing animals and modern, one showing wayang figures, ganja 
with overlaid gold floral pattern, L. 49; 48,5 and 42,5 cm. (3) 120

 804 Two keris solo and a Yokjakarta keris, two mounted on a carved wooden plaque 40

805

809
 805 Three keris Solo with 20th century mountings, the blades 17th century and older 40
 806 Three keris Solo with 20th century mountings, the blades 17th century and older 40
 807 Three keris Solo with 20th century mountings, the blades 17th century and older 40
 808 Three keris Solo with 20th century mountings, the blades 17th century and older 40

 809
Java, Surakarta, kris, pamor blade, dapur sinom, wooden hilt, gilded mendak, embossed brass pendok bunton showing a floral pattern; 
herewith a Jogyakarta kris, nine luk pamor blade, chased silver pendok bunton; and a composite Surakarta kris, L. 51; 46,5 and 49,5 
cm. (3)

75

 810
Java, four krisses, one modern with a seven luk pamor blade, the base showing a gilded wayang figure, ganja with gold overlay, one 
with a straight pamor blade showing at the base on both sides a squatting female figure, a Madura kris with straight pamor blade, bone 
hilt, fine sampir and a Solo straight pamor kris blade, three wooden hilts and four wooden sarungs, L. 43,5; 42,2; 48 and 53,5 cm. (4)

150

 811 Java, six kris sajen, pamor iron, all but one with an anthropomorphic standing figure, (6) 35
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 812 Java, two miniature iron kris blades; herewith five modern miniature krisses in wooden sheaths and two pikes, L. 12,5 and 15 cm.; 
8,5 – 10,5; 11,2 cm. (9) 30

 813 Lombok, kris, nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured glass, leather sarung; herewith a Lombok kris with 
straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass mounts, L. 57,5 and 55,5 cm. (2) 70

 814
Lombok, kris, thirteen luk indistinct pamor blade, the base showing a winged singa with copper ball in his muzzle, wooden hilt with 
hair, silver mendak set with coloured glass, wooden sarung; herewith a Bali kris, straight pamor blade showing four wayang figures in 
relief, wooden sarung, L. 70,5 and 66,5 cm. (2)

100

 815 Lombok, two krisses, one with eleven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured stones; the other with a nine luk pamor 
blade, naga to the base, wooden hilt with horse’s hair, mendak set with glass, embossed brass pendok bunton, L. 62 and 65,5 cm. (2) 70

 816
Lombok/ Bali, two krisses, one seven luk pamor blade, the gandik shaped as a seated ganesha, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured 
stones, wooden sarung painted with gilt-lacquer swastika and flowers; the other with eleven luk iron blade, gandik shaped as ganesha, 
wooden painted hilt and sarung, L. 60,5 and 66 cm. (2)

75

 817 Madura, a tombak sheath, showing a pegasus on top of a rosette and below a crown, a cross and an array of weapons and banner; 
herewith two others, one with a crowned and winged naga below an arrow, L. 32; 38,5 and 41 cm. (3) 45

 818
Madura/ east Java, three krisses, one with a nine luk pamor blade, showing pierced details, old wooden hilt, metal pendok natang; one 
with straight pamor blade, one hilt missing, wooden sarung, and a small kris, straight pamor blade, wooden hilt showing aan anthro-
pomorph, delicately carved wooden sarung made of one piece of wood, L. 46,8; 43 and 32,5 cm. (3)

100

 819 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, five luk pamor blade, straight ganja, one hilt missing, brass selut; herewith a Malay composite kris with a seven 
luk pamor blade and wooden jawa demam hilt, both wooden sarung, L. 46 and 44,5 cm. (2) 50

 820
Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, five luk pamor blade, sorsoran front balalai gajah, wooden hilt, brass selut, finely grained sarung, braided metal 
toli-toli; herewith a kris with straight pamor blade, engraved brass selt, L. 46,5 and 37,5 cm. (2) 100

 821 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, nine luk pamor blade, dapur megantara, wooden hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung; herewith a Bugis kris, five luk 
pamor blade, metal selut, wooden hilt and sarung, L. 44,2 and 37,3 cm. (2) 75

 822 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, straight pamor blade, sperm whale and wooden garuda-shaped hilt, embossed silver pendok bunton and buntut; 
herewith another, seven luk pamor blade, dapur sampana, silver (not fitting) selut, wooden sarung, L. 39,5 and 49,2 cm. (2) 75

 823 Sulawesi, kris, seven luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt and sarung; herewith three Sumatra krisses without hilts, wooden 
sarung, two straight pamor blades, one with seven luk pamor blade, L. 38,5; 35,5 – 40 cm. (4) 60

 824 Sulawesi/ Malay, two krisses, without hilts, one with five luk blade, the other with seven luk pamor blade, wooden sarungs, one with 
bone buntut and bridge between gandar and sampir, L. 46,5 and 39,5 cm. (2) 45

 825 Sulawesi/ Malay, two krisses, one with a straight blade, wooden hilt and sarung, the other with a straight pamor blade, ganja with cop-
per line encrustation, wooden hilt and sarung, L. 44 cm. (2) 60

 826 Sulawesi, Bugis, two krisses, one with a wooden bird-shaped hilt, five luk pamor blade, wooden sarung, the other with a three luk 
pamor blade, missing hilt, (not fitting) brass selut, sarung with copper bands, horn buntut, L. 33,5 and 34 cm. (2) 40

 827 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, two krisses, one with thirteen luk, the other with nine luk blade, wooden hilts, brass selut, wooden sarung, L. 45,5 
and 72 cm. (2) 75

 828 Sulawesi/ Malay, two krisses, one with a thin pamor iron blade, wooden hilt and sarung, silver selut and mendak, the other with a nine 
luk pamor blade, bone hilt, filigree brass selut, wooden sarung, bone buntut, L. 38 and 42 cm. (2) 75

 829
Sulawesi/ Malay, two krisses, one with eleven luk pamor blade, wooden floralised bird-shaped hilt, metal mendak, wooden sarung, 
bone buntut; the other with a seven luk pamor blade, serrated edges, silvered selut, wooden bird-shaped hilt, embossed silver pendok 
bunton and buntut, L. 41 and 44,5 cm. (2)

90

830

 830
Sulawesi/Malay, two krisses, straight pamor blade, brass selut wooden bird-shaped hilt, wooden sarung; herewith a kris without scab-
bard, L. 45; 49,5 and 46 cm. (3) 100
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 831
Sulawesi, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass selut, embossed metal pendok bunton and buntut; herewith 
another, three luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, sarung in one wood species, L 34 and 28 cm. (2) 175

 832 Sulawesi, kris, fifteen luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, silvered selut, wooden sarung; herewith three composite others in wooden 
sarungs, 40,5 – 49,5 cm. (4) 100

 833
Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, nine luk pamor blade, straight ganja, wooden bird-shaped hilt, wooden sarung, toli-toli; herewith another, seven 
luk pamor blade kris, wooden sarung, L. 38 and 49 resp. (2) 175

 834 Sulawesi, Bugis, two krisses, one with a fine seven luk, the other with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilts and sarung, brass mendak, 
L. 44 and 47,5 cm. (2) 100

 835 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, brass selut; herewith another, fifteen luk pamor blade, one 
hilt missing, silver selut, wooden sarung, L. 45,5 and 50 cm. (2) 25

 836 Sulawesi, Bugis, kris, straight pamor blade, one hilt missing, brass 9 not fitting) selut set with glass, chased brass pendok bunton; and 
another with seven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, textile sleeve, L. 48 and 55 cm. (2) 50

 837 Sulawesi, composite kris, thirteen luk pamor blade, one hilt missing, wooden sarung with toli-toli and partly wrapped in cord; here-
with a Sumatra, Lampung, kris, straight pamor iron blade, wooden hilt, L. 50 and 39 cm. (2) 75

 838 Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, two with straight pamor blades, one with a seven luk blade, wooden bird-shaped hilts, wooden scab-
bards, one with a buntut, L. ca. 46 cm. (3) 60

 839 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, three composite krisses, one with straight and two with undulating pamor blades, one wooden sarung, one with 
chased brass and one with embossed silver casings, L. 40,5; 39,5 and 46,7 cm. (3) 60

 840 Sulawesi/ malay, three krisses, wooden hilts and scabbards; herewith a kris blade, naga sasra type, wooden hilt and brass selut, L. 42 
– 64,5 cm. (4) 60

 841
Sulawesi, Bugis, three krisses, one with fifteen luk pamor blade, one hilt missing, brass selut, silvered repousse pendok bunton; 
another with seven luk pamor blade, metal selut, wooden sarung and one with a straight pamor blade, wooden sarung, L. 44; 50,3 and 
47,5 cm. (3)

40

 842
Sulawesi, kris, with an old nine luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, silvered metal selut, scabbard has incised silver bands; 
herewith a seven luk and a straight pamor iron blade kris, wooden hilts, wooden scabbards, one with a toli-toli, L. 46, 44 and 47,5 cm. 
(3)

150

843

847
 843 Sulawesi/ Malay, three composite krisses, wooden hilts, brass cups, wooden sheaths, two with buntut, L. 43 – 56 cm. (3) 75
 844 Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, all with a straight pamor blade, two wooden hilts one hilt missing, wooden sheaths, L. 36 – 49 cm. (3) 50

 845 Sulawesi, Three krisses, all with undulating pamor blades, wooden bird-shaped hilts, two brass and one copper selut, wooden sheaths, 
two with buntut and one scabbard with metal bands, L. 44,5 – 53 cm. (3) 75

 846
Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with straight pamor blade, horn hilt, wooden sarung, silver casings, one with a nine luk pamor 
blade, wooden floralised bird-shaped hilt, ( not fitting) brass selut, wooden sarung, and one with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, 
brass selut and mendak, wooden sarung (buntut missing), L. 39,5; 41,7 and 47,8 cm. (3)

75

 847
Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one straight, one fifteen luk and a five luk pamor iron blade, metal selut and wooden hilts, L. 46 – 52,5 
cm. (3) 100

 848 Sulawesi, three krisses, two wooden hilts, one hilt missing, wooden sheaths, two with braided bands, one with a toli-toli, L. ca 45 cm. 50

 849 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, three krisses, two with a straight pamor blade, one with a nine luk pamor blade, all wooden sarungs, one with a 
bone buntut, L. 47; 36,5 and 46,7 cm. (3) 100

 850 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, three krisses, two with a fine straight pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilts, one with a horn selut, the other with 
brass selut; the third item with a seven luk pamor blade, wooden sarungs, two with buntut, L. 41,5; 46 and 45 cm. (3) 100

 851 Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with straight, two with undulating pamor blades, wooden sarungs, wooden and horn hilt, one hilt 
missing, brass selut, L. 42; 46,5 and 47 cm. (3) 50
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 852
Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with a straight pamor blade, one hilt missing, brass selut, wooden sarung embossed brass pendok 
bunton and buntut, an ibid., filigree brass selut, wooden sarung with buntut, and another, seven luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass 
selut, wooden sarung, L. 45; 45,2; 44,3 cm. (3)

75

 853
Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with a straight iron blade, wooden hilt, brass selut, silver pendok bunton; one with seven luk 
pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, brass selut and one with five luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, filigree copper selut, 
braided toli, L. 39; 43,5 and 41,5 cm. (3)

120

 854 Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung; one with a nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt 
and sarung and one with a nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, embossed silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 42,2; 42 and 51,8 cm. 125

 855
Sulawesi/ malay, three krisses, one with straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass selut and braided toli-toli, one with a five luk pamor 
blade, old wooden hilt, brass selut, wooden sarung and one with a nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, silvered metal selut, L. 41; 41,7 
and 43 cm. (3)

150

 856
Sulawesi/ Malay, three krisses, one with a nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung; one with a straight pamor blade, wooden 
hilt, brass selut, embossed silver pendok bunton and one with a straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt and sarung, L. 47,5; 
39 and 38,5 cm. (3)

150

 857 Sulawesi/ Malay, four kris blades in sheath with buntut, one older with nine luk pamor blade, L. 36 – 45,5 cm. (4) 45
 858 A collection of four krisses, three Bugis/ Malay, with wooden bird-shaped hilts and one composite kris, L. ca. 45 cm. (4) 70

 859
Sulawesi/ Malay, four kris blades in sheaths, one straight pamor blade, embossed brass pendok bunton and buntut, one five luk pamor 
blade, wooden sarung, one seven luk pamor blade, embossed silver casing and a nine luk pamor blade, chased silver pendok bunton, 
L. 39 – 44,5 cm. (4)

70

 860
Sulawesi, Bugis, four krisses, three with a straight, one with seven luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilts, three brass, one silver 
selut, wooden sarung, two with buntut (4) 75

 861 Sulawesi, Bugis, four krisses, all with undulating pamor blades, two wooden hilts showing a bird, one wooden hilt showing a human 
head, one hilt missing, wooden sarungs, one with a toli-toli, L. 41 – 45,5 cm. (4) 50

 862 Sulawesi/ Malay, five kris blades in sheath, three straight and two undulating pamor blades, wooden sarungs, (5) 45
 863 Sulawesi, six pamor iron blades in scabbard without hilts, (6) 60

 864 Sulawesi/ malay, six krisses in wooden sarung without hilts, three straight, one with a nine luk, one with a seven luk and one with a 
five luk pamor blade, L. 42 – 48 cm. (6) 70

 865 Sulawesi, six krisses in wooden sarung, no hilts, four straight, two nine luk pamor iron blades, 39-47 cm. (6) 75

 866 Sulawesi/ Malay, six krisses without hilts and cups but one, two with straight and four with undulating pamor blades, wooden sarung, 
five with buntut and one with chased silver pendok bunton, L. 39 – 45,5 cm. (6) 75

867 871

 867
Sulawesi/ Sumatra, six kris blades in wooden sheaths, all but one with undulating pamor blades, one with a chased silver pendok 
bunton, (6) 100

 868 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, six krisses without hilt, all but one without selut and/ or mendak, three undulating pamor blades, wooden sarungs 
with buntut, one is blade only, L. 38 – 45,5 cm. (6) 30

 869 Sumatra/ malay, kris, straight iron blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, metal selut, chased silver pendok bunton; herewith a Sumatra kris, 
nine luk pamor blade, wooden garuda hilt, copper selut, wooden sarung, L. 37,5 and 37 cm. (2) 75

 870 Sumatra, Malay, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, selut, gandar wrapped in rattan and brass casings; herewith two 
others, one with silver pendok, the other with a horn hilt, L. 41,4; 41 and 45,5 cm. (3) 100

 871
Sumatra, Palembang, kris, eleven luk pamor iron blade, straight ganja silver plated on top, wooden hilt, embossed metal cup, brass 
pendok bunton; herewith a Malay kris, three luk pamor blade, horn bird figure as hilt, silver cup, L. 48,2 and 45,5 cm. (2) 100

 872 Sumatra, Lampung, small kris, three luk indistinct pamor blade, dapur chengkrong, wooden bird-shaped hilt, wooden sarung and 
buntut; herewith another with straight pamor blade, wooden hilt (beak damaged), L. 35 and 36,5 cm. (2) 100

 873 Sumatra, Malay, kris, fine seven luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, silver selut, Palembang-style lacquered sarung; herewith 
another, straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass selut, lacquered sarung, L. 43; 45 cm. (2) 100
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 874
Sumatra, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass selut, embossed silver casing and silver wire, gilded silver filigree 
buntut; herewith three others, two without hilts, the third with wooden garuda hilt, L. 39; 33; 32,5 and 39,5 cm. (4) 100

 875 Sumatra/ Malay, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, brass selut, embossed gilded silver pendok bunton and buntut; 
herewith another with embossed brass pendok bunton and buntut, L. ca 45 cm. (2) 120

 876
Sumatra, kris panjang, horn hilt with floral decoration, silver selut, wooden sheath with four silver bands; herewith another with horn 
hilt, metal cuff, L 68,5 cm. (2) 150

877
882

 877
South Sumatra, kris, straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass filigree selut (stones lost), sheath with metal bands and 
buntut; herewith a Malay kris, nine luk pamor blade, nice wooden hilt, silvered metal selut, sheath one piece of wood, L. 41,5 and 
52,7 cm. (2)

150

 878 Sumatra, two krisses, one with straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass selut; the other with a straight blade and a pat-
tern of circles, no hilt, L. 45,5 and 43,2 cm. (2) 50

 879 Sumatra, two small krisses, wooden hilt and sarung;, L. 33; 30,5 cm. (2) 30

 880 Sumatra, a small kris, five luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, wooden sarung; herewith a Bali small kris, five luk pamor 
blade, wooden baby Bayu hilt, bone sampir, L. 20,7 and 23,5 cm. (2) 70

 881 Sumatra, Palembang, two krisses, both straight pamor blades and wooden garuda/ jawa demam hilt, one with a rare dapur of vertical 
tripes and silver cup, the other with dapur brojol, wooden sarungs, L. 45 cm. (2) 90

 882
Sumatra, Palembang, two krisses, one straight and one undulating blade, both with wooden jawa demam hilt, wooden identical 
sarung, L. 42,8 and 43,5 cm. (2) 100

 883 Sumatra, two small krisses, one with a straight, the other with five luk pamor blade with a worn-out sogokan, wooden hilt showing a 
half-figure; herewith a Sumatra kris with three luk pamor blade, fine wooden sarung, L. 35,5; 29,5 and 29 cm. (3) 100

 884 Sumatra, two krisses, one with a straight pamor blade, the other with a three luk pamor blade, silver selut, wooden half-figure hilts 
and sarungs, L. 34,5 and 38 cm. (2) 100

885

 885
South Sumatra, two krisses, one with a fine nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass filigree mendak, the other with a thirteen luk 
pamor blade, whale tooth jawa demam hilt, silver cup, wooden sheaths, L. 50 and 43,5 cm. (2) 120

 886
Sumatra/ Malay, two krisses, one with a three luk pamor blade, anthropomorphic horn hilt, (not fitting) cup, embossed silver pendok 
bunton and buntut, the other a one curve blade, loose ganja, wooden jawa demam hilt, (not fitting) cup, incised silver pendok bunton, 
L. 41,5 and 43,5 cm. (2)

120
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 887 Sumatra, kris with a straight pamor iron blade, loose straight ganja, one hilt missing, wooden sarung; herewith another with a wooden 
hilt, incised silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 42,5 and 43,5 cm. (2) 50

 888
Sumatra, two kris panjang, one with a wooden and one with a horn hilt, brass cups, wooden sheaths, one with bone foot, L. 61,3 and 
67,2 cm. (2) 175

 889 Sumatra/ Malay, three kris blades in wooden sarung, L. 37 – 48 cm. (3) 45

 890
Sumatra, three krisses, one N.E. Sumatra with a straight iron blade, wooden hilt, embossed silver selut, wooden sarung, one with a 
nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt, metal selut, wooden sarung with metal bands and one with a straight iron blade, wooden bird-
shaped hilt, brass mendak, one sheath missing, L. 40,5; 46,5 and 33,2 cm. (3)

30

 891
Sumatra, three krisses without hilt, one straight iron blade, silver pendok bunton, bone buntut, one with a slight nine luk pamor blade, 
and one with a straight blade, wooden sarungs, one with pendok blewah; herewith a Javanese kris with brass inlaid wayang figures, 
wooden sarung and pendok topengan, L. 30,5; 36,5; 45,5 and 47,5 cm. (5)

70

 892 Sumatra, three krisses, all with undulating pamor blades, wooden hilts and scabbards, chased seluts, L. 44,5 – 48 cm. (3) 75

 893 Sumatra, Lampung, three krisses, one with straight pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, silver selut; one with three luk pamor blade, 
wooden hilt and sarung and one with nine luk blade, wooden hilt and sarung, L. 36; 31,5 and 38 cm. (3) 75

 894 Sumatra, three krisses, two with straight pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilts, brass selut, one with embossed pendok bunton and 
one with nine luk pamor blade, (not fitting) horn jawa demam hilt, wooden sarung, L. 48; 36,5 and 42,2 cm. (3) 90

 895 Northeast Sumatra, three small krisses with straight pamor blades, wooden half figures as hilt, metal cups, wooden sarung, one with 
two silver bands, L. ca 31 cm. (3) 100

 896
Sumatra/ Malay, three small krisses, one with a straight iron blade, one with a very thin and old iron blade and one with a five luk 
pamor blade, embossed silver selut, all with wooden hilts and sarungs, L. 34; 37 and 35 cm. (3) 120

 897 Sumatra, three krisses, two with a straight, one with slightly undulating pamor blade, wood and elephant molar hilts and one hilt miss-
ing, the last item with embossed silver pendok bunton and selut, L. 45, 38 and 41 cm. (3) 100

 898
Sumatra, four small krisses, one with a straight pamor blade, wooden hilt and sarung, one with a nine luk pamor blade, wooden hilt 
and sarung, another with a five luk blade, wooden sarung and hilt shaped as a half-figure and one with a five luk pamor blade, bird-
shaped hilt, chased silver pendok bunton and buntut, L. 35,5; 32,5; 31,3 and 29,2 cm. (4)

120

 899
A collection of four krisses without sarung, a South Sumatra straight pamor blade, wooden jawa deman hilt, a Sumatra straight pamor 
blade, wooden anthropomorphic half-figure, silver selut, one East Java straight iron blade, wooden hilt, brass selut and a Malay five 
luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, brass selut, L. 42,5; 39,2; 46,7 and 36,5 cm. (4)

90

 900 Sumatra, four krisses, three with straight pamor blades, one seven luk blade, hilt anthropomorphic half-figure, wood, copper and 
silver cups, L. 27-38,5 cm. (4) 120

 901 Sumatra, five krisses, three straight 60

 902 Sumatra, five krisses in wooden sarungs, without hilts, three with straight pamor blades, one with eleven luk and one with five luk 
blade, L. 38 – 45 cm. (5) 60

903
908

 903
Northeast Sumatra, five small krisses with anthropomorphic half-figures as hilt, four with metal and one with horn cup, L. 28 – 35,5 
cm. (5) 120

 904 Two lady kerises, Bali and Maduro and a talisman keris - L. 25, 29 and 32 cm - 30
 905 Keris and klewang, Indonesia -largest 53 cm, defects- 5
 906 Three composite krisses, wooden hilts and sarungs, two brass one silver selut, L. 35 – 48,5 cm. (3) 50

 907 Three kris blades in sarung without handles, one three luk pamor, a naga at the base with copper ball, one with straight pamor blade, 
dapur sinom and a thirteen luk blade, a singa at the base, L. 59; 61 and 60,5 cm. (3) 60

 908
Madura/ East Java, four krisses, one with straight iron blade and a wooden hilt showing a cuirass and pegasus in front; herewith three 
others, one with a fine pamor blade, 27,7 – 39,5 cm. (4) 120
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 909
A collection of five krisses without sheaths, one Sulawesi with seven luk pamor blade, wooden bird-shaped hilt, copper selut; one 
South Sumatra with fine five luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, a kris panjang, cylindrical horn hilt, a Sumatra straight 
pamor blade, wooden half-figure hilt and a seven luk pamor blade, wooden jawa demam hilt, brass selut, L. 35 – 53 cm. (5)

75

 910 A collection of six krisses without hilts, three with undulating blades, L. 29,5 – 44,5 cm. (6) 45

 911 A collection of six kris blades, three undulating, one with a singa at the base, one with a well-forged elephant’s trunk at the base and 
undulating ganja, L. 37 – 50 cm. (6) 60

 912 Malay, two krisses, one with a five luk pamor iron blade, , copper selut and mendak, wooden sarung, hilt and buntut, the other with a 
straight pamor blade, wooden hilt, sarung and buntut, brass selut, L. 51,5 and 39,2 cm. (2) 75

 913 Philipines, Moro, kris, fine iron blade 17 curves, one stirrup enclosing the elephant’s trunk front, wooden hilt wrapped in rattan; here-
with another, straight blade, hilt with brass wire, L. 69,5 and 69,7 cm. (2) 200

 914
Philippines, a Moro kris, the slightly undulating blade with one stirrup at the base, the pommel, scabbard’s foot and mouth with 
mother-of-pearl mounts, scabbard wound in rattan; herewith a Moro kris, straight pamor blade, the wooden hilt covered in rattan, L. 
75,5 and 72 cm. (2)

100

 915
Philippines, two krisses, one with undulating blade, incised pattern to the base, brass stirrups, wooden handle and sheath with brass 
strips; the other with a slightly undulating blade, with partly visible incised decorations, wooden handle and scabbard, L. 70 and 73 
cm. (2)

75

 916 Thailand, Patani, two krisses, one with an undulating, the other with a straight pamor blade, wooden tapa pekaka hilt, embossed silver 
cups, wooden sheaths, L. 56,5 and 60,2 cm. (2) 175

 917 Malay seven krisses, two with an undulating, five with a straight pamor blade, wooden sarungs with buntut, (7) 60
Kris / Keris and accessories

 918 A collection of 15 Keris hilts, mostly Sumatra, Bali, Lombok, mounted on three frames 20
 919 Bali and Lombok, seven wooden kris hilts, four with horse’s hair or plant fibre; herewith a Sumatra wooden jawa demam hilt (8) 45
 920 Bali, six old fine wooden kris hilts of bondolan and cecekahan-type, H. 11,5 – 14 cm. (6) 50
 921 Bali, four old cecekahan type wooden kris hilts, one with an unusual helmet-shaped top, H. 10,5 – 12 cm. (4) 70

 922
Bali, two sarungs and a ganjar, one decorated with a polychrome pattern of flowers and birds, partly in gilt-lacquer, the other with an 
embossed silver pendok bunton, the ganjar with an embossed silver oversheath, L. 49’60 and 52,5 cm. (3) 70

 923 Bali, four togogan kris hilts, two made of horn and two of copper, set with glass cabochons, H. 11 – 13 cm. (4) 70
 924 Bali, five fine wooden kris hilts, two of bondolan and three of cecekahan-type, 11 – 15 cm. (5) 75

 925 Bali, a collection of eleven kris hilts, nine wooden and two silver gerantim type, one set with coloured glass, the other with semi-
precious stones (11) 75

 926
Bali, three kris blades in sheaths without hilts, one with thirteen luk pamor blade, two entwined naga at the base of the blade; one 
with a five luk pamor blade, a crowned elephant near the base; the last item with a seven luk iron blade, near the base a crowned naga, 
undulating ganja, wooden sarungs, one with horn sampir, L. 50,7; 61 and 59 cm. (3)

75

 927 Bali-Lombok, a collection of twenty-eight wooden kris hilts, (28) 75

928 932
 928 Bali, two elephant molar kris cecekahan hilts, H. 10,5 and 13 cm. (2) 100

 929 A collection of six Balinese kris hilts, including two wooden demon figures, a sage with a snake in his left hand, a wooden and a stone 
kocet-kocetan set with semi-precious stones, H. 10 – 11,5 cm. (6) 100

 930 A collection of eleven Balinese hilts, consisting of three horn, three metal and five wooden figures, showing demons and semi-gods, 
(11) 100

 931 Bali/ Lombok, ten wooden kris hilts, various sizes and wood, two with silver selut, one painted and with embossed silver top, H. 10,5 
– 14 cm. (10) 120

 932 Bali, silver kris hilt, togogan, with a representation of Bima, standing on a base set with semi-precious stone cabochons, H. 12,4 cm. 175

 933 Borneo(?), sword, slightly curved pamor blade, wooden naga-shaped hilt, wooden scabbard, hilt and scabbard embellished by silver 
mountings, L. 68,8 cm. 45
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 934 Borneo, Kalimantan, Banjermasin, three gilded copper kris hilts, set with indigenous diamonds, inten and glass, H. 8,5 – 10,5 cm. (3) 75
 935 Borneo, Banjermasin, three gilt-copper bird-shaped hilts embellished with rows of inten, H. 6 – 8 cm. (3) 100
 936 Borneo, Banjermasin, four gilt-copper bird-shaped kris hilts adorned with rows of inten, one mounted (4) 120
 937 Borneo, Banjermasin, five gilt-copper kris hilts, all bird-shaped set with lines of inten (5) 150

 938
Borneo, Banjermasin, a collection of seven gilt-copper bird-shaped kris hilts, set with rows of inten; herewith a silvered filigree metal 
hilt set with inten and coloured stones, H. 5,7 – 8 cm. (8) 175

 939 Java, eight pendok bunton, incised or chased various metals, (8) 30

 940 Java, three iron buckles and three iron clasps, three silver and one copper encrustated, two with gold overlay, H. 7,2 (buckle); H. 6,3 
(6) 45

 941 Java, three wooden Surakarta hilts, one with silver selut set with inten, and two wooden Yogyakarta hilts (6) 30
 942 Northwest Java, horn hilt, showing a demonic figure, H. 9 cm. 60

 943
Java, two modern kris blades in scabbard, one with a straight pamor blade showing an encrustated gold pattern of four figures ; the 
other with seven luk mat black iron blade with gold(?) inlay of a bird, an ape and a fish, gold encrustated ganja with floral adornment, 
L. 42,5 and 47,3 cm. (2)

70

 944 A collection of nine Javanese kris hilts, including a Cirebon wooden wayang hilt and a bronze ancestor figure (9) 75

945

947

 945
Java, an East Javanese wooden kris hilt, a North java bone ancestor hilt, a North Java mother-of-pearl shell wayang figure and an East 
Java mother-of-pearl shell horse hilt, H. 8,2 – 10 cm. (4) 75

 946 East Java(?), two fine and rare wooden kris hilts terminating in a scrolling floral ornament; herewith two Bugis/ Malay wooden bold 
bird-shaped hilts (4) 90

 947
East Java/ madura, six wooden kris hilts, three carved as anthropomorphic figures, one floralised figure, a cylindrical floral and a floral 
Madura hilt, H. 7,5 – 9,5 cm. (6) 100

948

954

 948
East Java/ Madura, five kris hilts, a wooden Madura item showing a.o. seahorses, a Madura whale bone hilt showing a pegasus in 
front, a copper ancestor figure with filigree details, a Javanese wooden hilt with the letter ‘M’ and a bone ancestor figure (5) 100

 949 East Java, four wooden kris hilts, showing a sprouting ornament, (4) 70
 950 Lombok, three pestles, two with wooden handle, one horn hilt showing two figures, one mortar, L. 25 – 29 cm. (4) 60
 951 Madura/ east Java, seven wooden kris hilts (7) 50
 952 A collection of twelve wooden sarungs, one with embossed silver casings, mainly Bugis and Malay (12) 45
 953 A collection of thirteen sarungs, all Bugis/ Malay style, one with metal oversheath and sampir, two with silver casings (13) 45
 954 Sulawesi, Bugis, one fine and old whale tooth floralised bird-shaped hilt, L. 9,3 cm. 150
 955 Sulawesi, Bugis, two whale bone bird-shaped kris hilts, one with brass selut (2) 45
 956 Sulawesi/ Malay, seven wooden kris hilts bird-shaped, (7) 60
 957 A collection of eight Bugis/Malay wooden kris hilts, bird-shaped, one floralised, (8) 70
 958 Mainly Sulawesi, eight kris blades in wooden sheaths, five with buntut, L. ca. 46 cm. (8) 70
 959 A collection of six Malay/ Sulawesi, kris hilts, all bird-shaped, four wooden, one with a aluminium beak casing, two horn (6) 70
 960 Sulawesi Malay, six straight pamor kris blades in wooden sarungs, five with buntut, (6) 70
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 961 Sulawesi/ Malay, eight various kris blades in wooden scabbard with buntut, L. 37 – 46 cm. (8) 75
 962 Sulawesi, Bugis, a collection of six bird-shaped kris hilts and a horn hilt, (7) 75
 963 Sulawesi/ Malay, six undulating pamor iron blades in wooden scabbards, four with buntut, L. 38 – 49 cm. (6) 75
 964 Sulawesi, Bugis, a mother-of-pearl shell bird-shaped hilt; herewith a Sumatra mother-of-pearl shell jawa demam hilt (2) 75
 965 Sulawesi, Bugis, five pamor iron kris blades in wooden scabbards, L. 41 – 44,5 cm. 75

 966 Sulawesi/ Malay, four whale tooth bird-shaped kris hilts; herewith an East Javanese/ Madura deer antler gunungan-type kris hilt with 
anthropomorphic face (5) 75

 967 A collection of eight Sulawesi/ Malay wooden bird-shaped and jawa demam kris hilts (8) 90
 968 Sulawesi/ Malay, four tridacna shell bird-shaped kris hilts (4) 100

969
971

 969 Sulawesi/ Malay, two old whale tooth floralised bird-shaped kris hilts (2) 150

 970 Sulawesi/ Malay, old bone floralised bird-shaped kris hilt and another, smaller one, H. 6,5 and 5 cm. 150

 971
Sulawesi, four wooden kris hilts bird-shaped and two Sumatra wooden hilts, one old jawa demam figure, the other bird-shaped, partly 
floralised, 18-19th century, (6) 175

972 981

 972
Sulawesi or Malay, whale tooth floralised kris hilt, below the head a small cartouche with Arabian characters reading ‘Muhammad’ 
and ‘Allah’, L. 8,7 cm. 200

 973 Sumatra, four brass kris hilts, two garuda figures, an ancestor figure and a bird-shaped figure (4) 45
 974 Sumatra, Batak, sword, podang, slightly curved blade, a blood groove, iron hilt, wooden sheath and rattan strips, L. 75,5 cm. 45
 975 Sumatra, four wooden kris hilts, of which one jawa demam and three bird-shaped, (4) 60
 976 Sumatra/ Sulawesi, fifteen wooden bird-shaped kris hilts (15) 60
 977 Sumatra, eleven wooden kris hilts and a brass hilt (12) 60
 978 A collection of five kris hilts, mainly Sumatra, five wood, all bird-shaped, (5) 30
 979 A collection of seven Sumatra kris hilts, wood, six shaped as birds, one a jawa demam, (7) 70
 980 Sumatra, Lampung, repousse silver bird-shaped kris hilt, H. 9,8 cm. 70
 981 Sumatra, a collection of ten wooden kris hilts, eight bird-shaped, one jawa demam figure and an anthropomorphic half-figure (10) 75
 982 Sumatra, five kris hilts, three wooden, one horn and one made of elephant molar (5) 75
 983 Sumatra, elephant molar kris hilt shaped as a bird 75

 984 Sumatra, four kris blades in scabbard, two straight pamor blades, one with three luk iron blade and one with nine luk blade, all but 
one with embossed silver pendok bunton, one horn sampir, L. ca 36 cm. (4) 90
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 985 Sumatra, two elephant molar kris hilts, shaped as a bird, H. 8,2 and 9 cm. (2) 100
 986 Sumatra, old whale tooth floralised bird-shaped kris hilt, L. 8,2 cm. 100

 987 Sumatra, four wooden kris hilts, two Riau carved as a half-figure, one with finely carved details floralised face the other two well 
carved garuda shapes, L.65–85cm.(4) 100

 988 Sumatra, four tridacna shell jawa demam kris hilts, one mounted (4) 100
 989 Sumatra, two hippo tooth bird-shaped kris hilts, and a bone jawa demam hilt (3) 100
 990 Sumatra, Palembang, four wooden and one elephant molar kris hilts, jawa demam type (5) 120
 991 Sumatra, two elephant molar hilts, shaped as a garuda/ jawa demam, H. 6,5 and 7,4 cm. (2) 120
 992 Sumatra, a tridacna shell jawa demam kris hilt and a Sulawesi tridacna shell bird-shaped kris hilt (2) 120
 993 Sumatra, a collection of six kris hilts, five wooden and one stone, bird-shaped (6) 120

 994
Sumatra, four old wooden kris hilts, garuda/ jawa demam type, finely carved details, one with filigree silver application set with inten 
and glass, H, 7,2 – 8,5 cm. (4) 120

 995 Sumatra, an elephant molar jawa demam kris hilt, H. 7,5 cm. 120
 996 Sumatra, seven old wooden kris hilts, one with braided silver cuff, and a South Sumatra bird-shaped hilt with a quadruped (8) 150
 997 Sumatra/ Malay, three elephant molar bird-shaped kris hilts, H. 6; 6,5; 7,5 cm. (3) 150

998 1002
 998 Sumatra, a collection of sixteen wooden bird-shaped kris hilts (16) 150
 999 Sumatra, Minangkabau, fine wooden jawa demam kris hilt with a floral and geometric pattern 150

 1000 Sumatra, two old wooden kris hilt, well executed jawa demam figures (2) 150
 1001 Sumatra, two old wooden jawa demam hilts, H. 7,5 and 9 cm. (2) 150

 1002
Sumatra, two bird-shaped, well-used kris hilts, one floralised and a North Java floralised fossilized mammoth tooth hilt, L. 7,1; 8,2 
and 6,8 cm. (3) 175

 1003 Sumatra, kris hilts, consisting of a horn with floralised figure in deep-relief, a wooden jawa demam figure, a wooden floralised bird 
figure and two wooden stylised figures, H. 6 – 9 cm. (5) 50

 1004 Sumatra, Palembang, old and fine whale tooth jawa demam kris hilt, H. 5,5 cm. 100
 1005 Sumatra three fine wooden jawa demam kris hilts from various regions and a wooden floralised bird figure (4) 175
 1006 Sumatra, Palembang, fine mammoth tooth jawa demam kris hilt with a delicately carved floral pattern 175
 1007 Sumatra or Malay, finely carved wooden jawa demam kris hilt, herewith another (2) 175

 1008 Sumatra/ Malay, mammoth tooth floralised kris hilt, below the head a small cartouche with Arabian characters reading ‘Allah’, L. 10 
cm. 200

 1009 Sumatra, four fine and old jawa demam kris hilts, three made of wood and one made of bone (4) 200

1010

 1010
Sumatra, three old wooden jawa demam/ garuda kris hilts, much attention to detail, two standing on a globular base with pucuk 
rebung triangles, one with a brass, the other with a silver selut, H. 8; 9,5 and 9,7 cm. Mounted (3) 250

 1011 Mammoth Keris hilt, South Sumatra -9 x 10 cm- 200
 1012 South Sumatra, elephant molar kris hilt, H. 6,6 cm. 75
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 1013 South Sumatra, one fossilized mammoth tooth and three wooden jawa demam kris hilts (4) 150

 1014 South Sumatra, three wooden kris hilts, one finely carved jawa demam,, some details filled with lime, silver selut, one bird-shaped, 
the body finely carved with floral details and an early jawa demam hilt, H. 8; 5,7 and 7,5 cm. (3) 175

 1015 Central Sumatra, four anthropomorphic half-figure kris hilts, three wooden and one made of elephant molar (4) 100
 1016 Asian wooden keris stand, room for five kerisses -H. approximately 46 cm- 20
 1017 A serie of 10 carved wooden keris hilts set on two basements 30
 1018 13 various keris hilts, Sumatra, Java, Bali, Lombok 50
 1019 Indonesia, twenty-five pendok bunton, embossed or incised various metal, (25) 30

 1020 West Indonesia, four various tombak sheaths, two with a demon face, one with a naga and one with a winged naga, L. 35,5 – 39,8 cm. 
(4) 45

 1021 West Indonesia, six various tombak sheaths, traces of original pigments, L. 36,5 – 47 cm. (6) 45
 1022 West Indonesia, six various tombak sheaths, all with traces of original pigments, carved in relief, L. 34 – 44,8 cm. (6) 45
 1023 West Indonesia, seven lance, tombak, sheaths, all except one showing a floral design, L. 35 – 56 cm. (7) 45
 1024 West Indonesia, four lance, tombak, sheaths, two with anthropomorphic heads, two with a floral decoration, L. 29,5 – 40,5 cm. (4) 45
 1025 West Indonesia, ten pendok bunton, embossed and incised, (10) 30
 1026 A collection of fifty metal selut, mainly brass and copper (50) 30

 1027 A collection of circa 180 strung brass selut 35
 1028 Indonesia, a collection of twenty pendok blewah, (20) 45
 1029 Indonesia, a collection of twenty pendok bunton, (20) 45
 1030 West-Indonesia, eight silver and brass pendok bunton, one brass pendak topengan and two pendok natang, (11) 45
 1031 A collection of twenty-six silver and gilded silver selut, some set with indigenous diamonds, inten (26) 45
 1032 A collection of seven various handles, including two deer horn mandau hilts and a wooden Timor-style figure (8) 45
 1033 A collection of nine wooden floralised bird-shaped hilts (8) 45
 1034 A collection of seventy-two selut, mainly brass (72) 45
 1035 A collection of eleven pendok blewah and topengan and three pendok bunton (14) 45
 1036 A collection of eight kris hilts, six wooden bird-shaped, one horn and a wooden jawa demam (8) 45

 1037 A collection of four blades, three straight kris blades, one showing five wayang figures and a sword blade, bone hilt, L. 40 – 47 cm. 
(4) 45

 1038 A collection of five wooden tombak sheaths and Bali three wooden kris sarungs, L. 38 – 49,5 (tombak sheaths) and ca. 52 cm. (8) 45

 1039 A collection of various kris ornaments, twenty-nine selut of different metals, two metal buntut, three plant fibre sheath strips, two 
metal mounts and five mendak (41) 45

 1040 West Indonesia, a collection of various mendak, some gilt-silver, some set with inten (92) 45
 1041 Bali and Sulawesi, a collection of eight wooden kris hilts 45
 1042 A collection of fourty-eight selut, brass, copper and silver, (48) 50
 1043 Sumatra, Bali, Sulawesi, a collection of eight wooden kris hilts and a whale tooth hilt (9) 50
 1044 Indonesia, a collection of twenty-five pendok bunton (25) 60

 1045 Indonesia/Malaysia, a collection of eight hilts of various weapons, including two Patani/Kelantan hulu pekaka, mainly wood and 
horn, (8) 60

 1046 A collection of twenty kris hilts, wood, brass and plant fibre (2) 60
 1047 A collection of ten sampir, consisting a a fine Javanese ladrang type, three Bugis style and six Bali/ Lombok items (10) 60
 1048 West Indonesia, eight lance, tombak, sheaths, decorated in relief carving, traces of original pigments, L. 27,7 – 44,5 cm. (8) 60
 1049 A collection of ten various kris hilts from Lombok, Java and Sulawesi (10) 60

 1050 A collection of eleven brass, silver and copper pendok blewah, all with a finely incised decoration, six showing marks and emblems at 
the reverse (11) 60
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 1051
A collection of five kris hilts, one Sumatra, Riau, half-figure, metal selut, a Central Java, wayang figure, a Lampung bird-shaped, a 
Malay bird-shaped with metal wire and a modern bird-shaped hilt, (5) 70

 1052 A collection of five wooden kris hilts, mainly Sulawesi and Sumatra (5) 35

 1053 A collection of seven kris hilts, six wooden Bugis and Sumatra and bird-shaped, one Javanese horn carving showing an anthropomor-
phic head, (7) 70

 1054 A collection of ten silver and gilded silver selut, some with granulation and set with inten; herewith seventy mendak, various metals, 
most set with coloured glass, (80) 70

 1055 A collection of six kris blades, three straight, two undulating with a naga front, one as a naga sasra, L. 32 – 42 cm. (6) 70
 1056 A collection of fourteen various kris blades, L. 27,3 – 42,7 cm. (14) 70

 1057 A fine collection of seven kris hilts, three wooden Lombok with horse’s hair, one Balinese loncengan-style hilt, a Balinese gerantim-
style hilt and two Central Javanese. (7) 50

 1058 Two fine old pamor kris blades, one naga sasra eleven luk pamor blade, the other showing an elephant trunk near the base of a seven 
luk blade, no ganja, L. 38 and 26 cm. (2) 75

 1059
Two kris blades, one Balinese with eleven luk pamor blade, undulating ganja; the other Javanese with wayang figures on the seven luk 
iron blade, L. 52,5 and 43 cm. (2) 75

 1060 Borneo, Banjermasin, Java and Sumatra, a collection of eight copper and wooden kris hilts, the copper Banjermasin items with rows 
of inten (8) 75

 1061 A collection of six kris hilts, three Malay/ Sulawesi wooden garuda-type, two Sumatra, Palembang wood jawa demam and a Java, 
North-coast wood demon figure with silver selut, (6) 75

 1062 A collection of four kris hilts, one Javanese wood floral hilt, two bone garuda-shaped and a wooden garuda-shaped hilt partly wrapped 
in silver wire, L. 9; 9; 6,5 and 8,5 cm. (4) 75

 1063 A collection of five wooden kris hilts, two Bugis floralised bird figures, and three South Sumatra jawa demam figures (5) 75
 1064 A collection of ten kris hilts, nine wooden and one whale tooth and bird-shaped (10) 75
 1065 A collection of eight Sulawesi/ Sumatra, wooden kris hilts, bird-shaped, L. 7,2 – 10,5 cm. (8) 75

 1066 A collection of five kris hilts, a Bali brass kocet-kocetan type, a Sumatra wooden jawa demam, two probably Lampung wooden hilts 
and a whale tooth bird-shaped hilt, H. 11; 8 and L. 12,5; 8,5 (2x) (5) 75

 1067 A collection of six kris hilts, two bone, and four wooden; herewith a Timor bone ancestor figure (7) 60

 1068 A collection of eleven kris hilts, comprising two Banjermasin gilt-copper and inten, two wooden Balinese, four Javanese, three wood 
and one brass, two Buginese and a wooden Madurese(?) (11) 100

1069 1074

 1069 Collection of five wooden kris hilts, two Central Javanese, one Balinese, two Sumatran, H. 7 – 10,5 cm. (5) 100

 1070 A collection of seventeen Bugis and Sumatra kris hilts, eleven wooden, two horn, one antler and tridacna shell (15) 50

 1071 Sulawesi/ Sumatra, seven wooden kris hilts and a horn hilt, all bird-shaped, L. 7,9 – 9 cm. (8) 100

 1072 A collection of six kris hilts, two Bugis or Malay bird-shaped hilts, one wooden floralised the other horn, two Lombok items wood 
and horse’s hair; a Sumatra anthropomorphic half-figure and a jawa demam/ garuda hilt (6) 100

 1073 Central Java, six wooden kris hilts; herewith two Banjermasin gilt-copper and inten items, four Lombok items, two Balinese and two 
Bugis-style hilts (16) 100

 1074 A selection of three undulating and four straight blades, all with fine pamor patterns, L. 38,4 – 51,5 cm. (7) 120

 1075 A collection of thirty-eight Malay, Bali and Sumatra kris hilts (38) 120
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 1076
A collection of seven kris hilts, consisting of an East Java floralised ancestor figure, a Sumatra/ Malay horn bird-shaped hilt with inset 
eyes, a Solo hilt, two Sulawesi hilts, one wood, the other tridacna shell, a Sumatra whale tooth jawa demam and a Lampung bird-
ancestor hilt (7)

120

 1077 A collection of eleven Sumatra and Bugis wooden kris hilts, two Bali wooden kris hilts, two Sumatra brass hilts and a Javanese wood 
hilt (16) 75

 1078 Polychrome painted wooden seven keris standard, Indonesia -59 x 74 x 14,5 cm- 30
 1079 Polychrome painted carved wooden five keris standard, Indonesia -41 x 66 x 30 cm- 30

Other Indonesian Art and Objects
 1080 Bali, ceremonial knife, incised pattern and a separately forged frontal insertion, L. 33 cm. 45
 1081 Bali, a brass and an iron areca nut cutter, shaped as the panakawan Togog, L. 20,3 cm. (2) 60
 1082 Bali, sword, straight pamor blade, ganja with scroll, wooden hilt, mendak set with coloured stones, wooden sarung, L. 74,5 cm. 60

 1083 Bali/ Java, a collection of various dance jewellery, consisting of ten floral gilt- or silvered hairpins and a horn and silver comb set with 
coloured stones (some missing), H. 6,5 – 19 cm. (11) 60

 1084 Bali, betel nut cutter, shaped with a silver encrusted horse’s head and handles silver encased, L. 24 cm. 60
 1085 Bali, two iron betel cutters, shaped as a horse with silver mountings, L. 17 and 18 cm. (2) 60

 1086
Bali, a brass priest’s bell, genta, crowned by a representation of Shiva on his bull holding attributes, above the bell proper a ring set 
with coloured stones, H. 21 cm. 60

 1087 Bali, eight ceremonial temple hangings, ider-ider, with embroidered scenes on a plain cotton ground, various sizes (8) 75
 1088 Bali, two modern iron betel nut cutters, shaped as a goddess and an erotic couple, gilded details om black ground, L. 23 cm. (2) 45
 1089 Balinese carving of a male and female, 20th. century, -H. 27 cm- 5
 1090 Balinese wooden carving of Shiva riding Garuda, 20th. century -H. 30 cm- 20
 1091 Balinese wooden carving depicting three hindu gods, Indonesia, 20th. century - H. 28 cm- 20
 1092 Balinese wood carving of a lady danser, art-deco style, Indonesia, first half 20th. century -H. 36 cm- 30
 1093 Balinese wood carving of a seated lady, art-deco style, Indonesia, first half 20th. Century -H. 37 cm- 40

 1094 An assorted collection of two carved wooden and bamboo blow pipe dart cannisters, two carved wooden spoons, a carved wooden 
plaque, an Indonesian polychrome coloured leather head dress from Bali, 20th century 20

 1095 Carved wooden statue of Vishnu riding Garuda, polychrome and gilding, Bali, Indonesia, 20th Century, -H. 90 cm- 70

 1096 Carved wooden statue of a temple guard with three smaller demons, polychrome painting, Bali, Indonesia, mid 20th century, -H. 71 
cm, crack at the base- 70

1097

1098

 1097 Carved wooden panel, mythical village scene, Balinese school, mid 20th. century, -98 x 48 x 9 cm- 250

 1098
A large and very well carved wooden sculpture depicting the battle between Hunaman and the snake Naga to the right, a bird of para-
dise with a demon in his beak, demons to the reverse and two figures to the base, Bali, Indonesia, 19th/20th century -H. 75 cm- 150

 1099 Wooden polychrome mask, Rangda, Bali, Indonesia -h 110 cm 50
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 1100 Eight polychrome painted Barong masks, Bali, Indonesia, 20th century -Minor damages- 40
 1101 A Balinese cleaver or Blakas with carved wooden hilt and sheath and a mandau - L. 37 and 68 cm - 20
 1102 A polychrome partially carved wooden sculpture, Bali - L. 83 cm - 5

 1103 Borneo, three knives, piso raut, one old showing an anthropomorphic figure on top of a head, the other two showing a squatting 
figure, L. 48 – 53 cm. (3) 35

 1104 Borneo, Dayak, two knives, piso raut, both carved with aso-heads, one in wood, the other partly in deer horn, L. 43 and 46 cm. (2) 35

 1105 Borneo, a collection of various objects, two brass earrings, a bronze ring, a brass aso ornament, a wooden figure on a nutshell, a 
wooden male figure and a little bowl with figure (7) 45

 1106 Borneo, East Kalimantan, two piso raut, wooden shaft partly decorated with an aso head, the other with an open-worked bone con-
figuration of aso and an anthropomorphic head, L. 49,5 and 47,5 cm. (2) 45

 1107 Borneo, Kalimantan, two knives, piso raut, one with finely carved details, L. 25,5 and 40 cm. (2) 45
 1108 Borneo, Kalimantan, knife, piso raut, deer horn top of shaft carved with various aso appearances, L. 37 cm. (blade missing) 45

 1109 Borneo, Dayak, shaman’s wooden amulet showing five radiating figures from a central hole; herewith two horn carvings, showing aso 
figures, L. 10 and D. 6 and 6,5 cm. (3) 50

 1110
Borneo, West Kalimantan, sword, jimpul, the back of the blade and towards the tip with forged details, engraved, deer horn hilt, 
wooden sheath painted in bright colours, L. 70,5 cm. 60

 1111 Borneo, Kalimantan, mandau scabbard, delicately carved details, the lower end adorned with a deer horn ornament, glass beads, tuft 
of hair, piso raut showing an anthropomorph; herewith a beaded amulet with pendant conus shell discs, L. 66,5 and ca. 156 cm. (2) 60

 1112 Borneo, Sarawak, sword, parang, blade straight back with brass encrustated strips, incised motifs, horn hilt with incised brass cuff, L. 
63 cm. 60

 1113 Borneo, Kalimantan, two swords, mandau, without sheaths, deer horn hilts, one showing a central seated anthropomorphic figure, the 
other a configuration of aso heads, L. 65 cm. (2) 75

 1114 Borneo, Kalimantan, three swords, mandau, two with a deer horn, one with a wooden hilt, two without, one with wooden sheath, L. 
59, 65 and 69 cm. (3) 75

 1115
Borneo, sword, parang pedang, the blade decorated with brass dots on the base with forged elements and incised motifs to the back, 
deer horn hilt with tuft of hair, incomplete sheath; herewith another with forged elements towards the base, deer horn finely carved 
hilt, tufts of hair, L. 71 and 71,6 cm. (2)

90

 1116
Borneo, Kalimantan, modern kayan sword, mandau, the blade showing sawn-out adornments to the base and tip, encrustated brass 
dots, deer horn hilt, the wooden scabbard adorned with horn plaquettes and a configuration of figures, tufts of coloured hair, piso raut, 
L. 80 cm. Ref.: Albert Zonneveld, (2001) Traditional weapons of the Indonesian archipelago, p. 86.

120

 1117 Borneo, Brunei(?), rare sword blade, concave edge, damascened iron with encrustated brass ornaments, a.o. flower hearts and starlets 
in a cross configuration, L. 73 cm. 120

 1118 Borneo, East Kalimantan, two swords, mandau, the blades with inlaid brass dots, one also with copper and silver, forgery towards the 
tip, deer horn hilts, tufts of animal hair, sheaths with rattan bindings, L. 71 and 77,5 cm. (2) 150

 1119 Borneo, Kalimantan, two swords, mandau, deer horn handles, both in wooden scabbards with four rattan knots, one with a piso raut, 
L. 67,8 and 75 cm. (2) 150

 1120
Borneo, sword, mandau, the blade shows a a line of brass dots, towards the tip the back with forged and sawn details, deer horn hilt 
shows an anthropomorphic head as pommel, wooden scabbard, two rattan knots and a horn and wooden embellishment, piso raut and 
strap, L. 68,5 cm.

150

 1121
Borneo, Sarawak, sword, jimpul, curved blade with blood groove, the base and tip showing incised motifs, the back with brass incrus-
tations, deer horn hilt, wooden scabbard; herewith a sword, mandau, deer horn hilt, blade showing two rows of brass and copper dots, 
wooden scabbard, L. 64 and 63,5 cm. (2)

150

 1122 Borneo, East Kalimantan, knife, piso raut, the shaft’s end carved with a well executed aso, L. 50,8 cm. 150

 1123
Borneo, Kalimantan, sword, mandau, the blade towards the base and tip adorned with sawn out details, deer horn hilt with finely 
carved details, the wooden scabbard with cut-open horn adornments (details missing), tufts of hair, piso raut with bone finial, L. 90,5 
cm. (without tufts)

150

1124

 1124
Borneo, Kalimantan, two swords, mandau, without scabbards, one blade showing a frieze with incised scrolls, the other with fine 
forgery towards the tip of the blade, deer horn hilts, tufts of animal hair, L. 64,5 and 69 cm. (without hair) (2) 175

 1125
Borneo, Kalimantan, sword, jimpul, the curved blade’s back inlaid with brass, towards the tip forged scrolls, intricate deer horn hilt, 
wooden scabbard with fine rattan bindings, brass casing; herewith a jimpul blade with forged back and brass inlay, L 75,5 and 64,5 
cm. (2)

175

 1126 Borneo, Kalimantan, two fine swords, langgai tinggang, both blades with incised pattern below the hilt, deer horn hilts, L. 66,5 cm. 
(2) 175
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 1127
Borneo, Kalimantan, sword, mandau, the dlade ornamented on the convex side with incised scrolls, silver and brass dot inlay, the hilt 
with unusual embossed silver and gold casings, wooden pommel, scabbard held together bu incised silver bands, piso raut, tufts of 
goat’s hair the srap with beaded amulets, L. 77,2 cm.

175

 1128
Borneo, Sarawak, a fine old sword, mandau, the blade at the base shows an incised pattern, forged elements to the base and tip, 
wooden hilt and scabbard; herewith a Kayanic sword, mandau, without scabbard, the deer horn hilt covered with braidded rattan and 
carved with an anthropomorph, L. 68,5 and 67,5 cm. (2)

175

 1129 Borneo, East Kalimantan, two swords, mandau, deer horn hilt, tufts of goat hair in three colours adorn hilt and finely detailed wooden 
scabbard, glass beads rattan bands and plant fibre straps, one with piso raut, L. 72 and 70 cm. (2) 175

 1130
Borneo, East Kalimantan, fine old sword, mandau, the blade encrusted with silver dots, to the base mata kalong and along the back a 
meander, finely forged upper third of the blade’s back with cut-out ornaments, deer horn hilt showing aso and leeches, scabbard held 
together by three rattan strips knots, bone ornament, piso raut and several amulets a.o. conus shell and a hornbill casque

200

 1131

Borneo, East Kalimantan, sword, mandau, the front part of the scabbard partly cut open and covered by thin bone plaque showing a 
cut open pattern of aso heads, framed by tufts of coloured animal hair, the base of the scabbard with bone mounts decorated in deep-
relief, bone piso raut; herewith another, the blade with inlaid brass stars, mata kalong motifs towards the base, piso raut, tufts of hair, 
L. 76 and 85 cm. (2)

200

 1132 Mandau, Borneo Sarawak, with wooden sheath and bone hilt - L. 79 cm - 100
 1133 Mandau, Borneo Sarawak, with wooden sheath and bone hilt - L. 79 cm - 100
 1134 Mandau with carved bone hilt and wooden sheath, Dayak, Borneo, mid 20th century -L 65 cm- 80
 1135 A carved wooden baby carrier, Dayak, Borneo, 20th century - L. 41 cm - 25
 1136 A polychrome wooden and rattan Hudoq mask, Borneo, Dayak, 2e half 20th century - L. 44 cm - 75
 1137 A polychrome wooden and rattan Hudoq mask, Borneo, Dayak, 2e half 20th century - L. 44 cm - 75
 1138 A polychrome wooden and rattan Hudoq mask, Borneo, Dayak, 2e half 20th century - L. 44 cm - 75
 1139 Two wooden shields, Dayak, Kalimantan, Indonesia -h 126 cm, one missing parts- 50
 1140 Three polychrome painted wooden masks, in box with loose parts, Dayak, Borneo, Indonesia -h 46 cm, incomplete?- 100
 1141 Borneo, tattoo needle, the needle attached to a stylised aso head, wooden shaft embellished with bone inlay, L. 25 cm. 60

 1142 Borneo, Kalimantan, tattoo needle, the wooden shaft on both ends carved with an aso- head, the needle issues from an opened muzzle, 
L. 37,5 cm. 100

 1143 Borneo, tattoo needle, the wooden shaft topped by a bone well carved sitting aso, from its muzzle issues the needle, L. 24,2 cm. 120
 1144 Java, sword, klewang, blade flaring towards the tip, silvered handle and blade base silver encased, L. 51 cm. 15

 1145 Java, pamor iron spearhead with wooden handle and sheath, mounted on a rectangular wooden frame; herewith a Philippine wooden 
shield with mounted miniature Moro weapons with aluminium blades, H. 54,5 and 43,2 cm. (2) 30

 1146 Java, dagger, badek, pamor straight blade, horn hilt, wooden sheath with bone foot, L. 40 cm. 35

 1147 Java, short sword, pedang lurus, curved pamor blade, embossed silver hilt and oversheath, guard showing an exceptional silver naga 
head, L. 42,5 cm. 75

1148

 1148
Java, two knives, badek, wooden sheaths, one with bone foot; two Sulawesi knives, badek, one with wooden scabbard, the other 
without, L. 27 – 42 cm. (4) 100

 1149 Java, dagger, badek, short blade, wooden hilt, gilt silver filigree cuff, embossed gilt-silver oversheath, on one side a text in Arabian, L. 
22,5 cm. 100
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 1150
Java, ceremonial knife, wedung, pamor iron curved edge, gilded stem-cup and lower part of the blade, elephant molar hilt, wooden 
sheath, horn hook (broken), L. 42,5 cm. 300

 1151 Java, spear head, tombak, fine pamor blade, gold overlay collar 45
 1152 Set of eight Djokja teaspoons and a Djokja serving spoon, all marked 800 and crowned with a Wajang doll - h 24 cm - 10
 1153 Set of six Djokja teaspoons and a Djokja serving spoon, all marked 800 and crowned with a Wajang doll - h 14 cm - 10
 1154 Various mainly copper objects, most decorated with Wajang dolls, Indonesia -h 40 cm, incomplete- 50
 1155 Brass octagonal shaped kettle with bird’s head shaped spout, Java, Indonesia -h 15 cm- 30
 1156 Brass and wood betel set holder, sirih, Java, Indonesia -h 29 cm- 30
 1157 A traditional Blangkon, as worn in the palace of the sultan of Yogjakarta 25
 1158 A collection of nine wajang golok, Java 10

 1159
Travel trunk filled with large collection (100+) attributes for Wajang kulit puppet show -size trunk 57 x 90 x 60 cm, worn, trunk miss-
ing one handle- 100

 1160 Java, wayang topeng masks and two Timor-style wooden masks (14) 75
 1161 12 Wayang Golek on wooden plinths, Indonesia, 20th century 30
 1162 Five leather Wajang kulit puppets, Java, Indonesia, 20th century -tallest 66 cm- 30
 1163 Rama and Sita Wayang Golek on wooden plinths, Indonesia, 20th century -H. 67 cm- 30

 1164 Sulawesi/ Java, two daggers, badek, one with a pamor blade, wooden hilt, incised silver casings; the other with straight blade, horn 
hilt and sheath mounts, L. 35 and 27 cm. (2) 45

 1165
Sulawesi, Toraja, sword, dua lalan, straight paor iron blade somewhat broadening towards the tip, braided rattan hilt cover, horn pom-
mel, the scabbard covered in rattan; herewith a sword with embossed plated silver scabbard and part of the wooden hilt, L. 66,5 and 
67 cm. (2)

175

1166

 1166
South Sulawesi, fine sword, alamang, straight pamor iron blade, fine bone hilt, gold filigree cuff, sheath wrapped with and filigree 
gilded mountings, slight crack in upper sheath L. 71 cm. 300

 1167 Two wooden miniature houses, tongkonan, Toraja, Sulawesi, Indonesia -h 51 cm, minor damages- 30
 1168 Wooden miniature house, tongkonan, Toraja, Sulawesi, Indonesia -h 42 cm, minor damages- 20
 1169 Sumatra, Aceh, two swords, klewang, horn hilts, one with a floral motif, the other plain, L. 70,5 and 60,2 cm. (2) 35
 1170 Sumatra, Aceh, three daggers, rencong, two with horn hilt, one with a grained wood hilt, no sheats, L. 36,5 – 40 cm. (3) 40
 1171 Sumatra, Aceh, three daggers, rencong, two without one with scabbard, 40,5; 41 and 43,5 cm. (3) 40

 1172 North Sumatra, five swords, klewang, almost straight backs and broadening towards the tip, horn handles, three with incised motifs, 
L. ca. 73 cm. (5) 45

 1173 North Sumatra, two swords, rudus or ladieng, wooden cangge gliwang hilt; herewith another, the hilt with brass mount, L. 80,5 and 
77,5 cm. (2) 45

 1174 North Sumatra, four swords, rudus, horn hilts, L. ca. 75 cm. (4) 45

 1175 North Sumatra, two knives, sewar, thin blade, both whale tooth hilt, one with silver mount, silvered stem-ring, silver plated scabbard 
with incised details; the other with an embossed silver scabbard, horn extension, with bone stem-ring, L. 25,8 and 38,5 cm. (2) 75

 1176 Sumatra, Aceh, four daggers, rencong, horn hilts, one with bone inlay, the smallest in scabbard, L. 26; 38; 39 and 42 cm. (4) 45

 1177
Sumatra, Aceh, two swords, sikin panjang, one with gold encratation to the base of the blade and cuff, horn hilt, wooden scabbard; the 
other without scabbard and with incised decorations on the base of the blade, horn hilt; herewith a North Sumatra, sword, horn hilt, L. 
72,5; 74 and 71 cm. (3)

70

 1178 Sumatra, Aceh, dagger, rencong, fine pamor blade, horn hilt, wooden scabbard; herewith another, horn hilt in two colours, wooden 
scabbard and a rencong without scabbard, some age cracks, L. 39,5; 32 and 37,7 cm. (3) 70

 1179 Sumatra, Aceh, four daggers, rencong, horn hilt, octagonal stem-ring and engraved wooden sheaths, L. 45 cm. (4) 75
 1180 Sumatra, Aceh, six daggers, one with a wooden sheath, 34,5-47 cm. (6) 100
 1181 Sumatra, Aceh, sword, sikin pasangan, curved blade, wooden hilt, antler scabbard opening and silver bands, L. 90,2 cm. 150
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 1182
Sumatra, Aceh, sword, sikin panjang, straight blade, the back below the stem-ring and stem-ring gold encrusted, horn hilt; herewith 
another, engraved wooden scabbards, silver bands, L. 69,8 and 60,5 cm. (2) 200

 1183
Sumatra, Aceh, sabre, sikin pasangan, wood hilt, gold pucuk rebung cuff with enamel, antler scabbard opening, the wooden sheath 
with silver casings, L. 450

 1184 Sumatra, Lombok, six knives and daggers, all but one with sheath, (6) 60

 1185 Sumatra, two swords, one with a pamor blade, wooden handle and brass guard and silver oversheath, the other with a double edged 
undulating pamor blade, wooden hilt, brass guard, silver oversheath, L. 71,5 and 63 cm. (2) 60

 1186 Sumatra, Batak?, sword, the blade with slightly S-shaped edge, horn hilt, wooden scabbard with braided rattan, L. 53,5 cm. 60
 1187 Sumatra, knife, short curved blade, wooden hilt with a cockatoo head, belt-like horn strips adorning the wooden scabbard, L. 29,5 cm. 70

1188

1194
 1188 Sumatra, two swords, klewang, with silvered and silver hilt casings, the blade beneath the hilt also with silver casings, L. 47 cm. 120
 1189 Sumatra, short knife, wooden bird-shaped hilt, leather sheath; herewith a dagger, rencong, wooden handle, L. 17,5 and 23,5 cm. (2) 70

 1190 Sumatra, dagger, badek, the pamor blade with an S-shaped edge, wooden hilt, partly silver plated, silver collar, scabbard with silver 
casings; herewith another, the scabbard silver encased, L. 39 and 38 cm. (2) 75

 1191 Sumatra/ Malay, two daggers, one with a cockatoo handle and one with a Malay handle, L. 36 and 37 cm. (2) 40

 1192 Sumatra, three daggers, badek, curved blades, two horn scabbard openings, one sheath with silver bands, the other two with embossed 
silver casings, L. 33; 33,5 and 41 cm. (3) 100

 1193 Sumatra or Malay, finely carved wooden jawa demam, incised details, pre 19th century 150

 1194
Sumatra, sword, pedang, slightly curved iron blade, the lower part beneath the hilt with incised letters MV and the year 1779 on both 
sides, horn hilt partly silver plated and incised, wooden scabbard with two silver and one rattan strips, horn opening, L. 81 cm. 175

1195

1199

 1195
Sumatra, a fine old sword, pedang, the straight iron blade with three parallel grooves, the lower part showing a koranic text in relief 
within a gold encrusted cartouche, the other side texts, a gold encrusted crescent moon and star also within a encrusted golg cartou-
che, the back of the blade with encrusted gold pattern, horn hilt with silver casings, L. 88,2 cm.

400

 1196 Sumatra, Small sword, with wooden handle and brass handguard, in wooden sheath, L. 65 cm 30
 1197 Parang Sumatra with horn hilt and carved wooden sheath - L. 83 cm - 30

 1198 Sumatra, cotton ikat sarung, gold-wrapped threads ornaments on a striped ground, 94,5 x 80 cm.; herewith a fine Minangkabau silk 
gold-wrapped threads slendang, 141 x 32 cm. (2) 60

 1199 Sumatra, Lampung, festive cloth, tapis, with gold-wrapped threads ornaments on a red and blue striped ground, 118,5 x 114 cm. 75
 1200 Sumatra, Karo Batak, a brass pipe, bowl and stem separately cast, L. 54 cm. 45
 1201 Wooden sculpture and lidded box, Nias, Western Sumatra, Indonesia -h 30,5 cm- 20
 1202 Two various shields, Aceh, Indonesia, 19th century -d 34 cm- 50
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 1203 Two various shields, Aceh, Indonesia, 19th century -d 41 cm, larger one missing central star and has been broken, dents- 50
 1204 Brass shield, Peurise Teumag, Aceh, Indonesia, 19th century -d 35 cm- 50

 1205 Brass Sirih stand decorated with elephants and female figures, the edge pierced with trefoil like elements, Minangkabau, Western 
Sumatra, Indonesia, circa 1890 -h 22 cm, rim one piece broken- 50

 1206 Wicker lidded basket with red copper ornaments, Aceh, Indonesia -h 19 cm, ornaments loose, broken, missing (six in basket)- 50
 1207 Two traditional knives, rencong, Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia -tallest 47 cm- 30
 1208 Sumbawa?, small sword or knife, fine pamor blade, horn hilt shaped as a dragon’s head, repousse silver oversheath, L. 43,3 cm. 60
 1209 Miniature wooden tower, Sumba, Indonesia -h 60 cm- 20
 1210 West Indonesia, machete, pamor blade with straight edge, horn hilt, wooden sheath with metal mounts, L. 62 cm. 35
 1211 Two Indonesian spear points in red and green painted wooden sheaths - L. 54 and 59 cm - 20
 1212 An Indonesian dagger/ knife, horn hilt, wooden sheath with horn tip, L. 26 cm. 30
 1213 A collection of eleven various scabbards, one with pendok natang and one with a metal oversheath and sampir (11) 35

 1214 Indonesia, a dagger in a long sheath, the blade with slightly concave back, metal handle cover, sheath with silvered bands; herewith a 
sword, pamor iron blade, horn hilt, chased metal oversheath, L. (dagger 26,5 and 55 cm. (2) 60

 1215
West Indonesia, three spear heads, one straight, one with three luk and one with eleven luk; herewith eight tumbak sheaths, one with 
two anthropomorphic heads (11) 70

 1216 Indonesia, four various knives, daggers, two with silver sheath mounts, L. 25,5 – 37 cm. (4) 70

 1217 West Indonesia, seven various iron lance and spearheads, four with clear pamor, one with a gilded flame to the base, L. 39 – 45,5 cm. 
(7) 75

 1218 West Indonesia, seven spearheads, tombak, in wooden sheaths, one with a wayang figure to the base, the centre with Javanese charac-
ters and to the tip an umbrella, L. 34 – 56 cm. (7) 90

 1219 Three spearpoints in wooden sheath and a rencong - L. 43 and 36 cm 30
 1220 A collection of twenty-two various objects, mainly hailing from East Indonesia and New Guinea (22) 35

1221
 1221 Indonesia, a bronze standing mother and child and a bronze slit drum, kentongan, crowned by a naga head, 15th century-style (2) 45

 1222 Indonesia (?), carving in deer horn showing a caricature of a European and being a handle of an unspecified weapon or cane with 
short square iron blade, L. 45,5 cm. 30

 1223 A hardwood carving of a female dancer with large headdress, Indonesia, 20th century -H. 38,5 cm, small part of headdress restuck- 5
 1224 Indonesian BWZG covered dish with foliate motifs, two bowls and wayang seal, first half 20th century 30
 1225 Collection of ten paintings on canvas, Indonesia, 20th century -largest 101 x 133 cm- 5

 1226 A collapsible copper and white metal long trumpet (rag dung), Tibet and three various silvered metal dishes, Sumatra and Bali, 20th 
century - L. 95, Diam. 28, 33, 35 cm  - 30

 1227 A collection of four metal and wooden spears, Indonesia, 19th and 20th century - L. 155 to 190 cm - 40
 1228 Two various Indonesian paisley textiles, 2nd quarter 19th century, one with some tears - 175 x 175 cm - 50
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 1229 Three Indonesian wood planes, two with animals and one with a mask, together with a wooden pully, 20th century 5
 1230 A collection of Indonesian clothes and shoes including a children’s costume with small kris, 20th century 20
 1231 11 carved wooden dagger handles, Indonesia, 19th/20th century 20
 1232 Carved wooden statue of a fisherman, Indonesia, 20th. century,  -H. 69 cm- 20
 1233 Carved wooden statue depicting a reclining woman, nursing one of four infants, Indonesia, 20th. century, -L. 43 cm- 50

 1234 A silver metal figure of Garuda, Indonesia, late 19th/early 20th century -H. 11,5 cm- 100

 1235 Five various copper/brass betel boxes, Indonesia, 17th century and later -8 x 20 x 10 cm, damages- 100
 1236 Kneeling hand carved  woman, Indonesia -h 15 cm- 20
 1237 Five piece copper/brass batik set, Indonesia -h 13 cm- 50
 1238 Copper betel jar on a high foot, Indonesia -h 21 cm- 30
 1239 Copper dinner gong, Indonesia -h 33 cm- 30
 1240 Ikat cloth with split, depicting ancestors, Indonesia -270 x 240 cm- 50
 1241 Five various Kamassan painted cloths, representing ancient Java stories, Indonesia -140 x 155 cm- 50

 1242 Complete quartets game ‘Indië kwartetspel’ in original box, including explanation rules, illustrated, Dutch language, ‘Koloniaal 
Instituut Amsterdam’, 1930 -cards 10,5 x 6,8 cm, box slightly worn- 20

 1243 Five brass stands/sidetables for Sirih smoking sets, Indonesia -h 76 cm, one possibly incomplete- 20

 1244 Large brass stand/side table, four brass trays and several parts from smoking sets, Indonesia, 19th century -h 87 cm, damages, incom-
plete- 80

 1245 A large polychrome painted wooden sculpture of a seated female, Indonesia, first half 20th century -H. 78 cm, minor traces of wear- 150

 1246 Various Indonesian brass objects, amongst others table gong, parts of Sirih set -h 41 cm, incomplete, damages- 20
 1247 Two containers for Sirih sets and various parts, Indonesia -h 24 cm 20
 1248 Two brass Sirih sets with various parts, Indonesia -h 15,5 cm- 20
 1249 Two trays and various parts of Sirih sets, Indonesia -h 13 cm- 20
 1250 Two part copper demountable bowl on foot, Indonesia, 19th century -h 16 cm, damages- 20
 1251 Four copper singing bowls, underneath each an ornament, one has rim decorated with swastikas, Indonesia -h 13,5, d 27 cm- 40
 1252 Four copper singing bowls, Indonesia -h 15 cm, d 26 cm- 40
 1253 Four copper singing bowls, Indonesia -h 16,5 cm, d 29 cm- 40

 1254

A ochre glazed ceramic martavan with an everted mouth rim, the short neck with a circular band, eight vertical loop-handles with 
moulded monster masks above a row of six rosettes alternated by clouds, on the body five rosettes alternated by five large cloud 
motifs, the lower section with wave patterns, Indonesia, 17th-18th century. An identical martavan is in the Adama Malik collection, 
see: S. Adhyatman & Abu Ridho, ‘Martavans in Indonesia’, The Ceramic Society of Indonesia, second edition, 1984, Page 157, entry 
149 -H. 63 cm-

300

 1255
A brown glazed ceramic martavan of ovoid shape with erverted mouth rim, five lion-dog shaped loop-handles to the shoulder, the 
body with two dragons above waves, Indonesia, 18th century or earlier -H. 52,5 cm- 200

 1256 A brown glazed ceramic martavan, six vertical loop-handles with monsters to the shoulder, the body decorated with dragons amidst 
clouds, Indonesia, 18th century or earlier -H. 55 cm, sticky- 150

 1257

A model of a boat made of cloves, Indonesia, 19th/20th century -45 x 58 cm-. Model boats made from cloves were made to sell to 
European visitors as souvenirs of the Spice Islands (Indonesia) showing how important crossing the sea was to the spice trade. Cloves 
(Syzygium caryophyllata) were one of the spices traded long distances by sea from Southeast Asia to China, India and Europe for 
thousands of years. Cloves were native to only five tiny, volcanic islands in the East Indian Archipelago: Ternate, Matir, Tidore, Ma-
kian and Bacan, all belonging to the Maluku Islands or the Moluccas.

40

 1258 Wooden lime box, outside decorated with various animals, betel/sirih, Indonesia -h 35,5 cm 30
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 1259
A brown glazed martavan with six flat loop handles to the shoulder, the body decorated with four lung dragons in relief chasing the 
flaming pearl, Indonesia, 18th century or earlier -H. 30 cm- 100

 1260 Two metal figurines, farmers ploughing with oxen, Indonesia -6,5 x 14 cm, wire broken- 5
 1261 A hardwood carving of a fisherman, Indonesia, 20th century -H. 26 cm- 5
 1262 Six various wajang dolls, two keris holders, a Balinese keris hilt, two kerises, etc 20
 1263 A collection of seven spears, Indonesia and south east Asia, 19th and 20th century, various lengths 25
 1264 Pair wooden ancestor statues, Maluku, Indonesia, 20th century -h 43 cm- 5
 1265 A bamboo anklung  musical instrument - 40 x 40 cm - 5
 1266 Various pieces of ethnographical folk art. Included are pieces from Europe and Indonesia -H. 70 cm- 10
 1267 Collection of 20 terracotta Majapahit-style heads and figurines, mostly of later date -h 20 cm, damages- 100
 1268 Two terracotta Majapahit-style, restorations - L. 13 cm - 50
 1269 Various terracotta Majapahit statues -h 27 cm, damages- 30

Oceania
Art and Objects

 1270 Australia, Aborigine boomerang, L. 54,5 cm. 30

1271
1273

 1271 Fiji, four whale teeth and one mounted on a wooden base, L. 11,5 – 15 cm. (5) 175

 1272 Fiji, gunstock club, gata, the shaft with entwined coir, 19th century, L. 82,5 cm. 150

 1273 Fiji, club, gata waka, ‘gunstock’ , notched details on the shaft, L. 98 cm. 175

1274 1276

 1274 Fiji, club, totokia, dark patina, towards the shaft’s base a configuration of notched patterns, L. 80 cm. 200

 1275 Fiji or Tonga, long cylindrical club, the handle with a notched zig-zag pattern, L. 166,5 cm. 100

 1276 Fiji, dance club, sali, the head on one side with crosshatched pattern, the back with inlaid bone triangles, L. 99 cm. 100

 1277 Fiji, gunstock club,  shiny patina, 19th century, L. 91,5 cm. 120
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 1278 Fiji, club, totokia, shaft in two parts, 19th century, L. 87 cm. 120
 1279 Fiji, club, ula tavatava, the shaft with a zig-zag notched pattern, L. 43 cm. 100
 1280 Fiji, missile club, ula drisia, the shaft’s base with deep notched zig-zag pattern, L. 38 cm. 100
 1281 Fiji, missile club, ula, the handle part of the shaft with notched details, L. 41,5 cm. 100
 1282 Fiji, gunstock club, gata, the shaft shows a notched name ‘La Ferté’, 19th century, L. 96,5 cm. 100
 1283 Fiji, club, the shaft covered by braided plant fibre, L. 57,5 cm. 15
 1284 Fiji, two clubs, i ula, 20th century examples with bone inlay, one also with mother-of-pearl, 20th century, L. 46,5 cm. (2) 45

 1285 Papua New Guinea, two necklaces, one consisting of three shell plates, braided bands, cowry and ovulus ovum shell, the other with a 
row of animal teeth on a braided plant fibre band, H. 54 cm; L. 49 cm. (2) 45

 1286 Cassowary bone dagger decorated with feathers and beads, Papua New Guinea - L. 38 cm - 75
 1287 Cassowary bone dagger decorated with feathers and beads, Papua New Guinea - L. 36  cm - 75
 1288 Two cassowary bone daggers decorated with feathers and beads, Papua New Guinea - L. 25 and 38 cm - 30
 1289 Three spears, Asmat, Papua, one decorated with feathers, 20th century - L. 250 cm - 75
 1290 Carved wooden mask, Sepic, Papua New Guinea -h 50 cm- 20

 1291
A large and impressive Asmat shield carved in relief with red, white and black pigments, fiber tassels, Irian Jaya, West Papua -180 
cm- 300

 1292 Kamoro wooden drum, Mimika River, Papua New Guinea -h 89 cm, damages- 50
 1293 A cassowary feather headdress, Papua - L. 57 cm - 50
 1294 Ancestor skull with shells, Sepik, Papua -15 x 17,5 x 19,5 cm- 100

1295 1296 1300
 1295 Wooden ancestor statue, korwar, Geelvinckbaai, Papua-New Guinea -h 42 cm- 300

 1296 Wooden ancestor shrine, Papua New Guinea -h 35,5 cm- 50
 1297 Canoe shield’ New Guinea, 20th century -79 x 10 cm, in good condition- 100
 1298 A leather Papua new Guinea quiver with four arrows together with a bow, 2nd half 20th century 5
 1299 Small collection of Papua spears, bow and arrows -L. 243 cm- 20

 1300 Large necklace set with various shells, Papua New Guinea, 20th century -d 52 cm- 40
 1301 Three necklaces set with various shells, Papua New Guinea, 20th century -l 60 cm- 40
 1302 Three necklaces set with various shells and animal teeth, Papua New Guinea, 20th century -l 55 cm- 40
 1303 Three necklaces set with various shells, Papua New Guinea, 20th century -l 55 cm- 40
 1304 Eight necklaces set with various shells, minerals and beads, Papua New Guinea, 20th century 30
 1305 Ten necklaces set with various shells, minerals, beads and boar teeth, Papua New Guinea, 20th century 30
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 1306 Wooden mask set with animal teeth and hair, two axes, arrow canister, gourd, satchel, etc, Papua New Guinea, 20th century 30
 1307 Seven cassoway daggers and four chisels, mostly in woven sheaths, Papua New Guinea, 20th century 100

 1308 A cassowary head dress, a cassowary skull, a collection of pierced agate necklace stones, a wooden and silver sheath, caved wooden 
hair pins, etc 50

 1309 A cassoway bone dagger decorated with feathers and seeds, Papua New Guinea, 20th century - L. 36 cm - 75

 1310 A pair of carved and painted bamboo vases, a koteka, two woven hats, a pair of woven shields and a waist band set with shells, mostly 
Papua New Guinea 25

 1311 Papua, four cassowary bone daggers, two with cassowary toe tip, knotted plant bibre caps and tufts and coix seeds, L. 34,5 – 42 cm. 
(5) 45

 1312 Papua, Asmat, four bone daggers, adorned with braided plant fibre, cassowary quills and feathers and seeds (one tip broken-off), L. 
28 – 35 cm. (4) 45

 1313
Samoa, nifo’oti club, cylindrical handle but rhombic towards the flat head with incised floral and geometric patterns, one side with a 
serrated border, L. 91,5 cm. 100

 1314 Samoa, Nifo’oti style wooden war club -  L. 82,1 cm - slightly worn 25
 1315 Solomon Islands(?), club, mother-of-pearl inlaid head plaited plant fibre shaft cover, L. 47 cm. 60
 1316 A collection of marine animal teeth (9) 45
 1317 Melanesia, a conch shell horn, L. 29 cm. 10
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 1405 Henk Dekker (1897-1974), seascape from the bow of a ship, oil on board, signed - 29 x 39 cm - 100

 1406 Marinus Christiaan Bonzet (1907-1988), ‘Ermelo Paarden’ (two horses), oil on canvas, signed, provenance: the painter Frans Roet-
man -59,5 x 50 cm- 50

 1407 Maurice Góth (1873-1944), ‘Veere’, oil on card board, signed and dated 1927 -26,5 x 31 cm, needs cleaning- 100

 1408 Pim Schilt (1940), ‘Vrouw op bank’, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1983 -70 x 63 cm- 30

kavel TRUE Inzet

Paintings

 1400 Constant Artz (1870-1951), duck family at the waterfront, oil on panel, signed -24 x 18 cm- 100

 1401 Job Hansen (1899-1960), ‘Huizen, kinderen, boom en water’, benzinerel on board - 60 x 50 cm - 1250

 1402 Pieter Johannes Mak (1842-1929) forest scenery, oil on canvas, signed, -90,5 x 74 cm 50

 1403 Herman Bogman (1881-1921), cows in the meadow, oil on canvas, signed,  -64 x 39 cm- 50

 1404 Philip Windt (1847-1921), a Katwijk fisher girl on a dune top overlooking the sea, marouflé, signed, circa 1900 -79 x 59 cm, defects- 100

1400

1401

1405
1407
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 1409 Dutch School, three figures fishing and a woman carrying pales, oil on panel, illegibly signed, 19th century -34 x 28 cm- 100

 1410 Dutch School, man and woman seated at a table drinking tea, oil on panel, 19th century -25,5 x 31,5 cm- 80

 1411 Dutch school, landscape windmill by canal, oil on canvas, not signed, 20th century - 60 x 47 cm, restored - 50

 1412
Louis Schutte (1904-1979), waiting room train station Klosterneuburg, Austria, oil on canvas, signed, circa 1935, comes with an 
article and image of the painting in the magazine ‘Het landhuis op de hoogte’, 1940  -105 x 90 cm- 500

 1413 Andries Verleur (1876-1953), forest with birch trees, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1950 -70 x 51- 20

 1414 Cornelis Lambertus Fels (1880-1943), Amsterdam in winter, oil on plywood, signed -39 x 29 cm- 40

1415

1418 1420

 1415 Pieter Stortenbeker (1828-1898), water landscape with cows, oil on canvas, signed -defects, 29 x 41 cm- 200

 1416 Dutch School: campsite near a lake, oil on canvas, signed S. van der Meer -defects, 48 x 66 cm- 20

 1417 Jan de Jong (1864-1901), farmyard, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘97 -relined, 36 x 53 cm- 80

 1418 Henk Melgers (1899-1973), still life with carnations, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘29 -79 x 69 cm- 150

 1419 Jan Groenestein (1919-1971), ‘Compositie paarden’, oil on board, provenance: Kunsthandel M.L. de Boer, Keizersgracht 542, 
Amsterdam -27 x 33 cm- 20

 1420 Cornelis Adolf Paradies (1883-1966), ‘Spuiwater te Rotterdam’, oil on canvas, signed, circa 1930 -50 x70 cm- 700

 1421 Martha Zondervan (1940), pomegranates, oil on canvas, signed -29 x 29 cm- 20

 1422 Gerbrand Frederik van Schagen (1880-1968), ‘View on Oldenboorn’, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1933 -36 x 26.5 cm- 30

 1423 Gerbrand Frederik van Schagen (1880-1968), ‘Street in Kollum’, oil on canvas, signed -35 x 25 cm- 20

 1424 Dutch School:  Oldenhove te Leeuwarden, oil on canvas, illegibly signed -39 x 49 cm- 40

 1425 Gerrit Woudt (1911-1983), ‘Geuldal bij Epen’, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘69 -49 x 59 cm- 40

 1426 Dutch School: street with old houses, oil on canvas, signed W. Joosten -68 x 58 cm- 20
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 1427 Dutch School: still life with flowers, mid 19th century, oil on panel  -21 x 17.5 cm- 100

 1428 Klaas Mobach (1893-1976), portrait of Klaas Mobach I (1855-1928), oil on card board, signed -60 x 37 cm- 20

 1429 Hans Versfelt (1968), winter landscape, oil on board, signed - 25 x 35 - 150

 1430 Otto B. de Kat (1907-1995), landscape with snowy mountain, oil on cardboard, signed - 20 x 30 cm - 300

 1431 Victor Creten (1878-1966) flower still life, oil on board, signed - 43 x 30 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Mark Smit 175

 1432
Hobbe Smith (1862-1942), moored sailingship near a windmill, oil on canvas, signed - 48 x 39 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis 
& Buunk 200

1433 1434

 1433 Joop Stierhout (1911-1997), flower still life, oil on canvas, signed - 60 x 50 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis & Buunk 200

 1434 Anne Ben-Or (1965), sleeping woman, oil on canvas, signed - 41 x 41 cm - 150

1435
 1435 Thijs Buit (1934), still life with flowers, oil on board, signed and dated ‘13 - 25 x 33 cm - 100

 1436 Thijs Buit (1934), St. Jean de Minervois, oil on paper on panel, signed and dated ‘10 - 26 x 30 cm - 100

 1437 Thijs Buit (1934), landscape, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘19 - 30 x 40 cm - 100
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 1438 Thijs Buit (1934), landscape with buildings, oil on paper on panel, signed and dated ‘96 - 22 x 29 cm - 50

 1439 Thijs Buit (1934), still life with flowers, oil on paper on canvas, signed and dated ‘08 - 65 x 80 cm - 200

 1440 Willem George Frederik Jansen (1871-1941), landscape with windmill, oil on board, signed - 16 x 30 - 200

1441

1443 1445

 1441 Théophile Emile Achille de Bock (1851-1904), landscape with a shepherd and a flock of sheep, oil on board - 60 x 87 cm - 300

 1442 Dutch school: portrait of a girl in 19th century clothing, oil on canvas -36 x 44 cm, defects- 80

 1443 Lucie van Dam van Isselt (1871-1949), flower still life, oil on board, signed - 27 x 21 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis & Buunk 300

 1444 Jan Ouwenbroek (1927), ‘still life with eggs and glass bottle’, oil on wood, signed, 20th century -54 x 42 cm- 20

 1445 Maria Wandscheer (1856-1936), flower still life, oil on board, signed - 19 x 15 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis & Buunk 75

 1446 Maria Wandscheer (1856-1936), flower still life, oil on board, signed - 18 x 14 cm - 75

 1447 Tijmen Moll (1890-1975), ‘Jesus Christ on the cross’ surrounded by a crowd of onlookers and people gambling, oil on canvas, 20th 
century -80 x 57.5 cm, defects and signs of restoration- 50

1448

 1448 Ad Blok van der Velden (1913-1980), ‘Texel’, oil on canvas, signed -50 x 70 cm- 100

 1449 Adam Potgieter (1899-1982), landscape with dunes, oil on canvas, signed -73 x 63,5 cm- 100
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 1450 Henk Lassche (1948), ‘Fjordenlandschap’, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘04 - 50 x 61 cm - 500

 1451 Herman Frederik Bieling (1887-1964), still life with pears, oil on canvas, signed - 53 x 70 cm, some paint chips - 180

 1452 Dutch School, river scene by moonlight, oil on wood, illegible signature and dated 1859 - 28 x 36 cm, small paint chip - 40

 1453 Thijs Buit (1934), river landscape, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘18 - 40 x 50 cm - 50

 1454 Dirk Wilhelm Meeles (1872-1958), still life with anemones, oil on canvas, signed - 56 x 53 cm - 40

 1455 Kees Stoop (1929-2019), garden in winter, oil on canvas/oil on board, both signed - 40 x 50 and 17 x 37 cm - 25

 1456 Dutch School, two flower still lifes, oil on canvas/oil on board, both signed and dated T. Sijtsema ‘05 and ‘10 - 50 x 50 and 60 x 60 
cm - 20

 1457 Dutch School, the artists studio and an interior, oil on canvas, signed and one  dated ‘95 - 50 x 40 and 47 x 39 cm - 20

 1458 Gerardus Johannes Ernens (1935), tryptich landscape with farms and cows, oil on canvas, signed -49,5 x 29,5 cm (2x) and 49,5 x 39,5 
cm- 20

 1459 Herman I Openneer (1906-1986), ducks flying over a lake with row boats at sun set, oil on canvas, signed -39 x 49 cm- 20

1460

1461

1465

 1460
Hendricus Anthonius Dievenbach (1872-1946), interior with seated man reading a newspaper by the window and woman reading over 
his shoulder, oil on canvas, signed -37 x 30 cm- 100

 1461
Barend Johan Stronkhorst (1876-1953), bridge over water with blossoming trees, oil on canvas, signed, sticker to the reverse of the 
frame ‘Gerard Luyckx’, Amsterdam, dated January 1916, # 237 -31 x 39 cm- 100

 1462 Ben Wasser (1934), Dutch farm, oil on board, signed verso - 19 x 24 and 18 x 26 cm - 20

 1463 Ben Wasser (1934), view of the village of Oude Schans, Godlinze and Menzingeweer, oil on paper - 21 x 30, 16 x 22 and 23 x 16 cm - 10

 1464 Ben Wasser (1934), view of the village of Lutjewierum, oil on canvas, signed verso - 50 x 65 cm - 10

 1465 Charles Augustin Wauters (1811-1869), mother and children, oil on wood, signed - 50 x 40 cm - 125

 1466 Cornelis Paauw (1923-2001), fishing boats in winter, oil on triplex, signed -40,4 x 68 cm- 5

 1467 Dutch school, women waiting for their men to come back from sea, oil on canvas, signed on back ‘Henk Dekker’ -30 x 40 cm, loss of 
paint central below- 50
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 1468 Antonius Henricus Koster (1913-1990), winter landscape, oil on canvas, signed -79 x 99 cm- 100

 1469 Hendrik Valkenburg (1826-1896), interior with a mother cooking above a fire for her children seated at a table, oil on canvas, signed 
-40 x 55 cm, light damages- 100

 1470 Dutch School: cows in front of farm houses, oil on canvas, signed L. de Haan and dated 1927 -43 x 58cm- 100

 1471 Phil Grisel (1923-2008), landscape scene with man walk towards a farm house and windmill, oil on canvas, signed and dated 15/4/’47 
-60 x 80cm- 50

 1472 August Willem van Voorden (1881-1921), De Boompjes, Leuvehaven, Rotterdam, oil on triplex, signed -34 x 44 cm- 400

 1473 Western European School: romantic winter landscape, oil on canvas, 19th century -22,5 x 30,5 cm, defects- 5

 1474 Cornelis Jacobus Aart Kruijt (1869-1945), portrait of the physician Frans Schreuder (1864-1934), oil on panel, signed and dated 1906 
-34,5 x 21 cm- 10

 1475 Louis Heymans (1890-1977), farmhouse along a path, oil on canvas, signed -49 x 69 cm- 40

 1476 Louis Heymans (1890-1977), chickens feeding before a farmhouse, oil on canvas, signed -39 x 49 cm- 40

 1477 Peter van den Braken (1896-1979), Dutch house on a waterfront with a windmill in the background, oil on canvas, signed -38 x 54,5 
cm- 25

1478 1479 1481

 1478
Johannes Anthonie Balthazar Stroebel (1821-1905), 17th century interior wit a man, reading a letter, oil on panel, signed -25,7 x 18,6 
cm- 100

 1479 Dutch School: portrait of a young Frisian girl in traditional costume, oil on canvas, second half 18th century - 44 x 34 cm - 100

 1480 Dutch School: chrysanthemums in vase, oil on canvas, illegibly signed -46,5 x 33,5 cm- 5

 1481 Harry Maas (1906-1982), young girl with donkey, oil on canvas, signed -50 x 40 cm- 100

 1482 Dutch School: village near a river, oil on canvas, signed …sTrix, mid 20th century -38,5 x 48 cm, relined- 25

 1483 Piet Schoen (1909-1985), Frisian town, oil on canvas, signed -48 x 68,5 cm- 5
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 1484
Eduard Pieter Moleveld (1946), still life with mandarins, book, glass, pewter jug and porcelain bowl with pears, oil on canvas, signed 
and dated 1980 -49 x 59 cm- 100

 1485 Eduard Pieter Moleveld (1946), winter scene with figures skating, oil on canvas, signed -29 x 39 cm- 50

 1486 Dutch School, two horses in a meadow, oil on canvas, added signature A. Mauve - 23 x 29 cm - 50

 1487 Jacob Jan van der Maaten (1820-1879), dune landscape with a traveller near a house, oil on panel, signed - 21 x 34 cm - 125

 1488 Théophile de Bock (1851-1904), landscape with a moored rowing boat, signed - 22 x 33 cm - 125

1489

1492

1499

 1489

Thérèse van Duyl-Schwartze (1851-1918), ‘Janus - Prentbriefkaartverkoper’, oil on canvas, signed ‘Th. Van Duyl-Schwartze’, to 
the reverse traces of an old sticker: ‘Associazione degli Artisti Italiani IV. Via dei Bardi, Firenze (1908) and a sticker stating that the 
painting was purchased on 25 April 1967 for 750 Dfl. From Mulié & Co., a private banking firm located in The Hague, The Nether-
lands. A very interesting genre painting by Schwartze, who is particularly well-known for her portraits of royal and noble figures and 
was one of the ‘Amsterdamse Joffers’. See under the category books, the deluxe work ‘Therese van Duyl-Schwarze 1851-1918, Een 
Gedenkboek door W. Martin’, number 109 of 300 copies. -108 x 86 cm-

1000

 1490 Johan Hendrik Weissenbruch (1824-1903), View of Turfmarkt and Eendjespoort in Haarlem, charcoal/paper, signed, study for a 
watercolour in the collection of The Rijksmuseum - 11 x 15 cm - 75

 1491 Dutch School, view of a farm, oil on canvas - 32 x 28 cm - 50

 1492 Willem Maris (1844-1910), old barn in a polder landscape, oil on panel, signed and dated - 16 x 22 cm - 200

 1493 Dutch School: Nieuwe Haven with the Church of our Lady, Dordrecht, signed A. van Gestel, mid 20th century -38,5 x 48,5 cm- 80

 1494 Cornelis Kuijpers (1864-1932), landscape with a sand drift, oil on board, signed - 20 x 34 cm - 50

 1495 Cor Noltee (1903-1967), farmhouse, oil on board, provenance: daughter of the artist -36 x 69,3 cm, defects- 50

 1496 Dutch School, winter landscape with skating figures and koek-en-zopie, oil on panel, illegibly signed - 30 x 40 cm - 50

 1497 Hermanus Adrianus van Oosterzee (1863-1933), a wooded forest road, oil on panel, signed - 29 x 37 cm - 10

 1498 Reinald van der Steene (1937-2009), on the balcony, oil on paper, attributed to - 38 x 28  - 20

 1499 Johannes Bosboom (1817-1891), a sun lit church interior with two figures, oil on panel, monogram J.B. - 11 x 9 cm - 750
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 1500 Willem G. F. Jansen (1871-1949), hauling in the catch, oil on panel, signed - 15 x 20 cm - 200

 1501 Jan Epping, ‘Wad’, oil on canvas, signed - 20 x 20 cm - 5

 1502 George Gillis van Haanen (1807-1876/81), a man writing behind his desk, oil on panel, signed - 36 x 26 cm - 300

 1503 J.M.W. Kessler (1903-1952), Prins Hendrikkade, Amsterdam, oil on canvas, signed, circa 1930, -40 x 30 cm- 20

 1504 H. Kleijn (1887/8-1971), ferry Rhenen, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1922 -33,5 x 44,5 cm, defects, loss of paint- 30

 1505 Martinus Kramer (1860-1918), river landscape in winter, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘15 -41 x 98,5 cm- 100

 1506 Dutch School: mother with children in a farmhouse interior, Laren, oil on canvas, illegibly signed, first quarter 20th century -57,5 x 42 
cm- 50

 1507 Evert Pieters (1856-1932), ‘Vrouw met kind’, woman with two children in the snow, oil on canvas, signed -49 x 34 cm- 150

 1508 Dutch School: two women chatting in front of a window, oil on canvas, circa 1900 -70,5 x 53,5 cm, scratch in the middle left- 100

1509
1510

 1509

Johan Dijkstra (1896-1978), ‘Kerk te Fransum’, oil on canvas, signed, ca. 1932-1936 Acquired by Diacones Hendrina Geertruida 
Tavenier (1888-1984), thence by descent. During World War I Geertruida Tavenier worked as a nurse at the Polish front, for which 
she received the Iron Cross of Merit. During the World War II, Tavenier joined the Dutch resistance, hiding important equipment such 
as radios in the basement of the maternity hospital where she worked, employing a Jewish girl after bleaching her hair and providing 
food for people in hiding. -50 x 80 cm, small section of paint loss to the lower right side-

3000

 1510

Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), ‘Landschap in Friesland’, oil on canvas, monogrammed and dated ‘64 on the reverse, 90 x 120 cm. 
Provenance: Sotheby’s Amsterdam, 29 September 1986, Lot # 178; Kunstandel Borzo, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands; (Jacobs) 
Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands (1989-present). Exhibited: Singer Museum Laren 19 March - 7 May 1989, exhibit 35. Il-
lustrated in ‘In de ban van Benner - overzichtstentoonstelling van schilderijen, gouaches en tekeningen van Gerrit Benner, 1897-1981 
: Singer Museum Laren nh, 19 maart-7 mei 1989 : Fries Museum Leeuwarden, 3 juni-30 juli 1989’. From the collection of Jacobs 
Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands, who will donate part of the proceedings to charity

9500

 1511 D. Veenhof (?), house along the waterside, oil on canvas, signed -49 x 69 cm- 20
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 1512 Jan de Boer (1877-1946), ‘Als de stilte spreekt’, ‘Jan de Boer, Westerdoksedijk 50, A’dam’, oil on card board, signed -28,5 x 22,5 cm- 100

 1513 Jan de Boer (1877-1946), frog, beetle and fly agarics, oil on card board, signed -28,5 x 38,5 cm- 100

 1514 Jan de Boer (1877-1946), in dorso: ‘De Tempelgang’, Jan de Boer, Westerdoksedijk 50 A’dam’, oil on card board (?), signed -38,5 x 
57,5 cm- 100

 1515 Jan de Boer (1877-1946), in dorso: In het Putterbosch, Jan de Boer, Westerdoksedijk 50, A’dam’, oil on board, signed -49,5 x 39 cm- 50

 1516
Jan de Boer (1877-1946), in dorso: ‘Aankondiging, Jan de Boer, Westerdoksedijk 50, Amsterdam’, oil on board, signed -49,5 x 59 
cm- 150

 1517 Jan de Boer (1877-1946), ‘Zwammenweelde bij de Grietenweg te Ermelo’, oil on triplex, signed -39,2 x 49,2 cm- 150

 1518 Haaike Abraham Jaarsma (1881-1970), Botters op zee, oil on board, signed and dated 1957 -48 x 68,5 cm- 80

 1519 Haaike Abraham Jaarsma (1881-1970), botters op zee, oil on board, signed and dated 1959 -48 x 68,5 cm- 80

 1520 Cornelis de Wit (1949), winter landscape, oil painting, signed C. Cornelisz 40

 1521 Piet Gilles (1908-1995), flowers and fruit still life, oil on canvas, signed lower right, -53 x 40 cm- 50

1522

1529

 1522 Godfried Van Pelt (1873-1926) ‘Old woman farmer at work’, oil on canvas, Dutch, circa 1900, signed lower right, -46 x 27 cm- 50

 1523 Dutch School:  ‘Loosdrechtse Plassen”, oil on canvas, signed G. v/d Meer - 50 x 70 cm, defects- 20

 1524 Alfons Peerboom (1882-1958), roses in vase, oil on canvas, signed - 45 x 55 cm - 50

 1525 Jules de Genese (20th century), woman at the door with sheep and goat, oil on canvas, signed -44 x 34 cm- 40

 1526 Dutch school: horse drawn cart along the embankment, oil on canvas, signed ‘L. Berends’, 20th century -58 x 88 cm- 40

 1527 Dutch School: view of a dutch village, oil on canvas on board, illegibly signed - 35 x 35 cm - 25

 1528 Dutch school: still life with flowers, oil on board, 20th century -48,5 x 48,5 cm- 5

 1529 Petrus Kremer (1801-1888), Breugel the younger painting near an inn with figures, oil on canvas, signed -52 x 42 cm- 500

 1530 Dutch School: moored boat in a polder landscape, oil on canvas, signed L. de Bruijn - 25 x 45 cm - 25

 1531 Johannes Theodorus Wagner (1903-1963), an italian lakeview, oil on canvas. Signed - 50 x 38 cm - 25

 1532 Petrus Paulus II Schiedges (1860-1922), wood gatherers along a stream, oil on canvas, signed - 50 x 38 cm - 75
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 1533 Johannes P. Josephus Franken (1896-1977), reclining nude, oil on canvas, signed - 20 x 30 cm - 100

 1534 Herman Bogman (1890-1975), view of the ‘Delftse Vaart’ in Rotterdam, oil on canvas, signed - 18 x 24 cm - 75

 1535 Bernardus Cornelis Noltee (1903-1967), still life with apples and pewter jug, oil on canvas, signed - 50 x 70 cm - 100

 1536 Hendrik Cornelis Kranenburg (1917-1987), two paintings: boat along the dockside with a windmill in the background and a landscape 
scene with a farm and figures, oil on canvas, signed -49 x 59 cm and 49 x 69 cm- 50

 1537 Aart Schonk (1946 -2015) ‘Archer on a horse’ (study for a sculpture), pencil on paper, signed: made by Aart Schonk and dated 1974, 
added watercolour by the same artist, sea view and dunes, signed and dated at the reverse 1978   -Largest: 31 x 22 cm- 20

1538 1542 1544
 1538 Ernst Czernotzky (1869-1939), ‘In the library’, oil on panel, signed -20.5 cm x 26.5 cm- 100

 1539 Western European School: ballet dancer, oil on canvas, illegibly signed, third quarter 20th century -23 x 32 cm- 40
 1540 Henrich Karl Mac-Lean (1898-1972), ‘Oorlogskinderen’, oil on canvas, signed -88 x 96 cm- 100
 1541 Eastern European School: harvest scene, oil on canvas, illegibly signed -49,5 x 59,5 cm- 20

 1542 Valentin Danilovich Bernadski (1917-2011), flower still life, oil on canvas, signed - 60 x 50 cm - 300

 1543 Joaquim Falco (1958), ‘Elvis the King’, acrylic on canvas, signed front and verso, with authentic certificate, -113 x113 cm- 500

 1544 European School, woman holding a falcon, oil on wood, 19th century, renaissance style - 32 x 17 cm - 150

 1545 European School, still life with roses in a basket, oil on canvas, signed Dermer - 35 x 42 cm, restauration - 25
 1546 German School, mourning woman watching a military parade, oil on wood, signed Schueler ? and dated 1871 - 36 x 29 cm - 100

 1547 German School, Eve under the apple tree, oil on wood, signed J. Amed and dated 1873 verso, (Joseph Amed 1812-1901), unknown 
- 26 x 13 cm - 80

1548

 1548 Alcide Robert (1853-1915), sleeping donkey owner on the beach of Blankenberge, oil on wood, signed and dated 1891 - 32 x 40 cm - 100
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 1549 Western European School: vase with umbellate, oil on card board, after Bernard Buffet, Galerie Maurice Garnier, Paris -66,5 x 49 cm- 5

 1550 Max Goll (1897-1975), fishermen on the beach next to a boat, oil on panel, signed and dated 1946 -17,5 x 27,5 cm, frame damaged 
left side- 30

 1551 German School: man with glass and pipe, oil on canvas, signed A. Hoche -37,5 x 30 cm- 80

 1552 Armand Charnay (1844-1916), rainy day with church goers, oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘72 -23,8 x 57 cm- 150

 1553 Marcello Merosi (1955), a pair of paintings depicting ballerina’s, oil on canvas, signed and dated 4/’85 and 5/’85 -28 x 22 cm- 20
 1554 Marcello Merosi (1955), a seated ballerina, oil on canvas, signed and dated 11/85 -38 x 28 cm- 15
 1555 Marcello Merosi (1955), a ballerina streching, oil on canvas, signed -37 x 57 cm- 20
 1556 Western European School: the holy family, oil on canvas, first half 19th century -63,8 x 61,5 cm- 25
 1557 Belgian School: , child on a horse and a portrait, oil on canvas, signed Beatrix van Belleghem-60 x 80 cm - 20
 1558 Southern European School: woman and child waiting for the fishermen to come home, oil on canvas, 19th century - 24 x 30 cm - 20

 1559 Valéri Kokourin (1930-2019), the city of Vladimir, oil on board, signed and dated verso 1980 -55 x 40 cm- 600

 1560 European School: portrait of the Virgin Mary, oil on metal, 19th century - 34 x 25 cm - 75
 1561 Western European School: Mary and the child Jesus, oil on panel, 18th/19th century -32,2 x 21,5 cm, defects- 50

 1562 German School: view of an overgrown ruin with a landscape beyond, oil on canvas on board, signed A. Spieler and dated ‘97, 19th 
century - 46 x 38 cm - 25

1563 1567 1571

 1563
European school: portrait van king Charles I of England, breast plate, in harnas, wearing a chain with the Order of the Garter, oil on 
canvas, marouflaged, 17th/18th century -34 x 27,5 cm, signs of wear- 100

 1564 Portrait of a bearded old man, in the manner of Manner of Christian Wilhelm Ernst Dietrich (Germany, 1712-1774), oil on panel, 
indistinctly signed l.r., 19th century -21,5 x 19 cm- 60

 1565 Western European School: first station of the cross, Jesus is condemned to death, oil on paper, second half 19th century -21,3 x 15,3 
cm- 40

 1566 Western European School: Jesus on the cross with Mary and Mary Magdalene, oil on panel, 18th/19th century -30 X 18 cm, defects- 30

 1567 Constantin Meunier (1831-1905), boy playing with a spinning top, oil on panel, signed -30 x 23 cm- 300

 1568 Cornelis Pauw (1928-2001), romantic winter city painting, marouflé, signed -23,5 x 17,5 cm- 20

 1569 Cor Noltee (1903-1967), farmyard with chicken, marouflé, signed -27,5 x 43 cm-\ 50

 1570 Peter van Poppel, still life with palm in a terracotta pot, ‘Voor Selma’, titled and dated VTR 75 -39,2 x 29,2 cm- 80

 1571 Hobbe Smith (1862-1942), the painters model, mixed media, signed - 18 x 12 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis & Buunk 125

 1572 Polychrome devotional painting ‘Christ at the column’ on a metal sheet, gilded, holed, 17th century - 16 x 12,5 cm - 100
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 1573 Paul Joseph Constantin Gabriël (1828-1903), cloudy polder landscape, marouflé, signed - 9,5 x 14,5 cm - 250

 1574 Paul Renard (1941-1997), children playing at the beach, marouflé:, France, signed,  -33 x 20 cm- 50
 1575 European School: the Holy Family, marouflé, 18th century - 32 x 33 cm - 80

 1576 European School: Mary and baby Jesus with two monks or saints, marouflé, 18th century - 38 x 28 cm - 125

 1577 Indian school, horses, paint and embroidery on silk, 20th. century, -84 x 41 cm- 20
 1578 Indonesian school 20th century, three Bali starlings in forest, mixed media, signed -129 x 86 cm- 20

 1579 Dutch School: milking the cows, oil on panel, signed Nijland, first half 20th century -22,6 x 16,7 cm, and ‘Winterlandschap’, oil on 
panel, signed Alb. …, last quarter 19th century -26,7 x 8,7 cm- 50

Frans Roetman

 1580 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), without title, oil on canvas -69,5 x 140 cm- 5
 1581 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), mixed media, boats in the harbor, signed and dated 1967 - 29 x 41 cm - 5

 1582 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), five paintings: woman with dog, Egyptian, etc., marouflé (canvas on card board) (4x), oil on board (1x), 
signed and dated ‘91 and ‘92 -50 x 40 cm- 20

1583

1592

 1583
Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six paintings of Egyptians, marouflé (canvas on card board), signed and dated ‘91, ‘92 and ‘93 -50 x 40 
cm- 20

 1584 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six paintings: woman and flying swan, labourer, etc., marouflé (canvas on card board), signed and dated 
‘91, ‘92 and ‘93 -50 x 40 cm- 20

 1585 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six framed prime colour paintings -various sizes- 5

 1586 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), seven unframed paintings depicting various colourful scenes -various sizes, all in overall good condi-
tion- 5

 1587 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), five paintings and three prints, various subjects, all framed, 20th. century, -largest size, 28 x 22cm- 5

 1588 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), ten paintings depicting various colourfull scenes. Included is a set of paintings about the human body 
-Various sizes, in overall good condition- 5

 1589 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), various pieces of art. Included are three etchings, a caricature of Frans Roetman himself and more -vari-
ous sizes- 5

 1590 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), thirteen aquarel paintings depicting various scenes involving pyramids -various sizes, all in overall good 
condition- 5

 1591 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 20 drawings done by of which one is framed -Various sizes- 5
 1592 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), four framed gold plated etchings -various sizes- 5
 1593 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), four framed etchings depicting Egyptian scenes and a bird -various sizes- 5
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 1594 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), five framed etchings -various sizes- 5
 1595 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), five framed etchings depicting various space scenes -various sizes- 5
 1596 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six framed etchings -various sizes- 5
 1597 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six framed etchings -various sizes, one with broken glass, shows signs of wear- 5

 1598
Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six etchings depicting various space scenes 
 
-various sizes, in overall good condition-

5

 1599 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), six framed colour etchings, signed and some numbered  limited edition - 31,5 x 25 cm - 5
 1600 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), seven framed colourfull etchings -various sizes, one without glass- 5
 1601 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), seven framed etchings -various sizes, signs of foxing- 5
 1602 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), eight colour etchings of planets, signed, some limited edition - 27 x 33 cm - 5
 1603 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), nine colour etchings, signed, some limited edition out of 25 - 32 x 38 cm - 5
 1604 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), nine colour etchings with mainly trees and birds, signed, some limited edition - 29 x 23 cm - 5
 1605 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), ten colour etchings space age related, some limited edition - 31,5 x 29 cm - 5
 1606 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), ten etchings depicting various scenes about space -various sizes, all in overall good condition- 5
 1607 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), multiple etchings -various sizes- 5

 1608 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), twelve etchings depicting various scenes with a boat, a lady and a girl and more -various sizes, all in 
overall good condition- 5

 1609 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), fourteen etchings depicting scenes on the beach -various sizes, in overall good condition- 5
 1610 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 14 etchings windmill interior, some signed and limited edition - 26 x 38,5 cm - 5

 1611 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), fifteen colour etchings depicting various scenes with airplanes, trees, etc. -Various sizes, all in overall 
good condition- 5

 1612 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), sixteen unused etching plates -31,5 x 45 cm- 5
 1613 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 16 etchings, some signed and limited edition - 35,5 x 41,5 cm - 5
 1614 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), eighteen colour etchings depicting various colourfull heads -Various sizes, all in overall good condition- 5
 1615 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 20 coloured etchings depicting various Egyptian scenes - 29 x 25 cm - 5
 1616 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 22 colour etchings with mainly birds, signed, some limited edition - 24,5 x 30 cm - 10
 1617 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 23 colour etchings depicting various Egyptian themes -various sizes, all in overall good condition- 5
 1618 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 24 etching plates -various sizes, in overall good condition- 5
 1619 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 24 etching plates -various sizes- 5
 1620 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), 24 Colour etchings Egypt, signed, some limited edition - 32 x 26 cm - 5
 1621 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), collection of 41 etchings  -various sizes- 5

 1622 Frans Roetman (1921-2021), various ink drawings done by Frans Roetman. Also included is a sketchbook with some drawings -vari-
ous sizes, all in overall good condition- 5

 1623 Ten works of art by various artists, including Frans Roetman (1921-2021) -40 x 61 cm- 5

Watercolours, pastels etc.

 1624 Hobbe Smith (1862-1942), mother with children, watercolour on paper, signed - 16 x 12 cm - 100
 1625 Dutch School: woman walking through heather landscape, first half 20th century - 9 x 13, 5 cm - 20
 1626 Chinese School: three birds on a branch hanging over water, watercolour- 60 x 49.5 cm,  faded, frame slightly damaged- 5

 1627 Western European School: Dutch water landscape, watercolour on paper, signed MJ. Written on the back: ‘MJ = Marcel Jefferys 
1872-1924’ -15,5 x 23,5 cm- 5

 1628 Arie de Jong (1961), ‘Chimura Tetsunosuke’, watercolour on paper, signed -30 x 24,7 cm- 20
 1629 Sam Schellink (1876-1958), framed still life with sun flowers, water colour on paper, signed -48.5 x 32.5 cm- 50
 1630 Elisabeth Chaplin (1890-1982), ‘Nude’, pencil on paper, signed and dated 1930 -42.5 x 30 cm- 20
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 1631 Donald Friend (1915-1989), ‘Latrobe House’, mixed media, signed and dated ‘45 -39 x 57 cm- 100

 1632 Jan van Anrooy (1901-1988), landscape with a village in the background, east Indian ink on paper, signed -27 x 36 cm- 5

 1633
Joop Kropff (1892-1979), carriages at the Buitenhof in The Hague, pastel, signed - 26 x 36 cm - provenance: Kunsthandel Simonis & 
Buunk 200

1634

1635

 1634 Fredericus Jacobus van Rossum du Chattel (1856-1917), houses along the river Vecht, watercolour on paper, signed - 32 x 50 cm - 400

 1635 Anton Koster (1859-1937), tulip fields near Lisse, watercolour on paper, signed - 18 x 21 cm - 300

1636

1637

1640

 1636
Hein Kever (1854-1922), still life with petunias, watercolour on paper, signed - 26,5 x 20 cm - provenance Kunsthandel Simonis & 
Buunk 150

 1637 Gerard Altmann (1877 - 1940), farmhouse in a polder landscape, watercolour on paper - 25 x 35 cm - 150

 1638 David L. Chilchik (1892-1972), The misunderstanding, watercolour on paper, signed - 17 x 26 cm - provenance: Kunsthandel Mark 
Smit 125

 1639 Fred Frits Klein (1898-1990), ‘In the surf’, watercolour on paper, signed - 10 x 16 cm - 100

 1640 Fred Frits Klein (1898-1990), Horses and Amazons, gouache, signed - 32 x 23 cm - provenance: Kunsthandel Simonis & Buunk 500

 1641 Chris Berens (1976), ‘Nachtmerrie’, mixed media, signed - 40 x 29 cm - 100
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 1642 Chris Berens (1976), ‘Vis en Beer’, mixed media, signed - 25 x 20 cm - 100

 1643 Adrianus Johannes Groenewegen (1874-1963), landscape with cows and a castle, watercolour on paper, signed - 24 x 34 cm - 125

 1644 Jan Rijlaarsdam (1911-2007), ‘Roomsch Convent, Brugge, Anno 1337’, watercolour on paper, signed - 32 x 44 cm 100

 1645 Jan Rijlaarsdam (1911-2007), view of a village street with small houses, mixed media, signed - 28 x 39 cm - 150

 1646 Jan Rijlaarsdam (1911-2007), pedestrians on a bridge in Bruges, watercolour on paper, signed - 34 x 39 cm - 75

1647 1652 1661

 1647 Eppo Doeve (1907-1981), Javanese dancer, drawing, signed - 31 x 23 cm - 125

 1648 Jan den Hengst (1904-1983), Het Kolkje, Amsterdam, watercolour on paper, signed - 39 x 19 cm - 40

 1649 Jan den Hengst (1904-1983), view of the Nicolaaskerk, Amsterdam, watercolour, signed - 30 x 40 cm - 60

 1650 Jan Nolte (1922), Nant (Aveyron), France, watercolour on paper, signed - 37 x 48 cm - 20

 1651 Reinald van der Steene (1937-2009), attributed to, woman riding a horse, watercolour on paper - 40 x 31 cm - 25

 1652 Otto de Kat (1907-1995), study of a standing nude, watercolour on paper, signed and dated ‘63 - 64 x 39 cm - 75

 1653 Dutch School, ‘Delden Tolhuis’, watercolour on paper, signed A. Hoogevoorst - 21 x 31 cm - 20

 1654 Dutch School: still life with sketchbook and glass bottles, watercolour on paper, signed Sijtsema and dated ‘94 - 37 x 52 cm - 20

 1655 Hadi Widayat (1919/1923-2002), abstract flower still life, mixed media, signed and dated ‘51 -60 x 40 cm- 20

 1656 Rubens Capaldo (1908-1998), ‘Nudo a donna’, pastel on paper, signed -38 x 29 cm- 5

 1657 Anton Heyboer (1924-2005), three women, black chalk drawing, signed -30,5 x 38,5 cm- 20

 1658 Female nude torso in relief with mother of pearl necklace, polyester resembling marble, initialled ‘W.S.’ -80x 60 cm- 5

 1659 Dutch school, winter landscape, mixed media, together with a reproduction after Jan Toorop (Dorst naar rechtvaardigheid) -largest 23 
x 28 cm, discoloured, frame damaged- 5

 1660 Willem van der Worp (1803-1878), farm with barn, watercolour on paper, signed -15 x 23 cm- 30

 1661
John Tannatt Pryce (Batavia 1893-), faun, playing the flute in a landscape and oriental princess with a crystall ball in landscape with 
snowy mountains, mixed media, signed, 1920’s -36,2 x 23,5 cm, and 28,5 x 23 cm- 80
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 1662 Théophile de Bock (1851-1904), figure at the water in front of a village, chalk on paper, monogrammed -28 x 44 cm- 100

 1663 Thomas van Heck (1910-2006),  view of Dordrecht and of the Biesbosch, black chalk on paper, signed -largest size 33 x 13,3 cm- 50
 1664 Louis Apol (1850-1936), attributed to, farmhouse in the woods, watercolor on paper -20 x 19 cm- 80

 1665 Rie Cramer (1887-1977), woman in a garden with children collecting flowers, watercolour on paper, signed -46,5 x 45,5 cm- 150

 1666 André Idserda (1879-1952), boat in a harbour, mixed media, signed -64 x 72 cm- 5

 1667 H.M. Savrij (1871-1942), landscape scene with a figure walking along a path with trees to either side, gouache on paper, signed -31,5 
x 25 cm- 5

 1668
Johan Isings (1884-1977),  ‘Willem III. tegenover Johan de Witt’, original illustration, after which a lithograph was made: L. Penning, 
Ons oude Nederland, D.A. Daamen, Rotterdam, 1905, p. 264, watercolor on paper, signed and dated 192. -42,5 x 27,8 cm- 50

 1669 Johan Isings (1884-1977),  ‘De prins van Oranje landt te Scheveningen’, original illustration, after which a lithograph was made: L. 
Penning, Ons oude Nederland, D.A. Daamen, Rotterdam, 1905, p. 488, watercolor on paper, signed and dated 1904. -41,5 x 27,7 cm- 50

 1670 Jelle Troelstra (1891-1979), man with a fez, playing the mandolin, pastel on paper, signed and dated 1916 5

 1671 Arie Zwart (1903-1981), water landscape with windmill, watercolor on paper, provenance: present from the artist to the present owner 
-31,5 x 41,5 cm- 5

1672
1674

 1672 Jacob Hendricus Maris (1837-1899), dutch landscape, mixed media, signed - 11 x 20 cm - 200

 1673 Johannes Akkeringa (1861-1942), mending the fishing nets, watercolour/paper, signed - 20 x 34 cm - 400

 1674 Théophile Alexandre Steinlen (1859-1923), sleeping cat, drawing on paper, signed - 10 x 14 cm - 200

1675

 1675 Jan Sluijters (1881-1957), reclining nude, pencil on paper, signed and dated ‘47 - 15.5 x 25 cm - 500
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 1676 Herman Heijenbrock (1871-1948), view of a sawmill in Sweden, pastel on paper, provenance: “Stichting Vrienden Herman Heijen-
brock” - 35 x 60 cm - 100

 1677
Herman Heijenbrock (1871-1948), moored boats in the harbour of Dordrecht, pastel on paper, provenance: “Stichting Vrienden Her-
man Heijenbrock” - 44 x 61 cm - 200

 1678 Claude Foreau (1903-1973), ‘L’élevage des legumes’, mixed media, signed - 23 x 32 cm - 25

 1679 Dutch School: flower still life with tulips, watercolour on paper - 28 x 21 cm - 10

 1680 Henri Joseph Harpignies (1819-1916), wooded landscape, watercolour on paper, signed and dated 1890 - 19 x 28 cm - 150

 1681 Henri Joseph Harpignies (1819-1916), landscape with traveller near a stone bridge, watercolour on paper, signed and dated 1900 - 20 
x 28 cm - 150

1682
1684

 1682
Johannes Franciscus Hoppenbrouwers (1819-1866), winterlandscape with a figure behind a sled, watercolour on paper, signed - 11 x 
13 cm - 125

 1683 Johannes Bosboom (1817-1891), church interior, ink on paper, signed - 13 x 8 cm - 100

 1684 Johannes Bosboom (1817-1891), interior with figures, probably a monastery, watercolour on paper, signed - 8,5 x 13 cm - 125

1685

1687

 1685 Johan Hendrik Weissenbruch (1824-1903), dyke along a river (Spaarne?) with a boat, watercolour on paper, signed - 7,5 x 14,5 cm - 150

 1686 Henri Joseph Harpignies (1819-1916), view of Chateau de Clisson, ink on paper, signed and dated ‘97 - 5,5 x 9 and 10 x 13 cm - 100

 1687 Jacob Henricus Maris (1837-1899), view of the harbour in Dordrecht, watercolour on paper, signed - 12 x 17,5 cm - 750

 1688 Dutch School: fishing boats on a stormy sea, sepia and black ink on paper, illegibly signed, 19th. century, -29 x 19 cm- 20

 1689 Melchior Fritsch (1826-1889), a marching grenadier, watercolour on paper, signed and dated 1857 - 24 x 14 cm - 60
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 1690 Henri Joseph Harpignies (1819-1916), a busy shopping street, watercolour on paper, signed - 13 x 16 cm - 300

 1691 Dutch School: resting cows at dawn, mixed media on paper 11 x 11 cm - and a watercolour on paper, violets, signed B. Otten and 
dated ‘94 - 14 x 10 cm - 40

 1692 Asian School: seated knight with a falcon, 20th century -14 x 12,5 cm- 20

 1693

Jean-Baptiste Forest (1635/36-1712), attributed to, ‘Sous le péristyle d’un palais, une reine, assise sur son trône, accueille un enfant’, 
pen ink and wash drawing, signed ‘Forest - Italie’, collector’s stamp of Philippe, Marquis de Chennevières (1820-1889), ‘Vente Villot 
et de Chennevières’ written below the drawing on the passepartout -28 x 44 cm-
 
Provenance: 
 
- Collection Marie-Joseph Frédéric Villot (1809-1875), curator of the Louvre from 1848-1861
 
- Collection Guichardot, probably F. Guichardot (18??-1875), an important dealer of rare prints and drawing in Paris
 
- Collection Philippe, Marquis de Chennevières (1820-1889)
 
- Sold at Drouot, Paris, 4 & 7 April 1900, part of lot number 186, listed in the catalogue ‘Catalogue de Dessins Anciens de l’École 
Française Des Xvie, Xviie Et Xviiie Siècles Écoles Provinciales, Dessins, Aquarelles de la Collection de Feu M. Le Marquis de 
Chennevières’ mentioning the provenance of Villot and Guichardot. The collection of three drawing was sold to ‘Laturay’ for 17 
francs. Chennevières was a learned connoisseur and collected thousands of French drawings from 1500 to 1860. His friends included 
Charles Baudelaire, Theophile Gautier and the Goncourt brothers. He served in the arts administration of the Second Empire (1851-
1870). He joined the Louvre in 1846, and later became its curator from 1852 to 1870, and was responsible for the Fine Arts exhibition 
at the 1855 Paris World’s Fair. In 1873, Chennevières became the Director of the national École des Beaux-Arts (School of Fine Arts).
 
Described in the exhibition catalogue ‘La collection Chennevières: Quatre siècles de dessins rançais’ by Louis-Antoine Prat, Musée 
du Louvre, 2007, page 432, entry 826. This catalogue accompanied the 2007 exhibition of Philippe, Marquis de Chennevières’ collec-
tion. At the time of the exhibition, the location of this drawing was unknown.

300

 1694 Dutch School: a dutch ship with full sails seen from the rear, mixed meda - 15 x 20 cm - 20
 1695 Dutch School: woman in a flowergarden, watercolour on paper, signed G.J. Reesen - 30 x 23 cm - 5
 1696 German School: german horseman in winter forest, mixed media - 28 x 20 cm - 5
 1697 Adriaan Herman Gouwe (1875-1965), farmer ploughing a field, pastel on paper -37 x 53,5 cm- 100

1698

1701

 1698 Maurice Sys (1880-1972), sailing boat in the waters, gouache on paper, signed -20,5 x 17 cm- 200
 1699 Willem van de Koot (1914-2005), ‘Maskers’, charcoal on paper, monogrammed and dated ‘86 -30 x 19,5 cm- 20
 1700 William Henry Hunt (1790-1864), young girl with lamb, watercolour, signed and dated 1860 -18 x 13 cm- 40

 1701
Two sketchbooks filled with over 70 drawings, various places, lots in Germany, like Salvatorberg and Laurensberg in Aachen, 
Busendorf, Vilich, monument Marceau in Koblenz, etc., both signed Irma Vermeulen, late 19th century -outside measurements largest 
sketchbook 23 x 28 cm-

250
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 1702  
Toon Kelder (1894-1973), abstract composition, mixed media on paper, signed and dated ’52 c.r. -16,5 x 24 cm-

100

 1703 Henry Rheam (1859-1920), woman carrying a bundle of wood, watercolour on paper, signed, circa 1900 -79 x 60 cm- 100

 1704 Gordon Horner (1915-2006), ‘Invermoriston’, mixed media, signed and dated ‘49 -40 x 51- 40

 1705
Miniature portrait in BWGG frame, decorated with sweet water pearls depicting a young genleman with a blue coat white tie and 
collar, circa 1810. Written on the back: ‘R. Cosway Primarius Pictor Serenissimi Walliae Principis Pinxit 1797 A.S.; Nachl. Ant. Graf 
Stadion, Abg. Im Katalog (Legacy count Ant. Stadion, picture in catalogue)

400

 1706 Xuan Khanh Nguyen (1976), figures within trees, two gouaches on paper within one frame, signed and dated ‘04 - each 25 x 16,5 cm- 100

 1707 Silhouette portraits related to the Hofstede, de Groot and Carpentier Alting families, added: framed coat of arms, depicting three 
sheaves of corn, with motto ‘Permitte Divis Cetera’, mixed media on paper -27 x 20 cm- 60

 1708 Western European School: two mountain landscapes, watercolour on paper, in Rollo Whately & Gino Franchi frames, illegibly 
signed, circa 1900, provenance: John Mitchell & Son, London -5,2 x 22,2 cm- 40

 1709 Dutch School: view of a small village in Transvaal, sepia on paper, illegibly signed and dated - 11 x 17 cm -, together with a study of 
a landscape, pencil on paper - 7.5 x 12.5 cm - 5

 1710 Dutch school 20th century, birds of prey, two framed watercolours, both monogrammed P.H. and one dated 1952 -21 x 27,5 cm, 
frames lightly damaged- 20

 1711
Henriëtte van Tuijll van Serooskerken-Willebeek le Mair (1889-1966), three watercolours on paper: children on the beach (expo ge-
meente museum, Arnhem 1974), portrait of a woman and girl with a red bow, added: portrait of a girl, oil on canvas, marouflé, 20th. 
century, -Largest Diam. 15 cm-

20

 1712 Two watercolours, a gouache and a drawing, various artist - largest 27 x 38 cm - 5

 1713 Eugène Loup (1867-1948), 18 scetches of characters, and one poem, ink and pencil on paper, last quarter 19th. century, France, -Larg-
est 15 x 21 cm- 20

 1714 Cees Paauw (1923-2001), collection of watercolours, ink drawings, etc., among which landscapes and persons -largest size 32 x 25 
cm- 5

 1715 C.J. Achterbergh (20th century), A folder containing 34 watercolours and drawings of various village scenes: Lochum, Culemborg, 
Beusichem, etc. -Largest: 33 x 47 cm- 40

Etchings, engravings, screenprints etc.

 1716 Corneille (1922-2010), ‘Nu a La Rose’, lithograph 103/200, signed and dated ‘81 - 50 x 65 cm - 75

 1717 Herman Brood (1946-2001), ‘See a grown man cry’, ‘For: Henny Roling’, signed in the print and dated 1993 -27 x 20 cm- 20

 1718 Herman Brood (1946-2001), ‘Horen, Zien, Zwijgen’, screenprint, signed Herman Brood in the plate and in pencil below, comes with 
COA from Gallery The Art Shop dated 27-03-2012 -95 x 140 cm, authenticity not guaranteed- 50

 1719 Anton Heyboer (1924-2005), without title, etching, signed -33,5 x 39 cm- 20

 1720 István Árkossy (1943), ‘Ritmusok’, aquaforte, signed and dated 1975 5

 1721 Dirk Boode (1891-1957), vissen, etching signed by the artist -30 x 21.5 cm- 20
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 1722 Peter Vos (1935-2010), ‘Tereus’ inspired by an old Greek story, signed and dated ‘86 -65 x 50 cm- 80
 1723 Rolf Weijburg (1952), ‘African Textiles’, etching, signed and dated nov. 1985 -28 x 26 cm- 5
 1724 Ru van Rossem (1924-2007), ‘Memento Mori’, etching, 39/200, signed -60,5 x 46,5 cm- 5
 1725 Kurt Peiser (1887-1962), woman with a child, a factory in the background, etching, signed -28,7 x 22,3 cm- 20
 1726 Louis-Léopold Boilly (1761-1845), Consultation des Medicins, 1823, hand coloured lithograph - 29 x 22 cm - 30
 1727 Hand coloured engraving: Hollandia, Abraham Othelius, Antwerp, 1595 -9  x 12 cm- 25
 1728 Jan Toorop (1858-1928), framed reproduction of ‘Guusje van Lede’ -23.5 x 17 cm- 5
 1729 Wim Schuhmacher (1894-1986), ‘standing nude female’, signed -25 x 32 cm- 50
 1730 Coloured etching, 1654, depicting the province of Overijssel -32.5 x 26 cm- 20
 1731 Hand coloured etching, 17th century, depicting the province of Drenthe -23 x 15 cm- 20
 1732 Eppo Doeve (1907-1981), the ring of the prophet, lithograph, signed - 30 x 18 cm - 25
 1733 Willem Witsen (1860-1923), ‘Turfschepen in de Oude Schans’ (1904), signed and numbered in pencil (78)  -63 x 48cm- 250

 1734 J. Bosboom (1817–1891 ) framed lithographic print depicting ‘De Groote kerk te Alkmaar’, premium edition from 1917 (de Vereenig-
ing tot Bevordering van Beeldende Kunsten), after a painting by Bosboom from 1880 (museum Mesdag the Hague) -43 x 52 cm- 20

 1735 Marc Chagall (1887-1985), ‘Cain et Abel’, lithograph from Dessins M.238, 1960 -35 x 25 cm- 50
 1736 Marc Chagall (1887-1985), ‘Adam et Eve chasse du P.’, lithograph from Dessins M.237, 1960 -35 x 25 cm- 50
 1737 Arie Zonneveld (1905-1941), Christmas cactus, woodcut, colour print, signed -23 x 10,5 cm, frame slightly damaged- 30
 1738 Cornelus Brandenburg (1884-1954), Amsterdam, colour etching, signed -25 x 31 cm- 10
 1739 Hand coloured engraving: t’ Oost Indisch Magazyn, en Scheeps-Timmer-Werf, Amsterdam, 1726 - 27 x 34 cm - 20
 1740 Hand coloured engraving: whale hunt, by Georg Balthasar Probst (1673–1748), restaurations and damages - 30 x 40 cm - 20

1741

1743

 1741
Coloured engraving: Hollandiae antiquorum Catthorum sedis nova descriptio, auctore Jacobo a Daventria (Jacob van Deventer), 1588 
- 25 x 50 cm - 100

 1742 Hand coloured engraving: Janssonius van Waesbergen, Moses Pitt, Stephen Swart: Tabula Nova in qua accuraté demontratur tota 
Navigatio ab Amstelodami statione per Vada vulgo de Watten Hamburgum, 1693 - 44 x 50 cm - 25

 1743
Hand coloured engraving: Gibraltar, naval battle between the Spanish and Dutch, anno 1607, Merian Matthäus, 1593-1650 - 33 x 84 
cm - 150

 1744 Ad Arma (1954), without title (2x), mixed media, signed and dated ‘99 -19 x 17 cm- 40
 1745 Reproduction H.W. Mesdag, two boats at anchor -outside size 32,5 x 24 cm- 5
 1746 Coloured engraving, ‘Kaartje van ‘t Hertogdom Braband.. Volgens de nieuwste waarnemingen’, 18th century - 18 x 24 cm - 10
 1747 Engraving: Antwerpiae Nobilissimi Totius Orbis Terraru. Emprii Typus. Anno 1631, Ludovico Guicciardini - 23,5 x 31,5 cm - 40

 1748 Handcoloured copper engraving: “Hollandiae Antiquorum Catthorum Sedis Nova Descriptio, Auctore Iacobo a Daventria”, Abraham 
Ortelius, circa 1600 -37 x 50 cm- 60

 1749 Handcoloured engraving: ‘Gouda elegantis Hollandiae Opp:ad JSalam amnem, ubi Goudam flu a quo Oppidum nomen habet absor-
bet’, Braun & Hogenberg, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, 1572-1618 -33,5 x 48,5 cm- 50
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 1750
Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), ‘Land and Water’, lithograph on paper, numbered 11/40, signed, from the collection of Jacobs Douwe 
Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -64 x 96 cm- 100

 1751 Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), ‘Land, Water, Light’, lithograph on paper, numbered 17/40, signed, from the collection of Jacobs Douwe 
Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -60 x 65 cm- 100

 1752
Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), ‘Sailing boats under sun and clouds’, lithograph on paper, numbered 17/40, signed, from the collection of 
Jacobs Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -60 x 65 cm- 100

 1753 Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), ‘Sailing boats under a sunny sky’, lithograph on paper, numbered 17/40, signed, from the collection of 
Jacobs Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -60 x 65 cm- 100

 1754 Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), Sun and clouds above the sea, lithograph on paper, numbered 17/40, signed, from the collection of Jacobs 
Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -60 x 65 cm- 100

1755

1763

 1755
Gerrit Benner (1897-1981), Boats in the sea beneath sun and clouds, lithograph on paper, numbered 17/40, signed, from the collection 
of Jacobs Douwe Egberts, Joure, The Netherlands -60 x 65 cm- 100

 1756 Carte de la province d’ Utrecht et des Pays adjacents, pour l’Histoire du monde primitif, hand coloured copper engraving, 18th 
century -23,5 x 33,2 cm- 30

 1757 Marte Röling (1939), litho depicting a young woman, with invitation at verso: ‘Galerie punt 4’, Schiedam 1966 where this work was 
purchased, -11 x 11 cm- 20

 1758 Friedrich Bernhard Werner (1690-1778), Florence, Italy, 18th. century, -87 x 31 cm- 50
 1759 Jean-Claude Picot (1933), figures at the beach, lithograph, signed lower right, numbered E.A. l.l. -30 x 40 cm- 10
 1760 Nicolas Sanson, ‘Partie de Barbarie ou Sontles Royaumes de Tunis et Tripoli’, handcoloured engraving, Paris, 1683 -20 x 30 cm- 20

 1761 Handcoloured engraving of Zutphen by L. Guicciardin1, 1613, published by Willem Jansz. Blaeu in ‘Beschryvinghe Van Alle De 
Nederlanden (..).’, Amsterdam -29,5 x 38,5 cm- 5

 1762 Reproduction after Corneille, Yellow cat, togehter with a paiting after Salomon Koninck, The gold weigher - 50 x 60 and 40 x 30 cm - 5

 1763
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528), ‘Ecce homo’, woodblock print, Derschau impression, late 18th/early 19th century. Printed from the 
original block in the Hans Albrecht von Derschau (1755‒1824) collection and forms the basis of the printing block collection at 
Berlin’s Kupferstichkabinett -47 x 36 cm-

300

 1764 Merian (1593-1650), engraving with city maps of Deventer, Campen, Steenwyck, Oldenzaal, Swol and Hasselt, 1673, Frankfurt am 
Main -18 x 29 cm- 5

 1765 Large two page litho with song text about Billie Holiday and abstract art -53 x 78 cm, folds, creases- 5

 1766 Framed page from book about the work of J.H. Leliman  ‘Gebouw van de Vereeniging voor Zieken Verpleging te Amsterdam’, litho 
-outside measurements 71 x 51 cm- 5

 1767
A lithographical print of Amboina city with Hitoe and Leytimor seen from the isthmus, Maloekoe, Depicting a “Q.M.R. Ver Huell 
(1787-1860)” view on the Hongi fleet with so called kora-kora, possibly from the book “Herinneringen van eene reis naar de Oost-
Indiën”, one small cut in upper right corner

15

 1768 Optical print: ‘Prospect von London’, ‘A view of Vaux Hall Gardens, shewing the Grand Walk atthe entrance of the Garden & Or-
chestra, with the Musick’, hand coloured copper engraving, Augsburg, bey Ios. Carmine -37 x 41,5 cm- 20
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 1769 Kees Slegt (1946), untitled, two colour etchings, 23/25, 9/25, signed and dated ‘92, ‘91 -30,5 x 40 cm, framed in Barth frames- 80

 1770 Jan Mulder (1945), signed and numbered (#32/200) lithograph ‘Sporters van Top tot Teen, 1994’. Also included is a reproduction 
poster of the same -62 x 46.5 cm- 5

 1771 Jean Giraud (Moebius) 1939-2012, ‘Selfportrait’, dated 1984 together with a ‘Dr. Septimus’ print from ‘Blake and Mortimer -Largest: 
70 x 50 cm- 20

 1772
Sergei Vladimirov Potapov (1947), without title, color etching, signed and dated 1987 -39 x 36 cm-. Added French School: cathedral, 
color etching, illegibly signed, interbellum -60 x 38,5 cm- and black chalk drawing of figures and a horse, signed F. Radi, Holland, 
and dated 1998 -57 x 44,5 cm-

10

 1773 Wouter Stips (1944), untitled, two silkscreens, both signed and dated 2000, # 148/175 and # 150/175, original invoice included -15 x 
15 cm- 5

 1774 Sal Meijer (1877-1965), two etchings: ‘Reguliersgracht’ and ‘Zuidertoren’, Amsterdam, signed -with frame 22 x 17,5 cm- 20

 1775
Charles Cobelle (1902-1998), street scene, screenprint; Sir Hubert von Herkomer RA (1849 - 1914), man with walking stick, etching, 
signed and dated in the plate ‘91; Leon Bakst (1866-1924, ‘La Belle au Bois Dormant, La Reine’, print; female nude, watercolour and 
pencil on paper, signed Louis Icart; abstract artwork, mixed media on board, after Ivan Vasilievitch Kliun -Largest: 40,5 x 30,5 cm-

20

 1776 Engraving of Louis XIII and Richelieu, 19th century, together with a 20th century reproduction print of ‘Ganda Galliae’, Gent -Larg-
est: 68 x 87 cm- 5

 1777 Two copper engravings, Hendrik Spilman, ‘De stad en ‘t kasteel Ysselstein, buiten de Yssel poort te zien’ and ‘’t Huis ‘s Heerendyk 
en de stad Ysselstein in ‘t verschiet’, 1744 -outside measurements 20,5 x 35,5 cm, discoulered, one with foxing- 5

 1778 Three framed linocut art prints on paper, 1970’s, illegibly signed,  -46 cm x 40 cm, largest- 5
 1779 Three Japanese woodblock prints, depicting women, ink and colour on paper, 19th./18th. century, - 36 x 24.5 cm- 20

 1780 Three copper engravings: ‘t Huiszitten Weduwenhof te Amsterdam, Het koperen hek voor ‘t koor der Nieuwe kerke en de Muyder-
poort, 18th century -Largest size: 26,5 x 34,3 cm- 20

 1781 Three various etchings from Cornelus Brandenburg (1884-1954), Jan Baureis (XX) and Wim Schouten (XX), city view, signed -larg-
est 33 x 23 cm- 10

 1782 Western European School: two portraits of a woman, screenprint, illegibly signed and dated 1981, 1990, and reproduction of a portrait 
of a woman -Largest size 29 x 20 cm- 5

 1783 Three framed Japanese woodblock prints on paper, Shosai Ikkei (1870) , Ohara Koson (1877-1945), Takahashi Shotei (1871-1945) 
framed woodblock prints on paper, -Largest 56,5 x 34 cm- 25

 1784 Three lithographs depicting Ernst August, Herzog von Cumberland, after a painting by Johann Carl Eggers, L. Heine, Helmlehner, 
Königl. Litho Institut Berlin, 1827 (2x) and a royal -49,2 x 35 cm- 5

 1785 Peter Cox (1912-1985), five etchings of Dutch landscapes, two hand-coloured, -Largest size 35 x 24 cm- 5

1786

1787

 1786 Salvador Dali (1904-1989), five lithographs from the Butterfly Suite series, numbered 1640/1700 - 46 x 34 cm - 100

 1787
Map of area controlled by water board ‘hoogheemraadschap’ Schieland, special edition for their 650 years anniversary, designed by 
Pieter Willem van Baarsel (1879-1949), publisher ‘fa. N.J.J. Smulders en Co.’, four part colour litho -120 x 152 cm, stuck together 
with tape, creases, little holes, folds-

50

 1788 Dutch School: still life with bottles, oil on canvas; Karel van Seben (1893-1988), female nude; 18th century copper engraving depict-
ing Thomas Willis, G. Vertue, J. & P. Knapton, London; etchings, etc. 20
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 1789
Six various framed copper engravings from a series of twelve ‘The passion’ by Hendrick Goltzius (1558-1617), ‘The last supper’, 
‘Christ carrying the cross’, ‘The flagellation’, ‘Passion Christ’, ‘The agony in the garden’ and ‘The mocking of Christ’, 16th/17th 
century -outside measurements frame 31,5 x 24 cm-

200

 1790

A set of six hand coloured engravings depicting various animals, signed   Noach van der Meer (II) after Jacobus Buys, published 
byJohannes Allart,
 
Amsterdam, 1777 - 15 x 8 cm -

25

 1791 Eight engravings and prints, depicting portraits, 16th-19th century 5
 1792 Small collection of framed coloured etchings and litho’s depicting various Dutch scenes and more, 18/19th century -various sizes- 20

 1793 Various engravings, Hannibal crossing the Alps, 17th century, a portrait of ‘Isaak Sweers - Admiraal van Holland en Westvriesland, 
the Battle of Gembours (1572) -In overall good condition- 5

 1794 Twelve various educational prints depicting the peoples of Indonesia, Kleynenberg & Co. Haarlem, 1911-1913 - 75 x 60 cm - 50

 1795

Chassidische Legenden, Een Suite van Hendrik Werkman, Reproductie van de twintig drukken op het originele formaat, Wolters 
Noordhoff/Bouma’s Boekhuis bv, Groningen. De twintig prenten zijn gedrukt op 250 grams karton en bevinden zich in twee mappen 
die samen met het tekstboek opgeborgen zijn in een stevige verzamelband van zwart ballonlinnen waarop de oorspronkelijke titel-
prenten zijn opgeplakt. -51,5 x 33,5 cm, verzamelband defect-

30

 1796 Henri van der Waals (1904-1994), approximately 35 drawings and etchings, some framed, together with a painted coat of arms 20

 1797 63 prints with classic cars: 15 prints (by E. Kuhn, 33 x 41 cm) with description in German language and 38 prints (30 x 37 cm) with 
name and year underneath car -few dirty- 20

Books, documents and prints

 1798
Joan Fonck, Heylige-Daags Schoole, Antwerpen, Erfgen. Wed: C. Stichter, 1761, illustrated with circa 90 woodcuts after drawings by 
Pieter Holsteyn, vellum binding -3,5 x 15,3 x 11 cm, defects- 40

 1799 Willem Albert Bachiene, Heilige Geographie of Aardrykskundige Beschryving van alle Landen, enz. in de H.S. voorkomende, te 
Utrecht, Gijsbertus Tieme van Paddenburg en Abraham van Paddenburg, 1759, drie delen, half leer gebonden -signs of wear- 30

 1800 Charles Paul Landon, Annales du Musée et de l’École Moderne des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1807, two half leather bound volumes, illus-
trated with copper engravings -3,3 x 20 x 14 cm- 40

 1801 Pictures of the Old and New Testament, Tableaux du Vieux & Nouveau Testament, te Amsterdam by Reinier en Josua Ottens, with 
150 copper engravings, 1760’s -3,9 x 26,3 x 21,2 cm, new binding, defects- 50

 1802
Send by post, post mark II8 Utrecht ‘No. 2. Utrecht, den 30sten November 1813. Het provinciaal Bestuur van Utrecht aan Aan den 
Heere Maire, Adjunct-Maires en Municipalen Raden der gemeente van Wijk bij Duurstede’ betreffende de wisseling van de stedelijke 
regering en de eed van trouw aan de prins van Oranje, declaration by ‘W.L. Pesters, President’ -33,4 x 20,4 cm-

20

 1803 Jakob Brooke, Togten naar Borneo, Amsterdam , G.J.A. Beijerinck, illustrated, hard cover, 1846 -22 x 14.5 cm- 20

 1804
Biblia dat is de gansche Heilige Schrifture, bevattende alle de Kanonieke Boeken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments. Naar de 
uitgave der Staten-overzetting in 1657 bij de weduwe Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn uitgekomen… door Dr. A. Kuyper, Middelharnis, 
Flakkeesche Boekdrukkerij, 1895. Large quarto, full leather gilt tooled binding with brass mounts and clasps, illustrated -resorations-

20

 1805
Horst, Tieleman van der: Theatrum machinarum universale of Nieuwe algemeene bouwkunde, waar in (...) geleerdt het maaken van 
(...) trappen. Amsterdam, P. Schenk, 1739. Large folio, 19th century half leaher, 29 of 30 engravings by Jan Schenk, each covering 
two pages. Engraving number 2 missing, left page of engraving number 24 loose.

200

 1806
Adrianus Pars, Catti Aborigines Batavorum dat is: De Katten, De Voorouders der Batavieren ofte twee Katwijken aan See en aan den 
Rijn met de Huisen te Britten en Sand., te Leiden, Johannes Arnoldus Langerak en te Amsteldam Gerard de Groot, 1745, illustrated 
with copper engravings, card board 19th century binding -signs of wear, 5,8 x 20,8 x 13,1 cm-

50

 1807
Dirk van Gelder, Rodolphe Bresdin, Catalogue Raisonné de l’Oeuvre Gravé, Volume I and II, Martinus Nijhoff, La Haye, 1976, 2 
vols. Large 4to. 208;159 pp. With col. frontisp., or. etching by Dirk van Gelder (56/125, 1970) & over 300 b/w ills. Index. Hardcover. 
Or. grey cloth, in or. similar slipcase. Fine.

40

 1808 Joan Blaeu, ‘Toonneel der Steden’, Amsterdam, Elsevier / Lausanne, Sequoia, oversized folio, 200 pages, 52 maps, fine facsimile 
reprint of the Blaeu atlas of Dutch city maps of 1648-1649. Atlas volume only. 40
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 1809
Jacob Cats (1577-1660), Prouf-Steen van den Trou-Ringh, 1636, Proteus ofte Minne Beelden verandert in Sinne Beelden, Pieter 
van Waesbergge, 1627, Spiegel van den Ouden ende Nieuvven Tijdt, Isaac Burchhoorn, 1632, Ouderdom, Buytenleven, en Hof-Ge-
dachten, op Sorgh-Vliet, Jan Jacobsz Schipper, 1656, etc., half leather bound, richly illustrated -defects, 5 x 33 x 29 cm-

150

 1810 Frammed page of an Islamic book, hand drawn with illustrations, stamps and partly gilded -outside measurements 57 x 47 cm- 10

 1811
‘Biblia, dat is De Gansche H.Schrifture, vervattende alle de Canonycke Boeken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments’, Amsterdam, 
PH. Losel, H. Brandt, D. Onder de linden, 1768, in gilt tooled binding with the text ‘Kerkmeesteren/Oostzaan, 1822’, brasse clasps 
and corners -later endpapers-

30

 1812

Jacob Campo Weyerman, ‘ De Levens-Beschryvingen der Nederlandsche Konst-Schilders en Konst-Schilderessen, met een uytbrey-
ding over de schilder-konst der ouden, door Jacob Campo Weyerman, Konst-Schilder. Verrykt met de Konterfeytsels der Voornaamste 
Konst-Schilders en Konst-Schilderessen, cierlyk op koper gesnede door J. Houbraken’, Derde deel, ‘s-Gravenhage, Wed. E. Boucquet 
& H. Scheurleer & F. Boucquet & J. de Jongh., 1729, octavo, contemporary vellum binding, 446 pages, with engravings -Some wear 
and a bit loose in the binding-

80

 1813

‘Leven en bedryf van de vermaarden Zeeheld Cornelis Tromp, Graaf van Sylliesburg, Ridder van den Olifant, Baronet, etc. Lieuten-
ant Admiraal Generaal van Holland en Westvriesland. Ondermengd met de voornaamste daaden van verscheidene andere Zeehoofden 
en voornaamentlijk met die van Marten Harpertsz.Tromp. Benevens een naauwkeurig verhaal van der Nederlanderen en hunner 
Bondgenooten Oorlogen, sedert den Jaare 1650 tegens verscheidene Volkeren gevoerd’, Amsterdam, Jakob van Beverwyk, 1692. First 
edition, octavo, contemporary full vellum binding, 11 engravings of which most folding. In exceptional condition!

150

 1814 Hugonis Grotti, ‘De Jure Belli Ac Pacis, Libri Tres, Editio Nova’, Amsterdam, Joannem Blaeu, 1667, octavo, contemporary vellum 
binding -damages and loss to binding- 50

1815

1817

 1815
Gerard Brandt, ‘Het leven en bedryf van den heere Michiel de Ruiter, hertog, ridder &c. L. admiraal generaal van Hollandt en 
Westvrieslandt’, Waasberge, Boom en Goethals, 1701, small folio, with engraved plates of which many folding, contemporary leather 
binding with raised bands -Internally clean, with minor defects, binding worn at the hinges-

250

 1816

Jan Wagenaar, ‘Amsterdam, in zyne opkomst, aanwas, geschiedenissen, voorregten, koophandel, gebouwen, kerkenstaat, schoolen, 
schutterye, gilden en regeringe’, Volume 1-16, 18, 20 (1760-1792). Amsterdam, Isaac Tirion. Regular octavo edition, with a number 
of engraved plates and some fold out maps and engravinges. A scarce near complete set on the history of Amsterdam, in overall very 
nice condition, with some signs of wear. Should be viewed.

50

 1817
W. Martin, ‘Therese van Duyl-Schwarze 1851-1918, Een Gedenkboek’, Amsterdam, Scheltema & Holkema, 1920, number 109 of 
300 copies, folio, 3/4 leather binding 100

 1818 Letter written by Mr. S.J. Thomassen à Thuessinck van der Hoop to his cousin Mr. Guillaume Groen van Prinsterer, about a visit, 15th 
september 1866, a 19th century love letter, etc. 40

 1819

David Hess, ‘Hollandia Regenerata’, London, 1796, with 20 engravings in red by Willim Humphrys, followed by text in Dutch, Eng-
lish and French. In very good condition with original wrapper, wear to the edges. Hollandia Regenerata is a twenty plate series mock-
ing the newly created Batavian Republic established in Holland in 1795 by Dutch Patriots with the help of French revolutionaries. It 
was circulated in Holland and elsewhere in Europe with the hope of undermining French plans for revolutionary expansion. Although 
some of the figures in the prints are based upon real Dutch politicians, the focus on the incompetence and hypocrisy of the administra-
tors of the new Republic was generic enough to be applicable to a potential French invasion of other countries outside Holland. Quite 
rare in this condition!

100
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 1820

Brown’s Self-interpreting Family Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, to which are annexed an extensive, introduction, 
marginal references and illustrations, an exact summary of the several books, a paraphrase on the most obscure or important parts, ex-
planatory notes, evangelical reflecitons &c., &c. by John Brown. Folio, full leather gilt tooled binding with brass mounts and clasps, 
all edges gilt. 1200 pages ,many black and white engravings on thick paper and multiple colored prints with chromolithography. The 
title page is also a chromolithography. -Some foxing, Front hinge cracked for 3/4th-

40

 1821

Zorgdrager, C.G. / A. Moubach, ‘Bloeyende opkomst der aloude en hedendaagsche Groenlandsche visschery (...) Met bijvoeging 
van de walvischvangst (...) door A. Moubach’, Amsterdam, Joannes Oosterwyk, 1720. First edition, octavo, contemproary tooled full 
leather binding. (14); inleiding Groenlandsche Visschey (18); 330p; ‘Toegift’ & bladwijzer etc. (14). 7 Folding engravings, 6 single 
page engravings, Fontispiece and ‘Verklaring van de Tytelprint’ from another copy and pasted in, some spotting and annotations, first 
and last pages starting. A very rare and interesting work on whaling and fishing in Greenland.

500

 1822

Petrus Schenk, ‘Inventie van de Zaegh-Moolens. Eerbetoon aan Cornelis Corneliszoon van Uitgeest, de uitvinder van de houtzaagmo-
len, 1592.’ A very rare early 18th century book on wood saw-mills, invented by Cornelis Corneliszoon van Uitgeest. The (unbound) 
book consists of a title page with etching followed by foreword, 54 of 56 large etched plates and 1 of 6 tabula. Folio. The invention 
of the saw-mill by Cornelis Corneliszoon van Uitgeest was crucial for the florish of the Netherlandish economy in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. Over 80 saw-mills produced the timber for the ships of the Dutch East India Company, ultimately leading to great economic 
growth and expansion. Text pages in poor condition and deteriorating. A wonderful historical work!

100

 1823
Pieter Post, ‘Begraeffenisse van syne Hoogheyt Frederick Henrick... Prince van Orange, Grave van Nassau…’, Amsterdam, Nikolaes 
van Ravesteyn, 1651, Folio, contemporary 3/4 vellum, 40 pages, 30 double page engraved plates by Pieter Nolpe. An exceptionally 
good and complete copy of this rare and early work on the funeral procession of the Prince of Orange (1584-1647).

500

1824

 1824

Afbeelding van de kaamer en ‘t parade-bed waar op het lyk van haare koninglyke hoogheid Anna, kroon princesse van Groot-Brit-
tagne... geduurende verscheide dagen in de maand february 1759 ten toon is gesteld geweest... Naauwkeuriglyk nageteekent door den 
Heere De Swart ... en in het koper gebragt door de heer S. Fokke. - Lyk-staetsie van haere koninglyke hoogheid Anna, kroon princesse 
van Groot-Brittannien... gehouden 23. february 1759. Nauwkeuriglyk nagetekent door P.C. La Fargue, en in het kooper gebragt door 
Simon Fokke. Two publications in first edition concerning the death of Anna of Hannover (1709-1759), Princess Royal of Great-
Britain and wife of Willem IV. With rare prospectus (folio). 1. Complete with 2 engr. titlevign. by J. Besoet showing coat-of-arms of 
Anna and 4 engr. full-page plates by S. Fokke (1712-1784) after De Swart (1709-1773) showing Princess Anna on her deathbed and 
the ceremonial mourning chamber. Text in 2 col., in Dutch and French. Signed by the printer.

300

 1825

‘Het Nieuwe Testament, ofte Alle Boecken des Nieuwen Verbondts onses Heeren Jesu Christi. Door last Van de Hoog Mog. Heeren 
Staaten Generael Der Vereenigde Nederlanden, ende volgens het Besluyt van de Synode Nationael, gehouden te Dordrecht, in de jaren 
1618 en 1619…’, Leyden Weduwe ende Erffgenamen van Johan Elsevier, 1663, foilo, not illustrated, restored binding; together with: 
‘Lyk-staetsie van Zyne Doorluchtigste Hoogheid den Heere Willem Carel Hendrik Friso, Prince van Orange en Nassau: gehouden 
de IV. februari MDCCLII / naeuwkeuriglyk nagetekent door P. van Cuyk, Junior en in het kooper gebragt door J. Punt’, 1755, prints 
missing, defects; some loose engravings -varying qualities-

50
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 1826
Anne Frank, ‘Het achterhuis. Dagboekbrieven 12 Juni 1942 - 1 Augustus 1944’, second edition published in December 1947, Amster-
dam, Uitgeverij Contact, 6830 copies printed, with the very rare dustjacket -Spine of dustjacket missing, tape to dusjacket and other 
defects-

100

 1827 Road atlas Java-Madura-Bali, published by A.C. Nix & Co, 1930’s, Bandoeng -34 x 23 cm, worn- 30

 1828 Book about the Dutch colonial past written by a Dutch politician, ‘Uit onze koloniën’, H. van Kol, includes maps, lithographs, prints 
-26 x 19 cm, outside worn- 30

 1829 Illustrated catalogue by the ‘Rijks Ethnographisch Museum’ about their Java (Indonesia, part four) collection written by Dr. H.H. 
Juynboll, 1914 -26,5 x 19 cm, outside slightly worn- 30

 1830 ‘Fiji and the Fijians’, vol. 1, ‘The island and their inhabitants’, illustrated, Thomas Williams, 1858 -19 x 13 cm, damaged, water 
damage- 20

 1831 An original ‘1981 Inaugural Program’, an invitation to attend the inaugural program of Ronald Wilson Reagan, as President of the 
United States of America, in nice condition 10

 1832 Memorial book ‘A brief history of the Netherlands Trading Society (Nederlandse Handel Maatschappij) 1824-1924’ - illustrated 15

 1833
Letter from the Minister of Finance (1923-1926) Hendrikus Colijn to Mr. Jansen about the city of Franeker, Mourning card Oskar 
baron Villani, 1924, envelopes, 18th century letter, Hendr. & Ad. Grimes, to Daniel Lambrechts, Coopman, Amsterdam, concerning 
the cargo of a boat, etc.

20

 1834

Meyer’s Universum behelzende Afbeeldingen der Voornaamste en Belangrijkste Gezichten, zoo van de Natuur als Kunst in Alle 
Wereldeelen, Vrij uit het Hoogduitsch vertaald door D. Geelhoed, derde deel, Hildburghausen, New-York en Amsterdam, Gedrukt en 
Uitgegeven door het Bibliographisch Instituut, 1837, Kantoor van het Bibliographisch Instituut, Amsterdam, Kalverstraat No. 27, half 
leather bound, with hand written list of 95 steel engravings by Dirk Uitdenboogaard, etc. -4,8 x foxing-28,5 x 20 cm-

20

 1835

Mr. Hugo Binning, Des Zondaars Heyligdom of Ontdekking van de heerlijke Privilegien aangeboden aan de boetvaerdige en 
gelovige, onder ‘t Euangelium, In veertig Predikatien over ROM. VIII. Vers 1-15 En uit Engelsch in ‘t Neerlands vertaalt door Jaco-
bus Koelman, Dienaar des H. Euangeliums., Tot Utrecht, Bij de Wed. van Willem Klerk, Boekverkoopster op de Neude. 1695, vellum 
bound -5 x 13,8 x 8,8 cm, defects, due to age-

20

 1836 Document, patent for mr Adolf Du Boys, 1602 -folded size 14 x 12,5 cm, discoloured, light foxing- 5

 1837
Antoni Francisci Gori, ‘Columna Trajana exhibens historiam utriusque belli Dacici a Trajano Caesare Augusto, gesti ab Andrea Mo-
rellio. Amsterdam, Welstein’, 1752, Amsterdam, Jacobi Wetstenii. Folio, rebound. 56 pages, illustrated with 114 scenes on 10 plates 
and 4 large scenes on 4 plates, all by Andreas Morellius

100

 1838 Book about the indigenous people of the former Dutch East Indies, ‘Indië’, J.C. Lamster, book complete with 144 coloured cards, 
publisher Droste’s Cacao- en Chocoladefabrieken, 1928 -cover repaired- 20

 1839 Four parts of the monthly magazine about the former Dutch East Indies, ‘Nederlandsch Indië oud & nieuw’, containing volume eight 
1923-1924, volume nine 1924-1925, volume ten 1925-1926 and volume thirteen 1928-1929 -minor damage- 30

 1840 Weekly magazine about the former Dutch East Indies, ‘Indië, geillustreerd weekblad voor Nederland en koloniën’, publisher Joh 
Enschedé, volume three 1919-’20 and volume four 1921-’22 -minor damages- 20

 1841

Nine parts of the monthly magazine about the former Dutch East Indies, ‘Nederlandsch Indië oud & nieuw’, containing; number 3 
May 1916, volume four part eleven March 1920, volume thirteen part one May 1928, volume thirteen part 2 June 1928, volume thir-
teen part three July 1928, volume thirteen part eight December 1928, volume thirteen part ten February 1929, volume 13 part eleven 
March 1929 and volume fourteen part three July 1929 -damages-

20

 1842 Book about the former Dutch East Indies, ‘Met Sie-Anoe naar Edi, een bescheiden bijdrage tot de kennis van een deel van Atjeh in 
zijn ...’, publisher J.H. Steghgers H.J. zn. -minor damages- 20

 1843 Two books mainly about the former Dutch East Indies and one photo album (Stichting Nederland ter zee Sumatra O.K.) 5

 1844 Seven early newspapers, Haagsche Courant, containing; 26-1-1796, 19-3-1798, 20-3-1798, 22-3-1798, 24-3-1798, 27-3-1798 and 
28-3-1798 -damages- 40

 1845
24 Dutch newspapers, Koninklijke Courant, containing numbers 191 till 200 and 202 till 215, 1807 -damages- also containing a part 
of a book dated 26 July 1783 100

 1846 Three vellum antiphonary music sheets, text in Latin, black and red ink, on both sides, 16th.-17th. century -47,5 x 32,5 cm- 50

 1847
Frans Leidelmeijer, ‘Art Nouveau en Art Deco in Nederland’; Christie’s, ‘The Leidelmeijer Collection’, J. Beekhuizen, ‘De Schoon-
heid van het Oude Tin’, Willem J. Terlouw, ‘De Stanya Collection’, Titus Eliëns et al, ‘Kunstnijverheid in Nederland 1880-1940’ and 
one more

5

 1848
Old wooden box with picture cards, photographs, ‘Abels Kantooragenda voor het jaar 1903’, ‘Kleurenkaart Japanlakverven W. 
Heeren & Zoon, Lak en Vernisfabriek Aalsmeer, first quarter 20th century, ‘Mode en Handwerk Album voorjaar 1933, postcards, etc. 
-25,5 x 36 x 30 cm-

10

 1849 Souvenir de l’Exposition de Bruxelles 1910, postcards, letters, brochures, shares, etc., 20th century 20
 1850 Six various art books, amongst others about silver and tin cans. 10

 1851 Winterboek 1934-1935; der Kreuzweg unseres Herrn Jesus Christus; Album Blanche-Neige, 100 Chromos, De Beukelaer; Erdal 
Kwak, Sammel-Album; Chromos Liebig, etc. 20
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 1852 Ten various art books, amongst others about Berlage, Herman Brood, Ukiyo-e 30
 1853 15 various art books mainly about glass 30
 1854 Various art books, mainly about Dutch ceramics 30
 1855 Various art books, mainly about Dutch glass, and some posters. 30
 1856 Various art books, mainly about the Art Deco period 30
 1857 Various art books and catalogs, mainly about glass and ceramics. 10
 1858 Large collection of documents, including notarial deeds, various stocks, mostly from former Dutch Indies, 19th century and later 50

 1859 Interbellum, 1920’s reproduction of a photo book, presented to the Royal family with lots of pictures of the KNIL, in good condition 
of it’s age 20

 1860 Various books and documents relating to the former Dutch Indies, like ‘Holland over zee’ by Jan Feith, ‘De Gouden kris’ by M.C. van 
Zeggelen, ‘Ams houdt van Indië’ by M.J. van Marle-Hubregtse, ‘Zuiderkruis, Indische schetsen van Nycle J. Haisma’, etc 20

 1861 A large folder containg elephant related ephemera 5

 1862
Family archive Slothouwer, Breukink: letters, cards, photographs, pair of silhouettes D. Slothouwer, M.M. Slothouwer-Diehl, litho-
graphs, Wed. Barbiers, Zwolle, 1854, etc., 19th/20th century 50

 1863 A large collection of photo albums,photo’s and prints, Indonesia, 1920-1950 25

Old deeds and documents

 1864
Notarial deed with wax seal: ‘transport van twee hofsteden groot 21 gemeten gelegen onder hulster ambact ten behoeve van geeraert 
bogaerts binnen antwerpen de dato 10 Augti 1630’, provenance: Archives et Collections de Philippe van Heurck 20

 1865 Old Dutch document, Haarlem, dated ‘17 December 1721’, with modern translations 10
 1866 Old Dutch document, Haarlem, with wax seal, dated ‘4 Februari 1769’, with modern translation 15
 1867 Old Dutch document, Haarlem, with wax seal, dated ‘30 November 1645’, with modern translation 25

 1868
Document with minutes with a list of generals appointed by the Continental Congress starting in 1775, appointing Commander in 
Chief George Washington, listing with casualties at the bottom. Historically very interesting and important document 100

1869

1872

 1869
VOC, 1796 dated deed about the granting of a piece of land and part of a river to a widow, of a deceased Lieutenant of the VOC, in 
Samarang Dutch-Indies, with ink stamp of the VOC and wax seal with the image of a VOC ship, very interesting piece 30

 1870 Lot of two publications and one document, Bataafsche Republiek 15

 1871 Lot of two old documents, Haarlem, dated ‘15 Maart 1736’ and ‘6 April 1751’, both with modern translations 30

 1872

Collection of three US documents, consisting of ‘An Address to the People of the United States, from George Washington, President. 
New-Castle: Printed by Samuel & John Adams, 1796’, newly sewn. Also a booklet ‘Service for April 30 A.D. 1889, being the one 
hundreth anniversary of the inauguration of George Washington, April 30, 1789’ and ‘Oration delivered before the Artillery Company 
of Wilmington, commanded by Captain Rodney on the 5th of July, A.D. 1813’

50
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 1873
Family papers related to Ds. Albertus Samuel Carpentier Alting (1837-1915) comprising: Three freemasonry papers, signed by Prince 
Frederik (1x, 1880) and Prince Alexander (2 x, 1882 and 1884), card with the invitation to attend an evening at the house of the prince 
of Orange, 3rd march 1850, letters, postcards, etc.

100

 1874 Album various old documents 25
 1875 A very interesting collection of old deeds and documents pertaining to the Belgian city Ypres, all dating to the mid 18th century 50

 1876
Grouping of circa 17 appointment documents, The State of Connecticut, all named to Joshua Porter, with appointment of judge, dated 
1792 to 1807 and 1810. Signed by Samuel Huntington (one of the Founding Fathers), Oliver Wolcott, Jonathan Trumbull and John 
Treadwell. Glued on paper, very interesting lot

100

 1877 Collection of approximately 73 deeds and documents, mostly named to Joshua Porter, added some loose documents, late 18th and 
early 19th century 25

Statues, figures etc.

 1878
Carved wooden statue depicting Mary standing on a snake holding an apple in his mouth, on a globe (Genesis 3:15), 17th century -H. 
43 cm, both hands are missing- 100

 1879 Wooden crucifix with white porcelain corpus - 98 x 59 cm - 5
 1880 Polychrome carved wooden angel, 19th century or before -H. 31 cm- 50

 1881 Sandro Bartolacci (1964), ‘Ikumenikos Kokinos 5’, conceptual art, wood and painted aluminium, signed and dated 2009 -75 x 75 cm, 
added: framed photograph: ‘Ikumenikos 5’, illegibly signed and dated 2009 -109 x 78 cm- 50

 1882 Patinated bronze figure of a seated monkey -H. 12.5 cm- 20
 1883 Bronze statue of a bison, 20th century, unsigned, -H. 13 cm L. 21cm- 20

 1884
Anton ter Braak (1960), bronze abstract female figure on a stone polished base, monogrammed ‘AtB’ and numbered 2/3. The artist 
confirmed that it was made circa 1990 -H. 52,5 cm- 100

 1885 John Bier (1936), bronze statue depicting acrobats, monogram and date on base -H (incl. foot) 38 cm- 30
 1886 A bronze sculpture of an owl on hard stone basement, signed, after Milo - H. 25 cm - 40
 1887 Dutch school, bronze helmed figure with dolphin on stone base, attributed to Marijke von Franquemont, -H. 48,5 cm- 40
 1888 Dutch school, bronze winged figure on stone base, attributed to Marijke von Franquemont, -H. 28,5 cm- 40
 1889 Dutch school, bronze winged figure on stone base, attributed to Marijke von Franquemont, -H. 28,5 cm- 40
 1890 Dutch school, bronze hand on stone base, attributed to Marijke von Franquemont, -H. 25,5 cm- 40
 1891 Corry Ammerlaan (1947), five faux bronze sculptures, -Largest: H. 36 cm- 20

1892

 1892
A metal  high-relief plate of King George V (George Friedrich Karl Ernst August, King of Hanover) (1819-1878). Provenance: Sale 
Sotheby’s Germany: The Royal House of Hanover, oct 5-15/10/2005, lot 5433 -60 x 44 cm- 100

 1893 Copper jugendstil plaque depicting a seated female nude, circa 1900 -13 x 11,2 cm- 40
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 1894 Three bronze statues made by R. de Graaff (XX) - h 39,5 cm - 50
 1895 Bronze statue of a female nude on marble base -H. 24 cm- 20

 1896 Truus Menger-Versteegen (1923-2016), bronze statuette on marble base: three figures, embracing each other, probably related to the 
resistance -H. 20,4 cm- 50

 1897 Bronze statue with a granite base depicting a father learning his son to play football, illegibly signed (WB?) -H. 26 cm- 40
 1898 Zamac statue depicting The Marly Horse, after Guillam Cousteau (1677-1746), circa 1900 -signs of wear, H. ca. 50 cm- 50

 1899 Bronze coloured zamac statue on black wooden base: ‘Sérénade à la Lune’, signed L. Raphael -H. 70 cm, signs of wear- 80
 1900 Bronze figure of a mouse, bottom marked - 2 x 6 x 6 cm - 30
 1901 Bronze figure of a bird singing on a tree branch, bottom marked -H. 14,5 cm- 30
 1902 Riekus (1973), ‘t Mazellke’, mixed media sculpture, signed and dated ‘98 -H. 65 cm- 5
 1903 A glazed ceramic torso of an African figure, set on a marble base, 20th century -50 cm- 5

 1904 Willy de Meester (1944), abstract marble female figure on a black marble base, monogrammed on the reverse -H. 52,5 cm, light 
scratch to the top of the head- 20

 1905 Wooden bust, dog in military uniform -51 x 35 x 27,5 cm- 10

 1906 Marian Gobius (1910-1994), plaster model head depicting Johan Buziau (1910-1994), monogrammed -18 x 14 cm- 50
 1907 Patinated bronze statue depicting a couple embracing -h 22 cm- 30
 1908 Polystone statue depicting Nipper (dog from His Master’s Voice) -h 35 cm, some paint loss- 30
 1909 Two erotic bronze statues and one faux bronze statue of female nudes -Largest H. 31,5 cm- 80
 1910 Aad Uithol (1913-1991), copper sculpture, male head, monogrammed (right bottom) -H 38 cm- 50

 1911
Berlin iron (Berliner Eissen) figure of king Frederick the Great of Prussia, after Christian Daniel Rauch, first half 19th century -H. 
13,7 cm, signs of wear- 100

 1912 Berlin Iron (Berliner Eisen) figure of Napoleon on a square base, first half 19th century -H. 13 cm, signs of wear- 80

1913 1917
 1913 Berlin Iron (Berliner Eisen) figure of a Prussian king, signed, first half 19th century -H. 16 cm, signs of wear, sword broken- 100

 1914 Victor Szczeblewski (active circa 1875-1900), bronze statue, ‘Le siffleur’, signed and dated 1889, ‘Bronze Garanti au Titre’ -H. 
without base 21 cm- 80

 1915 Zamac statue of a seated Napoleon, circa 1900 -H. 30 cm, signs of wear- 40
 1916 Louis Kley (1833-1911), bronze statue of a crying boy, signed, fourth quarter 19th century -H. 14 cm- 50

 1917
Pair of bronze busts on bronze mounted grey marble pedestals, depicting King Henri IV and Maréchal de Turenne, circa 1840 -H. ca. 
21 cm- 200
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 1918 Zamac bust on black wooden base, depicting Johan Rudolf Thorbecke (1792-1872) -H. 25,5 cm, signs of wear- 40

 1919 Bronze bust of Socrates on round bronze mounted red marble pedestal and square base, mid 19th century -H. 31 cm, signs of wear- 140

 1920 Bronze colored bust of the Greek hero Ajax (Menelaus) on round base, circa 1900 -H. 22,5 cm, signs of wear- 40

 1921
Emmanuel Villanis (1858-1914), bronze bust on red marble base, ‘Dalila’, signed, with foundry mark Société des Bronzes de Paris, 
first quarter 20th century -H. 21 cm- 150

 1922 Georges Van der Straeten (1856-1928), bronze jugendstil bust of a young woman on a red marble base, signed, with foundry mark 
Société des Bronzes de Paris, circa 1900 -H. 23,5 cm- 140

 1923
Gilt bronze mounted red marble lampfoot, pedestal, decorated with an ancient frieze and the figure of a Greek woman, playing the 
aulos, circa 1900 -H. 40 cm, signs of wear- 250

 1924 Jits Bakker (1937-2014), dancer with hoop, bronze on stone, signed -H. 59 cm- 500

 1925 Patinated bronze sculpture depicting a standing nude wearing a garter, after Carl Milles - H. 61 cm - 100

 1926 A samak sculpture depicting a Roman gladiator bandaging his arm, his helmet on the ground in front of him, signed on the rectangular 
base Elton and dated 1987 - H. 67 cm - 80

 1927 A Neo-gothic style sandstone figure of an enthroned Madonna with a child on her lap, holding a book -H. 22 cm- 30

 1928 Riet Elias (Maria Bakker-Elias) (1919-2010), clay head of D.M. Koenegracht (1912-1992), monogrammed on the neck -H. 32 cm, 
chips to the base- 20

 1929
Kees Verkade (1941-2020), ‘Exaltation II, Torso’s’, bronze, # 1 of 8, signed at the base, foundry ‘Ventori Arte Bologna Italy’, 
provenance: from the collection of Jacobs Douwe Egberts, Joure, the Netherlands. Comes with the original certificate signed by Kees 
Verkade. -H. 173 cm, 165,5 kg.-

5000

1934 1936
 1930 Three bronze bird figures: grouse, bird of pray (cold painted) and duck with five ducklings -h (incl. base) 17 cm- 50
 1931 Two bronze alloy figures on base: medieval noble man on horse and soldier with flag on horse -h (incl. base) 16,5 cm- 40
 1932 Large red marble bust of an eagle woman on wooden basement, second half 20th century -H. 54,5 cm- 5
 1933 Carved wooden figure of Saint Barbara, 19th/20th century -H. 75 cm- 100

 1934
Carved wooden sculpture of Mary praying, traces of polychrome and gilding, used to be attached to wall or shrine, Flemish, 
16th./17th. century, -H. 58 cm- 400

 1935 Two bronze statues: an eighteen century woman holding a bunch of grapes in her left arm and a putto playing the harp, second half 
19th century -Largest H. 17 cm, signs of wear- 80

 1936 Gilded, cast-iron statue of a praying Mary, Flemish or French, pre 1800, -H. 29,5 cm, signs of wear- 180
 1937 Greetje Oldewarris (1955), blue torso, painted clay -H. 68 cm- 100
 1938 Carved bone Emperor and Empress statues, China, 20th. century, marked at the base, -H. 28 cm- 50
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 1939 Carved bone statue of immortal Shou-Lao, China, 20th. century, marked at the base, -H. 29 cm, with attached wooden base- 50

 1940 Carved bone statues of Ebisu and Daikoku, two of the seven Japanese lucky Gods, China, 20th. century, both marked at the base, -H. 
26 cm- 50

 1941

Richard Guino (1890-1973), and Pierre August Renoir (1841-1919), ‘Le petit forgeron’ or ‘Feu’, green bronze coloured plaster, signed 
Renoir, DIA, Alexis Rudier, Fondeur Paris, conceived 1916, exec. second half 20th century. French art dealer Ambroise Vollard com-
missioned several sculptures from artist Pierre-Auguste Renoir in 1916. Richard Guino made plaster maquettes according to Renoir’s 
instructions but an edition was  never cast during the artist’s lifetime. In 1958, the heirs of Renoir and Vollard authorised an edition in 
bronze, and it was cast by La Fonderie Valsuani, Paris, in 1966. Provenance: purchased by the present owner at the end of the 1960’s

300

 1942 Polychrome carved wooden Madonna, Manilla, 19th/20th century -L. 30 cm, defects- 30
 1943 A carved wooden sculpture of a monk on wooden base, Filipino/Spanish, 19th century - H. 44 cm - 100
 1944 Antoon van Bokhoven (1881-1959), smoking chimpansee sitting on a tree trunk, signed - H. 33 cm - 50
 1945 Alabaster sculpture on round base of a young woman with a flower festoon -H. 65 cm- 200

 1946

A cast iron bust of Frederik William, Duke of Brunswick –Wolfenbuttel
 
(1771-1815), also known as the Black Duke. Marked with a metal plate on the inside: Rubeland and also marked HSBI (inven-
tory marking for Schloss Blankenburg) in white paint. Provenance: Sale Sotheby’s Germany, The Royal House of Hanover, oct 
5-15/10/2005, lot 5276 -H. 49 cm-

300

 1947 A bronze statue/oil lamp of laksmi, 20th century - H. 30 cm - 40
 1948 Berend Seiger (1944) bronze statue of a thirsty man mounted on a stoneware base, signed and dated ‘95 - H. 32 cm - 60
 1949 Karl Birker (1906-1989), a bronze statue of an iron caster, mounted on a marble base - H. 34 cm - 60

 1950 Marble object depicting the crucifixion and Christ Pantocrator surounded by religious symbols, Eastern Europe, 18th century -h 40 
cm, defects- hereby a book ‘Kalagas, the wall hangings of South East Asia’ 50

 1951 Two plaster ornaments depicting the head of a woman, circa 1890 -L. ca. 60 cm, defects- 5
 1952 Bronze figure of a young boy walking, on a green stone basement -H. 18 cm- 5

1953

1954

Porcelain, earthen ware etc.

 1953 De Porceleyne Fles - Red crackle (rood craquelé) bowl with floral decoration and on the inside three lizards - h 9 cm, dm 18 cm - 50

 1954 Red crackle (rood craquelé) pair of vases with floral decoration, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft - 23,5 cm - 50
 1955 Earthenware figurine: kingfisher, Jan Schonk (1889-1976) for Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, Gouda - H. 13.5 cm - 20

 1956 A polychrom earthware (plateel) rose plug made by Plateelbakkerij Zuid Holland with floral decor named ‘Mat bloemen’, model 124, 
circa 1900 - height 11,5 cm, diameter 11 cm, hairline neck and spot on body- 10

 1957 Jan de Valk (1937), ‘Voortgaande beweging’, enamel paint on a porcelain tile, signed and dated 1984 on the back -32,5 x 32,5 cm- 5
 1958 Cubist black and white ceramic vase, design Tom Bruinsma for Mobach, 1980-1989 40
 1959 Bulbous earthenware form vase with luster glaze, Kamo, Mobach (Utrecht), circa 1930 - h 26,5 cm 10
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 1960 Brown earthenware ewer with three white inlay ornaments, signed: CJ vd Hoef, De Woning, 4275, with mark Plateelbakkerij Zuid-
Holland - h 21,5 cm, professional restauration rim - 50

 1961 Brown earthenware ewer with two white inlay ornaments, signed: CJ vd Hoef and 4259, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland - h 17 cm - 50

 1962
Green earthenware ewer with inlay ornament, design C.J. van der Hoef, Amstelhoek, scratched in mark, early 20th century - h 11,5 
cm - 50

 1963
Polychroom vase decorated with flowers and leafs, Haagse Plateelfabriek Rozenburg, model 889, marked with anker (1899-nov. 
1900) - h 16 cm - 100

 1964 Vase with white ground and crackle effect, floral decoration, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland - h 12 cm - 30
 1965 Polychrome abstract painted vase, De Dordtsche Kunstpotterij (D.K.P.) - h 19,5 cm, restauration neck - 50

 1966 Three porcelain figurines in original boxes, Lladro, containing 06274 (Daisy), 06276 (Iris) and 06275 (Rose) - size box 27 x 14 x 12 
cm - 30

 1967
Ceramic figurine, ‘solo’, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, base with blindmark designer, refer-
ence see ‘Goudse Plastieken’ page 70 - h 24 cm - 50

 1968
Ceramic figurine designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), woman with greyhound, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, base with blindmark 
designer, reference see ‘Goudse Plastieken’ page 316, 1930’s - h 24 cm - 50

 1969 Ceramic figurine, ‘volksdans’, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, base numbered 43 02, reference 
see ‘Goudse Plastieken’ page 73 - h 20 cm - 30

 1970 Ceramic figurine, ‘ballroom’, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, reference see ‘Goudse Plastieken’ 
page 67 - h 24 cm, hairline left shoulder and wrist - 10

 1971 Ceramic figurine, Indonesian danser, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, reference see ‘Goudse 
Plastieken’ page 60 - h 13 cm - 30

 1972 Ceramic figurine, ‘de draai’, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, base numbered 751, reference see 
‘Goudse Plastieken’ page 58 - h 17 cm 30

 1973 Ceramic figurine, ‘debutante’, designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, reference see ‘Goudse Plastieken’ 
page 49 - h 18,5 cm 30

 1974 Three ceramic figurines with deer,including one figurines designed by Eta Lempke (1909-1991) and one designed byPieter Swildens 
(1913-1983), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland - h 14,5 cm 50

1975 1976

 1975
Polychrome ewer with abstract decorations, C.J. (Karl) Gellings (1892-1959), Velsen KTP, model 176, 1930’s - h 23 cm, flee bite 
bottom - 100

 1976
Polychrome vase with abstract decoration, painter A.C. van Ee (working at the factory from 1929-’31, Velsen KTP, model 9, 1930’s 
- h 12 cm - 100

 1977 Polychrome vase with orange rings, Velsen KTP, model 28, 1930’s - h 17 cm 30
 1978 Polychrome vase with orange rings, Velsen KTP, model 61, 1930’s - h 8 cm 10
 1979 Porcelain luster ware vase, model 45, colourcode K, St Lucas (Utrecht) - h 17,5 cm - 50
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 1980 Polychrome painted vase with decor Corel, model 185, Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, 1920’s - h 26 cm - 80
 1981 Polychrome painted vase with decor Corel on black dish, model 351, Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, 1920’s - h including dish 22 cm - 50
 1982 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase, design L.J. (Leen) Muller (1979-1969), model 157, 1932 - h 27,5 cm - 50
 1983 Two polychrome ceramic (plateel) vases, OLA (Orde voor Levende Arbeid), one marked 803 and the other 16E - largest 20 cm - 30
 1984 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) planter (chachepot), Plateelfabriek Gelria, Arnhem, decor Automne - h 15 cm - 20

 1985 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase decorated with stylished flowers, master painter M.L. van der Heydt (employed 1899-1950), 
Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, Gouda, circa 1910 - h 18 cm - 30

 1986 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, 1927 -H. 17,5 cm - 20
 1987 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland (Plazuid), 1929 - h 14 cm - 20

 1988 Two orange ceramic (plateel) vases, model 581 and 503, Arnhemsche Fayencefabriek - h 11 cm, 503 with flee bite rim and restaura-
tion rim - 10

 1989 Two porcelain luster ware vases, one blue and one green, model 10 and 89, both colour coded K, St Lucas (Utrecht) - largest 14 cm, 
few scratches - 50

 1990 Yellow porcelaine luster ware vase, model 68 - h 21 cm - 50

 1991 Pair of green luster ware vases, model 61, colour coded K, St Lucas (Utrecht) - h 22,5 cm - 100
 1992 Porcelain figurine of a polar bear marked ‘Wildlife Collection’ on right paw -H. 24 x 42.5 cm- 40

 1993 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) bowl on high foot, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, painter TvD (Antonia Ludovica van Dam), model 147, 
1927 - h 14 cm, dm 19 cm - 50

 1994 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase with long neck and foliate decoration, Zenith, model 17 - h 19,5 cm - 30

 1995 Two porcelain figurines depicting a boy and a girl with a flowerbasket, Meissen, 19th century -H. 13 cm, tiny defects- 150

 1996 Porcelain figurine depicting a woman playing the harp (with brass strings) and a man bend over her shoulder, Germany, second half 
20th century -H. 20 cm- 50

1997

 1997 Porcelain figurine depicting a 18th century dancing couple holding a flower garland, Meissen mid 19th century -H. 15 cm- 150
 1998 Chamotte clay made figure of a girl, 20th century, marked ‘H’ on the bottom -H. 32 cm- 20
 1999 Ceramic jug with orange handle, Plateel Noord Holland, model 178, 1933-1939 - h 15 cm - 10

 2000 Large stoneware vase with polychrome relief decor with bird and flowers,  ‘Amphora, Czech-Slovakia’, numbered 3162 and 15084, 
early 20th century - h 31 cm - 30

 2001 A pair of polychrome ceramic (plateel) planters with floral decor, Rijnland Faiencefabriek, decor design by Chris van der Hoef (1875-
1933), early 20th century - h 8 cm and w 20 cm, rim fritters - 30
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 2002 Square polychrome ceramic (plateel) planter with floral decor, Rijnland Faiencefabriek, decor design by Chris van der Hoef (1875-
1933), early 20th century -8 x 20 x 20 cm, rim frittings - 10

 2003 Ceramic jug with bronze enamel, Mobach (Utrecht), decor Kamo - h 15 cm - 30

 2004 Sang de boeuf earthenware vase, Ravelli, 1960’s/70’s - h 22,5 cm - 30
 2005 Tall sang de boeuf earthware vase and a sang de boeuf earthware bowl, Ravelli, 1960’s/70’s - h 35,5 cm - 30
 2006 Ceramic vase with horizontal ribs, Westraven (Utrecht), model 915 - h 20 cm - 10
 2007 Ceramic vase with four rings, designed by Koen Mertens (1889-1953), De Zwing, Noordwijk, model 13 - h 9,5 cm - 10
 2008 Ceramic vase, De Vier paddenstoelen, Utrecht, numbered 105 I, circa 1930 - h 8,5 cm - 10

 2009 Polychrome ceramic vase by De Vlieg-uut, Soest and a polychrome ceramic plate by ‘T Vuur, Soest. - largest 8,5 cm, dm plate 27,5 
cm - 10

 2010 Biscuit porcelain statue, nude, Schwarzburger Werkstätten, base marked ‘Eug Wagner’ - h 24 cm - 30

 2011
Hildo L. Krop (1884-1970), ceramic figure of a standing female nude, provenance: Galerie Nouveau, Utrecht, December ‘92, Bot-
terweg Auctions, 2018 -h. 37 cm- 80

 2012 Earthenware jenever jug with salt enamel glaze, 19th century - h 37 cm - 10
 2013 A small red and white delftware vase decorated with fish, the glaze with craquelé, Porceleyne Fles, Delft, CG for 1962 -H. 12 cm- 10

 2014 Terracotta vessel depicting eight saints within bordered panels, the inside and top rim glazed, traces of polychromes, Southern Europe, 
18th. or 19th. century -H. 32,5 cm, cracks- 20

 2015 Blue lidded jar with decoration in relief, Wedgwood, Jasperware - h 9 cm - 5

 2016 Blue and white porcelain tea caddy and cover with foliate motifs and blue, white, gold and red silver mounted porcelain tea caddy, 
Saxony, circa 1900 -Largest H. 12,8 cm, one cover damaged- 20

 2017 Large earth ware plate with white ground and underglaze blue floral decoration, one a foot ring with spreading flat rim - dm 34 cm, 
rim fritters and hairlines - 30

 2018 Large earthenware plate with white ground and underglaze blue floral decoration - Diam. 34 cm, restored - 10

 2019 Polychrome porcelain lidded cup on a saucer, decorated with romantic rural scenes and some relief flowers on the lid - h 12 cm, part 
decoration lid broken - 10

 2020 Studio ceramic vase in brown with orange stylised ribbons in relief to the sides, Upsala Ekeby, Sweden, first half 20th century -H. 21 
cm- 5

 2021 A glazed ceramic bust of an African oman, signed to the base ‘Greco 1/3’, possibly for Emilio Greco (1913-1995) -H. 11 cm- 5
 2022 Ceramic radiator hanging humidifier depicting a woman, Coronetti Cunardo, first quarter 20th century -30 x 19 cm- 5

 2023 Biscuit porcelain figurine, depicting the emperor Napoleon Bonaparte standing next to a chair and his second wife, the empress 
Marie-Louise, Scheibe-Alsbach, nr. 9920, circa 1900 -H. 25,5 cm, defects- 50

 2024 Biscuit porcelain bust depicting Athena, nr. 127., circa 1900 -H. 35 cm- 100

 2025 Porcelain figurine modelled as a man in 16th century clothes, Meissen, second half 18th century, figurine of a woman in an empire 
dress, nr. 1425, circa 1900, and figurine of a putto with a wheel barrow, circa 1900 -Largest H. 22 cm, various qualities- 50

 2026 Ceramic bottle depicting a woman in walking dress, Germany, circa 1895, Geseztlich Geschützt, marked B & L and ceramic bottle 
depicting a man with the head of a roaster, circa 1900 -Largest H. 37 cm, signs of wear- 50

 2027 Belgian lidded creamware tureen with blue and white foliate decoration, Tournai, end 18th century -ca. 28 x 37 x 23 cm, signs of 
wear- 10

 2028 Porcelain teapot, decorated with flowers, Ludwigsburg, 1758-1793 -H. ca. 10,5 cm, leaves defect- 20

 2029
Artus van Briggle (1869-1904), red and blue ceramic vase with dragonflies, the base stamped and signed ‘Van Briggle / U.S.A.’ -H. 
17,5 cm., light surface scratch- 50

 2030 Blue and white earthenware jardinière with two handles, decorated with water landscapes and flowers, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, 
1880 -11,8 x 31 x 18,5 cm, one handle broken- 5
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 2031
A Dutch defltware beaker vase with flaring rim, chinoiserie decoration after a Chinese late Ming example, the underside marked ‘12 
PK’ for Pieter Gerritsz Kam (1700-5) or Maria Kam-van der Kloot (1705-16) of De Drie Posteleyne Astonne -H. 9 cm, overall very 
good conditionwith minor glaze frits to the rim as expected-

200

 2032 A chinoiserie Regout transfer plate together with a modern Chinese bowl, 20th century -Plate: D. 26 cm- 5

 2033 Pair of porcelain jasperware style jugendstil plaques depicting people in a room, Germany, circa 1900 -19 x 14 cm-, and three framed 
watercolours on gold leaf, signed Esty, Creazioni -3,5 x 3,5 cm 20

 2034 A large Delft beaker vase with floral decoration, De Porceleyne Fles, delft, 1972, designed by A.H. Borremans -H. 33,5 cm- 20
 2035 Polychrome ceramic (plateel) vase with long neck and floral decoration, Plateelfabriek Ivora - h 17 cm - 30

 2036
Polychrome painted earthenware dish, decorated with crystallized glazes (technique used between 1914-1933), centrally decorated 
with a forest, river, castle and mountains, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, painted by W.D. Oosterloo (working at the factory from 1895 till 
1948), 1930’s -d 39 cm-

100

 2037 Westerwald stoneware jug, 18th/19th century -H. 33 cm, defects- 40
 2038 Blue and white plaque, centrally decorated with ship in canal, Tichelaar (Makkum) -46 x 56 cm, old repair with staples, various chips- 50

 2039 Polychrome earthenware vase with floral motives, Rozenburg, Den Haag, numbered 220, 1897 -h 29 cm, rim possible touched up- 150

 2040 Polychrome vase with floral motives, De Distel (Amsterdam), possible painted by Matthieu Wiegman (1886-1971), early 20th century 
-h 12 cm- 30

2041 2051

 2041
Polychrome jug with stylized decor designed by T.A.C. Colenbrander (1841-1930), Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, painted by W. van 
Ham (1894-1984), 1913 -h 12 cm- 250

 2042 Polychrome vase with stylized floral motives, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, first half 19th century -h 16 cm- 20

 2043 Amphora vase with polychrome geometric motives on a brown ground, De Distel, Amsterdam, early 20th century -h 9 cm, top part 
rough texture- 30

 2044 Polychrome decorated vase, parts with matt decoration, France -h 13 cm- 20
 2045 A Dagmaes glazed pottery figurine of a quail, marked to the base, Denmark, circa 1950/1960 -H. 12,5 cm- 20
 2046 A square porcelain bowl decorated with various flowers and butterflies, Tiffany Garden by Limoges, France -9 x 23,5 x 23,5 cm- 5
 2047 A Delft blue earthenware dish decorated with peonies and a bird, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft - Diam. 35 cm - 20
 2048 An earthenware art nouveau vase, decorated with a woman, circa 1900,  - H. 45 cm, hairline and crack - 30
 2049 A blue and white ceramic umbrella stand, 20th century -H. 43 cm- 5
 2050 An blue glazed ceramic vase, marked Kennemer Potterij Velsen model nr. 11, approx. 1925 - H. 25 cm - 25
 2051 A stoneware jug with incised decorations, Raeren, 17th century, restaurations in neck and grip - H. 23 cm - 50

 2052 A large blue and white earthenware dish depicting a dutch landscape with figures, probably northern France, 19th/20th century - 
Diam. 62 cm - 30
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 2053 A polychrome painted porcelain group depicting a man showing a woman a birdsnest, marked Capodimonte, damage on finger and 
hat - H. 26 cm - 5

 2054 Delft earthenware plate with depiction Prince of Orange ‘Prins Willem de vijfde’, late 18th century -d 22,5 cm, rim chips- 150

 2055
Biscuit porcelain statue on wooden base: Ariadne on the panther, after Johann Heinrich Dannecker (1758-1841), who elaborated the 
design in 1803 for a sculpture commisioned by Moritz von Bethmann, banker in Frankfort. -H. 34 cm- 80

 2056 Stoneware jug and stoneware Westerwald jug, 19th/20th century 20

 2057 German ceramic jug, 18th/19th century -H. 16 cm- and Chinese porcelain ginger jar 20

 2058 Art Nouveau ewer and vase with two handles, decorated with stylished flowers on a white ground, Arnhemsche Fayencefabriek, early 
20th century - h 16 cm, ewer and vase restauration rim, vase with hairline rim - 30

 2059 Two earthenware jenever jars, two figures in traditional costume, Zenith - largest 27 cm - 30

 2060 Two green and black ceramic jugs, Mobach (Utrecht), decor Kamo, circa 1930 - h 15 cm - 30

 2061 A ceramic jug and a vase with three handles, Mobach (Utrecht), model 463 and model 068, 1920’s and later - h 20 cm - 30

 2062 Polychrome lidded jar, De Rijn Aardewerkfabriek, model 716, together with a dark purple vase, Zaalberg - largest 17 cm - 30

 2063 Two polychrome ceramic vases with horizontal ribs, ADCO, model 1014 and 1016 - largest 21,5 cm - 30

2064

2069

 2064
Ceramic jug and vase, aardewerkfabriek Katwijk, design by G. Klinkenberg (1885-1961), one marked KW55 and one Katwijk 57, 
before 1930 - largest 14 cm - 30

 2065 Set of three polychroom ceramic (plateel) candle holders, possibly Belgian - h 14 cm - 30

 2066 Two ceramic vases, Ellen van Bendegom (XX), late 20th century - largest 21cm - 10

 2067 Two cups and saucers by Lucie Q Bakker and a Gerrit de Blanken vase. - largest 13,5 cm - 10

 2068 Two earthenware vases, P. Groeneveldt, one numbered 158 and one 8772 - largest 16 cm - 10

 2069 Two various Delftware dishes, both marked: De Porceleyne Claeuw, 18th century - Diam. 31 and 35 cm - 50

 2070 Two polychrome earthenware plates, decorated with stylistic foliage, Plateelbakkerij Zuid Holland, Gouda - Diam. 23 cm, small 
restoration to the rim- 20
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 2071 Two porcelain figurines depicting an emu, one on bronze foot, both Herend, one marked: Herend, 20th century - H. 15 and 20 cm - 75
 2072 A pair of glazed earthenware cows, each painted with a band of flowers and with gilt painted horns, 19th century -H. 9,5 cm, defects- 30

 2073 Pair of blue and white earthenware moon flasks, decorated with water landscapes and flowers, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft -H. 26,5 cm, 
both with a restored rim chip- 50

 2074 Pair of white porcelain plates with scalopped rim decorated in underglaze blue and lines in high-relief, rim with four panels with flow-
ers and centrally also decorated flowers - DM 24 cm - 5

 2075 Pair of white porcelain plates with scalopped rim decorated in underglaze blue and lines in high-relief, rim with four panels with flow-
ers and centrally also decorated flowers as well as a bird and a butterfly - DM 24 cm - 5

 2076 Two tiles of which one in frame by G. Valetin (1928-2000) and the other after a work by J. Mankes -largest including frame 23 x 28 
cm- 5

 2077 Pair of bisque porcelain busts, boys, Ernst Bohne & Söhne -h 17 cm- 10

 2078

A large pair of Delftware chargers, centrally decorated wth a scene of flowers issuing from rockwork, encircled by two rows of car-
touches enclosing vaious flower scenes, all insprired by Chinese blue and white chargers of similar decoration dating from the Kangxi 
period (1662-1722), the revese marked with a star for ‘De Witte Ster’/’De Witte Starre’ (1660-1804), Delft, first half 18th century -D. 
39 cm, one charger with a restored crack-

250

 2079 A shallow blue and white earthenware dish decorated with a peacock, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, 1927, together with a lidded box 
with floral decoration, marked to the underside ‘Droste’, de Porceleyne Fles -Diam. Dish: 19,5 cm- 5

 2080 Earthenware jug and two bottles, 18th/19th century 40

 2081 Blue and white vase with transition chinoiserie decoration -H. 25 cm, defects-, and dish with chinoiserie foliate motifs, ‘t Fortuin, mid 
18th century -Diam. 22,5 cm, defects- 40

 2082 Pair of black jugs in high-relief with curved handle, Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, model 536 -h 22 cm- 50

2083

2086

 2083
Blue/green glazed ceramic bird (plastiek), Plateelbakkerij Zuid Holland, Jan Schonk (1889-1976), see book ‘Goudse Plastieken’ for 
reference, first quarter 20th century -h 12cm, retouched beak- 60

 2084 Two ceramic (plateel) jugs with vertical ribbed neck - Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, model 133 -h 17 cm- 30

 2085 Pair of ceramic statues (plastieken), ballerinas, designed by A. Kubbinga (XX), Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, see book ‘Goudse 
Plastieken’ for reference -h 22cm- 40

 2086
Pair of black ceramic (plateel) bookends in the shape of bison, Godefridus Boonekamp (XX), Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, model 
2065, see book ‘Goudse Plastieken’ for reference -13 x 18 x 9cm (each)- 100

 2087 Large black ceramic (plateel) vase, Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven, 1930’s -h 43,5 cm- 40
 2088 Six polychrome painted earthenware Hummel figurines and one in crystal, Goebel -h 10 cm- 30

 2089 Ceramic (plateel) vase with two handles, Arnhem Holland with decor Pensee, pot, Zenith with decor Flora and jug by ESKAF num-
bered 613 -h 23 cm- 30

 2090 A pair of blue and white Chinese style ceramic vases with covers, 20th century -H. 36 cm, chips- 5
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 2091 A group of six polychrome ceramic jazz musicians, 20th century -H. 53 cm- 30
 2092 Two various jugs, 19th century, painted in art deco style, damages and discolouring - H. 37 and 45 cm - 25

 2093 Double handled vase and lidded jar, earthenware ‘glansplateel’, Plateelbakkrij Zuid-Holland, vase numbered 31 and jar 1130 -h 23 
cm, possible restaturation handle vase, flee bite lid- 20

 2094 Two earthenware ‘plateel’ items, funnel shaped vase with decor ‘Candia’, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, 1921, and a jug decorated 
with a stylished bird, decor ‘Vlucht’, Aardewerkfabriek Goedewaagen -h 20cm, rim chip jug- 20

 2095
Vintage Roth Ebernhahn keramik fat lava vase “Guitar vase’ model nr. 312, 1970’s, added: a large vintage red handled vase, Germany 
nr 314-50 and a ‘Mobach’ vase -Largest: H. 49 cm- 50

 2096 Three ceramic vases, Mobach (Utrecht), model 714, 104 and 36 (?) - lagest 18 cm - 30
 2097 Three various ceramic vases and a lidded jar, amongst others Zenith, Flora - largest 16,5 cm - 10
 2098 Three ceramics, signed and/or numbered by the maker, 20th. century, -Diam. 18 cm- 5
 2099 Three earthenware plates with polychrome decoration, two with lobbed rim, France - DM 23 cm - 10

 2100
Pair of blue and white earthenware candlesticks with foliate motifs and 17th century miniature house ‘In de rokende moor’ on base, 
De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, 1963, 1950 -H. candlesticks 18,5 cm-, pewter mounted green earthenware jug, 19th century -H. 14 cm- and 
green tin fund raising box, first half 20th century

50

 2101 Four various monochrome ceramic vases, ADCO, models: 1002, 1003, 1025 and 1033 - h 16 cm, green one with flee bite rim - 30
 2102 Four various ceramic objects, amongst others Regina and Plateelbakkerij Schoonhoven - h 9,5 cm - 30
 2103 Four various monochrome earthware vases, Ravelli, numbered 6 (twice), 3 and 512 - largest 22 cm - 30
 2104 Four various cloisonné tiles, two by Westraven (Utrech) - largest 19,5 x 15,5 cm - 10

 2105 Ceramic black statue of sitting lady number 230, two wall plaques numbered 225 and 487, white statue of lady ordening her hair by 
Flora and a bird by Goebel - largest 28,5 cm - 20

 2106 White porcelain bowl, ewer and coffee pot with gilt edge and floral decoration and a vase and two bowls with gilt edge and landscape 
decoration - largest 21 cm, vase with restored rim - 10

2107

2112

 2107 A set of four Delftware plates and three single plates, all 18th century -D. 23 cm, rim fritting as expected- 50
 2108 Five various ceramic vases, Pottery Nagtegaal, Maarssen, etc. - largest 19 cm - 10

 2109 Five black delftware items decorated with flowers in red white and yellow, Porceleyne Fles, Delft, each marked CH for 1963, painters 
initials: G.OU for G.J. Oudijk, GMU for G.A.A. Mustert and CLA for ? -cover of pot glued on- 30

 2110 Five pieces of Dutch ceramics, Plateelbakkerij Zuid Holland, Gouda, (3x) and Plateelbakkerij Arnhem, one by K.M. Holland, first 
half 20th. century -H. 21,5 cm largest, defects- 20

 2111 Ten ceramic dog figurines, Staffordshire, 19th/20th century -largest H. 27 cm. 30

 2112
Six ceramic items, models; 20 (Lente), 1042 (Lente), 1052 (Lente), 1014 (Tosca), 908 (Hawai) and 1041 (plain), Plateelbakkerij 
Flora, 1950’s/1960’s - largest 21,5 cm - 50

 2113 Six porcelain figurines, ballerina, woman washing clothes, male, etc., Lladro -H. 30 cm- 20

 2114 Various polychrome ceramics, a lidded jar made for ‘Conservenfabriek B. van der Sluys’ by Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, etc.- Diam. 
plate 25 cm, h lidded jar 11 cm - 30

 2115 Seven ceramic items with cream ground and brown accents, Ravelli - largest 18 cm - 30

 2116 Zeven polychrome ceramic items NOF (Nederlandse Oliefabriek), Calvé, amongst others the bowl specialy designed for their 40 year 
jubilee by Petrus Regout & Co, and a book ‘De wondere avonturen van Arrethe NOF’ - largest h 12 cm, dm 21 cm - 30

 2117 Nine pieces of ceramic (plateel) items with white ground and green swurling lines, decor Liane, Plateelbakkerij Flora, models; 1000, 
1263, 1273, 1474, 1489, 1491, 1516, 1517 and 1521 - largest 33,5 cm - 100
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 2118 Nine polychrome ceramic (plateel) items, decor Artistique, Plateelbakkerij Flora, models: 1041, 1122, 1261, 1263, 1271, 1272, 1491, 
1492 and 1501, 1950’s - largest 27 cm - 100

 2119 Seven plates, of which five relating to the Royal Dutch family, one cup and pipe stand with three smoking pipes -h 49 cm, damages- 20

 2120 Elf ceramic items with decoration inspired by the Dada Movement, set with two pitchers and three cups from Société Céramique 
Maastricht, two seperate bekers Societe Ceramique Maestricht and four cups Petrus Regout & Co, 1920’s - largest 14,5 cm, damages - 20

 2121 A large blue and white Regout chocolate pot, five cups and six porcelain saucers, Chinese transfer-ware, two polychrome decorated 
cups -Chocolate pot: H. 20 cm, defects- 5

 2122
Porcelain dinner service with ivy decoration, comprising: 6 plates, 5 tureens, 1 dish, 2 sauce boats, 2 teapots, 8 cups, 11 saucers, 
cream jugs and 2 covered sugar basins, designed by Andries Copier, 1952, for Eschenbach, added: two coffee pots with daffodil 
decoration, Mosa, Maastricht

40

 2123 Small collection of ten commemorative plates of the Dutch royal family. Included is a plate commemorating the 50th birthday of 
Queen Beatrix, a plate celebrating a birthday of Willem-Alexander, etc. -All in original box- 30

 2124 Earthenware service, ‘Juliette, comprising: 12 dessert plates, cake dish, 9 cake plates, 3 charcuterie plates, oval dish, sugar bowl and 
butter dish, Plateelfabriek Zuid-Holland, Gouda, circa 1922 -various qualities, handle sugar bowl broken- 40

 2125 16 piece polychrome porcelain tea service, ‘Gruno’, comprising: tea pot, sugar basin, cream jug, bowl and twelve cups and saucers, 
Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, Gouda  -Largest H. 11 cm- 50

 2126 Various blue and white underglaze earthenware: Lucas Bols, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, and a tray and vase with stopper, Plateelbak-
kerij Zuid-Holland, Gouda, for Bokma -h 28 cm, minor damages- 5

 2127
Various ceramic vases (plateel) from various factories, Kunstaardewerkfabriek Regina, Plateelbakkerij en Pijpenfabrieken Zenith, 
Bergen Aardewerkfabriek, Arnhemsche Fayencefabriek, Plateelbakerij Zuid Holland en dEBO Holland, amongst others a rose plug 
with original inner vase -h 14,5 cm, rose plug with restaurations-

30

 2128 A 21-piece French Terre De Fer Carmen blue & white dinner service, early 20th century, various defects 5

 2129 Collection of 50 pieces creamware miniature table wear, mostly marked Wedgwood, late 18th and 19th century - some damages - 50

Tiles

 2130
Large framed blue and white ceramic tile: winter landscape with view on a town, after A. Le Comte,  De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, 1886 
-38.5 x 26.5 cm- 50

 2131 Riet Elias (Maria Bakker-Elias) (1919-2010), framed tile depicting a fish, signed ‘RE’ in the upper right corner -28 x 28 cm- 30

 2132 Framed polychrome Delft tile decorated with a bird and fleur-de-lis corner motifs, mid 17th. century,  -13 x 13.2 cm-, chipped 40

 2133
Framed polychrome Delft tile decorated with a jumping hare and foliate star corner motifs, early 17th. century,  -13 x 13.2 cm- very 
good condition 90

 2134 Framed polychrome Delft tile decorated with a lapwing flower and fleur-de-lis corner motifs, mid 17th. century, -12.7 x 12,7 cm-, 
chipped at the rims 40

 2135 Blue and white Delft tile depicting two children playing with hoops, with ‘spider’ corner motifs, 18th. century, -13 x 13 cm, signs of 
wear- 30

 2136 Blue and white Delft tile in depicting a boy walking on stilts, with ‘spider’ corner motifs, 18th. century, -12,5 x 12,5 cm, signs of 
wear- 30
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 2137 Blue and white Delft tile depicting two children fishing, with ‘spider’ corner motifs, Dutch, 18th. century, -13 x 13 cm, signs of wear- 30

 2138 Delft tile in blue depicting a boy playing with a rope. decorated with ‘spider’ corner motifs, Dutch, 18th. century, -13 x 13 cm, signs 
of wear- 30

 2139 A blue and white two tile framed panel decorated with a winterlandscape, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, painter’s initials ‘V.V.’ -34 x 18 
cm- 30

 2140 Blue and white Delft tile in, two Putti’s on a dolphin, one holding a burning torch, decorated with ‘spider’ corners, Netherlands, circa 
1660, -13 x 13 cm, damages at the rims- 30

 2141 Blue and white Delft tile, musketeer loading a musket, decorated with ‘ox-head’ corner motifs , Netherlands, circa 1630, -13 x 13 cm, 
signs of wear- 30

 2142
Polychrome Delft tile depicting a flower pot, within a central diamond cartouche with stiff leaf borders, Dutch, circa 1600, -13,5 x 
13,5 x 1,5 cm, signs of wear- 80

 2143 Polychrome Delft tile depicting a flower within an oval, with fleur-de-lis corner motifs, Dutch, circa 1630, -13 x 13 x 1,2 cm, good 
condition with signs of wear- 30

 2144 Polychrome Delft tile depicting a fruit basket with oranges and grapes, floral corner motifs, Dutch, circa 1650, -13 x 13 x 1,3 cm, 
large chip- 20

 2145 Delft tile depicting retired soldier with cane, floral corner motifs, Dutch, 17th. century, -13 x 13 cm- 20

2146

2147

 2146
Two framed tiles comprising a seamonster and a merman, second half 17th century, earthenware (plateel) dish on round foot with 
foliate decoration, Plateelbakkerij Zuid-Holland, Gouda, and nickel mounted porcelain coaster decorated with a swan, in the manner 
of Carl Luber, Johann von Schwartz, Germany, signed JB, circa 1900 -Diam. dish 25,6 cm, various qualities-

50

 2147
Pair of framed polychrome Delft tiles decorated with tulips and fleur-de-lis corner motifs, mid 17th. century, -13 x 13 cm, chips at the 
rim- 80

 2148 Two Delft tiles, one in blue and white, depicting a mill and one in manganese, depicting a church, one with ‘spider’ corner motifs, 
18th. century, -13 x 13 cm, signs of wear- 30

 2149 Two Delft tiles, depicting a village and a sea creature, floral corner motifs, Dutch, 17th. century, - 12,5 x 12,5 cm- 20
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 2150
Two tile panel depicting an angel with two trumpets, four framed tiles depicting landscapes and four framed tiles, depicting tulips, 
17th century 50

 2151 Three various Dutch tiles: one framed with goat and spider corner motives, one with a jumping dog and ox-head corner motives 
(missing part right top corner) and the last with one with a fishing boat and ox-head corner motives 20

 2152 Framed two tile panel and a single tile, 19th century, also included a 20th century plate -dm 23,5 cm- 5

 2153 Four various Dutch tiles with birds, one with ox-head and one with spider corner motives, 17th century 40

 2154 Five tiles decorated with elephants, 17th-19th century 30

 2155
Five various Dutch tiles: one alcove tile with tulip and fluer de liles corner motives, one border tiles with two fisher men in rowboat 
fishing with spider corner motives, one tiles with angle and no corner motives, one with man holding pitchfork and fleures de lis 
corner motives and one polychrome with floral decor (part of panel), 17th century -alcove tiles 8,5 x 8,5 cm, border tiles 4 x 12,5 cm-

80

 2156 Five Delft tiles depicting Dutch scenery, boats, mill, etc, transfer, first half 20th. century, -15 x 15 cm- 20

 2157
Six blue and white tile panel: MS Renaissance, a 1966 built cruise liner, built by Chantiers de l’Atlantique for Compagnie Française 
de Navigation, a subsidiary of Paquet Cruises. She operated for various owners until she was sold to be scrapped at Alang, India in 
2010.

5

2158

2160

 2158
Framed six tile panel, flagship after a painting by Willem van de Velde, signed right bottom corner -outside measurements 53 x 38,5 
cm- 50

 2159 Collection of ten Dutch tiles with religious scenes and spider corner motives, 19th century -one repaired- 20

 2160
Set of eleven cloisonné tiles with the coat of arms of eleven Dutch provinces -each 12 x 12 cm, Friesland restaured, others minor 
damages- 100

 2161 A collection of 13 tiles, including some with biblical scenes, Frisian tiles, 19th century and two 17th century tiles, various qualities 20
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 2162
Jugenstil handpainted tile panels ‘Handel’ and ‘Nijverheid’, each consists of 14 rows of six tiles. The tiles were handpainted at ‘De 
Distel’. It originated from ‘Veldpoortstraat 6, Wijk bij Duurstede’. They were first installed in 1902 and removed in 1969. Also 
included is a binder with information about the panels -90 x 210 cm, defects-

200

 2163 16 Dutch tiles decorated with figures, buildings and most with spider and ox-head corner motives, 18th century and later -damages- 30

 2164 Collection of 16 Dutch tiles, of which ten framed, various manganese tiles and a multi coloured tile depiction a bird and fleur de lis 
corner motives, 17th century and later -defects- 50

Glassware

 2165 Glass tumbler with engraved  ‘Vivat Oranje 1892’ a ship and flower bouquets within panels,  -H. 19 cm, Diam 15.5 cm- 150

2166

2167 2168

 2166
Roemer glas engraved with grape vines, the shaft with raspberry prunts and four  Silesian or Bohemian port glasses, circa 1800, -H. 
13.5 and 11.5 cm- 100

 2167 A pedestal stem wine glass engraved with Dutch heraldic arms, 18th. century, -H. 15 cm- 400

 2168 Glass with wheel engraving of a barque, beneath the inscription ‘Salus Patria’, 18th. century, -H. 19 cm- 600

 2169 Orange glass vase designed by Chris Lanooy (1881-1948), ‘Julianavaasje’, Glasfabriek Leerdam, 1927 - h 10 cm - 50

 2170 Orange glass vase (‘bevrijdingsvaasje’), designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam, 1945 - h 8,5 cm - 50

 2171 Orange glass vase (‘Beatrixvaasje’), designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam, 1938 - h 10 cm - 50
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 2172
Orange glass vase (‘appeltje’), designed by W.J. Rozendaal (1899-1971),  in honour of birth princess Beatrix, Kristalunie Maastricht, 
1938 - h 9,5 cm - 100

 2173 Square lime green graniver cactus (flower) pot, designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam, blindmark CL - h 13 cm, 
rough rim - 50

 2174 Clear glass vase with coloured pattern, year-object of the Glaskunstbeurs Leerdam 2000, designer Olaf Stevens (1954), Glasfabriek 
Leerdam, signed and numbered 250-140 - h 12 cm - 50

 2175
Large glass vase with orange rim and black foot, Frans Molenaar (1940-2015) in coorperation with master glassblower Arie van 
Loopik, Glasfabriek Leerdam, marked, 1998 - h 40 cm, dm 30 cm - 100

 2176 Cut crystal glass with baluster shaped stem on round foot, mid 18th century -H. 18,5 cm- 200

 2177 A coloured glass potpourri and metal iron with wooden handle, first half 20th. century, -H. 14 cm- 5

 2178 Clear glass sphere with enclosed air bubles and yellow accents, designed by Siem van der Marel (1944), Glasfabriek Leerdam, num-
bered 500-288 and signed - h 11,5 cm, minor scratches - 30

 2179 Pressed glas ‘marmorite’ lidded jar for De Lindeboom, Glasfabriek Leerdam, A.D. Copier (1901-1991) - 7,5 x 14,5 x 14,5 cm - 30

 2180 Polychrome vase with abstract decor, Cees van Olst (1947-2014), signed and numbered 20826 - h 18,5 cm - 50

 2181 Amber coloured vase, designed by Cees van Olst (1947, De Spiraal, Diever-2014), signed and numbered 20102 - h 19 cm - 30

2182

2185

 2182
Polychrome thick-walled glass vase with red/orange ground on which yellow, green and black accents, Cees van Olst (1947-2014), 
De Spiraal, Diever, signed and numbered 99/021 - h 26 cm - 50

 2183 Glass (colopal) cream set and lidded jar, Glasfabriek Leerdam, A.D. Copier (1901-1991) - largest 11 cm, fritting lid - 10

 2184 Polychrome thick-walled glass vase with blue ground on which yellow, light blue and white accents, Cees van Olst (1947-2014), 
signed and numbered 216211 - h 19 cm - 50

 2185 A glass and gilt metal wall sconce, possibly Maisson Bagues, mid 20th century - H. 29 cm - 50

 2186 Pique fleurs glass vase, possible flower plug - h 19,5 cm, chip inside rim - 5
 2187 Iridescent trumpet shaped glass vase with dark lines and blue dots -h 30 cm- 10
 2188 Louis Vuitton glass snow globe in box 40
 2189 Chanel glass snow globe in box 40
 2190 Chanel glass snow globe in box 40
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 2191

Chris Lanooy (1881-1948), ‘Juliana vaas’ fitted with a patinated bronze mount, the mount with unidentified double struck monogram 
to the inside, possibly ‘OA’ or ‘AO’, the glass vase produced in 1927 by Glasfabriek Leerdam on the occasion of Princess Juliana’s 
18th birthday. Provenance: Diacones Hendrina Geertruida Tavenier (1888-1984), thence by descent. During World War I Geertruida 
Tavenier worked as a nurse at the Polish front, for which she received the Iron Cross of Merit. During the World War II, Tavenier 
joined the Dutch resistance, hiding important equipment such as radios in the basement of the maternity hospital where she worked, 
employing a Jewish girl after bleaching her hair and providing food for people in hiding. According to the family, Tavenier received 
this vase personally from Queen Wilhemina as gratitude for her resistance during the war. No other vase with this mount has been 
found.

100

 2192 Iridescent glass bowl on footring, attributed to Kristalunie Maastricht -h 20 cm- 50
 2193 Olive green thick-walled glass vase, W. J. Rozendaal (1899-1971), Kristalunie Maastricht -h 14,5 cm, signs of ware- 20
 2194 Tin crackle glass dish, A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam -d 39 cm- 20
 2195 Clear glass ‘Smeerwortel’ decanter designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991) in 1923 for Glasfabriek Leerdam -H. 31 cm- 40

 2196
Multi coloured glass art object in the shape of a chest piece, decorated with faces and the top spikked like a crown, Borowski Glasstu-
dio, ‘Head’ object, underneath signed -h 47 cm- 50

 2197 Two air twist glasses, 18th century -h 16 cm, rim chips- 30

 2198
Two facet cut glass vases of which one blue/green coloured, A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam, both marked on bottom 
CL, 1947 - h 12 cm - 80

 2199 Two coloured commerative glasses in honour of queen Wilhelmina (1898-1923), designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek 
Leerdam - h 12 cm - 50

 2200 Cylindrical light blue graniver cactus (flower) pot on black saucer, designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfabriek Leerdam, 
blindmark CL - h including saucer 9 cm, dm 9 cm - 80

 2201 Two amber coloured vases with vertical ribs, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by W.J. Rozendaal (1899-1971) - largest 13,5 cm, 
scratches - 50

 2202 Three Uranium (Annagroen) glass vases with vertical ribs, designed by W.J. Roozendaal (1899-1971), Kristalunie, Maastricht- largest 
H. 11 cm, scratches - 50

 2203 Vase and paperweight with enclosed air bubles, Glasfabriek Leerdam, paperweight designed by Floris Meydam (1919-2011) and vase 
by A.D. Copier (1901-1991) - largest 13,5 vm - 30

 2204 Blue glass bowl and vase, Glasfabriek Leerdam, bowl desiged by Siem van der Marel (1944) and vase re-issue from a design by 
K.P.C. de Bazel - largest 14,5 cm - 30

2205

 2205
Clear glass vase with orange letters and rings in honour of the reign of Koniging Wilhelmina 1898-1938, Glasfabriek Leerdam, 
designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991) - h 11 cm - 50

 2206 Two glass figures, swordfish - largest 13 x 36 cm - 10

 2207 Two clear glass dishes with green and dark red/brown wisps, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), signed 
and numbered - largest 13 x 44 cm - 30
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 2208 Five clear glass dishes with coloured wisps, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), signed and numbered 
- largest 23 cm - 50

 2209
Seven clear glass vases with coloured wisps, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), signed and numbered 
- largest 41 cm - 80

 2210 Nine pieces of uranium (annagroen) glass, amongst others a small vase (vioolvaasje) designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991), Glasfab-
riek Leerdam - largest 15 cm - 30

 2211 Eight piece liquor set in uranium green (annagroen), Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by W.J. Rozendaal (1899-1971) - largest (with 
stop) 19 cm - 30

 2212 Uranium (annagroen) vase and yellow graniver cactus pot, Glasfabriek Leerdam, both designed by A.D. Copier (1901-1991) - h 8,5 
cm, pot has hairline inside rim - 30

 2213
A large pair of glass model ‘Chinaman’ figures by Murano
 
with a gold core and black glass coolie, etched signatures on the side to the base Giuliano Tosi -69 x 17  and 58cm x 27 cm-

400

 2214 Multi-colour glass table centerpiece and vase -Centerpiece: L. 75,5 cm; H. vase: 33 cm- 40
 2215 Two small Roman glass bottles -Largest H. 7,7 cm, various qualities- 50

 2216 Box with three filled minature perfume bottles in original box, Lalique, Les flacons miniatures, edition 1998, 1999 and 2000 - size 
box 10 x 18 x 8,5 cm 30

 2217 Three red glass vases, Murano, etc. - largest 20,5 cm - 10

 2218 Three clear dishes and a clear vase, all with coloured wisps, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), Kristalunie Maastricht - h 23,5 
cm - 20

 2219 Three Igor Carl Fabergé ‘Kissing Doves’ champagne flutes, signed -H. 24,5 cm- 20

 2220 An amber glass vase, possibly Leerdam, together with two Leerdam vases, one marked Ida Falkenburg-Lieftink, approx. 1940 - H. 
18, 21, 24 cm - 50

 2221 Three large Northern European glasses with opaque twist stem, second half 18th century -H. 17,4 cm, defects- 60
 2222 Four handblown à la façon de Venise glasses by Jos Böhm, all in good condition -H. ca. 23 cm- 25

2223
2230

 2223 Four glasses with opaque twisted stem and glass with multi-knopped stem, second half 18th century -various qualities- 80

 2224 Shallow clear bowl marked on the base, three vases and one green bowl with trapped air bubbles, A.D Copier (1901-1991) for Glas-
fabriek Leerdam - H. 23,5 cm, minor signs of wear - 20

 2225 Medicine glass bottles, 19th/20th century 20
 2226 Six glass dishes, Murano - largest 5,5 x 23 x 23 cm - 30
 2227 Eight various glasses, Glasfabriek Leerdam, amongst others five glasses with a Gero mount - h 13 cm - 30

 2228 Eight various jenever bottles, amongst others Van Hoytema & C., Papegaai, J.J.W. Peters, A. van Hoboken & Co, P. Hoppe, etc., 
mainly 19th century -h 29 cm 50

 2229 Nine mainly coloured glass vases, amongst others Glasfabriek Leerdam - largest 23 cm - 20

 2230 A nine piece moulded glass pastry set, Colopal, marked Copier Leerdam, 1930s - Diam. 12.5 and 21.5 cm - 40
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 2231 Green glass seed bottle, decanters, etc., 19th/20th century 5

 2232 Four Rhine wine glasses, two glass pieces of art, eight perfume bottles and a silver mounted perfume bottle 10

 2233
Various crystal glass objects, Glasfabriek Leerdam and Kristalunie Maastricht, all-in original boxes, amongst others set of four candle 
holders (model ‘Diabolo’) by Floris Meydam (1919-2011) - lid box Diabolo damaged - 30

 2234 Four sets of six ‘Carnaval’ glasses, two sets champagne coupes, one set cognac glasses and one set liquor coupes, designed by Max 
Verboeket (1922-2015), Kristalunie, Maastricht - h 11 cm - 10

 2235 Four sets of six ‘Carnaval’ glasses, three sets beer and one set wine, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), 
Kristalunie Maastricht - h 17,5 cm - 10

 2236 Five sets of six ‘Carnaval’ glasses, two sets longdrink and three sets liquor, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), Kristalunie 
Maastricht - h 13,5 cm - 10

 2237 Two sets of six ‘Carnaval’ glasses, fruit juice and fruit coupe, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015) - h 9,5 
cm - 10

 2238 Three sets of six ‘Carnaval’ sherry glasses, designed by Max Verboeket (1922-2015), kristalunie Maastricht - h 12 cm - 10

 2239 Nine various glass objects, Glasfabriek Leerdam, Kosta Boda and De Oude Horn - h 37 cm - 30

 2240 24 glass objects, Kristalunie Maastricht, designed by Max Verboeket(1922-2015), Kristalunie Maastricht, comprising: four version of 
the same design; one clear, one with blue accents, one with green accents and one with purple accents - largest 21 cm - 50

 2241 Large quantity uranium glass, Glasfabriek Leerdam, Kristalunie Maastricht, etc. - h 16,5 cm - 50

2242

2244

Swarovski

 2242 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 1995, in original white box (no overbox (collection Christmas stars, 9445 950 012) 50

 2243 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 1996, in original white box (no overbox (collection Christmas stars, 9445 960 001) 50

 2244 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 1997, in original white box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 970 001) 60

 2245 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 1998, in original white box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 980 001) 60

 2246 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2000, in original white box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 001) 60
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 2247 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2001, in original white box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 101) 60

 2248 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2002, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 201) 40

 2249 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2003, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 301) 30

 2250 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2004, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 401) 75

 2251 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2005, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9445 200 501) 40

 2252 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2006, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 044) 40

 2253 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2007, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 104) 40

 2254 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2008, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 196) 40

 2255 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2009, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 224) 40

2256 2258
 2256 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2010, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 264) 60

 2257 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2011, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 325) 35

 2258 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2012, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 329) 60

 2259 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2013, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 426) 40

 2260 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2014, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 506) 40

 2261 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2015, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 550) 40

2262

 2262 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2016, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, 9400 000 639) 40

 2263 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2017, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, art.nr. 5257589) 35

 2264 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2018, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, art.nr. 5301575) 30
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 2265 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2019, in original blue box-in-box (collection Christmas stars, art.nr. 5427990) 30
 2266 Swarovski - ‘Christmas Ornament’ 2020, in original blue box (no overbox) (collection Christmas stars, art.nr. 5511041) 40
 2267 Crystal statue on base, Swarovski, ‘Crystal planet’, designed by Anton Hirzinger (XX-XXI) - h 11,5 cm - 10
 2268 Swarovski ‘Crystal Arch’ in original box with certificate -In overall good condition- 10

 2269 Collection Swarovski figurines: big fox, duckling, cat mini, mouse mini (2x), miniature rocking horse, bear mini, squirrel, cat big. 
Also included are five unboxed Swarovski figurines and 8 Swarovski style figurines -largest H. 7 cm- 40

 2270 Ten various crystal objects shapped like animals, in original packaging, Swarovski, amongst others owl (7621 NR 000 003), rabbit (A 
7623 NR 055 000), dogg (7635 NR 070 000), bear (7664 NR 044 000), etc. 50

 2271 Ten various crystal object shaped like animals, in original packaging, Swarovski, amongst others SCS loyalty gift girafe (5424468), 
monkey (A 7618 NR 000 001), rooster (7674 NR 045 000), various without article number 50

 2272 Eleven various crystal objects in original packaging, Swarovski, amongst others SCS loyalty gifts 50

Bric-a-brac

 2273
Biscuit tin decorated with seashells and seastars, designed by M.C. Escher (1898-1972), 75th anniversary of the Vereenigde Neder-
landse Blikfabrieken in 1963, Verblifa -H. 13,5 cm, minimal paint loss, few scratches - 250

 2274 Elm and oak cog rattle. It was formerly the custom for the bells of Catholic churches to be silent during Holy Week, accordingly, the 
bells were replaced during the celebration of the mass by the cog rattle -26 x 26 cm- 20

 2275 Old human skull formerly used during classes at the ‘Academie voor Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam’ -approximately 18 x 14 cm, 
jaw missing- 50

 2276 Carte-de-visite album, Verzamelalbum van plaatjes der Schoonste Plekjes van ons land, Philips Reclamehandel, Amsterdam and Flor 
de Tomento tin 20

 2277 Glass lemonade bottle, Fosco bottle and ceramic bottles, 19th/20th century 20
 2278 Cortland 444 fishing tackle in case, added metal spoon rack - diameter 9 cm - 5
 2279 Box filled with a large quantity of 19-20th century ephemera, menu cards, tourist information, newspaper cuttings, etc. 5

 2280 Wooden depiction of ‘Znamenje’ (Mother God of Novgorod) after a Russian Icon from the 16-17th century in an oak frame - 50 x 69 
cm with frame - 5

 2281 Biretta - square cap used by male clergyman -H. 13 x 16 cm- 5
 2282 Red melanine Stelton tray, two vacuum jugs, sugar bowl and cream jug, created by Erik Magnussen in 1979 -Largest H. 30 cm- 30

2283
2288

 2283 Interesting collection Masonic items, including order collar with various medals and apron ‘St. Leonards Lodge No. 7269’, in case 40
 2284 BWGG pendant, set with amber, silver teaspoon, Den Haag, 1809, silver pendants, crystal salt cellar, etc. -various qualities- 40
 2285 Silver peppermint box with engraved decoration, 1983, box of compasses, Pokémon cards, etc. 20
 2286 Carved wooden mask and large pierced faux turtle shell hair comb, mid 20th century -Largest size 31,5 x 27 cm- 20
 2287 Albumen prints, Baldi & Würthle, etc., devotional pictures and doilies 40

 2288 Dutch royal family memorabilia, photographs, stick pins, medal, etc., 19th/20th century 40
 2289 Lot of four theatrical swords, a dagger and a miniature sword letter opener, various conditions and era’s 20
 2290 ‘Droste cacao’ tin with nurse with a Red Cross armband, produced by ‘blikfabriek Verwer’ from Krommenie - h 13 cm, paint loss - 30
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 2291 Two Lensvelt Nicola tins designed by Joh.H.E. Schilling (1893-1942) with polychrome decoration peace palace The Hague (Vre-
despaleis Den Haag), produced by ‘Wed. Bekkers Metaalfabriek’ from Dordrecht - 8 x 16,5 x 10,5 cm, paint loss, slightly dented - 30

 2292 ‘Verkade’s Fabrieken’ polychrome tin for shops to sell their rusk (beschuit) - 30 x 46 x 28 cm, paint loss, slightly dented - 50

 2293 Cacao tin ‘C.J. van Houten & Zoon’ from Weesp and a tin with images of ‘Willem Prinse van Oranje Nassau’ - h 33 cm, paint loss 
and dents - 30

 2294 19 various tobacco related tins, Philips, Groote Vlucht, Rood Anker, Karel I Elegant and Turmac, etc. - largest 5 x 22 x 10 cm, paint 
loss and dents - 30

 2295 Seven cacao related tins, Sickesz Cocoa, Driessen’s Cocoa, etc. - largest 19 x 12,5 x 8,5 cm, paint loss and dents - 50

 2296 Seven various tins, many produced by ‘Verenigde Blikfabrieken, mostly decorated with images of Dutch places, for example Enkhui-
zen, Eiland Walcheren, Deventer, also one with image of ‘H.M. kruiser Gelderland’ - largest 9,5 x 23 x 11,5 cm, paint loss and dents - 30

 2297 Four tins from ‘Haka cacao’ in various sizes - h 18,5 cm, paint loss and dents - 10

 2298 Seven various tins with mainly images of Dutch places, for example Amsterdam, Lochem, Arnhem, Dordrecht - largest 8,5 x 18 x 
10,5 cm, paint loss and dents - 30

 2299 Five various cacao related tins, Van Houten (12 reepen), Droste chocolade-stokjes and Droste’s Assorted Chocolates (front with image 
Haarlem with windmills) - largest (Droste windmills) 6,5 x 19,5 x 10 cm, paint loss and dents - 30

2300

2305

 2300 Three cylinder shaped tins with airplane related topics, KLM ‘Uiver’ and ‘De Snip’ - h 18 cm, paint loss and dents - 30

 2301 Seven various tins, Dutch and Belgian royalty, Napoleon, etc. - largest 5,5 x 28 x 14,5, paint loss and dents - 30

 2302 Four various tins, Verkade, Koh. I Noor tin and two early plastic ‘Tjoklat’ boxes 30

 2303 Six various tins, with design C.J. van der Verhoef (1875-1933), etc. - largest 8 x 21,5 x 13,5 cm, paint loss and dents - 20

 2304 Bakelite telephone by ‘Atea’ and an Indian sabre, 20th. century, -size sable 55 cm- 5

 2305 Ribbed silver handle, 1837 and two magnifying glasses with steel, brass and mother of pearl handles 40

 2306 Binder filled with information about the golden jubilee of ‘Koningin Wilhelmina’. Also included are six copies of the 1930’s maga-
zine ‘Het Leven’ and two cups from 1923 commemorating the silver jubilee of ‘Koningin Wilhelmina’ -In overall good condition- 5

 2307 Two theatrical swords -L. 110 cm, various conditions- 20

 2308 Theatrical ancient Greek ‘Machaira’ sword and wooden shield 10

 2309 Box filled with an old document from 1871, Parker pen, some press photo’s etc. 5

 2310 Modern theatrical cutlass sword, can not be removed from sheath 5

 2311 Plastic truck hood ornament of ‘Truck Driver’, made in Italy by Niagara -H. 45 cm- 10
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 2312
An interesting collection of 19 various sized elephants made of different materials including wood, Swarovski , stone, marble, ce-
ramic. Included is a pair of bookends 20

 2313 Pocket watch, silver thimble, mesh design purse, stick pin, etc. 20
 2314 Persian kard dagger/short sword, with metal and bone grip 10
 2315 Miniature cannon on gun carriage -L. circa 33cm- 5

 2316 SPR58I, white women sunglasses with case, authenticity card and original receipt from 2008, Prada. 20
 2317 Early 20th century Emeritus hat by ‘W. Vervloet & Zoon’, in original box -mint condition- 20
 2318 W&H Dentalwerk, early 20th century, cast iron ‘Dental Treadle Drill’ with foot pedal -H. 149 cm- 50
 2319 Two wooden wall plaques -H. 63.5 cm- 5
 2320 Two early 20th century decoy ducks. One of the ducks is made of wood, the other partially and covered with reeds -L. 34 cm- 20
 2321 Three carved wooden ginger bread moulds (speculaasplank): Abraham -L. 30 x 21 cm- 20
 2322 Franklin mint checkers set ‘The Battle of Waterloo’, minor wear to wooden box 5
 2323 Silver plated incense burner, pair of candlesticks, Carl Cohr, Atla, Denmark, bronze mortar with pestle and bronze table bell 40

 2324 Brass mounted palissander cigar box, depicting a porter looking through the window, ‘Hablar al Portero’. When you unlock the case, 
the lid and the door open. Spain, circa 1890 -18,7 x 17,5 x 22 cm, signs of wear- 80

 2325 Small collection of brass and copper miniatures, drawbridge, etc. 5
 2326 Carved wooden sculpture of Mozes, leather sheath, etc. 20

2327 2329

2334

 2327 Early plastic or bakelite mah-jong set in original box, added: postcards, first half 20th century 40

 2328 Wooden bust depicting Jesus Christ, 20th century, together with an ornament in a stand -H. 13 cm- 5

 2329 Two various tortoise shell and mother of pearl business card cases, mid 19th century - 11 x 8 cm, minor damages - 75

 2330 Two tortoise shell and bone spectacle cases, 2nd half 19th century - L. 12,5 and 14 cm, minor damages - 50

 2331
41 piece stainless and palissander flatware service, Lion de Luxe, design Bertel Gardberg, 1958, Hackmann & Co., comprising: six 
knives, 6 forks, 6 spoons, 6 cocktail spoons, serving spoon, salad spoon, salad fork, sauce ladle, soup ladle, knife, cream ladle, butter 
knife, two meat (charcuterie) forks and cheese slice, with the original brochures

50

 2332 Six pierced metal mounted coasters with jugendstil decoration and mesh design silver purse with engraved foliate motifs 20
 2333 Antique mother of pearl opera glasses, Lemaire Paris, 19th century 25

 2334 Tortoise shell notebook and visiting card case with bone pencil holder and metal inlay, 19th century - 10 x 6.5 cm - 50

 2335 Two tortoise shell boxes with metal inlay, 19th century - 11 x 7 and 7.5 x 4.5 cm, restauration and small damages - 30
 2336 Ten various tortoise shell and faux tortoise shell object including boxes and cigarette case, 20th century 30
 2337 Two various tortoise shell and bone boxes, 19th century - 15 x 10 and 15 x 8 cm, defects, one foot missing - 30

 2338 A tortoise shell card holder, a small faux tortoise box with a nickle frame and a cigar holder with horn lid and base, 19th and 20th 
century - 25
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 2339 A tortoise shell tea caddy with inner lid on bone feet, 19th century - H. 9 cm, damage around the hinge - 40

 2340 A dutch embroided sampler, dated 1793 - 41 x 39 cm - 5

 2341 A dutch painted wooden lidded bucket, 19th century - H. 46 cm - 5

 2342 A walnut writers box with brass inlay, the interior with inkwell and compartments, 19th century - H. 15, W. 30, D. 22 cm - 25

 2343 A blackend wood and brass inlay writing slope, 2nd half 19th century - H. 17, W. 28, D. 20 - 20

 2344 Various european porcelain objects, two etched glasses and a leather wallet with silver clasp 25

 2345 Pocket knives and two silver plated ashtrays -various qualities- 5

 2346 Spencer microscope in original wooden case, American Optical Company, third quarter 20th century -H. without case 33 cm- 60

 2347 Djokja ashtray, five pearl spoons, silver plated dish, twelve spoons, and a glass vase made by Glasfabriek Leerdam for IBM on the 
occasion of opening the first Dutch factory in 1952 - h 15 cm - 20

 2348 Pinewood box with swing handle, Westraven tile, silver plated wine basket, embroidered evening bag, etc. 20

 2349 Polychrome steamed oval wooden box with content, containing amongst others a doll with biscuit face (open mouth and teeth) - box 
16 x 44 x 26 cm, doll incomplete - 10

 2350 Theatrical ancient Greek helmet, heavy piece with liner 10

 2351 Postwar, plastic box various military and civilian insignia and some other small items, mainly Thailand, all elephant related 5

 2352 General Electric, BC4650, Bakelite, Dark brown, Glass dial, H 345 x L 380 x D 195 mm, UK, 1946 5

 2353 WARDS AIRLINE, Radio, 15BR 1547A, Bakelite, Brown with gold frame and front, H 240 x L 410 x D 210 mm, 1951-52 5

 2354 Glass on round silver base, black lacquered spectacle case with gilt foliate decoration and three spectacles -various qualities- 20

 2355 Taxidermy, stuffed Eurasian jay (Garrulus glandarius) -h 35 cm- 5

 2356 Taxidermy, stuffed Red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) -h 32 cm- 5

 2357 Taxidermy, stuffed Song thrush (Turdus philomelos) -h 24 cm- 5

 2358 Taxidermy, stuffed European green woodpecker (Picus viridis) -h 36 cm- 5

 2359 Taxidermy, stuffed Common moorhen (Gallinula chloropus) -h 26 cm- 5

 2360 Taxidermy, stuffed Atlantic puffin (Fratercula arctica) -h 27 cm- 30

 2361 Taxidermy, stuffed Razorbill (Alca torda) -h 31,5 cm- 30

 2362 Taxidermy, female Tufted duck (Aythya fuligula) -h 29 cm- 5

 2363 Taxidermy, stuffed Common snipe (Gallinago gallinago) -h 20,5 cm- 10

 2364 Taxidermy, stuffed Common murre (Uria aalge) -h 29 cm- 5

 2365 Taxidermy, stuffed European polecat (Mustela putorius) -h (including trunk) 43 cm- 5
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 2366
Wooden box with scale weights from 50 grams until 0,0005 grams, G. Westphal (Celle), box numbered 5079, 19th century -seize box 
4 x 12 x 9,5 cm, smallest weight broken, possible missing tweezers- 30

 2367 Two silver pill boxes, miniature bronze buddha statue, etc. 40

 2368 Seven komboloi or worry beads, 20th century 5

 2369 Double sided carved wooden ginger bread mould (speculaasplank): Dutch coat of arms and ‘L’amour’, first quarter 19th century -5,5 
x 23 x 22 cm, defects-, and ginger bread mould: sailing boat and a swine -2 x 30 x 11,1 cm- 40

 2370 Set of chess in original wooden box: ‘Carl Hansen’s Originale Skakspil’, circa 1880 -4 x 28 x 25 cm- 80

 2371 Collection of Flipje comics, childrens lampions, etc. 5

 2372 Horn spectacle case with spectacles, circa 1900 5

 2373 A copper replica deep sea divers helmet with mounted plague: ‘U.S. Navy Diving Helmet, Mark V’ 50

 2374 Enameled advertisement sign, ‘Algemeene maatschappij van Levensverzekering en Lijfrente’ , Willemskade Soerabaia, Indonesia, 
manufactured by: J.H. de Bussy, Amsterdam, -100 x 75 cm- 5

2375

2385 2387
 2375 Large collection of buttons, 19th/20th century 50
 2376 Collection of buttons, 19th/20th century 40
 2377 Silver cigarette box, lighter, silver plated cigarette box, Hummel figurine, nr. 127, etc. 40

 2378 Two meerschaum smoking pipes in cases, depicting two men playing billiard and the head of an African man, second half 19th 
century-signs of wear- 50

 2379 An Austrian hunting knife with a ladder pattern damask steel blade and a antler hilt, together with a french hunting pick, both late 
19th century and in leather sheath - L. 33 an 17 cm - 30

 2380 Two North Indian metal bows, one decorated with scrolling design, 19th century - L. 85 cm - 40
 2381 A human skull, some teeth and lower part of jaw missing 100
 2382 Two air rifles of which one pump up rifle -l 114 cm, pump up rifle spring broke, rust- 30
 2383 Foil and epee -l 105 cm, signs of wear, rust- 20
 2384 An advertorial bust of Tin Tin -H. 33 cm- 50
 2385 An advertorial figure of Tin Tin and Snowy (Kuifje en Bobbie) -H. 41 cm- 50
 2386 An advertorial figure depicting a car mechanic holding a Bosch battery in his hands -H. 40 cm- 50
 2387 An advertorial Bosch figure holding a spark plug in his hands -H. 41,5 cm- 50
 2388 Two middle-eastern daggers decorated with silver ornmanents and horn hilts, 19th/20th century - L. 37 and 40 cm - 50
 2389 A north-african dagger with leather sheath, decorated with plated ornaments and a Gurka knife - L. 40 and 32 cm - 25
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 2390 Persian dagger with a silver rams head hilt and silver sheath decorated with inlay, 19th/20th century - L. 38 cm - 100
 2391 A Sudanese tuareg dagger, a decorative north african dagger and a japanese Wakizashi, all 20th century 20

 2392 An Afghan Karud dagger with horn hilt in brass sheath, late 19th century - L. 27 cm - 100
 2393 A dagger with silver hilt and leather sheath, marked: The M.C. Lilley Co., Columbus Ohio, late 19th century - L. 42 cm - 30
 2394 Two silver plated mounted vases, pill box and scent bottle -h 17 cm- 5
 2395 A chinese/indonesian coin sword, 19th/20th century - L. 43 cm - 20
 2396 A Kanjar dagger with metal sheath and hilt decorated with double portraits, birds and floral patterns - L. 40 cm - 20
 2397 Beaded purse with metal frame, circa 1900, purses, etc. 20
 2398 Eyeglasses and belt hook with eyeglass case, circa 1900 20
 2399 Brass tobacco case, pocket watch, button hooks with silver handles, Georgian silver tea spoon, etc. 30
 2400 White metal mounted horn pen holder and brass ink stand, first quarter 20th century -signs of wear- 20

 2401 Window display together with a bottle aperitif, both marked Rossi, Martini & Rossi -h display 33 cm- 30
 2402 Nice selection of various (mostly American) patches, should be viewed 5
 2403 A collection of various sized tin cans 5
 2404 A collection of various sized tin cans 5

 2405 Box full of various 1930’s dated paperwork, magazines, personal bits and pieces, tabacco, interesting items included, should be 
viewed 10

 2406 Taxidermy, wall mounted skeleton of a sable antelope (Hippotragus niger) -H. 110 cm- 20
 2407 Silver plated powder box decorated with foliate motives and set with faux coral cabochons -size 6,5 x 6,5 cm 5

2408

2416

 2408 Cut wooden corpus, 18th/19th century, on framed red felt base -corpus: 17 x 13 cm- 40

 2409 Brass holy water font by Maria Caullet Nantard, two biscuit water fonts, framed presentation of virgin Mary and child and eight 
rosaries, 19th./20th. century, -Largest font: 20 x 9 cm- 20

 2410 Bronze table bell with sphinx finial, silver plated coaster, cut crystal dressing table bottle with silver lid, fan, nut cracker, etc. 50
 2411 19th century palissander tea caddy, silver mounted tea spoon vase, etc. 30
 2412 Van Nelle’s koffie/thee tin -37,5 x 41,5 x 28 cm, rust, slightly warped- 20
 2413 Sanborn Cardiette cardioscope in wooden case with original protective cover. 1969, Pat. No. 2,180,160 5
 2414 1980’s portable computer, possibly Compaq together with floppy disks and cases 5
 2415 Apple II Euro plus computer with Techtico floppy drive and Apple Disk II drive 5

 2416
‘Pung Wo brand of Mah Jongg’ with bamboo tiles in original card board box, four tile racks and poster with the game rules, mid 20th 
century 40
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 2417 Polychrome earthenware covered jar with foliate decoration, De Porceleyne Fles, Delft, 1974 -H. 12,4 cm-and poetry album owned 
by Greta Goos, Rotterdam, 1940, 1941 20

 2418 Nine various tin cans with Indonesian and Japanse motifs, Wajang thee, Baronie chocolade, etc. -h 17,5 cm, damaged- 5
 2419 Three cigarette cases with maps, twice just Indonesia and one with The Netherlands and Indonesia, first half 19th century -8 x 17 cm- 20
 2420 Mahogany cigar humidor -12,2 x 26 x 22,5 cm, signs of wear- 40
 2421 Helmet in the style of the Indo-Persian Kulah Khud -h 51 cm- 20
 2422 Travel tryptich, silver ladies wrist watch, Ancre, gilt metal cufflinks, Buddha pendant, etc. 40
 2423 Twelve Teddy bears including a Hermann Teddy Original, limited edition with certificate numbered 534/3000 5
 2424 Various objects with tortoise shell, a ball book, silver plated powder box, etc. -defects- 5
 2425 Tortoise shell manicure set with silver fittings -2,8 x 13,5 x 8,5 cm, damages- 20
 2426 Lot of eight Mag-Lite flashlights, various sizes, without batteries, functionality not tested 25
 2427 Five various objects with tortoise shell and silver fittings, box, brush, mirror, etc. -wooden box 3,5 x 14 x 8,5 cm, defects- 20
 2428 Various brass furniture fittings -largest 15 x 7,5 cm- 20
 2429 Metal fruit bowl on four leggs, Fink and Co, late 20th century -11 x 35 x 35 cm, signs of wear- 5
 2430 Computer, screen and printer, Apple, Apple IIC, together with various cables and manuals for both printer and computer -heavy- 150

 2431 Four Carte Michelin de France: Paris (Nord), Caen-Rouen, St-Quentin-Reims, Evreux; together with Cartes Taride Routieres and 
Nieuwe Praktische Toeristenkaart 5

 2432 Two round portrait minatures depicting young ladies, 19th century -d 4,3 cm- 20
 2433 Auto Bridge - Play-yourself Bridge Game together with a book: Exposition Coloniale Internationale Vinciennes, 1931 5
 2434 A 17th century tulip tile, three miniature chinese porcelain vases, 19th century and a nickle tea caddy - damages and restaurations - 5
 2435 Two tinplate advertising signs ‘Burcht Zuurkool, Noordhollandsche conservenfabrieken Peter Verburg, Noordscharwoude’, 22x15cm 5
 2436 Mechanical singing bird automaton, 19th century -h 32 cm- 50
 2437 A human skull, the top cut open, from the property of a general practitioner - H. 16, L. 16 W. 13.5 cm - 100
 2438 Minature copper shield Atjeh, Japanese style writing desk and ‘Picture Show’magazines -d 24 cm, damages- 5

 2439
Two leather writing folders, 19th century newspapers, Bulletin Vereeniging van den H. Vincentius van Paulo, leather blotter, two 
wooden owl book supports, twelve knives with bone handles in case, cigar cutter and serving fork with horn handles, Jasperware 
plate, Toyota AB Phaeton pen holder, etc.

20

 2440 Tea strainer with wooden handle, circa 1820, two silver plated cigarette lighters, four pierced silver plated ornaments decorated with a 
star of David, two ornaments with old Dutch motifs, etc. 20

 2441
Carte de visite album, postcards, visiting cards, opera programme, Oud Hollandsche en Moderne Meesters, Aangeboden door de 
Koninklijke Stearine Kaarsen Fabriek Gouda (2x), etc. 50

 2442 Album with stick pins, air plane related, KLM, Hudson, etc. 40
 2443 Two albums with circa 4000 promotional paper clips 40
 2444 Silver coin bracelet, bronze token, Hendrik Prins der Nederlanden, price medals, etc. 30
 2445 Wooden case with coins, including silver 5

2446

 2446 Two silver mounted scent bottles, silver scent bottle, glass scent bottle with enamel paint decoration, etc. 40

 2447 Silver pencil holders, page marker, sugar tongs, gilt metal pencil holders, etc. 40
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 2448 Desk seal with mother of pearl handle, thimbles, silver face à main, etc, -various qualities- 20

 2449 Indonesian hand carved sewing box decorated with foliate motifs and a peacock, 1930’s, burr walnut box, ebonite tinder box, Djokja 
mounted lidded tortoise box, etc. 40

 2450 Ray-Ban sunglasses RB 3138 40

 2451 African sculptures, a bone dagger, Papua, cigarette holders, a russian icon, 20th century 25

 2452 Wooden tobacco box with silver plated old-Dutch plaque, table bell, silver plated cigarette cases, brass tobacco case, etc. 40

 2453 1930’s white suit, worn in the Dutch-indies, made by: “Aug. Savelkoul, Batavia, Semarang” 30

 2454 Laterna magica with circa 24 slides, circa 1900 -defects- 30

 2455
Nine wooden boxes with hundreds of glass negatives, subject matters amongst others: architecture (town hall Amsterdam, The 
Hague), historic sites (Egypt), antiques (furniture) and various cities (Groningen, Rotterdam, Haarlem, Antwerp) -size wooden box 11 
x 35 x 11 cm, damages-

30

 2456 Bronze weights, 20th century 20

2457

2463

 2457 1930’s white suit, worn in the Dutch-indies, made by: “H.C.A. Hüls, Batavia-C” 30
 2458 1930’s linen mens trousers, as worn in the Dutch-indies, made by: “F. Th.Hakkaart, Bandoeng” 5
 2459 Cheese sleece with silver handle, ice cube grabber, tea spoon and gilt metal olive fork 20
 2460 A iron industrial pulley marked Heineken. Amsterdam en Den Haag, 19th/20th century - L. 23 cm - 5
 2461 Silver needle case with engraved foliate decoration, awl and gilt metal pencil holder, 19th/20th century 30
 2462 Silver sewing set in case, mesh design purse, silver plated face à main, etc. 30
 2463 Purses, purse with silver frame, medals, etc., 19th/20th century 40
 2464 Roll-up map ‘The Transvaal’ and set arrows -l 97 cm- 5
 2465 Smoking pipe, book ‘Uit het leven van Dik Trom’, bibel and museum glass vase -l 46 cm, bible defects and damaged- 5
 2466 Rosaries, silver mounted leather purse, silver plated Punch rattle, etc. 40
 2467 Silver napkin rings, Japanese metal tinder box, Djokja ashtray, etc. 30

Cigars, pipes and smoking supplies
 2468 96 boxes ‘EK Senoritas 100% No. 31’ cigars, valued at € 17,60 per box 250
 2469 Paktong opium pipe incised with women and calligraphy, China, late 19th., early 20th. century, -H. 27,5 cm- 20
 2470 Excavations: clay tobacco pipe heads, 19th/20th century and before 20
 2471 A collection of mostly german porcelain pipe heads and parts, 19th and 20th century 5
 2472 A collection of mostly german wooden pipe heads and parts, 19th and 20th century 5
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 2473 Two gilded Dupont lighters, one in case of issue 5

Musical instruments

 2474
Serinette or bird organ in mahogany colored elm chest, J.F. De Potter, Facteur des Serinettes à St. Nicolas, Païs de Waes, circa 1800 
-defects, 15 x 26 x 19,5 cm- 80

 2475 Aurora Classic trumpet in original case, serie number 4317338 20

 2476 Eight string Pony banjo in case - l 66 cm- 30
 2477 Metronome Selon Maelzel in wooden case -H. 22,5 cm- 5
 2478 Two red copper and brass bugle signal horn -l 29 cm, dented, one incomplete- 5

 2479
Violin and bow in case, the bow set with mother of pearl -L. 73 cm-, label inside violin ‘Giovanni Rallich, Padova’, 19th century -L. 
violin body 36 cm, including neck and scroll 60 cm, defects- 80

 2480 Four string instrument, lute, , pipa, China -l 94 cm, string loose- 30
 2481 Lot of two old drums, with drum sticks, possibly military related 20th century, used condition 10

2482

2485

2490

Clocks

 2482
A French black marble and bronze mantle clock surmounted by a young boy, flanked by two, three light, sticks, circa 1900 -H. 46,5 
cm- 50

 2483 Bronze and marble mantle clock, surmounted by a putto and a young woman holding grapes, dial with Arabic hours, France, last 
quarter 19th. century  -H. 68 cm, defects- 30

 2484 Bronze and brass mounted porcelain wall clock, circa 1900 -H. 39 cm- 20
 2485 A three piece marble and brass mantle clock with arabic numerals, last quarter 19th century - H. 46, 51 cm - 50

 2486 Wall clock, ‘Friese staartklok’, winding mechanism with weight, surmounted with three figures,  first half 20th. century, -140 x 40 
cm- 40

 2487 Brass carriage clock and bronze coloured cast iron table clock with foliate motifs, circa 1900 -Largest H. 17,8 cm, defects- 30

 2488 Richly decorated partially gilt zamac and black marble mantle clock surmounted by a 16th century man, third quarter 19th century -24 
x 38 x 9 cm, signs of wear- 40

 2489 Laquered chinoiserie ‘Oeil de Boeuf’ clock, including pendulum and winding key, 20th century -62 x 50,5 cm, slightly damaged- 30

 2490
A mahogany porte montre in the shape of a grandfather clock with an 18th century pocket watch clockwork, the dial depitcting Adam 
and Eve, adress: van Wateringen te Utrecht - H. 26 cm - 125

 2491 A frisian painted wooden ‘stoelklok’ wall clock decorated with lead ornaments, 19th century - L. 70 cm - 75
 2492 A french comtoise clock with embossed copper front, adress: Rousselet a Jonzac, 19th century - H. 47 cm - 25
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 2493 A french comtoise clock with embossed copper front, adress: vincent Ainé a Mandacour, 19th century - H. 47 cm - 25
 2494 A french comtoise au coq, adress: Roch Berthet a la Réole, late 18th century - L. 30 cm - 150
 2495 A jugendstil zamak clock, approx 1900 - H. 31 cm - 25

 2496
A zamak mantelclock with allegory of the industrial era, depicting a woman with anvil, hammer and gearwheel, Napoleopn III, 19th 
century, with glass dome cover on fitted wooden base - 32 x 47 cm - 80

 2497 Wooden striking clock with hexagonal dial - 24 x 38,5 cm - 10
 2498 Gilt wooden cartel clock, Louis Quinze style, second half 20th century -H. ca. 58 cm- 40
 2499 Cast iron clock ‘John Bull Flashing’, Bradley & Hubbard, 20th century -h 39 cm, missing glass- 30
 2500 Hand-carved oak wooden Cuckoo clock, Black Forest, winding mechanism (with key), circa 1900, - 55 x 28 cm- 50
 2501 Pendulum clock under glass dome, Kundo (Kieninger & Obergfell), Germany, 1950’s -h 23 cm, slight paint loss- 20
 2502 Replica of a polychrome painted Black Forest figure clock -h 37 cm- 10
 2503 Pair of school/station clocks, Tele Norma (TN), Germany, 1960/’70 -d 29 cm- 20

 2504
A chrome wall clock shaped as a Rolex Oyster Perpetual Superlative Chronometer Officially Certified Cosmograph, Daytona watch 
-Diam. 33,8 cm- 50

 2505 A copper coloured chrome wall clock shaped as a Montblanc automatic watch -30,2 x 33 cm- 50
 2506 A chrome wall clock shaped as an Audemars Piquet watch -33,3 x 33,3 cm- 50
 2507 A copper coloured chrome wall clock shaped as an Omega Constellation watch -34 x 34,3 cm- 50

2508

2511

2512

Instruments

 2508
A Stanley ‘Fuller’ model No 1 calculator with bakelite and brass fittings, serial No. 11650, with original box and instructions, -Length 
44 cm- 300

 2509 Large marine wood and brass day/night telescope by Dollond London, 19th. century, added: extra lens container for day or night, 
-Full length appr. 150 cm- 50

 2510 Olympus microscope EC series in wooden box, with various parts (including original dust cover and instruction manual -measure-
ments box 41 x 26 x 28 cm- 50

 2511
Negretti & Zambra, Edwardian mahogany cased barograph with bevelled glass panels and central chart drawer with extra charts, 
original ink bottle and holder with dipper, London c. 1910, - 27 x 20 cm- 175

Pewter, copper, bronze etc.

 2512
Silver plated trophy cup with foliate decoration, decorated with the coat of arms of the city of Amsterdam, ‘Trophee Amsterdam’ H. 
ca. 40 cm, signs of wear- 40

 2513 Brass ornamental vase with mint green and golden patina, WMF Ikora - H. 14,5 cm, dented, paint loss - 20
 2514 Bronze sacristy bell with frame - frame 90 x 65 x 68, bell 37 x 29 cm - 20

 2515 Neogothic ten light brass church candle holder with clawfeet, decorated with red and blue shields on the outer circle -H. 115 cm, 
Diam. 48 cm - 20
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 2516 Citrus basket ‘blow up’, Fernando and Huberto Campana, Alessi -H. 28 cm- 20

 2517
Nico Witteman (1900-1982), wrought iron cardinal coat of arms, works of art in the collection of Museum Catharijneconvent and 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, -H. 50 x 45 cm- 50

 2518 A bronze plaque depicting Christ, signed Au. Guaisnet, 19th/20th century -13 x 10 cm- 5
 2519 An enamel and bronze plaque depicting Jesus Christ and deciples, Limoges, 19th century - 10 x 18 cm - 15
 2520 Large brass tobacco box, depicting farmers ploughing the field, 18th century -2,5 x 16,8 x 7,4 cm, defects- 10
 2521 Leather mounted six draw brass telescope, 19th century -L. 66 cm, signs of wear- 80

 2522
Brass three circle mark V naval sextant in original brass mounted mahogany case, Heath & Co Ltd, Crayford, London, Circle frame, 
silver plated scale, magnifying glass, telescopes and sun-filters. Examined 1915 by The National Physical Laboratory 150

 2523
Ebony and brass navigational octant with an 11-inch (28 cm) frame incorporating a central T-shaped hand-piece, with bone scale from 
-3° to 108° by 20 arc minutes, measuring to 92°, with a bone signature plate inscribed ‘Spencer, Browning & Rust, London’, in fitted 
oak case, London, circa 1850.

150

 2524 Small leather mounted four draw telescope, 19th century -L. 17 cm- 30

 2525 Brass ash-storage pot with cover and three smaller brass lidded pots, two pewter candle holders added, Dutch, 19th. century, - H. 32 
cm- 5

2526 2534

2535

 2526 Brass candleholder, Dutch, 17th./18th. century, -29 cm, few dents at the base- 50

 2527 Brass boat shaped incense burner with a delphin finial, 19th century -10,8 x 16,5 x 7,2 cm- 20
 2528 A winged dragon shaped oil lamp, late 19th century --L. 18 cm- 20

 2529
A silver coloured gun powder flask depicting a stylised ‘main de Fatima’ set with coloured stones; a gun powder flask depicting a 
traditional ‘fibule maghrébine’ and a box with the star of David, Morocco, first half 20th century -Largest: 27,5 cm, one flask missing 
its cover-

40

 2530 Orthodox bronze icon-cross on support, 19th/20th century -19,8 x 11,3 cm- 20
 2531 Pair of copper church candle holders, top decorated with red and blue enamel - H. 111 cm - 20
 2532 A pair of gilt and blackend bronze wall lights, First half 20th century - L. 22 cm - 30
 2533 Pair of brass candlesticks and brass arm of a chandelier, 17th century -H. candlesticks 17 cm- 50

 2534
Pair of brass Dutch candlesticks (‘schijf-, kraagkandelaren’) with baluster shaped stem and circular drip pan, first half 17th century 
-H. 27,5 cm- 400

 2535 Pair of brass wall lights, circa 1700, with decorated back plates, second half 19th century -H. 20,3 cm, 13 cm- 80
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 2536 Bronze mortar, Spain, 16th/17th century, and bronze pestle, before 1700 -L. pestle 20 cm, signs of wear- 150

 2537 A bronze plaque depicting the Olympic Stadion Amsterdam 1928 -7.5 x 12 cm - together with two ‘Krabbendaalders and a medal 
“Amsterdamse Politie Gymnastiek Vereniging - 25

 2538 A pair of gilt bronze wall candle lights in roccoco style, 20th century -H. 42 cm- 40
 2539 Five light adjustable brass church altar candlestick, circa 1930 -H. 46 cm, signs of wear- 20
 2540 Gilt brass chalices, patens, host (eucharist) boxes, etc. 40
 2541 Brass, wooden and leather pair of bellows, depicting Venus and Vulcanus in the forge, 18th century -L. 49,5 cm, defects- 10
 2542 Complete nine part set bronze nesting weights, all with the same mark, 19th century 30

 2543 Collection of bronze weights, added: B. Dubbe, Tin en Tinnegieters in Nederland, K.M.C. Zevenboom, Nederlandse Gewichten, D.A. 
Wittop Koning, 2000 jaar gewichten in de Nederlanden, Onno ter Kuile, Koper & Brons, etc. 40

 2544 Various pewter and copper items, three part set designed by Georg Nilsson (1908-XX) for Gero and a dish by C.J. van der Hoef 
(1875-1933) for Gero, etc. - Largest size 12 cm - 30

 2545 Metal box with 21 various bronze weights, 500 grams and less 10

Silver plated and gilt objects

 2546 Art deco silver plated sauce boat, design by Christian Fjerdingstad, Christofle, Gallia, circa 1925 - L. 20, W. 10, H. 9 cm - 30

2547

2550

2557

 2547
Chris van der Hoef (1875-1933), art deco silver plated teapot, Gero 1933, monogram of Chris van der Hoef on the bottom, illustrated 
in ‘Gero Zilver’, 1933 and ‘Chris van der Hoef 1875-1933’, page 115 -H. 12,5 cm- together with 6 metal tea spoons- 40

 2548 Silver plated tea pot with beaded borders, St Medard -h 18 cm- 5
 2549 Pair of silver plated candlesticks with stiff leave borders -H. 7 cm 5

 2550
Silver plated chalice, set with coloured stones, 16th. century style, undefined maker’s mark at the base, Michel Coste, circa 1900, -H. 
22 cm, 600 grams- 50

 2551 Pair of silver plated George II-style candlesticks, 20th century -H. 21 cm- and white metal male and female pheasant, mid 20th 
century -L. 22 cm- 5

 2552 Silver plated cream and sugar set, designed by Georg Nilsson -H. 17 cm, egg cup dented and one top part loose- 20
 2553 Silver plated ballpoint pen with line decoration, Dupont, second half 20th century 20
 2554 Dressing table brush set in original box, Gero, 1930’s 20
 2555 A wooden box decorated with silver plated panels in relief, circa 1880, together with a modernist pewter bridal cup -12 x 19 x 10 cm- 30
 2556 Two silver plated fish knives and forks, with engraved motifs, Christofle, circa 1900 -23 cm and 20 cm- 20
 2557 Silver plated flatware, two bowls, two lidded jars, sauce bowl and eight trays, Gallia, Christofle -Largest H. 16 cm- 100
 2558 Two silver plated teapots, two coffeepots marked ‘VDNS’, etc. -H. 17 cm- 20
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 2559
Silver plated cuttlery set comprising: 18 table forks, 18 table spoons, 18 dessert spoons, 18 dessert forks, 18 fish knives, 18 fish forks, 
etc. Christofle 200

 2560 Two chrismatory boxes, host box and small paten 30
 2561 Silver plated dishes, cutlery, stoppers, six table knives and six dessert knives with faux ivory handles, Bastet, etc. 40

 2562
Twelve person, 80 piece silver plated flatware servive, Keltum, in oak canteen with three drawers, also containing a knife, cheese 
slicer (both Van Kempen & Begeer in stainless steel) and five sliver plated Keltum knife rests, missing one serving spoon - canteen 
27,5 x 42,5 x 38 cm -

60

 2563 Silver plated tea spoons, cocktail spoons, etc. 5
 2564 Silver plated coffee pots, cutlery, bread baskets, etc. 5

 2565
12 silver plated table knives, 12 dessert knives 5 dessert forks, 12 fruit/dessert knives 9 cake forks, and 6 coffee spoons, Haags lof, 
Sola, added: 2 table spoons, 2 table forks, 6 dessert spoons, 6 dessert forks, Haags lof, Gero -signs of wear- 40

 2566 Silver plated flatware and dish with two handles on round base 20

 2567
64 piece flatware service, model Excellence, Gero, comprising: 6 table knives, 6 table forks, 6 table spoons, 6 dessert knives, 6 dessert 
forks, 6 dessert spoons, 6 cake forks, 6 coffee spoons, vegetable spoon, potato spoon, rice spoon, 2 sauce ladles, soup ladle, salad 
fork, salad spoon, meat knife, meat fork, cake slice, cheese slice, 2 charcuterie forks and 2 butter knives

40

 2568 Silver teaspoons, silver plated serving spoons, knife rests, teaspoons, etc. 50
 2569 Silver napkin rings, silver plated dessert fork, Christa Ehrlich, etc. 40
 2570 Silver plated lid with a horse finial, silver tea spoons, two coffee spoons and sugar spoon 30

 2571 Serving slices and knives with silver plated handles, sewing set with silver plated handles and gilt cake slice with silver plated handle, 
circa 1900 20

 2572 Silver plated flatware in boxes 5

 2573 Six silver plated dessert spoons and forks in case, Georg Nilsson, Gero, ten dessert knives with silver plated handles, twelve silver 
plated dessert spoons and twelve dessert forks in case, Wellner, Zilmeta flatware, etc. -signs of wear- 5

 2574 Silver plated teaspoons, napkin rings, Djokja, etc. 20
 2575 Silver plated spoons, two plate spoon holders and 15 guilders -H 8 cm- 5
 2576 Silver wrist watch Helicon, silver tea spoons, silver plated tea spoons, sugar tongs, etc. 40

 2577 Silver plated pill box, niëllo pocket watch, niëllo silver pocket watch chain, silver mounted mother of pearl cufflinks, depicting 
Hermes, etc. -various qualities- 40

 2578 Silver plated lemon press, shaker with integrated lemon press, dish with swing handle, etc., 19th/20th century 20
 2579 Silver plated tray with sugar basin and cream jug, teaspoons, silver mounted glass salt shakers, etc. 5

 2580 19 silverplated KLM spoons, 18 forks and 18 knives with silver plated handles, Sola, Zeist, second half 20th century, and three porce-
lain ash trays, Java-China-Japan Lijn, Tielsch-Altwasser, Germany, NV Handel-Maatschappij v/h ‘Eduard Reens’, interbellum 40

 2581 Twelve person, 80 piece silver plated flatware set, Keltum, in a wooden canteen containing three drawers 80

 2582 Six person, 48 piece silver plated flatware set, Gero, designed by George Nilsson (1180-1975), in a wooden canteen divided over 
three drawers 60

 2583 Three silver plated knives WMF, serving flatware and a jug -h 19,5 cm- 5

 2584 Dessert knife with silver pistol handle, button hook with silver handle, French silver table spoon, 19th century, dessert knife with 
silver handle and two knives with silver plated handle -1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 30

2585

Furniture, mirrors, lamps etc.

 2585 Five chrome coloured industrial lamps, Lucide, Industrie-bis -signs of ware- 50
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 2586 Five chrome coloured industrial lamps, Funiture, item Kraft -signs of ware- 25

 2587 Six chrome coloured industrial lamps, Funiture, item Kraft -signs of ware- 30

 2588 Six chrome coloured industrial lamps, Funiture, item Kraft -signs of ware- 30

 2589 Pendant lamp, producer: ‘Lakro’, Netherlands, year of design: 1960’s, metal shades with orange interior,-H. 20 cm, Diam. 45 cm- 20

 2590 Metal ‘space-age’ pendant lamp, year of design 1970’s, -H. 20 cm, Diam. 12 cm- 20

 2591 Ceramic pendant lamp, 1970’s. and two metal bedside lamps, 1980’s 5

 2592 Glas pendant lamp, tubular shape (space-age model), 1970’s,  -H. 24 cm- 5

 2593 A Guinness ceramic toucan lamp on wooden plinth, last quarter 20th century -H. 46 cm- 5

 2594
Set pendant lamps, producer ‘Lakro’, Netherlands, designer unknown, year of design: 1960’s, metal shades with orange interior, -H. 
20 cm- 50

2595 2599

2603

 2595 A pair of ‘Amsterdamse School’, wall lights, modern electrical fittings -33,5 x 40 cm- 50

 2596 Ceiling lamp with coloured panels, converted to table lamp, Amsterdamse School. - h 35,5 cm - 30

 2597 A rose copper ceiling lamp, Brevettato, Italy, second half 20th century -D. 45 cm- 5

 2598 Chrome and grey metal desk lamp, adjustable in height, 1950’s/1960’s -H. 67 cm- 5

 2599 Lacquered metal wall light designed by Bent Karlby (1912-1998) for Lyfa (Denmark), 1958 -h 46 cm, paint loss- 100

 2600 Wooden carved floorlamp, dragon holding flaming pearl, China, 20th century -h 179 cm 40

 2601 Wooden floor lamp and desk lamp, both decorated with dragons, and a bag with six tassels, China, 20th century -h 54 cm- 20

 2602 Table lamp with silver plated classic foot and blue lampshade and a hanging lamp with glass icicles -h 71 cm- 5

 2603 Eleven chrome stackable candle holders on three legged  base, Werner Stoff/Hans Nagel, designed 1960’s 50
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 2604 Beech coat rack with swivel hooks, Axel Kjersgaard, Odder, Denmark, 1970’s -H. 176 cm- 80

 2605 Mahogany bronze mounted gueridon with twisted stem on tripartite base, circa 1830 -H. 81,7 cm- 40
 2606 Carved 19th century wooden ginger bread mould (speculaasplank): Abraham -100 x 28 x 3 cm- 20
 2607 Cast iron fire screen with biblical scene, Dutch, 18th. century, -H. 86 cm- 20

 2608 Two wooden miniature chests of drawers, second half 19th century -Largest size 33,2 x 40,5 x 18 cm, defects- 40

 2609 Pair of carved wood and gilded wall plaques depicting mermaids, 19th. or 20th. century -H. 63 cm- 20
 2610 Seven light brass chandelier, mid 20th century -H. ca. 55 cm- 20
 2611 A large wall mirror in gilt wood frame with floral decoration -95 x 70 cm- 20
 2612 Carved wooden ginger bread mould (speculaasplank): flower basket, lion, cradle, etc., 18th/19th century -2 x 70,7 x 10,6 cm- 5
 2613 Double sided carved wooden ginger bread mould for 35 cookies, 19th century -3,4 x 64 x 13,5 cm- 5
 2614 Double sided carved wooden ginger bread mould with animals (speculaasplank), 19th century3,5 x 66 x 13,7 cm- 5

 2615 A Victorian rosewood barometer with mother of pearl inlay, 19th century - L. 98 cm - 60

 2616 A mahogany wheel barometer, address: Maspoli Monti, Sandwich, 19th century - L. 96 cm - 50

 2617 An oval mirror in black and gold painted wooden frame decorated with grape vines, France, 19th century - 93 x 60 cm - 25
 2618 Two shelves (red and blue) bookshelf, Tomado -h 44 cm, paint loss, one shelve with dent- 5
 2619 Crystal beaded chandelier with bronze fittings, montgolfier shaped, France, first half 20th. century, -H. 60 cm- 50

2620

2624 2625
 2620 Wrought iron mounted wooden chest, 18th century -31 x 47 x 43 cm, over painted, defects- 50
 2621 Stained glass window depicting Jesus the good sheperd, circa 1900, -53 x 33 cm- 20
 2622 Large electronic highway speed check sign with the tekst ‘Uw snelheid is” -82 x 82 x 13 cm- 20
 2623 Pair of partially gilt faux wood black-a-moor wall consoles, last quarter 20th century -L. 42,5 cm- 80

 2624

A Chinese lacquered wooden drinks cabinet, the exterior with carved soapstone inlays depicting figures in garden scenes, the top 
section opens up creating a shelf and drawer revealing storage space for bottles is, two side front doors which open up to store four 
champagne or wine glasses on each side, the side doors open up to four shelves, electric lighting, the feet carved, China, first half 20th 
century -100 x 80 x 39 cm, minor signs of wear-

100

 2625
Pair of gilt laquered three section Chinese cabinets, the top part with doors both set with glass, the middle with three drawers above 
two doors, all resting on a plinth -h 147 x 56,5 x 37 cm, slight signs of wear- 150

 2626 Wooden carved board decorated with various animals, possible part of a bed, China, 20th century -225 x 71 cm, minor damage- 30

 2627 Pair of wooden painted, one sided, shop signs, on top a figure and underneath Chinese characters, China, 20th century -h 178 cm, 
minor damage- 20
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 2628 Large three part carved wooden ornament decorated with dragons, Indonesia, 20th century -228 x 61 cm, minor damage- 30

 2629 Wooden sewing box central with parquet work and the edge with intarsia, early 20th century -13 x 39 x 27 cm, possible restauration, 
key missing- 20

 2630 Black laquer chest with decoration in high-relief, figures in moonlit landscape, decorated on five sides, China, 20th century -40 x 78 x 
38 cm 50

 2631 Carved wooden door decorated with floral forms and two fenixes, China, 20th century -200 x 82 x 4 cm, slightly damaged, no fittings- 30

 2632 Chinese style wooden wall display cabinet, one door and 15 compartments, 20th century -79,5 x 51,5 x 9 cm, two inside painted snuff 
bottles and three miniature vases glued to shelves- 30

 2633 Pair of framed gold thread embroideries on silk, depicting  a fenix and dragon above waves amidst flowers, China, 20th century 
-outside measurement single piece 183 x 83 cm- 100

 2634
Large wooden roomdivider set with eleven green ceramic titles, China, 20th century -248 x 119,5 cm, signs of ware, heavy, one loose 
tile- 100

 2635 Wooden display cabinet on plinth with claw feet, with two doors set with glass, where behind three lit shelves, China, 20th century 
-176 x 129 x 47 cm- 100

 2636 Rectangular coal scuttle with fourl feet shapped like lion heads, early 20th century -41 x 50 x 41 cm- 5
 2637 A polychrome ‘Staphorster’ display cabinet, 19th century - H. 85, W. 82 cm - 30

 2638 Tabernacle and base cabinet, the door with a hammered brass panel depicting a chalice and wafer, the sides with marble motifs, the 
base with foliate decor, circa 1840, - 120 x 45 x 35 cm- 50

 2639 Oak console table, 20th century -87 x 63 x 42 cm- 20

 2640 Round carved wooden coffee table on claw feet and with glass top, central with scene with Chinese warriors, together with four 
matching stools, China, 20th century -d 74 cm, h 50 cm, lightly damaged- 50

 2641 Four blue chairs, model F437, in original fabric and a round coffee table, Artifort, Orange Slice, Pierre Paulin (1927-2009) -chair 84 x 
81 x 71 cm, table 40 x 100 x 100 cm, chair colour variotions and signs of ware- 500

 2642 Four blue chairs, model F437, in original fabric and a round coffee table, Artifort, Orange Slice, Pierre Paulin (1927-2009) -chair 84 x 
81 x 71 cm, table 40 x 100 x 100 cm, chair colour variotions and signs of ware- 500

 2643
A teak lounge chair amd ottoman, design by Peter Hvindt and Orla Molgaard-Nielsen, model 130, made by France & Son, Denmark, 
1960’s -marked France & Son and Finnjuhl, restauration - 150

 2644 Four part furniture set in primary colours in the style of Gerrit Rietveld, comprising: a chair, stool and two sidetables - chair 78 x 60 x 
66 cm, minor paint loss - 50

2645

 2645

A grey polyester lounge chair model No. 416 designed by Wim Rietveld (son of Gerrit Thomas Rietveld) and Andre Cordemeyer for 
Gispen, Culemborg 1957. This first Dutch polyester armchair was made of on piece of moulded polyester, a new technique for the 
Dutch furniture making market. This experimental chair was a success and the start of something beautiful. The seat is supported by 
a tubular solid metal frame with rubber shockmounts. This chair has an amazing dark grey color with visible fibers and is in very nice 
authentic condition. Literature: Barbara Laan and André Koch, collectie Gispen, meubels, lampen en archivalia in het NAi, 1916-
1980, Rotterdam, 1996, page 51. -expected signs of wear-

500

 2646 Gispen Cordemeyer office chair Model 2712 with armrests designed by André Cordemeyer in the 1970s for Gispen. The cockpit is 
made of fiberglass reinforced polyester and the base of painted sheet steel -signs of wear- 5

 2647 Architect’s chair designed by Friso Kramer for Ahrend de Cirkel, 1960’s -signs of wear- 5

 2648 Dutch baroque altered display cabinet, walnut fineer with two drawers, standing on high claw feet, 19th. century, -H. 227 x 150 x 40 
cm- 5
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Rugs, textiles, clothing etc.

 2649 Embroided medaillon depicting Jesus ‘Rex Regum’, circa 1900, -22 cm x 22 cm- 30
 2650 Three bishop’s/abbot’s mitres, one embroidered with gold metallic gallon, 20th century 20
 2651 Needlework sampler by Bottie Jans, 1797 -33 x 54 cm- 20

 2652 Passementerieën, Voerings Fournituren, Garen en Band, Handwerk-Artikelen, Seizoen 1924, with samples of satinet, added: Geschen-
ken Catalogus voor St. Nicolaas en Kerstfeest, circa 1920 20

 2653 Top hat in original case, A. Cassé, Paris/Th.B.A. Booye, Utrecht, together with a pair of black gloves -signs of wear- 5
 2654 Bowler hat, Dunn & Co., Great Britain, size 7/57 and top hat in case, E.H. Dik, Amsterdamm together with gloves and brushes 5
 2655 Top hat Ambassador in leather case and top hat Super Daality in case, provenance: Mr A.C. baron van der Feltz (1912-1945) 40
 2656 A womens black overcoat, a cloak and hat, worn during moarning, late 19th century, damages 20

 2657
Two Middle Eastern silk prayer rugs with Arabic text, both decorated with nature scences wherein various animals - Largest 59,5 x 
101 cm - 30

 2658 Tapestry depicting Mandylion (the head of Christ) -100 x 137 cm- 5
 2659 Four Dutch textiles, ‘worteldoeken’ -Largest: ca. 140 x 100 cm- 5
 2660 Tapestry depicting a bird in a landscape with a castle, mid 20th century -146 x 157, signs of wear- 5

2661

 2661
Woven and embroidered banner depicting Jesus at the cross, accompanied by a Franciscan monk, ‘Fraternité du Tiers Ordre Frasnes 
les Gossellies’, first quarter 20th century -150 x 88 cm, signs of wear- 5

 2662 Religious procession banner depicting ‘the lamb God’, 20th. Century, -40 x 33 cm- and stained glass window with religious subject. 
-23 x 31 cm- 5
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Wines, whisky etc.

 2700 Bottle: Chateau Lafitte Rothschild, 1955, half bottle, upper mid shoulder 75

 2701 Bottle: Chateau Pichon-Longueville au Baron de Pichon-Longueville, 1967, half bottle, mid shoulder 50

 2702 Bottle: Chateau Mouton Rothschild, 1955, half bottle, low shoulder 75

 2703 Bottle: Chateau Lauretan, D. Cordier, Bordeaux, France, 1976 -into the neck- 10

 2704 Bottle: Clos Fourtet Saint-Emilion Grand Cru, France, 1976 -Top shoulder- 10

 2705 Bottle: Châteauneuf du pape, “La Belle du Roy”, cave du val clos, France, 1978 -Top shoulder- 5

 2706 Bottle: Belmer, brut premiere, France, 1982 -High fill- 5

 2707 Bottle: Chateau Marquis de Terme, Margaux, grand cru classe, France, 1975 -Top shoulder- 5

 2708 Bottle: Chateau Les Lattes, Medoc, France, 1978 -Upper mid shoulder- 5

 2709 Bottle: Chateau du Bousquet, Cotes du Bourg, grand vin de Bordeaux, France, 1979, -Top shoulder- 5

 2710 Bottle: Chateau Marquis de Terme, Margaux, France, 1974 -Top shoulder- 5

 2711 Bottle: Bodegas Felix Callejo, Crianza, Spain, 2005, -Into neck- 5

 2712 Bottle: Chateau Rouet, Cotes Fronsac, France, 1978, -Lower mid shoulder- 5

 2713 Bottle: Baron Philippe de Rothschild, Mouton-Cadet, Bordeaux, France, 1981, -Into neck- 10

 2714 Bottle: Baron Philippe de Rothschild, Mouton-Cadet, Bordeaux, France, 1981 -Into neck- 10

 2715 Bottle: Chateau Haut Caillou, France, 1974, -Top shoulder- 5

 2716 Bottle: Chateau Barrail des Moines Montagne Saint-Emilion, France, 1996, -Into neck- 5

 2717 Bottle: Chateau Cadet-Piola, Saint-Emilion, Grand Cru, France, due to worn label year unknown, -Top shoulder- 5

 2718 Bottle: Philippe de Noange, Montagne Saint-Emilion, France, 2005, -High Fill- 5

 2719 Bottle: Saint-Emilion grand cru classe, France, 1971, worn label, -Upper mid shoulder- 5

 2720 Bottle: Chateau Lynch Moussas, Pauillac, France, 1973, -Top shoulder- 5

 2721 Bottle: Chateau Fourcas-Hosten, Listrac-Medoc, France, 1982, -Into neck- 5

 2722 Bottle: Chateau Lascombes, Margaux, France, 1977, -Into neck- 5

 2723 Bottle: Chateau Moulin des Laurets, Puisseguin, Saint-Emilion, France, 1982, -Top shoulder- 5

 2724 Bottle: Chateau Phelan Segur, Saint-Estephe, France, 1977, -Into neck- 5

 2725 Bottle: Chateau Siaurac, Lalande-de-Pomerol, France, due to worn label year unknown, -Into neck- 5

 2726 Chateau Margaux, 1er grand cru classe 1976 - mid shoulder - 75

 2727 Chateau Latour ‘Les Forts de Latour’ 1971, magnum - lower mid shoulder - 75

2700 2702 2710 2714 2720 2726 2727
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 2728 chateau Dauzac, Margaux, 1980, Magnum - upper mid shoulder 50
 2729 Barolo D.O.C.G, V.Q.P.R.D, Palladino & C., Jeroboam 40

 2730 Shepherd’s Vintage Port Matured in Cask, 1937 125
 2731 F. Martins vintage Port 1970 40

 2732 Porto Kopke Colheita 1957, matured in wood 60
 2733 Two bottles of Chateau de Malleret, Haut-Médoc, 1986 -Top shoulder, in original case- 40

 2734 Two bottles: Chateau Vieux Montaiguillon, Saint-Georges-Saint-Emilion, France, 1989 and Domaine Saint Andre la Cote, France 
1990, in original case -Both top shoulder- 20

 2735 Two bottles of Chateau Erigoye, Bordeaux Superieur, 1974 -Upper mid shoulder- 20
 2736 Two bottles: Chateau Gruaud-Larose, Saint-Julien, France, 1977 -Into the neck- 30
 2737 Two bottles of Chateau Moulin des Laurets, Puisseguin-Saint-Emilion, Mounet, 1982 -Top shoulder- 30
 2738 Two bottles: Chateau Haut-Canteloup Medoc, France 1978 -Upper mid shoulder- 10
 2739 Two bottles: Chateau Cardinal La Fuie, Saint Emilion, grand cru, France, 1974 -Upper mid shoulder- 10

 2740 Two bottles: Chateau Belgrave, Haut-Medoc, France, 1978 -Into neck- 50
 2741 Two bottles: Chateau Haut Canteloup, Medoc, France, 1980 -Mid shoulder and Top shoulder- 10

 2742 Two bottles: Chateau Lascombes, Margaux, grand cru classe, France, 1977 -Into neck and top shoulder- 50
 2743 Two bottles: Château Béard La Chapelle Saint-Emilion Grand Cru, France, 1981 -Top shoulder, upper mid shoulder- 30
 2744 Two bottles: Château La Tour de Bonnet,  St. Bonnet Medoc, France, 1975 -Top shoulder, upper mid shoulder- 20
 2745 Two bottles: Bodegas Lan, Crianza, Rioja, Spain, 1970 and Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Italy, -Top shoulder- 5
 2746 Two Bottles: Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Coppiere, italy, 1996, -Into neck- 5

2747 2748
 2747 Chateau Mouton Rothschild 1970 and Chateau Mouton Rothschild, 1er cru 1973 - below shoulder, lower mid shoulder - 250

 2748 Chateau Latour, 1er grand cru classe, Pauillac 197, 2 x  - upper mid shoulder - 300
 2749 Three bottles of Chateau de Blaignan, Medoc, 1976 -Into neck- 30
 2750 Three bottles of Chateauneuf du Pape, Michel Bernard, Domaine de la Vialle, 1976 -1 x Top shoulder, 2 x Into neck- 30
 2751 Three bottles of Chateau Fourcas-Hosten, Listrac-Medoc, 1982 -Top shoulder- 10
 2752 Three bottles: Maitre d’Estournel, Bordeaux, France, 1993 -Top shoulder, 2 x into neck- 20
 2753 Three bottles: Chateau Fourcas-Hosten Listrac-Medoc, France, 1982 -top shoulder- 5
 2754 Three bottles: Chateau Notton, Margaux, Gironde, France 1984 -Into neck- 30
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 2755 Three bottles: Khanguet, Vin de Tunesia, 1978 -Top shoulder- 5

 2756
Chateau Pichon Longueville Baron 1961, mid shoulder, Vin de Pichon Longueville de Lalande 1959, mid shoulder and Chateau 
Liynch Bages, Pauillac, 1969, upper mid shoulder 75

 2757 Chateau Gloria, St. Julien, Henri Martin 1981, 3 x - mid shoulder - 25

 2758 Santenay 1er Cru, Clos Rousseau, Domaine Marc Bouthenet 2005, 3 x  - high fill - 20

 2759 Puligny-Montrachet 1er cru, Andre et Fils, La garenne’ 1987 1 x , 2 x 1988 - high fill - 30

 2760 Four bottles ‘Chateau le Monthil’, Bégadan, Appellation Médoc Contolée, 1955, Mähler-Besse & Cie., Negotiants Bordeaux, together 
with two empty bottles -All in shoulder- 20

 2761 Four bottles: Chateau Prieuré Lichine, Margaux, grand cru classe, France, 1977 -Top shoulder- 50

 2762 Four bottles:  two Pouilly-Fumé, Sauvignon Blanc, France, 1983, two Domaine Backerbosch,caves cadier, Maastricht -2 Upper mid 
shoulder, 2 Top shoulder- 5

 2763 Four bottles: Chateau Grand Moulin, Haut-Medoc, France, 1978  -3 Top shoulder, 1 mid shoulder- 50

2764

2766

 2764
Puligny-Montrachet 1er cru “Clos de La Mouchère” Monopole, Domaine Henri Boillot 3 x 2001, Puligny montrachet, Jean Boillot, 1 
x 1988 - high fill - 60

 2765 Beaune, grand vin les Epenottes, Domaine Rudolph Demougeot 2003, 4 x  - high fill - 25

 2766 Gevrey-Chambertin 2001, Domaine Thierry Mortet 2001, 4 x , Chambolle- Musigny 1er Cru, Les Beaux Bruns 2001, 1 x - into neck - 100

 2767 Gevrey-Chambertin, Domaine Thierry Mortet 2003, 2 x , Gevrey-Chambertin, Vigne Belle, Domaine Thierry Mortet 2003, 2 x - high 
fill, into neck - 50

 2768 Savigny-Les-Baune 1er Cru, Les Guettes 1998, 1 x , Savigny-Les-Baune 1er Cru, Les Bourgeots 1998, 3 x  - high fill, into neck - 40

 2769 Pommard, Domaine Rodolphe Demougeot 2002, 4 x  - high fill - 25

 2770 Chateau Leoville Las Cases, Saint-Julien 2eme Grand Cru Classe 1961, 1x , 1962, 1 x, 1966 2 x  - upper mid shoulder, lower mid 
shoulder, low shoulder - 20
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 2771
Chateau Beychevelle, Grand Vin, Saint-Julien, 1965, 1 x, 1970, 1 x , 1976, 2 x - upper mid shoulder, mid shoulder, lower mid shoul-
der - 75

 2772 Five bottles of Chateau Blaignan, Medoc, 1982 -1 x Into neck, 2 x Top shoulder, 2 x Mid shoulder- 40
 2773 Five bottles: Chateau Balac, cru bourgeoi, Haut-Medoc, France, 1980 -Into neck- 30
 2774 Five bottles of Chateau Livran, Medoc, probably 1997 -High fill, barcode to the reverse of the bottles- 20
 2775 Five bottles: Chateau du Grand Ferrand Entre Deux Mers, original case, France, 1980 -Top shoulder- 50
 2776 Five bottles: Vin d’Alsace, Tokay d’Alsac, Beblemheim, medaille d’Or, France 1980 -4 Lower mid shoulder, 1 upper mid shoulder- 30

2777

2781

 2777 Pommard 1er Cru, Domaine Coste-Caumartin Les Fremiers 2002, 5 x - high fill - 50

 2778 Six bottles of Chateau la Bergère, Montagne Saint-Emilion, 1985 -4 x Into neck, 2 x Top shoulder- 30

 2779 Six bottles: Vin D’Alsace, A. Zirnhelt, Riesling, France, 2000 -High fill- 30

 2780 Six bottles of red wine, France, due to worn labels no brand or year,  -4 Top shoulder, 2 upper mid shoulder- 5

 2781 6 bottles, Baune 1er cru, Les Choouacheux, Domaine Coste-Caumartin 2003, 1 x 2000, 1 x 2002 - into neck - 100

2782

 2782
Beaune 1er Cru Les Epenottes, Domaine Jean Boillot & Fils 1997, 2 x , Beaune 1er Cru Clos du Roi, Domaine Jean Boillot 2001, 1 x 
, Volnay 1er Cru, Les Fremiets, Domaine Jean Boillot 2000, 3 x - high fill, into neck - 125

 2783 Pommard, Domaine Rodolphe Demougeot 2003, 6 x  - high fill - 60
 2784 Mercurey 1er Cru ‘Les Champs Martins, Doudet Naudin 1997, 3 x , Pommard ‘Les Vignots’, Doudet Naudin, 1995, 3 x  - high fill - 50

 2785
Chateau Gruaud-Larose, Saint Julien 1985, Chateau Haut-Batailley, Pauillac 1978, Chateau Haut-Beausejour, Saint Estephe 1981, 
Chateau Pichon-Longueville au Baron de Pichon-Longueville 1981, Chateau Brane-Cantenac 1981, Chateau Maucaillou Moulis 1985 
- top shoulder, upper mid shoulder -

100

 2786 Seven bottles of Chateau Talbot, Grand Cru Classé, Saint Julien, 1977 -5 x High fill, 2 x Into neck- 100

 2787
Grands-Echezeaux Grand Cru, Domaine Robert Sirugue, 1995, 1 x, 1997, 1 x, Chambolle-Musigny 1997, 1 x , Chambolle-Musigny, 
les Beaux Bruns 2002, 1 x , Aloxe Corton, Domaine Doudet, Les Boutieres 1994, 1 x , Beaune 1er Cru ‘Clos du Roi’, Jean Boillot & 
Fils 2003, 1 x ,t Monthelie La Combe Danay, Rodolphe Demougeot 2000, 1 x  - high fill, into neck -

125
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 2788 Eight bottles of wine, two vin de Alsace, one Sauvignon blanc of New Zealand 2007, two Chablis 1991, one Macon Lugny 1985, one 
Chateau Bel Air, one Coteaux d’Utique, Tunesia 1977, -4 Into neck, 3 Top shoulder, 1 Lower mid shoulder- 5

 2789 Nine bottles: Vin D’Alsace, Sylvaner, France, 1981 -Lower mid shoulder- 10
 2790 Nine bottles: Vin de Cahors, Carte Noir, France, 1982 -8 x Top shoulder, 1 x upper mid shoulder- 50
 2791 10 bottles Savigny-Les-Baune Les Bourgeot, Domaine Rudolphe Demougeot, 3 x 2002, 1 x 2003, 3 x 2005, 3 x 2006 - all into neck - 125

 2792

Ten bottles of red wine: St. Emilion ‘Chateau Neaulieu Cardinal’, 2013; Gigondas ‘Chateau la Bégude’, 1994; Côtes de Bourg 
‘Chateau du Bousquet’, 1986; Bordeauxl ‘Chateau Tour de Mirambeau’, 1993; St. Emilion Grand Cru ‘Chateau de Pressac’, 1984; 
Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru ‘Comte de Montebello’, 2014; Côtes du Rhône Villages ‘Chateau Beauchène’, 2008 and Chateauneuf-du-Pape 
‘Tiare Impériale’, 2012

20

 2793 Twelve bottles of Chateau La tour Carnet, Haut-Médoc, St.-Laurent, France, 1978 -Top shoulder, in original wooden case- 200

 2794 Twelve bottles of Chateau Pontet-Canet, Pauillac, Gironde, France, 1982 -Into neck, in original wooden case- 500
 2795 Chateau Mayne-René, Pomerol 1995, 12 x - high fill - 100
 2796 Chateau Potensac, Médeoc, Delon Liguard 1988, 12 x - top shoulder, upper mid shoulder - 125

2797

2798

 2797 Chateau Malescot St-Exupery, Margaux 1986, 12 x  - into neck, top shoulder - 200

 2798 Chateau Talbot, Saint-Julien, 1984, 12 x - top shoulder, upper mid shoulder - 250

 2799 13 bottles of champagne and wine, Chateau Gazin Grand Cru de Pomerol 1961, Chateau la Tour St Bonnet Medoc 1964, Meursault 
Henri Boinot 2001, Chateau Lalande Listrac 1934, etc. 5

 2800 16 bottles of liquor, Drambuie, Ballantines, Cherry Marnier, Kopke dry port, etc. 5

2801

 2801 Six bottles of whiskey, Lagavulin 16 years, Jamson 12 years, Bowmore 12 years, etc. 50

 2802

Seven artist wine labels, Château Mouton Rothschild:, Joan Miró 1969, Robert Motherwell 1974, Andy Warhol 1975, Pierre de Sou-
lages 1976, Jean-Paul Riopelle 1978, Hisao  Domoto 1979 and Hans Hartung 1980, added: wine label Château Mouton Rothschild: 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother, séjournant à Mouton Rothschild honora le Médoc et Bordeaux de sa présence-Avril 
1977

50

 2803 Large collection of wine labels, France, Germany, etc. added: information about wine houses, postcards, etc. 40
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 2804

Large collection of circa 10.000 wine labels: France: Chablis Grand Cru: Domaine Laroche 1985, les Preuses, Domaine Moreau et 
Fils, etc.; 1 er Grand Cru: Château Margaux, 1974, Grand Vin de Château Latour 1974, Château Haut Brion 1959, Château Lafite 
Rothschild 1978, St. Emilion 1 er Grand Cru Classe: Château Cheval Blanc 1975, Château Magdelaine 1976, Comtesse de Bouard 
de la Forest 1947, etc.; Graves Grand Cru Classe Bordeaux: Domaine de Chevalier 1979, Chateau Bouscaut 1966, etc.; Pomerol 
Bordeaux: Petrus 1973, Chateau Gazin 1966, Baron Philippe de Rothschild, etc.; Sauternes Grand 1 er Cru Classe Bordeaux: Château 
d’Yquem 1970; Aloxe Corton Grand Cru Bourgogne: Corton Charlemagne, 1999, Corton Bressandes, etc.; Grands Echézeaux; 
Gevrey-Chambertin Grand Cru Bourgogne: Charmes-Chambertin, Mazy-ChambertinRuchottes Chambertin, etc.; Morey-St-Denis 
Grand Cru: Bouchard Père & Fils Clos de la Roche grand cru 1973, Bonnes-Mares 1970, etc.; Puligny Montrachet Grand cru Bour-
gogne: Chevalier Montrachet 2001, Les Demoiselles, Domaines du Chateau de Beaune 1977, etc.; Vosne Romanée Grand cru: Rich-
ebourg Grand cru Domaine Méo-Camuzet, Romanée-St-Vivant Marey Monge 1984; Minervois, Muscat de Frontignan, etc., etc. etc. 
Germany: Mosel-Saar-Ruwer, Rheinhessen, Rheingau: Weingut Peter Velten, Schloss Reinhartshausen, 1978er Erbacher Steinmorgen, 
etc.; Rheingau Beerenauslese: 1976er Schloss Vollrads, 1976er Rauenthaler Baiken, etc.; Rheingau Trockenbeerenauslese: 1976er 
Erbacher Marcobrunn Riesling; Rheinpfalz, Würtemberg, Ahr, Baden, etc. etc. Italy: Lombardia, Abruzzi, Emilia Romani, Lazio, 
Trentino Aldige, Toscane, etc. etc.; South Africa, Australia,m Tunesia, Morocco, Algeria, Israel, Brasil, Mexico, Northern America, 
Czechoslovakia, Ungaria, BuRussia, Luxembourg, Austria, etc. etc.

100

Automobiles and oldtimers

 2805
Renault Megane Scenic 1.6, 16V 110 aut Business Line II - SL, 2008, Grey Metallic, 1st owner, fitted with an extra gas pedal to the 
left of the brake for right leg amputee. New MOT/APK valid until August 6th 2024. Complete car history present. 2 keys. A very well 
maintained car that has always been kept inside and very low mileage of 61400 km only -to be checked during our viewing days-

2500

 2806

Volkswagen T2A Ambulance 1968, fully original, engine 4 cilinder, 1.6 Liter, 35KW, four speed manual gearbox, mileage 13.530 
(engine overhaul and technical update 2017), served as ambulance in Italy, complete with specific medical interior, with two working 
flashing blue lights and working siren, possible the last fully functional survivor out of 27 made, additional info: valuation rapport 
done by Ataxaties (Utrecht) in 2017, delivery certificate by Volkswagen Group, 1968 -428 x 175 x 192 cm, right front minor rust, to 
be checked during our viewing days-

20000

2807
2808

 2807

Cadillac, Coupe Deville, Luxury sedan, 1974, V8 eight cylinder (8189 cc), 141 Kw, 3600 rpm, converted to LPG with 100 liter tank, 
expire date MOT/APK 18 May 2024, ceveral luxury features like white leather upholstery, front door lock buttons shaped like dice, 
trunk soft close, etc, comes with ‘1974 Cadillac shop manual’ and ‘1974 Fisher Body service manual’, 1974 -l 570 cm, to be checked 
during our viewing days-

9000

Minerals and fossils

 2808
A nice and heavy piece of mica schist, containing many almandine garnets, from the Ziller valley (‘Zillertal) in the Austrian alps (28 x 
16 x 10 cm., more than 4500 gr.) 40

 2809 A decorative slice of brown banded agate, white quartz (crystals) in the middle (21 x 18 cm), both sides polished 5

 2810 A nicely polished ball of brown and some green agate (Brasil), 8 cm., 680 gr. 5

 2811 A decorative piece of muscovite/mica, 29 cm. length, 11 cm. height, c. 1860 gr. 5
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 2812 A interesting piece of calcite with diopside crystals, from Betroka (Madagascar), weighing c. 960 gr., c. 11x8 cm. 10

 2813
A polychrome calcite matrix with lustrous wulfenite crystals divided around, hemimorphite, from Los Lamentos (Mexico), c. 360 gr. 
(c. 11x6 cm.) 20

 2814 A nice piece of ‘birdseye’ rhyolite (‘birdseye jasper’), partially cut and polished, from Mexico (c. 960 gr., c. 15x9 cm.) 5

 2815 A piece of light green matrix with a nice apophyllite crystal cluster, c. 17x7 cm., c. 1150 gr. (India) 5

 2816 A matrix partially covered with light and soft blue crystalized hemimorphite, Durango district Mexico, c. 12 x 9 cm., c. 950 gr. 5

 2817 A double terminated decorative dravite (brown tourmaline) crystal, imperfection below where the crystal was attached to the matrix 
(mostly mica), from Australia (8x8 cm., 695 gr.) 5

2818
2820

 2818
A ‘polyhedral’ quartz (agate) in a triangle form, cut and polished on the front side, all other sides ending naturally - these rare agate 
geodes cristalized inside spaces left by dissolved triangle calcite crystals (Minas Gerais, Brazil, 14x11x4 cm.) 10

 2819 A decorative black and white piece with black hematite crystals, covered with white calcite crystals, from Zacatecas, Mexico (c. 
12x11 cm., 1325 gr.) 10

 2820
An attractive piece: galenite, rose dolomite, sfalerite and (chalco)pyrite, all together on a matrix (2180 gr., c. 16x7 cm.), from Trepca, 
Kosovo 25

 2821 A nice piece of dolomite crystals on a matrix with arsenopyrite (c. 1670 gr., c. 12x13 cm.), mocca-brown - the dolomite replaced the 
original calcite crystals and their structure in a proces called dolomitization 5

 2822 Rectangular-cut citrine approximately 33 ct 5

 2823 Agaat, pyriet, amathyst, gips, calciet, zwavel op calciet en woestijnroos met bariet. 12 pcs. 5

 2824
Fossilised mammoth tooth, together with a newpaper clipping showing the presentation of the tooth to Burgemeester Diepenhorst 
of Domburg by Ds. Tuyll van Serooskerken, museum director of the Fossil Museum in Oostkapelle on the occaion of the museums 
opening (article dated 11 February 1978) -12,5 x 16 cm-

20

 2825 A box filled with some amber but also (modern) resin (in Dutch ‘hars’), some with insects 5

 2826 A small collection of several fossils: some ammonites (Germany), belemnites, a sea-urchin, some shells incl. brachiopoda, a shark 
tooth in matrix etc.etc. - nice starting collection 5
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 2827
A wooden presentation box containing 99 small square plastic capsules with in each a small specimen of a mineral (micro-mounts), 
meant for study, with a microscope, including erytrite, entlichite, several cuprites, some opals, dioptase, rutile quartz, drustite on silver 
etc.etc. - enjoy the small wonders of mother earth!

50

 2828 An older stereo microscope, used for studying minerals (micromounts), in used condition, for the collector! 5
Sea shells / Corals

 2829
A nice small collection of sea shells and others including some Murex, a nice Nautilus, some starfishes, a tumbler horne conch shell 
etc.etc. 5

 2830 A large lot in a moving box of (pieces of) corals miscellaneous, several sizes and species, some partially broken, for the collector (cat 
paw pieces, real blue ridge, several branches, some red coral etc.etc.) 5

 2831 A large lot in a moving box of (pieces of) several corals, several sizes and species, some partially broken, for the collector (cat paw 
pieces, real blue ridge, several branches, some red coral etc.etc.) 5

 2832 A large lot in a moving box of (pieces of) several corals, several sizes and species, some partially broken, for the collector, including 
some large pieces (incl. red coral, blueridge, branches etc.) 5

Coins, medals etc.
 2833 Gouden tientje, 1886 contained in a small circular with written tekst ‘Voor Coentje van opa Auping, 2 juni 1952’ 250

 2834 A Roman silver denarius of Severus Alexander (222-235 AD), minted in Rome, on the other side Jupiter holding a thunderbolt and 
scepter (RIC19) - VF - together with a silver guilder (1940) spoon - damaged stem - 10

 2835

1888/1922 - Medal ‘Prijspenning der gemeente Deventer, uitgereikt bij de Deventer Winkelweek 1922’ by J.P.M. Menger (Zw.807) 
- Obverse: Crowned coat of arms, rev. Inscription space within wreath - silver 50 mm 61,87 gram in ‘s Rijks Munt box - XF - with 
punched inscription ‘DEVENTER WINKELWEEK 1922’ -  scarce - NB Awarded by the municipality to some winners of the shop 
window competition of the festive week 16-23 September 1922 on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Deventer Handelsver-
eeniging

25

2836 2839

 2836 Bronze medal designed by Tjipke Visser (1876-1955) for Artis (zoo), monogram designer, 1930 - dm 6 cm - 80

 2837 Bronze medal in honour of the silver jubilee of queen Wilhelmina’s reign 1898-1923, designed by Tjipke Visser (1876-1955), name 
desiger on medal, 1923 - dm 6 cm - 30

 2838 Small lot of three silver medals and a Dutch 10 Eurocent 2000 misstrike 15

 2839
Vroedschapspenning Delft, door A. van Baerl & G. van Moelingen (vvL-, vOrden-) - VZ Wapenschild met leeuwen / Stadhuis van 
Delft - zilver 33 mm zonder draagoog- 50

 2840
Letter from the Minister of the Interior Heemskerk dated 30 November 1867 to Pastor A.S. Carpentier Alting in Dokkum (1837-
1915), stating that he was awarded the medal for charitable assistance during the cholera epidemic of 1866, introduced by Royal 
Decree of January 24, 1867. NB The medal in question is described in the Zwierzina catalog under number 74.

20

 2841 Old tin box filled with Fiji coins 15
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 2842 Two maps ‘Beatrix Collectie’, each containing 16 bronze medals, edition Koninklijke Nederlandse Munt - dm largest medal 7 cm - 50

 2843 Various medals, a map ‘Pracht Parelsnoeren’ issued by KNM containing five silver medals, etc. - Diam. largest medal 6 cm - 5

 2844 Original decorated old tin with various Figi coins circa 1954 till present 10

 2845 Silver commemorative medal ‘1969 First U.S.A. landing on the moon’ - Obv. Aldrin Collins and Armstrong / Rev. Astronauts on the 
moon, 35,7 gr, together with two silver 10 guilders and other coins 20

 2846 Binder filled with banknotes from all over the world, The Netherlands, America, Zambia, South Africa, etc. 100

 2847 Small collection of coins from ‘het Nederlandse Koninkrijk’. Included are some silver coins, a banknote, etc. 50

 2848 Large lot medals, mainly Belgian and Papal, should be viewed 10

 2849 Lot various banknotes and some coins 5

 2850 Three bronze medals: the birth of princes Juliana 30/4/1909 by J.C. Wienecke (1872-1945) and two commisioned by Nationale 
Nederlanden in 1954. - largest Diam. 6 cm - 10

2851 2854

 2851 Coins Netherlands, Willem II, Willem III, Wilhelmina and Juliana 50

 2852 Five Belgian silver 5 Francs coins, mounted together 20

 2853 Box various (walking) medals, stick pins and Red Cross related items, large amount 10

 2854
France, official World War I silver plaquette ‘L’armée française reconnaissante’ by H. Allouard awarded to Jules Desart from Genappe 
- 80x68 mm 191,34 gram in box - added Belgian bronze medal ‘Institution de l’Ordre de Léopold’ (2x) 50

 2855 Lot foreign medals including: ‘100 Years Banque Centrale Tournaisienne’ 1931 silver, ‘Dr. Gabriel Riesser’ 1836 by Loos and ‘Pope 
Gregorius XIII / Securitas’ 1582 50

 2856 A quantity of Dutch and world coins 5

 2857 Various Dutch coins, some silver, and a few medals 80

 2858 69 various VOC coins -various conditions- 20

 2859 Various Dutch coins, amongst others silver 50 guilders 1994, silver 10 guilders 1997 Marshall Plan, etc. 30
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 2860 Small box with various Dutch and world coins in zip bags, many Dutch silver 10 and 25 Cents etc. 100
 2861 Album containing approx. 176 medals incl. municipal jubilees and many plastic consumption tokens 20
 2862 A small amount of 18th century Chinese cash coins together with five large ornamental cash coins 10
 2863 Small lot various medals 10
 2864 Token and medals, 70th birthday princess Juliana, Souvenir de ma visite à l’Exposition d’Amsterdam 1895, etc. 5
 2865 Various sporting medals 5
 2866 Various coins, like ‘piekenset’ and two ‘the last guilder’, along with a Serdar tin box 5
 2867 Large lot various small-denomination coins, in six albums and some coin sheets, mostly 1,2 and 5 eurocents, also some silver 5

 2868 Tokens, medals and coins, Queen Wilhelmina 1898-1948, Wilhelmina Emma, 1989, billiard medal, etc., added: envelope with two 
lacquer seals of a coat of arms on the back, Zutphen/Millingen 1896 30

 2869
Circa eight tokens and four price medals, Koningin Moeder Moeder Regentes 1879-1929, Wilhelmina koningin der Nederlanden, 
Koningin Beatrix Prinses Juliana, Karolus Dei Gracia Francorum, 1ste prijs Handelspaarden Schimmelruin Landbouwtentoonstelling 
brummen, 1930, etc.

60

 2870 Silver coin box with 25 Willem III 5 cents coins -H 2,1 cm- 50
 2871 Wooden coin weight box with brass weights and scale, 18th century -2,8 x 12,5 x 7 cm- 100

Stamps

 2872 Box filled with 12 binders with First Day Covers, loose stamps and more from e.g Hungary, Israel and several specific themes e.g 
spacecraft 10

 2873 A collection of Dutch postage stamps in an album, 1852-1980, various ‘motief zegels’ including MNH ‘fencing’ stamps, and some 
various other countries. An interesting lot, should be viewed 75

 2874 Small box filled with stamps in binders, loose stamps, some postcards and more 100

 2875 A collection of Dutch ‘Jaarcollectie’ postage stamps, 1980’s - 2002, including nominal value, added three small albums with Dutch 
and world stamps 20

 2876
Doos postzegels waardbij doubletten gehele wereld en diverse Nederland waarbij Nr. 49 gebruikt, 104 gebruift zeer fraai exemplaar, 
nummers 90-101 ongebruikt, waarbij 98-101 pracht exemplaren. Tevens insteekboekje met gebruikt jaren ‘20/’30, meest complete 
series. Mooie koop!

200

 2877 Album (KABE) with mint no hinge stamps of Berlin, Germany, 1965-1990, -complete- 5
 2878 Two boxes with world stamps 5

Old bonds and shares

 2879
An old certificate ‘Poyaisian Land Grant’ of 200 Acres, signed 28 april 1834 by Gregor MacGregor (1786-1845). This share was part 
of the Poyaisian Fraud, in which investors could participate in ‘good land’, which was in fact worthless ‘mosquito coast’ land. Also 
known as The Fraud of the Prince of Poyais. In used condition.

25

 2880 An old certificate ‘Poyaisian Land Grant’ of 200 Acres, signed 28 april 1834  by Gregor MacGregor (1786-1845). In used condition. 25
 2881 An old certificate ‘Poyaisian Land Grant’ of 200 Acres, signed 28 april 1834  by Gregor MacGregor (1786-1845). In used condition. 25
 2882 An old certificate ‘Poyaisian Land Grant’ of 200 Acres, signed 28 april 1834  by Gregor MacGregor (1786-1845). In used condition. 25
 2883 An old certificate ‘Poyaisian Land Grant’ of 200 Acres, signed 28 april 1834  by Gregor MacGregor (1786-1845). In used condition. 25

2884

 2884
An interesting lot in binder ‘Effectenalbum‘: China 3 different Skoda Loans 1925 (5, 10 and 50 Pounds) + China 3 different pieces 
(Skoda Loan 50 Pounds, large map of Eastern China 1902, check Bank of China) + China Skoda  Loan (5 Pounds, 10 Pounds and 50 
Pounds) + China rare Skoda Loan of 500 Pounds and 1000 Pounds – in total c. 11 pieces, please view!

150
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 2885

A nice lot bonds and shares United States of America: 4 loans of 1892 State of Louisiana ($ 100, 500 and 2 x 1000) + 3 different  
loans of 186_ State of North Carolina + 2 different loans of 186_ South and North Carolina +  2 different loans of 1877/1869 
South and North Carolina + 3 sets of 4 each ‘Baby Bonds‘ of Louisiana + State of Mississippi 1833 with Agreement sheet and cou-
pons + Citizen Bank of Louisiana with Annex 1836 + Louisiana State Bond with coupons 1866 – in total c. 17 pieces, please view!\

100

 2886 An interesting lot loans of the Confederate States of America, several different types - in total c. 13 pieces 80

 2887

A large and mixed lot several bonds and shares: 6 pieces USA Railways + 8 oversized US Railway bonds, all with large pictures of 
Railways + Japan SA des VERRIES D’EXTREME ORIENT + City of SANTA-FE, 2 bonds 1889 and 1906 + two number 1 bonds 
(Pocahontas and Borough of Rocky Hill) + 2 x Spain (Emprestito de la Villa Madrid Ano d 1868 and Fabricas Marques 1920) + 3 
oversized insurance policies with large pictures (US 1917, UK 1892 and 1907) + 3 x France large DECOs (La Kotto, Co. Maritime de 
la Seine and Soc. de Navigation Transoceanique) + 3 x Austria / Serbia (Betriebsges. Orientalische Eisenbahnen, Sodawasser-Fabrik-
en der Wiener Gastwirt and Vaterländische Mühlenindustrie + 3 x Europe (large sizes ‘France Canal de Jonction de la Sambre a l’Oise 
1838’, UK ‘Wireless Pictures (1928) The Fultograph’ and Belgium ‘Naamloose Tuinbow Mij van Linthout’) + 3 diff. Enterprises 
Maritimes Belges (oversized + deco) + 5 pieces Eastern Europe (3 of them very decorative, 1 x signed Rosenthal (Lippmann)) + 21 
international bonds and shares including 13 x ‘Minas Norte Africanas’ + 42 pieces ‘Steingutfabrik Colditz AG’ (deco, DIN A3) + 56 
pieces ‘Amperwerke Elektrizitäts AG’ (DIN A3) + 60 pieces ‘Bank für Brau-Industrie’ (3 types, 20 each, DIN A4) and 200 pieces 
‘Handelsbank AG’ (DIN A3) – an interesting lot with in total c. 420 pieces, please view!

50

 2888 A nice lot with 53 different German shares and loans + 11 different Boden-Credit-Bank in Köln (oversized deco) + 3 diff. Bremer 
Straßenbahn + 2 diff. Stadt Düsseldorf - in total c. 69 pieces 30

 2889 A lot with 2 large albums (DIN A3), 1 x ‘Historische Wertpapiere’ and 1 x blanco, both with 20 empty folders 30
 2890 A small lot shares of shipyards, 3 x Reeder-Cedulle (1 damaged) and 1 x Stoomboot-Reederij ‘Pernis’ - in total 4 pieces 25

 2891 A larger lot old bonds and shares with more than 110 pieces world including some Netherlands, Dutch Indies etc. but also some Rus-
sian 25

 2892 A larger lot old bonds and shares, appr. 120 pieces, including some Russian and a nr. 1 of the ‘Handelmij. Ter Beek’, please view 25

2893
2902

 2893
An interesting and mixed lot old bonds and shares including 3 decorative pieces ‘Statni Unifikacni Pujcka Republiky Ceskoslovenské 
(2 x 1000 (1 framed) and 1 x 10.000), 1 x Euro Disney, some USA (incl. 1 Confederate), 2 x ‘Scheepsexpl. Velsen’, 1 Chinese etc. - in 
total more than 20 pieces, should be viewed

20

 2894 A lot with appr. 50 old bonds and shares, world, including more than 20 pieces USA, a few Confederates, some French etc. - nice 
starting collection 20

 2895 A lot old bonds and shares, a few Kilo Moto, Unatra, some Concordia, Tramways Buenos-Ayres etc. - in total more than 50 pieces 10
 2896 Ball, Douglas B. - ‘Comprehensive Catalogue and History of Confederate Bonds’, unused (still in plastic) 10
 2897 Lot various bonds and shares, including ‘Prys-Courant der Effecten’ dated ‘1802’ 5
 2898 Lot of seven Russian bonds 5
 2899 A small lot with more than 30 Austrian pieces ‘Schuldverschreibung’ 5

 2900 A nice series of 4% bonds of 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000 Kronen, issued in Vienna in 1908 ‘Anlehen vom Jahre 1908 der K.K. 
Reichshaupt und Residenzstadt Wien’ - in total 5 pieces in nice condition 5

 2901 A lot with 4 x USA Confederate States of America $1000 bond with coupons, Richmond 1862 5

Post cards, photo’s etc.

 2902 Large collection of photo albums, photographs, negatives, etc., landscape, families, portraits, etc., 20th century 100
 2903 Albums with photographs, post cards, etc., Germany, Italy, etc., 19th/20th century 50

 2904 Photo album, Geschäftshaus Essen, Westdeutsche Lehrmittelanstalt Arthur Haumann, Essen and album with opera scenes, Xerxes, 
Arabella, Meistersinger, etc., Kiel, 1950 20
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 2905 Large quantity of photographs, landscapes, portraits, etc., 19th/20th century 50

 2906 Box filled with three 19-20th century photo albums and a large quantity of 19-20th century ephemera. 5

 2907 Box filled with approximately 700 first half 20th century postcards, various European scenes, The Netherlands, Italy, etc. -signs of age 
and wear- 20

 2908 Small collection of early 20th century photographs. Included is a family photo album depicting a family throughout their life and 
several loose photos. 30

 2909 Stereo photographs and cards, France, France, Italy, Germany, etc. 40

 2910 Two albums with circa 100 cabinet photographs, Dutch royal family, etc., The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Russia, etc. 50

 2911 54 black and white photographs taken on a trip to Istanbul (Turkey), 1930’s - 23,5 x 23,5 cm - 30

2912

2917

 2912
Eight black and white photo’s on passe partout, five in Rotterdam and three in Dordrecht, three photo’s taken by J.G. Hameter 
(Dordrecht), one taken by J. Baer (Rotterdam) and four by Julius Perger (The Hague) - outside largest 31,5 x 48 cm, passe partout 
with foxing and tears -

200

 2913 Various Dutch postcards early 20th century and later, Scheveningen, Utrecht, Krimpenerwaard, etc., added: Delfts blue lidded jar 
-hairline- and a glass cigarette stand 30

 2914 Circa 180 old postcards Belgium 5

 2915 Two framed daguerreotypes: man and a woman, mid 19th century -largest size 9,5 x 7 cm-, added: three old Russian bonds, green, 
circa 1881 and one Hungarian piece 5

 2916 A pair of oval portraits in wooden and ormulu frames, late 19th century and a round burlwood box with a portrait in the lid, 20th 
century - L. 12 cm, diam. 10 cm - 10

 2917 Collection of photographs, mission work in Africa, Dutch Indies, etc. 50

 2918
A small lot ‘Zeppelin’ with more than ten old small and larger photos and post cards of Zeppelins, also above The Netherlands, 
including a post card from 1963 send by Philipp Lenz, old crew member of the Graf Zeppelin and survivor of the Hindenburg disaster 
- added some old negatives from photos

5

 2919 Interbellum, Large selection of photographs, from the 1920’s to the 1940’s, of the former Dutch East-Indies, interesting 20
 2920 Album with circa 107 postcards, fantasy, Beek, Scheveningen, Den Haag, etc., first quarter 20th century 30

 2921 Box filled with cartons with pictures and text, ‘Indië’, C. Lekkerkerker, J.B. Wolters (Groningen, Den Haag) -19,5 x 28 cm, box 
slightly damaged- 30

 2922 Lot of approximately 650 postcards Belgium 40
 2923 Lot of circa 350 postcards Netherlands, mainly 1960’s 40
 2924 A collection of approx. 75 postcards and various booklets, city of Rotterdam 20
 2925 Collection of circa 90 postcards, WWI, many with Feldpost markings 25
 2926 Lot various documents, photo’s and postcards, mostly military WWI and WWII 20
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 2927
Set of six large colour photo’s, Maarten Udema (XX), ‘Holland’, all marked H/C, limited edition numbers: 1/20 till 6/20, 1992 -out-
side measurements 51 x 62 cm- together with a framed photo of a vintage Volkswagen Beetle 50

 2928 Two albums with post cards, fantasy, Netherlands, England, etc., first half 20th century 80

 2929 Photographs depicting Stadshuis Bolsward, Stadshuis Franeker, Kraak in de kerk te Oosterend, Stadhuis te Sneek, etc., 19th/20th 
century 50

 2930 Album with photographs and postcards, Netherlands East Indies, Wijk bij Duurstede, etc., 20th century 40
 2931 Two picture albums, Pette Chocolade, Bensdorp, Francken’s, De Jong’s, De Boer’s thee, etc., circa 1900-1930 5
 2932 Fiji, collection of approximately 30 picture postcards ‘1924 British Empire Exhibition’ 5
 2933 Collection of post cards, photographs, etc., The Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, fantasy, etc. 50

2934 2935 2937

Posters, announcements etc.

 2934
Advertisement sign for medicine: “obat njamoek tjap ‘lion’ (singa),  enamel on metal, Batavia, Soerabaja, Indonesia, 1920 - 1930’s, 
-45 x 30 cm- 100

 2935 Advertisment sign for ‘Kris Bier’, Java, indonesia, oil on canvas, second half 20th. century, -72 x 52 cm- 50
 2936 Two advertisment signs: Royal packet and mail shipping companies, acryl on canvas, Indonesia, late 20th. century, -60 x 45 cm- 20
 2937 German Audi enameled sign -60 x 40 cm, in good condition- 50
 2938 Enameled advertisement sign, ‘MÄRKSCH färbt, reinigt wäscht alles’, Germany, 1940’s or 50’s, -73 x 49 cm- 20

 2939 Enameled advertisement sign, ‘Drink Coca Cola Heerlijk’, manufactured by: Langcat, Bussum, Netherlands, between 1950-1974, -3 
x 59 x 59 cm- 20

 2940 Two enameled street signs -largest 13,5 x 126 cm, rust- 10

 2941 Five enameled signs, one of ‘Mueller Melkkoeltank’, three about alcohol and one warning about ‘Hoge Spanning’. Also included is a 
bronze warning sign ‘Hoogspanning - Levensgevaarlijk’ -All in good condition- 40

 2942 Six enameled signs and two tin cans -largest sign 33 x 22,5 cm, rust- 30

2943

 2943
Four Chinese Communist posters -some small tears, overall in fairly good conditions, sizes 75,5x52cm, twice 74x50,5cm and 
52x76cm- 25
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 2944 9 rolled Movieposters: Gold (2016), Birth of a Nation (2016), King of Thieves (2018), The Girl in the Spiders-Web (2018), Tomb 
Raider (2018),The Limehouse Golem (2016), Only the brave (2017), Churchill (2017), Entebbe (2018). 5

Toys and games

 2945
Lego System 310 Esso service & gas station 1958 + Lego System 306 VW Service Garage 1958. - Rare - Both items seem complete 
in original boxes. Used & slightly damaged conditions. Additional some small accessoires boxes with content. 100

 2946 Building set ‘Eagle patrol’, Lego, Technic, 8812, in original box -box slightly dented- 20

 2947 Building set ‘Stardefender 200’ in original box, Lego, 6932, 1987 40

 2948 Building set ‘Galactic Peace Keeper’, Lego, 6886, in original box, 1989 40
 2949 Building set ‘Vector Detector’, Lego, M-Tron, 6877, in original box, 1990 40

2950

2956 2961

 2950 Building set ‘Celestial Forager’, Lego, M-Tron, 6896, in original box, 1990 40

 2951 Building set ‘Strategic Pursuer’, Lego, 6848, in original box, 1988/89 40
 2952 Two building sets, ‘Turbo racer’ 6502 and ‘Precint cruiser’ 6506, Lego, both in original box, late 1980’s -box 6506 slightly dented- 40

 2953 Building set ‘Basic building set’ numbered 515, ‘Extra brigs grey ‘numbered 805 and ‘Extra brigs red’ numbered 807, Lego, all in 
original box -box 807 slightly damaged- together with box 6921, 6750 and 1749, all incomplete- 20

 2954 Biscuit doll with open mouth and teeth, Heinrich Handwerck, Germany, circa 1900 - h 35 cm, arm restaured - 30
 2955 Biscuit doll, 289 Dep - h 55,5 cm, dress ripped - 30

 2956 Bisquit doll, boy, Kämmer Reinhardt (KR), Germany - h 49 cm - 30

 2957 Two sets of eight plastic squezze dolls, Snowwhite and the seven dwarfs -h 25 cm- 10
 2958 Nine plastic squezze dolls, Walt Disney -h 37 cm, paint loss- 30
 2959 18 bisque porcelain dolls in various sizes and conditions, amongst others a Kim Puppe doll -l 52 cm- 20
 2960 Various toys, mainly squezze dolls -h 42 cm, damages- 10

 2961 Onyx chess game -size board 18,5 x 18,5 cm- 30

 2962 Two chess games, both with stick in the pieces, one minature and one foldable with inside back gammon (no pieces) -size foldable 
box (folded) 8,5 x 30 x 18 cm- 20

 2963 Two complete sets wooden chess pieces of which one Indonesian, both in a box - h tallest Indonesian chess piece 12 cm- 50
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 2964

Two complete chess sets and a foldable chess board with inside back gammon, one set in original mahogany box made by Jaques 
Staunton (London), both kings, two bishops and two rooks marked, other set in Staunton marked box -h talest king 11 cm, tall black 
king chipped cross, all tall knights ears chipped, one tall white bishop chipped, two tall black pawns chipped, board damaged, inside 
lining mahagony box deteriorated, general signs of use-

100

 2965 Model car, Schuco, Germany, model Akustico 2002, scale 1:43, 1939 -5 x 14 x 6 cm, missing windscreen, paint loss- 20

 2966 Model car, Schuco Germany, model 1001, 1930’s -3,5 x 11 x 3,5 cm- 50

 2967 Model car, Schuco Germany, model Examico 4001, gearshift, scale 1:43 -4,5 x 14 x 6 cm, incomplete, minor paint loss- 30

 2968
Model car, Schuco, Germany, model 3000, Fernlenk-auto, in original box, with wind up motor function, short wire, 4 speed gear, 12 
wooden pawns, wooden ball, steering wheel and original key -dimensions car: 3,5 x 10,5 x 4 cm, box damaged- 80

 2969 Model car, Schuco, made in U.S.-zone Germany, model Fex 1111, with key and SOS button, 1950’s -4,5 x 14,5 x 5,5 (excl key), hood 
ornament missing- 80

 2970 Model car, Schuco, made in U.S.-zone Germany, model Examico 4001, scale 1:43 -4,5 x 14 6 cm, windscreen missing- 50

2971

2977

 2971
Model car and garage, Schuco, Germany, model 1500 garage and model Kommando 2000 car -dimensions closed garage 6,5 x 15,5 7 
cm- 50

 2972 Two versions of ‘Thunderbirds rescue pack’  by Matchbox and a battery operated Thundercop, all in original box -box one rescue 
pack damaged and box Thundercop damaged and wings missing Thundercop- 30

 2973 Semi modern replica tin rocket in box -box shows signs of wear, toy in overall good condition- 10

 2974 Lot of four manuals and one catalogue. The manuals from ‘Marklin’ are 14920 and 14910. The other two from ‘Meccano’ are 48.2 
and 4a. Also included is an early black and white catalogue from Marklin -All in overall good condition- 20

 2975 Four boxes with 1950’s wooden construction sets. Two from ‘Mobaco’ and two from ‘Matador’. -boxes show signs of wear, all in 
played condition- 10

 2976 Six boxes with racetrack parts, Faller, Hit car, box numbers 3303, 3322, 3329 (3x) and 3371 -some boxes lightly damaged, complete?- 20

 2977
Various Fischertechnik, amongst others loose parts, booklets, original boxes with parts (complete?), boxes: mini-mot1, mot1, mot2, 
mot3, 50S, 50S/1, 50S/2, 50S/3, 50/3, eletronik praktikum (2x) and IC-digital praktikum (2x) -boxes damaged, complete?- 50

 2978 Two toy models, SIO, farm with stables and garage, designed by Rokus (1926-2018) and Corry van Blokland (1929), 1970’s -largest 
18 x 50 x 30 cm, parts missing, farm roof cracked corner roof and tear roof- 20

 2979 Various toys; amongst others toy soldiers (Duro, Elastolin, etc), tin toys (Japan, China) and model cars (mostly Dinky Toys) -h 9,5 
cm, damages- 20

 2980 Bing, large antique steam engine, model nr. 130/466 , Germany, 1920-1929 -W. 30 x 27 cm- 20
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 2981
West German made O&M Hausser Elastolin figurines; Cowboys & Indians from the Karl May series, mostly period 1939-1940, 
played but overall very nice condition, total 33 pieces, including: Totem Pole, wigwam, trees, horses etc. 80

 2982 Horse Derby racing game, ‘jeu de course’, France, circa 1900, -33 x 33 x 13 cm, functioning- 20

 2983 German Wulff gambling machine, 1967, ‘Doppel-Joker’, working on Dutch quarters, left coin switch needs some maintenance, other-
wise in working condition 25

 2984 Lot of four sealed XBOX Halo 2 Limited Collector’s Edition 120

 2985
Lot of 14 Yu-Gi-Oh! Gameboy Advance games complete-in-box consisting of: eight Reshef of Destruction GBA, two Yu-Gi-Oh! 
Double Pack GBA, three Yu-Gi-Oh! World Championship Tournament 2004 GBA and one Yu-Gi-Oh! Japanese World Championship 
Tournament 2004 GBA

70

 2986 Lot of three sealed Playstation 2 Yu-Gi-Oh! Capsule Monster Coliseum games PAL includes three limited edition Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG 
cards per game. 50

 2987 Lot of twelve complete-in-box Yu-Gi-Oh! Collectible Pins Expansion Set Series One 1st edition 10

2988
2992

 2988 The Legend of Zelda Ocarina of Time Nintendo 64 game PAL version. Complete-In-Box. Note: box has dents and creases. 50

 2989
Binatone TV Gaming Unit, Model no. 01-4990 in original box with purchase receipt dated 4 September 1976, instruction manual, 
guarantee. Very interesting and early pong system but sadly nearly nothing is known about it. It is the UK version of the Entex Gam-
eroom Tele-Pong (USA).

5

 2990 Age of Mythology Collector’s Edition 2002. Complete-in-box. Limited Edition No. 5348 of 21000. Box has some wear and is overall 
in VG condition. 15

 2991 Battle Realms 2001 Ubisoft. PC CD-Rom Game. Box still in excellent condition. Dutch Language. 5

Modeling

Boats

 2992 A wooden model of the ‘Noorse Leeuw’ -L. 110 cm- 75

 2993 A wooden model of the ‘Eendracht’ -L. 77 cm- 25
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 2994 Wooden Billing model of the ‘Zwarte Zee’, Leen Smit, Rotterdam -L. 79 cm- 50

 2995 Wooden model of the ‘Utta Sark’, Scotland, 1869 -L. 108 cm- 50

 2996 Wooden model of the ‘De La Goleta Franca XVIII’, (Schoener 18e eeuw) -L. 74 cm- 25

 2997 Wooden model of the ‘Denmark’ -L. 100 cm, lifeboats made of plastic- 10

 2998 Wooden model of the ‘US Constellation’ -L. 100 cm- 20

 2999 Wooden model of a ‘Sperwer Boeier’ -L. 70 cm- 20

 3000 Wooden model of a ‘Botter, omgebouwd Jacht’ -L. 100 cm- 70

 3001 Wooden model two-master - H. 63 cm (including stand), W. 73 cm - 20

 3002 Framed half ship, diorama model of ‘HKS de Hoop III’ which was a Christian hospital ship that sailed from 1955-1964 -40 x 22 cm- 50

 3003 Framed half ship, diorama model of ‘Zwarte Zee IV’ which was a tugboat for ‘L. Smit & Co.’ that sailed from 1962-1983 -39 x 21.5 
cm- 50

 3004 Matchbox Sea Kings K-302 Corvette, lot of 4 pcs in played conditions wihout boxes 5

3005
3014

 3005
Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Inge’, accompanied by a smaller ship, 20th. century -65 
x 40 cm- 125

 3006 Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Inge’, accompanied by a smaller ship, 20th. century -51 
x 26 cm- 125

 3007 Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Fanny’, Dutch flag, 20th. century -62,5 x 38 cm- 125

 3008 Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship titled:  ‘Trijntje Fenna’and J. Abbink, who was captain of the 
ship circa 1945  -38 x 28 cm- 125

 3009 Three dimensional diorama model of the steam sailing ship ‘The tune’, in wood framed glass case, 20th. century -H.40 x W. 82 x D. 
38 cm- 250

 3010 Diorama sailing ship half model of a three masted bark named ‘Hans’, 20th. century -80 x 45 cm- 125

 3011 Diorama depicting two larger half models of Swedish sailing ships, a small full model steam sailing boat in front and a plane in the 
sky, 20th. century -66 x 34 cm- 125

 3012 Diorama shadow box of a half model, three masted bark, named ‘Vera’, 20th. century -66 x 44 cm- 125
 3013 Three dimensional model of a Norwegian whaling ship in a wooden cabinet, 20th. century -H. 28 x W. 43 x D. 12 cm- 125

 3014
Three dimensional sailing ship model named ‘Rose’ with the New Zealand flag, in a wooden display case, 20th. century -H. 44 x W. 
60 x D. 25 cm- 150

 3015 Shadow box diorama of a four masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Augusta’, accompanied by a small steam ship ship, 20th. 
Century -72,5 x 50,5 cm- 125

 3016 Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship sailing under an American flag, 20th. century -87,5 x 62 cm- 125
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 3017
Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Eendracht’, accompanied by a smaller ship, Dutch, 20th. 
century -51 x 26 cm- 125

 3018 Shadow box diorama of a three masted bark, half model sailing ship named ‘Vera’, Dutch, 20th. century -69 x 50 cm- 125
 3019 A wooden model of a three-master ship -L. 66 cm, tip of tallest mast broken- 20

Cars
 3020 Boxed Schuco vintage 1950’s Patent 3000 Telesteering Car with key and accessoires, untested played condition. 20

 3021
Original boxed Schuco 1950’s Red Mercedes 190SL electric phenomenal 5503, beautiful but untested condition including accesoires 
& rare manual. 50

 3022 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys model: Willeme Logger Semi Truck 36A from 1956, played but very nice condition. 20
 3023 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys model: Unic Multibucket Truck 38A from 1957, beautiful condition, almost mint in box. 20

3024
3028

 3024 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys model: 20 Ton Lorry Mounted Crane “Coles” 972 from 1955, played but nice condition. 30

 3025 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys model: Pullmore Car Transporter 982 from 1954, with 2 detachable loading ramps, played but very nice 
condition. 30

 3026 Lot of 5 Diecast Dinky Toys models, including: Horse Box 981, Guy Van 917, Autocar Chausson 29F, Tracot 301 & Trailer ,played 
condition and without boxes. 20

 3027 Lot of 4 Diecast Dinky Toys models, including: Euclid Dump Truck 965, Heavy Tractor 963, Foden Flatbed Truck 905, Bedford 521 
,played condition and without boxes. 20

 3028
Lot of 10 Diecast Dinky Toys models, including: Jaguar 157, Citroen 25C, Packard 132, Ford 24X, Citroen 2CV 535, Thunderbolt 
23M, Citroen 11BL 24N, Peugeot 403 24B, Rover 75 156, Lagonda 38C, played condition and without boxes. 25

 3029 Lot of 4 Diecast Schuco Micro Racers: 1043-1043-1041-1040, all boxed, 1 key added, untested played conditions. 50

 3030 Lot of 6 unboxed Schuco models including: Ingenico 5335, Radio 4012, Combinato 4003, Examico 4001, Mirakocar1001 & 1010, 1 
key included, untested played conditions. 50

 3031 Rare #7 Boxed Yellow Schuco US zone West Germany 1070 Grand Prix Racer, including key, wheelnuts & tools, untested played 
condition. 25

3032

3033

 3032
Lot of 3 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys models including: Volkswagen Beetle 181, Connaught Racing Car 236, Harvest Trailer 320, 
played condition. 50

 3033 Lot of 2 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys models including: Simca Glass Truck 33C, B.O.A.C Coach Bus 283, played condition. 50

 3034 Lot of 3 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys models including: Renault Dauphine 24E, Cunningham C-5R Road Racer 133, Nash Rambler 
173, played condition. 40

 3035 Lot of 5 original boxed Matchbox (a Moko Lesney) models including: Ford Station wagon 31, Volkswagen Microvan 34, Marshall 
Horse Box 35, M3 Personnel Carrier Halftrack 49 (1 missing track), D.U.K.W. 55, played but great conditions, must see ! 60

 3036 Lot of 6 Boxed Norev Micro Miniatures 1:86 models including: Peugeot 403 Bachee, Simca Ariane, Renault Floride, Simca Aronde 
P60, Citroen DS19, Citroen 1200Kg. Added Schuco Piccolo Kreidler Florett. Played conditions. 20
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 3037 Large box filled with approx. 47 (mostly die cast) models all different types, brands & scales including: Tekno, Polistil, Yonezawa, 
Edocar, Hongwell, Lledo etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 15

 3038 Large box filled with approx. 50 (mostly die cast) models all different types, brands & scales including: Tomica, Lion Car, Warszawa, 
Dubray, Pegaso, Corgi etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 15

 3039 Large box filled with approx. 43 (mostly die cast) models all different types, brands & scales including: mebetoys, replicars, gasguy, 
vitesse, buby, meccano etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 15

 3040 Large box filled with approx. 41 (mostly die cast) models all different types, brands & scales including: Minichamps, Herpa, Bohe-
mia, Welly, Doorkey, Allegro etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 15

 3041 Large box filled with approx. 50 (mostly die cast) models all different types, brands & scales including: Hot Wheels, Rami, Dugu, Jet 
Car, Rio, Guisval, Trax, Cragstan etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 15

 3042 Large box filled with approx. 45 all NOREV models, different types/scales including: Land Rover Safari, Mercedes SSK, Citroen 
22CV, Austin 1100, Fiat 525, Dyane, Simca Beaulie etc. Played but nice conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 35

 3043
Large box with 31 CORGI models, different types/scales including: RR Silver Shadow, Buick Riviera, MGA, Lincoln Continental, 
Oldsmobile, Studebaker Golden Hawk, Triumph Herald, Bentley Continental, Riley Pathfinder, Standard Vanguard II etc. Played 
conditions & without original boxes. To be examined !

45

 3044 Large box filled with approx. 37 models period 1890-1925, all different types, brands & scales including: Skiff, Fiat 60, Buick 35, 
Tonneau, Jamieson, Ford 1910 etc. Played, some damaged/repaired conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 35

 3045 Large box holding 34 models period 1895-1925, all different types, brands & scales including: MAN, Russobalt, Renault, Thomas, 
Nash Rambler, International, Panhard etc. Played, some damaged/repaired conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 30

 3046 Large box holding 44 models period 1900-1925, all different types, brands & scales including: Maxwell, Mercer, Velox, Packard, Old-
smibile, Tatra, Morris Cowley etc. Played, some damaged/repaired conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 35

 3047
Large box holding 57 models period 1900-1925, all different types, brands & scales including: Wolseley, Mercedes, Morgan, Opel, 
Dedion Bouton, T-Ford, Isotta etc. Played, some damaged/repaired conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 40

 3048 Large box holding 44 models period 1900-1940, all different types, brands & scales including: Hispano Suiza, Lancia, Citoen C4, 
Renault, Ford etc. Played, some damaged/repaired conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 35

 3049 Large box holding 29 better models from the 1930’s, all different types, brands & scales including: SS swalow, Wanderer, Benz, Isotta 
Fraschini, Bugatti etc. Played, conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 35

 3050 Large box holding 34 better models mainly from the 1930’s, all different types, brands & scales including: Morgan, Fiat, Austin, 
Duesenberg, Bucciali etc. Played, conditions & without original boxes. Must see. 40

 3051 Large box holding 35 mainly SOLIDO models, all different types, brands & scales including: Renalut 17TS, Cadillac Elderado Biar-
ritz, Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider, Delage D8, Tucker etc. Displayed conditions but without original boxes. To be examined ! 50

3052 3055

 3052
Large box holding 29 CORGI & SOLIDO models, all different types, brands & scales including: Rolls Royce Phantom, Ford Consul, 
Morris Minor, Buick Cabrio, Ford Thunderbird etc. Displayed conditions but without original boxes. To be examined ! 50

 3053 Large box filled with 30 models all different types, brands & scales including: Morgan 3W, Bugatti Royalo, Lincoln Phaeton V12, 
Wolseley 6-80, Ford 1908, Hautier 1898 etc. Displayed conditions & without original boxes. To be checked ! 20

 3054
Large box filled with 39 better models all different types, brands & scales including: Siku VW LT28 with Caravan, Modulo Pininfa-
rina, Cobra, Westminster Countryman, Champion Lola, Charbens Steamcar, JMK Bugatti, Greyhound etc. Displayed conditions & 
without original boxes. To be checked !

40

 3055

Large box filled with 32 Superb High-end models all different types, brands & scales including: Quiralu Simca Marly, Tekno Mer-
cedes 220 ambulance, Duesemberg, Collectors Classics 1955 Chevy, Mercury Lancia D24, DGM Riley, Sun Motor Co Humbler 
Snipe, Sep Toy Gasouy Jeep, Gama Buick, Micarola M303 Kegresse Halftruck, Replicars Jaguar XJ etc. Displayed conditions & 
without original boxes. To be checked !

100

 3056 Lot of 5 Wind-up SCHUCO models, including: Kommando Anno 200 in red & blue, Mirakocar 1001, Varianto 3049, Varianto 304 
VW Beetle Politie for Dutch market - Rare, 2 keys included, played untested condition and without boxes. 50

 3057 Lot of 2 EMPTY SCHUCO boxes: Studio Mercedes Grand Prix 1936 including manual and accesoires, Examico 4001 including 
manual. 5

 3058 Vintage and RARE 1933 USA Tootsie Toy “contractor set #0191” Mack Truck & Three Dumper Trailers - fragile & damaged condi-
tion. 20
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 3059 Vintage and RARE 1930’s lot of 3 pcs. USA Tootsie Toy Mack Trucks: #805 Dairy trailer, #802 Domaco Oil Tanker, #? Semi Express 
Stake Trailer. In great shape for this age. 40

 3060 Vintage and RARE 1930-40’s lot of 25 pcs. USA Tootsie Toy, mainly Graham series, in average good shape. 100
 3061 Box filled with spare tires (a.w white rubber for Graham La Salle), wheels & accessoires, mainly for Tootsie Toys / Matchbox etc. 5
 3062 Lot of 2 racecars: Mercedes Blitzen Benz 1911 Cursor Modell Course Grand Prix & Brumm Revival R5 1913 Bedelia Cyclecar. 1:43 5

 3063 Lot of 2 Rare (blue version) USA Hubley 1930’s cast iron models with white rubber tires: Pick-up Truck #2222 & 2 door Sedan 
Coupe #2247. 10

 3064 Lot of 5 die cast Tekno Denmark models: Ferrari 750 Monza, Triumph TR2, Alfa Romeo convertible, VW Beetle, Ford Taunus 17M, 
played conditions without boxes. 20

 3065 Lot of 2 Diecast Lansdowne models: 1950 Lee Francis Estate 4 door Woody, 1961 Wolseley Policecar 6-110, displayed conditions 
without boxes. 20

 3066 Lot of 2 Diecast RobEddie models: Volvo TR704 ,Volvo PV36 Carioca displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3067 Lot of 3 Diecast Sommerville models: Standard Flying 12, Austin 10 1936 Cambridge, Sunbeam Talbot 1950-53, displayed condi-
tions without boxes. 20

 3068 Lot of 2 Diecast Tri-ang Spot-On models: Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire, Bentley Saloon , beautiful displayed conditions without 
boxes. 15

 3069 Lot of 2 Tri-ang windup Minic Toys models, untested played conditions without boxes. 10
 3070 Lot of 2 Diecast Minichamps 1:43 models: Horch 853 Cabriolet, Opel Kapitän 1951-53, displayed conditions without boxes. 15
 3071 Lot of 2 Diecast Minichamps 1:43 models: Maybach Zeppelin, Bentley Brooklands 2007, displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3072 Lot of 3 Diecast Minichamps 1:43 models: Ford Ka 1996, Mercedes Benz 280SL 500SL 1970-1989, Audi A3, displayed conditions 
without boxes. 15

 3073 Lot of 3 Diecast Minichamps 1:43 models: Saab 900 1995, Jeep Grand Cherokee, BMW 700LS, displayed conditions without boxes 15
 3074 Lot of 2 Diecast Märklin models: BMW 2002 red, Mercedes Benz 300SL grey, displayed conditions without boxes. 20

3075 3082

 3075
Lot of 2 Metalsheet/Diecast Märklin models: Horch sedan V8 cabrio 1937 gray/beige damaged but ultra Rare in any condition, 10 
Ton Tow Truck #36, played conditions without boxes. 50

 3076 Märklin 1:87 oldtimerset including: Büssing 1903, 4711 Yellow Truck, Gaggenau White Truck, Gaggenau Red Fire-engine truck & 
personelcarrier, - Total 5 pcs.- 5

 3077 RARE Solido Autos Transformables Juguete original but incomplete box ! Added boxed Revell Peugeot 604 & some empty folded 
boxes. 10

 3078 Lot of 2 Diecast Western Models Ltd: Bentley 4-1/4 Mulliner Pillarless Saloon, IZS SS Swallow , beautiful displayed conditions 
without boxes. 20

 3079 Lot of 2 Diecast Western Models Ltd: Rolls Royce Silver Dawn WMS 57/58 , Cord 812 Custom 1937, beautiful displayed conditions 
without boxes. 20

 3080 Lot of 2 Diecast Western Models Ltd: Jaguar MK5 Convertible 1949, Rolls Royce Weymann Saloon 1927, beautiful displayed condi-
tions without boxes. 20

 3081 Lot of 2 Diecast Brooklin Models: #18 Packard Clipper 1941, #15 Mercury 2 door Coupe 1949, beautiful displayed conditions with-
out boxes. 20

 3082
Lot of 2 Diecast Brooklin Models: #14 Cadillac V16 Convertible Coupe 1940, #38 Graham Combination Coupe 1939, beautiful 
displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3083 Lot of 2 Diecast Brooklin Models: #3 Buick Special 4 door Touring Sedan 1937, #102 Hudson Terraplane Custom 6-62 1936, beauti-
ful displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3084 Lot of 2 Diecast Brooklin Models: #11 Lincoln Continental MKII 1958, #16 Dodge Van 1936, beautiful displayed conditions without 
boxes. 15

 3085 Lot of 3 Diecast Brooklin Models: #12 Hudson Convertible 1931, #88 Studebaker President Convertible Roadster 1931, #3 Ford 
model A Victoria 1930, beautiful displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3086 Box holding 25 Matchbox models, all different types & scales. played conditions, without original boxes. To be examined ! 10
 3087 Large box holding 44 Matchbox models, all different types & scales. played conditions, without original boxes. To be examined ! 20
 3088 Large box holding 48 Matchbox models, all different types & scales. played conditions, without original boxes. To be examined ! 20
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 3089
Superb collection in large box holding approximately 50 Dinky Toys models, all different types & scales, played conditions, some 
damaged, without original boxes. To be examined carefully ! 100

 3090
Superb collection in large box holding approximately 40 Dinky Toys models, all different types & scales, played conditions, some 
damaged, without original boxes. To be examined carefully ! 80

 3091 Lot of 4 Diecast Brumm Models: #9 Darmont Morgan 1929, Darmont Morgan French-British, Bugatti 57S Coupe 1934-36, Bugatti 
Brescia 1921 #7, displayed conditions without boxes. 15

 3092 Lot of 8 SIKU Plastic Models: VW Karmann Cabrio, Mercedes 220, Buick Riviera, Ford M12, Mercedes 180SL Cabrio, BMW 700 
Coupe, Goggo Coupe V85, Fiat 600, displayed conditions without boxes. 20

 3093 Lot of 3 Diecast Models: Rami steam car Scotte 1872, Schuco BMW 335, Corgi Chevrolet Camaro SS Whizzwheels - rare -, dis-
played conditions without boxes. 20

 3094 Lot of 3 Diecast Models: Siku V334-V264 Super Ford Transit blue Camping car including boat & paddle, Solido DB Panhard Le 
Mans, Corgi Bentley Continental Sports Saloon, displayed conditions without boxes. 15

 3095 Lot of 5 Diecast Matchbox Models: King Size #1 Hoveringham Tipper, #13 Wreck Truck, #17 Horse Box, #8 Mustang, #24 Rolls 
Royce Silver Shadow,  played conditions without boxes. 10

 3096 Lot of 7 Diecast Matchbox Models: #28 Jaguar MK10, #31 Lincoln Continental, #46 Mercedes 300SE, #50 Kennel Truck, #64 MG 
1100, #43 Pony Trailer, #66 Coach, played conditions without boxes. 10

 3097 Lot of 5 Diecast Models: Gama Ford Taunus 17M, Record Peugeot 202, Rio Fiat 24CV, Atlas Bugatti 57Sc & Jaguar E-type, dis-
played conditions without boxes. 10

 3098
Lot of 13 Diecast Matchbox regular wheels 1953-69: #19 MG sports car, #23 Bluebird Dauphine, #30 Ford Prefect, #31 US Ford 
Sation, #33 Ford Zodiac (2x), #44 Rolls Royce (2x), #45 Vauxhall, #46 Morris Minor, #53 Aston Martin, #57 Wolseley, #75 Ford 
Thunderbird, played conditions without boxes.

15

 3099 Lot of 20 plastic 1:87 models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition with-
out boxes. 20

 3100 Lot of 20 plastic 1:87 models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition with-
out boxes. 20

 3101 Lot of 20 plastic 1:87 models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition with-
out boxes. 20

 3102 Lot of 20 plastic 1:87 models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition with-
out boxes. 20

 3103 Lot of 19 plastic 1:87 models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition with-
out boxes. 20

 3104 Lot of 8 plastic 1:87 Truck models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condition 
without boxes. 10

 3105 Lot of 11 plastic 1:87 Busses models from different brands like: Wiking, Albedo, Herpa, Praline etc., to be examined, played condi-
tion without boxes. 10

3106
3108

 3106 Porsche 356 “Rijkspolitie” Hema 27 cm friction & battery operated model in red. 10

 3107 Tomte Laerdal / Stavanger Norway 1:43 lot of 14 pcs from the 1970’s 15

 3108 Dinky Toys lot of 38 pcs. Mostly without boxes and in played conditions. 40

 3109 Matchbox Lesney lot of early releases from the 60’s, played conditions and without boxes. 10

 3110 Classical and modern busses from different brands and scales a.w Corgi, Matchbox, Atlas etc. Period 1976-2006. some original 
boxed. 10

 3111 Jaguar and Landrover, scales 1:32/1:43, Landrover Discovery,Landrover Recovery, Range Rover Sport,Land Rover Discovery 3, 
Jaguar XKR etc. 8 pcs originally boxed 5
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 3112
US classical fire engines: Corgi Fire Heroes 1:64, 6 boxed versions, CS90009 GMC Fire Pumper, Chicago. CS90055 Mack B open 
Pumper, Lexington. CS90056 Seagrave, Denver. CS90058 Fire Pumper, Baltimore. CS90063 ALF 900, Vero Beach. CS90066 Sea-
grave, Lebanon PA

5

 3113 Ferrari Testarossa 1984, Lexus LS400, Citroen 15CV 1952. scale 1:18, 3 pcs in total 10

 3114
Collection of 6 unboxed 1:18/1:19 cars in displayed conditions: Mercedes 300S (1955), Ford Mustang (1964), Chevrolet Nomad & 
Belair (1957), Thunderbird, Ford V8. 30

 3115 Collection of 6 unboxed 1:18/1:19 cars in displayed conditions: Mercedes SSK, Chevrolet pick-up (1953), 4x Ford V8 pick-up (1936) 
different editions. 25

 3116 Collection of 6 unboxed 1:18/1:19 cars in displayed conditions: Chevrolet Impala (1959) Ford Fairlane Crown Victoria (1955), 3x 
Ford V8 (1936) different editions. 30

 3117 Collection of 7 unboxed 1:18/1:19 cars in displayed conditions: Mercedes 190SL (1955), Mercedes 300SL, Alfa Romeo 2300 Monza, 
Chevrolet Carryall Suburban (1950), 3x Ford V8 (1936) different editions. 30

 3118
Original Dinky Toys Supertoys including: #066, 20 Ton Lorry Mounted Crane #972, #641, #623, Car Transporter #982, #642, #626, 
#50, Tank Transporter #660 etc. added some lesney/matchbox first series models. All unboxed but should be viewed !! Total 28 pcs. 80

 3119 Sixteen boxed car models from the Maisto Supercar Collection, including: Ferrari, Jaguar, Porsche, Lotus, Lamborghini, Mercedes, 
BMW etc. 20

 3120 Six boxed & sealed FERRARI car models (Hotwheels) from the Shell V-Power Collection, scale 1:38. 5
 3121 Elegant and Beautiful Deluxe Sedan (red) #MF316 & Deluxe open Sedan (red) #MF317, both boxed and in good condition. 10

 3122 Four Lion Car (made in Holland) Trucks & Trailers without original boxes but very nice conditions including: DAF 2700 Schuitema, 
Daf 75CF Deen, DAF 95 Duyvis, DAF 75. 10

 3123 Maisto H2 Hummer 1/18 Scale Diecast Black Model Truck SUV SUT 4x4 GM Chevrolet & Battery operated VW Beetle Challenger 
racecar edition (untested) 10

3124
3129

 3124 Arnold DAF truck van Gend & Loos with container NS “van huis tot huis”, nice played condition but without box. 80

 3125 Wooden Truck “Groenten & Fruit” with removable crates from Thedo Culemborg, number #745, 50cm in lenght, used condition. 20

 3126
Various Matchbox model cars with orginal packaging and without, in original packaging with white number in blue square top right 
corner (16, 21, 26, 35, 44, 47, 51, 58, 60, 61, 63 and 71), in original packaging with black number in red lined square (15, 21 and 28) 
and five without packaging (paint loss)

30

 3127 Collection (14 pcs) of Dinky Toys, Matchbox Lesney, Siku etc. All in played condition and without boxes. Some damaged and incom-
plete. 5

 3128 Lot of 13 cars of different brands and scales including Solido, Corgi, Matchbox etc. (2 originally boxed) 5

Military

 3129
Lot of 8 Diecast Military Dinky Toys models including: Recovery Tractor 661, Cargo Truck 641, Army Wagon 623, Scout Car 673, 
Armoured Car 670 (2x), Austin Champ 674, 10 Ton Army Truck 622, played condition and without boxes. 50
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 3130
Lot of 3 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys models including: Panhard 80A, Military Ambulance 626 (including patient that’s often 
missing), Armoured Personnel Carrier 676 , played condition. 40

 3131 Lot of 3 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys models including: Army Water Tanker 643, Scout Car 673, Armoured Command Vehicle 
677, played condition. 30

 3132 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys model: Medium Artillery Tractor 689 from 1957, played but very nice condition. 30

 3133 Lot of 2 Diecast Military Dinky Toys models including: Boxed Antar Tractor Tank Transporter 660 from 1956, Unboxed Centurion 
Tank 651 from 1954, played condition. 30

 3134 Boxed Diecast Military Dinky Toys model set: 25 Pounder Field Gun Unit 697 from 1957 (set holds 686-687-688), played condition, 
some annotations inside box. 20

 3135
Lot of 4 Diecast Britains models including: Boxed 155mm Long Tom Field Gun 2064, Boxed 18” Howitzer Cannon, unboxed Artil-
lery Field Gun 1201, unboxed 2 Pounder Anti-Aircraft Gun 1717 on Chassis, played conditions. 40

 3136 Märklin Kübelwagen 8021/11 and Fieldkitchen 8021/55, Rare !, incomplete and slightly damaged played condition without box. 20

 3137 4 original boxed Militairy WWII models from different scales and brands including: Hiryu Japanese bomber, Japanese Battleship, 
Great Britain Hornet etc. added box 1:87 Roco military’s - unchecked & with signs of use - 10

 3138 Large filled box with original boxed Military WWII vehicles and planes from different scales and brands including: Tamiya, frog, 
KSN, Airfix, Monogram etc. - unchecked & with signs of use - 20

 3139 Large filled box with original boxed Military WWII vehicles and planes from different scales and brands including: Tamiya, Frog, 
Okano, Roco, Monogram Plasty etc. - unchecked & with signs of use - added large amount of unused decals. 10

 3140 Box filled with 17 German WWII airplanes from different brands and scales, all professionally build/painted. 10

 3141 Lot containing five Military versions from Dinky Toys including: Leopard Tank, US Jeep, 88mm Gun, Shado 2, 105mm Gun, all with 
light to obvious signs of wear and missing parts. 20

Motorcycles

 3142 A very good replica of the famous 1930’s die cast metal Hubley Harley Davidson Motorcycle with Side Car. Includes both driver and 
passenger police figures. 5

 3143 Batman EagleMoss boxed Motorcycle collections: Batgirl-Bike, Robin-Bike, Black Widow-Bike, Classic Batcycle etc. 6 pcs. scale 
1:32 10

3144

3148

Trains

 3144 Electric locomotive H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3034 30

 3145 Electric locomotive with wagon H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3016 and 4018 20

 3146 Diesel locomotive (V 160) H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3075 30

 3147 Electric express train locomotive (E 03) H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3053 30

 3148 Steam locomotive with tender H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3047 50

 3149 Diesel locomotive H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3078 20

 3150 Steam locomotive with tender H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3003 30

 3151 NS electric locomotive H0 in original packaging, Marklin, model 3055 -packaging damaged- 30
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 3152 Six various passenger cars H0 in original packaging, Marklin, models 4081, 4082, 4083, 4087, 4089 and 4090 50
 3153 Three passengers cars H0 in original packaging, Liliput, Rheingold, models 821, 824 and 825 -one package damaged- 30
 3154 Seven various freight cars H0 in original packaging, Marklin, models 4502, 4509, 4604, 4607, 4631, 4656 and 4557 30
 3155 Four various freight cars H0 in original packaging from various makers, Fleischmann (2 x 5511), Liliput (20112) and Rowa (2209) 20

 3156 Various books and magazines about model trains, amongst others 100 years model railways Marklin and various magazines ‘Rail 
hobby’ 5

 3157 17 boxes with parts in original packaging for model train track, amongst others 7239 (3x), 7241, 7245, 0231, 2260, 2270 and 7263, 
three empty boxes 7510 (2x) and 7190 30

 3158 Various Marklin rails HO, wrapped in white paper with Marklin model numbers 30
 3159 Various parts for model trains, amongst others model buildings, electric rail parts, instruction manuals, etc. 20
 3160 Electric locomotive in original packaging, text on box ‘code 72’, BR 141, Marklin, H0, 3034 20
 3161 Two diesel locomotives, Roco (68826 in original box) and Marklin (from set 29750), H0 30
 3162 Electronic locomotive (DB 141 302-0), diesel locomotive (Sante Fe), treinbus (795299-7) and diesellocomotive, Marklin, H0 -worn- 30
 3163 Steam locomotive with tender, Marklin, H0, 3047 - 30
 3164 Four various steam locomotives; three DB 89 006 (3000) and a KLVM 3087 20

 3165 Lot holding 1:87 HO Locomotives (8x) & Carriages (5x), Märklin, Trix, Fleischmann all without original boxes and in untested 
played conditions but presented in nice presentation box. 40

 3166 Nice lot holding mainly N tracks, locomotives & carriages from Rokal & Arnold. added HO Märklin locomotive, carriages & acces-
soires. 40

 3167 Märklin HO 1:87 lot containing: #7009-7014-7019-7064-7065-7066 overhead lines/masts, bridgeparts etc. 10
 3168 Märklin HO 1:87 lot containing M - tracks, bridges and electric components (#5202-5137-5119-5203-5214-7190-7262-7263 etc.) 30
 3169 Märklin HO 1:87 lot containing M - tracks, bridges and electric components (#5106-5100-7269 etc.) 30

 3170 Big large scale 10 wheel French 1932 modified steamlocomotive with tender. Professionaly build in wood. Beautiful delicate crafts-
manship. Needs some care & work. 20

3171

3178

 3171
Märklin HO 1:87 large lot in metal crate containing M - track turntable, magnetic crane, transformers, locomotives etc. (#7186-7051-
3085-3042-3146-3087-6631-7072-7211-7039-7241-7187 etc.) untested. 100

 3172 Lot of EMPTY HO 1:87 locomotive & carriage boxes mainly Jouef 5
 3173 Lot of EMPTY HO 1:87 locomotive & carriage boxes mainly Lima 5

 3174 Märklin HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing M - tracks, locomotives, carriages, electrical components etc. (#3146-2930-3095-
3029-4054-457-4671-462- etc.) untested. 80

 3175 Tin Toys Carriages from different brands and scales mainly French and German US Zone manufactured. 10
 3176 Tin Toys Locomotives & Carriages from different brands and scales mainly French and German US Zone manufactured. 10
 3177 Lima HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: locomotives & carriages (#208144-201641-208158LG-36033 etc.) untested. 50

 3178 Lima HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: a total of 16 steam, diesel and electrical locomotives. All without boxes and untested. 100
 3179 Lima HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: a total of 14 electrical locomotives & 12 carriages. All without boxes and untested. 100
 3180 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing locomotives & carriages. All untested. 20
 3181 Roco, Piko, Jep HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing locomotives & carriages. All without boxes and untested. 20

 3182 Ibertren HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 2 locomotives &  8 carriages. (#2108-2121-2415-2207-2201 etc). All with boxes but 
untested. 50

 3183 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 21 carriages. 20
 3184 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 14 locomotives & 5 carriages. All without boxes and untested. 80
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 3185 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 23 steam locomotives, most with tenders. All without boxes and untested. 150

 3186 Lima HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: a total of 13 electrical/diesel locomotives & 5 carriages. mostly without boxes and 
untested. 80

 3187 Rivarossi, Electrotren, Bachmann, Fobbi HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: 5 locomotives & 15 carriages. mostly without boxes 
and untested. 50

 3188 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 22 steam/electrical/diesel locomotives. All without boxes and untested. 150

 3189 Different brands HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing steam/electrical/diesel locomotives & carriages. All without boxes and un-
tested (some damaged). 5

3190 3204

 3190
Spectrum, Bachmann HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing steam and diesel locomotives like Union Pacific, Norfolk Southern, CSX 
etc. untested but very interesting. 50

 3191 Märklin HO 1:87 lot containing M - tracks and electric components (#5121-5106-5117-5128-5137-5131-5214 etc.) 30
 3192 Jouef HO 1:87 lot containing tracks, bridges, railroadcrossing 676 and electric components. 10
 3193 Jouef HO 1:87 lot containing tracks, bridges and electric components. 10
 3194 Electrotren, Bramos, Sachsenmodelle, Liliput Bachmann HO 1:87 lot containing mostly boxed (military) carriages. 15
 3195 Jouef HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 9 locomotives & 42 carriages. All without boxes and untested. 50
 3196 Different brands HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 14 steam/electrical/diesel locomotives & 10 carriages. All untested. 30
 3197 Jouef, Lima etc. HO 1:87 lot containing tracks, electric components, transformers, locomotives & carriages. All untested 5
 3198 Wind up Tin Toys Locomotive, Carriages from different brands and scales mainly German US Zone manufactured. 10
 3199 Electrical Tin Toys Locomotive with tender, Carriages from different brands and scales mainly German US Zone manufactured. 10
 3200 Wind up & electrical Tin Toys Locomotives, Carriages from different brands and scales mainly German US Zone manufactured. 10
 3201 Meccano Hornby-acHO, Tri-ang Hornby HO 1:87 lot containing locomotives & carriages. All untested, some boxed. 20

 3202 AAA Yugoslavia, GéGé HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing: 6 locomotives (Santa Fe express, Southern Pacific etc.) tracks & 7 
carriages. without boxes and untested. 30

 3203 Roco HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 8 locomotives &  4 carriages. (#43510-43560-43474-45110-45111-4316-44628 etc). 
Mostly with boxes but untested. 80

 3204
Märklin HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 4 locomotives, 27 carriages (#3000-3072-3106-3021-4079-4035-4090-40934413-
4430-4410 etc.) some boxed, all untested. 100

 3205 Märklin HO 1:87 lot in plastic crate containing 5 steam locomotives with tender & 1 diesel locomotive (#3003-3048-3047-3066-
3084-3082) all original boxed but untested. 100

 3206 Lot holding tin plated tainsets from different brands including Märklin O gauge; Mitropa “schlafwagen” & diningcar #789, Voiture 
Restaurant. Period 1935-40. 50

 3207 Moving box filled with TRAIN related catalogs (majority 1980’s-2000) including: Märklin, Fleischman, Roco, Piko, LGB, Electro-
tren, Jouef, Liliput, Faller, Kibri, MKD, Preiser, Praline, Pola, Herpa, Wiking, Vollmer and many many more. Will NOT be shipped ! 5

 3208 Crate filled with TRAIN related catalogs & magazines including: Märklin, Roco, Rivarossi, Lima, RMF rail miniature magazine 
1980’s, La Vie de Rail 1990’s. Will NOT be shipped ! 5

 3209 Original by artist handpainted Electric Locomotive HO 1:87 E499.0 in original box with paperwork (untested) 5

 3210 Roco Locomotive #43277 & Carriages 44777, 46000, 46316. added 2 additional cargo carriages from different brands. HO 1:87. all 
boxed and untested. 10

 3211 Movingbox filled with bridge parts 1:87 (all boxed); Kibri 9606-9620-9646-9648-9642-9640-9682 etc. total 10 pieces. Added 2 trans-
formers and boxed Märklin car trailer 4234. 30
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 3212
Interesting box filled with 1:87 tracks, locomotives, carriages etc. from different brands: Fleischmann, Lima, Märklin, Roco etc. 
(some displayed on 3 diorama’s) 40

 3213 Crate with JEP France Bass Volt Locomotive & Tender, many wagons, carriages and tracks…..must be checked (functionality un-
tested) 50

 3214 Crate holding HO 1:87 Märklin M-tracks and Hornby tracks in large numbers. 10

 3215 Crate holding mainly HO 1:87 Lima carriages, and locomotives including: boxed 208258L, boxed 208373LK, unboxed TGV and 
many more... (functionality untested) 50

 3216 Box with JEP France O Gauge SNCF Locomotives (BB-8101, PLM, Nord, 1999) & Tenders, many coaches, carriages, open & cov-
ered cars, passenger cars, railroadcrossings and many more…..must be checked (functionality untested) 50

 3217 Box with JEP, LGB, Märklin, tracks, bridges, transformers etc….must be checked (functionality untested) 20

 3218 Bachmann G Scale: Box Car Florence & Cripple Creek #588, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington US Mail car #1063 
& passenger car #1051, boiler truck Dad’s root beer #RG1013 - Total 4 pcs. 30

 3219 Box filled with Tracks from different brands: Bachmann, JEP, LGB etc. added some LGB catalogs 10

 3220
Märklin (track HO 1:87) 410 BG electric turntable #7186 & 2 pieces locomotive roundhouses/sheds #7028 (functionality untested) 
RARE ! 80

 3221 Collection of over 60 French RMF Rail Miniature Flash magazines mainly 1970’s-80’s. 5

3222 3227

 3222
Lot of (some incomplete) boxed (untested) train sets: Jep SNCF Pullmann, Fleischmann 9325, Roco 43009, Jouef 551 & V01, Jep 
5824-1 #2185, Fleischmann Uhrwerkeisenbahn, Piko 5/0750/000 BR01. very interesting lot ! 100

 3223 Movingbox holding many boxed HO 1:87: Roco 43467, Jouef 8863, 8857, 5292, 6550, 4600, 657800, SNCF set 7655, Märklin 4040, 
4500, 4512, 4516, 4612  etc……. (all in untested condition) added: tracks & 22 empty boxes from different brands. 30

 3224 Movingbox holding boxed: Bachmann 41-616-13-CN, 41-560-22 C&O, 58002-58016, S1-535-01, 41-0515-01, 51-610-29, Lima 
149714, 149786, 10-9710, 149807, Roc 44036, Jouef M765E  etc……. (all in untested condition) added: 6 empty Bachmann boxes. 80

 3225 Lot of 3 incomplete boxed trainsets: Jouef 7815, 7566.7850 & tinplate OYO Ibi Alicante Spain O Gauge 3 unit steamliner (1935) 20

 3226 Playmobil case filled with model train attributes and a Temsi (Hengelo, no 102) transformator, case filled with amongst others Mark-
lin H0 track and Marklin switchboards 5

General

 3227 Steam train with tender, with Olymic logo, Marklin, in original packaging, H0, model 37112 60
 3228 Electric locomotive and diesel locomotive, Marklin, H0, models 3066 and 3163, both in original packaging -packaging slightly worn- 60

3229

 3229 Steam locomotive with tender, Marklin Insider Club, H0, in original packaging, 39781. 100

 3230 Steam locomotive, Marklin Insider Club, H0, in original packaging, 39095 100
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 3231 Railzeppelin, Marklin, HO, in original packaging, 37777 50

 3232 Steam locomotive with tender in original packaging, Marklin, H0, 37915 100

 3233 Steam locomotive with tender in original packaging, Marklin, H0, 39050 100
 3234 Steam locomotive with tender in original packaging, text on box ‘digitaal adres 26’, Marklin Hobby, H0, 3091 50

 3235 Steam locomotive with tender in original box, Marklin, HO, 33182 50

 3236 Electric locomotive in original packaging, Marklin Hobby, H0, 3187 20
 3237 Electric locomotive in original packaging, Marklin Hobby, H0, 3179 20
 3238 Two electric locomotives, Piko, H0, 57219 and 57233, in original packaging 50
 3239 Two electric locomotives, Piko, H0, 57215 and 57224, inoriginal packaging 50
 3240 Diesel locomotive in original packaging, Marklin, H0, 3067 50
 3241 Dubble diesel locomotive (V 188 001a), Marklin, H0, in original packaging 50
 3242 Dubble diesel locomotive (V 188 001a), Marklin, H0, in original packaging 50
 3243 Steam locomotive with tender in original packaging, Marklin, H0, text on box ‘trein is digitaal’, 3098 -box worn, tender in parts- 20

3244

3251

 3244 Electric locomotive (Austrian ‘Crocodile’) in original packaging, Marklin, H0, 3159 50

 3245 Two electric locomotives in original packaging, Marklin, H0, 3058 and 3152 60

 3246 Lot of 7 Diecast Military Dinky Toys models including: Jeep 25Y, Trailer 25C, Land Rover 340, Hay Rake 324, Plane 736-735-733, 
played condition and without boxes. 20

 3247 Lot Schuco models including: Garage 1500 with car (boxed), Cabino Boat 5511 (boxed), trailer 5330 and box filled with accesoires, 
untested played conditions. 15

 3248 Arnold 7300 “Perplex Tractor” Electric 1950’s, untested, incomplete and without box. 10
 3249 Boxed Pistion Action Bulldozer/Tractor including driver, battery operated, functional, played condition, TN Japan. - rare - 50
 3250 Lot of Diecast and (Japanese) Tinplated toys including Tri-jang Minic. 10

 3251 Original Boxed SCHUCO Electro Radiant 5600 SABENA Propeller Airplane, Battery operated but untested. 50

 3252 Lot of 2 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys models including: Caravan 190, B.E.V. Electric Truck 400, played condition. 30

 3253 Boxed Diecast Dinky Toys model: Elevator Loader with working hopper elevator and chute 964 from 1952, played but very nice 
condition. 20

 3254 Lot of 8 Diecast ERTL John Deere Farm Tractor 1:64 Models, period 1892-1972, displayed conditions without boxes. 5
 3255 Matchbox 1992 Thunderbirds, THUNDERBIRD 2 & 4 Die-cast Vehicle  in played but complete condition without box. 10
 3256 Lot holding different models/scales/brands including: Märklin, Corgi, Siku, Herpa, Matchbox, Schuco etc. played conditions. 20
 3257 Lot including Dinky Toys & some friction toys from the 60/70’s 10
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 3258
1955 Technofix NR. 280 DOLOMITEN EXPRESS Tin Lithograph, Western Germany in working order and (damaged) original box. 
Rare as complete set ! 30

 3259 MESSERSCHMITT BF-109, scale 1:5, produced out of wood and fiber polyester, used to be radio controlled, with damages and 
missing parts but still a very nice showmodel. 20

 3260 29 original boxed Military WWII Planes from different scales and brands including: Revell, Airfix, Frog, Tri-ang etc. - unchecked & 
with signs of use - 20

 3261 Plane collection from different scales and brands including Batplane II #61, to be checked ! 10

 3262
ANKER Anchor Blocks / Stone Building Blocks / Steinbaukasten Thüringen, # 4a-6A-8A-10A & 2x #6, complete and new in original 
wooden cases, excellent conditions, total 6 sets. 50

3263 3264 3268

Olympics and sports memorabilia

Willy van de Kerkhof

 3263
1978 winners medal of the UEFA cup Willy van de Kerkhof player provenance. Sc Bastia-psv 3-0 Willy van de Kerkhof scoort the 
first goal. PSV Eindhoven first European trophy. 12,86 gr -D. 3,2cm- In original fitted box. 500

Miscellaneous

 3264
1988 Seoul Olympics participation medal in original box. The 1988 Summer Olympics, officially known as the Games of the XXIV 
Olympiad, were held from September 17 to October 2, 1988 in Seoul, South Korea. 40

 3265
Framed collectors poster pins by The Olympic Museum. Enamel pins displaying the official posters for all 28 Olympic games from 
Athens 1896 to London 2012 (2012 not present). Presented in black box frame with engraved gold coloured plaque beneath each pin. 
Produced by the Olympic Museum Collection, official hologram to verso. In original box

20

 3266 A small collection of badges, stickers, pins etc., mostly but not only relating to ice hockey, including NHL and Can/Am Hockey 
Schools badges 5

 3267 Trophy cabinet with 28 ‘Dutch fence championship’ medals, won between 1900-1930, provenance: family Kardolus -75 x 54,5 cm- 50

 3268 WWE Wrestlemania 26 ‘Undertaker’ ringside chair 40

 3269 Rawlings RLW Wide Channel basketball, Final NCAA Four, Indoor/Outdoor, with Kevin Garnett signature -Signature not authenti-
cated- 20
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 3270

Formula 1 autographsL: An interesting album with 27 autographs collected in the pit lane during the 1985 Grand Prix at Zandvoort, 
The Netherlands. This would be the last race to be held at Zandvoort until 2021. The following autographs are present, some with 
added picture of the driver: Andrea de Cesaris; Frank Williams ; Derek Warwick; Nigel Mansell; Patrick Tambay; Piercarlo Ghinzani; 
Ayrton Senna; Stefan Bellof; Teo Fabi; Stefan Johansson; Thierry Boutsen; Jonathan Palmer; Piercarlo Ghinzani; Francois Hesnault; 
Manfren Winkelhock; Eddie Cheever; John Watson; Derek Ongaro (starter); Alain Prost; Philippe Alliot; Michele Alboreto; Huub 
Rothengatter, Jacques Laffite; Keke Rosberg; Niki Lauda; Riccardo Patrese; Jackie Oliver (Head of Arrows)

150

 3271
Two beer mats signed by players from the Dutch National football squad 1977, including Johan Cruijff, the owner was at P.P.M. 
Bowling (Amersfoort) when the Dutch squad came in 50

 3272
Real Madrid November 1971: menu card of cafe ‘Cocagne’ with 16 signatures of Real Madrid football players, including thos of Ig-
nacio Zoco, Goyo Benito, Ramón Grosso, Sebastian Fleitas, Manuel Sanchís, Fransisco Gento and Toni Grande. The signatures were 
signed in the cafe for the current owner after the match PSV - Real Madrid held on November 3rd 1971

50

 3273 A silver and blue enameled pin ‘Java Motor Club’ -D. 3,2 cm- 20

3274

3275

3278

Autographs

 3274
Juri Gagarin. FDC ‘Man in Space - Eerste Ruimetevaarders, 1961, signed by cosomonaut Juri Gagarin, together with four photo-
graphs, one in colour 150

 3275

Beatles Ringo Starr (1940) signed limited edition book from Genesis Publications. Another Day In The Life shows us the world as 
seen through Ringo’s eyes. From Los Angeles to Tokyo and everywhere in between, Ringo’s photographs celebrate his love of nature, 
travel, art and music, and offer a glimpse behind the scenes. Many are taken during historic events, such as Ringo’s acceptance of a 
Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award and his return to New York’s Plaza Hotel, 50 years after The Beatles first visited the USA. -In 
original shipping box, edition #420 of 1650-

400

 3276 Robbie Williams (1974) autographed publicity shot from 1999 around the time of the release of ‘Angels’. Robbie signed ‘Love Rob-
bie’ in black ink on a light area of the image. -22 x 18 cm, in overall good condition- 40

 3277 President Ronald Reagan (1911-2004), Framed autopen autograph presentation together with the envelope it came in from the White 
House. Autopen means that the autograph was not signed by hand -58.5 x 32 cm- 5

The Beatles

 3278 Framed poster The Beatles, Quatre garcons dans le vent (A hard day’s night) -frame 50 x 40 cm- 30

 3279 Minature dolls, McFarlane Toys, The Beatles Yellow Submarine, unopened in original packaging, 2004 -packaging 25 x 33,5 x 16,5 
cm- 10

 3280 Various postcards depicting one or more of The Beatles, mainly in black and white 10
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 3281 Various printed material, including posters, Pick Up magazine, mainly with The Beatles -h cardboard cut out 49 cm, signs of use- 30
 3282 Various fabrics with images of The Beatles 30
 3283 Various promotion material The Beatles, including amongst others various pins, two matryoshka dolls -h 18 cm- 10

Rolling Stones

 3284
Four Bobblehead dolls unopened in original packaging, Rolling Stones Licks World Tour 2002/03, complete set containing Mick, 
Keith, Ronnie and Charlie, also containing a Rolling Stones flag -h (package) 27 cm- 80

3285
3287

Collectibles

Movie, TV figures, books & memorabilia

 3285
Tiësto ‘Gouden Award aangeboden aan Rough Trade Distribution voor de verkoop van meer dan 40.000 exemplaren van het album 
Parade of the Athletes’, Maart 2006, in perspex -40 x 50 cm- 100

 3286 Tiësto ‘Gouden Award aangeboden aan Arvato voor de verkoop van meer dan 40.000 exemplaren van het album In my Memory’, 
augustus 2006, in perspex -40 x 50 cm- 100

 3287
Tiësto ‘Gouden Award aangeboden aan Arvato Entertainment Services voor de verkoop van meer dan 35.000 exemplaren van het 
album In Search of Sunrise 5 - Los Angeles’, March 2007, in perspex -40 x 50 cm- 100

3288

 3288
Tiësto ‘Platina Award aangeboden aan Rough Trade Distribution voor de verkoop van meer dan 70.000 exemplaren van het album 
Just Be’, November 2007, in perspex -40 x 50 cm, slightly bubbling under perspex- 100

 3289 Star Wars: Collectible original blisterpacked ‘Power of the Force’ figurines (8 pc) a.w Princess Leia , Death Star Trooper, Death Star 
Gunner, Prune Face etc. 1996-1998. 20

 3290 Star Wars 12 inch / 30 cm. figurines: Yoda (original boxed, Hasbro 2017), Anakin Skywalker, Chewbacca, Droid Trooper (original 
boxed, Hasbro 1999) & Obi-Wan Kenobi. Total 5 pcs. 20

 3291 Star Wars movingbox filled with collectibles: o.a. Death Star model, Lightsabre, bag, etc. 20

 3292
Star Wars transporters: Snow Speeder - battle of Planet Hoth (Kenner / Lucasfilm 1980), Clone-Trooper Transporter (Kenner / 
Lucasfilm 1979), MLC-3 vehicle (Lucasfilm LFL 1981), Endor Forest Ranger (Lucasfilm LFL 1981) Gereral Grievous’s TSMEU-6 
Wheel-Bike. All played conditions without boxes

20
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 3293 Star Wars the Phantom Menace 1999, Life size Stand-up/Standee; Queen Amidala 150x75cm, Anakin Skywalker, DVD presenting 
display case 96x50cm, display Dath Maul fighting Qui-Gon Jinn. Total 4 pcs. 5

 3294
Katie Melua / Pictures, Platinum Award presented to Andrew Bowles for sales exceeding 70.000 units in the Netherlands, Rough 
Trade 2007, in perspex -50 x 40 cm, as new- 80

 3295 Kyteman Platinum Award presented to Rough Trade Distributie for sales exceeding 50.000 copies of the album ‘The Hermit Sessions’ 
in the Netherlands, May 2010, framed -41 x 31 cm- 50

 3296
K-otic ‘Bulletproof’ Double Platinum Award presented to ‘Alle medewerkers van Zomba Distribution’ for sales exceeding 160.000 
units in the Netherlands, in perspex, June 2001 -50 x 40 cm- 80

 3297 Within Temptation Platinum Award presented to Zomba Distribution B.V. to recognise sales in the Netherlands of 80.000 copies of 
the ‘Mother Earth’ album, in perspex -50 x 40 cm, light scratches- 80

 3298
Caro Emerald Platinum Award presented to Rough Trade for sales exceeding 50.000 copies of ‘The shocking miss emerald’ in the 
Netherlands, Grand Mono, in perspex -50 x 40 cm- 80

 3299 15 Original rolled Movieposters: Apocalypse Now, Godzilla, X-men, Robocop, Zoolander, Star Trek, White Hunter, The Crow, Bat-
man vs Superman, Saw, Joker, Punisher, Two Jakes, Ghost in teh Shell, Lucy. 5

 3300 Small box with lot of BP advertising material from the 60’s among which; key chains, ballpoints, pins, thermometers, cufflinks etc. 5

3301 3304

Comics and original Art

 3301 Marvel Comics “Transformers” series #199-250 complete, 52 pcs 1989, English print, hard to find as complete set, nice conditions. 20

 3302 Marvel Comics “Transformers” series #251-302 (only #276 missing), 51 pcs 1990 , English print, hard to find (as almost) complete 
set, nice conditions. 20

 3303 Dupuis Comics: Buck Danny 1986-1989 # 7-12 Hardcover Dutch version, 6 pcs in nice conditions. 20

 3304 Three Tintin wall plaques depicting ‘Le Lotus Bleu’, ‘Tintin en Amerique’ and ‘Tintin au Vietnam’ -30 x 20 cm- 30

 3305 Boxed filled with comics in nice conditions a.w Durango, Douwe Dabbert, Suske & Wiske, Turk de Groot, Maarten Milaan etc. ca.60 
pcs. 10

 3306
Lot of six comics consisting of two American ‘Donald Duck’ and a ‘Roy Rogers’ from 1958, a Dutch ‘Donald Duck’ from 1956, 
‘De Sprietatoom, Suske en Wiske’ and ‘de avonturen van Ridder Rudolf’ -All comics have rounded corners and yellowed pages. ‘De 
Sprietatoom’ and ‘Ridder Rudolf’ both in heavily used condition-

5

 3307 Tom Poes: a collection of over 60 Tom Poes extracts from Donald Duck, 1955 onwards, together with Tom Poes comics, Tom Poes 
newspaper clippings and two series of Tom Poes postcards in original wrappers -varying qualities- 5

Trading cards

Pokémon

 3308
Pokémon 2009 Diamond and Pearl themed Binder. Including a 179 Pokémon cards collection ranging from the years 1999 to 2009. 
Including Jolteon Gold Star WCS 2008 (Excellent+), and Lugia Secret Wonders Holofoil 2007 (Excellent). Average conditions are 
played to near mint.

40

 3309 2007 Pokémon Japanese Mewtwo Holo PSA 9 Mint 10th Movie Comm. Promo 20
 3310 Pokémon Japanese Mewtwo ex Holo 1st edition PSA 9 Mint #026 Expansion Pack 40
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 3311 2004 Pokémon Japanese Gyarados ex Holo 1st edition PSA 9 Mint Flight of Legends 60

 3312 2001 Pokémon Japanese Typhlosion Holo 1st edition PSA 9 Mint Expedition Base Set 40
 3313 1997 Pokémon Japanese Moltres Holo PSA 9 Mint Fossil 20
 3314 2004 Pokémon Japanese Kangaskhan Holo 1st edition PSA 9 Mint Flight of Legends 20

 3315
Lot of four PSA graded vintage Japanese holofoils consisting of: 1997 Japanese Rocket Dark Blastoise Holo PSA 7, 1996 Japanese 
Basic Mewtwo Holo PSA 7,  1997 Japanese Rocket Dark Magneton Holo PSA 8 and 2000 Japanese Neo Skarmory Holo PSA 8. 40

 3316 2001 Pokémon Japanese Skarmory Holo 1st edition PSA 9 Mint Expedition Base Set 20

 3317 Lot of two PSA graded Topps Pokemon Movie Edition cards consisting of: 1999 TOPPS Pokémon The Temple Of Mewtwo PSA 10 
Gem MT Movie Edition #18 and 1999 TOPPS Pokémon The Future Looks Bright PSA 10 Gem MT Movie Edition #41 30

 3318 2000 Pokémon Chinese Computer Search 1st edition PSA 9 Mint Rare #71 30
 3319 2000 Pokémon Team Rocket Dark Machoke 1st edition PSA 9 Mint #40 10
 3320 2000 Pokémon Japanese Neo 2 Pichu Promo Reverse Foil PSA 9 Mint 10

3321

3328 3329

 3321
Complete set of 16 PSA8/9/10 graded Pokémon Rumble Promos 2009. Consisting of the following cards with PSA grade: Venusaur 8, 
Cheririm 9, Ninetales 9, Heatran 9, Starmie 9, Gyarados 9, Pikachu 9, Zapdos 9, Mewtwo 9, Mew 9, Diglett 10, Lucario 9, Skuntank 
9, Bastiodon 10, Rattata 9 and Bibarel 10.

500

 3322 2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Totodile 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT #80 40

 3323 2000 Pokémon Japanese Neo 2 Charizard Promo Reverse foil PSA 8 NM - MT 30

 3324 2000 Pokémon Japanese Neo 2 Entei Promo Reverse Foil PSA 9 Mint 10

 3325 Lot of two PSA 10 graded Pokémon cards consisting of: 2000 Pokémon Rocket Dratini 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT and 2000 Poké-
mon Rocket Sleep! 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT 30

 3326 2000 Pokémon Rocket Charmander 1st edition PAS 10 Gem MT 40

 3327 2000 Pokémon Neo Genesis Chikorita 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT #53 30

 3328 2000 Pokémon Neo Genesis Pikachu 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT 50

 3329 1999 Merlin Pokémon Pikachu Prism PSA 10 Gem MT #S6 Population: 1 of 12 in the world 50
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 3330 2003 Pokémon Japanese Pikachu Miracle of the Desert 1st edition PSA 10 Gem MT 50

 3331 1999 Pokémon Pikachu Portuguese PSA 10 Gem MT Population: 1 of 14 in the world 40

 3332 2000 Pokémon Game Pikachu Base Set 2 PSA 10 Gem MT 30

 3333 lot of three Pokémon Japanese Pikachu Promo cards consisting of: Pikachu Playing in The Sea 392/SM-P in NM-M condition, Pika-
chu Tea Party Kyoto Promo 325/SM-P in NM-M condition and Pikachu Yu Nagaba Promo 208/S-P sealed. 20

 3334 Lot of three vintage Lugia cards consisting of: Lugia Ex World Championships 2006 in LP condition, Lugia Neo Genesis Unlimited 
French in PL condition and Lugia Japanese Neo Genesis in EXC condition 40

 3335
Lot of three Charizard cards consisting of: Charizard Base Set 1999 English in LP condition, Charizard Neo 2 Japanese Promo in 
NM-M Condition and Charizard Japanese Pokekyun 1st edition in NM-M condition. 60

 3336 lot of two Blastoise cards consisting of: 1998 Blastoise Japanese Promo Lets Trade in NM condition and 1999 Blastoise English Base 
Set in HP condition 30

 3337
Lot of five Japanese Pokémon cards consisting of: Dragonite 1st edition Japanese Delta Species in LP condition, Dragonite Ex 
Japanese Ex Dragon in EXC condition, Vaporeon Ex 1st edition Japanese Delta Species in LP condition,  Ninetales Ex 1st edition 
Japanese in NM condition and Venusaur EX Japanese Firered & Leafgreen 1st edition in LP condition.

50

 3338 Lot of two Japanese E-series Pokémon cards consisting of: Sudowoodo Japanese Expedition base Holo in NM condition and Lanturn 
Japanese Expedition base holo in NM condition 10

 3339 Rayquaza Poke Park 2005 Japanese Promo 041/PCG-P in sealed condition 10

 3340 Lot of two vintage Japanese Pokémon cards consisting of: Japanese Neo 2 Discovery Espeon holo in NM condition and Gengar Fossil 
Holo Japanese in NM-M condition 20

 3341

Lot of four original 1999 vintage Pokémon cardboxes, three original Base Set cardboxes and one original Fossil cardbox filled with 
Pokémon memorabilia such as: Nine sealed Firebadge’s Pokémon League 2004, ten sealed Pokémon League Badges 1999, vintage 
damage counters, Pokéball toy from 1999, lenticular Pokémon the Movie 2000 Lugia keychain, three lenticular The Movie 3 flippo’s 
and six ANA papercups 1999 Tokyo

30

 3342 Ultra Pro protector box consisting of 330 E-Series VS Energy cards in NM-M condition 30

 3343 Pokémon cards collection consisting of: 15 Wizards of the Coast Holofoils including 1st Edition Dutch Base Set Alakazam in EXC 
condition and 190 Wizards of the Coast non holofoils in various conditions 100

 3344 Pokémon Sealed Japanese Gym Heroes Booster Pack Pocket Monsters 1996 300 Yen variant. Guaranteed holofoil in every pack. 120

 3345

Complete set of Pokémon Merlin 1999 series 1 stickers and the matching sealed Super Collection Album which came with a secret 
album bonus sticker, Raichu, which was not available through regular packets. Made by Artbox in 1999. There are a total of 232 
stickers in the set - stickers with the 150 Pokémon found in the Kanto Pokédex (excluding Mew), 45 bonus prism stickers, 18 rare 
gold stickers, 18 super rare gold stickers, and one album bonus sticker.

20

 3346 Pokemon 1999 English Base Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #17-102 average condition: VG to EXC 30

 3347 Pokemon 1999 English Jungle Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #17-64 average condition: NM - Mint 30

 3348 Pokemon 1999 English Fossil Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #16-62 whereof 35 cards are 1st Edition average condition: Near 
Mint 40

 3349 Pokemon 1999 English Team Rocket Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #18-82 average condition: NM - Mint 50

 3350 Pokemon 2000 Gym Heroes Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #20-132 whereof 11 cards are 1st Edition average condition: Near 
Mint 50

 3351 Pokemon 2000 Gym Challenge Set Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #21-132 average condition: NM - Mint 50
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 3352 Pokemon English 1995-2001 Southern Islands complete set #1-18 average condition: NM - Mint 100

 3353 Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Genesis Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #20-111 whereof 77 cards are 1st Edition average condition: 
Near Mint 100

 3354 Pokemon 1995-2001 Neo Discovery Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #18-75 average condition: NM - Mint 70

 3355 Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Revelation Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #15-64 whereof three cards are 1st Edition average condition: 
Near Mint 70

 3356 Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Destiny Unlimited Complete Non-holo set #17-105 whereof 71 cards are 1st Edition average condition: 
Near Mint 100

 3357 Lot of four Pokemon cards from various sets consisting of: Japanese NEO 2 Dark Raichu Holo NM, Ancient Mew Promo Excellent, 
Entei Blackstar Promo #34 NM and Articuno Blackstar Promo #22 MP 10

3358

 3358

Pokemon 1999-2000 Team Rocket Unlimited Complete Holo set #1-17 and #83 consisting of: Dark Alakazam Holo NM, Dark Arbok 
Holo NM, Dark Blastoise Holo NM, Dark Charizard Holo NM, Dark Dragonite Holo NM, Dark Raichu Holo NM, Dark Dugtrio 
Holo NM, Dark Golbat Holo NM, Dark Gyarados Holo NM, Dark Hypno Holo NM, Dark Machamp Holo NM, Dark Magneton Holo 
NM, Dark Slowbro Holo white stains on back, Dark Vileplume Holo NM, Dark Weezing Holo NM, Here Comes Team Rocket! Holo 
NM, Rocket’s Sneak Attack Holo NM and Rainbow Energy Holo white stains on back

250

3359

 3359

Pokemon 1995-2001 Neo Discovery unlimited Complete Holo set #1-17 consisting of: Espeon Holo NM, Forretress holo NM, 
Hitmontop Holo NM, Houndoom Holo NM, Houndour Holo NM, Kabutops Holo NM, Magnemite Holo NM, Politoed Holo NM, 
Poliwrath Holo NM, Scizor Holo NM, Smeargle Holo NM, Tyranitar Holo NM, Umbreon Holo NM, Unown Holo NM, Ursaring 
Holo NM, Wobbuffet Holo NM and Yanma Holo NM

350
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 3360

Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Revelation Complete Holo set #1-14 whereof 7 1st Edition Holo’s. Consisting of: Ampharos Holo NM, 
Blissey 1st Holo NM, Celebi Holo NM, Crobat 1st Holo NM, Delibird 1st Holo NM, Entei 1st Holo PL, Ho-Oh Holo NM, Hound-
oom 1st Holo NM, Jumpluff Holo NM, Magneton 1st Holo NM, Misdreavus Holo NM, Porygon2 1st Holo NM, Raiku Holo NM and 
Suicune Holo Nm

400

3361

 3361

Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Genesis Complete Holo set #1-19 whereof 7 1st Edition Holo’s. Consisting of: Ampharos Holo NM, 
Azumarill Holo NM, Bellossom Holo EXC, Feraligatr #4 Holo NM, Feraligatr #5 1st Holo Nm, Heracross 1st Holo EXC, Jumpluff 
1st Holo EXC, Kingdra Holo NM, Lugia Holo NM, Meganium #10 Holo NM, Meganium #11 Holo NM, Pichu Holo EXC, Skarmory 
Holo NM, Slowking 1st Holo NM, Steelix Holo NM, Togetic 1st Holo NM, Typhlosion #17 1st Holo EXC, Typhlosion #18 1st Holo 
NM and Metal Energy Holo NM

450

3362

 3362

Pokemon 1995-2000 Neo Destiny complete Holo set #1-16 whereof three 1st Edition Holo’s. Set also includes two Secret Rare 
Shining cards. Consisting of: Shining Celebi EXC, Shining Raichu EXC, Dark Ampharos Holo NM, Dark Crobat Holo NM, Dark 
Donphan Holo NM, Dark Espeon Holo EXC, Dark Feraligatr Holo Nm, Dark Gengar Holo EXC, Dark Houndoom Holo 1st NM, 
Dark Porygon2 Holo NM, Dark Scizor Holo 1st NM, Dark Typhlosion Holo NM, Dark Tyranitar Holo NM, Light Arcanine Holo NM, 
Light Azumarill Holo NM, Light Dragonite Holo NM, Light Togetic Holo 1st NM and Miracle Energy Holo NM

650
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 3363

Pokemon 1999-2000 Gym Challenge Complete Holo set #1-20 consisting of: Blaine’s Arcanine Holo EXC, Blaine’s Charizard Holo 
NM, Brock’s Ninetales Holo NM, Erika’s Venusaur Holo NM, Giovanni’s Gyarados Holo NM, Giovanni’s Machamp Holo NM, 
Giovanni’s Nidoking Holo NM, Giovanni’s Persian Holo NM, Koga’s Beedrill Holo NM, Koga’s Ditto Holo NM, Lt. Surge’s Raichu 
Holo NM, Misty’s Golduck Holo NM, Misty’s Gyarados Holo NM, Rocket’s Mewtwo Holo NM, Rocket’s Zapdos Holo, Sabrina’s 
Alakazam Holo NM, Blaine Holo NM, Giovanni Holo NM, Koga Holo NM and Sabrina Holo NM

600

3364

 3364

Pokemon 1999-2000 Gym Heroes Complete Holo set #1-19 consisting of: Blaine’s Moltres Holo NM, Brock’s Rhydon Holo NM, 
Erika’s Clefable Holo NM, Erika’s Dragonair Holo NM, Erika’s Vileplume Holo NM, Lt. Surge’s Electabuzz Holo NM, Lt. Surge’s 
Fearow Holo EXC, Lt. Surge’s Magneton Holo NM, Misty’s Seadra Holo NM, Misty’s Tentacruel Holo NM, Rocket’s Hitmonchan 
Holo NM, Rocket’s Moltres Holo EXC, Rocket’s Scyther Holo NM, Sabrina’s Gengar Holo NM, Brock Holo NM, Erika Holo NM, 
Lt. Surge Holo NM, Misty Holo NM and The Rocket’s Trap Holo EXC

400

3365

 3365

Pokemon 1999 Base Set Unlimited Complete Holo set #1-16 consisting of: Alakazam Holo PL, Blastoise Holo NM, Chansey Holo 
EXC, Charizard Holo NM, Clefairy Holo NM, Gyarados Holo NM, Hitmonchan Holo EXC, Machamp Holo EXC, Magneton Holo 
EXC, Mewtwo Holo Dutch GD, Nidoking Holo Dutch NM, Ninetales Holo NM, Poliwrath Holo NM, Raichu Holo NM, Venusaur 
Holo EXC and Zapdos Holo PL

250
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 3366

Pokemon 1999 Jungle Set Unlimited Complete Holo set #1-16 consisting of: Clefable Holo NM, Electrode Holo NM, Flareon Holo 
EXC, Jolteon No Symbol Error Holo NM, Kangaskhan Holo NM, Mr. Mime Holo NM, Nidoqueen Holo NM, Pidgeot Holo NM, Pin-
sir Holo EXC, Scyther No Symbol Error Holo NM, Snorlax Holo NM, Vaporeon No Symbol Error Holo EXC, Venomoth No Symbol 
Error Holo NM, Victreebell Holo EXC, Vileplume Holo NM and Wigglytuff Holo NM

150

3367

3379

 3367

Pokemon 1999 Fossil Set Unlimited Complete Holo set #1-15 whereof one 1st Edition Holo. Consisting of: Aerodactyl Holo EXC, 
Articuno Holo GD, Ditto Holo PL, Dragonite Holo EXC, Gengar Holo NM, Haunter Holo NM, Hitmonlee Holo NM, Hypno Holo 
PL, Kabutops Holo EXC, Lapras Holo PL, Magneton Holo 1st Edition NM, Moltres Holo NM, Muk Holo NM, Raichu Holo NM and 
Zapdos Holo PL

100

 3368

Pokémon Topps collection ringbinder with over 450 Topps cards in NM-M conditions. Consisting of: Topps TV Animation series 
Puzzle, Topps clear cards including Pikachu and Charizard, complete Topps Series 2 Silver Foil set, partial complete German Topps 
Series 1 Silver Foil set, German Topps Series 1 complete non foil set, Complete English Topps Series 1 Silver foil and non foil set, 
missing only Venusaur and Blastoise Foil.

150

 3369 Lot of two vintage Japanese Pokemon holofoils in Near Mint conditions consisting of: Sabrina’s Gengar Holo Challenge from the 
Darkness Gym 2 and Gengar Holo Mystery of the Fossils 30

 3370

Lot of 19 vintage Japanese holofoils all in Near Mint or better conditions consisting of the following; Neo 2; Tyranitar and Forretress, 
Gym 2; Rocket’s Moltres, Erika’s Vileplume, Giovanni’s Machamp, Misty’s Golduck, Giovanni’s Persian, Lt. Surge’s Magneton and 
Giovanni’s Nidoking, Neo 1: Slowking, Metal Energy, Steelix, Bellosom and Hophip, Jungle; Jolteon and Kangaskhan, Rocket; Dark 
Gyarados and Dark Slowbro, Promo: Cool Porygon.

120

 3371 Lot of two vintage French Base Set Pokemon Holofoils consisting of: Alakazam Holo Near Mint and Electhor (Zapdos) Holo Excel-
lent/Near Mint. 30

 3372 Lot of five English Pokemon 1999 Base Set Holofoils in Near Mint condition, except for Charizard Base Set in VG condition. Con-
sisting of: Raichu Holo, Gyarados Holo, Ninetales Holo, Poliwrath Holo and Charizard Holo. 70

 3373 Lot of four 1999-2000 Pokemon Base Set 2 Holofoils in Near Mint condition consisting of: Blastoise Holo Base Set 2, Ninetales Holo 
Base Set 2, Clefairy Holo Base Set 2 and Scyther Holo Base Set 2. 50

 3374 Lot of four 1999 Pokemon Fossil Holofoils in Near Mint conditions consisting of: Dragonite Holo Fossil, Zapdos Holo Fossil, Raichu 
Holo Fossil and Muk Holo Fossil 50

 3375 Lot of four 1999 Pokemon Team Rocket cards in Near Mint condition consisting of: Dark Dragonite Holo, Dark Hypno Holo, Dark 
Charizard Rare and Dark Blastoise Rare. 30

 3376
Lot of ten vintage Pokemon Holofoils in mixed conditions consisting of: Snorlax Jungle Holo EXC, Flareon Jungle Holo NM, Ger-
man Vaporeon Jungle Holo NM, Rocket’s Scyther Holo NM, Misty’s Tentacruel Holo NM, Spanish Mewtwo Holo Base EXC, Dutch 
Nidoking Holo Base GD, Dutch Hitmonchan Holo Base NM, Dutch Machamp 1st NM and Japanese Togetic Neo 1 PL

50

 3377 Lot of 18 vintage Pokemon Holofoils in Played conditions ranging from 1999 to 2003. Ten Holofoils are in Dutch language. Notewor-
thy card: Dutch Raichu 1st Holo Fossil in LP condition. 20

 3378 Lot of three vintage Pokemon Ex cards from the 2003 Ex Ruby & Sapphire set in Excellent to Near Mint conditions consisting of: 
Lapras Ex, Scyther Ex and Magmar Ex 20

 3379
Lot of five 2002 Pokemon Neo Destiny Shining Ultra-Rare cards consisting of: Shining Noctowl in NM condition, Shining Kabutops 
in NM condition, Shining Magikarp in Exc condition, Shining Raichu in Exc condition, Shining Steelix in Exc condition. 250

 3380 Lot of four 1995-2000 Pokemon Neo Revelation Holofoils in Excellent conditions consisting of: Ho-Oh Holo, Houndoom Holo, Entei 
Holo and Blissey Holo. 100

 3381 Lot of five vintage Pokemon Holofoils in mixed conditions consisting of: Blastoise Holo Base Set GD, Gengar 1st ed Holo Fossil 
Dutch EXC, Dark Typhlosion Holo Neo Destiny EXC, Dark Porygon2 EXC and Giovanni’s Nidoking EXC 40

 3382 Lot of two vintage original Pokemon mini binders overal in excellent condition consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Nintendo Lugia Toysite 
Binder and 2000 Pokemon Nintendo Lugia Toysite Binder. Note: has some marks from removed stickers. 20
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 3383 2005 Pokemon Ex Delta Species Jolteon Ex Holo PSA 9 Mint 120

3384

 3384 2003 Pokemon Ex Dragon Charizard Holo National Championships PSA 10 Gem Mint Population of only 112 1250

3385

3390

 3385
Complete set of nine Pokemon sealed POP series promotional boosterpacks consisting of: POP series 1, POP series 2, POP series 3, 
POP series 4, POP series 5, POP series 6, POP series 7, POP series 8 and POP series 9. POP series 5 has the elusive chance to pull a 
gold star Umbreon or Espeon.

400

 3386 2003 Pokemon Aquapolis Espeon Box Topper PSA 5 Excellent. Note: Jumbo size card. 20
 3387 Sealed Pokemon 2010 Heartgold Soulsilver Undaunted Boosterpack 30
 3388 Sealed Pokemon 2012 Black & White Dark Explorers Boosterpack 30
 3389 Sealed Pokemon 2012 Black & White Dragons Exalted Boosterpack 40
 3390 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Flareon Holo H7 PSA 9 Mint 200
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 3391 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Jolteon Holo H12 PSA 10 Gem Mint 300

 3392 2003 Pokemon Ex Sandstorm Vaporeon Reverse Foil PSA 9 Mint 40

 3393 2002 Pokemon Expedition Golem Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint 100

 3394 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon E-border Ex cards consisting of: 2003 Pokemon Ex Ruby & Sapphire Chansey Ex PSA 9 Mint and 
2003 Pokemon Ex Dragon Latias Ex Psa 8 NM - MT 70

 3395
Sealed Japanese 1st Edition Pokémon VS Fighting Psychic boosterpack. Each boosterpack contained 30 cards instead of the usual 
10; 12 Pokémon (11 Non Holo and 1 Holo), 4 Trainer cards, 2 Technical Machine, 11 Basic Energy cards, and 1 Holo Special Energy 
card. Each boosterpack costed ¥690 instead of ¥300.

500

 3396 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Alakazam Holo H1 PSA 9 Mint 150

3397

 3397 2016 Pokemon XY Charizard Holo Evolutions Prerelease PSA 9 Mint 300
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 3398 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Crystal Ho-Oh Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 149/144 500

 3399 2003 Pokemon Aquapolis Crystal Kingdra Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 148/147 120

 3400 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Crystal Celebi Reverse Holo PSA 9 Mint 145/144 150

3401

 3401
Lot of two PSA graded Italian 1st Edition base set holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Game Magneton Holo 1st Edition Italian 
PSA 8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Game Nidoking Holo 1st Edition Italian PSA 8 NM - MT 150

3402 3404 3405 3406

 3402 2000 Pokemon Dutch Fossil Magneton holo 1st Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint Population of only 2 250

 3403 1999 Pokemon Game Pikachu E3 Stamp - Yellow Cheeks PSA 9 Mint 30

 3404 2002 Pokemon Japanese 1st Edition Entei Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint Wind From The Sea 100

 3405 1999 Pokemon Japanese Gym 2 Rocket’s Mewtwo Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint 120

 3406 1996 Pokemon Japanese No Rarity Poliwrath Holo PSA 6 EX-MT 70
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 3407 1999 Pokemon Dutch Charmander 1st Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint 100

 3408 2012 Pokemon Promo Tropical Beach World Champ. Portuguese #BW50 Worlds 2012 PSA 9 Mint 200

 3409 2003 Pokemon Japanese Flareon Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint Magma vs Aqua 1st Edition 70

 3410 2001 Pokemon Neo Discovery Espeon Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT 150

 3411 2002 Pokemon Ninetales Holo Legendary Collection PSA 9 Mint 40

 3412 1999 Pokemon Jungle Vaporeon Holo No Symbol PSA 8 NM - MT 30

3413

3414 3415

 3413
Lot of two PSA graded Spanish 1st Edition base set holofoils consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Magneton Holo PSA 8 
NM - MT and 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Raichu Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 90

 3414 1999 Pokemon 1st Edition Spanish Venusaur Holo PSA 9 Mint 300

 3415 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Blastoise Holo PSA 7 Near Mint 100
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 3416 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Ninetales Holo PSA 9 Mint 100

 3417 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Nidoking Holo PSA 9 Mint 70

 3418 1999 Pokemon Spanish 1st Edition Poliwrath Holo PSA 9 Mint 50

 3419 2000 Pokemon Japanese Promo Cyndaquil PSA 10 Gem Mint World Hobby Fair 50

 3420 1999 Topps Pokemon T.V. Checklist PSA 10 Gem Mint 80

 3421 2016 Pokemon Japanese Full Art/M Blastoise Ex Psa 10 Gem Mint 20th Anniversary 1st Edition 150

 3422 2016 Pokemon Japanese Mew Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint Exp. 20th Anniversary 1st Edition 30

3423

3427

3428

 3423 2013 Pokemon Korean B & W Lugia Ex PSA 10 Gem Mint Ex Battle Boost Population of only 1 in the world in PSA 10 100

 3424 2014 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Darkrai Holo PSA 10 Gem Mint Cocoon/Dest.Diancie 70

 3425 2014 Pokemon Japanese XY Mega Absol Ex PSA 10 Gem Mint Battle Festa Promo XY-P 50

 3426 Lot of two PSA graded Korean Pokemon cards consisting of: 2015 Pokemon Korean XY M Latios EX Emerald Break PSA 10 Gem 
Mint and 2015 Pokemon Korean XY Kyogre Ex Tidal Storm PSA 10 Gem Mint 50

 3427
Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard Holo PSA 8 NM - MT and 
2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Blastoise Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 140

 3428 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 100
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 3429
Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard 1st Edition Non-Holo PSA 5 EXC 
and 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard Non-Holo Psa 8 NM - MT 40

 3430 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard Non-Holo PSA 9 Mint #21 40

3431

 3431 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Charizard Holo PSA 9 Mint #4 150

3432

 3432
Set of two PSA graded Japanese Pokemon XY Promos consisting of: 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Fullart/Mario Pikachu 
Mario Pikachu Special Box PSA 10 Gem Mint #294/XY-P and 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Fullart/Luigi Pikachu Luigi Pika-
chu Special Box PSA 10 Gem Mint #296/XY-P

5000
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 3433 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Mega Charizard Y Pikachu Special Box #208 Poncho-Wearing Pikachu PSA 10 Gem Mint 2000

3434

 3434 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Shiny Rayquaza #231 Poncho-Wearing Pikachu PSA 10 Gem Mint 1750

3435 3436

 3435 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Rayquaza #230 Poncho-Wearing Pikachu PSA 9 400

 3436 2016 Pokemon Japanese XY Promo Mega Charizard X Pikachu Special Box Poncho-Wearing Pikachu PSA 7 Near Mint 250
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 3437 2018 Pokemon Japanese SM Promo Munch A Retrospective #288 Pikachu PSA 10 Gem Mint 1750

3438

 3438 2018 Pokemon Japanese SM Promo Munch A Retrospective #286 Psyduck PSA 10 Gem Mint 600

3439 3440 3441

 3439 2018 Pokemon Japanese SM Promo Munch A Retrospective #290 Rowlet PSA 10 Gem Mint 200

 3440 2018 Pokemon Japanese Scream Munch: A Retrospective Eevee Promo 287/SM-P PSA 9 Mint 150

 3441 1998 Pokemon Japanese Meiji Mewtwo Prism Promo PSA 9 Mint #1 100
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 3442
Set of three PSA graded Victory Cup Battle Road B & W Promos consisting of: 2012 Pokemon B & W Promo Victory Cup 1st Place 
Battle Road Autumn #BW31 PSA 9 Mint, 2012 Pokemon B & W Promo Victory Cup 2nd Place Battle Road Spring #BW30 PSA 9 
Mint and 2012 Pokemon B & W Promo Victory Cup 3rd Place Battle Road Spring #BW29 PSA 9 Mint

350

3443 3444

 3443 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Blaine’s Charizard Holo PSA 9 Mint #2 200

 3444 1999 Pokemon Japanese Gym 2 Blaine’s Charizard Holo PSA 8 NM - MT #6 50

3445 3446 3447 3448

 3445 1999 Pokemon Dutch Charizard Holo Unlimited Base Set PSA 9 Mint #4 Population of only 30 in the world 600

 3446 1999 Pokemon Game Base Set Charizard Holo PSA 7 Near Mint #4 150

 3447 2000 Pokemon Game Base Set 2 Charizard Holo PSA 8 NM - MT #4 120

 3448 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Blaine’s Charizard Holo 1st Edition PSA 5 Excellent #2 150

 3449 2008 Pokemon Diamond & Pearl Charizard Holo PSA 5 Excellent Stormfront Secret Rare 103/100 70
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 3450 1999 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo CD Promo PSA 10 Gem Mint #6 350

 3451 2000 Pokemon Game Base Set 2 Blastoise Holo PSA 9 Mint #2 80

3452 3453

3454

 3452 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Ooyama’s Pikachu Series III PSA 10 Gem Mint #25 500

 3453 2001 Pokemon Neo Revelation Suicune Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT #14 100

 3454
Lot of two Psa graded Pokemon Gym Heroes 1st Edition Holos consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Rocket’s hitmonchan Holo 
1st Edition PSA 9 Mint and 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Lt. Surge’s Magneton Holo 1st Edition PSA 9 Mint 100

3455

 3455 2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Lugia Holo 1st Edition PSA 4 Very Good - Excellent #9 100

 3456 2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Typhlosion Holo PSA 8 NM - MT #17 60
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 3457 2002 Pokemon Expedition Tyranitar Holo PSA 9 Mint #29 100

 3458 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Crystal Celebi Reverse Holo PSA 9 Mint 150

 3459 2003 Pokemon Skyridge Crystal Golem Reverse Holo PSA 9 Mint 120

 3460 2006 Pokemon Promo Tropical Tidal Wave World Championships Staff PSA 9 Mint #36 600

3461 3462

 3461
Lot of two vintage Pokemon PSA graded Venusaur cards consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Game Base Set Venusaur Holo Psa 8 NM - 
MT #15 and 1999 Pokemon Japanese Venusaur Holo CD Promo PSA 9 Mint #3 120

 3462
Lot of two vintage Pokemon PSA graded Blastoise cards consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Game Base Set Blastoise Holo “Stage” Error 
Psa 5 Excellent #2 and 1999 Pokemon Japanese Blastoise Holo CD Promo PSA 8 NM -MT #9 100

 3463 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Pokemon Machime Series 3 PSA 9 Mint and 
1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Lose? Series 3 PSA 6 EX-MT 20

 3464
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Imakuni?’s Corner Series 3 PSA 10 Gem 
Mint, 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Imakuni?’s PC Series 3 PSA 10 Gem Mint and 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Imakuni?’s 
Nasty Plot Series 3 PSA 10 Gem Mint

100

 3465 Lot of Pokemon 2006 Poker Chips consisting of: 27 holographic Poker Chips, 328 non-holo Poker Chips and two various coins. 70
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 3466
Complete set of 16 PSA 7/8/9 graded Pokemon Rumble Promos 2009. Consisting of the following cards with PSA grade: Venusaur 9, 
Cherrim 8, Ninetales 9, Heatran 8, Starmie 8, Gyarados 8, Pikachu 9, Zapdos 8, Mewtwo 7, Mew 9, Diglett 9, Lucario 9, Skuntank 9, 
Bastiodon 8, Rattata 9 and Bibarel 9

400

 3467 Lot of two PSA graded Japanese Pokemon Promo cards consisting of: 2002 Pokemon Japanese Pichu Bros. Movie Promo PSA 8 NM- 
MT #028/P and 2002 Pokemon Japanese Promo Pikachu Pokemon Festa 2002 PSA 8 NM - MT #038/P 40

 3468 Lot of two PSA graded Venusaurs consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Game Base Set Venusaur Holo PSA 6 EX-MT #15 and 2000 Poke-
mon Gym Challenge Erika’s Venusaur Holo PSA 5 Excellent #4 40

 3469
Lot of two PSA graded Neo Destiny Holofoils consisting of: 2002 Pokemon Neo Destiny Dark Tyranitar Holo PSA 8 NM- MT #11 
and 2002 Pokemon Neo Destiny Light Arcanine Holo PSA 8 NM - MT #12 100

 3470 Lot of two PSA graded Base Set II Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Game Alakazam Holo Base Set II PSA 9 Mint #1 and 2000 
Pokemon Game Clefable Holo Base Set II PSA 9 Mint #5 80

3471

3472

 3471

Lot of 8 PSA graded Pokemon cards all from the 2007 Diamond and Pearl Secret Wonders set. Consisting of: Charizard Holo Bleed 
PSA 5 Excellent, Entei Holo Bleed PSA 8 NM - MT, Raikou Holo Bleed PSA 8 NM -MT, Ho-Oh Holo Bleed PSA 8 NM - MT, 
Blastoise Holo PSA 8 NM - MT, Lugia Holo Bleed PSA 8 NM - MT, Mew Holo Bleed PSA 8 NM - MT and Salamence Holo Bleed 
PSA 9 Mint

150

 3472
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 
10 Gem Mint, 2021 Pokemon Japanese Venusaur PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint and 2021 Pokemon Japanese 
Blastoise Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint

400

3473

 3473
Set of two PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Pokemon Japanese S-P #227 FA/Pikachu Pokemon Stamp Box PSA 10 
Gem Mint and 2021 Pokemon Japanese S-P #226 FA/Cramorant Pokemon Stamp Box PSA 10 Gem Mint 400

 3474 2021 Pokemon Japanese S-P #226 FA/Cramorant Pokemon Stamp Box PSA 10 Gem Mint 70
 3475 2021 Pokemon Japanese S-P #227 FA/Pikachu Pokemon Stamp Box PSA 6 EX-MT 70
 3476 2021 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition BGS 9.5 Gem Mint 100
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 3477
Set of 9 PSA graded Pokemon cards from the 2000 Neo 3 Promotional File Japanese consisting of: Raikou Promo PSA 8 NM- MT, 
Entei Promo PSA 9 Mint, Suicune Promo PSA 10 Gem Mint, Lugia Promo PSA 10 Gem Mint, Skarmory Promo PSA 9 Mint, Ho-Oh 
Promo PSA 8 NM - MT, Celebi Holo Promo PSA 8 NM - MT, Sudowoodo Promo PSA 10 Gem Mint and Sneasel Promo PSA 9 Mint

150

 3478 Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Game Promo Ancient Mew Promo PSA 8 NM - MT, 2000 
Pokemon Game Promo Ancient Mew Promo PSA 8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Game Promo Ancient Mew Promo PSA 7 NM 40

 3479
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 
10 Gem Mint, 2021 Pokemon Japanese Venusaur PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint and 2021 Pokemon Japanese 
Blastoise Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint

400

 3480
Lot of five PSA graded Topps Pokemon cards consisting of: 1999 Topps Pokemon T.V. Checklist Foil PSA 7 NM, 1999 Topps Poke-
mon T.V. Charmeleon Foil PSA 7 NM, 1999 Topps Pokemon Movie Edition Awakenings Foil PSA 8 NM - MT, 1999 Topps Pokemon 
Movie Edition Rescuing Pikachu Foil PSA 6 EX- MT and 1999 Topps Pokemon Movie Edition Conscious./Congrat. Foil PSA 7 NM

40

 3481 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Neo Genesis Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Lugia Holo PSA 4 VG- EX and 
2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Pichu PSA 6 EX - MT 50

 3482
Lot of four PSA graded Pokemon Neo Genesis 1st edition Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Neo Genesis Typhlosion Holo 1st Edition 
PSA 5 Excellent #17, 2000 Neo Genesis Ampharos Holo 1st Edition PSA 5 Excellent, 2000 Neo Genesis Azumarill Holo 1st Edition 
PSA 8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Neo Genesis Metal Energy 1st Edition PSA 6 EX - MT

70

 3483
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon Jungle 1st Edition Holofoils consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Jungle Nidoqueen Holo 1st Edition PSA 
8 NM - MT, 1999 Pokemon Jungle Kangaskhan Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT and 1999 Pokemon Jungle Pidgeot Holo 1st Edi-
tion PSA 8 NM - MT

70

 3484 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Lv.X cards consisting of: 2007 Pokemon D & P Gardevoir LV.X Holo Secret Wonders PSA 8 NM - 
MT and 2007 Pokemon D & P Honchkrow  LV.X Holo Secret Wonders PSA 8 NM - MT 30

 3485 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon ex cards consisting of: 2006 Pokemon Ex Crystal Guardians Blaziken Ex Holo PSA 8 NM - MT and 
2007 Pokemon Ex Power Keepers Claydol Ex PSA 8 NM - MT 70

 3486 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Fossil 1st Edition Holofoils consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Fossil Lapras Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM 
- MT and 1999 Pokemon Fossil Aerodactyl Holo 1st Edition Prerelease PSA 6 EX - MT 50

 3487 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Neo Discovery Holofoils consisting of: 2001 Pokemon Neo Discovery Kabutops Holo PSA 7 NM 
and 2001 Pokemon Neo Discovery Hitmontop Holo 1st Edition PSA 7 NM 30

 3488 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Jungle Holofoils consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Jungle Mr. Mime Holo 1st Edition PSA 7 NM and 
1999 Pokemon Jungle Jolteon Holo PSA 8 NM - MT 40

 3489 2001 Pokemon Japanese Promo Shining Mew Holo CoroCoro Comics PSA 8 NM - MT #151 120

 3490 2021 Pokemon Japanese PCP 25th Anniversary Edition #012 Umbreon Gold Star PSA 10 100

 3491

Lot of five PSA graded Japanese Vending Series Pokemon cards consisting of: 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Series III Extra Rule 
4 Prize Battle PSA 8 ,1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Series III Extra Rule 20 Damage PSA 8,1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Se-
ries III Extra Rule 3 Deck Battle PSA 9,1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Series III Extra Rule 3v3 Dugtrio 1998 Pokemon Japanese 
Vending Series III PSA 9 and 1998 Pokemon Japanese Vending Series III Extra Rule Deck Exchange PSA 10

50

 3492
Set of four PSA 10 graded Japanese Pokemon Eeveelution cards consisting of: 2021 Pokemon Japanese SWSH FA/Vaporeon Vmax 
Climax PSA 10, 2021 Pokemon Japanese SWSH FA/Flareon Vmax Climax PSA 10, 2021 Pokemon Japanese SWSH FA/Jolteon 
Vmax Climax PSA 10 and 2021 Pokemon Japanese SWSH FA/Eevee Vmax Climax PSA 10

60

 3493 2021 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint 250

 3494 Lot of two PSA graded Japanese Pokemon CD Promo cards consisting of: 1999 Pokemon Japanese Snorlax Holo CD Promo PSA 8 
NM - MT and 1999 Pokemon Japanese Porygon Holo CD Promo PSA 8 NM - MT 40
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 3495 2021 Pokemon Japanese Charizard Holo PCP 25th Anniversary Edition PSA 10 Gem Mint 250

 3496 Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2022 Pokemon GO Radiant Charizard PSA 10 Gem Mint, 2022 Pokemon GO 
Radiant Blastoise PSA 9 Mint and 2022 Pokemon GO Radiant Venusaur PSA 9 Mint 40

 3497
Lot of four PSA graded Japanese Pokemon GO cards consisting of: 2022 Pokemon GO Japanese Radiant Charizard PSA 10 Gem 
Mint, 2022 Pokemon GO Japanese Radiant Blastoise PSA 10 Gem Mint, 2022 Pokemon GO Japanese Venusaur PSA 10 Gem Mint 
and 2022 Pokemon GO Japanese Radiant Eevee PSA 10 Gem Mint

60

 3498 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Ex Deoxys cards consisting of: 2005 Pokemon Ex Deoxys Jirachi Reverse Foil PSA 9 Mint and 
2005 Pokemon Ex Deoxys Deoxys Reverse Foil PSA 8 NM - MT 60

 3499 Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon GO cards consisting of: 2022 Pokemon GO Radiant Charizard PSA 10 Gem Mint ,2022 Pokemon 
GO Blastoise Holo PSA 9 Mint and 2022 Pokemon GO Venusaur Holo PSA 9 Mint 30

 3500
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemong Pikachu cards consisting of: 1999 Pokemong Jungle Pikachu 1st Edition Wizard Stamp Duelist 
Promo Psa 8 NM - MT, 2000 Pokemon World Collection Jungle Pikachu Chinese PSA 9 Mint and 2021 Pokemon Japanese S-P Pika-
chu Yu Nagaba X PCG Campaign PSA 9 Mint

50

 3501 Lot of two PSA graded vintage Japanese Pokemon cards consisting of: 1997 Pokemong Japanese Rocket Dark Alakazam Holo PSA 9 
Mint and 2000 Pokemon Japanese Neo Feraligatr Holo Premium File PSA 9 Mint 40

 3502 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Charizard cards consisting of: 2013 Pokemon B & W Charizard Holo Legendary Treasures PSA 5 
Excellent and 2021 Pokemon Japanese SWSH FA/Charizard Vmax Climax PSA 8 NM - MT 30

 3503
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon Team Rocket holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Raichu Holo PSA 7 NM, 
2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Dragonite Holo PSA 7 NM and 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Rocket’s Sneak Attack Holo PSA 7 
NM

50

 3504 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Dragonite Holo PSA 6 EX-MT and 2000 
Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Gyarados Holo Prerelease PSA 8 NM - MT 30

 3505 1999 Pokemon Japanese Mew Glossy CD Promo PSA 8 NM - MT 20

 3506
Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2006 Pokemon Ex Crystal Guardians Delcatty Ex PSA 9 Mint and 2006 Poke-
mon Ex Dragon Frontiers Typhlosion Holo PSA 9 Mint 60

 3507 2000 Pokemon Team Rocket Dark Magneton Holo PSA 9 Mint 30

 3508 Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon Gym Challenge holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Sabrina Holo PSA 7 NM 
#20, 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Giovanni Holo PSA 7 NM #18 and 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Koga Holo PSA 7 NM #19 20

 3509 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Gym Challenge 1st Edition Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym challenge Giovanni’s 
Nidoing Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Koga’s Ditto Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT 60

3510 3511

 3510
Lot of three PSA graded 1st Edition Pokemon Gym Heroes Holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Misty Holo 1st 
Edition PSA 8 NM - MT ,2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Erika Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Lt. 
Surge Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT

100

 3511
Lot of three PSA graded 1st Edition Pokemon Gym Heroes holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Lt. Surge’s 
Electabuzz Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT, 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Misty’s Tentacruel Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT and 
2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Erika’s Clefable Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT

90

 3512
Lot of four PSA graded 1st Edition Pokemon Gym Heroes holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes The Rocket’s Trap 
Holo 1st Edition PSA 8 NM - MT, 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Brock Holo 1st Edition PSA 6 EX - MT, 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes 
Erika’s Vileplume Holo 1st Edition PSA 7 NM and 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Misty’s Seadra Holo 1st Edition PSA 7 NM

60

 3513 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Gym Heroes cards consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Misty’s Seadra Holo Prerelease PSA 
8 NM - MT and 2000 Pokemon Gym Heroes Rocket’s Hitmonchan Holo PSA 6 EX-MT 10

 3514 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Rocket’s Zapdos Holo PSA 8 NM - MT #15 20
 3515 2000 Pokemon Gym Challenge Rocket’s Zapdos Holo PSA 9 Mint #15 40
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 3516
Lot of 11 Pokemon Base Set and Base Set II Holofoils consisting of: Base Set: Mewtwo Holo EXC/NM, Poliwrath Holo NM, 
Clefairy Holo LP, Hitmonchan Holo NM, Raichu Holo NM, Raichu Holo EXC and Raichu Holo Dutch NM. Base Set II: Pidgeot 
Holo NM, Chansey Holo NM, Gyarados Holo NM and Nidoking Holo NM

80

 3517 Lot of five 2000 Pokemon Gym holofoils consisting of: Gym Challenge: Giovanni’s Machamp Holo NM. Gym Heroes: Brock’s Rhy-
don Holo NM, Lt. Surge’s Magneton Holo NM, Misty’s Tentacruel Holo NM and Japanese Gym Misty’s Gyarados Holo NM 40

 3518
Lot of eight vintage Pokemon Holofoils consisting of: Team Rocket: Dark Hypno Holo NM, Dark Arbok Holo NM, Dark Machamp 
Holo NM, Rainbow Energy Holo NM, Here Comes Team Rocket Holo NM. Jungle: Vaporeon Holo NM, Vaporeon Holo NM. Fossil: 
Hypno Holo NM

40

 3519
Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Italian Ex Sandstorm Holofoils consisting of: 2004 Pokemon Jolteon Holo Italian Ex Sandstorm 
PSA 9 Mint and 2004 Pokemon Flareon Holo Italian Ex Sandstorm PSA 9 Mint 120

 3520
Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon Italian Ex Sandstorm Ultra-Rares consisting of: 2004 Pokemon Ex Kabutops Ex Sandstorm Italian 
PSA 9 Mint and 2004 Pokemon Ex Aggron Ex Sandstorm Italian Psa 9 Mint 150

 3521
Lot of three PSA graded Italian Pokemon cards consisting of: 2004 Pokemon Ex Dusclops Holo Sandstorm Italian PSA 9 Mint, 2004 
Pokemon Ex Lunatone Holo Sandstorm Italian PSA 8 NM - MT and 2005 Pokemon Ex Makuhita Reverse Foil Deoxys Italian PSA 9 
Mint

60

 3522 2000 Pokemon Italian Unlimited Fossil Ditto Holo PSA 9 Mint Population 1, None graded higher 100

3523

3524

3527

 3523 2000 Pokemon Italian Jungle Victreebell Holo 1st Edition PSA 9 Mint Population 1, None graded higher 125

 3524
Lot of two PSA graded Russian Pokemon XY cards consisting of: 2014 Pokemon XY M Blastoise EX Russian PSA 8 NM - MT Pop-
ulation 1, only one graded higher and 2014 Pokemon XY Skarmory EX Russian PSA 8 NM - MT Population 1, none graded higher 100

 3525 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon XY cards consisting of: 2016 Pokemon XY FA/Pikachu Generations Radiant Collection RC29 PSA 
9 Mint and 2016 Pokemon XY Black Star FA/Darkrai Promo Mythical Collection Box XY114 PSA 9 Mint 30

 3526
Lot of three PSA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2010 Pokemon HG & SS Blastoise Holo Unleashed Prerelease Promo PSA 8 
NM - MT, 2004 Pokemon Sceptile Holo POP Series 1 PSA 9 Mint and 2005 Pokemon Ex Metal Energy Reverse Foil Unseen Forces 
PSA 6 EX-MT

45

 3527
2010 Pokemon Promo Oleada Tropical World Championships 2010 Spanish HGSS18 PSA 9 Mint Mitsuhiro Arita Auto 10 Population 
1, none graded higher. Personalized ‘To Ash Mitsuhiro Arita 11.11.21’ 200
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 3528 2012 Pokemon D & P Time-Space Distortion Holo Mysterious Treasures Polish PSA 8 NM - MT Population 1, none graded higher 100

 3529 Lot of two PSA graded Pokemon holofoils consisting of: 2000 Pokemon Portuguese Fossil Raichu Holo PSA 7 Near Mint Population 
1, one graded higher and 2010 Pokemon HG & SS Clefable Holo Spanish PSA 9 Population 3, none graded higher 30

 3530
Lot of three PSA graded Italian Pokemon cards consisting of: 2008 Pokemon D & P Tropical Wind World 2008 Italian DP25 PSA 
5 EX, 2014 Pokemon XY Promo Champions Festival Worlds 2014 Italian XY27 PSA 8 NM - MT and 2016 Pokemon XY Promo 
Champions Festival Worlds 2016 Italian XY176 PSA 8 NM - MT

80

 3531
Lot of two PSA graded Italian Pokemon cards consisting of: 2011 Pokemon World Champ. Tropical Beach Promo Italian BW28 PSA 
9 Mint and 2013 Pokemon B & W Promo Champions Festival Worlds 2013 Italian BW95 PSA 9 Mint 180

 3532 Lot of two PSA graded German Pokemon cards consisting of: 2014 Pokemon XY Promo Champions Festival Worlds 2014 German 
XY27 PSA 8 NM - MT and 2015 Pokemon XY Promo Champions Festival Worlds 2015 German XY91 PSA 8 NM - MT 100

3533

 3533 2008 Pokemon D & P Promo Tropical Wind Worlds 2008 German DP25 PSA 10 Gem MT Population 2, none graded higher 750
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 3534 2010 Pokemon Promo Maremoto Tropical World Champ. Portuguese HGSS18 PSA 10 Gem MT Population 8, none graded higher 750

 3535
Lot of two PSA graded German Pokemon cards consisting of: 2010 Pokemon Promo Tropische Flutwelle World Champ. German 
HGSS18 PSA 9 Mint and 2011 Pokemon World Champ. Tropical Beach Promo German BW28 PSA 8 NM - MT 120

 3536 2015 Pokemon XY Promo Champions Festival Worlds 2015 XY91 English PSA 8 NM - MT 150

 3537 Lot of two Pokemon Booklet set Advanced Generation Animation Hero and Heroine Series 1 Japan Stamp and Postcard set. Stamp 
condition: Near Mint. Issued 22nd July, 2005 by the Japanese Government. 5

 3538
Lot of three PSA graded Spanish Pokemon World Championship Promotional cards consisting of: 2008 Pokemon D & P Promo DP25 
Tropical Wind World 08 Spanish PSA 8 NM - MT, 2015 Pokemon XY Promo XY91 Champions Festival Worlds 15 Spanish PSA 8 
NM - MT and 2016 Pokemon XY Promo XY176 Champions Festival Worlds 16 Spanish PSA 7 NM

130

 3539 Lot of two PSA graded Spanish Pokemon World Championship Promotional cards consisting of: Two 2013 Pokemon B & W Promo 
BW95 Champions Festival Worlds 13 Spanish PSA 8 NM - MT. 60

 3540
Lot of three PSA graded Portuguese Pokemon Promotional cards consisting of: 2015 Pokemon XY Promo XY91 Champions Festival 
Worlds 15 Portuguese PSA 8 NM - MT, 2014 Pokemon XY Promo XY27 Champions Festival Worlds 14 Portuguese PSA 8 NM - MT 
and 2014 Pokemon XY Promo XY27 Champions Festival Worlds 14 Portuguese PSA 7 NM

90

 3541
Lot of three PSA graded Portuguese Pokemon Promotional cards consisting of: 2008 Pokemon D & P DP25 Tropical Wind World 
08 Portuguese PSA 8 NM - MT, 2011 Pokemon World Champ. BW28 Tropical Beach Promo Portuguese PSA 8 NM - MT and 2013 
Pokemon B & W Promo BW95 Champions Festival Worlds 13 Portuguese PSA 8 NM - MT

100

 3542 2009 Pokemon Promo DP48 Tropical Wind World Champ. French PSA 8 NM - MT 80

 3543
Lot of two PSA graded French Pokemon Promotional cards consisting of: 2013 Pokemon B & W Promo BW95 Champions Festival 
Worlds 13 French PSA 8 NM - MT and 2014 Pokemon XY Promo XY27 Champions Festival Worlds 14 French PSA 8 NM - MT 160

3544 3545 3546

 3544 2012 Pokemon Promo BW50 Tropical Beach World Champ. French PSA 9 Mint 200

 3545 2008 Pokemon D & P Promo DP25 Tropical Wind World 08 French PSA 9 Mint 200

 3546

Lot of four PSA graded French Pokemon Promotional cards consisting of: 2013 Pokemon B & W BW95 Champions Festival Worlds 
13 French PSA 8 NM - MT, 2014 Pokemon XY Promo XY27 Champions Festival Worlds 14 French PSA 8 NM - MT, 2015 Pokemon 
XY Promo XY91 Champions Festival Worlds 15 French PSA 8 NM - MT and 2016 XY Promo Champions Festival Worlds 16 French 
PSA 8 NM - MT

250
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 3547 Lot of 16 sealed Pokémon The First Movie CDs ‘Music from and inspired by the motion pictures’ 1999 Nintendo copyright 90

 3548 Lot of three complete-in-box Pokémon Trading Card Game 2 Japanese for Gameboy Color 90

3549

 3549

2000 Nintendo 64 Complete-In-Box Pokémon Special Pikachu Edition, comes with extra controller. Five Games included: N64 South 
Park Rally (CIB); Mario Kart 64 (CIB); Super Star Soccer 98 (No outer box); F1 World Grand Prix (CIB) and Snowboard Kids (CIB). 
Release date: July 21, 2000 Japan. A special Pikachu Nintendo 64 Set that came with a Pokémon controller. The Poke Ball is the On/
Off switch and Pikachu’s foot is the reset button. It came in two colors (blue and orange). It was released in the United States during 
the holiday season of 2000.

80

 3550
Lot of five TGA graded Pokemon 2021 Celebrations holofoil cards consisting of: Umbreon Goldstar Classic Collection TGA 9.5, 
Luxray GL LV.X Classic Collection TGA 9.5, Dark Gyarados Classic Collection TGA 9.5, Birthday Pikachu Classic Collection TGA 
9.5 and Mew Full Art TGA 9.5

40

 3551
Lot of five TGA 10 graded Pokemon 2021 Celebrations Holofoils consisting of: Rocket’s Zapdos Classic Collection TGA 10. Birth-
day Pikachu Classic Collection TGA 10, Shining Magikarp Classic Collection TGA 10, Here Comes Team Rocket! Classic Collection 
TGA 10 and Cleffa Classic Collection TGA 10

20

 3552
Lot of five TGA graded Pokemon Celebrations cards consisting of: Umbreon Goldstar Classic Collection TGA 9.5, Mew Ex Classic 
Collection TGA 9, Dark Gyarados Classic Collection TGA 9.5, Xerneas Ex Classic Collection TGA 9.5 and Cleffa Classic Collection 
TGA 9.5

20

 3553

Lot of 13 TGA graded Japanese Pokemon cards consisting of: Gardevoir Ex 25th Anniv. TGA 9.5, two Mewtwo Ex 25th Anniv. TGA 
9.5, two Here Comes Team Rocket! 25th Anniv. TGA 10 and TGA 9.5, Imposter Prof. Oak 25th Anniv. TGA 10 , Cleffa 25th Anniv. 
TGA 9.5, Tapu Lele GX 25th Anniv. TGA 9.5, Reshiram 25th Anniv. TGA 9.5, Claydol 25th Anniv. TGA 9.5 and Luxray GL LV.X 
TGA 9.5

50

 3554

lot of seven graded Japanese Pokémon cards consisting of: BGS 9.5 Japanese Vmax Climax Japanese Ice Rider Calyrex Vmax SCR, 
PSA 10 Japanese Full Art Zoroak GX Shining Legends, PSA 10 Japanese Full Art Electrode GX, PSA 10 Japanese Poliwrath Holo 
20th Anniv. 1st Edition, PCA 9.5 Japanese Pikachu GG end, PCA 9.5 Japanese Mew Tag All Stars and PCA 9.5 Lugia Legendary 
Heartbeat.

40

 3555 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Pikachu Ultra Premium Collection Gold Metal TGA 9 Mint 
and 2021 Celebrations Charizard Ultra Premium Collection Gold Metal TGA 9 Mint 50

 3556 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Pikachu Ultra Premium Collection Gold Metal TGA 8 NM - 
Mint and 2021 Celebrations Charizard Ultra Premium Collection Gold Metal TGA 9 Mint 40

 3557 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Sworld & Shield Poke Ball SWSH146 Black Star Promo TGA 9 Mint and 
2021 Sworld & Shield Pikachu V SWSH145 Black Star Promo TGA 9 Mint 10

 3558
Lot of eight TGA graded 1993 Amada Dragon Ball Z Prism cards consisting of: Son Goten #156 Prism TGA 9.5, Super Saiyan Son 
Gohaan #143 Prism TGA 9.5, Gokou & Gohan #1 Prism TGA 9, Super Saiyan Son Gokou #134 Prism TGA 9, Gokou VS Cell #146 
Prism TGA 9, Cell #147 Prism TGA 9, Cell #148 Prism TGA 9 and The Z Soldiers #150 Prism TGA 9

60

 3559 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 9, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9 30
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 3560 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 9, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9 30

 3561 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 9.5, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9.5 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9.5 80

 3562 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 9.5, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9.5 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9.5 80

 3563 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 9.5, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9.5 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9.5 80

 3564 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 10, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 10 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 10 120

 3565 Lot of three TGA graded 2021 Pokemon Celebration cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Charizard Classic Collection TGA 10, 
2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9 and 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 10 100

 3566 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Venusaur Classic Collection TGA 9.5 and 2021 25th An-
niversary Venusaur Promo Japanese TGA 9.5 20

 3567 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 Celebrations Blastoise Classic Collection TGA 9 and 2021 25th Anniver-
sary Venusaur Promo Japanese TGA 9 10

 3568 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2021 25th Anniversary Blastoise Promo Japanese TGA 10 and 2021 25th An-
niversary Blastoise Promo Japanese TGA 9.5 40

 3569 Lot of two TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of:2021 25th Anniversary Shining Magikarp Promo Japanese TGA 9.5 and 2021 
Celebrations Shining Magikarp Classic Collection TGA 9.5 20

 3570

Lot of five TGA graded Pokemon Eeveelution cards consisting of: 2002 Pokemon Card Trainers Magazine Vaporeon 002/T Promo 
Japanese TGA 9.5, 2002 Pokemon Card Trainers Magazine Flareon 001/T Promo Japanese TGA 9.5, 2002 Pokemon Card Trainers 
Magazine Jolteon 003/T Promo Japanese TGA 9.5 and 2002 The Town On No Map Eevee TGA 9 and Pokemon Card Fan Club Insert 
Japanese TGA 9.5

100

 3571
Lot of ten TGA graded Japanese Pokemon 2001 Darkness and to Light Holofoils consisting of: Dark Typhlosion TGA 9.5, Dark 
Scizor TGA 9.5, Dark Ampharos TGA 9.5, Light Togetic TGA 9.5, Dark Crobat TGA 9.5, Dark Houndoom TGA 9.5, Dark Donphan 
TGA 9.5, Light Azumarill TGA 9, Dark Porygon2 TGA 9 and Miracle Energy TGA 9

150

 3572 Lot of Two TGA graded Japanese Pokemon Meiji Chocolate Promo cards consisting of: 2005 Meiji Chocolate Rayquaza 103/PCG-
Promo TGA 8 and 2005 Meiji Chocolate Mewtwo 107/PCG-Promo TGA 6.5 20

 3573 Lot of three TGA graded Pokemon cards consisting of: 2002 Energize Your Game Cycle Water Energy Holo TGA 8, 2000 Pokemon 
League Recycle Energy Holo TGA 8.5 and 2002 Energize Your Cycle Rainbow Energy TGA 8 20

 3574
Lot of four TGA 10 graded 2021 25th Anniversary Japanese Pokemon cards consisting of: Dark Gyarados 25th Anniversary Japanese 
TGA 10, Rocket’s Zapdos 25th Anniversary Japanese TGA 10. Mewtwo Ex 25th Anniversary Japanese TGA 10 and Reshiram 25th 
Anniversary TGA 10

50

 3575 Lot of two TGA graded Japanese Pokemon cards consisting of: Japanese Gym 1 1998 Rocket’s Trap Holo TGA 10 and 2020 Amazing 
Voilt Tackle Nessa Super Rare TGA 9.5 30

 3576 Lot consisting of Pokémon cards from various sets. From vintage to modern. Includes some promo’s and holo’s. To be checked in 
person. 30

Magic: The Gathering

 3577
Lot of five vintage Magic The Gathering cards consisting of: Alpha Phantasmal Terrain in LP condition, Alpha Scathe Zombies in 
LP condition, Alpha False Orders in EXC condition, Beta Howl from Beyond EXC condition and Tempest Ancient Tomb in NM-M 
condition

60

 3578 Door of Destinies 19 jan 2008 signed by original illustrator Rob Alexander 20
 3579 Magic: The Gathering ‘Miscut’ Visions Lancier Souk’ata Factory Miscut 1/1 20
 3580 Double Masters Chrome Mox (2XM) 358 NM-M condition 30

 3581
Lot of four Magic: The Gathering cards consisting of: Double Masters Sword of Fire and Ice 297/332 (2XM) in NM-M condition, 
Double Masters Extended art Sword of Light and Shadow 366 (2XM) in NM-M condition, Double Masters Extended art Sword of 
Fire and Ice 365 (2XM) in NM-M condition and Kaladesh inventions Sword of light and shadow 030/054S MPS in NM-M condition

60

 3582

Lot of nine Magic: The Gathering cards consisting of: DIABOLIC EDICT Masterpiece Series 041/054 Daarken MPS in NM-M con-
dition, Mechagodzilla Japanese 387 IKO in NM-M condition, Tsabo’s Assassin foil Invasion in NM condition,Undead Warchief foil 
Time Spiral in NM condition, Rathi Assassin foil Nemesis in NM condition, Black Knight foil dci in NM condition, Goblin Assassin 
foil Magic Legions in NM condition, Llanorwar Elves foil dci in NM condition and Gaea’s Blessing foil arena in NM condition

40

 3583 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Alpha Sacrifice U K BGS 9 Mint 200
 3584 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Beta The Hive R A BGS 9 Mint 200
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 3585 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Alpha Unholy Strength C K BGS 9 Mint 60

 3586 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Beta Natural Selection R G BGS 8.5 NM – MT+ 150

 3587 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Arabian Nights Ali from Cairo U2 R BGS 8.5 NM – MT+ 250

 3588 Lot of three Magic: The Gathering cards consisting of: 1994 Legends Giant Strength in NM condition, 1993 Beta Llanowar Elves in 
EXC condtion and 1996 Mirage Stupor in EXC condition. 40

 3589 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Beta Jade Monolith in NM condition 50

 3590 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Beta Animate Wall in NM- condition 60

 3591 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Beta Veteran Bodyguard in MP condition (light indent) 60

 3592 Big vintage lot of 500 Magic: The Gathering cards in packfresh condition from the following sets: Ninth Edition, Eighth Edition, Fifth 
Dawn, Invasion and Darksteel. 40

 3593 Magic: The Gathering 1993 Alpha Orcish Artillery U R BGS 5.5 Excellent+ 200

3594

3596 3598

 3594 1993 Magic The Gathering Word Of Command Beta PSA 7 NM Rare 350
 3595 Magic: The Gathering TCG Flash Of Ferocity Challenger Deck 2020 Sealed. Made in USA by Wizards Of The Coast 5

 3596
Magic: The Gathering holofoil binder collection. Consisting of approx. 185 foil cards. Various sets from 2003 till present. Average 
condition Near Mint 70

 3597 Lot consisting of approx. 2500 bulk Magic: The Gathering cards and approx. 1750 Magic: The Gathering Art Series cards and various 
other divider cards. Cards ranging from 2011 till present in various conditions. 30

 3598
Magic: The Gathering holofoil collection. Comes in Blackfire binder 4x3 pages consisting of approx. 319 holofoils from various sets. 
To be checked in person. 100

 3599 Magic: The Gathering holofoil collection. Comes in a ringbinder with 3x3 pages consisting of approx. 195 holofoils cards from vari-
ous sets dated 2006 to present. To be checked in person. 100

Yu-Gi-Oh!

 3600

Lot of seven Yu-Gi-Oh! cards consisting of: Blue-Eyes white dragon SKE-001 1st edition in LP condition, Blue-Eyes white dragon 
SDK-E001 1st edition in PL condition, Seiyaryu SDD-E001 in LP condition, Dark Magician of Chaos GLD1-EN016 limited edition 
in NM condition, Dark Horus 1st edition PTDN-EN016 in PL condition, Obelisk the tormentor LC01-EN001 Limited Edition in NM 
condition and Sauvaris The ancient and ascended 1st edition INOV-EN037 in NM condition

20

 3601 Lot of two Yu-Gi-Oh! cards consisting of: Gil Garth Glas-EN091 in NM condition and Slifer the Sky Dragon Limited Edition JUMP-
EN061 in NM condition 70
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 3602

Lot of nine Yu-Gi-Oh! cards consisting of: Dark Magician Girl 15AX-JPM01 japanese in NM condition, Dark Magician Girl 15AX-
KRM01 Korean in NM condition, Dark Magician PGB1-JP011 Japanese in NM condition, Blue eyes ultimate dragon PGB1- JP028 
Japanese in NM condition, Dark Magician Girl the dragon knight RC03-KR020 Korean in NM condition, Tyrant dragon SC-34 
Japanese in NM condition, Japanese Spell card foil in LP condition, Gate Guardian Japanese p3-08 super parralel in LP condition and 
Choas Emperor Dragon BPT-J02 japanese NM condition

20

 3603
Lot of 18 sealed/unopened 1st Edition Yu-Gi-Oh! Structure Decks consisting of: seven ‘Dinosaur’s Rage’ Structure Decks, four 
‘Invincible Fortress’ Structure Decks, three ‘Machine Re-volt’ Structure Decks, two ‘Warrior’s Triumph’ Structure Decks and two 
‘Spellcaster’s Judgement’ Structure Deck

200

 3604 Yu-Gi-Oh! Dark Beginnings 1 -Tip Cards 1-50 complete set in NM-M conditions 10
 3605 Deckbox full with 105 vintage Topps Yu-Gi-Oh! stickersheets dated 1996 in like-new condition 5
 3606 Lot of 320 Yu-Gi-Oh! cards from the Dark Revelation Volume 1 set 2005 20
 3607 Lot of over 350 vintage unlimited Yu-Gi-Oh! Non-foil cards in near mint condition. Includes three deckboxes. 20

 3608 Yu-Gi-Oh! binder collection cards full with 120 cards from the Legend of Blue-Eyes set. Cards are in near mint to excellent condition 
‘Let’s Duel’ binder by Ultra Pro. 50

 3609
Yu-Gi-Oh! binder collection consisting of 120 cards whereof 81 vintage holofoils. General conditions vary from Near mint to Excel-
lent. Note: Blue-Eyes white dragon 1st ed, Dark Magician 1st ed, Gate Guardian 1st ed and many more. Comes in a Ultra Pro 3x3 
binder.

150

 3610 Lot of 416 Yu-Gi-Oh! cards all in 1st edition including a few 1st edition holofoils. Conditions ranging from NM-M to Excellent. 50
 3611 Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon JMP-EN005 Secret Rare Limited Edition in sealed condition from the Jump Magazine 2005 10
 3612 2002 Yu-Gi-Oh! MRD Thousand Dragon Reverse Foil Error PSA 8 NM - MT 40
 3613 2002 SDY Yu-Gi-Oh! Dark Magician PSA 6 EX-MT SDY-006 Yugi Starter Deck 10
 3614 2002 Yu-Gi-Oh! LOB Legend of Blue Eyes 1st edition Gaia The Fierce Knight Psa 8 NM-MT Ultra-Rare Asian-English 120

3615 3616

3620

 3615 Lot of four sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Invasion of Chaos 1st Edition boosterpacks Released March 1, 2004 200

 3616 Lot of four sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Pharaonic Guardian 1st edition boosterpacks Released October 23, 2003 80

 3617 2002 Yu-Gi-Oh! LOB Blue-Eyes White Dragon LOB-001 PSA 8 NM - MT Legend of Blue Eyes White Dragon Unlimited 40

 3618 2002 Yu-Gi-Oh! LOB Dark Magician LOB-005 PSA 7 NM Legend of Blue Eyes White Dragon Unlimited 20

 3619
Lot of three PSA graded Yu-Gi-Oh! Promo cards consisting of: 2004 Yu-Gi-Oh! Promo Blue-Eyes Shin Dragon Movie Pack EN001 
PSA 9 Mint, 2004 Yu-Gi-Oh! Promo Sengenjin WCS - World Champ. Series EN403 PSA 9 Mint and 2020 Yu-Gi-Oh! Promo Jinzo 
Trials Of The Pharaoh EN002 PSA 9 Mint

100

 3620 2003 Yu-Gi-Oh! LOD Yata-Garasu Legacy Of Darkness 1st Edition #000 PSA 9 Mint 150
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 3621 Lot of two PSA graded Yu-Gi-Oh! Cards consisting of: 2001 Yu-Gi-Oh! Dark Magician Girl Premium Pack 4 - Replica P401 PSA 9 
Mint and 2021 Yu-Gi-Oh! 1st Edition No.F0: UTPC DRCO. FTR KICO - Collector’s Rare EN013 PSA 8 NM - MT 10

 3622
Lot of 116 sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! LART English Limited Promotional cards. Consisting of: 1x Ranging Eria, 1x Harpie Channeler, 1x 
Vampire Vamp, 2x Dark Magician Girl, 23x Parasite Paracide, 13x Blazing Hiita, 16x Don Zaloog, 12x Storming Wynn, 13x Gemini 
Elf, 8x Enchanting Fitting Room, 13x Axe Of Despair and 11x Barrel Dragon

60

 3623
Lot of sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game Boxes consisting of: 2020 Photon Hypernova 1st Edition English Sealed Boosterbox, 
2020 Ancient Guardians 1st Edition English Boosterbox, 2020 Maximum Gold El Dorado Box containing four boosters and 2020 
Legendary Duelists Season 3 1st Edition containing two boosters

40

 3624 Lot of sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Boosterpacks and Demo Decks consisting of: 9x Power Of The Elements 1st Edition English Boosterpacks, 
6x sealed 2014 Demo Deck Summoned Skull and 5x sealed 2014 Demo Deck Extra Set 10

 3625 Lot of Sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Demo Decks. Consisting of: 8x Speed Duel DEM5-EN001 Sealed. This Speed Duel Deck was given out to 
the participants of Speed Duel demonstration events. Released July 2019. 30

 3626 Lot of 14x Sealed Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Overload Promos Oversized consisting of: 11x Dark Magician Girl, one Blue-Eyes White Dragon, 
one Cyber Dragon Infinity and one Tour Guide From The Underworld. 20

 3627
Yu-Gi-Oh! Holofoil collection comes in a light blue Ultra-Pro Binder 3x3 pages consisting of approx. 225 Yu-Gi-Oh! Holofoils from 
various sets. Note: includes three world championship cards. 70

 3628 Lot consisting of approx. 6500 bulk Yu-Gi-Oh! cards from various sets. 40
 3629 Lot consisting of approx 200 Yu-Gi-Oh! folded paper bags. To be checked in person 20

Digimon
 3630 Deckbox full of Digimon cards series 1 1999 Bandai. Including 18 foil cards and 130 non-foil cards all-in near mint condition. 10

 3631

Lot of 89 sealed Digimon Card Game Promotional cards. Consisting of: 45x AeroVeedramon Zero P-047 Promo, 2x AeroVeedramon 
Zero P-047 Holo Promo, 7x War Greymon / Metal Garurumon Metal Memory Gauges Holo Promo, 3x Pulsemon P-028 Holo Promo, 
3x Andromon BT2-061C Double Diamond, 4x Digi Summer 20222 Dash Pack, 3x Yuu Amano BT10-093R02 Holo Promo, 2x Akari 
Hinemoto BT10-089R02 Holo Promo, 2x Zenjiro Tsurugi BT02-090R02 Holo Promo, 1x Pinamon P16-004u Holo Promo, 2x Taiki 
Kudo BT10-087R Holo Promo, 1x Kiriha Aonuma BT10-088R Holo Promo, 1x AeroVeedramon BT11-029R sealed pack, 1x DG 
Dimension BT11-108R sealed pack, 1x Taiki Kudo BT10-087R sealed pack, 1x Greymon BT1-015u Tamer Party Event Kit Vol. 2 
sealed pack and 1x Garudfamon ST1-08u sealed pack.

50

3632

 3632
Lot of 163x Sealed 2022 Digimon Card Game Booster packs consisting of: 22x Official Tournament Pack Vol.2, 32x Official Tourna-
ment Pack Vol.3, 7x Official Tournament Pack Vol.4, 1x Official Tournament Pack Vol.5, 76x Official Tournament Pack Vol.6 and 25x 
Official Tournament Pack Vol.7 English Version marked not for sale Bandai 2022 Made in Japan

60

 3633 Lot of 96x sealed 2021 Digimon Card Game Great Dash booster packs one card per pack. English Version 2021 Bandai Made in 
Japan 20

 3634
Lot of 76x Sealed Digimon Card Game Boosterpacks consisting of: 19x Double diamond Dash Pack, 7x 25th Special Memorial Pack, 
19x Special Release Memorial Pack, 10x ST-11 Special Entry Pack, 12x Store Championship 2022 Participant Pack, 8x Winner Pack 
X Record and one Winner Pack Next Adventure. Bandai 2021 and 2022 Made in Japan. Packs are marked not for sale

40

 3635 Digimon Card Game Store Tutorial Kit sealed. Consisting of: 18 sealed tutorial decks 10
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 3636 Lot consisting of approx. 4000 bulk Digimon Card Game cards. 20

 3637 Lot of 14x sealed Digimon Card Game Acrylic Stand Sheets 2022 consisting of: 3x Veemon & Wormmon, 4x Agumon & Gabumon, 
3x Guilmon & Impmon and 4x Flamemon & Strabimon 50

Dragon Ball
 3638 Lot of vintage 30 Dragon Ball Z cards in Near Mint condition including one foil cards dated 1998 by FUNimation 5
 3639 Sealed Dragonball Z Preconstructed Extreme Theme Deck consisting of 66 cards whereof 11 limited edition foils. Score 2002 10

 3640
Lot consisting of 8x sealed Dragon Ball Super Carddass Premium Edition DX Set boxes. Bird Studio, Toei Animation 2018 Dragon 
Ball Super. 100

 3641 2003 Score Dragonball Z Super Saiyan Goku PSA 9 Mint Babidi Saga Android 13 MV. 50

 3642

Lot of 6 graded Dragon Ball cards consisting of: 2018 World Martial Arts Tournament Showdown Vegeta SPR BGS 9.5, 1993 Car-
dass DBZ Super Saiyan Son Gohan Double Prism TGA 9, 1993 Cardass DBZ Super Saiyan Son Goku Prism TGA 8.5, 1994 Amada 
DBZ Hero Collection Gotenks Double Gold Laser Prism TGA 9, 1994 Amada DBZ Hero Collection Son Goku Double Gold Laser 
Prism TGA 9.5 and 1994 Amada DBZ Hero Collection Super Saiyan Son Gohan Double Gold Prism TGA 9.5

60

 3643 Lot of 154 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Zenkai Series Tournament Packs Vol. 1.  English Version. Bandai 2022 Made in Japan. Contains 
one card per boosterpack. Marked not for sale. 60

 3644 Lot of 59 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Zenkai Series Dawn of the Z-Legends Pre-Release Pack. English Version. Bandai 2022 Made in 
Japan. Contains two cards per boosterpack. Marked not for sale. 30

 3645 Lot of 70 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Zenkai Series Zenkai Celebration Pack. English Version. Bandai 2022 Made in Japan. Contains 
one card per boosterpack. Marked not for sale 20

 3646 Lot of 30 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Zenkai Series Tournament Pack Vol.2 English Version. Bandai 2022 Made in Japan. Contains one 
card per Boosterpack. Marked not for sale. 10

 3647 Lot of 26 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Card Game Judge Pack vol.11 English Version. Bandai 2022 Made in Japan. Contains one card 
per boosterpack. Marked not for sale 20

 3648 Lot of 11 Sealed Dragon Ball Super Card Game Tournament Pack Vol.1 -Winner- Zenkai Series English Version. Bandai 2022 Made 
in Japan. Contains one card per boosterpack. Marked not for sale 40

 3649 Dragon Ball Super Card Game Special Anniversary Box 2021 - Complete Set of 4, One of Each Art. English Version Bandai 2021 
Made in Japan 30

 3650 Lot of 30 Dragonball Super sealed Promo packs consisting of: 30x SSB Son Goku, Surmounting The Impossible Z-leader P-426 
Promo Pack Sealed Made in Japan marked not for sale 50

 3651 Lot of three Dragon Ball Super Z01 Pre-Release Kit Sealed. Bird Studio/Shueisha, Toei Animation English Version. Marked not for 
sale. 40

 3652 Sealed Case of Dragon Ball Super Card Game Special Anniversary Box 2021 - Complete Set of 4, One of Each Art. English Version 
Bandai 2021 Made in Japan 30

 3653
The celebrated Dragon Ball Carddass Premium Edition cards and folders are collected in this deluxe boxed set. All seven historic pre-
mium edition sets are here. Set Contains: Premium Edition Set x7 (7 folders with 6 cards each) (42 cards in total), one Double-Sided 
Pamphlet and one Deluxe Storage Box

30

 3654 Dragonball Super Card Game Store Tutorial Kit Ver.3 sealed. Consisting of: 16 sealed tutorial decks 20
 3655 Dragonball Super Card Game Store Tutorial Kit Ver.3 opened. Consisting of: 16 sealed tutorial decks 10

 3656 Lot of 9x Dragonball Super sealed Promo packs consisting of: 3x Saiyan Bond Vegeta, 3x Iron Vow Trunks and 3x Super 17, Evil 
Entwined. Made In Japan. Marked not for sale. 10

 3657

Lot of 21x Dragon Ball Super Card Game sealed preconstructed decks. Consisting of: 6x Dragon Ball Super Card Game Ultimate 
Deck 2022 -Expansion Set 20 - DBS-BE20 RTS ‘Cell, Return of the Ultimate Lifeform’, 2x Dragon Ball Super Series 8 Android Du-
ality Expert Deck ‘Self-Control Android 21’, 3x Dragon Ball Super Card Game Special Anniversary Set 2021 Deck ‘Bulma, to incite 
a Sneeze’ and 10x Dragon Ball Super Card Game Son Gohan & Son Goten, Brotherly Bonds Deck BT7

60

 3658 Lot consisting of approx. 6000 bulk Dragon Ball Super Card Game cards. Unsorted and from various sets. 40

 3659
Ringbinder containing Dragon Ball Super 2019 CCG Celebrations Tournament Merit cards. Consisting of 77 Tournament Merit 
Promo cards and 21 Judge Promo cards. Includes multiple Championship Finalist cards, Championship Top 16 and other High Rank 
Championship cards. Bandai 2019 Made in Japan.

250

 3660

Lot of 30x sealed Dragon Ball Super Promotional cards. Features two Oversize promos in Awakened Perfection Hirudegarn and Long 
Odds SS4 Son Goku and 28x sealed Dragon Ball Super regular size cards consisting of: 7x Zen-Oh, the All-powerful, 7x Piccolo, 
Unified for Victory, 6x Towa, Dark Sorceress, one Son Goku, Growing up fast Winner, one SS Vegeta, Burst of Strenght, one Ma-
genta, World Within Grasp, one Turles, Dominance at Hand, one SS4 Gogeta, Thwarting the Dark Empire, one Android 17 & Android 
18, Limitless Energy, one Kusu, Angel of Universe 10, one Cell, Abominable Power, Commander Red, Hidden Ambitions, one Meta-
Cooler, Enhanced Menace and one Syn Shenron, Wicked Strike.

30
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 3661
Dragon Ball Super binder 4x3 pages consisting of approx. 480 holofoils whereof 22 Winner cards and 42 pre-release. To be checked 
in person. 250

 3662 Dragon Ball Super binder 4x3 pages consisting of approx. 480 holofoils. To be checked in person. 200

3663

3664

 3663
Dragon Ball Super binder 3x3 pages consisting of approx. 256 holofoils whereof 11 Championship 2018 cards and 16 Championship 
2019 cards. To be checked in person. 150

 3664
Dragon Ball Super Holofoil collection. Comes in Ultimate Guard 4x3 pages consisting of approx. 156 holofoil cards from various 
sets. Note: includes winner cards. To be checked in person. 50

 3665 Lot consisting of one Collector’s Selection Vol. 1 Dragon Ball Super and five Collector’s Selection Vol. 2 Dragon Ball Super. Bandai 
2021 Toei Animation. Note: all six Collector’s Selection Vol’s are missing promo cards. To be viewed in person. 50

Miscellaneous

 3666 Lot of two PSA graded Metazoo cards consisting of: 2021 Metazoo Promo Loveland Mailman 1st Edition PSA 6 Ex -MT Market-
place purchase limited 1/2000 and 2021 Metazoo The Cardiff Giant 1st Edition PSA 9 Mint CNFE Release Deck 4 30

 3667 1977 Marvel Superheroes The Grizzly PSA 9 Mint Top Trumps card Game PSA Population: 1 with no higher grade 30

 3668
Lot of eight limited edition Garbage Pail Kids cards consisting of: Large Marge 122b 25/50, Starin’ Darren 114a 233/250, Polished 
Paul AN2b 195/299, Rocky N Roll. 117a 170/250, Eerie Eric 116a 222/250, Karate Kate 94b 109/199, Sticky Rick 123b 070/250 and 
Picky Mickey 99b 082/199

10

 3669 Collector’s album with 100 Harry Potter cards collection in NM condition dated 2001 by WOTC including six foil cards. 5
 3670 Lot of two original Flippo ringbinders including over 545 original Smiths crisps promotional Flippo’s in unused condition 5
 3671 Deckbox full of Neopets cards in packfresh condition including nine foil cards all dated 2003 10
 3672 Lot of 399 Shaman King cards in NM-M condition by Upperdeck 2004 10
 3673 Lot of 14 Harry Potter foil cards in NM-M condition by Wizards of the Coast 2001 5
 3674 Box with various collectible cards, memorabilia and sealed flippo’s 10

 3675
Lot of 16 Perfetti Gum cards 1967 International Stars in average of VG condition consisting of: Yves Montand #41, Antoine #2, 
Rocky Roberts #53, Ana Karina #28, Peter Sellers #55, Elke Sommer #60, Virna Lisi #31, Brigitte Bardot #7, Giuliano Gemma #21, 
Cary Grant #23, Jeanne Moreau #43, Senta Berger #8, Rossana Schiaffino #54, Omar Sharif #56, Yul Brynner #9 and Mina #38.

15

 3676

Lot of 31 1959-60 Heinerle Meine Film-Lieblinge Starbildserie cards in good condition consisting of: four Marilyn Monroe ‘Wenn’ 
#108, two Doris Day ‘Heili Heile Heilapapap’, Doris Day ’#92 The Twist’, Pat Boone ‘#74 Rock and Roll’, Tony Curtis ‘#45 Tango’, 
Shirley Mac Laine ‘Foxtrot’, Gina Lollobrigida #44, Elke Sommer #66, Brigitte Bardot #85, two Claudia Cardinale #78, Harry Bela-
fonte #81, Danny Robin #92, Little Joe #12, Pat Boone #16, Jane Wyatt & Robert Young #100, Robert Young #107, Brenda Lee #112, 
Marcello Mastroiani #106, Audrey Hepburn #110, Sophia Loren #70, Tony Curtis #88, Audrey Hepburn #91, George Peck #12, James 
Stewart #24, Brigette Bardot #58 and Sophia Loren #17.

10
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 3677

Lot of 62 Panini 1975 Pop Stars cards in EXC/NM condition consisting of: Emerson, Lake & Palmer #3, two Uriah Heep #4, Kan 
Hensley #5, two Suzi Quatro #8, Neil Diamond #15, Rory Gallagher #19, two Pink Floyd #43, Nazareth #44, two Led Zeppelin #45, 
Joe Cocker #47, Sweet #50, Sweet #51, Die Beatles #55, Die Beatles #56, Die Beatles #57, two Slade #58, two Slade #59, two Ian 
Anderson #66, Rolling Stones #67, Mick Jagger #69, Carlos Santana #71, two Steve Harley #72, Black Sabbath #74, The Who #76, 
Roger Daltrey #77, two Leonard Cohen #82, Alexis Korner #85, Abba #86, Leon Russel #87,John Mayall #90, two Nektar #91, two 
Udo Lindenberg #92, two Atlantis #93, two Randy Pie #94, two Scorpions #97, Schmetterlinge #100, two M U D #39, Bad Company 
#38, Freddy Mercury #41, Tina Turner #28, two Gary Glitter #24, Sparks #35, Shaun Cassidy #32, two Frank Zappa #23 and Eric 
Clapton #20

200

 3678 Bilder- und Werbedienst GmbH, Wanne-Eickel. Fernseh - Film - Funk - Musik ‘60s Complete set of 50 cards in excellent conditions. 
Band 2, catalogue page 98. 30

 3679 Bilder- und Werbedienst GmbH, Wanne-Eickel Weltrraumbilder ‘60s complete set of four cards in played condition. Consisting of 
four John Glenn astronaut cards. 10

 3680 21 The Beatles photos out of a series of 60 photos in excellent condition. Made by A & B C Chewing Gum Ltd in 1964. Courtesy of 
Nems Enterprises Ltd. 30

 3681 Reemtsma Cigarettenfabriken GmbH Hamburg-Bahrenfeld 1934 cigarette cards in excellent to near mint condition, a few cards have 
dirt on the backside. Cards pertaining to before WW2. 10

 3682
The World of Coca Cola stickeralbum in very good condition. Stickeralbum still contains the unused poster. In Italian language made 
by Panini in 1985. Comes with the full set of 150 unmounted stickers and an extra 12 special bonus stickers all in excellent condition 
on average.

30

 3683

Bilder- und Werbedienst GmbH, Wanne-Eickel. Filmsterne - Schatzkastlein 1951. Five paper pockets with two vintage pictures per 
pocket. Includes Beutel Nr.2, Nr.9, Nr.11, Nr.12, and Nr.13. Consisting of: Rosita Serrano, Siegfried Breuer, Jane Russel, Gardy Gra-
nass, Danny Kaye, Ingrid Lutz, John Wayne, Hildegard Knef, Paul Horbiger and Cary Grant. Deutsche Cards und Tütenbilder Band 2 
page 54.

20

 3684

Lot of 16 black and white pictures some pictures were removed from an album. Overall in good condition. Pictures from RKO, 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal Inernational Technicolor Film, Gloria-Film, United Artists, Warner Bros, Union-Film, Klughardt, 
Colombia and Centfox. Consisting of: Cary Grant, Robert Taylor, Howard Duff, Jean Simmons, Margaret Lockwood, Burt Lancaster, 
Glenn Ford, Spencer Tracy, James Mason, Raf Vallone, Hardy Krüger, Jennifer Jones, Orson Welles and Bete Davies.

10

 3685

Lot of 18 black and white pictures in near mint condition. Pictures from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Universal International, Allianz-
Film, Columbia Films, Neo-Allianz-Film, Paramount Film and Centfox. Consisting of: Stewart Granger, Jane Russel, Gregory Peck, 
Hardy Krüger, Maureen O’ Hara, John Wayne, Rita Hayworth, Louise Allbritton, Rosita Serrano, Vera Molnar, Willian Holden, Errol 
Flynn, Joel Mc Crea, Gina Lollobrigida, Cary Grant, June Allyson, Cornell Borchers and Sonja Ziemann.

20

 3686 Lot of two Harry Potter WOTC 2001 holofoils both graded PSA 9 Mint consisting of ‘Hagrid needs help’ and ‘Pro. Filius Flitwick’. 30

 3687
Resident Evil Nemesis 3 PS1 Playstation 1 sealed Capcom Entertainment Resident Evil Franchise released in 1999 Region code: 
NTSC-U/C (US/Canada) Note: has a crack through the middle and a crack on the left of the box 70

3688

 3688
Resident Evil 2 PS1 Playstation 1 sealed 2 discs version Capcom Entertainment Resident Evil Franchise released in 1999 Region 
code: NTSC-U/C (US/Canada) Note: a few small tears in the seal. 100

 3689 1936 Muhlen Franck #5 Adolf Hitler Olympia 1936 Serie 10 PSA 7 Near Mint None graded higher 20
 3690 1936 Muhlen Franck #2 Adolf Hitler Olympia 1936 Serie 10 PSA 5 EXC. Note: Only one graded higher 20

 3691 Lot of 27 Weiss Schwarz sealed boosterpacks consisting of: 17x Weiss Schwarz ‘Saekano How to Raise A Boring Girlfriend Tourna-
ment Store Assist PR Pack’ and 10x Weiss Schwarz ‘Is it Wrong To Try To Pick Up Girls In A Dungeon? Special PR Pack’ 30

 3692 Bushiroad Future Card Buddyfight Kagura-bell of Worship S-UB02/S001EN SP NM/Mint 20
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 3693 Mixed lot of TCG accessories consisting of various pins, dices, damage counters and inkstamps from various TCGs 5

 3694 Lot of 69x Sealed Cardfight! Vanguard Booster packs consisting of: 53x Special Fight Pack Vol.06 and 16x Special Fight Pack Vol.07. 
Distributed by participating in shop tournaments to get one pack per entry. 10

 3695 Lot of 37x Sealed One Piece Card Game Promotional cards consisting of: 34x Promotion Smoker Navy Pre Release Card P-025 and 
3x I’m Gonna Be King of the Pirates P-024 30

 3696 Lot of 105x Sealed Cardfight! Vanguard Booster packs consisting of: 33x Special Fight Pack Vol.06 and 72x Special Fight Pack 
Vol.07. Distributed by participating in shop tournaments to get one pack per entry. 10

 3697
Lot of 22x Sealed Cardfight! Vanguard Promotional card packs consisting of: 11x Dragon Dancer, Frema V-PR/0165EN, 3x Quick 
Shield V-PR/00147EN, 3x Last Crust, Meranel V-PR/0164EN, 2x Reverent White Sorcerer, Veratrum V-PR/0206EN and 3x Pro-
metheus Of Dancing Lights V-PR/0145EN

10

 3698 Lot of 11x sealed Flesh And Blood TCG pre-constructed decks. Consisting of: 9x Ira, Crimson Haze 2020 deck, one Dromai Blitz 
2022 deck and one Fai Blitz 2022 deck. 10

 3699 Lot consisting of approx. 14000 bulk Flesh And Blood cards. Unsorted and from various sets. 70
 3700 Lot of 15x Sealed One Piece Card Game Launch Kit Demo Decks Promotional 2022 50
 3701 Lot of 16x Sealed One Piece Card Game Launch Kit Demo Decks Promotional 2022 60

 3702
Lot of 43x sealed Vanguard Promotional cards consisting of: 14x Last Crust, Meranel V-PR/0164EN, 7x Dragon Dancer, Frema V-
PR/0165EN, 3x Quick Shield V-PR/0147EN, 2x Reverent White Sorcerer, Veratrum V-PR/0206EN, 5x Prometheus of Dancing Lights 
V-PR/0145EN, 6x Masterly Cover, Minne V-PR/0126EN and 6x Wedgemove Dragon V-PR/0146EN

40

 3703 Lot consisting of various TCG playmats, posters and other memorabilia. Brands include Yu-Gi-Oh!, Magic: The Gathering and Poké-
mon. To be checked in person. 20

 3704 The Lord Of The Rings Battle Of Pelennor Fields Middle Earth strategy battle game. Complete in box. 40
Sport

 3705 2020-21 Panini Chronicles #5 Diego Maradona Contenders Optic La Liga Purple Mojo Prizm SGC 9.5 MT+ 30
 3706 2021-22 TOPPS UEFA Champions League Jade Chinese New Year #10 Lionel Messi BGS 9 Mint 30
 3707 2007-08 Panini Megacracks La Liga #69 Lionel Messi BGS 5.5 Excellent+ 40
 3708 2006 Panini World Cup Stickers #185 Lionel Messi BGS 7 Near Mint 30
 3709 2018 Panini Donruss Kylian Mbappe PSA 9 Mint Out Of This World #OW9 30
 3710 2018 Panini World Cup #197 Kylian Mbappe SGC 9 MT Pink Back 20

 3711 Lot of two graded basketball cards consisting of: 1998 Fleer 23KT Gold Micheal Jordan WCG 10 GEM-MT ‘1986 Rookie’ Red Holo 
Refractor Signature Series and 2019 Panini Prizm DP Coby White PAS 10 Gem MT #61 20

 3712 1978 TOPPS Kareem Abdul - Jabbar PSA 6 EX-MT #110 10

 3713 Lot of two graded soccer cards consisting of: Cristiano Ronaldo #159 Aqua Ref KG 9.5 and Robert Lewandowski #55 Aqua Ref KG 
9.5 20

 3714 2020-21 TOPPS Now UCL Jude Bellingham PSA 10 Gem MT #002 10

 3715 lot of two graded Formula 1 cards consisting of: TOPPS 2020 Chrome Formula 1 Racing Max Verstappen GRAAD 9 MT and 2021 
TOPPS Formula 1 Max Verstappen PSA 10 Gem MT Checker Flag #3 30

 3716 1992 Upper Deck Michael Jordan PSA 10 Gem MT #453 Correct, Champ. In 87 & 88 50
 3717 2019-20 Panini Origins Red #83 Lebron James BGS 9 Mint 60
 3718 1997 Score Board Players Club #16 Kobe Bryant BGS 9 Mint 10
 3719 2019-20 Panini Prizm Prizms Orange Ice #129 Lebron James BGS 9 Mint 70
 3720 2007-07 TOPPS #8 Kobe Bryant BGS 9.5 Gem Mint 30
 3721 2010-11 Panini Gold Standard Gold Nuggets #2 Kobe Bryant BGS 9 Mint Limited edition 092/299 120
 3722 Assorted lot of vintage soccer stickers years ranging from 1970/71 and 2006 10
 3723 Colletor’s album consisting of a complete set of 90 Micheal Jordan cards 1994 Upper Deck Rare Air cards in NM/Mint condition 50
 3724 Complete 1994-95 Fleer Basketball set consisting of: 270 cards in NM/Mint condition 50
 3725 Complete 1994-95 Fleer Basketball set consisting of: 270 cards in NM/Mint condition 50
 3726 Complete 1994-95 Fleer Basketball set consisting of: 270 cards in NM/Mint condition 50
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 3727
Lot of two PSA 10 graded Kobe Bryant cards consisting of: 2014 Panini Select Kobe Bryant Silver Prizm PSA 10 Gem Mint #20 and 
2014 Panini Select Kobe Bryant Purple/White Prizm PSA 10 Gem Mint #20 150

 3728
Lot of four graded Micheal Jordan cards consisting of: 1996 Skybox Z-Force Micheal Jordan #179 PSA 5 Excellent, 1998 Fleer 23KT 
Micheal Jordan Blue/Red Border - White Name PSA 7 NM, 1996 Fleer Micheal Jordan Decade of Excellence PSA 6 EX - MT and 
1996-97 Fleer Ultra Court Masters Micheal Jordan Feel The Game 23KT Gold WCG 10

20
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 3820 14k yellow gold half alliance ring set with nine brilliant-cut diamonds - 56 mm, 2,6 gr - 120

 3821 14k yellow gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 55 mm, 2,8 gr, inscription in shank - 80

 3822 14k yellow and white gold ring set with zirkon - 54 mm, 3,2 gr 60

 3823 14k yellow gold ring set with aquamarine - 50 mm, 3,3 gr, stone worn - 50

 3824 14k yellow gold ring set with two cultured pearls - 56 mm, 2,7 gr, inscription in shank - 60

 3825 14k yellow gold ring set with white and red synthetic stones - 54 mm, 7,5 gr - 160

 3826 Two tone 14k gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 52 cm, 2,2 gr - 60

 3827 Two tone 14k gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 53 cm, 2,2 gr - 60

 3828 Two tone 14k gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 50 cm, 3,3 gr - 60

 3829 Two tone 14k gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 51 cm, 6,6 gr - 130

 3830 14k white gold ring set with single-cut diamonds and oval-cut sapphire - 54 mm, 3,5 gr - 150

 3831 14k white gold ring set with three brilliant-cut diamonds - 57 mm, 2,5 gr, stone chipped - 200

 3832 14k yellow gold ring set with garnet - 57 mm, 5,5 gr - 100

 3833 18k yellow gold and filigree ring set with amethyst - 61 mm, 9,6 gr- 200

 3834 14k yellow gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 58 mm, 10,6 gr - 200

 3835 14k white gold ring set with ruby and single-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 2,0 gr - 50

 3836 14k yellow, rose and white gold ring - 60 mm, 2,9 gr - 60

 3837 14k yellow gold ring - 63 mm, 5,5 gr - 100

 3838 14k yellow and white gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 50 mm, 4,8 g, inscription in shank - 90

 3839 14k yellow gold ring set with onyx - 65 mm, 2,9 gr - 60
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 3800 14k yellow gold ring set with sapphire and single-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 2,4 gr - 150

 3801 14k yellow gold ring set with small pearls and a jadeite plaque - 45 mm, 4,4 gr - 130

 3802 14k yellow gold Toi et Moi ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 53 mm, 1,7 gr - 150

 3803 18k yellow gold ring set with cultered pearl and zirkon - 54 mm, 4 gr - 80

 3804 14k yellow gold ring set with coral - 54 mm, 3,5 gr, stone missing - 70

 3805 14k yellow gold ring set with zirkon - 54 mm, 3,88 gr - 80

 3806 14k yellow gold ring set with oval-cut sapphire and brilliant-cut diamonds - 60 mm, 2,9 gr - 80

 3807 14k white gold ring set with three brilliant-cut diamonds - 59 mm, 1,8 gr - 80

 3808 14k yellow gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 57 mm, 8,1 gr - 300

 3809 14k yellow gold ring pave set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 62 mm, 13,6 gr - 380

 3810 14k yellow gold ring set with turquoise colored stones- 56 mm, 3,9 gr - 80

 3811 18k yellow gold ring set with five brilliant-cut diamonds - 54 mm, 2,9 gr - 60

 3812 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted garnet and white opal - 54 mm, 3,1 gr - 60

 3813 14k yellow gold ring set with a cabochon-cut coral - 56 mm, 2,3 gr - 60

 3814 18k yellow gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 58 mm, 2,6 gr - 60

 3815 14k yellow gold men’s monogram ring - 73 mm, 7 gr, with monogram - 120

 3816 14k yellow gold ring set with an oval-cut faceted garnet - 50 mm, 2,9 gr - 80

 3817 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted garnet - 55 mm, 5,8 gr, worn - 80

 3818 14k yellow gold ring set with a round-cut sapphire - 53 mm, 3,2 gr, stone missing - 60

 3819 14k yellow gold ring set with four single-cut diamonds - 54 mm, 3,3 gr, inscription in shank - 80

3800
3802

3803
3808 3809

3812
3815

3820
3825

3826 3831
3833 3834

3837
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 3840 14k yellow gold ring set with ruby - 59 mm, 2,5 gr - 50

 3841 14k yellow gold monogram ring - 47 mm, 1,6 gr - 40

 3842 14k yellow gold and diamond ring - 57 mm, 3,5 gr - 70

 3843 14k yellow gold ring set with single and brilliant-cut diamonds - 60 mm, 5,4 gr - 150

 3844 14k yellow gold ring set with jade - 57 mm, 1,9 gr - 70

 3845 14k yellow gold ring set with faux stones - 58 mm, 4,5 gr - 90

 3846 14k white gold ring set with six brilliant-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 5,2 gr - 100

 3847 14k yellow and white gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 58 mm, 5,2 gr - 100

 3848 14k yellow gold ring set with an oval-cut white opal - 58 mm, 3,4 gr - 90

 3849 14k white gold ring set with five brilliant-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 3,4 gr - 90

 3850 14k yellow gold ring set with a cabochon-cut ruby and a brilliant-cut diamond - 53 mm, 6,3 gr - 180

 3851 14k white gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 56 mm, 4,2 gr - 90

 3852 14k yellow gold ring set with an oval-cut opal - 61 mm, 3,11 gr - 70

 3853 14k yellow gold ring set with an oval-cut sapphire, ruby and brilliant-cut diamond - 56 mm, 3,6 gr - 90

 3854 22k yellow gold dragon ring - 53 mm, 5,2 gr - 130

 3855 18k yellow gold ring set with diamonds - 59 mm, 5,3 gr - 160

 3856 14k yellow gold ring set with amethyst - 58 mm, 4,1 gr - 90

 3857 14k yellow gold ring set with carnelian - 58 mm, 4,7 gr, inscription in shank - 90

 3858 14k yellow gold ring set with malachite - 58 mm, 4,5 gr, inscription in shank - 80

 3859 14k yellow gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 54 mm, 6,6 gr, inscription in shank - 160

3860 3863

3870 3871

3875

3879

 3860 14k yellow and white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 54 mm, 6,8 gr, inscription in shank - 150
 3861 14k yellow gold reversible ring set with cultured pearls and cats eye - 53 mm, 5,1 gr - 120
 3862 14k yellow gold ring set with a faceted garnet - 53 mm, 7,2 gr - 80

 3863 14k yellow gold ring set with a amethyst bead and six brilliant-cut blue diamonds - 57 mm, 6,4 gr - 180
 3864 14k yellow gold monogram ring - 56 mm, 4,1 gr, inscription in shank - 80
 3865 14k yellow gold ring set with a synthetic ruby - 56 mm, 2,9 gr - 60
 3866 14k yellow gold ring set with sapphire and rose-cut diamonds - 59 mm, 2,7 gr - 50
 3867 14k yellow signet ring set with a carnelian plaque - 57 mm, 4,9 gr - 60
 3868 14k yellow signet ring set with a carnelian plaque - 59 mm, 6,3 gr, worn - 60
 3869 14k yellow ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 3,3 gr - 70

 3870 14k yellow gold ring set with a carnelian plaque and a floral silver and rose-cut diamond decoration - 56 mm, 6,7 gr - 300

 3871 18k yellow gold ring set with emerald, single and old-cut diamonds - 52 mm, 4,3 gr - 250

 3872 14k yellow gold ring set with a cabochon-cut tiger eye - 56 mm, 4,1 gr - 100
 3873 14k yellow gold ring set with four faceted garnets - 53 mm, 1,9 gr - 50
 3874 14k yellow gold and silver ring set with rose-cut diamonds - 54 mm, 4,3 gr - 100

 3875 14k white and yellow gold ring set with tanzanite and a brilliant-cut diamond - 58 mm, 7,4 gr, inscription shank - 200

 3876 14k yellow gold ring set with old-cut diamonds and blue paste stone - 57 mm, 2,4 gr, shank broken - 50
 3877 14k yellow gold ring set with rose-cut diamonds - 61 mm, 3,4 gr - 100
 3878 14k white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 50 mm, 1,3 gr - 50

 3879 14k yellow gold ring set with carved jade - 20 mm, 9 gr - 150
 3880 14k yellow gold ring set with three brilliant-cut diamonds - 19 mm, 3 gr, with inscription - 90
 3881 14k yellow gold ring set with three brilliant-cut diamonds - 19 mm, 2,5 gr - 100
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 3882 14k yellow and white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 52 mm, 4 gr - 100

 3883 14k white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond 6,5 mm - 49 mm, 3,3 gr - 600

 3884 14k white ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond circa 0,03 ct - 53 mm, 3,7 gr - 200

 3885 14k yellow gold ring set with a shell cameo depicting a lady - 49 mm, 1,4 gr - 60

 3886 14k white gold ring set with old brilliant-cut diamonds and emerald - 56 mm, 2,1 gr, one emerald missing - 300

 3887 14k yellow gold men’s signet ring set with onyx and zirkon - 69 mm, 5,0 gr - 80

 3888 14k yellow gold ring set with rose-cut diamonds - 58 mm, 3,8 gr - 180

 3889 14k yellow gold ring set with a synthetic blue spinel - 58 mm, 4 gr - 60

 3890 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted garnet - 56 mm, 5,1 gr, defect, worn - 80

 3891 14k yellow gold ring with a heart shaped decoration - 55 mm, 2 gr - 40

 3892 14k yellow gold ring set with green tourmaline - 55 mm, 3,8 gr - 60

 3893 14k yellow gold ring set with synthetic blue spinel - 55 mm, 2,6 gr - 50

 3894 14k yellow ring set with a cornaline plaque - 56 mm, 8,8 gr - 80

 3895 14k white and yellow gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 52 mm, 3,0 gr - 160

 3896 14k rose gold ring set with a synthetic colour change sapphire - 60 mm, 4,6 gr - 60

 3897 14k rose gold ring set with a synthetic colour change sapphire - 60 mm, 4,4 gr - 60

 3898 14k yellow gold ring set with coral - 52 mm, 4,4 gr - 70

 3899 14k yellow and white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 51 mm, 1,55 gr - 60

 3900 14k white gold ring set with single-cut diamonds and a cultured pearl - 55 mm, 1,6 gr, stone missing - 130

3901

3906
3912 3916

3920
3923

3925

 3901 14k yellow gold ring set with a smoky quartz - 52 mm, 14 gr - 280
 3902 14k yellow gold ring set with a garnet - 54 mm, 3,5 gr - 70
 3903 14k yellow gold ring - 55 mm, 3,9 gr - 80
 3904 14k yellow gold flower ring set with coral - 57 mm, 2,9 gr - 70
 3905 14k yellow gold flower ring set with coral and a 14k yellow gold ring with ruby - 53-57 mm, 2,6 gr, pearls missing - 60

 3906 14k yellow gold and diamond ring - 53 mm, 2,3 gr - 90
 3907 14k white gold and diamond ring - 52 mm, 1,8 gr - 70
 3908 14k yellow gold and diamond ring mount- 53 mm, 2,0 gr, - 40
 3909 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted garnet - 57 mm, 3,8 gr - 70
 3910 14k yellow gold ring set with sapphire - 56 mm, 2,7 gr - 70
 3911 14k yellow gold ring set with citrine - 58 mm, 5,3 gr, worn - 50

 3912 14k yellow gold signet ring set with a cornaline plaque - 61 mm, 4,1 gr - 80
 3913 14k yellow gold ring set with synthetic blue spinel - 61 mm, 2,6 gr, worn - 60
 3914 14k yellow gold ring set with garnet - 52 mm, 2,2 gr - 50
 3915 14k yellow gold ring set with blue topaz - 52 mm, 1,5 gr - 40

 3916 14k yellow gold signet ring with monogram DS- 54 mm, 5,6 gr - 120
 3917 14k white gold ring ring set with six brilliant-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 3,9 gr - 90
 3918 14k yellow gold ring set with synthetic blue topaz - 54 mm, 4,1 gr - 60
 3919 14k yellow gold ring set with quartz - 63 mm, 2,3 gr, inscription - 50

 3920 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted garnet - 53 mm, 5,6 gr - 70
 3921 14k yellow gold ring set with garnet - 62 mm, 3,0 gr, inscription, stone cracked - 50
 3922 14k yellow gold ring set with a cultured pearl - 59 mm, 3,4 gr - 60

 3923 18k yellow gold ring set with padua shell - 57 mm, 3,3 gr - 80
 3924 14k white gold ring set with cultured pearl and brilliant-cut diamond - 50 mm, 2,4 gr - 50

 3925 14k yellow gold signet ring set with onyx plaque - 60 mm, 4,7 gr 120
 3926 14k yellow gold ring set with zirkon - 56 mm, 2,4 gr 50
 3927 14k yellow gold ring set with aquamarine - 53 mm, 2,6 gr - 70
 3928 14k yellow gold ring set with garnet - 54 mm, 3,4 gr - 70
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3929
3931 3932

3937
3941

3945
3948

kavel TRUE Inzet

 3929 14k yellow gold ring set with tiger eye and diamond- 63 mm, 12,8 gr - 250

 3930 14k white gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamond - 55 mm, 1,8 gr - 90

 3931 14k white gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamond - 62 mm, 5,8 gr - 130

 3932 14k yellow gold ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 3,1 gr, inscription - 80

 3933 14k yellow gold ring set with cornaline - 52 mm, 3,7 gr - 70
 3934 14k yellow gold ring set with hematite - 53 mm, 4,2 gr - 70
 3935 14k yellow gold ring set with synthetic spinel - 51 mm, 4,3 gr - 60
 3936 14k yellow gold ring set with diamond - 53 mm, 3,8 gr - 80

 3937 14k yellow gold signet ring set with onyx plaque - 67 mm, 10,6 gr - 150

 3938 14k yellow gold signet ring set with onyx plaque - 72 mm, 5,6 gr 90
 3939 14k yellow gold signet ring set with onyx plaque - 67 mm, 2,7 gr 50
 3940 14k yellow gold signet ring with monogram -57 mm, 4,6 gr, broken - 90

 3941 14k yellow gold signet ring - 63 mm, 3,7 gr - 70

 3942 14k yellow gold ring set with amethyst - 50 mm, 3 gr, worn - 50
 3943 14k yellow gold signet ring with monogram - 61 mm, 3,2 gr - 50
 3944 14k yellow gold ring - 67 mm, 3,6 gr, inscription - 70

 3945 14k yellow signet ring set with an onyx plaque - 62 mm, 10,7 gr - 150

 3946 14k yellow gold ring set with faceted hematite - 53 mm, 3 gr - 50
 3947 14k yellow gold ring set with smoky quartz - 55 mm, 9,9 gr, stone chipped - 70

 3948 14k yellow gold ring set with diamond - 63 mm, 5,2 gr - 100

 3949 14k yellow gold ring set with a synthetic spinel - 54 mm, 3,8 gr - 60
 3950 14k yellow gold ring decorated with Chinese characters and set with zirkon - 64 mm, 2 gr - 40
 3951 14k white gold ruby and zirkon ring - 56 mm, 2,4 gr - 60

3952 3955
3957 3958 3959 3963

3964

 3952 14k white gold ring set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 59 mm, 2,1 gr - 200

 3953 14k yellow gold ring set with a rectangular-cut aquamarine - 52 mm, 8,5 gr, stone shipped - 70

 3954 14k ring set with a faceted cornaline - 54 mm, 3,8 gr - 70

 3955 Antique Dutch gold band ring decorated with milegrain - 61 mm, 2,9 gr - 200

 3956 14k yellow gold band ring with engraving - 58 mm, 1,5 gr - 30

 3957 Antique Dutch gold “verbondsring” - 58 mm, 0,83 gr - 150

 3958 Antique Dutch gold signet ring - 45 mm, 4,8 gr, monogram AC - 200

 3959 Antique dutch gold memory ring pave set with rose-cut diamonds - 55 mm, 7,6 gr - 250

 3960 14k yellow gold ring - 56 mm, 3,4 gr - 70

 3961 14k yellow gold ring set with garnet - 56 mm, 4,8 gr, worn - 60

 3962 14k yellow gold men’s signet ring set with onyx plaque - 69 mm, 5,5 gr - 100

 3963 14k yellow gold ring set with rose-cut diamonds - 53 mm, 4,4 gr - 180

 3964 14k yellow and white gold diamond set ring - 9 gr - 150

3965

 3965 18k yellow gold ring set with brilliant cut diamonds -Size 14,5- 125

 3966 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 5,6 gr, stone worn - 90
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3967
3968

kavel TRUE Inzet

 3967 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 56-63 mm, 10 gr, inscription in shank - 200

 3968 Two 14k yellow gold rings set with zirkon, sapphire and pearl - 53-57 mm, 4,9 gr - 100
 3969 Two 14k yellow gold rings, one set with carnelian and one signet ring with a onyx plaque - 56-59 mm, 4 gr, wear - 80
 3970 Two 14k yellow gold rings set with zirkon - 20 mm, 3,9 gr - 80
 3971 14k white gold ring set with single-cut diamonds. Comes with a 14k yellow gold ring - 53-55 cm, 3,5 gr - 70
 3972 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 53-56 mm, 3 gr - 60
 3973 Two 14k yellow gold ring set with ruby and zirkon - 54-55 mm, 4,2 gr, stone missing - 70

3974 3978
 3974 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 63-66 mm, 9,1 gr, inscription - 190

 3975 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 60-64 mm, 6,7 gr, inscription - 140
 3976 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 51-69 mm, 8,8 gr, inscription - 180
 3977 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 54-64 mm, 12,1 gr, inscription - 250

 3978 Two 14k yellow gold rings - 55-70 mm, 12,9 gr, inscription - 270

 3979 14k yellow gold ring set with coral, 14k yellow gold ring - 48-62 mm, 3,4 gr - 70

3980

3981 3984

 3980 Three 14k yellow gold matching rings set with sapphire, ruby and brilliant-cut diamonds - 53 mm, 5,3 gr - 180

 3981 Three 14k yellow gold ring set with diamond- 55-59 mm, 21,1 gr, stone missing - 400

 3982 Four 14k yellow gold rings - 60-66 mm, 8,9 gr - 190

 3983 Bwgg ring set with a round-cut red stone - 52 mm, 2 gr - 40

 3984 Bwgg ring set with brilliant-cut diamonds - 57 mm, 4,5 gr - 140

 3985 Two bwgg rings, one with red synthetic stone - 55- 59 mm, 8,8 gr, one broken - 50

 3986 Bwgg rings and pendant oa. Set with sapphire - 53-54 mm, 2,6 gr - 20

3987 3988 3989

 3987 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 20,5 cm, 26,1 gr - 550

 3988 14k yellow gold coin bracelet - L 21 cm, 15,9 gr - 320

 3989 Three-strand coral bracelet completed by a 14k and carved coral clasp - L 20 cm, 5-5,5 mm - 140
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3990 3992 3995

kavel TRUE Inzet

 3990 14k yellow gold sizable bangle bracelet - 7 cm, 26,3 gr - 550

 3991 14k yellow gold sizable bangle bracelet - 7 cm, 26,8 gr - 550

 3992 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 20 cm, 14 gr - 280

 3993 14k yellow gold bracelet set with colored stones - L 19,5 cm, 6,5 gr - 130

 3994 Three-strand coral bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold and coral clasp - L 19,5 cm, 3-4 mm - 80

 3995 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 19 cm, 16,3 gr - 300

3996

4001

 3996 14k yellow gold bracelet decorated with oval and round balls - l 20 cm, 10,7 gr - 220

 3997 Two-strand garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 20 cm - 60

 3998 18k yellow gold bracelet - L 19 cm, 3,8 gr - 80

 3999 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 20 cm, 3,2 gr - 70

 4000 18k yellow gold bracelet - L 21,5 cm, 4,7 gr - 120

 4001 14k yellow gold buckle bracelet set with red and white synthetic stones- L 22 cm, 36,9 gr - 750

 4002 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 19 cm, 2,2 gr - 40

 4003 14k yellow gold and pearl bracelet - L 19,5 cm, 3,2 gr - 50
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4004 4007

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4004 14k yellow gold hinged bracelet set with garnet and cultured pearls - 6,5 cm, 22 gr - 550

 4005 14k yellow gold diamond set bracelet - L 19,5 cm, 4,4 gr - 90

 4006 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 19,5 cm, 6,3 gr, inscription Joke - 130

 4007 14k yellow gold mesh link bracelet - L 17 cm, 39,2 gr - 850

4008

4010

4011

 4008 14k yellow gold gourmet link bracelet - L 20,5 gr, 650

 4009 Two-strand glass garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 18 cm - 70

 4010 18k white gold bracelet set with 20 brilliant-cut diamonds - L 18,5 cm, 34,1 gr - 850

 4011
18k yellow gold bracelet made of 18th century book clamps all with a beautiful floral engraving - L 19 cm, 72 gr, marked Rotterdam, 
18th century - 1800
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4012

4016

4019

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4012
14k yellow gold bracelet made off 18th century book clamps all with biblical and symbolic representations - L 17,5 cm, 43,7 gr, 
marked Leeuwarden 18th century - 900

 4013 Three strand cultered pearl bracelet completed by a 14k white gold clasp - L 16 cm, 5,3-5,5 mm - 50

 4014 Sterling silver bracelet with 18k yellow gold appliqués - L 18,5 cm, 2 cm - comes with a ring 30

 4015 Four-strand glass garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 20 cm - 50

 4016 14k yellow gold fantasy-link bracelet - L 19 cm, 47,8 gr, mechanical movement - 450

 4017 Three-strand glass garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 19 cm, 5 mm - 80

 4018 Three-strand faceted garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 19 cm (shortest strand), 3-5 mm - 120

 4019 14k yellow gold closed-for-ever charm bracelet - 19,5 cm, 18,8 gr, with inscriptions - 400

 4020 14k yellow gold hinged bangle bracelet - 6x7x0,5 cm, 10,6 gr - 220

4021 4022 4025 4026

 4021 14k yellow gold bracelet - 19,5 cm, 21,8 gr 450

 4022 14k white gold tennis bracelet set with zirkon - 18 cm, 15,0 gr - 300

 4023 Four-strand glass garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 18 cm - 120

 4024 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 19 cm, 18,9 gr - 400

 4025 14k yellow gold bracelet set with brilliant-cut diamonds and turquois- L 19 cm, 22,2 gr - 450

 4026 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 21 cm, 21 gr - 450

 4027 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 19 cm, 4,1 gr - 80

 4028 14k yellow golden bracelet -l 21 cm, 6 gr., lock broken- 150

 4029 14k yellow gold bracelet - L 18 cm, 2,2 gr - 50

 4030 14k yellow gold and turquois bracelet - L 18,5 cm, 5,6 gr - 80
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4031 4033 4034

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4031 18k yellow gold fantasy-link bracelet - L 18,5 cm, 55,9 gr - 1450

 4032 14k yellow gold bracelet set with rose-cut diamonds  - L 19 cm, 7,4 gr - 180

 4033 14k white gold diamond set tennis bracelet - L 18 cm, 26,2 gr, circa 7 ct - 2000

 4034 14k yellow gold woven bracelet - L 19,5 cm, 20,9 gr - 450

 4035 18k yellow gold filigree bracelet - L 16 cm, 10,7 gr - 200

 4036 14k yellow gold and silver bracelet and a gilded ring - 6,5 cm, 53 mm, 31 gr - 300

 4037 Coral bracelet completed 14k yellow gold clasp - 18 cm, 6-9 mm - 50

4038 4040 4042 4049

 4038 14k yellow gold bangle bracelet - 6,5x5,5 cm, 13,2 gr - 270

 4039 14k yellow gold twisted rope bracelet - 18 cm, 6 gr - 120

 4040 14k yellow gold bracelet - 21 cm, 33,6 gr - 700

 4041 14k yellow gold hinged bangle bracelet - 6x6,5 cm, 17 gr - 350

 4042 14k yellow gold bracelet - 20,5 cm, 26 gr - 550

 4043 14k white gold bracelet decorated with a rose gold tulip pave set with ruby and diamond - L 17 cm, 6,0 gr, marked Gassan - 150

 4044 Dutch silver “muizentrap” bracelet similar design by Corina Rietveld - 8 cm - 50

 4045 Dutch design aluminium bracelet 1970-1990 - 8x7,5 cm - 20

 4046 Dutch design bracelet 20

 4047 Dutch design silver bracelet probably by Hans Appenzeller - 7x4 cm - 40

 4048 Dutch design silver bracelet probably by Hans Appenzeller - 7x4 cm - 40

 4049 14k yellow gold closed for ever link bracelet - L 21,5 cm, 10,8 gr - 200

 4050 Three-strand glass garnet bracelet completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 18 cm - comes with a coral necklace - 60

 4051 Three 14k yellow bracelets - L 23,5 cm (longest), 13,4 gr, all defects - 280
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4052

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4052 Bwgg snake bracelet set with rose-cut diamonds - 6 cm, 71,6 gr - 1000

4053 4054 4056

 4053
18k white gold choker set with 19 brilliant-cut diamonds in the centre and 32 smaller brilliant-cut diamonds on each side- L appr. 40 
cm, 43,7 gr - 1200

 4054 18k yellow gold necklace - L 73 cm, 75,3 grams - 1900

 4055 14k yellow gold necklace - L 46 cm, 11,4 gr - 250

 4056 14k yellow gold necklace with nugget shaped links and a nugget shaped pendant - L 70 cm, 15,4 gr - 330

 4057 14k yellow and white gold necklace - L 62 cm, 9,4 gr - 100

 4058 14k yellow gold necklace - L 48 cm, 5,2 gr - 100

4059

 4059 14k yellow gold coral set pendant and a 14k yellow gold necklace - L 44 cm, 3,5 cm, 10,3 gr - 150

 4060 Three-strand coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold coral set clasp - L 39 cm (shortest strand), 4-5 mm - 130
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4061

4066

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4061 Three-strand coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold and coral clasp - L 40 cm (shortest strand), 3-4 mm) - 140

 4062 18k yellow gold necklace and pendant - L 55 cm, 5 gr - 100

 4063 14k white gold necklace the centre decorated with a diamond and sapphire set butterfly, dragonfly and snail - L 40 cm, 5,3 gr, signed 
Gassan - 100

 4064 14k white gold necklace the centre decorated with a diamond and pink sapphire set butterfly and tulip - L 40 cm, 4,4 gr, signed Gas-
san - 100

 4065 14k white and yellow gold necklace the centre decorated with a diamond and pink sapphire set tulip - L 40 cm, 6,4 gr, signed Gassan - 100

 4066 14k yellow gold necklace - L 46 cm, 12,4 gr, small repair - 260

4067
4068

 4067 14k yellow gold necklace - L 42,5 cm 12,4 gr - 260

 4068 14k two tone yellow gold necklace - 46 cm, 19,6 gr - 400

 4069 14k yellow gold necklace - L 62,5 cm,3,8 gr - 80

 4070 14k yellow gold necklace - L 51,5 cm, 3,7 gr - 70
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4071
4077

4080

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4071 14k yellow gold necklace and zirkon set pendant - L 42,5 cm, 7,0 gr - 140

 4072 14k yellow gold necklace - L 62,5 cm, 6,8 gr - 140

 4073 14k yellow gold necklace and 14k yellow gold zodiac sign aries pendant - L 62 cm, 5,4 gr - 100

 4074 14k yellow gold necklace and 14k yellow gold tennis racket pendant - L 48 cm, 2,9 gr - 60

 4075 14k yellow gold locket pendant with floral engraving and a 14k yellow gold necklace - L 72 cm, 2,8 cm, 6,3 gr - 130

 4076 14k yellow gold necklace - L 76 cm, 5,3 gr - 100

 4077 14k yellow gold necklace set with 13 brilliant-cut diamonds in the centre and six brilliant-cut diamonds on the side - L 42,5 cm, 520

 4078 14k yellow gold fancy link necklace - L 42 cm, 14,4 gr - 300

 4079 14k yellow gold necklace and garnet set pendant - L 51 cm, 13,6 gr - 250

 4080
14k yellow gold “Golden tree” necklace, Björn Weckström for Lapponia,  structured pendant hung with five round beads of agate to a 
structured link chain. Dated S 7, 1971, Lapponia, BW for Björn Weckström, Finland - L 43 cm, 25,0 gr - 650

 4081 Two-strand cultered pearl necklace completed by a 18k white gold clasp - 49 cm (shortest strand), 6 mm - 100

4082 4084

 4082 14k yellow gold mesh necklace comes with a detachable 14k yellow gold diamond set pendant - L 47 cm, 2 cm, 18 gr - 380

 4083 Cultured pearl necklace the centre set with brilliant-cut diamonds in 14k gold - L 42 cm, 3,5-4 mm - 120

 4084 14k yellow gold pendant set with garnet to a 14k yellow gold necklace - 60 cm, 4 cm, 22,1 gr - 350

 4085 Three-strand garnet necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 40,5 cm (shortest strand) - 140

 4086 Four-strand glass garnet necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 35,5 cm, 3 mm - 90

 4087 Glass garnet necklace decorated with two 14k yellow gold ornaments - L 60 cm, 4 mm - 50

 4088 Coral necklace decorated completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 60 cm, 3 mm - 40

 4089 Coral necklace decorated completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 69 cm, 3 mm, dented - 50

 4090 Coral necklace decorated completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 43 cm, 3 mm - 40
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4091 4093

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4091 14k yellow and white gold necklace set with a brilliant-cut diamond - L 43,5 cm, 5,7 gr - 120

 4092 14k yellow gold shell cameo pendant/brooch to a carnelian necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 47 cm, 4,5 cm - 80

 4093 14k yellow gold set with a faceted smoky quartz to a faceted garnet and quartz bead necklace - L 60 cm, 4,5 cm - 80

 4094 Cultered pearl necklace completed by a 14k yellow clasp - L 92 cm, 5 mm - 40

4095

4100

 4095 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 79 cm, 5,5-7,6 mm - 60

 4096 Cultured pearl necklace completed by a 18k white gold clasp - L 77 cm, 5,3 mm - 40

 4097 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 67 cm, dented - 10

 4098 Two-strand cultered pearl necklace completed by a 14k white gold clasp - L 48 cm (shortest strand), 6,4 mm - 50

 4099 Cultured pearl necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold and silver clasp/pendant set with rose-cut diamonds - L 90 cm, 4x1,5 cm, 5 
mm - 80

 4100 Two-strand cultered pearl necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold diamond set clasp - L 44 cm (shortest strand), 3,6-8 mm - 100

 4101 Three-strand coral bead necklace completed by a 14k rose gold clasp - 3-4 mm, 71 cm (shortest) - 25

 4102 Silver gilt necklace with a 14k yellow gold negligee pendant set with paste - L 42 cm, 3 gr - 20
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4103 4109 4112

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4103 14k gold necklace with hanger, hanger with lady painted on porcelain -l (excl. Hanger) 47 cm, necklace 5 grams- 100

 4104 Lapis lazuli necklace with 14k lock -l 46 cm, some beads lightly damaged- 50

 4105 14k necklace with 14k pendant set with six small diamants -l 39cm, 3 grams- 60

 4106 14k necklace with 14k pendant set with eight small cultivated pearls and a small sapphire -l 45 cm, 2 grams- 30

 4107 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 40 cm - 40

 4108 14k yellow golden necklace -l 53 cm, 2 grams- 40

 4109 Three-strand faceted garnet necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 40 cm (shortest strand), 3-5 mm - 140

 4110 Two-strand  coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 42 cm (shortest strand), 3-4 mm - 100

 4111 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - 40,5 cm, 2-5 mm - 80

 4112 14k yellow gold necklace - 45 cm, 27,1 gr - 580

 4113 14k yellow gold necklace - 2,1 gr - 40

4114

4120

 4114 Two-strand 14k yellow gold necklace - L 49 cm, 9,9 gr - 180

 4115 14k yellow gold necklace - L 60 cm, 9,4 gr - 200

 4116 14k yellow gold necklace - L 50 cm, 16,5 gr, broken - 350

 4117 18k yellow necklace - L 48 cm, 3,77 gr - 100

 4118 14k yellow gold necklace - L 47 cm, 2,2 gr - 50

 4119 14k yellow gold necklace - L 46,5 cm, 4,0 gr - 80

 4120
Three-strand cultured pearl necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold and rose-cut diamond clasp - L 40 cm (shortest strand), 5-7 mm 
- 200

 4121 Two-strand coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 42,5 cm, 4-6 mm - 150

 4122 14k yellow gold rope necklace - L 51 cm, 8,5 gr - 180

 4123 18k yellow gold necklace - L 42,5 cm, 13 gr - 340
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4124 4128

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4124 14k yellow gold necklace set with two brilliant-cut diamond - L 40 cm, 8,9 gr - 170

 4125 14k yellow gold necklace - L 39 cm, 5,6 gr - 100

 4126 14k yellow gold necklace - L 50 cm, 3,4 gr - 70

 4127 14k yellow gold necklace - L 5,3 cm, 43 gr, clasp plated 90

 4128 18k yellow gold fantasy-link necklace - L 43 cm, 60 gr - 1500

4129

4133

 4129 18k yellow gold necklace and pendant - L 64 cm, 29 gr - comes with a 14k yellow gold zirkon set pendant 600

 4130 18k yellow gold necklace - L 41,5 cm, 9,1 gr - 220

 4131 18k yellow gold necklace - L 49 cm, 7,3 gr - 180

 4132 Cultured pearl necklace completed by a 18k white gold clasp - 66 cm - 100

 4133 14k yellow gold necklace with a 14k yellow gold pendant set with diamonds and cultured pearl - L 45,5 cm, 26,2 gr - 550

 4134 14k yellow gold necklace set with a brilliant-cut diamond - L 45cm, 5 gr 120

 4135 14k yellow and white gold necklace set with a zirkon - L 42,5 cm, 4,5 gr 90
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4136

4138

4142

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4136 18k and 14k yellow gold necklace - 53-63 cm, 12,5 gr - 280

 4137 Faceted garnet necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 65 cm, 1,2 cm - 50

 4138 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 67 cm - 120

 4139 Three-strand glass garnet necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 44 cm (shortest strand) - 120

 4140 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 48 cm - 80

 4141 Coral necklace completed by a 14k yellow gold clasp - L 72 cm - 50

 4142 14k yellow gold necklace set with rose-cut diamonds - 5,1 gr - 100

 4143 14k yellow gold necklace - L 53 cm, 5,6 gr - 120

4144 4147

 4144
FRANS VAN NIEUWENBORG (1941) & MARTIJN WEGMAN (1955) - metal and silver “Zipper” necklace, design 1975 - 37,5 cm 
- in: Marjan Unger, Het Nederlandse sieraad in de 20ste eeuw, p. 391 80

 4145 14k white gold necklace set with heart-cut zirkon - L 41,5 cm, 2,3 gr - 40

 4146 Dutch design silver necklace 20

 4147 14k yellow gold necklace - L 42 cm, 23,6 gr - 500

 4148 14k yellow gold necklace - L 43,5 cm, 6,4 gr - 130

 4149 14k yellow gold filigree necklace set with faceted garnet - L 20 cm, 13 gr, defects- 130

 4150 BWGG necklace -l 146 cm, 8 grams- 100

 4151 Bwgg necklace - 3,8 gr - 30
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4152
4154 4157

4161

4164
4165

4167

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4152 14k yellow gold cross pendant set with rose-cut foiled back diamonds - 5 cm, 4,8 gr - 200

 4153 14k yellow gold cross pendant decorated with filigree and faux pearls - 4,5 cm, 2,6 gr, small dent - 50

 4154 14k yellow gold brooch/pendant set with faceted garnet and a cultured pearl - 4 cm, 9,4 gr - 200

 4155 Two 14k yellow gold brooch/pendants set with faceted garnets - 6,4 cm, 8,9 gr, small defect - 180

 4156 14k yellow gold pendant set with a synthetic blue spinel - 2,5 cm, 2,3 gr - 60

 4157 14k yellow gold jasper ware brooch/pendant depicting venus and cupid in a filigree mount- 4,5 cm, 10,0 gr - 150

 4158 14k yellow gold filigree brooch/pendant “Scheveningse Boek” - 4 cm, 10,3 gr - 220

 4159 14k yellow gold brooch/pendant set with a shell cameo depicting a lady en face - 4 cm, 5,6 gr - 40

 4160 14k yellow gold brooch/pendant set with carved jade - 4,5 cm - 100

 4161 14k yellow gold flower brooch/pendant set with rose-cut diamonds - 2,5 cm, 8,7 gr, defects - 150

 4162 14k yellow gold pendant with agate 20

 4163 14k yellow golden pendant, set with opal -l 3 cm, 0,76 gr.- 20

 4164 14k yellow gold pendant set with carved malachite - 4 cm, 9,8 gr - 120

 4165 14k yellow gold shell cameo pendant/brooch depicting a lady en face - 32x50 mm, 11,6 gr - 150

 4166 14k yellow gold pendant set with rose-cut diamonds - 3 cm, 3,6 gr - 100

 4167 14k yellow gold pendant set with green tourmaline - 3,8 cm, 2,9 gr - 70

 4168 14k yellow gold pendant set with synthetic blue spinel - 2,4 cm, 2,6 gr - 50

 4169 14k yellow gold cross pendant - 5 cm, 1,69 gr - 35

 4170 14k yellow gold pendant set with synthetic blue spinel - 2,5 cm, 2,2 gr - 50

4171

4176

 4171 14k yellow gold pendant with Chinese character - 8,5 cm, 16,5 gr - 350
 4172 14k yellow gold pendant set with blue paste - 1,5x1 cm, 4,7 gr - 90
 4173 14k yellow gold garnet set pendant - 2,5 cm, 1,8 gr - 40
 4174 14k yellow gold locket pendant with floral engraving - 2,7 cm, 2,9 gr - 60
 4175 14k yellow gold pendant set with a shell cameo depicting a lady - 3,5 cm, 3,2 gr - 70

 4176
14k white gold pendant decorated with a dragonfly, snail and butterfly pave set with sapphire and diamond - L 40 cm, 5,2 gr, marked 
Gassan - 150

 4177 14k yellow gold pendant set with emerald - 2 cm, 1,7 gr - Comes with 14k yellow gold pendant set with blue topaz - 2 cm, 2,6 gr 80
 4178 14k yellow gold pendant set with aquamarine and a pair 14k yellow gold ear studs - 1,8 cm, 0,8 cm, 2,8 gr 60
 4179 Two 14k yellow gold pendants - 4,4 gr - 90
 4180 Two 14k yellow gold pendants oa set with cornaline - 2,5-3,5 cm, 2,5 gr - 30
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4181

4184 4187

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4181 14k yellow gold pendant decorated with carved jade and a 14k yellow gold pendant with a Chinese character - 100

 4182 14k yellow gold paste set pendant and a tiger eye pendant 50

 4183 14k yellow gold bar brooch - L 5,5 cm, 4,1 gr - 80

 4184 14k yellow gold brooch set with garnet - 3 cm, 5,1 gr, repairs - 100

 4185 14k yellow gold ribbon shaped brooch set with a cultered pearl - 4,2 gr, 5 cm - 100

 4186 18k yellow gold brooch set with an old cut diamond - 4,3 cm, 4,2 gr - 120

 4187 14k yellow and white gold brooch set with three brilliant-cut diamonds - 6,5 cm, 8,0 gr - 150

4188 4191 4192 4194

 4188 14k yellow gold brooch set with an oval-cut white opal - 6 cm, 3x2 cm, 6,3 gr - 120

 4189 14k yellow gold brooch set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 3,5 cm, 7,2 gr - 140

 4190 14k yellow gold brooch set with six cultured pearls - 3,5 cm, 4,8 gr - 90

 4191 14k yellow gold horse brooch - 3,5 cm, 4,6 gr - 100

 4192 14k yellow gold filigree brooch - 4,5 cm, 7,7 gr, pin metal - 175

 4193 14k yellow gold brooch decorated with small pearls - 3,8 cm, 1,7 gr - 40

 4194 18k yellow gold brooch in the shape of a flower basket decorated with ruby - 4 x 4 cm, 10,8 gr - 250

 4195 14k yellow gold acorn brooch - 4,5 cm, 5,3 gr - 50

 4196 14k yellow gold brooch set with faceted garnet - 1,8 cm, 2,3 gr - 30

4197

4201 4204 4205

 4197 14k yellow gold brooch set with carved nephrite jade plaque - 3x2,5 cm, 6,9 gr - 70

 4198 14k yellow gold brooch with a shell cameo depicting a lady en face - 3,5 cm, 6,1 gr - 50

 4199 14k yellow gold pietra dura brooch - 4,5 cm, metal back - 80

 4200 14k yellow gold and silver bar brooch set with diamonds and pearl - 4 cm, 5,6 gr - 30

 4201 14k gold brooch -5 grams- 100

 4202 18k yellow golden brooch set with garnets -d 1,5 cm, 2 grams- 30

 4203 14k yellow gold brooch decorated with filigree - 3,5 cm, 7,0 gr - 140

 4204 Silver flower brooch set with rose-cut diamonds with 14k yellow gold pin - 4,5 cm, 9,3 gr - 140

 4205 14k yellow and white gold brooch set with a cultured pearl - 5 cm, 5,7 gr - 130

 4206 14k yellow gold memory brooch - 4,5x5,5 cm, 14,4 gr - 100
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4207 4212 4213
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 4207 14k yellow and white gold brooch set with white opal - 6 cm, 3,6 gr - 130

 4208 14k yellow gold bow brooch set with brilliant-cut diamond - 4 cm, 4,9 gr - 100
 4209 18k yellow gold flower brooch set with cultured pearl and ruby - 3,8 cm, 3,5 gr - 90
 4210 14k yellow and white gold bar brooch set with rose-cut diamonds and pearl - 6 cm, 3,9 gr - 80
 4211 14k white gold bar brooch set with brilliant and rose-cut diamonds and sapphire - 5,5 cm, 3,1 gr - 80

 4212 14k yellow gold bow brooch set with rose-cut diamonds in silver mounting - 5 cm, 9,1 gr - 500

 4213 14k yellow brooch set with rose-cut diamonds in silver mount - 2,5 cm, 8,8 gr - 300

 4214 14k yellow gold brooch set with a shell cameo depicting a lady - 4 cm, 10,1 gr - 100
 4215 14k yellow gold garnet set brooch - 4,5 cm, 5,2 gr - 80

4216

4221

4223

4227

 4216 14k yellow gold ruby and pearl set brooch - 4,5 cm, 6,4 gr - 140

 4217 14k yellow gold bar brooch set with small pearls - 5 cm, 3,6 gr - 80
 4218 14k yellow gold brooch st with onyx plaque decorated with a horse - 6,5 cm, 7,1 gr - 80
 4219 14k yellow gold pin brooch decorated with a shell cameo - 0,7x5 cm, 0,79 gr - 50
 4220 14k yellow gold brooch set with chrysoprase - 7 cm, 4,1 gr - 90

 4221 14k yellow gold flower brooch set with diamonds and ruby - 5 cm, 8 gr, stone missing - 140

 4222 Dutch design silver brooch and ear studs 20

 4223 14k yellow gold brooch set with rose-cut diamonds in silver mount - 3 cm - 140

 4224 Two 14k yellow gold filigree brooches - 3-5 cm, 8,4 gr, defects - 150
 4225 14k yellow gold feather brooch, 14k pin brooch - 2,6 gr, monogram - 50
 4226 Two 14k yellow gold brooches, one two-tone and set with a zirkon - 3,5-5 cm, 5,8 gr - 120

 4227 Two 14k yellow gold brooches - 3,5-5 cm, 5,2 gr - 100

 4228 Two 14k yellow gold brooches - 6 cm, 4,4 gr - 80

4229

4231

 4229
14k yellow gold pendant watch, silver dial with Arabic numerals - 3,5 cm, dented - Comes with a 14k yellow gold memory brooch 
- 1,5x2 cm, 2,0 gr dented - 120

 4230 Hairwork serpent brooch with bbwg gold head and tail - 4,5 cm, pin and back silver - 40

 4231 14k yellow gold ear pendants decorated with a nugget - 5 cm, 3,5 gr - 70

 4232 Three 14k yellow gold earrings - 1-1,5 cm, 1,5 gr - 30
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4233 4237

4239

4243

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4233 14k yellow and white gold ear studs set with sapphire and a brilliant-cut diamond - 1,8 cm, 3,2 gr - 80

 4234 14k yellow gold ear pendants set with freshwater pearls - 1,5 cm, 3,7 gr - 60
 4235 14k yellow and white gold ear hoops - 2,5 cm, 2,2 gr - 50
 4236 18k yellow gold ear pendants decorated with an anchor - 3,5 cm, 3,3 gr - 80

 4237 Two pair14k yellow gold ear studs one set with single-cut diamonds and one with coral - 1 cm, 5,1 gr, one back missing - 90

 4238 14k yellow gold leaf shaped ear clips - 2,5 cm, 4,7 gr - 90

 4239 Cultured pearl ear studs set with brilliant-cut diamonds in 14k gold - L 42 cm, 2,5 cm, 4 gr - 130

 4240 14k yellow gold ear studs set with coral - 2,5 cm, 1,5 gr - 40
 4241 14k white gold ear studs set with single-cut diamonds - 5,8 mm, 1,4 gr - 20
 4242 Pair of 14k golden ear clips, each clip set with a cultivated pearl -6 grams- 100

 4243 Silver ear studs set with rose-cut diamonds with a 14k yellow back - 8 mm, 1,6 gr - 140

 4244 14k yellow gold and coral ear screws - 1 cm, 2,6 gr - 40
 4245 14k white gold ear studs set with single-cut diamonds - 1 cm, 2,6 gr - 50

4246
 4246 14k white gold ear studs set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 0,6x1,5 cm, 6,7 gr - 140
 4247 HANS APPENZELLER (1949) - spiral shaped silver ear pendants, design ca.1975 40
 4248 14k yellow gold coral set ear pendants - 4 cm, 3,5 gr - 60
 4249 Collection of three 14k yellow gold ear studs set with pearl and garnet - 1 cm, 5,7 gr - 80

4250

4254 4255 4258

 4250
14k yellow gold serpent brooch set with pearls and foiled back garnet - 2,1 cm, 5,8 gr - Comes with a pair nephrite set ear screws - 2,8 
cm - 150

 4251 14k yellow gold necklace and a 14k yellow gold pendant - L 45 cm, clasp plated gold, 6,2 gr - comes with a plated necklace 90
 4252 14k rose gold folding button hook, first quarter 20th century -3,9 grams- 80
 4253 14k yellow gold and diamond ear studs, comes with 14k yellow gold jewellery - 4 gr - 70

 4254 14k yellow gold filigree pendant/brooch to a 14k yellow long gold jasseron link chain - L 64 cm, 5 cm, 19,9 gr - 400

 4255 14k yellow gold pendant set with sardonyx and pearl to a thin 14k yellow gold chain - L 82 cm, 6x5 cm, 32,4 gr - 380

 4256 14k yellow gold ring set with sapphire and zirkon and a pair 14k ear studs- 53 mm, 3,9 gr - 80
 4257 Collection of 14k yellow gold parts combined with metal - 43,4 gr total - 400

 4258 14k yellow gold pendant set with zirkon to a 14k yellow gold chain - L 45 cm, 3,5 cm, 4,6 gr - 100

 4259 14k yellow gold diamond set button - 1,2 cm - 40
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4263

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4260 Collection of filigree jewellery: two brooches and buckle ring - 5,6 gr, pin and back metal, repairs - 90

 4261 14k white and yellow gold filigree pendant set with a brilliant-cut diamond. Comes with a thin 14k yellow gold chain - 2,7 cm (incl 
bail), 46 cm, 3,6 gr - 100

 4262 14k yellow gold thimble decorated with engraving. Comes a gilded cigarette pipe - 2,3 cm, 6,0 gr - 130

 4263 14k yellow gold coral set pendant to a thin 14k yellow gold chain - L 51 cm, 4 cm (incl. bail), 10,4 gr - 180

 4264 14k yellow gold clasp - 1,3 gr, defect - 20

 4265 14k yellow gold baby ring and earrings set paste turquoise stones - 1,0 gr - 30

 4266 14k yellow gold pin set with ruby - 5,5 cm, 0,8 gr - 10

4267
4270 4273

 4267 18k white gold eternity ring set black brilliant-cut diamonds - 62 mm, 3,5 gr, comes with some loose black diamonds - 200

 4268 Two 14k yellow gold FNV pins, one set with ruby -2,05 grams- 20

 4269 14k yellow gold pin set with a brilliant-cut diamond - 1,4 gr - Comes with a silver Mercedes pin - 25

 4270 Silver 835 rings and brooch most probably designed by Hans Appenzeller - 56-59 cm, 4,5 cm, Herkomst Galerie Sieraad Amsterdam - 30

 4271 Silver 835 ring and two studs most probably designed by Hans Appenzeller - 53 cm, 3 cm - Herkomst Galerie Sieraad Amsterdam- 20

 4272 Silver 835 ring and ear studs most probably designed by Hans Appenzeller - 54 mm, 3 cm, Herkomst Galerie Sieraad Amsterdam - 30

 4273
RUUDT PETERS (1950) - Aluminium and rubber bracelet, design made for Galerie Sieraad Amsterdam 1973 - 6x7 cm, in: “Op de 
huid, sieraden uit de Collectie Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem, p. 159 100

 4274 Silver 835 brooch and ear studs most probably designed by Hans Appenzeller - 4 cm, 2 cm, Herkomst Galerie Sieraad Amsterdam - 40

 4275 Dutch silver and metal design ear studs, ring and brooch 20

 4276 Dutch silver design ear studs, ring and brooch 20
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4277

4279 4282

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4277 Various 14k gold; pendant, brooch (silver back) and pin with cameo (shaft not silver) -10 grams- 100

 4278 18k gold tie clip and 14k gold tie klip with stone (shaft not silver) -6 grams- 80

 4279 Pair of 14k yellow golden cufflinks -9 grams- 100

 4280 Two pair of 14k yellow gold earpins and 14k yellow golden necklace -l 37 cm, 2,4 grams, necklace broken- 50

 4281 14k yellow gold stickpin set with four rose-cut diamonds - comes with a bwgg chain - 4,5 cm, 0,76 gr - 60

 4282 Bwgg cufflinks set with cabochon-cut malachite - 18 mm, 13,2 gr - 60

 4283 Collection of bwgg and 14k yellow gold leaf and  knot shaped brooches; 7,7 gr, defects - 90

 4284 Collection of 14k yellow gold ring mounts - 51-60 mm, 6,5 gr - 120

 4285 14k yellow gold leaf shaped pendant - 4 cm, 2,1 gr - comes with 14k gold parts - 3,2 gr - 50

4286
4289

 4286 18k yellow and white gold cufflinks set with single-cut diamond - 1,5 cm, 9,1 gr - 220

 4287 18k yellow gold cufflinks - 1,5x1 cm, 5,2 gr - 130

 4288 Gilded tie clip decorated with a 14k yellow gold plaque - 6,5 cm - 20

 4289 Two 14k yellow gold pins “Caterpillar” -5,6 gr - and a gilded pin 100

 4290 14k yellow gold clasp set with cabochon-cut coral and 14k yellow gold stickpin - 2,5 cm, 0,8 cm, 3,5 gr - 60

4291

4292

 4291 Woven watch chain decorated with 14k yellow gold and a 14k yellow gold horse shaped watch charm - L 24 cm, 4,5 cm, 14,5 gr - 180

 4292 14k yellow gold watch chain decorated with fantasy links - L 32 cm, 19,7 gr - 400

 4293 Three 14k yellow gold and mother of pearl buttons - 0,9 cm, 6,3 gr - 80
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4294

4298

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4294 14k yellow gold cornaline set pendant to a 14k yellow gold chain - L 61 cm, 4 cm - 200

 4295 Collection of 14k yellow gold rings, pin, ear studs, pendant - 53-64 mm, 13,6 gr 250

 4296 14k yellow gold brooch set with rose-cut diamonds in a silver mount, 14k yellow gold ear screws set with garnet - 2,5 cm, 1 cm, 3,4 
gr - 120

 4297 Collection of 14k jewellery - 11,8 gr, defects - 200

 4298 Eleven 14k white gold pins Crystal Society - 2x1,5 cm, 39,0 gr - 1000

4299

4303 4305

 4299 Five platinum pins Crystal Society - 1,5x2 cm, 50 gr - 500

 4300 14k yellow gold earrings and silver and gilded stone set ring - 1,4 cm, 1,2 gr, stone missing - 20

 4301 Small collection of gold parts - 76 gr - 1500

 4302 14k yellow gold and silver hat pin decorated with rose-cut diamonds and pearls - 19 cm, 1,5 cm, 7,0 gr, pearl missing - 140

 4303 14k yellow gold curved pendant set with a brilliant-cut diamond to a 14k yellow gold chain - L 54 cm, 8,8 gr - 180

 4304 14k yellow gold pendant zodiac sign Aries set to a 14k yellow gold chain - L 50 cm, 5,4 gr - 100

 4305 14k yellow gold locket pendant to a 14k yellow gold chain - 44 cm, 8,5 gr = 150

 4306 Collection of 14k yellow gold jewellery: oa ring, clasp, pin - 6,9 gr - 120

 4307 14k yellow gold jewellery parts - 7,2 gr - 150
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4308 4311

4314
4316

4318

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4308 14k yellow gold watch mount to a 14k yellow gold strap - 16 cm, 18 gr - 360

 4309 14k yellow gold filigree parts - 4x6 cm, 8,3 gr - 170
 4310 14k yellow gold feather shaped pendant to a thin 14k yellow gold chain - 46 cm, 4,5 gr - 90

 4311
14k yellow gold structured pendant decorated with raw zoisit to a 14k yellow gold chain, Björn Weckström for Lapponia - Finland A8 
for 1978, L 41,5 cm, 2x2,5 cm, 7,2 gr - 200

 4312 14k yellow gold ear hoops and 14k yellow gold ring - 56 mm, 1,8 mm, 1,7 gr - 30
 4313 Coral jewellery set comprising a brooch, necklace, bracelet and ear studs all with plated backing 20

 4314 Antique Dutch gold filigree hook decorated with cannetille - 2x1,5 cm, 5,3 gr, unclear makers mark - 200

 4315 Antique Dutch gold fleur-de-lis shaped filigree chatelaine pin and hook decorated with cannetille - 2,2x1,8x3,5 cm, 5,1 gr - 200

 4316 Antique Dutch gold filigree clasp decorated with cannetille - 2,5x3 cm, 4,1 gr - 200

 4317 Antique Dutch gold filigree pin - 1,2x7,5 cm, 1,9 gr - 100

 4318 Antique Dutch gold pin decorated with stars - 1x6,5 cm, 1,4 gr - 100

 4319 14k yellow gold earring and 18k yellow gold broken necklace - 5,8 gr - 130
 4320 Collection of 14k yellow gold jewellery: bracelet, earrings - 2,4 gr, clasp defect - 50
 4321 Collection of 14k yellow gold jewellery: bracelet, necklace, pendants ao. - 15,5 gr, defects - 300
 4322 Collection of coral jewellery: bracelet and two necklaces 20

4323

4327

4334

 4323 14k yellow gold filigree brooch - 3,5 cm, 8,2 gr - Comes with a broken 14k yellow gold name bracelet - 6,2 gr - 300

 4324 Bwgg ship pendant and broken bracelet - 4,3 gr 30
 4325 Collection of mourning earrings, some with gold mount 20
 4326 Collection of 14k yellow gold jewellery - 6,9 gr - 120

 4327 Two 14k yellow gold pins decorated with pearl - 12 cm, 5 gr - 80

 4328 14k yellow gold tie pin set with a rose cut diamond in original case, circa 1900 -L. 6 cm- 50

 4329 18k yellow gold medal Nederlandsche Maatschappij voor Nijverheid en Handel, G. de Ridder 1921-1961 Diederik N.V. - 3 cm, 6,4 
gr, in box - 160

 4330 14k yellow gold pendant set with a 10 gulden coin Wilhelmina 1912 - 9 gr - comes with a 14k yellow gold and coral ring - broken, 1 
gr - 220

 4331 14k yellow gold pendant/brooch set with a 10 gulden Wilhelmina 1912 -9,8 gr - 200
 4332 10 gulden Wilhelmina 1897 in a 14k yellow gold mount - 10,3 gr - 200
 4333 14k yellow gold pendant set with 5 gulden Wilhelmina 1912. Comes with a 14k yellow gold pendant - 11,1 gr - 180

 4334 14k yellow gold brooch/pendant set with a 10 gulden Wilhelmina 1897 - 4,2 cm (incl bail), 11,6 gr - 300

 4335 14k yellow gold pendant set with a gold Austrian 1 Ducat 1915 to a thin gold chain - 10,7 gr - 250
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4336

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4336 14k yellow gold pendant set with a 10 gulden coin Willem III 1875 in a 14k yellow gold mount - 9,33 gr - 260

 4337 14k yellow gold money clip - 4 cm, 9,1 gr, with monogram and inscription - 180

 4338 Small leather bound book of psalms, J. Brandt en Zoon, Haarlem, 1885, with 14k rose gold clasp -2,5 x 10 x 6,5 cm- 30

 4339 A dutch psalm book with 14ct gold clasp 20

 4340 Gold mounted leather cigar case, fourth quarter 19th century 25

4341

4345

 4341 Brown leather bound New Testament, 1881, with 14k yellow gold clasp -signs of wear- 80

 4342 Leather bound New Testament, 1881, with 14k rose gold clasp 80

 4343 14k yellow gold mounted mother of pearl tinder box -defects- 5

 4344 14k yellow gold mounted scent bottle in case - dented- 50

 4345 14k yellow gold mounted scent bottle in case 50

 4346 14k yellow gold mounted cut crystal scent bottle in case, added: 14k yellow gold pin set with a sweet water pearl 50

4347
4349

 4347 A cut glass perfume bottle with 14kt gold mountings in original leather case, late 19th century - L. 10 cm - 40

 4348 A cut glass perfume bottle with 14kt gold mountings in original leather case, late 19th century - L. 9 cm - 30

 4349
14k gold sewing set in leather case, comprising: pair of scissors and awl with 14k yellow gold handle, needle case and 14k rose gold 
thimble -thimble replaced- 200
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 4350 BWGG mesh design evening bag, the clasp set with two sapphires, first quarter 20th century -158 grams- 1500
 4351 Two pairs of glasses, BWGG 20
 4352 Two pair of gilded glasses Cartier, including boxes, papers etc. 150

4353 4355 4356

Gold, luxury and designer watches (no guarantee)

 4353
14k yellow gold pocket watch, Elka, silver dial with gold Arabic numerals. The case with engraving Hollandse Bank-Unie N.V. 
Amsterdam - 6,2 cm, gold dustcover with inscription, with box - 300

 4354 Gilded pocket watch Waltham with floral engraving on the case - 8 cm, defects - 40

 4355
14k yellow gold wristwatch, Century, champagne dial with Arabic numerals to a 14k yellow gold strap- 17,5 cm, 61,8 gr, pushpin 
missing, manual movement - 1200

 4356 14k white gold and diamond wristwatch, Eurox, to a 14k white gold strap - L 18 cm, 23,1 gr, quartz movement - 500

4357 4359

 4357 ROLEX Oyster Perpetual, ladies wristwatch steel and gold - 26 mm, Reference clasp 78343 P8 18, automatic movement - 2500

 4358 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamal dial and engraved case - 4,5 cm, 24,4 gr, glass missing - 120

 4359 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white dial with gold Arabic numerals - 6,8 cm, metal dustcover - 200
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4361 4362

4365

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4360 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white dial with gold Roman numerals - 6,8 cm, metal dustcover, hands missing, dial worn - 120

 4361
18k yellow gold wristwatch, Baume & Mercier Classima 1830, white dial with Roman numerals and date - 37 mm, automatic move-
ment, nr MV045075/4579273, 32,6 gr - 400

 4362
18k rose gold wristwatch, Viva Chronographe Suisse, champagne dial with Arabic numerals - 41 mm, automatic movement, brown 
leather strap - 500

 4363 18k yellow gold wristwatch, Buren, to a woven 14k yellow gold strap - 12,9 gr, manual movement - 250

 4364 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Romanu Levrette, gold dial with black Arabic numerals - 6,5 cm, metal dustcover with engraving - 150

 4365 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Certina, to a woven 14k yellow gold strap - L 17,5 cm, 20 gr, manual movement, in box - 400

4366 4369 4371

 4366 14k yellow gold wristwatch, to a woven 14k yellow gold strap - L 18,5 cm, 18,8 gr - 330

 4367 18k yellow gold wristwatch, Chopard, round gold dial and hour marks, -L. 23 cm, 23,7 gr (without the strap) manuel movement- 200

 4368 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Rika, the case with floral decoration - 4 cm, 11,7 gr, manual movement - 130

 4369
18k yellow gold wristwatch, Tissot PR 516 automatic, champagne dial with black numerals and date, to a 14k yellow gold and metal 
flex strap - 37 mm, 68,5 gr - 450

 4370 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Pontiac Gulfstream Memomatic, silver dial with black numerals and date - 35 mm, 25,4 gr, inscription 
on back, no strap - 150

 4371 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Tissot, silver dial with gold numerals, to a 14k yellow gold strap - 23 mm, 26,4 gr - 440

 4372 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Omega Seamaster de Ville, silver dial with black indices and date, to a black leather strap - 37 mm, steel 
back, manual movement - 150

 4373 Baume & Mercier Riviera wristwatch in stainless steel and gold plated, white dial with gold and black indices and date - 36 mm, 
quartz movement, pushpin missing, strap broken - 100
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4374

4376

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4374
14k yellow gold pocket watch, white dial with black Arabic numerals - 7,2 cm, 84 gr, metal dustcover, inscription inside, case with 
monogram - Comes with a gilded watch chain - L 26 cm - 500

 4375 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Amer Watch Waltham, white dial with black Roman numerals - 6,7 cm, 84 gr, case dented, glass loose, 
with box 200

 4376
14k yellow gold wristwatch, Omega Constellation Automatic, silver dial with black indices and date, to a woven 14k yellow gold 
strap - 37 mm, automatic movement, strap dented, 74 gr - 700

4377

4378 4382

 4377
18k yellow gold pocket watch, L.U. Chopard Geneve, white dial with Roman numerals and a floral decoration on case- 4 cm, 21 gr, 
mechanical movement - 600

 4378
14k yellow gold ladies wristwatch, Bouchard, gold dial and diamond set bezel, to a 14k yellow gold strap - 19 cm, 32 gr, quartz 
movement - 500

 4379 Silver pocket watch partly gilded, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals and engraving of a horse on the back- metal dust cover, 
case bit worn, in box - 20

 4380 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with black Roman numerals, the case with floral engraving - 5 cm, glass chipped, 
14k gold dustcover, 30,4 gr - 160

 4381 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with black Roman numerals, the case depicting a wild horse in front of a mountain 
range - 6,5 cm, metal dustcover, 70,4 gr - 200

 4382
14k white gold pocket watch, Buren, silver dial with black numerals to a woven 14k white gold strap - 17,5 cm, 27,9 gr, manual 
movement - 450

4383

 4383
14k yellow gold pocket watch, Chronometre Gerab, silver dial with black Arabic numerals, the case guilloché - 6 cm, metal dustcover 
with engraving, 59,7 gr, in box - Comes with a 14k yellow gold watchchain - L 27 cm, 12,3 gr - 500

 4384 14k yellow gold ladies wristwatch to a plated flex strap, manual movement - 40
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4385 4389 4392 4393

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4385
Partially 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Omega Seamaster de Ville, gold dial with gold button numerals, to a woven 14k yellow gold 
strap - L 20 cm, gross weight 67,2 gr, manual movement - 500

 4386 Rado Silver Horse automatic pocket watch, nr. 1142452, with date and Seiko bracelet 100

 4387 Rado Captain Cook automatic wrist watch with date and black leather strap -defects- 40

 4388 Pocket watch with 14k outer case -d 3,2 cm- 30

 4389 14k gold ladies watch to a 14k white gold strap, Prisma, Incabloc -l 19cm, 24 grams, manual movement- 400

 4390 14k gold ladies watch with safety chain -l 19 cm, 13 grams, manual movement- 200

 4391 Ladies watch with 14k gold case and leather strap, Prospera, De Luxe -l 21,5 cm, 9 grams, manual movement- 50

 4392 18k yellow gold ladies wristwatch to a 18k yellow gold strap, Ebel, Automatic -l 19 cm, 51 grams, automatic movement- 1200

 4393 18k white gold ladies wristwatch set with 16 diamants and a sapphire, Tavenier (17 Rubis) -l 17 cm, 20 gr., manual movement- 500

4394 4395 4398

 4394
Partly 14k gold wristwatch, Omega, Constelation with Pie-Pan dial, 500 series movement, Automatic Chronometer Officially Certi-
fied, Omega sign on dial, crown and crystal, back with medal on which observatory and eight stars (some faded) -scratches, dirt dial- 500

 4395 14k yellow and rose gold wristwatch, silver dial with Arabic numerals to a 14k gold strap- 17 cm, 38,1 gr, mechanical movement - 700

 4396 Bruno Ninaber van Eyben (1950), steel bracelet watch consisting of two segments in original box, there are two plastic segments, 
transparent bright and white, design 1973, purchased 5 aug. 1987, Galerie Ra, Vijzelstraat 80, Amsterdam 100

 4397 14k yellow gold wristwatch with stainless steel back, Home Watch Co, Swiss made, Automatic 25 jewels, no strap, numbered 3023, 
running -scratches crystal- 50

 4398 Omega Seamaster De Ville Automatic in partially 14kt gold case, leather strap and original glass, scratches on glass 500
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4399 4402 4403

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4399 Omega Constellation in 18kt gold case, original glass and leather strap 1500

 4400 Bi metal chronograph wristwatch, Tag Heuer, CG 1125, in original box, with international guarantee dated 14/01/2008, grey dial, se-
rial number BR8115, quartz movement 300

 4401 Dutch design silver watch Golana by Hans Appenzeller - 6,5x4 cm - 40

 4402
18k yellow gold watch with original leather straps, Omega, Cal. 1530, in original box with operating instructions, international war-
ranty and pictograms, back watch with dedication ‘General Motors Belgium, Antwerpen’, quartz 500

 4403
18k yellow gold wristwatch with original leather straps, Baume & Mercier, Rappage, in original case, with international warranty 
dated 24/7/1999, quartz 500

 4404 14K rose gold pocket watch in original case, Irisa, with inside an engraved dedication, on the back a vacant cartouche, 1930’s -d 4,7 
cm- 200

 4405 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Chamont, champagne dial with date to a brown leather strap - 34 mm, quartz movement - 150

 4406 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Geneve, champagne dial with date to a brown leather strap - 27 mm, quartz movement - 150

4407

4411 4412

 4407
14k white gold and diamond wristwatch, Kelly, silver dial with date to a white gold strap - 18 mm, 16,5 cm, 18,3 gr manual move-
ment, in a box - 300

 4408 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial in engraved case - 65 mm, manual movement, metal dustcover, worn, hands missing 
- 200

 4409 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Diala, silver dial with black Arabic numerals - 6 cm, metal dustcover with inscription, worn - 180
 4410 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Prisma, champagne dial to a brown leather strap - 35 mm, manual movement - 130

 4411
14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with Roman numerals - 6,5 cm, metal dustcover, in wooden box, with keys, small 
crack in dial - 200

 4412 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Certina, cream dial to a 14k yellow gold strap - 16,5 cm, 17,9 gr, manual movement - 300

 4413 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Election, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals - 6,5 cm, metal dustcover, glass defect - 180
 4414 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Election, white enamel dial with Roman numerals - 6,5 cm, metal dustcover, worn - 180
 4415 Gilded pocket watch, Waltham, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals - 7 cm - 20
 4416 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals - 3,5 cm, metal dustcover, 100
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4417 4418 4419 4420

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4417 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Moeris, champagne dial with Roman numerals - 17,5 cm, 57,7 gr, glass cracked - 800

 4418 18k white gold diamond set wristwatch, Quatre Fils, to a 18k white gold woven strap - 18 cm, 45 gr, manual movement - 1000

 4419 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Cortesia, silver dial to a 14k yellow gold woven strap - 16 mm, 18 cm, 19 gr, manual movement - 340

 4420 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Plato, silver dial to a 14k yellow gold woven strap - 18 mm, 17 cm, 17,2 gr, manual movement - 300

 4421 14k yellow gold pocket watch, Buren, silver dial with Arabic numerals - 6 cm, metal dustcover with inscription - 180

 4422 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Imperial, champagne dial to a 14k yellow gold strap - 22 mm, 14,8 gr, manual movement - 180

4423

 4423 14k yellow gold wristwatch, Indus, silver dial to a 14k yellow gold strap - 1,8 cm, 18 cm, 17,3 g, mechanical movement - 300

 4424 Silver pocket watch, International Watch Company, circa 1900 -glass loose- 50

 4425 14k yellow gold pocket watch, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals, the case with floral engraving - 6 cm, metal dustcover - 180
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4426

4429

4431

kavel TRUE Inzet

Miscellaneous watches

 4426
Silver pocket watch, signed Rob Davis, and dated 1800, the outer case decorated with a biblical scene, maker’s mark: Edward Leem-
ing, London, 1799 -Diam. 5 cm, 1e gehalte, II- 80

 4427 Ladies wristwatch with black leather strap, Omega 40
 4428 Rado NCC 101 stainless steel bracelet watch with date 100

 4429
Stainless steel watch with black leather strap and automatic movement, Omega De Ville, including original guarantee (nr 1302) dated 
8/7/1965 -signs of use, scratches- 200

 4430 Stainless steel watch, Esprit, Chronograph (ES000T31021), in original case and with purchase ticket dated 11/02/09 5
 4431 Steel watch with leather strap, Omega, Cassa Calatrava -crown without logo, not original strap, dirty- 100
 4432 Pocket watch with chain, Junghans, Astra shockproof 30
 4433 925 silver wristwatch, Emka, silver dial to a 925 silver strap - 25 mm, manual movement - 30
 4434 Steel Seiko wristwatch 10
 4435 Metal pocket watch 5

 4436 Silver pocket watch decorated with an engraved church in the mountains on the back and pocket watch decorated with an engraved 
cow on the back, last quarter 19th century, added: silver tie clip 40

4437

4444

 4437 Pocket watch, Hebdomas, Switzerland, 8 days, manual winding, in silver plated case with depiction steam train in high-relief 80

 4438 Silver pocket watches, doublé pocket watch, etc. 30
 4439 Pocket watches, pocket watch chains, etc. -various qualities- 50
 4440 Wristwatches, Condor, Seiko, Lincoln, etc., and two pair of cufflinks 20
 4441 Romance wrist watch, silver pocket watch in case, pocket watch, etc. 20
 4442 Two various  gilt women’s wrist watches, a stainless steel women’s wrist watch and gilt bracelet 5
 4443 Seven silver pocket watches, various makers -Diam. 5 cm, defects- 30

 4444 Wrist watches, Tutima, Ducado, Junghans, Emes, Dugena, etc. 40

 4445 Wrist watches, Jacob Jensen, Oozoo, Bahnhof, Marti, etc. 20
 4446 Five pocket watches, pocket watch chains, etc. -defects- 40
 4447 Wrist watches, Esva, Prisma and Remova 20
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4448

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4448 Five silver pocket watches and three keys, Straub & Hebting, etc. circa 1900 -various qualities- 50
 4449 Collection watches 10

Miscellaneous jewellery and bijoux

 4450 Georgian gilt brass/ mother of pearl vinaigrette pendant -3,5 x 2,3 x 2,2 cm, tiny chip mother of pearl- 5
 4451 Johanna Terlouw-Dake (1929-1922), large modernist brass/pewter buckle -Diam. 11,3 cm- 5

4452

4458

 4452 Two Swarovski necklaces and a bracelet, one numbered 1035228 (LMUL/RHS necklace 38 cm) 30

 4453 Metal, gilt metal and silver rings, set with stones, some of them decorated with kerisses, added: Djokja tie clip with lotus motifs 30
 4454 Silver bracelet, silver plated cigarette case, mineral necklaces, Omega watch etc. 40
 4455 Collection of silver and fancy jewellery, pocket watch, etc. 20
 4456 Collection of silver and fancy jewellery 20
 4457 Fashion jewellery, silver watch, brooches, etc. 40

 4458 Silver and silver plated bracelets, necklaces, wrist watch, ear rings, etc. 60

 4459 Sweet water pearl necklaces, bronze bracelet, etc. -defects- 20

4460
4462

 4460 Silver and silver plated jewellery, set with turquoise 50

 4461 Malachite necklaces, lapis lazuli necklace, etc. 40

 4462 Coral necklace, bracelet set with coral, bracelet and ring set with tiger eye, etc. 50

 4463 Djokja bracelet, metal pocket watch case, ‘Zeeuwse knoop’ brooches, etc. 40
 4464 Silver plated filigree bracelet, silver coin pendant, filigree broches, etc. 20
 4465 Mineral necklaces, beads, garnet, quartz, etc. 40
 4466 Lot with several necklaces 20
 4467 Various bijoux, rings, bracelets, brooches, etc. 5
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4468

4471

4476

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4468 Coin bracelets, brooches, etc., 19th/20th century 40
 4469 Necklaces, bracelets, brooches, small jewellery box, etc. 40
 4470 Collection of fancy and silver jewellery, coins etc 10

 4471
German silver beaker with handle en engraved inscription ‘Wim, 22-5-33, Amstelstad, silver plated rosary, two rosary’s with wooden 
beads, silver plated mesh design purse and silver charm bracelet with silver and silver plated charms 30

 4472 Collection silver, fancy and plated bijoux 10
 4473 Collection of fancy and silver jewellery 10
 4474 Collection of fancy and silver jewellery 10
 4475 Collection of silver, plated and fancy jewellery 10
 4476 Bracelets, pendants, brooches, etc., including silver 40
 4477 Bijoux: 19th century medallion, silver brooch, bone brooch, etc. 20

 4478 Silver necklace with coin pendant, silver necklace with ‘Zeeuwse knoop’ pendant, silver plated tea caddy, tray, sugar basin and cream 
jug 20

 4479 Silver and gilded jewellery, silver solder etc 10
 4480 Silver and fancy jewellery 5
 4481 Collection of silver, plated and fancy jewellery 10

4482

4486
 4482 Bracelets, necklaces, brooches, pocket watch, etc., including silver 80

 4483 Silver necklace, ring set with tiger eye and mother of pearl, silver plated stiff bracelet, etc. 40

 4484 Rings, bracelets, etc. 5

 4485 Brooches, bracelet, pendants, etc. including silver 40

 4486 Silver mounted leather purse, pewter blacksmith figurine, modernist silver bracelet, etc. 50

 4487 Amber bead necklace, amber pendant, two modernist silver rings, etc. 40

4488

 4488 Bracelets, brooches, wristwatches, etc., including silver 80

 4489 Ten pear-cut garnet stones - appr. 9,4 ct in total - 20
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4490

4491

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4490 Four faceted ruby stones - appr. 9,2 ct - 50

Pens

 4491 Waterman Ideal fountain pen with 18k yellow gold nib in case, added: partially gilt metal Waterman fountain pen 80

 4492 Two gilded pens: Cross and Parker 5

4493
4494

4499

Silver jewellery

 4493 Modernist silver necklace with integrated pendant, Lapponia, Finland, 1980 -L. 39 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 100

 4494 Modernist silver bracelet, maker’s mark: Matti J. Hyvärinen, Finland, 1973 -L. 18 cm, 51 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 80

 4495 Silver necklace set with four cabochon cut corals, and two white opal stones 20

 4496 835 Silver bracelet - 19 cm, 25 gr - 20

 4497 Silver brooch set with a pietra dura plaque - 6 cm - 10

 4498 Sterling silver filigree ring set with a faceted ruby - 58 mm, 10 gr - 10

 4499 Partially gilt geometric silver brooch, set with green glass - 7 x 4 cm 50

 4500 Silver flower brooch set with rose-cut diamonds, back gilded 25

4501

 4501 Modernist silver ring, ‘Tuareg’, set with ebonised wood, design Zoltan Popovits, Lapponia, 1989, with certificate -1e gehalte, I- 60
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4502

4503
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 4502 Modernist silver and gold ring, ‘Confrontation’, design Paul Havgaard, Lapponia, 1988 -1e gehalte, I- 80

 4503 Modernist silver ring, ‘Mask of Gonda’, design Björn Weckström, Lapponia, 1994, with certificate -1e gehalte, I- 50

 4504 Modernist silver bracelet set with malachite -dm 7 cm- 20

 4505 Four strand silver watch chain with fob seal, 19th century -signs of wear, 16 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 30

 4506 Silver child’s charm bracelet with several silver bangles,  Aboriginal man, parot, pigeon, etc. 20

4507

4508

 4507 Gilt metal cuff bracelet signed Jacob Hull, decorated with a glass disc attached by a structured band - J.Hull Denmark, 6 cm - 50

 4508
Silver pin shaped brooch set with a cabochon cut coral and marcasite, maker’s mark: Fons Reggers, Amsterdam, 1923-1934 -L. 8,7 
cm, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4509 Silver necklace with green marble stone 10

4510
4512

 4510 Modernist silver ring, Lapponia -Size 18,5 mm, 4 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 4511 Silver Ecu 1782 France mounted as a pendant to a silver chain 40

 4512 Dutch silver “verbondsring” - 55 mm - 20

 4513 Dutch silver “verbondsring” - 55 mm - 20

 4514 Dutch silver “verbondsring” - 52 mm - 20
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4515

4517

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4515 Silver bracelet with pre-Hispanic motifs and integrated box clasp, William Spratling, Taxco, Mexico -72 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 50

 4516 Silver necklace with integrated pendant, set with onyx and a cabochon cut ruby -49 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4517 Modernist silver necklace, Mexico, second half 20th century -L. ca. 43 cm, 166 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 120

 4518 Modernist silver ring, Lapponia, Finland, 1990 -11,9 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 4519 Silver Buddha to Buddha bracelet -119 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 80

4520

4524

 4520 Silver brooch set with rose-cut diamonds in silver mount - 3 cm - 100

 4521 Partially pierced silver bracelet, set with four cabochon cut corals and two cultured pearls -20 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4522 Silver pendant set with a faceted amethyst coloured stone and cross pendant set with coloured stones -cross pendant -7,8 x 6,9 cm- 30

 4523 Silver ring and gold filled pencil holder 10

 4524
Silver five strand chain, maker’s mark: Jacob Kooiman, Schoonhoven, 1814-1834 with two seals and pocket watch key, maker’s 
mark: Willem Kooiman, Schoonhoven, 1856-1874 -L. 21,2 cm, 36 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4525 Partially white enamelled silver jewellery set comprising: brooch and ear clips, David Andersen, Norway - 4 cm, 3 cm - 40

4526
4529

 4526
Large pear shaped silver pendant, set with a purple faceted stone, Talleres de los Ballesteros, Mexico, Mexican brooch set with onyx, 
and ring -L. pendant 10 cm- 80

 4527 Collection of silver and gilded cameo brooches and a 14k yellow gold cultured pearl pendant - 1,4 gr - 30

 4528 Faceted garnet necklace and three-strand garnet bracelet 30

 4529 Johanna Terlouw-Dake (1929-1922), silver brooch and ring, set with mineral, silver bracelet, ring and pendant set with onyx 50
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4530
4534

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4530 Johanna Terlouw-Dake (1929-1922), partially gilt silver necklace with integrated pendant, bracelet, ring and brooch 80
 4531 Johanna Terlouw-Dake (1929-1922), two hammered silver bracelets and pendant 40
 4532 Silver bracelet, brooch, necklaces, etc. 40
 4533 Silver ‘Zeeuwse knoop’ buckle, RAF sweetheart brooch, token/brooch by J.M. Lageman, pendants, etc., 18th/20th century 50
 4534 Silver bar 100 grams (999/1000), Degussa, pocket watch, rings, etc. 50
 4535 Modernist silver bracelets, stiff necklaces, etc. 40

 4536 Silver buckle, maker’s mark: Gebr. H. en J. Jonker, Meppel, 1890-1924, two silver ‘Zeeuwse knoop’ clasps, set with a faceted garnet, 
charm bracelet, etc. 50

 4537 Collection of silver and silver plated jewellery, pocket watches, coin bracelet ao. 30
 4538 Silver jewellery set comprising a necklace, bracelet, ring and ear studs set with onyx 30

4539

4540

 4539 Various silver; amongst others pocket watches (167 grams), necklaces, bracelets, etc. -177 grams (excl. Pocket watches) 80

 4540
Seven silver mounted cobalt blue glass liners, Louis Seize style: mustard pot, and five salt and pepper cellars, various maker’s and 
years, added: silver mustard spoon and one salt spoon -various qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4541 Modernist silver choker, pendants, bracelet, etc. -114 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 60
 4542 Silver pendant and ring set with mother of pearl, pendant watch Indus, shell cameo brooch, etc. -various qualities, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50
 4543 Silver brooch ‘concordia res parvae crescunt’, renaissance style brooch, modernist ring, etc. 50

4544
4547

 4544 Silver dragonfly brooch, brooch set with malachite, tie pin set with tiger eye, tinder box with foliate motifs, etc. -various qualities- 50

 4545 Silver filigree brooches, pendant, two bracelets and tie pin -74 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4546 Silver bracelet set with amber, ring set with malachite, etc. 60

 4547 Silver bracelets, earrings, pendant set with a cultured pearl, etc. -102 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 60

 4548 Silver bracelets, necklaces, etc. -154 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 80

 4549 Silver bracelet, Saint George and the dragon brooch, cufflinks, garlic shaped pill box, etc. -various qualities, 130 grams, 1e, 2e 
gehalte, I, II- 70
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4552

4558

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4550 Silver bracelet, wristwatch and ring set with garnet 20
 4551 Collection of silver jewellery 10
 4552 Silver necklaces, bracelets, rings, etc. -110 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 60
 4553 Silver necklaces, bracelet, ring, etc. -122 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 60
 4554 Five modernist silver rings -42 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 20
 4555 Set 835 silver jewellery: necklace, ring and bracelet set with coral 20
 4556 Set 835 silver jewellery: necklace and watch set with coral 20
 4557 Pair of silver ear clips, Norway, 1970’s, gilt silver brooch, set with carnelian, and Dutch silver sewing ring, mid 19th century 20
 4558 Two silver pocket watches, niëllo silver pocket watch chain and pocket watch, and card board pocket watch case -various qualities- 50
 4559 Collection silver and fancy jewellery: brooches gilded pendant, purse, defect gold pendant 20
 4560 Silver bracelets, brooches, etc. -various qualities, 154 grams- 50

4561

4564

 4561 Silver buckle, napkin ring, bracelets, etc. -1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 40

 4562 Silver modernist rings, stiff bracelet and 19th century peppermint box -various qualities, 50 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 40

 4563 Silver bracelets, necklaces, pendant , etc.-185 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 60

 4564 Silver necklaces -various qualities, 190 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 100

 4565 Silver brooches, rings, etc. -various qualities, 151 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4566 Silver brooches, rings, etc. -various qualities, 152 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

4567 4570

 4567 Silver brooches, rings, necklaces, etc. -various qualities, 150 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 80

 4568 Silver brooches, rings, etc. -various qualities, 156 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85
 4569 Silver brooches, rings, etc. -various qualities, 156 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4570 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 148 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4571 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 152 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85
 4572 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 152 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85
 4573 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 157 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85
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4574

4578
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 4574 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 157 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4575 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 152 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4576 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 157 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4577 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 154 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4578 Silver brooches, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 154 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4579 Silver necklaces, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 155 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4580 Silver, rings, pendants, etc. -various qualities, 157 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

4581

4583

 4581 Modernist silver brooches, rings, bracelets, etc., Kordes & Lichtenfeld, etc., -various qualities, 159 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 90

 4582 Silver pendants, rings, etc, set with onyx, mother of pearl, etc. -138 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 100

 4583 Silver rings set with onyx, markasite, etc. -159 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 100

 4584 Silver bracelets, ear rings, necklaces, etc. -162 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 85

 4585 Modernist silver bracelets and two pendants -72 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50

4586 4588

 4586 Three beaded purses with silver frames, 19th century 100

 4587 Modernist silver rings, brooches, money clip, etc. 60

 4588 Silver bracelets, pendants, sugar spoon, etc. -Ca. 248 grams- 120

 4589 Modernist silver bracelet, bracelet, ring and two pair of earrings, Mexico, second half 20th century -135grams, 1e gehalte, I- 80

 4590 Silver ‘Zeeuwse knoop’ bracelet, brooch, etc. -92 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4591 Silver bracelets, brooches, ring, etc. -160 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 80

 4592 Silver bracelets, enamelled brooch, etc. -131 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 70
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4593
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 4593 Silver necklace, bracelets, coin brooch, etc. -152 grams- 80

Silver objects

Netherlands

 4594 Pierced silver mounted faux palisander tray, with foliate motifs, maker’s mark: H. Hooykaas, Schoonhoven, 1979, -72 cm x 36,5 cm, 
2e Gehalte, II- 100

4595
4600

 4595
Silver teapot and stove decorated with festoons on three ball feet, condition: one bolt missing stove -H 9,8 cm, Diam. 13 cm, stove 
one bolt missing, gross weight 682 grams, 2e gehalte, II - 150

 4596 Pierced silver basket with lion head handles, maker’s mark: Fa. Kennis & van der Ree, Voorschoten & Schoten, 1921 -6 x 13 x 10 cm, 
103 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4597 Dutch silver basket on oval base, 1815 50

 4598 Hammered silver host (eucharist) box decorated with a burning bush and an eagle, maker’s mark: Gebr. Rutgers, Den Haag, 1956 
-Diam. 9 cm, 77 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4599 Gilt silver host (eucharist) box, ‘Ego Sum Panis Vitae’, maker’s mark: Gebr. Van Roosmalen, Utrecht, before 1953 -Diam. 10 cm, 87 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4600
Hammered gilt silver host (eucharist) box decorated with a burning bush and an eagle, maker’s mark: Gebr. Rutgers, Den Haag, 1944 
-Diam. 9 cm, 77 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4601 Gilt silver host (eucharist) box with hammered lid IHS, second half 20th century -Diam. 10,5 cm, 98 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

4602
4607

 4602
Large pierced silver bread basket with two handles and foliate decoration, Louis XV style, maker’s mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmed-
erij, Haarlem, Amsterdam, 1966 -14 x 39,5 x 25,5 cm, 1000 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 650

 4603 Four ribbed silver needle cases, mid 19th century -L. 9,8 cm, signs of wear, 57 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4604 Silver beaker with beaded border at the base, maker’s mark: H. Limburg, Amsterdam, 1918 -H. 7,8 cm, 82 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4605 Silver mounted glass marmalade jar, decorated with fruits, maker’s mark: B. van Eldik, Zutphen, 1939 -H. 12,1 cm, netto weight 95 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4606 Silver table spoon, ‘Haags lof’, Amsterdam, 1776 -60 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4607
Silver peppermint box with engraved motifs and decorated borders, maker’s mark: S. Reitsma, Heerenveen/Sneek and peppermint 
box with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Christiaan Brunings, Joure, 1867 -signs of wear, 47 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4608 Ribbed oval scent box with handle, maker’s mark: Cornelis van Hoek, Amsterdam, circa 1830, scent box with Louis Quinze motifs, 
circa 1870, and 18th century style scent box, circa 1900 -55 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 4609 Dutch silver cigarette case with foliate decoration, 1947 -159 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4610 Silver mounted smoking pipe cleaner/seal, ‘WMW’, 19th century -L. ca. 13 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 30
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4612

4613
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 4611 Silver four crystal bottle cruet set, Sibray, Hall & Co., London, 1998 -58 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 50

 4612
Silver stove with beaded borders, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, Zeist, Voorschoten, Leiden en Zoetermeer, na 1961 -272 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4613
Pierced twelve sided silver dish, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1916 -17,9 x 17,9 cm, 189 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 100

 4614 Ribbed silver cigar case with engraved foliate motifs on four 20th century ball feet, maker’s mark: Gerrit van Ewijck, Schoonhoven, 
1837-1865 -signs of wear, 127 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4615 Silver tobacco box with engraved foliate motifs, swing handle and four ball feet, second half 19th century -swing handle and ball feet 
added in the 20th century, 148 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4616 Silver belt clasp, 18/19th century - 44 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 25

4617

4619

 4617
Pierced silver basket with two handles, rococo style, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1939 -7,5 x 20,1 x 23,2 
cm, inscription at the bottom ‘Afscheid Pav: III Vr: 16-5-’41, 139 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4618 Silver teapot with scroll shaped handle, maker’s mark: Johannes Balfoort Sr., Utrecht, 1868 -signs of wear, 328 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4619
Silver hot water pot with scroll shaped wooden handle, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1940 -signs of wear, 
744 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 200

4620

 4620
A pierced silver mounted faux palissander tray with foliate motifs and two handles, maker’s mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, 
Haarlem, Amsterdam, 1959 -41 x 25,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4621 Silver fob seal with coat of arms, circa 1800 -H. 3,4 cm, 16 grams- 40
 4622 Black velvet evening bag with pierced silver frame with foliate motifs, 1921 -1e gehalte, I- 30
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4623 4626

4628
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 4623
Partially enamelled silver plaque designed by Jan Eisenloeffel (1876-1957) for the centenary of C.J. van Houten en Zoon (Weesp), 
with maker’s mark and sword, 1928 -8 x 8 cm, gross weight 60,3 grams- 100

 4624 Silver beaker, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1931 -signs of wear, engraved ‘AH 5692’, 46 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4625 Pierced silver bag frame with angel and foliate motifs, maker’s mark: W. Brehm, Schoonhoven, Heusden, 1920 -102 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 30

 4626
Silver fencing trophy, ‘Van den Minister van Defensie aan den Koninklijken Officiers schermbond’ with inscribed dates and cities in 
the Netherlands, 1930’s, -H. 32 cm, gross weight: 786 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 4627 Silver fencing trophy, ‘Amsterdamsche Bank Beker 1961’ and trophy with two handles, 1928 -Largest H. 15,2 cm, 230 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 60

 4628
Silver tobacco case/tea spoon box, with engraved decoration, on four claw feet, maker’s mark: H. van Halteren, Schoonhoven, 1832-
1837 -feet added in the 20th century, signs of wear, 173 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4629 Silver beaker with reeded borders, maker’s mark: J. Gerritsen, Zeist, 1920 -H. 7 cm, 75 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4630 Pierced silver basket with two handles in rococo style, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1968 -7,5 x 16 x 10,5 cm, 123 grams, 
1e gehalte, I- 40

 4631 Pair of steel scissors with decorated silver handles, ribbed needle case and needle case with decorated borders, 19th century -2e 
gehalte, II- 60

4632

4635

 4632
Boat shaped pierced silver basket with engraved flower festoons, swing handle and cobalt blue glass liner on base, maker’s mark: 
François Simons, Den Haag, 1801 -H. without handle 16 cm, x 11,3 x 8 cm, glass defect, netto weight 114 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 250

 4633 Large boat shaped pierced silver bread basket with beaded border, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1917 -12 
x 34,5 x 21 cm, 645 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 350

 4634 Hammered silver bowl on round base, maker’s mark: Gebr. v. d. Ree, Schoonhoven, 1925 -H. 10,5 cm, 234 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 140

 4635
Silver tray with decorated borders on four feet, maker’s mark: A. Philipsen, Breda, 1846 -2,8 x 35,8 x 25,2 cm, 921 grams, 1e gehalte, 
I- 600

 4636 Silver beaker, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 1926 -signs of wear, engraving ‘Greta’, 74 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4637 Silver candlestick with delphin stem and gadrooned border, maker’s mark: Daniël Aubert, Den Haag, fourth quarter 20th century -H. 
13 cm, 108 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
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 4638
Round silver tray with pierced gallery and beaded border on three supports, with engraved shell decoration, maker’s mark: Johannes 
Schiotling, Amsterdam, 1789 -Diam. 31,3 cm, 914 grams- 1200

 4639 Silver teapot with ebonised wooden scroll shaped handle and finial, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1910 
-215 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4640 Pierced silver bon bon basket with engraved foliate motifs, mid 20th century -2,6 x 12,5 x 9,2 cm, 62 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4641 Silver rattle and partially enamelled silver brooch ‘Bakerhulp’ in original case, Koninklijke Begeer, Voorschoten -Diam. Brooch 3 cm- 20

 4642 Silver beaker with engraved foliate decoration, maker’s mark: Daniël Aubert, Den Haag, second half 20th century -H. 6,4 cm, 42 
grams, 1e gehalte, I- 10

 4643
Square silver tray with pierced gallery, with gadrooned border and festoons, on four pierced supports, maker’s mark: Hendrik Hubert, 
Groningen, 1786/87 -3,8 x 27 x 27 cm, 842 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 800

 4644 Pierced boat shaped silver bon bon basket with beaded border, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, 1960 -6,4 x 9,4 x 14,9 cm, 
-82 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4645 Pierced boat shaped silver bon bon basket with beaded border, maker’s mark: Gebrs. Seton, Schoonhoven, 1921 -4,3 x 14,1 x 7,5 cm, 
71 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4646 Round pierced silver basket with beaded borders and swing handle, maker’s mark: A. Presburg, Haarlem, 1963 -H. without handle 4,8 
cm, Diam. 10 cm, 104 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

4647
4649

 4647
Silver teapot with scroll shaped handle, beaded border and decorated finial, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 
1880 -signs of wear, 309 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4648 Pair of silver salt cellars with flower festoons and cobalt blue glass liners, Louis XVI style, maker’s mark: B. van Eldik, Zutphen, first 
quarter 20th century -3,6 x 6 x 4 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4649
Pair of Dutch silver bird shaped salt and pepper shakers, with glass eyes, first quarter 20th century -H. ca. 8,5 cm, 100 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 60

 4650 Earthenware dish with polychrome flower decoration and pierced silver handle with foliate motifs, Tichelaar, Makkum, maker’s mark: 
Fa. Schijfsma, Sneek, 1964 -Diam. 26,3 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4651 Silver wax stamp, coat of arms depicting an arm holding a hammer, possible link with Von Faber family, late 18th century -h 3,8 cm- 50

4652

 4652
A silver brandy bowl with pierced handles and decorated with embossed  floral decorations and landscapes with figures in cartouches, 
1858 125
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 4653
Boat shaped oval silver tea caddy with engraved motifs, maker’s mark: D.H. Weissich, Middelburg, 1822 -Without finial: 9,4 x 12,6 x 
7,2 cm, 262 grams, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 300

 4654 Hammered round silver bowl with decorated border on three ball feet, Roelof Citroen -91 grams, 3e gehalte, III, 830/1000- 50
 4655 Hammered silver dish with decorated border, Roelof Citroen, interbellum -3e gehalte, 830/1000, III- 80
 4656 Silver percentage sign, gift from NWB, maker’s mark: Zilverstad Schoonhoven, 1998 -H 8 cm, 144 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4657 Silver mounted cut crystal scent bottle with an ewer shaped lid, on silver base, in original case, circa 1900 -2e gehalte, II- 60
 4658 Frisian silver bowl, decorated with birds, shells and scrolls, 18th century -H. 5,2 cm, D. 10.8 cm, 65 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4659 Pierced silver basket with foliate motifs, 1947 -4,8 x 27,3 x 19,7 cm, 450 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 200

 4660 Pierced silver bread basket with beaded border, maker’s mark: Fa. A. Presburg & Zoon, Haarlem, 1959 -8,5 x 17,5 x 18,5 cm, 318 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 120

 4661 Pierced silver basket with swing handle and beaded border, scalloped rim -H. 7,8 cm, D. 20 cm, 278 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 80

4662 4663 4668

 4662
Silver biscuit box with reeded moulded borders, maker’s mark: Reinder Reijnders, Leeuwarden, circa 1860 -9 x 14,4 x 11,2 cm, 439 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 250

 4663
Leather bound bible with silver clasps and several family records: Mijne Jans, Aafke Jans, 1806, Eppe Jans, 1805, Aafke Jans Jonk, 
1782, Betje Eppes, 1802, Aafke Jans Bruins, 1854, etc., Engraved inscription: ‘Aafke Jans, 1801, maker’s mark: HS, province of 
Groningen -7,3 x 15 x 9 cm, signs of wear-

140

 4664 Silver tobacco box with engraved line decoration, 1832 -2,3 x 12,4 x 7,4 cm, defects, 98 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 4665 Round pierced silver dish with foliate motifs, 1910 -H. 3,4 cm, Diam. 17,8 cm, defects, 142 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60
 4666 Pierced silver bag frame with foliate and old Dutch motifs, 1920 -106 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4667 A hammered silver gilt and wooden chalice with text on foot ‘Occasione Presbyieratus Fratris Martiniani Parentes Ejus Dono Deder-
uni’, makers mark: N.A.F. Witteman, Amsterdam (1938-1982) - H. 18 cm - 450

 4668
A hammered silver and patially gilt chalice with bone nodus and tekst ‘Habemus Redemptionem Per Sanguinem Ejus, makers mark: 
Broms Edelsmederij Utrecht, 1926 - H. 16.5 cm - 500

 4669
Silver desk seal with a richly decorated stem, a lion holding a crowned shield, the stem last quarter 19th century, the seal maker’s 
mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, Haarlem/Amsterdam, circa 1920 -L. 10,3 cm, engraved inscription ‘H. Metz’, 88 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II-

100

 4670 A gilt silver paten with engraved cross, 20th century - Diam. 14.5 cm - 40
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 4671
Silver tobacco jar, both lid and jar decorated with an Egyptian cat, maker’s mark: Wed. W. van Gastel, Breda, 1824 -h 13 cm, lid 
slightly bent and dented, lid soldered, 310 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 4672 Round silver peppermint box, maker’s mark: Jan Kuijlenburg, Schoonhoven, 1838 -d 5 cm, 22,2 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4673 Silver marrow double scoop, maker’s mark: L. Marcelis, Schoonhoven, Apeldoorn, Willige Langerak, 1st half 20th century -L. 21 cm, 
30,7 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4674 Square silver peppermint box, front monogrammed ‘GBP’, maker’s mark: Hendrik Capoen, Schoonhoven, 19th century -4,5 x 4,5 
cm, 26,1 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4675 Silver mounted crystal tea caddy -h 14,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 4676 Silver table bell without clapper, 1855 -h 18 cm, 76,2 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 4677 Pierced silver basket with swing handle (kluwenmandje), maker’s mark: J. Krins, Schoonhoven, 1975 -67 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4678 Dutch silver table bell with copper inner bell, circa 1840 -H. 15 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4679 Dutch silver beaker with engraved foliate and meander motifs, 1889 -H. 11 cm, 60 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4680 Silver beaker with engraving ‘JRKvI 1878’, maker’s mark: A. Bonebakker, Amsterdam, 1871 -H. 6 cm, 63 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4681 Silver bonbon basket with handle, maker’s mark: Wilhelm Theodor Binder, Schwäbisch Gmünd, second half 20th century -H. 8,5 cm, 
54 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4682 Round silver biscuit box with old Dutch and foliate motifs, 1948 -H. 7, Diam. 15 cm, 551 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 250

4683

4686

 4683
Rectangular silver biscuit box with old Dutch and foliate motifs, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, circa 1948 -7,5 x 15 x 11,5 
cm, 549 grams, 3e gehalte (830/1000, III- 250

 4684 Large pierced silver boat shaped bonbon dish with beaded border on four flower supports, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, 
1915 -7 x 15,5 x 8,5 cm, 120 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 4685 Rectangular silver cigarette box, maker’s mark: A. Pressburg, Haarlem, 1964 -3 x 14,5 x 10,2 cm, gross weight 361 grams, 2e gehalte, 
II- 150

 4686
Silver tobacco box with foliate motifs and bird finial on four supports, rococo style, maker’s mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, 
Haarlem, Amsterdam, 1925 -H. 16 cm, 575 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 300

 4687 Dutch pierced silver bag frame decorated with symbols of art, science, etc., 1920 -141 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 70

 4688 Silver bag frame, decorated with flowers and fruits, Germany, circa 1920 -103 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 40
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 4689 Silver bear passant, Germany, mid 20th century -L. 13 cm, 223 grams, 3e gehalte, III 100

 4690 Silver scent box decorated with pastoral motifs, 1819 -5 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4691
Silver needle case decorated with a marriage symbol, a man and woman holding hands, circa 1800 -L. 10,4 cm, 18 grams, 2e gehalte, 
II- 40

 4692 Pierced silver bonbon dish with beaded border, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1966 -5 x 13,5 x 11 cm, 93 grams, 2e gehalte, 
II- 45

 4693 Pierced silver bonbon dish with two handles, maker’s mark: J. Postmus, Hoorn, 1928 -15,2 x 17,2 x 9,5 cm, 89 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 4694 Pierced silver bonbon dish with two bow handles and beaded border on four supports, maker’s mark: J. de Leeuw en Gieliam, Den 
Bosch, 1943-1958 -6 x 14,5 x 7,5 cm, 79 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4695 Boat shaped pierced silver bonbon dish with beaded border -5 x 15 x 9 cm, 56 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 35

4696
4700

4706

 4696
Lidded box with old Dutch motifs on four claw feet, maker’s mark: G. Schoorl, Zaandijk, 1875-1914 -4 x 16 x 9 cm, 203 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 100

 4697 Silver cream jug with reeded border and ebony handle, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten,  1947 -86 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 45

 4698 Three sided art deco silver vase on base, maker’s mark: W.H. Mulder, Wormerveer, 1934 -H. 18,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 100
 4699 Silk purse with double silver frame and engraved foliate motifs, 1816 -2e gehalte, II- 60

 4700
A Dutch silver travel necessaire with five hinged implements and a coat of arms wax seal stamp, monogrammed F.W., mid 18th 
century, -L. 6.5 cm, 50 grams- 300

 4701 Silver ribbed tobacco/tea spoon box with foliate handle on four ball feet, 1838 -ball feet and handle added in the 20th century, 239 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4702 Silver snuff box with ribbed borders and engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: A. v.d. Sluys, Schoonhoven, 1864 -1,2 x 6,5 x 3,8 cm, 
signs of wear, 19 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4703 Dutch silver tea strainer, Christa Ehrlich, Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, circa 1930 -32 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 4704 Dutch beaded purse with silver frame, 1868 30
 4705 Pair of weighted silver candlesticks on round base, maker’s mark: C. Bos, Amsterdam, 1983 -H. 16 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4706
Silver mounted ebonised wooden baton with lyre finial, ‘Zangvereeniging Excelsior, aan onzen directeur ter herinnering aan zijn 
eerste Uitvoeringen, 11 Febr. 1908’, 13 Febr. 1908’ -L. 38,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4707 Two pairs of weighted silver candlesticks, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, and van Kempen en Begeer -H. 9,5 
cm, one pair slightly dented, gross weight 497 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
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 4708
Silver crumb scoop with old Dutch decoration of sailing ships, maker’s mark: Fa. P. Heerens & Zoon, Schoonhoven, 1979 -335 
grams, 2e gehalte, II-, and silver crumb brush with old Dutch decoration, maker’s mark: B.W. van Eldik, Zutphen, 1927 100

 4709 Ribbed silver purse frame, 1841, tea caddy spoon, 1844, and purse frame decorated with delphin heads, 1819, maker’s mark: Jan 
Heijneker, Amsterdam -64 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4710 Silver purse frame with delphin heads and purse frame with engraved foliate decoration, maker’s mark: Arend Martijn, Amsterdam, 
1822, and Wed. Jacob Kooiman, Schoonhoven, 1855 -51 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4711 Crystal dish on round silver base, glass on silver base and silver mounted scent bottle -defects, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4712
Silver peppermint box with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Abraham van der Sluijs, Schoonhoven, 1866 -signs of wear- and 
purse frame with engraved foliate motifs, 1882 -79 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4713 Two silver mounted crystal vases, maker’s mark: Bos & Zoon, Amsterdam, 1923-1929 -H. 12 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 5
 4714 Beaded purse with silver frame, 1893 and silver charm bracelet, added: evening bag with silver plated frame, circa 1920 30

 4715 Silver dressing table set comprising: hand mirror and two brushes, maker’s mark: van Kempen & Begeer, 1969 -signs of wear, 1e 
gehalte, I- 40

4716

4720

 4716
Gros-point bag with pierced silver frame, decorated with foliate motifs and putti heads, circa 1920, and beaded purse with silver 
frame, decorated with lions at the end, maker’s mark: Hermanus Ament, Joure, 1839 -2e gehalte, II- 50

 4717 Two silver mounted crystal stoppers and silver mounts with engraved motifs, for a pair of decanters, maker’s mark: L. Spiegeler, 
Amsterdam, 1873-1898- 30

 4718 Three silver mounted cut crystal scent bottles -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4719 Dutch nine sided silver caster, 1847 -H. 11,5 cm-, and silver mounted glass caster, Duchin Creation -H. 11 cm- 40

 4720
Two silver spectacle cases with engraved foliate motifs: 1878, and maker’s mark: J. Wendels, Schoonhoven, 1886 -one knob missing, 
123 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4721 Ribbed silver peppermint box, maker’s mark: A. Kooiman, Schoonhoven, 1814-1834, and napkin ring, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & 
van Kempen, Zeist, circa 1930 -24 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4722 Oval silver pill box with old Dutch decoration, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, 1913, and purse frame, 1855 -91 grams, 
2e gehalte, II- 20

 4723 Silver mounted leather cigar case with inscription ‘ADZ 1865-1890’ and 14k rose gold mounted cut crystal scent bottle -defects- 20
 4724 Silver mounted wooden coaster and cut crystal glass on silver foot, both decorated with beaded borders 10

 4725 Two silver mounted frosted glass tea caddies, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, and Hessing & Zoon, Den 
Haag, circa 1900 -Largest H. 14,5 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 5

4726
4730

 4726
Cut crystal dish and bon bon dish (ruit-waaier kristal) with silver swing handle, maker’s mark H. Höhle & J.J. Bolhuis, Amsterdam, 
1923 -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4727 Silver scent box and pill box -scent box 4,2 x 4 x 2,8 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4728 Two silver mounted scent bottles -H 11cm, one hinge broken, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4729 Ribbed silver needle case and engraved needle case, 19th century -20,7 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4730
Pair of cut crystal bowls with silver mounted lids with cherry decoration on round base and cut crystal dish on silver base, second half 
19th century -one base not original, various qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4731 Silver knitting needle sheath, decorated with symbols of marriage, circa 1800, and richly decorated knitting needle sheath, third 
quarter 19th century -Longest L. 18,4 cm, 37,5 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4732 Two silver purse frames, 1853 and 1864 - 50 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
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 4733 Round silver dish with flat spreading rim and panneled borders, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1930 -d 13,5 cm, 72 
grams, 2e gehalte, II-, and a carnation vase with beaded border. 20

 4734
Small silver cigar box with two compartments and cutter, engraved inscription ‘S.v.d.B. 1852’ maker’s mark: Dirk Verkerk, Amster-
dam, 1851 -0,8 x 6,4 x 3,5 cm, signs of wear, 37 grams- 50

 4735 Black leather bound bible with silver clasp -engraved inscription ‘Jacob Groot’, maker’s mark: Jacobus Soeters, Schoonhoven, 1864-
1887, and brown leather bound bible with silver clasp, second half 19th century -defects- 40

 4736 Two silver peppermint boxes, 19th century -5 x 5 cm, one slightly dented and dirty, 50 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4737 Two silver peppermint boxes, square and scaloped form -5,5 x 6 cm, one hinge broken, 79,6 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4738
Round ribbed silver peppermint box, maker’s mark: C. Keppel, Schoonhoven, 1826, and gilt silver pyx with engraved decoration and 
inner lid, maker’s mark: A. Lisman, Zuilen, 1937-1961 -77 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4739 Silver sugar tongs, maker’s mark: H. Helweg, Amsterdam, 1834 -38 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4740 Silver mounted glass pepper shaker and two salt shakers with stiff leave border, mid 20th century -H. 7,7 cm, signs of wear, 1e 
gehalte, I 30

4741

4743

 4741 Silver spectacle case with engraved foliate motifs, and needle case with decorated borders, 19th century -69 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4742 Silver peppermint box with engraved foliate and meander motifs, 1873, and oval silver snuff box with engraved star and foliate 
motifs, 1872 -37 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4743 Pair of silver mounted cut crystal decanters on silver base, circa 1880 -H. circa 39,5 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4744 Three pierced silver servings spoons, 1829-1879 -one spoon missing letter, 77 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 10

 4745 Silver childs beaker with engraving ‘Hans, 30-8-’35’, two silver frames and silver coaster -largest frame signs of wear, gross weight 
241 grams, 1e en 2e gehalte, I, II- 20

 4746 Silver charm bracelet, teether and brush - gross weight 90 gram, 2e en 3e gehalte, II en III - 20

 4747 Silver clip with old Dutch decoration, maker’s mark: Hollandia Zilversmeden, Zutphen, 1927, and silver clip on palissander base, art 
deco, circa 1930, added: silver plated ash tray with old Dutch decoration -2e gehalte, II- 30

 4748 Silver plated cigarette extinguisher, two small bon bon baskets and silver mounted wooden coaster with pierced foliate border 20

4749

 4749
Three piece silver tea service with reeded borders, comprising: teapot with palissander handle, maker’s mark: van Kempen, Begeer 
& Vos, Den Bosch, Utrecht, 1920-1931, sugar basin with swing handle and cream jug, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 
Voorschoten, 1925 -defects, 712 grams, 2e gehalte, II-

200
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 4750
Silver napkin holder with old Dutch motifs, maker’s mark: B. van Eldik, Zutphen, 1937, sauce ladle with beaded border, maker’s 
mark: probably Hubert Verschuren Janssen, Tilburg, 1888, and wet fruit spoon, maker’s mark: Johannes Schijfsma, Sneek, 1907 -137 
grams, 2e gehalte, II-

40

 4751 Silver scent box with decorated borders, maker’s mark: A. Kruyt, Schoonhoven, 1868, snuff box with engraved foliate motifs, 1867, 
and sewing ring, second half 19th century -ca. 65 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 4752
Silver ear iron in original card board box, maker’s mark: G. Hofman, Kollum, 1890-1919, added: three bonnets and a cloth -95 grams, 
2e gehalte, II- 80

 4753 Silver tea strainer, 1921, drip tray, maker’s mark: B. van Eldik, Zutphen, 1922, vase and pill box with engraved decoration -various 
qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4754 Silver napkin rings -various qualities, 227 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 4755 Three silver spoons and a silver mounted cigarette holder, twee spoons relating to ‘De Uiver’ flight London to Melbourne in 1934, 
-gross weight 72,6 grams- 10

 4756
Cut crystal cream jug on round silver base, cut crystal dish with swing handle, cut crystal cigar vase on round silver and black wooden 
base with three ball feet, 19th/20th century, and ashtray with old Dutch motifs, 1938 -various qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4757 Silver toilet kit with ear scoop, nail cleaner, seal, etc., 18th century -L. 6,5 cm, 26 grams- 100

4758

4760

 4758
Three piece silver coffee service comprising: coffee pot, sugar basin with two handles and cream jug with scroll shaped wooden 
handle, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1966 -gross weight 917 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 300

 4759 Three silver mounted cut crystal scent bottles, added: cut crystal scent bottle, 19th./20th. century -defects, 2e gehalte, II- 5
 4760 Two silver tea strainers and pill box with old Dutch motifs, candlestick, ash tray, etc. -ca. 280 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 4761 Hammered silver vase, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, 1936, napkin rings and ash tray with old Dutch motifs -various quali-
ties, 133 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4762 Silver stoppers and napkin rings -various qualities- 10
 4763 Two beaded purses with silver frames, 1846 and N. de Gidts, Schoonhoven, 1882, added: beaded purse -2e gehalte, II- 10

 4764
Silver purse frame with stiff leave and beaded borders, maker’s mark: probably Jan Kluytenaar, Amsterdam, 1816 -signs of wear, 19 
grams, 2e gehalte, II-, belt hook with agate beads, and two awls, circa 1800 -defects, hook missing, silver purse frame photo frame 
with brass stand, etc.

20

4765

 4765 A travel cutlery set in fish skin casing, bone handles and silver mountings with engraved initials, 18th century - L. 26 cm - 250
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 4766 Cut crystal dish with silver swing handle, candlestick and flower vase -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 10

 4767 Three piece silver dressing table set comprising: mirror and two brushes with gadrooned borders, Germany, second quarter 20th 
century -signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 4768 Small silver carnation vase, candlestick and tea strainer with drip tray, mid 20th century 40

 4769
Silver salt cellar with cobalt blue glass liner, Louis XVI style, sugar spoon with wind mill finial, marmelade spoon with twisted stem 
and French sugar tongs -91 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 40

 4770 Dutch silver napkin rings -signs of wear, 133 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 65
 4771 Silver napkin rings, enameled spoons, and cake slice - 155 grams, 2e/3e gehalte, II, III- 80
 4772 Twelve sided silver vase on base, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 1925 -H. 12 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 4773 Silver sugar spoon with ebony handle, 1826, ribbed needle case and cilindrical needle case, 19th century -2e gehalte, II- 50

 4774
Silver pair of grape scissors, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, circa 1900, silver book clamp, silver cloak 
clasp, etc. -100 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4775 Four various bibles with silver clamps, 19th century 40

4776

4779

 4776 Silver miniatures, cocktail spoon, pill box and teaspoon Nationaal Crisiscomité -100 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50

 4777 Silver and leather purse, two miniatures and cream spoon -gross weight 104 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45
 4778 Two silver miniatures, small carnation vase and occasional spoon -101 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4779
Earthenware dish, Tichelaar, Makkum, with pierced silver swing handle, maker’s mark: B. van Eldik, Zutphen, circa 1930, cut crystal 
cruet set on silver tray, Germany, circa 1930, silver stopper, tea spoon beaker with old Dutch motifs, 1932, and ‘amuse’ spoon -1e, 2e 
gehalte, I, II-

60

4780

 4780
Silver ink stand with ribbed baluster shaped stem, handle decorated with a snake, two pen holders and  two cut crystal bottles, 
maker’s mark: P.G. Petersen, Amsterdam, 1812-1846 -H. 12,5 cm., one bottle defect, netto weight 120 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4781 Mostly dutch silver flatware and a russian silver spoon 19th and 20th century 275
 4782 Silver and steel pocket knife, modernist pendants, pewter brooch, etc. 50
 4783 Silver sugar tongs, teaspoons, pencil holder pendant, peppermint box, etc., 19th/20th century -142 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50
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 4784
Four piece silver tea service with beaded borders comprising: teapot with scroll shaped palissander handle and palissander finial, 
stand with burner, lidded sugar basin and cream jug, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1969, and Daniël Aubert, Den Haag 
(stand and burner) -signs of wear, gross weight 992 grams, 1e, 2e (burner), gehalte, I, II-

550

 4785 Two silver mounted cut crystal scent bottles and scent box, 19th century -2e gehalte, II- 60

 4786
Beaded purse with double silver frame, 1864, beaded purse with silver frame, 1865, knitting needle sheath and niëllo silver hair 
mourning brooch/locket, 19th century 80

 4787 Silver teaspoons, cream ladle, etc. -200 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

4788
4789

 4788
Cut crystal cheese platter and dome and two butter platters and domes, ‘ruit-waaierslijpsel’, cut crystal cigar holder on silver base and 
cut crystal decanter with silver stopper, circa 1900 -Largest H. ca. 27 cm, signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4789 Silver tea strainer and drip bowl, pierced cake slice, and purse frame -various qualities, 180 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 4790 Set of ten silver teaspoons, 1884 - 67 grams, 2e gehalte, II - 5
 4791 Ten silver napkin rings -210 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60
 4792 Eleven silver tea spoons, fork, inkwell and pen, two silver mounted cut crystal scent bottles, etc. -netto weight 130 grams- 35

 4793 Eleven silver teaspoons, teacaddy spoon and sugar spoon in case, address: Gebr. Barends Amsterdam, maker’s mark: Leendert Schen-
kel, Schoonhoven, 1882-1904), added a silver-plated breadbasket, Keltum, - 81 grams- 20

4794

4796

 4794
Twelve silver ice cream spoons and a serving spoon in original case, makers mark: J.M. van Kempen en Zonen, Voorschoten, circa 
1910 125

 4795 Silver flatware, 1906 and later -414 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80
France (First standard of finesse in France before 1973 950/1000, after 1973 925/1000)

 4796
Silver snuff box with ribbed border, gilt on the inside, France, 1798-1809 -engraved monogram, 0,8 x 4,8 x 4 cm, 49 grams, 1e 
gehalte, I- 80

 4797 Small silver hot milk jug with baluster shaped ebony handle, France, 1819-1838 -H. ca. 9 cm, gross weight 116 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 80
 4798 Two silver skewers with coat of arms at the end of the stem, France, circa 1900 -Largest length 21,2 cm, 32 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 20

 4799 Silver meat carving set with silver handles, silver cake knife with silver handle and silver cake slice, France, circa 1900 -signs of 
wear, 1e gehalte, I- 30
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4800 4801

kavel TRUE Inzet

Great Britain

 4800
A pair of silver Corinthian column candlesticks with beaded borders, maker’s mark: M.S., London 1929 -H. 26,5 cm, gross weight 
969 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 300

 4801
A pair of silver Corinthian column candlesticks with beaded borders, maker’s mark: Rupert Favell & Henry Elliott, London 1887, -H. 
27,2 cm, gross weight 1681 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 400

 4802 Silver chalice on round wooden base, Dublin, 1966 -H. 8,6 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 40
 4803 Silver pocal with two handles on round base, maker’s mark: Sibray, Hall & Co, London, 1904 -H. 10 cm, 97 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

4804

4806

 4804 Octagonal silver bowl with two handles on round base, maker’s mark: Docker & Burn, Birmingham, 1929 -916 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 550

 4805 Georgian silver punch ladle with twisted wooden stem, circa 1800 -L. 34 cm, signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 4806 Pair of silver candlesticks with reeded borders, maker’s mark: W. Broadway & Co., Birmingham, 1986 -H. 25 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 100

 4807 Pair of silver minature chairs, silver coin holder and a silver chain with silver holder with cameo -h 5,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 20

4808

 4808 Silver soup ladle with beaded border, maker’s mark: George William Adams, London, 1887 -276 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 90

 4809 Silver inkwell, Birmingham, 1937 -H. 7, D. 12,8 cm, signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 30
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4810

4811

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4810
Richly decorated silver coffee pot with engraved foliate motifs and scroll shaped handle, maker’s mark: Barnard & Sons, London, 
1875 -808 grams, 1e Gehalte, I- 425

 4811
Art Nouveau (Modern Style, Jugendstil) silver visiting cards tray with two handles, decorated with a woman’s head and flowers, 
maker’s mark: Levi & Salaman, Birmingham, 1904 -4 x 37 x 21,3 cm, 374 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 200

4812 4815

 4812
Silver dish with pierced foliate border on round base, maker’s mark: Finnigans Ltd., Sheffield, 1938 -H. 6,5, Diam. 27,5 cm, 700 
grams, 1e gehalte, I- 350

 4813 Small round silver bowl with stiff leave border on base, maker’s mark: G. Bryan & Co., Birmingham, 1941 -H. 6,3 cm, Diam. 8 cm, 
100 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 4814 Silver mounted crystal hip flask, maker’s mark: James Dixon & Sons, Birmingham, 1898 40

 4815 Pierced silver bread dish, maker’s mark: Barker Brothers, Chester, 1913 -7 x 33 x 16,3 cm, 282 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 100

 4816 Silver spoon, fork and knife in case, maker’s mark: Charles Boyton & Son, Sheffield, 1963 -1e gehalte, I- 20

 4817 Silver pocketwach with chain and small silver box -watch defect-,  dial marked:  ‘Shortsinger, Belfast’, circa 1900, -Gross weight 236 
grams, 1e, 2e gehalte -I, II- 20

 4818 Pair of engraved salt and pepper casters, maker’s mark: C.J. Vander, London, 1968 -H. 11,5 cm, 169 grams, 1e gehalte, I-, added: 
small baluster shaped Dutch silver salt caster 50

4819 4821

 4819
Pair of pierced silver salt cellars with ring handles on ribbed base with beaded border, maker’s mark:  George Nathan & 
Ridley Hayes, Chester, 1900 -5 x 11,2 x 5,1 cm, glass liners missing, 92 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 55

 4820 Two silver sugar shakers, Birmingham, 1931 and 1934 -h 16,5 cm, 209 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4821
Two Mexican silver salt cellars on four supports and small jewelry box on four supports, first quarter 20th century -defects, 112 
grams, 1e gehalte, I- 60

 4822 Silver dressing table hand brush and mirror, maker’s mark: Walker & Hall, Birmingham, 1959 -signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 4823 Set of nine American silver tea spoons, twelve Dutch silver tea spoons, sugar spoon and six tea spoons - 261 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, 
II - 50

Italy

 4824 Silver mesh design purse, stopper, egg cup, pill box, etc. 60
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4825

4827
4828

kavel TRUE Inzet

Miscellaneous

 4825
Silver lamp foot on stepped square base with flower festoon decoration, Russia 1908-1914, -H. 36 cm, gross weight 1114 grams, 2e 
gehalte II- 200

 4826 Silver mounted cobalt blue glas basket with swing handl and flower festoon decoration, maker’s mark: Pedro Duran Morales (1860-
1938), Madrid, -H. 7,2 x Diam. 14,5 cm, gross weight 510 grams, 2 gehalte, II, defects- 50

 4827
Chalice in case, maker’s mark: Johannes Aloys Bruun, Münster, Text on bottom ‘De pastoor J. Kater heeft mij gegeven aan Jan 
Lodenstein, juli 1939’, paten and scruple spoon -H. 20.5 cm, 536 grams- 150

 4828 Northern African silver dish with engraved Arabic motifs, second half 20th century -Diam. 29 cm, 465 grams- 100

 4829 Gilt silver pyx with engraved IHS, pocket watch style, Benziger Brothers, New York, first half 20th century -5,9 x 4,4 cm, 1e gehalte, 
I- 30

4830
4833

 4830
Silver sugar box with foliate motifs on four supports, probably Triëste, mid 19th century -9,5 x 15 x 11 cm, signs of wear, 560 grams, 
3e gehalte, III, 13 löthige- 200

 4831 Double faux tortoise shell picture frame with silver inlay, Louis Seize motifs, circa 1910 -32,6 x 27,2 cm, signs of wear- 60

 4832 Silver wine cruet and gilt silver scruple spoon, 19th/20th century -signs of wear, lid missing, 93 grams- 30

 4833
Polnish covered silver fencing trophy cup with two handles, ‘Wisselbeker Sabel, aangeboden door A.E.W. de Jong, 1965 K.A. 
Kardolus, 1968 Franco Luxardo 1967 K.A. Kardolus’, maker’s mark: J. Wapinski, Warszwawa -H. ca. 30 cm, defects, 974 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II-

300

 4834 German silver lamp foot with relief foliate decoration -H. 22,5 cm, defects, 3e gehalte, III- 40

 4835 Silver bon bon basket with foliate decoration, Germany, circa 1920 -4 x 16 x 10 cm, 63 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 40

 4836 Partially blue enameled silver cigarette case, engraved monogram HE/EH with heraldic crown, inscription at the inside ‘Weihnachten 
im Felde 1914’, maker’s mark: K & W, Austria -defects, 155 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
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4837

4838

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4837 Silver cup and saucer with engraved decoration, France, second half 19th century -151 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 100

 4838 Silver mesh design evening bag, van Arcken & Co., Batavia, Soerabaija, first quarter 20th century -148 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 4839 Silver beaker ‘Den Internationale København Regatta, Bagsvaerd-80 1939, Junior-Single-Sculler’, Denemarken, 1938 -H. 11 cm, 122 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

4840

4842 4843

 4840 Enameled silver chess set, India, mid 20th century -defects, Largest H. 6,3 cm- 80

 4841 Silver letter opener, coin dish and stopper 20

 4842 Gilt silver chalice with baluster shaped stem, 17th century -H. ca. 23 cm, signs of wear, screw renewed, 471 grams- 500

 4843 Gilt silver mounted carnelian fob seal, decorated with freemasonry symbols, 19th century -H. 3 cm- 50

 4844 Round silver bowl, Germany, third quarter 20th century -H. 3,7 cm, Diam. 9,3 cm, 92 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

4845

 4845 Knife with a silver hilt depicting St. George slaying the dragon, 19th century 75

 4846 Silver tinder box, Austria, after 1922 -67 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
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4847

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4847

Hammered silver centerpiece bowl with beaded borders,  Georg Jensen, Denmark, Design number 189, introduced 1912, dated 1920 
-H. 12,9 cm, L. 31,9 cm, 3e (830/1000) gehalte, III-. An identical centerpiece bowl is Illustrated in David A. Taylor and Jason W. 
Laskey, ‘Georg Jensen - Holloware. The Silver Fund Collection’, The Silver Fund, London and New York, 2003, page 97, no. 5 as 
design 180.

2000

4848

4851

 4848 Silver teapot with curved spout and handle -h 21 cm, 693 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 200

 4849 Partially blue enameled tinder box with guilloché decoration, mid 20th century -7,8 x 3,7 x 2,6 cm, signs of wear, 65 grams, 1e 
gehalte, I- 50

 4850 Silver child’s charm bracelet with Jewish charms -l 17,5 cm- 5

 4851 Silver pair of grape scissors, decorated with grapes and vine leaves -58 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 35

 4852 Silver powderbox with meander edge in/outside -7 x 7 cm, 92,1 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 60

4853
4856

 4853 Silver duck with articulated wings and neck -h 28, 448,8 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 4854 Silver basket with beaded motifs and handle, maker’s mark: Wilkens & Söhne, Bremen, last quarter 20th century -H. ca. 14,5 , Diam. 
11 cm, 180 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 4855 Silver cigarette box with reeded borders on four supports, Germany, mid 20th century -4,5 x 18,3 x 14,1 cm, signs of wear, gross 
weight 456 grams, 3e gehalte (830/1000), III- 200

 4856
Silver bowl with decorated border, maker’s mark: Friedländer, Berlin, first quarter 20th century -H. 4,8, Diam. 21,3 cm, 401 grams, 3e 
gehalte, III- 200

 4857 Round silver dish with contoured reeded border, maker’s mark: Wilkens & Söhne, Bremen, mid 20th century -Diam. 24,2 cm, 240 
grams, signs of wear, 3e (830/1000) gehalte, III- 120
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4858
4860

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4858
Round silver dish with curved border on round base, Austria, first quarter 20th century -H. 13 cm, Diam. 24,2 cm, 379 grams, 3e 
gehalte, III- 180

 4859 Large silver dish with foliate motifs on three supports, maker’s mark: Uno A Erre, Italy, second half 20th century -H. 5,3 , Diam. 30 
cm, 345 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 160

 4860
Round silver tray with contoured reeded border, maker’s mark: Wilhelm Theodor Binder, Schwabisch Gmünd, second half 20th 
century -Diam. 30,3 cm, 443 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 250

 4861 Cake slice with windmill finial, napkin rings, sprinkle spoon, etc. -170 grams, 2e en 3e gehalte, II, III- 75

4862

4864

 4862 Silver two handled cup with swan stem on round base, Spain, second half 20th century -H. 13 cm, 103 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4863 Silver tray with contoured reeded border, maker’s mark: Wilhelm Theodor Binder, Schwäbisch Gmünd, mid 20th century -23 x 18 
cm, 148 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 75

 4864 Silver bar .999, Schone Edelmetaal BV Amsterdam -100 grams- 80

 4865 Silver mounted mirror with foliate motifs, second half 20th century -14,3 x 11 cm- 50

 4866 Silver table bell with flower handle, Austra, mid 19th century -H. ca. 8,5 cm, signs of wear, 96 grams- 60

 4867 Silver table bell with beaded border, Egypt, 1992 -H. ca. 7,5 cm, 80 grams, 2e gehalte (900/1000), II- 50

 4868 Pierced silver bonbon basket decorated with flower festoons, engraving ‘Zum 20 Hochzeitstag. In treuer Freundschaft. Edith u. 
Herbert’, Germany, mid 20th century -3,5 x 16 x 12 cm, 90 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 4869 Silver cigarette box with foliate motifs on four supports, maker’s mark: Quimera, mid 20th century -228 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 120

4870
4872

 4870 Oval hammered silver tray, signed on the back JK, intertwined, probably Germany, 1930’s -25,5 x 17,2 cm, 308 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 150

 4871 Silver Tiffany T-clip ballpoint pen, second half 20th century -signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 50

 4872
Large round silver dish, with pierced border, decorated with foliate motifs and flower baskets, Germany, circa 1900 -700 grams, 3e 
gehalte, III- 350

 4873 Square pierced silver dish decorated with foliate motifs and a landscape, Germany, second half 20th century -4 x 22,5 x 22,5 cm, 346 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 180
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4874

4875 4877

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4874 Silver lion passant -H. 8,5, L. 18 cm, 361 grams 150

 4875 Silver sitting dog -H. 11,5 cm, gross weight 109 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 50

 4876 Richly decorated silver sleigh, Germany, first half 20th century -8,5 x 6 x 13,2 cm, 116 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 80

 4877 Silver red deer, Germany, mid 20th century -H. 11 cm, 154 grams, 3e gehalte III- 90

 4878 Purse with pierced silver frame, Amsterdam, 1794 40

 4879 Small silver Tiffany cup -H. 2,2 cm, 20 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 4880 Hammered silver cigarette case with engraved monogram CW/WC, Germany, circa 1930 -95 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 45

 4881 Ribbed silver cigarette box with inscription on the inside ‘A.H.C. de Wit, Glasfabriek Leerdam, 19021 oct. 1927, Souvenir Robert 
Rijke’, maker’s mark: Delheid, Brussel -90 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 40

 4882 Silver cigarette case with engraved foliate motifs, and inscription KS/SK -71 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 35

4883

4887

4889

 4883 Silver visiting card tray with foliate motifs, circa 1900 -8 x 25 x 20,5 cm, 581 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 280

 4884 Silver sugar caster with flower borders, Germany, circa 1930 -H. 14 cm, 147 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 75

 4885 Silver lidded box, depicting two birds, mid 20th century -H. 7 cm, 83 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4886 Silver mounted mahogany blotter with foliate motifs -3e gehalte (830/1000), I- 20

 4887 A silver and gold cachet in the shape of a crowned eagle with patriachal cross, 19th century - L. 2.5 cm - 50

 4888 A german silver cigarette case with inscription: ‘H. van Lent Brand M/S Ruys Royal Interocean Lines 12-11-47 - 15 x 9 cm - 20

 4889 Large silver coach drawn by six horses, Far East, second half 20th century -L. 40 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 100

 4890 Silver baluster shaped vase decorated with gods and foliate motifs, Alex & Co., Thailand -126 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 70

 4891 Pierced BWZG Torah scroll holder with foliate and meander motifs, second half 20th century -L. 21,5 cm- 40
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4892

4896

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4892 Silver mounted cobalt blue lidded porcelain box, ‘Neoclassica’ decorated with festoons, second half 20th century -H. 8, Diam. 11 cm- 50

 4893 Round silver lidded box with guilloché decoration, circa 1900 -H. 3, Diam. 9,8 cm, 87 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 50

 4894 Silver bowl with flower finial -H. 4, Diam., without finial 9 cm, 71 grams, 2e (900) gehalte, II- 40

 4895 Twelve sided weighted silver candlestick, Germany, circa 1930 -H. 24,3 cm, 3e (830/1000) gehalte, III- 40

 4896
Silver pyx, maker’s mark: A.G.T. & S., Sheffield, 1909 -Diam. 4 cm, 25 grams, 1e gehalte, I- and silver host (eucharist) box with 
engraved Greek cross -Diam. 4,2, 37 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4897 Silver shoehorn -defects, 107 grams, 1e gehalte, I-, added: ribbed silver desk seal with monogram, circa 1900 -L. 7 cm- 30

 4898 Three silver photo frames -largest size: 10 x 10 cm- 40

 4899 Silver mounted glass bottle and silver mounted parrot head salt shaker, both before 1953 -Largest H. 6,5 cm, 1e, 3e gehalte, I, III- 30

 4900 Pair of silver candlesticks, empire style, mid 20th century -H. 15,5 cm- 40

 4901 Silver mounted scent bottle with the English coat of arms on the inside of the top, Dutch silver mounted scent bottle and pencil holder, 
first half 20th century -signs of wear- 30

4902

4904

 4902
Pair of richly decorated two light candlesticks, maker’s mark: Cohr & Company, Denmark, mid 20th century -H. 12,5 cm, 2e gehalte, 
II- 80

 4903 Two weighted silver candlesticks -h 15 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 4904 Pair of silver Corinthian column candle sticks -H. 21 cm, 633 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 350

 4905 Two silver oil and vinager bottle holders, decorated with a putto on a lion, Southern Netherlands, 1814-1831 -H. 6,5 cm, 121 grams, 
2e gehalte, II- 70

 4906 Pair of silver candlesticks, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1973, and silver crumb brush with foliate motifs, maker’s mark: 
Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, Haarlem/Amsterdam, circa 1930 30

 4907 Three silver mounted cut crystal sugar casters, 20th century -Largest H. 12,2 cm, 1e en 3e gehalte, I, III- 20
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4908

4914
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 4908
Cristal bowl with flared rim on a silver foot, -Gross weight 385 grams, 2e gehalte, II- and a pierced silver wine bottle coaster, 1937 
-Gross weight 148 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4909
Shoehorn and button hook with silver handles in rococo style, maker’s mark: Adie & Lovekin, Birmingham, 1908, writing set in case, 
A. Duray, Bruxelles, first quarter 20th century, and two sewing sets in case, first quarter 20th century -some items missing, signs of 
wear, 1e, 3e gehalte, I, III-

40

 4910 Silver tobacco box with old Duch motives and a silver pill box, the lid set with tiger eye -6,5 x 8 cm, hinge pill box broken- 20
 4911 Two silver vases, Germany, interbellum -H. 27,3 cm, signs of wear, 3e gehalte, III- 50
 4912 Two dishes and four glasses, all on silver foot -h 11 cm- 20
 4913 Three silver mesh design purses -8 x 5 cm, 90,6 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 4914 Pair of silver three light candle sticks, Germany, third quarter 20th century -H. 19 cm, one bobèche missing, base filled, 2e gehalte, II- 300

4915

4917

 4915 Two silver bonbon tongs and coaster -147 grams, 1e, 3e gehalte, I, III- 60

 4916 Jugendstil silver napkin ring with flower motifs, and visiting card box with pastoral 18th century scenes, Germany, first quarter 20th 
century -44 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 40

 4917 Pair of silver pheasants, Spain, second half 20th century -L 27,5 cm, 521 grams, 2e gehalte (915/1000), II- 300

 4918 Three light silver candlestick, Germany, second half 20th century -H. 19,5 cm, gross weight 388 cm, 1e gehalte, I- 140

 4919 Silver candlestick with foliate motifs and two German napkin rings -92 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 50

 4920 Silver pill box, maker’s mark: Gustav Lohse, Berlin, first half 20th century,  -H. ca. 2,4, Diam. 4,4 cm, 28 grams, 3e gehalte, III-, and 
ribbed vase on round base, maker’s mark: Wikens & Söhne, Bremen, H. 15 cm, 82 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

4921

 4921
Silver teaspoon vase with old Dutch motifs, maker’s mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, Haarlem/Amsterdam, circa 1930, and oc-
casional spoon with stork finial -100 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4922 Silver miniature filigree peacock and lidded box with geometric Islamic motifs, marked Vige 84, Tabriz, Persia, mid 20th century -115 
grams- 60

 4923 Two pairs of silver salt shakers with gadrooned border -Largest H. 13 cm, signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 4924 Pair of weighted silver three light candle sticks, Germany, second half 20th century -H. 18 cm, 1090 grams, 3e gehalte (830/1000), 
III- 150
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4925

4927

kavel TRUE Inzet

 4925
Pair of weighted silver Corinthian column candlesticks, Daniël Aubert, Den Haag, fourth quarter 20th century -H. 15 cm, 2e gehalte, 
II-- 125

 4926 Three gilt silver patens -Largest Diam. 16,3 cm, 368 grams- 100

 4927 Six silver egg cups on three feet with foliate decoration, Germany, first quarter 20th century -195 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 60

 4928 Gilt silver pyx, pocket watch style, cufflinks and brooch -defects- 30

4929

 4929
Fish knife and fork with silver handles, Salvo Porcheddu, Siniscola, hors-d’oeuvre set with silver handles, Germany, circa 1900, and 
six silver tea spoons in case, Germany, circa 1820 40

 4930 Three silver candle sticks and two vases -largest H. 15,5 cm, 1e,2e gehalte, I,II- 40

 4931 Pair of two partially hammered salt/pepper shakers, Magnus Aase, Norway, first half 20th century, and set of four silver salt/pepper 
shakers -largest H. 8 cm, signs of wear, 122 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50

 4932 Crystal dish with silver swing handle, candlestick, tea spoons, sugar spoon and silver mounted porcelain scent bottle, 19th/20th 
century -various qualities- 40

 4933 Crystal vase on silver base, tea strainer, silver purse frame, silver mounted crystal scent bottle, pill box and three silver WWF token, 
Ursus Maritimus, Bugeranus Carunculatus and Felsi Lynx -various qualities- 60

 4934 Dutch silver scent box with engraved decoration, Mexican salt shaker, small vase, Sandonia, Vicenza and trunk shaped pill box, 
second half 20th century -various qualities, 93 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 30

 4935 Five silver mounted glass/crystal objects -largest 21 cm, scent bottle with damaged rim- 10

4936

 4936
Five piece silver tea service comprising teapot, cream jug, sugar bowl, spoon beaker and tray, maker’s mark: M.H. Wilkens & Söhne 
Bremen, with rosewood grips and finials, all with horizontal ribs, interbellum -2700 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 2000

 4937 Silver mounted cut crystal shaker,  Charles Thomas Fox & George Fox, London, 1841, silver mounted sugar caster, silver 
cap and Dutch silver scent bottle 20

 4938 Two mesh design purses and walnut pill box 20

 4939 Two napkin rings, tea caddy spoon, spout tea strainer basket and picture frame, added: silver plated cigarette case with jugendstil 
motifs, Germany, circa 1900 -various qualities- 10

 4940 Five silver stoppers, sugar sifter with foliate motifs, 1853, and silver plated stopper -various qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4941 Two silver pencilholders, silver wallet, partially silver Victorian button hook and partially silver lighter -l 19,5 cm- 10
 4942 Silver cake server, sugar sifter and two napkin rings -148 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
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4944

4949
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 4943 Silver cigaret case, maker’s mark: William Hutton & Sons Ltd., silver mounted glass inkwell and glass lidded container with partially 
silver lid -Grossw weight 415 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4944
Dutch silver bonbon tongs with foliate motifs, second half 20th century, pair of grape scissors with foliate motifs, maker’s mark: J.M. 
van Kempen & Zonen, first quarter 20th century and needle case with engraved foliate motifs, 19th century -109 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 4945 Silver mounted toilet flask, maker’s mark: Henry Manton, Birmingham, 1899, silver plated mounted decanter, and silver and crystal 
condiment set, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, last quarter 19th century -signs of wear- 50

 4946 Six silver tea spoons with engraved motifs, ash tray with old Dutch motifs -88 grams- 30
 4947 Silver thimbles, whistle, etc. -59,8 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 4948 Silver flashlight, astray and weighted candle stick -8 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 4949
Seven shell shaped silver napkin holders, London, 2003, and napkin ring with beaded borders and engraved monogram ‘NB’ or ‘BN’ 
-137 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 70

 4950 Six silver napkin rings with rose motifs, tea sifter, small dish, etc. -131 grams, 1e, 2e 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 65

 4951 Colombian silver coin dish, German sugar spoon and six napkin rings with rose motifs (Rosenmuster), etc. -133 grams, 1e, e gehalte, 
I, II, III- 65

4952

4958

 4952 Dutch brown leather purse with silver frame, circa 1900 -signs of wear-, and teaspoons -2e gehalte, II- 60
 4953 Small Dutch pierced silver dish, six napkin rings with rose motifs (Rosenmuster), and tea sifter -135 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 65
 4954 Small silver bonbon dish, cream spoon with rose motif (Rosenmuster), salt cellars, etc. -164 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 65
 4955 Sugar spoons, tongs, napkin rings, etc., with  rose motifs (Rosenmuster), Germany, second half 20th century 50
 4956 Silver candlestick, tea sifter, small pierced bonbon dish, etc. 60

 4957 English silver candle stick, Dutch tea sifter, salt cellar, German cream spoon and six napkin rings with rose motifs (Rosenmuster), and 
small pierced bonbon dish, 20th century -1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 60

 4958
Six partially matted silver liquor beakers with engraved flower motifs on round base, Sovjet Union, 20th century -H. 7,5 cm, 195 
grams, 2e gehalte (875/1000), II- 100

 4959 Six silver liquor beakers on round base, second half 20th century -178 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 100
 4960 Silver napkin rings, occasional spoon, sugar tongs, etc. -158 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 80
 4961 Silver salt cellar, stopper, thimbles, etc. -112 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60
 4962 German silver bonbon dish, miniature dog cart, needle case, etc. -92 grams- 60

4963

 4963 Silver napkin rings, cake slice with windmill finial, bookmarker, etc. -149 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 70

 4964 Silver coaster, cake fork, egg cup, etc. -127 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 60

 4965 Silver sugar sifter spoon, napkin rings, bookmarker, teaspoons, etc. -142 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 70
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 4966 Silver sugar tongs, teaspoon, napkin ring, occasional spoon, book marker, etc. -147 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 75

 4967 Silver coaster, pierced cake slice with rose motifs (Rosenmuster), cigarette lighter, lipstick holder, etc. 60

 4968 Silver cake serving fork, coaster, thimble, etc. -125 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 60

 4969 Three silver pill boxes and cake slice with rose motifs (Rosenmuster) -120 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 60

 4970 Silver vase, serving cake fork and coaster -134 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 65

 4971 Silver serving cake fork, stopper, pillbox, etc. -123 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 60

 4972 Silver serving slice, needle case, miniature horse cart, frog, etc. -99 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I,II- 50

 4973 Silver miniatures, cream spoon, lipstick holder, etc. -Gross weight 97 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 45

4974

4977

 4974 Silver serving fork, pill boxes and salt cellar -103 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50

 4975 Dutch silver scent box and tinder box, added: English tinder box, 19th/20th century -70 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 40

 4976 Silver coin ashtray, shell shaped salt cellar, angle pendant, etc. -various qualities, 103 grams- 50

 4977
Three silver miniatures, spoon with the coat of arms of Semarang, pillbox set with onyx and lipstick holder -108 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e 
gehalte, I, II, III- 55

 4978 Silver miniatures, ashtray, etc. -102 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50

 4979 Philips sugar spoon, pill box, silver miniatures, scent bottle pendant, etc. -94 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 50

 4980 Three silver miniatures, lipstick holder, pill box and cake serving fork -Gross weight 107 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50
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 4981
Silver sugar sifter, Haags lof, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1896, two miniatures and small flower vase 
-100 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50

 4982 Silver spectacle case, needle case and miniature flower -92 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 4983 Djokja cake slice with wayang motifs and five pill boxes -112 grams- 60

 4984 Silver sewing set in case, cream spoons, etc. -ca. 100 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 60

 4985 Large rectangular silver locket with engraved foliate motifs, pill box, mesh design purse, etc. -1e, 2e, 3e gehalte, I, II, III- 60

 4986
Oval German silver pill box with rocaille motifs, circa 1900, oval pill box with old Dutch and foliate motifs, interbellum, and square 
pill box with foliate motifs -73 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50

 4987 Two silver mesh design purses and Sagittarius pendant -77 grams -2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 40

 4988 Three salt cellars with glass liners, Germany, first quarter 20th century and smoking pipe -3e gehalte, III- 30

 4989 Four Turkish silver coin dishes and a Japanese coin dish -112 grams- 30

4990

4993

Miniatures

 4990 Silver miniature: Dutch six light chandelier -L. 10 cm, 25 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 4991 Silver miniature: blacksmiths -L. 12 cm, 22 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 4992 Silver miniature: filigree tray with two handles, 18th/19th century -10,3 x 5,3 cm, 22 grams- 30

 4993 Large silver miniature barrel organ, 1975 -9 x 14,2 x 3,2 cm, 175 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
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 4994 Silver miniature: Dutch 18th century cabinet, 1973 -9,8 x 6,5 x 3,6 cm, 156 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 4995 Silver miniature: cannon on gun carriage -3,8 x 7 x 3 cm, 32 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 4996 Silver miniature: the hunt, second half 20th century -4 x 5,1 x 3,1 cm, 31 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 4997 Silver miniature: sailing boat, silver brush and silver mounted comb 30

 4998 Silver miniature: old timer, 1976 -4,1 x 7,5 x 3,5 cm, 126 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 65

 4999 Silver miniature: horse wagon with barrels -L. 9,5 cm, 83 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5000 Silver miniature: 18th century horse drawn carriage, third quarter 20th century L. 9 cm, 64 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5001 Silver miniature: mono cyclist, -42 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 5002 Silver miniature: horse rider, -45 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 25

5003 5007

 5003 Miniature: silver mounted porcelain teapot on stand, mid 19th century -defects, mariage, lid missing- 40

 5004 Silver miniature: occasional cup with mill, -34 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 25

 5005 Silver miniature: deer, -45 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 25

 5006 Silver miniature: Dutch cabinet, -135 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 75

 5007 Silver miniature: dolphin, -92 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 45

5008

 5008 Silver miniature: six horses drawn coach -L. 15,5 cm, 94 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5009 Silver miniature: Dutch wedding cup, -43 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 25

 5010 Silver miniature: Dutch street organ, -47 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 25
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 5011 Silver miniature: Wavin 1956-1986, -150 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 90

 5012 Silver miniature: Greek amphora with holder, -54 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 30

 5013 Silver miniature: dachshund with plaid, -54 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 35

 5014 Silver miniature: stork delivers baby, -50 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5015 Silver miniature: lama, -78 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 40

 5016 Silver miniature: horse drawn cariole -H. 5,4, L. 9 cm, 94 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 5017 Silver miniature: coffee urn, separate base and cover, -31 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 35

 5018 Silver miniature: cupido with lotus, -40 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 30

 5019 Silver miniature: horse racing jockey, , -99 grams, 2 gehalte, II- 70

 5020 Silver miniature: table lighter, maker’s mark: Henry Mathews, Birmingham, 1922 -L. 12 cm, 44,5 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 75

5021
5025

 5021 Silver miniature: coal scuttle with spade, -71,5 grams, 2 gehalte, II- 35

 5022 Large silver miniature with engraved foliate motifs: ‘doofpot’, 1856 -H. ca. 8 cm, 40 gram, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5023 Two silver minatures: chairs with rush seats -H. 4,1 cm- 30

 5024 Two silver minatures: lamplighter and skater -largest H. 5,4 cm, 23 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 5025 Two silver miniatures: windmills -Largest H. 8,5 cm, 80 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5026 Two silver miniatures: horse drawn carriage and horse drawn chaise -132 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5027 Two silver miniatures: horse sleigh and horse carriage -Largest L. 8 cm, 21 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

5028

 5028 Pair silver miniatures: dachshund, 74 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 55

 5029 Pair silver miniatures: gun carriages, 23 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45
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 5030
Three silver miniatures: windmill, maker’s mark: Cornelis Rietveld, Schoonhoven, circa 1900, filigree windmill, and boy playing with 
a hoop -various qualities, 53 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5031 Three silver miniatures: tray and two biscuit boxes with engraved decoration, 1905-1953 -tray: 7,5 x 5 cm, 52 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5032 Three silver miniatures: streetmusicians, two sword fighters and antique telephone, second half 20th century -Largest H. 3,5 cm, 51 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5033 Three silver miniatures: lantern lighters and cheese bearers -Largest size: 3,5 x 5 x 2,3 cm, 47 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5034 Three silver miniatures: table and two chairs with rush seats -Largest H. 4,2 cm, 41 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

5035

5039

 5035 Three silver miniatures: covered wagon, wheelbarrow and bull -82 grams- 50

 5036 Three silver miniatures: man with goat, painter and market stall -87 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 5037 Three silver miniatures: coal-scuttle, bird cage and horse drawn tram -Largest size 10 cm, 99 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5038 Three silver miniatures: barrel transport, scissors grinder and pillory -92 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5039 Three silver miniatures: horse drawn cart, man with barrel and cabinet -Largest L. 9,5 cm, 106 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5040 Three gilt silver miniatures: Pinocchio -Largest H. 4,7 grams, 50 grams- 40

 5041 Four silver miniatures: woman feeding chicken, jumping rope, goat cart and duelling -Largest H. 3,8 cm, 69 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

5042
5044

 5042 Five silver miniatures: lama, bull, cabinet, boat and jug, -193 grams, imperfections- 90

 5043 Six silver miniatures: dog cart, coffee grinder, iron, fisher man, fire extinghuising jar and funnel -64 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5044 Six silver miniatures: candle holder, frog, mill, lion, kids on bench and cupido, -125 grams 80
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Djokja

 5045 Pierced Djokja basket with foliate, bird motifs and swing handle -Diam. 19,5 cm, 165 grams- 40

 5046

Silver betel/tobacco box, raised with hinged, ajour-cut lid, set with a 18 ct gold oval medaillon, engraved and punched with foliate 
motifs on all sides. Such boxes were used to hold shredded tobacco and sometimes betel nut, reference: Jasper, J.E. & Pirngadie, De 
Inlandsche Kunstnijverheid in Nederlandsch Indie IV: de Goud en Zilversmeedkunst, 1930. Sumatra, Indonesia, 18th-19th century, 
-length: 11 cm, width: 5 cm, height: 4 cm, weight: 210 gr, excellent condition, -

250

 5047 Djokja cigarette case with lotus motifs, maker’s mark: SMW, circa 1930 -11,7 x 7,8 cm, 114 grams- 30
 5048 Pierced Djokja dish with lotus motifs, circa 1930 -H. 4,3 cm, Diam. 20,5 cm, 230 grams- 40
 5049 Round pierced Djokja dish with lotus motifs on three ball supports, circa 1930 -H. 5, Diam. 14,5 cm, 110 grams- 30

5050 5051

 5050
Silver birth spoon decorated with the Dutch Virgin at the end of the stem, with engraved inscription ‘Meine Beerends van der Sluis is 
geboren den 21 Juny1829’, maker’s mark: Feike Baards, Almenum/Franeker, 1828 -51,4 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5051
Silver occasional spoon with a woman holding a book and a baton in her hands, maker’s mark: probably Gerard van Velsen, 
Bolsward, after1742 -L. 18 cm, 51 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5052 Djokja cilindrical cigarette box with peacock motifs, circa 1930 -H. 7,8 cm- 40
 5053 Djokja mounted walking stick with peacock and foliate motifs, first quarter 20th century 30

 5054 Two silver Indonesian dishes and a silver plated dish, decorated with foliate motifs and figures, mid 20th century -Largest Diam. 28,8 
cm- 40

5055

5059

 5055 Djokja ashtrays, with lotus motives, etc. Indonesia, 20th century -h 7 cm- 50

 5056 Six pierced Djokja dessert spoons and forks with wajang kulit motifs, circa 1930 -340 grams- 50

 5057 Two Djokja mounted horn rice serving spoons and six cocktail spoons, with lotus motifs, interbellum 5

 5058 Djokja powder box, Djokja brooch in the shape of a Keris, two filigrain brooches, etc. -butterfly one antenna missing- 30

 5059 Twelve silver tea spoons with engraved motifs, maker’s mark: A. & J.J. Driessen, Schoonhoven, after 1870 -80 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
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Flatware, Netherlands

 5060
Silver soup ladle with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Hermannus Grevink, Nijmegen, 1831 -L. ca. 33 cm, signs of wear, 182 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5061 Silver preserve (confiture) fork, maker’s mark: man with club, 18th century 20
 5062 Silver pie slice in case, maker’s mark: J.M. Visser, Steenwijk, 1965 -74 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
 5063 Silver wet fruit spoon, Haags lof, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1901 -L. 26 cm, 71 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5064 Silver soup ladle with beaded border, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1888 -200 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60
 5065 Silver soup ladle, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: H. Hooikaas, Schoonhoven, 1950 -193 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5066
Silver birth spoon with the symbol of hope and inscription ‘Jieziena Livinus Feitz geboren den 22 februarie 1810’ -L. 17,2 cm, 54 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5067 Silver soup ladle, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1936 -187 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

5068

5071
 5068 Silver soup ladle, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1929 -247 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 70

 5069
Silver wet spoon with twisted stem and beaded border, maker’s mark: A. & J. Driessen, Schoonhoven, 1896, potato spoon with shell 
motif at the end of the stem, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1928 and pierced Djokja cake slice with peacock and 
foliate motifs, circa 1930 -204 grams-

50

 5070 Steel knife with silver handle and relief decoration, depicting St. George and the dragon, 17th/18th century -L. 15,3 cm, defects- 40

 5071 Dutch filigree silver spoon with foliate motifs, probably Friesland, 18th century -L. 18 cm, 32 grams- 50

 5072 Pierced silver spoon with a biblical motif, depicting Jesus and the Samaritan woman, with wooden handle, circa 1800 -L. 20 cm, 
defects- 20

 5073 Silver table spoon, maker’s mark: Hendrik Vrijman, Rotterdam, 1801 -signs of wear, 44 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 5

5074
5075

 5074 Oval silver mounted cobalt blue glass liner, Louis Seize style -6,8 x 22,5 x 16 cm, part of a festoon missing, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5075 Silver soup ladle with beaded border, maker’s mark: C. Mansvelt, Rotterdam, 1906 -234 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 70
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 5076 Silver cake slice with engraved foliate motifs, twisted stem and leave finial in case, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, 
Voorschoten, 1900 -53 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5077
Silver occasional spoon with a woman holding an anchor (symbol of hope) and a dove (symbol of peace), maker’s mark: Hendrik 
Kamerlingh jr, Amsterdam, 1761 -L. 18,4 cm, 56,5 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 5078 Silver occasional spoon with a 17th century soldier at the end of the stem, circa 1700 -L. 17,4 cm, 34,6 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5079
Silver occasional spoon with a woman holding an anchor (symbol of hope) and a dove (symbol of peace), with two engravings: ‘1738 
den 2 November, is Gebooren Hessel Douwes’, In overleden den 19 Maart1820, maker’s mark: HB, probably Harmen Brunsvelt, 
Leeuwarden, 1605-1629 -L. 16,6 cm, 54 grams, 2e gehalte, II-

80

 5080 Silver occasional spoon with decorated finial, circa 1700 -L. 16,3 cm, 52 grams- 60
 5081 Silver serving slice, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1877 -L. 17,4 cm, 52 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

5082 5084

 5082
Silver cake slice with pierced foliate decoration, ‘Haags lof’, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1926 -87 grams, 
2e gehalte, II- 50

 5083 Silver sprinkle spoon with engraved flower decoration, maker’s mark: A. Keun, Groningen, 1820 -36 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5084 Silver soup ladle with reeded border, maker’s mark: J.M. van kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1889 -235 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5085 Silver sugar sifter spoon, maker’s mark R11, 1835 -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 5086 Pair of silver sauce ladles, Haags lof, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1915 -112 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

5087

5090

 5087 Pair of silver vegetable spoons, Haags lof, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1916 -212 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5088 Silver children’s spoon and fork, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1916 -signs of wear, engraved monogram 
JME, 68 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 5089 Pair of silver pickle forks with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Johannes Steiger, Amsterdam, 1857, tea spoons, tea sifter, etc. 
-200 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5090
Two gilt silver birth spoons decorated with a coat of arms, and Caritas at the end of the stem, with inscription ‘Hendrik Van Gorcum is 
Gebooren den 29 November 1750’ en Lolke Van Gorcum geboren Den 28 december 1784’ -L. 18 cm, 114 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 5091 Carving knife and fork with engraved seventeenth century style silver handles, first half 20th century 50

 5092 Pair of silver sauce ladles, ‘Hollands glad’, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 1928 -144 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
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 5093 Detachable silver serving spoon and fork, maker’s mark: H. Helweg, Amsterdam, 1845 -190 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 60

 5094
Silver table fork and spoon with engraved decoration at the back, depicting a militia officer (officier van de schutterij), ‘Wijk 53, 
1788’ and Wijk 53, 1792. Boundaries Wijk 53, Amsterdam: Brouwersgracht, Tweede Dwarsstraat, Eerste Dwarsstraat and Houttuinen. 
Maker’s mark: Roelof Helweg, Amsterdam -109 grams, 2e gehalte, II-

150

 5095 Two silver sugar sifter spoons, maker’s mark: Frederik Sleutelaar, Groningen -defects-, 1820, and G. Koppelaars, Den Bosch, 1824 
-45 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

 5096 Modernist Dutch silver carving knife and fork, 1960’s/70’s -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5097 Nutcracker with silver handles, ‘Haags lof’, and cheese slice with silver pistol handle -defects, 2e gehalte, II- 20

5098
5103

 5098
Silver serving slice with engraved foliate motifs and beaded border, maker’s mark: C.J. Begeer, Utrecht, 1894, and partially matted 
silver serving slice with grape motifs, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1896 -82 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5099 Silver serving slice with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1880, and pepper caster, 
first quarter 20th century -H. 10 cm, 74 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 50

 5100 Silver cheese slice with silver handle, design Christa Ehrlich, Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1938, and cheese slice with 
silver pistol handle, Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1929 30

 5101 Silver sugar sifter spoon, 1822 and sugar sifter spoon, 1854 -58 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 35
 5102 Silver teaspoons and coin spoon -178 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50
 5103 Silver potato spoon and two sauce ladles, Haags lof, various maker’s marks and years -205 grams, various qualities, 2e gehalte, II- 60
 5104 Silver serving spoon, cucumber serving fork and spoon, Haags lof -84 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 30
 5105 Silver marmelade spoon, charcuterie fork and serving spoon, first half 20th century -82 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

5106

 5106

Silver occasional spoon with a pierced stem, decorated with a woman carrying two buckets, ‘Ter. Herr. Uwer. 50jar. Echtv. 1880 3 
Mei 1930 Fam. Y. Kingma’, 1919, occasional spoon, Haags lof, ‘Sieds Gerben Sinnema is Geboren 10 September 1919, Leeuwarden’, 
maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1918, two occasional spoons with twisted stem and engraved foliate motifs, 
‘8 Mei 1920 zijn te Wommels getrouwd Gerrit P. van Dijk en Trijntje H. Kingma’, and  ‘Marijke Gerrits van Dijk is geboren 2 Juni 
1921 te Oosterend’, maker’s mark: Fa. Schijfsma, Sneek, 1923, 1920, and occasional spoon with partially pierced stem, ‘Baukje Ger-
rits van Dijk geboren te Lubaard den 9 Juni 1925, maker’s mark: J.H. van der Meulen, Joure, 1925 -287 grams, 2e gehalte, II-

80

 5107 Silver vegetable spoon and serving spoon, ‘puntfilet’, makers mark: Gerrritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 
Voorschoten, 1926 and 1935 -serving spoon engraved with date and name, 156 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30
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 5108 Mother of pearl spoon box with silver tea and mocha spoons, 19th/20th century -signs of wear, 56 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 5109 Silver tea spoon and silver sugar spoon, added: Djokja dish with swing handle -Diam: 11,5 cm, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5110 Three silver spoons -33 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 5

 5111
Silver cake slice with geometric jugendstil motifs, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, 1914, sardines fork and olive spoon, 
maker’s mark: J. Gerritsen, Amsterdam, circa 1900 -92 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5112 Silver table spoon, maker’s mark: Jacobus van Trigt, Dordrecht, 1756, table spoon, Amsterdam, 18th century and table fork with 
inscription ‘In Gedagts van Jop A. Backer Geb. den 26 xbr 1683 OS Ovleden 19 Augt 1738 NS C.B. -149 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5113
Two silver potato spoons and two sauce ladles, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & Zonen, Zeist, 1980, 1981 -signs of wear, 368 grams, 1e 
gehalte, I, 999/1000- 120

 5114
Silver serving spoon and fork, decorated with foliate motifs, the Amsterdam coat of arms and a windmill at the end of the stem, 
maker’s mark: W. Silver, serving spoon and fork, decorated with the Amsterdam coat of arms, foliate motifs and a windmill, fantasy 
hallmarks, maker’s mark: W.Edeling, Schoonhoven, Den Haag, 1924-1931 -L. 22,5 cm, 184 grams-

50

 5115 Two silver sauce ladles, potato spoon and serving spoon, ‘Haags lof’, various makers marks and years -various qualities, 269 grams, 
2e gehalte, II- 80

5116
5120

 5116
Pair of silver table spoons and a pair of table forks, makers mark: Gijsbert F. de Pottere, ‘s Hertogenbosch, 1747 -signs of wear, 
engraved, 187 grams- 100

 5117 Two silver table spoons and forks, maker’s mark: AO star, Rotterdam, 1774, added: table spoon and fork, second half 18th century 
-signs of wear, 334 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80

 5118 Two butter knives and two charcuterie forks, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, circa 1940 -100 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 30

 5119 Faux ivory salad spoon and fork with silver handles, bread knife with silver handle and cheese slicer with silver handle -signs of wear, 
2e gehalte, II- 10

 5120 Silver table spoon, table fork, and two dessert spoons, various maker’s marks and years -signs of wear, 216 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5121 Three silver cake and petit-four slices with twisted stem and beaded border, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen (2x), 
19th./20th. century -134 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5122 Four silver cream ladles, 19th/20th century -various qualities, 62 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5123 Pair of silver pickle forks with engraved grape motifs in case and pair of silver charcuterie forks with beaded border, maker’s mark: 
W. Pluut, Schoonhoven, 1926, and Pleyt & de Wilde, Schoonhoven -89 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20

5124

 5124
Silver custard spoon, two vegetable spoons, potato spoon and sauce ladle, ‘puntfilet’, makers mark: H. Hooikaas, Schoonhoven, 1948, 
1955 -443 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 120
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 5125 Horn salad spoon and fork, cucumber spoon and fork with silver handles, ‘puntfilet’ and cheese slice with silver handle, ‘puntfilet, 
second quarter 20th century -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5126
Silver vegetable spoon, potato spoon, sauce ladle, custard spoon and croquette slice, ‘puntfilet’, various maker’s marks, 1937 (1x), 
1940 (2x) and 1967 (1x) -signs of wear, 382 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 110

 5127 Petit four slice, sauce ladle, Haags lof, etc. -169 grams grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 80
 5128 Three silver table spoons and two forks, various maker’s marks and years -268 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 80
 5129 Six silver table spoons and forks, various maker’s marks and years, 19th century -754 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 200
 5130 Silver fish knife and fork, Haags lof, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, 1983 -signs of wear, 86 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5131 Six small dessert/ fruit knives with silver handle, maker’s mark: Bonebakker & Zoon, Amsterdam/Haarlem, before 1953 -2e gehalte, 
II- 40

 5132 Six dessert/fruit knives with silver handles ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, circa 1940 -signs of wear, 2e 
gehalte, II- 30

5133
5136

 5133
Six silver dessert spoons and forks ‘Haags lof’, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, 1929 -signs of wear, engraved monogram 
‘LvA’, 500 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 5134 Six dessert knives with silver handles, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, mid 20th century -2e gehalte, II- 30
 5135 Four silver cream ladles, two tea caddy spoons and sugar spoon, 19th/20th century -110 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5136
Six silver table spoons, ‘Hollands glad’, maker’s mark: C. van Baaren, Schoonhoven, 1891 -337 grams, inscription ‘R.v.L., M.v.d.W., 
1892, and table spoon, 1826, 392 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 5137 Silver ginger fork and spoon, two ginger forks with twisted stem and engraved foliate motifs, two ginger spoons with twisted stem 
and serving spoon with twisted stem and beaded border -166 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5138 Four spoons and three forks, mainly Haags lof, engraved monogram -390 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

5139

 5139
Four dessert spoons, Haags lof, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1941, vegetable spoon, Haags lof, maker’s mark: J.M. 
van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1920 and two table spoons, 1853, 1877 -signs of wear, 331 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 5140 Silver occasional spoon, tea caddy spoon and tea strainer with old Dutch motifs, sugar tongs and four tea spoons -165 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 50

 5141 Three silver table spoons, table fork, dessert spoon and three dessert forks, various maker’s marks and years -various conditions, 415 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 120

 5142 Silver dessert spoon and fork, two butter knives, three ice spoons and marmelade spoon, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van 
Kempen, Zeist, second quarter 20th century -various qualities, 220 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60
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 5143
Small silver serving slice and fork with beaded border, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1889, sauce ladle, 
‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, 1930, six tea spoons, maker’s mark: Wed. J.H. van der Meulen, 
Joure, 1972, dessert spoon ‘Haags lof, tea caddy spoon and sugar spoon -189 grams, in cases, 2e gehalte, II-

60

 5144 Nine partially silver cake forks, maker’s mark: H. Hooijkaas, Schoonhoven, circa 1930 -122 grams 40

 5145 Silver teaspoons, tea sifter and sugar spoon -161 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45

 5146 Silver tea spoons, cake serving fork, etc. -96 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5147 Silver tea spoons and mocha spoons -530 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 5148 Ten hammered silver mocha spoons, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, circa 1930 -91 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5149 Nine silver apostle tea spoons with twisted stem, and tea spoon with old Dutch decoration, second half 20th century -93 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 30

 5150 Silver sigar tongs, two sugar spoons, two cake forks, etc. -various qualities, 2e, 3e gehalte, II. III- 40

 5151 Sugar spoons and two sprinkle spoons with old Dutch motifs -203 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

 5152 Silver mocha spoons and cream ladle, 19th/20th century -2e gehalte, II- 40

 5153 Silver tea spoons and cake serving fork -114 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5154 Dutch coin spoons 50

5155

5156

 5155
Twelve dessert knives with silver handles, Haags lof, maker’s mark: van Kempen & Begeer, Zeist, Voorschoten, Leiden, Zoetermeer, 
1967 (6x), 1976 (3x) and 1980 (3x) 150

 5156
Twelve silver table spoons and forks, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1916 -signs of wear, 1693 grams, 2e 
gehalte, II- 500

 5157 Twelve pierced jugendstil mocha spoons in original case, adress: De Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij G. Schoorl, Amsterdam, Den Haag, 
maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, circa 1910 -ca. 64 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5158 Six table knives with silver handle and six dessert knives with silver handle, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark, Van Kempen en Begeer, Zeist 
& Voorschoten, Leiden, Zoetermeer, 1965 and 1967 - 2e gehalte, II- 80

 5159 Six table knives and six dessert knives with silver handles, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1938 (2x), 1940 
(1x) and 1941 (9x) -signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 50

 5160 Twelve silver mocha spoons, ‘puntfilet’, Zilverfabriek Voorschoten, Voorschoten, tweede kwart 20e eeuw -94 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5161 Twelve silver cake forks with flower stem, maker’s mark: Fa. M. Bijkamp & Co., Steenwijk, 1925-1943 -156 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 45
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 5162 Twelve gilt silver coffee spoons, Southern Netherlands, 1814-1831 -261 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 5163
Twelve silver teaspoons with old Dutch motifs and boat finials, maker’s mark: Zaanlandsche Zilversmederij, Haarlem, Amsterdam, 
circa 1930 -208 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 110

 5164 Twelve silver teaspoons with engraved foliate motifs, 1923 -2e gehalte, II- 40

 5165 Twelve silver mocha spoons with flower stem in case, Adress: Erven Corn. Schoorl, v/h/ In den Silveren Molenbeecker, Kalverstraat 
32, Amsterdam, maker’s mark: Fa. Dahlia, Amsterdam, 1920-1958 -ca. 66 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5166 Twelve silver teaspoons ‘palmet’, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten -153 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 5167 Twelve teaspoons with paradise bird finial, maker’s mark: C. Begeer, Utrecht -132 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

 5168 Partially frosted ice serving spoon and twelve ice spoons with engraved foliate motifs in case, adress: J.A. Rodbard & Zoon, 
Dordrecht, Voorstraat 255, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, 1905 -240 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 100

5169

5171
 5169 Seven silver table spoons and table forks, Haags lof, various makers and years -defects, 868 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 270

 5170 Eight table knives with silver handles, one handle and five dessert knives with silver handles, Haags lof, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & 
Zonen, Zeist, various years -defects, 1e gehalte, I, 999/1000- 20

 5171
Tortoise shell box on four ball feet with twelve teaspoons, sugar spoon and tea caddy spoon with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s 
mark: Anthonie & Jacobus Driessen, Schoonhoven, 1870-1910 -6,5 x 21 x 15,2 cm, 134 grams, box with signs of wear, 2e gehalte, II- 150

 5172 Six silver dessert spoons and ten dessert forks, Haags lof, various makers and years -defects, 711 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 200

5173

 5173
Two silver table spoons and six table forks, six dessert spoons and two dessert forks, Haags lof, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & Zonen, 
Zeist, circa 1980 -defects, 1077 grams, 1e gehalte, I, 999/1000- 350

 5174 Twelve silver mocha spoons with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Christiaan Brunings, Joure, 1849-1902, marmelade spoon, 
two tea spoons, pickle fork and cake serving fork, 19th/20th century -154 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
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 5175 Six mocha spoons with beaded border, six tea spoons with twisted stem and foliate motifs, maker’s mark: A. Kuylenburg, Schoon-
hoven, circa 1880, six olive forks with flower stem, etc. - 50

 5176 Six table knives, six dessert knives and six fruit/dessert knives with silver handles and beaded border, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & 
Zonen, Zeist, 1988 -1e gehalte, I, 999/1000- 80

 5177
Six silver table spoons, table forks, dessert spoons and dessert forks, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, 1940 -signs 
of wear, 1188 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 350

 5178 Twelve silver teaspoons and six cocktail spoons, maker’s mark: Gerritsen en van Kempen, Zeist, circa 1930 -264 grams, 2e gehalte, 
II- 80

 5179 Ten silver tea spoons, eight mocha spoons and cake slice with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: C. Wewer, Schoonhoven, circa 
1961 -195 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5180 Twelve silver spoons, including a set of six teaspoons with crown finial, and a silver coin spoon -120 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 30

 5181
Six silver table spoons, six table forks, four dessert spoons and five dessert forks, Hollands glad, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van 
Kempen, Zeist, circa 1948 -signs of wear, 1074 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 300

 5182 Silver teaspoons, cake forks, etc. -various qualities, 158 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 5183 Silver dessert spoons, dessert forks, coffee spoons, etc. -various qualities, 516 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 150
 5184 Silver cream spoons, sugar spoons, etc. -various qualities, 124 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40

5185

5186

 5185
Six silver tablespoons, seven tableforks, three dessert spoons, two dessert forks, pair charcuterie forks and a mocca spoon, various 
makers marks and years -various qualities, 972 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 250

 5186
Twelve silver table spoons and forks in original case, ‘Haags lof’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1929 -2e gehalte, 
II- 400

 5187 Dutch silver tea spoons, etc. -280 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 140
 5188 Silver teaspoons, pair of cream ladles, pair of charcuterie forks, etc. -144 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 70
 5189 Silver teaspoons, napkin rings, etc. -174 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 50
 5190 Silver sugar tongs, teaspoons, etc. -228 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 60

 5191
Twelve silver tea spoons with relief bamboo motifs in case, maker’s mark: J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, circa 1920, and 
eleven tea spoons, sugar spoon and tea caddy spoon with engraved foliate motifs, maker’s mark: Johannes Gerritsen, Amsterdam & 
Zeist, 1906-1908, in case, D. Katan, Juwelier, Kerkstraat 4, Hilversum, Telef. 75 -ca. 200 grams, 2e gehalte, II-

60

5192

 5192
Six silver tablespoons, six tableforks, six desserspoons, six dessertforks, ‘puntfilet’, makers mark: H. Hooikaas, Schoonhoven, 1949, 
1950 and 1951 - 1208 grams, 2e gehalte, II - 350

 5193 Six silver tablespoons, six tableforks, six dessertpoons, six dessertforks, ‘Haags lof’, makers mark: J.A.A. Gerritsen, Amsterdam & 
Zeist, 1922 -signs of ware, engraved monogram W.L., 1139 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 300
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 5194
Twelve silver table spoons and table forks, ‘puntfilet’, maker’s mark: Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, 1929 -1800 grams, 2e gehalte, 
II- 550

 5195 Ten silver dessert spoons and twelve forks, maker’s mark: C. Begeer, Utrecht, and Gerritsen & van Kempen, Zeist, various years, 
second quarter 20th century -960 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 300

Flatware, France (First standard of finesse in France before 1973 950/1000, after 1973 925/1000)

 5196 Silver pair of grape scissors, maker’s mark J.M. van Kempen & Zonen, Voorschoten, circa 1900, and silver sprinkle spoon, France, 
1819-1838 -99 grams, 1e, 2e gehalte, I, II- 40

 5197 Nine gilt silver tea spoons, France, circa 1900 -153 grams, 1e gehalte, I- 90

5198
5204

Flatware, Miscellaneous

 5198 Silver ladle with foliate decoration, probably Germany, third quarter 19th century -L. 26,5 cm, 93 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 80
 5199 Silver dinner spoon, first half 18th century -L. 18,8 cm, 38 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 40
 5200 Silver serving slice with floral finial, Denmark, 1936 -31 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 20
 5201 Silver sugar sifter spoon with bamboo motifs, W.F. Schulz, Kobe, Japan, second half 20th century -17,9 grams- 20

 5202 Silver sugar sifter with apostle finial, maker’s mark: Alle de Haas, Sneek, 1937 and Norwegian cream spoon -64 grams, 2e, 1e 
gehalte, II, I- 30

 5203 Silver serving slice with engraved motifs, Belgium, circa 1900 and  serving spoon with twisted stem and ‘bokkenpoot’ handle, 
maker’s mark: A. Kuylenburg, Schoonhoven, circa 1900 -gross weight 110 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 10

 5204
Dutch silver punch ladle with twisted stem and beaded border, 1890, silver miniature wind mill and richly decorated gilt silver serving 
spoon, Germany, circa 1890 -signs of wear, 162 grams, 2e, 3e gehalte, II, III- 50

 5205 Cake knife, cake slice, two sauce ladles and manche à gigot with silver handles, France/Germany, circa 1900 -1e, 3e gehalte, I, III- 40

5206
5209

 5206 Six silver sugar tongs, 19th/20th century -157 grams, 1e, 2e, 3e gehalte zilver, I, II, III- 90
 5207 Six richly decorated gilt silver teaspoons with angle head motifs, Germany, last quarter 19th century -100 grams, 3e gehalte, III- 40

 5208 Six silver tea spoons with engraved monogram in case and silver sugar sifter with foliate motifs in case, Germany, circa 1920 -119 
grams, 3e gehalte, III- 30

 5209
Two silver table spoons, two table forks, two dessert spoons and one dessert fork, maker’s mark: van Kempen en Begeer, 1977 -413 
grams, 2e gehalte, II- 120

 5210 Silver sugar sifter with engraved foliate decoration, maker’s mark: G. van Geelen, Schoonhoven, 1860, pair of Georgian mustard 
spoon and four salt spoons -58 grams, 2e gehalte, II- 35

 5211 Eleven spoons, Belgium, first half 19th century -L. 13 cm, 110 grams- 70
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 5212 Twelve silver ice spoons with bamboo motifs in two cases, Japan, second half 20th century -Ca. 170 grams- 80

 5213 Four silver fruit knives, maker’s mark: G. Greup, Schoonhoven, 1912, seven Djokja tea spoons with lotus motifs, fruit knife with 
silver handle and butter knife -various qualities, 2e en 3e gehalte, II, III- 40

 5214 Silver ginger fork, charcuterie forks, sugar spoons, etc. -signs of wear, 259 grams, gehalte, II- 80

 5215 16 silver tea spoons with wooden coffee bean finial, maker’s mark: William Suckling, Birmingham, 1936 (12x) and Mappin & Webb, 
Chester, 1926 (4x) -signs of wear, 1e gehalte, I- 40
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 5413
Percussion rifle, barrel marked ‘Simkin Bolton’, metal parts nicely decorated, considering the age in good and fully functional condi-
tion 100

 5414
WWII, Canadian Lee enfield No4 MK1 rifle, marked “Long branch, 1944”, in very good condition, complete with original sling, 
Deactivated according to Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 150

Russia

 5415 Russia/Finland, WWII, Mosin Nagant M1891 rifle, made by “VKT” and Finnish ‘SA’ marked. With cleaning rod, considering the age 
in very good condition. Deactivated according to Dutch law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 80

 5416
Russia/Finland, WWII, Mosin Nagant M1891 rifle, overhauled by: “Tikka” with Finnish “SA” acceptance stamp, and imperial Rus-
sian eagle, with cleaning rod and spike bayonet, one sling swivel missing, Deactivated according to Dutch law, cannot be shipped 
outside the Netherlands

90

United Kingdom

 5411
Flintlock pistol, brass barrel, probably British merchant Navy, nicely engraved metal and wood, lock functioning but needs some 
attention 100

 5412
Flintlock pocket pistol, maker marked ‘Ketland & Co.’, with screw-on cannon barrel, minor rust, very nicely decorated metal and 
wood, various proofmarks on barrel and metal grip piece, including ‘anchor’ marking, mechanically in good condition 200

kavel TRUE Inzet

Militaria

Rifles and pistols
Belgium

 5400 Lot of two double barrel percussion muff pistols, probably Belgian, damaged conditions, restauration pieces 30
 5401 Flobert rifle, nicely decorated wood and metal parts, in working condition 50

France

 5402
Double barrel pinfire rifle, proofmarks ‘St. Etienne’ on barrel, matching numbered on internal parts ‘198’, some pitting on metal parts, 
but in good working condition 70

 5403 French Model 1917, long barrel flare gun, marked “Mecanicarm”, body made of brass, barrel of metal, in uncleaned but functional 
condition 50

 5404 French brass signal pistol marked “GG&Cie” (Grivolat Gerest Fils et Compagnie), Model 1917, also used in quantity by US forces on 
the western front, in original uncleaned but functional condition 50

World

 5405 Portugal/Germany, WWI/Interbellum, Mauser Espingarda 6,5mm Mod.1904, made in Berlin, numbers not matching, with cleaning 
rod, deactivated according to Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 70

Germany

 5406 Turkey/Germany, Interbellum/WWII, Turkish Mauser, dated on chamber ‘1937’, partially matching numbers, with cleaning rod, in 
fairly good condition. Deactivated according to Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 50

 5407
WWII, German K98 rifle, dated 1940, mostly matching numbered “3432”, except for rear sight, marked with makers code: “42” for 
Mauser in Oberndorf am Neckar, in very good condition, with original sling marked “I&F”, frog missing. Deactivated according to 
Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands

200

 5408 WWII, German K98 rifle, dated 1940, metal in relic condition, added to a wood stock in good condition, deactivated according to 
Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 75

 5409 Postwar, Diana Mod. 35 Air rifle, with Ansia 4x20 scope, in need of some maintenaince, but mechanically in good condition 40
 5410 Postwar, Air rifle Diana mod.25, 4,5 kal. with wooden wall hanger 25

5402 5407

5411
5412

5413

5414
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 5417
WWII, Mosin Nagant M1891/30 rifle, receiver dated ‘1943’, numbered on side ‘H 22073’, also matching numbered ‘KK 3095’ on 
receiver and ‘3095’ on bolt, floorplate and buttplate. With belt and cleaning rod, in good condition. Deactivated according to Dutch 
law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands

120

 5418
WWII, Mosin Nagant M1944 carbine, receiver dated ‘1945’, partially matching numbered ‘nr997’ on receiver, floorplate and butt-
plate, bolt mismatched. With belt, folding bayonet and cleaning rod, in good condition. Deactivated according to Dutch law, cannot be 
shipped outside the Netherlands

100

USA

 5419
Pepperbox revolver, marked ‘Allens Patent’, barrel marked ‘Allen & Thurber, Worchester’, some pitting and wear, but in good me-
chanical condition 80

5420

5421

 5420
Allen & Wheellock side hammer revolver, no makers marking on barrel, matching numbered ‘304’ on various parts, nicely decorated 
cilinder, in good mechanical condition, nice piece 200

 5421
WWII,  M1 carbine made by “Inland”, serial number: 5177598, with a barrel date of 05-1944, postwar refurbished by the Italian 
army, marked with cartouche on the stock “FAT 79”, Deactivated according to EU law, with Austrian deactivation certificate dated 
2022, trigger moveable, Cannot be shipped outside the EU

250

 5422 WWII, USAAF M8 Flare gun, as used in bombers, marked on the side with “M S.W.C., U.S. Property, pistol pyrotechnic, M8”, 
painted over, in functional condition 50

 5423 South-East Asia, 19th century Lantaka cannon, bronze, size 51cm 150

5424

5438
 5424 Indonesian-style blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, decorated barrel and stock 200

 5425 Indonesian-style blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, barrel engraved, 
total lenght 110 cm 150

 5426 Indonesian-style blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original mechanism, front barrelband 
missing, total lenght 125 cm 150

 5427 Indonesian-style blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, barrel engraved, lock non functional total lenght 89 cm 80

 5428 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved, total lenght 91 cm 100

 5429 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved total lenght 103 cm 100

 5430 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved, total lenght 108 cm 100

 5431 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, 
engraved stock total lenght 110 cm 100

 5432 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved, trigger guard missing, with rotan barrel bands, total lenght 110 cm 80

 5433 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, total lenght 91 cm 80

 5434 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved, front barrel band missing, total lenght 103 cm 80

 5435 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, bar-
rel engraved total lenght 86 cm 80

 5436 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with original tower lock, total 
lenght 103 cm 100

 5437 Indonesian-style percussion blunderbuss, mix of original and locally made parts, in working condition, with engraved stock, total 
lenght 108 cm 100

 5438 Japan, 19th century, matchlock rifle, possible earlier barrel with later added hardware, total lenght 160 cm, interesting piece 50
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 5439 Flintlock rifle, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, worn condition, in need of some mechanical maintenance 20
 5440 India, Early 20th century flintlock rifle, stock carved and mother of pearl inlay, some parts missing, total lenght 145 cm 50
 5441 Double barrel percussion rifle, in worn condition, needs mechanical maintenance 15

 5442
Austria, WWI/WWII, Steyr mannlicher M95 carbine, serial number “5065L”, in nice clean condition, Deactivated according to EU 
law, with Austrian deactivation certificate dated 2022. Cannot be shipped outside the EU 80

 5443
Finland, WWII, Suomi KP31 submachine gun, serial number ‘38999’, marked ‘Suomi Tikkakoski, ‘Patent 1932’ and with Finnish 
‘SA’ marking. Deactivated according to EU law, with Austrian deactivation certificate dated 2022, cocking handle still moves under 
spring pressure, fairly hard to find piece. Cannot be shipped outside the EU

300

5444

5446

 5444
Italy, WWII, Carcano Modello 1891/41 rifle, receiver and stock both numbered ‘BA 4837’, with cleaning rod, overall in very nice 
condition. Deactivated according to Dutch Law, cannot be shipped outside the Netherlands 80

 5445 Pair flintlock pistols, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, mechanically in working order, considering the age in 
fairly good condition, with belt hooks and ramrods 50

 5446 Miquelet lock pistol, probably Turkish made, nicely inlaid with bone, mechanically in working order, in presentation case 100
 5447 Percussion pistol, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, some wear but mechanically working, with swivel ramrod 40

 5448 Percussion pistol, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, worn and ramrod missing, but mechanically working, metal 
parts decorated 30

 5449 Lot of two percussion pistols, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, worn and in need of mechanical maintenance, 
perfect for restauration 30

 5450 Lot of two revolvers, six shooters, probably made in region Afghanistan/Pakistan/India, heavily worn and in need of mechanical 
maintenance, nice restauration pieces 40

 5451 Old barnfind  possibly “French” pin fire revolver, missing some parts, no markings visible 20

5452

5454

 5452 Spain, pinfire revolver, barrel maker marked ‘F.a Ciaran Eibar’, in nice, working condition 70

 5453 Postwar, Lot of two air pistols including: ‘The Webley Junior .177, Webley & Scott, Ltd. Birmingham, Made in England’, and one 
‘CZ App 661 .177, made in Czechoslovakia’, needs some maintenance 20

Swords, daggers etc.

Netherlands

 5454 Circa 1800, French-style smallsword, ricasso marked ‘I S & C’ (Schimmelbusch, Solingen), blade nicely decorated 80

 5455 Circa 1800-1810, five-ball spadroon sword, ricasso maker marked ‘C. van Wagtendonk in Amsterdam’, some repairs, with leather 
sheath 50

 5456 Infantry sword No.2, model 1819, marked ‘4P’ 25
 5457 Dutch Infantry M1819 cutlass No.2, without scabbard, added 1 French Lebel bayonet with scabbard 25

 5458 Late 19th century Dutch infantry NCO sabre No3 ( Korte sabel No3), made by: WK&C (Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Co.), marked on 
the ricasso with “Nederl. Wapenmagazijn, Haarlem”, in used condition, without scabbard 50

5459

 5459
M1820 Infantry Officers sword, folding guard, ricasso maker marked ‘ASB’ (Alexander Schimmelbusch, Solingen), with leather 
scabbard, both considering the age in very good condition 100

 5460 Infantry Officer sword M1852, metal sheath with two carrying rings (one ring missing), spine inscribed ‘Acier fondu coupant le fer’ 
(steel which cuts iron), with sword knot 70

 5461 Infantry Officer sword M1852, ricasso marked ‘Frans Pauwels, Hofleverancier te s Gravenhage’ and ‘Yzerhouwer’, metal sheath with 
single carrying ring 70
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 5462 Infantry Officer sword M1852, ricasso marked ‘Yzerhouwer’ and ‘W.P. Loomans te Breda. Van Leer, Utrecht’, screw on top of hilt 
replaced, some wear, with damaged metal sheath with single carrying ring 70

 5463
Infantry Officer sword M1852 Jagers, ricasso marked ‘P. Mansvelt & Zoon, in D Haag’, spine marked ‘Regiment Jagers T N’. Blade 
and sheath shortened, nice engravings on blade, with sword knot 100

 5464
Postwar, M1854 Dutch Marine Corps, officers sabre, marked on the ricasso: “E.&F. Hörster Solingen”, complete with storage bag, 
and sword knot, in very good condition, added 4 wooden plaques with various navy/marine insignia 100

5465 5468

 5465
Cavalry Officer sword M1876, ray skin grip, ricasso marked ‘Yzerhouwer’, ‘CK Co, Garantie’ and ‘A. Hassing, Amersfoort’, slightly 
damaged metal sheath with single carrying ring, blade considering the age in very nice condition 100

 5466 Model 1876 Cavalry Officer sword, ray skin grip, some rust spots, blade in nice condition, with sheath and felt bag 70

 5467 Cavalerie officiers sabel model M1876, ricasso marked “WK&C” ( Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Co, Solingen), with sword knot, and 
carring belt, with wear and rust, should be viewed 75

 5468
Infantry Officer sword M1897, ricasso maker marked ‘W.K&C’, marked on blade ‘Yzerhouwer’ and ‘Gebr. van Leer, Utrecht’, with 
metal sheath, blade in very nice condition 100

 5469 Korte Infanteriesabel Model No.2, ricasso maker marked ‘W.K&C’, including scabbard and hanger, some wear 40

 5470 WWII, klewang, ricasso marked ‘Hembrug’, with sword knot and leather sheath with tab and hanger, klewang and sheath matching 
numbered ‘3132 A’, some wear, but considering the age in fairly good condition 100

5471
5473

 5471
Wandelsabel M1912, one side of he ricasso marked with “Yzerhouwer”, and one side marked “Aug. Savelkoul, Bandoeng” with 
matching sheath, metal chain and sword knot, some wear and rust on sheath 100

 5472 Scabbard for M1912 “wandelsabel” (sabre), length approx. 91 cm, in used condition 15

 5473
Interbellum, Dutch court sword, from the Mayor of the town of Epe ( 1939/1943-1946/1954), made by: “Carl Eickhorn, Solingen”, 
silver plated hilt with Dutch national coat of arms, mother of pearl grips, edged floral design on the ricasso, with leather scabbard, 
original rare velt hilt protector (D.R.G.M. marked) and protective sleeve, beautifull condition, (uniform auctioned separately)

150

 5474 WWII, Reproduction M1917 trench knife “Stormdolk”, with leather scabbard, well made 25

5475

5476

 5475 Dutch-indies, KNIL M1878 machete, markings on ricasso not readable, blade corroded with non original carrier 50

 5476
Knil Cavalry sword, model 1904, ricasso marked “P.D. Lüneschloss, Solingen”, with scabbard marked “CW N 4 ‘26 AC”, in very 
good condition, rare 250

 5477 Dutch-Indies, KNIL M1905 No.2 Marechaussee klewang, ricasso marked “E&F Horster, Solingen”, with leather scabbard and wrist 
strap, in used condition, less common manufacturer 100

 5478
Dutch-Indies, KNIL M1905 no. 2 Marechaussee klewang, ricasso marked ‘R.O.M. Soemmerda” (Rheinische Metallwaren und 
Maschinefabrik), with brass tag marked “P.S. 1019” ( Field police East-Sumatra) complete with leather sheath, less common manu-
facturer, interesting piece

100
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 5479
Dutch-Indies, KNIL M1905 No. 2 Marechaussee klewang, ricasso marked “R.O.M. Soemmerda” (Rheinische Metallwaren und 
Maschinefabrik), with leather scabbard marked “CW N 2 ‘39”, and leather belt hanger marked “CW N 6 ‘12 FX”, nice and interesting 
set up, in good condition

125

 5480 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked ‘Alex Coppel, Sollingen ‘ numbered “349”, complete with leather sheath marked “CW 
N 12 ‘39” and hanger, in nice condition 100

 5481 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked ‘Hembrug’, complete with leather sheath marked “CW N 3 ‘40” 100

 5482 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked ‘Hembrug’, with brass tag marked “P.A.I. 425” (Field police, Madioen & Ponorogo) 
complete with leather sheath marked “CW N 10 ‘40” 100

 5483 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso unmarked, with brass tag marked “PM 15” complete with leather sheath marked “CW N 3 ? 
AK”, considering the age in fairly nice condition 100

 5484 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, made from cut down “Marechaussee” sabre model 1905, ricasso unmarked, with brass tag marked 
“P.A.Q. 886” ( City police Semarang) complete with leather sheath, considering the age in fairly nice condition 100

 5485 Dutch-Indies, KNIL Marechaussee klewang, ricasso marked ‘P.D. Luneschloss, Solingen’, with brass tag marked “P.A.T. 190” (City 
police Soerabaja) complete with leather sheath, and wrist strap, some minor damage to blade 100

 5486 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked “Alex Coppel, Solingen” with brass tag marked “P.C. 1200” (Field police, Batavia, 
Buitenzorg & West-Priangan) with leather scabbard, scabbard is dry with some damage 100

 5487 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso unmarked with brass tag marked “P.A.M. 1288”( Field police Bondowoso & Djember) with 
leather scabbard marked “CW N 4 ‘41”, set is lacquered 100

 5488 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked “Hembrug”, with brass tag marked “P.D. 26” ( Field police Midden-Priangan, 
Krawang), with leather scabbard 75

 5489 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso unmarked with brass tag marked “P.V. 554” (Field police west coast Sumatra), with leather 
scabbard 75

 5490
Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked “Hembrug” with brass tag marked “2-Legioen I 324” ( Legioen Mangkoe Negoro), with 
leather scabbard marked “CW N 8 ‘36” and probably reproduction belt hanger 125

 5491 Dutch-Indies, KNIL klewang, ricasso marked “Hembrug”, with brass tag marked “P.A.L. 578” ( Field police Malang, Probolingo), 
with leather scabbard marked “CW N 2”, and leather belt hanger, in used condition 100

5492

5493

 5492
Koninklijke Marine (Navy) Klewang, unmarked ricasso with bakelite grips, with typical navy pattern scabbard with fixed belt carrier, 
in nice condition, hard to find variation 100

 5493
WWII, Dutch-indies, Japanese shortened “Heiho” klewang, marked on the ricasso “Hembrug”, with small brass tag marked “ t.-Inf. X 
84” (military school 10th infantry battalion), with scabbard marked “CW N 12 21 K”(made Dec. 1921), and belt hanger, nice original 
piece

70

 5494 WWII, Dutch-indies, Klewang modified into a fighting knife, with bakelite grips, crudely marked on the ricasso with “J.V.C.”, with 
scabbard and belthanger marked “ACW N BQ”and brass tag with “A 141”, very interesting piece 50

 5495 WWII, klewang ‘Plopper’, marked “Milsco”, with scabbard 40
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 5496 Dutch-Indies, leather sheath for KNIL klewang, marked ‘CW N, 5 31, A F’ 20
 5497 WWII, Dutch army brown leather sword knot, as used on the Klewang, in good condition 30
 5498 Collection of three sword knots 25
 5499 Lot of four sword knots 20
 5500 WWII, lot of two sword knots, Dutch and German 10

Belgium
 5501 M1845 musician smallsword, with sheath, considering the age in fairly good condition 100

 5502
Infantry Officer sword, with inscription on blade ‘Pour le Roi et la Patrie’ ricasso marked ‘Fonson, Bruxelles’, with leather sword knot 
and slightly damaged scabbard 70

 5503 Police/Gendarme lionhead short sword, hilt numbered ‘34’, with metal sheath, considering the age in nice condition 50
France

 5504 Sabre briquet, model XI, anchor marking on crossguard, various proofmarks on hilt 50
 5505 Reproduction sword Sabre de Sapeur de la Garde Imperiale, some rust on blade, marking on ricasso, rim marked ‘Hostin’ 20
 5506 Reproduction M1831 Foot Artillery Sword, ricasso marked ‘Talabot FS 1832, Paris’, grip numbered ‘2473’, with scabbard 25

5507
5508

United Kingdom
 5507 Victorian court sword, ricasso marked ‘Jones & Co., 6 Regent St. London’, nicely engraved blade 80

 5508
M1796 Infantry Officer sword, made by ‘Cooper & Banks, Birmingham’, pitting to blade, some damage to grip, with sheath, tip miss-
ing 80

 5509 Model 1822/45 Officer sword, with folding cross guard, wear and tear, but good original piece 50
 5510 US made machete for the British army, made by “Legitimus Collins&Co”, dated 1940, complete with leather scabbard dated 1942 30
 5511 WWII, Reproduction F&S, commando / para dagger, with scabbard 20

5512
5514

Germany

 5512
Faschinenmesser M1845, crossguard and ricasso matching marked ‘123R.8.144.’, crossguard and ricasso both numbered ‘3452.’, 
with scabbard, some wear 50

 5513 Faschinenmesser M1864, cross guard marked ‘88. J.R., 66 under crown, 2.12.’, added a shortened Faschinenmesser, unusual type 
with short crossguard, marked ‘H.R. A. 8. 20’, ricasso maker marked ‘P. Knecht, Solingen’ 50

 5514
WWI, Prussia, Cavalry Officer sword M1889, nicely etched blade, marked 2. Leib Husaren R. König. Victoria v. Preußen No.2, with 
folding cross guard. Ricasso and sheath matchin numbered ‘4.H.2. 96’, hilt marked ‘D.R.G.M. 246668’, some wear but nice set 150

 5515 WWII, RAD EM dagger, faintly marked ‘Arbeit Adelt’, maker marked ‘Carl Eickhorn, Solingen’ on ricasso, with scabbard, nice piece 500

 5516 WWII, SA dagger, ricasso maker marked ‘Gebr. Heller’. Etched ‘Alles für Deutschland’, crossguard marked ‘Th’ (Thüringen). Most 
grip parts replaced with reproduction parts, with damaged scabbard, perfect for restauration 30

 5517 WWII, 2nd model Luftwaffe dagger, denazified, ricasso marked ‘Pet. Dan. Krebs, Solingen’, heavy wear and damage, nice for restau-
ration 25

 5518 WWII, sabre carrying chain, marked “D.R.G.M. 961953” 20
 5519 WWII, lot of four reproduction Hitler Jugend daggers, marked ‘RZM M6/3, 1937’ and engraved with ‘Blut und Ehre!’ inscriptions 40

5520
USA

 5520 WWII, US M3 dagger, marked on ricasso ‘U.S. M3 Case’ on top, in US M8 sheath marked ‘U.S.M8, B.M. Co.’, bit worn condition 75
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 5521 WWII, US Navy MK2 ( Kabar) knife, marked on crossguard ‘U.S.N. Mark2, Camillus, N.Y.’, in very good condition, with leather 
scabbard 75

 5522 USMC, Leather scabbard for the “Corpsman” Bolo machete, marked: “USMC -Boyt- 45” 20
World

 5523 Victorian era, Western European left hand dagger, pitting to blade 25
 5524 Early 18th century smallsword, in relic condition 10
 5525 18th Century European smallsword, decorated blade and crossguard 25
 5526 19th century small sabre with interesting folding handguard, no markings visible, with scabbard 30
 5527 Italy, postwar, military dagger, ricasso marked ‘FAT 58’ (Fabrica Armi Terni, 1958’, with scabbard, in good condition 25

 5528 Italy, postwar, dagger for Officer cadets of the Military Academy of Modena, ricasso marked ‘F.lli Turco, Napoli’, with scabbard 
marked ‘Vna Acibs’, in very nice condition 70

 5529 Italy, postwar, Airforce dagger, ricasso marked ‘F.lli Turco, Napoli’, with scabbard, in very nice condition 70
 5530 Talwar sword, decorated hilt, some wear and rust, should be viewed 25
 5531 India, 19th century, Karud dagger, with silver grip, with sheath 100
 5532 Nepal, Kukri Gurkha dagger with sheath and two small daggers 10
 5533 Indonesian/Dutch-indies, Golok machete with leather scabbard, in good condition 25
 5534 Lot of two old Indonesian machete’s, one Parang and one Golok 20
 5535 Lot of five Arabic knives, nicely decorated including scabbards 20
 5536 Lot of three African swords/daggers with leather sheaths, should be viewed 25
 5537 Lot of two old daggers with scabbards 10
 5538 Large selection of seven “Rambo” knifes, added several pocket knifes and multitools 30
 5539 Lot of three various knives and samurai sword, included “Rambo” knife and Tanto, all modern made 30

 5540 WWII-postwar, lot of two daggers and a bayonet, consisting of German boy scout knife, ricasso maker marked ‘C. Jul. Herbertz, 
Solingen’, Austrian Glock FM81 dagger and Spanish M1943 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘FN Toledo’ 30

 5541 Lot consisting of a reproduction French Infantry sword, a reproduction bayonet and a hunting knife, all with scabbards. Added a 
leather shot pouch, marked ‘G.&J.W. Hawksley, Sheffield’ 30

5542
5549

Bayonets and miscellaneous
Netherlands

 5542
WWII, KNIL lot of two M1895 bayonets, one First Pattern marked on ricasso with “OEWG” with original steel scabbard, other one 
marked “Hembrug” on the ricasso, and marked “KAR” for use with the carbine, both in used condition 75

 5543 WWII, Hembrug bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Hembrug’, cross guard numbered ‘3914 LL’, minor pitting, considering the age in good 
condition 25

 5544 WWII, bayonet for the Dutch mannlicher rifle, marked ‘Hembrug’ on the ricasso 35
 5545 WWII, lot of three Hembrug bayonets, various models and conditions 40

 5546 WWII/Postwar, M1 rifle bayonet marked on the ricasso with U.F.H. 1942, factory cut chissel point, postwar used by the Dutch army, 
with serial number on the crossguard, and Dutch made scabbard 40

 5547 Postwar, Dutch M4 bayonet for M1 Carbine, cross guard marked ‘H in circle’ (Hörster, Solingen), scabbard marked ‘U.S. M8A1, 
Made in W-Germany’ 25

 5548 Postwar, M4 bayonet for M1 Carbine, cross guard marked ‘H in circle’ (Hörster, Solingen), with original “wooden” scabbard 25

 5549
Netherlands/Portugal, postwar, AR-10 bayonet, maker marking ‘AI’ (Artillerie-Inrichtingen) on ricasso, scabbard with leather hanger, 
rare piece 100

 5550 Netherlands/Portugal, postwar, AR-10 bayonet, maker marking ‘AI’ (Artillerie-Inrichtingen) on ricasso, scabbard with leather hanger, 
rare piece 100

 5551 WWII, Lot of two Dutch Mannlicher M95 rifle bayonets, marked on the ricasso with “Hembrug”, without scabbards, in used condi-
tion 25

France
 5552 M1842 yataghan bayonet, inspector markings ‘B’ and ‘G’ on ricasso, with damaged scabbard. Added unknown Faschinenmesser 40

 5553 Model 1874 Gras bayonet, arsenal marked on spine ‘St-Etienne 8bre 1878’, crossguard numbered ‘G 61293’, scabbard numbered ‘J 
54889’, some rust 30

 5554 Lot of three M1874 Gras rifle bayonets, one marked on spine “Mre. d’Armes de St. Etienne 1876.”, other two non readable, in worn 
condition, should be viewed 40

 5555 Lot of two bayonets, consisting of Model 1874 Gras bayonet, spine maker marked ‘Armes de Tulle Janvier 1884’ and M1892 Mannli-
cher Berthier bayonet, 1st model, both with not-matching scabbards 40
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Germany

 5556 Prussia, sword bayonet M1810/23, no markings visible, pitting on blade, rare 100

 5557
Prussian M1860 bayonet, crossguard and scabbard both marked ‘I.W.D.8’, ricasso maker marked ‘G.WB’ (Gebrüder Weyersberg, 
Solingen), dated ‘W under Crown, 62’, some wear, rare 250

 5558
WWI, lot of two bayonets, consisting of M1898/05 Mauser bayonet, maker marked on ricasso ‘H. Mundlos & Co., Magdeburg’, spine 
dated ‘17’, with scabbard, in rusty and worn condition. And a Mauser bayonet without scabbard, ricasso maker marked ‘Simson & 
Co’, Suhl

40

 5559 WWI, Ersatz bayonet, proofmark on spine, crossguard numbered ‘6518’, with unmarked scabbard 30

 5560 WWI, Ersatz bayonet, proofmark on spine, scabbard and grip piece painted black, crossguard numbered ‘6229’. Added K98 bayonet, 
not numbered, possibly postwar reissued, with scabbard numbered ‘7072’ and marked ‘E.u.F. Hörster, 1939’ 40

 5561 WWI, lot of M1898/05 Mauser bayonet, maker marked on ricasso ‘Waffenfabrik Mauser A.G., Oberndorf a.N.’, proofmarks on spine. 
And Ersatz bayonet, numbered on crossguard ‘30020’, without scabbards 40

 5562 WWI-Interbellum, Brazil/Turkey, lot of two export bayonets, consisting of Turkish M1935 bayonet, marked ‘AS.F’, numbered 
‘21301’ and Brazilian M1908 bayonet with incorrect scabbard 30

5563 5573

 5563
WWII, K98 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Mundlos 968d’ and 38 on the top of the blade (1938), complete with matching numbered scab-
bard and leather frog, nice original matching set 70

 5564 WWII, K98 bayonet with bakelite grips marked: E.u.F. Hörster, nr: 2954, complete witch matching numbered scabbard and cavalry 
frog, nice and complete set 70

 5565 WWII, bayonet for K98, ricasso marked ‘42 crs’ (Paul Weyersberg & Co, 1942), numbered ‘594 d’. With not matching scabbard, 
marked ‘42 cvl, (WKC, 1942), numbered ‘3296 n’, blade partially sharpened, with frog 40

 5566 WWII, K98 bayonet with bakelite grips marked: E.u.F. Hörster, nr: 7372, with unnumbered scabbard 30
 5567 WWII, K98 bayonet made by E.u.F. Horster nr: 2018, with bakelite grips, complete with unmarked scabbard and leather frog 40
 5568 WWII, K98 bayonet, ricasso marked “42 cts” (P. Weyersberg & Co) nr: 1145, scabbard marked “41 cof” (Carl Eickhorn) nr: 7451 30
 5569 Lot of five K98 bayonets, all battefield relics, found in Holland and Belgium 25

 5570 WWII, Germany/Portugal, M/937 export bayonet, various ‘WaA253’ markings, numbered ‘11500’, with German military scabbard, 
marked ‘43 cvl’ (WKC, 1943) and numbered ‘4866 i’, bit worn 30

 5571 WWII/Postwar Yugoslavia, bayonet for K98, marked ‘Jos. Corts Sn, numbered ‘4346 i’, spine dated ‘38’, scabbard not matching, 
marked ‘Carl Eickhorn, 1939’, numbered ‘182 b’. Postwar Yugoslav numbered ‘N2924P’ on cross guard 25

 5572 Postwar, two G3 bayonets, unmarked, different blade sizes, one with scabbard 20
United Kingdom

 5573
Lee Metford Pattern 1888 MKII bayonet, ricasso dated January 1902 (1 02), marked ‘Broad Arrow EFD’, spine marked ‘16 under 
Crown’, with scabbard marked ‘1 229 L’, considering the age in nice condition 50

 5574 WWI / WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso dated 1918 and various other markings on reverse, name carved in grip, with 
scabbard, in used condition 25

 5575 WWI-WWII, Enfield M1907 bayonet made by ‘Wilkinson’, marked with several proofmarks and GR with crown, locking mechanism 
stuck, with scabbard 20

 5576 WWII, lot of three India pattern Enfield M1907 bayonets, two marked ‘N.W.R. 1943’, one marked ‘R.F.I.’, all with nice blue finish, 
complete with scabbards 50

 5577 India, WWII, lot of two Enfield MKII bayonets, ricasso’s marked ‘G.R.I. MKII, R.F.I.’ (Rifle Factory Ishapore), dated ‘9 42’ and ‘3 
44’, both with scabbards, nice conditions 40

 5578 Lot of two Enfield M1907 leather scabbards, with RAF blue frogs, one Australian made marked “Mangrovite 43” 20
 5579 WWII, Lot of five Enfield No4 spike bayonets, still in factory preservative grease 25
 5580 Lot of four bayonets, consisting of socket bayonet, twice Sten No.4 MKII spike and No.9 MKI for Lee-Enfield 25
 5581 Lot of four bayonets, consisting of socket bayonet, twice Sten No.4 MKII spike and No.9 MKI for Lee-Enfield 25

5582
Switzerland

 5582 M1914 Pioneer sawback bajonet, maker ‘Waffenfabrik Neuhausen’, with scabbard, considering the age in good condition 100
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 5583 M1914 Pioneer sawback bajonet, ricasso maker marked ‘Waffenfabrik Neuhausen’, numbered ‘125746’ with scabbard and frog 
marked ‘043 R. Petitjean, Moutier, 44, considering the age in fairly good condition 100

 5584 Postwar, lot of a SIG M1957 bayonet and dagger, ricasso marked ‘F over W’ (Waffenfabrik Bern), numbered ‘W 649429’ and ‘W 
637462’ (Wenger) 20

 5585 Postwar, lot of a SIG M1957 bayonet and dagger, ricasso marked ‘F over W’ (Waffenfabrik Bern), numbered ‘W 649616’ and ‘W 
670578’ (Wenger) 20

Russia
 5586 WWII, two Mosin nagant spike bayonets, in very good condition 30
 5587 Lot of three AK47/AKM bayonets, all with scabbards 40
 5588 Lot of three AK47/AKM/AK74 bayonets, two with scabbards 40
 5589 Postwar, lot of four bayonets, consisting of North-Korean type 68 AKM bayonet with scabbard, two SKS bayonets and AK47 bayonet 50

Australia

 5590
Interbellum-WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso maker marked and dated ‘Lithgow, 1919’ and various other markings on 
reverse, with scabbard and leather P’03 frog, considering the age in nice condition 30

 5591 Interbellum-WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso maker marked and dated ‘Lithgow, 1919’ and various other markings on 
reverse, with scabbard, considering the age in nice condition 30

 5592 Interbellum-WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Wilkinson ‘19’ with scabbard, and webbing frog, in used condition 30

 5593 WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 2 42’ and ‘X MA’, scabbard marked ‘Mangrovite 43’, with leather 
P’03 frog, nice piece 30

 5594 WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 9 42’ and ‘X OA’, with leather P ‘39 frog 30
 5595 WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 4 43’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘Mangrovite 44’, nice piece 30

 5596 WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 5 43’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘Mangrovite 45’, with webbing 
frog, in perfect condition 40

 5597 WWII, Enfield Pattern 1907 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 10 44’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘Mangrovite 44’, with webbing 
frog 30

 5598
WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 11 44’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘Mangrovite 44’, with RAF webbing 
frog. In very good condition, hard to find 70

 5599 WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 11 44’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘B’ and ‘Mangrovite 44’, with webbing 
frog. In very good condition, hard to find 70

 5600 WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 2 45’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘TF’ and ‘Mangrovite 45’, with light 
green webbing frog. In very good condition, nice ‘45 dated example 70

 5601 WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘1907, 2 45’ and ‘X OA’, scabbard marked ‘TD’ and ‘Mangrovite 45’, with webbing frog, 
rare 70

 5602 WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘MA 1907, 3 45’ and ‘X OA’, with webbing frog, nice example 70
 5603 WWII, Owen MKI bayonet, ricasso marked ‘1907, 5 45’ and ‘X OA’, with webbing frog. In very good condition 70

USA

 5604 WWI, M1905 bayonet, ricasso maker marked and dated ‘SA, Flaming Bomb, 1917’ (Springfield Armory) and marked and numbered 
‘US 70128’, some wear to blade, with ‘USN MK 1’ scabbard 40

 5605 M-1917 Bayonet marked on the ricasso with “Remington” 1917, without scabbard 20

 5606 WWII, US M1 Garand bayonet, maker marked and dated ‘AFH, U.S. Ordnance Bomb, 1943’, with ‘U.S. Ordnance Bomb’ marked 
scabbard 30

 5607 WWII, M1 rifle bayonet, marked on the ricasso with “SA (Springfield armory) 1917”, factory cut to a chissel point by “AFH” marked 
on the grip, with original scabbard with flaming bomb 30

 5608 M1 bayonet for Garand, ricasso marked ‘E N S, E_ US flaming bomb’, Greek Army export, worn, with scabbard 30

 5609 Postwar, lot of two bayonets, consisting of M5A1 bayonet, cross guard maker marked ‘Milpar Col’, with scabbard marked ‘USM8A1, 
PWH’. And M7 bayonet for the M16 assault rifle, with USM8A1 scabbard 40

 5610 Postwar, lot of two import bayonets, consisting of Japanese made M4 bayonet, cross guard marked ‘Japan’ and German made Rhein-
metal M16 bayonet 40

World

 5611 Austria-Hungary, WWI, M1888 Mannlicher bayonet, ricasso marked ‘HAF’, crossguard numbered ‘3594’, scabbard marked ‘OE 
WG’ (Österreichische Waffenfabrik-Gesellschaft), with brown leather frog 25

 5612 Austria/Siam (Thailand), M1888 bayonet. ricasso marked ‘IIQ’ nr: 2145, with Siamese markings on the back of the pommel, with 
scabbard 20

 5613 Czechoslovakia, WWII, VZ23 bayonet with scabbard, ricasso marked ‘CSZ’, initials carved in grips 20

5614

5618

 5614 Finland, WWII, M27 Mosin Nagant bayonet, Ricasso marked ‘Fiskars’ and ‘sk.Y’, complete with scabbard 20

 5615 Finland, WWII, M27 Mosin Nagant bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Fiskars’, complete with scabbard 20

 5616 Finland, WWII, M27 Mosin Nagant bayonet, Ricasso marked ‘Fiskars’, complete with scabbard 20

 5617 Finland, WWII, M27 Mosin Nagant bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Fiskars’ complete with scabbard 20

 5618 Poland, WWII, M1930 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘F.B. Radom’ and ‘W.P.’, numbered on the crossguard ‘12313’, without scabbard 25

 5619 Spain, Lot of two M1913 bayonets with scabbards, marked on the ricasso with “Artilleria Nacional, Toledo” 25
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 5620
Italy, WWI-WWII, lot of two bayonets, consisting of M1871 Vetterli bayonet, modified for use on M1891 Carcano, crossguard num-
bered ‘BK 690’, ricasso marked ‘TZ in oval’, scabbard faintly marked ‘Torino 188?’. And a M1938 fixed blade bayonet, numbered ‘F 
80490’, various conditions, both with scabbards

50

 5621 Sweden, lot of two bayonets, consisting of M1896 and M1914, both with scabbards, considering the age in good conditions 50
 5622 Turkey, WWII, lot of two M1935 Mauser bayonets, one with external leaf spring, both marked ‘AS.FA’ (Askari Fabrika) 40
 5623 Turkey, Lot of three bayonets, one M1890, and two M38, marked with “ASFA” (Askari Fabrika), with scabbards 30

 5624
Canada, WWI, Ross MKII bayonet, marked on grip ‘Ross Rifle Co., Quebec, Patented 1907, II, 12/15’, fairly worn, without scabbard, 
hard to find piece 30

 5625 Postwar, M7 bayonet marked “Imperial” on the crossguard, with Korean army scabbard, marked “K-M8A1”, used condition 20

 5626
WWI-WWII, lot of three bayonets without scabbards, consisting of French Lebel bayonet Mle 1886/16, US M1917 bayonet, maker 
marked and dated on ricasso ‘Remington, 1917’ and marked ‘ U.S. Ordnance Bomb and Eagle Head 21’ and German K98 bayonet, 
maker marked and dated ‘cof44’ (Carl Eickhorn, 1944) and numbered ‘4782’, various conditions

40

 5627
WWII-postwar, lot of three bayonets, consisting of Swiss M1918 bayonet, ricasso marked ‘Waffenfabrik Neuhausen’, numbered 
‘168494’, with scabbard, Spanish M1913 bayonet, ricasso faintly marked ‘Artilleria Fca. Nacional Toledo’, numbered ‘34698’, with 
scabbard and British No.9 MKI for Lee-Enfield

40

 5628 Lot of several bayonets, including M1941 Bolo, M1949 Enfield, and extra scabbards 20
 5629 Lot of three bayonets, consisting of French Lebel bayonet Mle 1886/16, children bayonet and socket bayonet, added reproduction axe 30

 5630 Lot of three bayonets, Norwegian M1916 bayonet for Krag-Jorgensen, British Sten No.4 MKII spike and Czech VZ58 bayonet, all 
with scabbards 40

 5631 Lot of two bayonets and one Japanese katana sword, bayonets included: Belgian Mauser, and British 1907 Smle, Katana reproduction, 
all in used condition 40

 5632 Mixed lot of several different bayonets, including: Yugoslavian M24, FAL, italian, should be viewed 30

 5633
Postwar, lot of two bayonets consisting of French M1956 bayonet, cross guard marked ‘E HF’ (Établissement Minière & Métallur-
gique du Périgord, Montluçon, 1959’, scabbard marked ‘MAS 69’ and No.5 Mk.I bayonet for Jungle Carbine, ricasso marked ‘N187’ 
(Radcliffe), without scabbard, added leather frog

30

 5634 Postwar, lot of three bayonets, consisting of Type A and Type C FN Fal bayonets with scabbards and SAFN M1949 bayonet for Lux-
embourg, grip marked ‘SA 30’ (Saive Automatique caliber .30) and numbered ‘F 10761’ 40

 5635 Postwar, lot of three KCB-70/77 bayonets, consisting of Dutch KCB-70 bayonet for Stoner, ‘Eickhorn’ marking on ricasso, small 
crack in grip, Swiss KCB-77-M5 for SIG and KCB–77 M1/L bayonet, all with scabbards, interesting lot 80

 5636 Lot of 15 leather bayonet frogs, unknown manufacture, no markings visible 30
Orders and decorations
Netherlands

 5637 Box for medal ‘Erepenning voor Menschlievend Hulpbetoon’ medal, circa 1880, size for medal approximately 50mm, some damage 
but rare 25

 5638 Lombokkruis 1894 and miniature 40

 5639
Four piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1906-1910’, Trouwe Dienst Koninklijke Marine 
in silver, Mobilisatiekruis 1914-1918 and Ereteken Algemene Pensioenbond, very nice bar 80

 5640 Three piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1906-1910’, Trouwen Dienst in silver, Mobili-
satiekruis 1914-1918 40

 5641 Three piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1906-1910’, Trouwe Dienst in bronze, Mobili-
satiekruis 1914-1918 30

 5642 Two piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1873-1896’ and ‘Atjeh 1896-1900’ , Trouwe 
Dienst in bronze, nice old mounting 30

 5643 Two piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1873-1896’ and Trouwe Dienst in bronze, nice 
old mounting 30

 5644 Two piece Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1873-1896’ and ‘Atjeh 1896-1900’, Trouwe 
Dienst Navy in bronze 30

 5645 Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen with four Atjeh clasps and medal Voor Trouwen Dienst with clsp 18 years 30

 5646 Medal bar consisting of Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen with clasps’Djambi 1901-1904’ and ‘Zuid-Celebes 1905-1908’ and officers 
medal Voor Trouwen Dienst 15 years 30

 5647 Medal bar consisting of a nice vaulted Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Atjeh 1873-1890’ and Officierskruis 20 jaar 30
 5648 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasps ‘Atjeh 1911-1914’ and ‘Timor 1911-17’ and ‘Eervolle Vermelding with number 2’ 25
 5649 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasps ‘Atjeh 1896-1900’, ‘Atjeh 1901-1905’ and ‘Eervolle Vermelding’ 25
 5650 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasps ‘W kust Atjeh 1925-1927’ and ‘Eervolle Vermelding number 2’ 25
 5651 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with ‘Eervolle Vermelding number 2’ 25
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 5652 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with custom made crown ‘Eervolle Vermelding’ 25
 5653 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Bali 1848’ 40
 5654 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Bali 1849’ 40
 5655 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Guinea1869-1870’ and ‘Atjeh 1873-1876’ 25
 5656 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Gajo en Alaslanden 1904’ 50
 5657 Nice vaulted Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen with clasp ‘Ceram 1915’ 20
 5658 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasps ‘N.Guinea1907-1915’, ‘Atjeh 1906-1910’ and ‘Korintji 1903’ 40
 5659 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasp ‘Borneo 1859-1863’ 25
 5660 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, with clasps ‘Kleine Soenda Eilianden 1905-1909’, ‘Zuid Celebes 1905-1908 and ‘Timor1911-17’ 25

 5661 Medal ‘Vereeniging het Eereteeken voor belangryke Krijgsverrichtingen’, reverse marked ‘Aangeboden door de leden aan hunne 
President C. Reedijk, 1 Nov. 1869 - 1 Nov. 1881’, interesting piece 25

 5662 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5663 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5664 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5665 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5666 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5667 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of five crosses with various clasps 50
 5668 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of two in original boxes of issue 20
 5669 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, lot of two in original boxes of issue 20

 5670 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, Selection of various crosses without ribbon, 3 original empty boxes of issue, some clasps, two 
mounted medals and brooch 50

 5671 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen miniature with three silver marked clasps ‘Bali 1846’, ‘Boni 1859’, ‘Borneo 1859/63’ 50
 5672 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, three miniatures with various Atjeh clasps 50
 5673 Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, large miniature with two clasps ‘Atjeh 1911-14’ and ‘Timor 1911-17’ 15
 5674 Nice vaulted Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, large miniature ‘Eervolle Vermelding’ 20

 5675 Miniature bar with vaulted Kruis voor krijgsverrichtingen with clasps ‘Atjeh 1873-1886’, ‘1896-1900’, lombokkruis and trouwe 
dienst 25

 5676 Miniature bar with vaulted Kruis voor krijgsverrichtingen with clasp ‘Atjeh 1906-10’, mobilisatiekruis and trouwe dienst marine 20
 5677 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 1x, reverse marked ‘Cordesius & Zn. Weltevreden’ 50
 5678 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 1x, reverse marked ‘Van Arcken & Co., Batavia & Soerabaia’ 50
 5679 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 2x, reverse marked ‘Cordesius & Zn. Weltevreden’ 50
 5680 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 2x, reverse marked ‘Van Arcken & Co., Batavia & Soerabaia’ 50
 5681 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 4x, reverse marked ‘CORZO’ 50

 5682 Interbellum, Schietprijs Knil Geweer 2x, reverse marked ‘Van Arcken & Co., Batavia & Soerabaia’, pin missing, with hanger. Added 
a ‘KNIL’ cross 30

 5683 Lot consisting of parts for Schietprijs Knil and some other small items 15
 5684 KNIL Schietprijsster, with two clasps 10
 5685 KNIL Schietprijsster, with three clasps, court mounted, added two loose pieces 15

 5686
KNIL, vaardigheidsmedaille in silver. Instituted 1919. Running athlete with palmbranch with legend VOOR VAARDIGHEID. Rev. 
three Olympic rings with NIL, 41mm 100

 5687 Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw, Commander Breast Star, various dutymarks, probably French made, around 1860, in nice condition 800
 5688 Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw, Knight, bit worn condition, in box ‘Kanselarij der Nederlandse Orden’ 100
 5689 Orde van Oranje-Nassau, Knight Civil Division, with buttonhole ribbon, in original case of issue ‘Kanselarij’ 70
 5690 Eremedaille Orde van Oranje-Nassau in silver, Civil Division, in case of issue ‘Kanselarij’, added four miniatures 15

 5691 Small collection Eremedaille Orde van Oranje-Nassau, consisting of medals in silver and silver gilt, with and without swords, five 
miniatures, five buttonhole ribbons and booklet Orde van Oranje Nassau 50
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 5692
Museummedaille in silver, type 3 by Menger and Baars, reverse marked ‘Voor Verdiensten jegens s Rijks musea, Aan Shinkishi Hara, 
1899’, beautiful piece, extremely rare 3000

 5693
De Ruyter medal, in silver, named to ‘G.M.A. Elbers’, instituted 23 March 1907, between 1907 and 2006 only 88 silver medals were 
awarded, very rare piece 1000

 5694 Witte Mobilisatiekruis 1914-1918, in alpaca metal, issued to non-military, rare 80

 5695 Kruis voor Trouwe Brandweerdienst, issued between 1952 and 1967 20

5696 5697 5704
 5696 Elf Steden Kruis, ‘De Friesche Elf Steden’, reverse dated ‘21 Febr. 1985’, marked with silver hallmark and ‘B under crown’ (Begeer) 60

 5697 Miniature medalbar consisting of Militaire Willems-Orde and Orde Nederlandse Leeuw, 1860-1880, with dutymarks 150
 5698 Miniature Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw, with dutymark, 1814-1831, centre on front missing 100

 5699 Miniature Militaire Willems-Orde, ‘Dolphin’ dutymark in ring (1859-1893), width 24mm, minor enamel damage, considering the age 
in nice condition 100

 5700 Miniature Militaire Willemsorde, some damage to enamel, medaillon missing 40
 5701 Miniature Militaire Willemsorde, medaillon missing, otherwise in nice condition 50
 5702 Two miniatures Militaire Willemsorde, some damage to enamel, medaillon missing 50

 5703 Miniature medal bar consisting of Militaire Willemsorde, Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen with clasp ‘Atjeh 1873-1885’ and Officier-
skruis 15 years, beautiful bar 70

 5704 Miniature Bronzen Ster voor Trouw en Verdienste, in nice condition 40

 5705
Postwar, miniature medal bar consisting of Commander Orde van Oranje-Nassau, Inhuldigingsmedaille Juliana 1948, Belgian Orde 
Leopold II, Commander Civil Division, French language, Italian Commander Order of Merit, Luxembourgish Commander Order of 
the Oak Crown and German Commander Verdienstorden der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. In cardboard box ‘Van Wielik’

40

 5706
Miniature medal bar consisting of Knight Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw and Norwegian Grand Cross Order of Saint Olav in case 
of issue ‘Van Wielik’. With two documents regarding the returning of the Grand Cross Order of Saint Olav after the passing of Dr. 
I.N.Th. Diepenhorst, former Dutch State Secretary, interesting grouping

40

 5707 Miniature bar consisting of Oorlogsherinneringskruis with clasp ‘Nederland Mei 1940’, Orde en Vrede with clasp ‘1945’ and Officier-
skruis 20 years. Added some other small items 10

 5708 Interesting lot consisting of four miniatures Knight Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw, various conditions, some buttonhole ribbons and 
three medal boxes, including older box ‘Begeer, Utrecht’ and ‘Wolfers, Bruxelles’ 50

 5709 Medal bar consisting of officierskruis 15 years and Mobilisatiekruis 1914-1918 20
 5710 Lot consisting of medals ‘Voor IJver en Trouw’ in silver and bronze (24 and 12 years) and Metalen Kruis 1830-1831 40

 5711 Interbellum-postwar, lot consisting of medal bar of Mobilisatie Herinneringskruis and Vierdaagse medal and Nieuw-Guinea Kruis, 
added some loose ribbon 25
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 5712 WWII, Oorlogsherinneringskruis, with clasps “Oorlogsdienst koopvaardij 1940-’45”, Middellandse zee 1940-’45”, Oost-azie-Zuid-
pacific 1942-’45”, accompanied with certificate and ribbon bar, issued 1952 20

 5713 Large collection medals ‘Voor Trouwe(n) Dienst’, Landmacht and Marine, in total approximately 15 medals, including older pieces, 
some with clasps 75

 5714 Lot of approximately nine Trouwen Dienst medals, for 12 and 24 years of service, mostly silvered, probably locally made Dutch-
Indies cast pieces, worn conditions but interesting 20

 5715 Lot of nine medals, including  ‘Voor IJver en Trouw’ in silver, also some ribbon bars and loose ribbon 40

 5716 WWII, group of four medals, consisting of Eremedaille Orde van Oranje-Nassau silver with swords, Oorlogsherinneringskruis with 
clasps ‘Krijg ter Zee 1940-1945’ and ‘Javazee 1941-1942’, Orde en Vrede and Trouwe Dienst Koninklijke Marine, with ribbon bar 40

 5717 Small collection of nine Orde en Vrede medals with seperate ribbons and ribbon bars, added a volunteer and Guinea medal 50
 5718 Small lot of various Dutch medals and ribbons, military and civilian, should be viewed 5

 5719 Interesting collection of 11 miniatures Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen and a Trouwe Dienst Koninklijke Marine, various sizes and 
versions, including vaulted, some with clasps, ‘Borneo 1850-54’ and ‘Borneo 1859/65’ included 100

 5720 Lot of circa 12 miniatures 20
 5721 Lot of eight miniatures Trouwe Dienst Koninklijke Marine, bronze and silver, all nice older pieces 40

 5722 Lot consisting of award document for clasp Kruis voor Krijgsverrichtingen, ‘W.Kust Atjeh 1925-1927’ dated ‘27 Juni 1932’, letter of 
discharge Nederlandsche Marine dated ‘1 Mei 1889’ and Stamboek Extract 30

 5723
Postwar, award document Orde van de Nederlandse Leeuw, Knight, to Mr. K.J.J. Lotsy, chairman of the KNVB (Koninklijke Neder-
landse Voetbalbond), dated ‘23 Januari 1953’, interesting 40

 5724
Postwar, grouping award documents and various paperwork to Professor F.L.J. Jordan, including award documents Commandeur 
Huisorde van Oranje, interesting grouping, should be viewed 200

 5725 WWII, large lot of various fourragères, differrent colors and models 30
 5726 Reference book ‘Koninklijke Medailles’ 5

Belgium

 5727 Framed grouping of medals belonging to ‘Charles Vanden Borne’, consisting of Orde Leopold I, Civil Commander in gold and two 
other medals, complete with chain with matching miniatures 400

 5728 Orde Leopold II, Commander Civil Division, French and Dutch language, in case of issue ‘P. De Greef, Bruxelles’ 40

5729

 5729 Belgian Congo, collection of three medals, Orde Leopold I, Koninklijke Orde van de Leeuw and Zilveren Dienstster 80
 5730 Medal ‘Chefferie Indigène’, diameter 60mm, nice condition 40

 5731 Small family archive of the Hotton family from Belgium, various documents starting from 1816 towards WWII including four Bel-
gian medals and certificates 25

 5732 Grouping various items of the Geerinckx family, consisting of various medals, including Officer Orde Leopold II, table medals, seal, 
various paperwork and large framed hand-coloured photograph portrait of Leopold Geerinckx, total size 79x99cm 25

 5733 WWI, lot of nine medals, amongst which Ysermedaille and Vuurkruis 40
 5734 WWI and later, lot of approximately 72 medals, many in cases of issue, including Ijzerkruis 60
 5735 WWII, lot of circa 10 medals and a badge, some better pieces 40
 5736 Lot of circa 10 various medals, including Officer Orde Leopold II and Kroonorde and Knight Orde Leopold I 25
 5737 Lot of circa 30 medals, including Officer Orde Leopold II 100
 5738 Lot various orders and decorations, added some other small items 10
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 5739 Collection various miniatures, including Orde Leopold I Military Division, Officer Orde Leopold II, Koninklijke Orde van de Leeuw 
and Zilveren Dienstster, also some documents and books 30

Luxembourg
 5740 Order of the Oak Crown, Commander, in case of issue. Added unknown Commander UN medal and some buttonhole ribbons 40

France

 5741
Officer Légion d’Honneur, First empire version in gold with replaced backside medaillion, remainings of old cardboard box, total 
weight of gold medal 20.83gr 300

 5742 Italy Campaign 1859 medal 25
 5743 Morocco Campaign 1909 medal 20
 5744 Order of the Black Star of Benin, Knight, some enamel damage 40

 5745
WWII, eight-piece medal bar, including Legion d’Honneur and Médaille Coloniale with clasps ‘Tunisie 1942-43’ and ‘Africque 
Francaise Libre’ 100

 5746 WWI, lot of approximately 12 various medals, some better pieces 40
 5747 WWI-postwar, lot of approximately 20 medals, some boxed, including ‘Patria non Immemoir’ and Korea medals 50
 5748 WWII-postwar, lot of circa 20 medals, in boxes of issues, some in original paper wrapping 50
 5749 Lot of approximately 14 loyal service medals, including silver pieces and Chemins de Fer 25
 5750 Lot of circa 18 medals, many better pieces, including Legion d’Honneur and Médaille Coloniale 80

United Kingdom

 5751 WWI, grouping of three medals named to same person, consisting of British War Medal, 1914-15 Star and Victory Medal, all named 
to ‘985EA W.G. Cummings. E.R.A. R.N.R.’ 25

 5752 WWI, grouping of three medals named to same person, consisting of British War Medal, 1914-15 Star and Victory Medal, all named 
to ‘22694 Cpl./Sjt. C.N. James R.A.’ 25

 5753 WWI, grouping of three medals named to same person, consisting of British War Medal, 1914-15 Star and Victory Medal, all named 
to ‘63162 SPR. W.C. Perkins R.E.’ 25

 5754 WWI, grouping of two medals named to same person, consisting of British War Medal and Victory Medal, named to ‘55508 A. CPL. 
W.G. Garner M.G.C.’, with cap badge and another British War Medal 20

 5755 WWI-WWII, small collection of six medals, consisting of Special Constabulary Long Service Medal, 1939-1945 Star, Burma Star, 
Italy Star, War Medal 1939-1945 and Defence Medal 25

 5756 WWII, lot of circa 18 medals, consisting of 1939-1945 Star, Burma Star, Defence medal and War Medal 1939-1945 70
 5757 WWII, lot of approximately 21 medals, mix of originals and restrikes, including Defence Medals and various Stars 50
 5758 Lot of two General Service Medals with clasp, Palestine ‘GNR.H.J.WALL.R.A’ and Malaya ‘CPL.J.RYAN.A.C.C’ 50

5759
Germany

 5759
Saxony, Albrechts Orden, 2nd model (1876-1918), Commander breast star, reverse unmarked, in case of issue marked ‘Albrechts = 
Orden, Komturstern’, very nice and rare set 800
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 5760 Prussia, Order of the Crown, 4th class, ‘Got mit uns, Den 18 October 1861’, , without ribbon, in damaged original case of issue. 
Added Dutch Eremedaille Orde van Oranje-Nassau Civil Division in silver, in case of issue ‘Kanselarij’ 100

 5761 1870 Iron Cross 2nd Class, 3-piece construction, magnetic core, some oxidation, with original ribbon 150
 5762 WWI, Iron Cross 1st Class, maker marked ‘KO’ for Königliches Münzamt Orden from Berlin 50
 5763 WWI, Iron Cross 1st Class, unmarked vaulted version with double screwback, no screws 50
 5764 WWI, Iron Cross 1st Class, verry attractive unmarked vaulted version 50

 5765 WWI, Iron Cross 1st Class, maker marked ‘L/13’ (Paul Meybauer, Berlin), Interbellum or early WWII production, should be viewed. 
Added Ehrenkreuz 1914-1918, maker marked ‘KM&F’ 50

 5766 WWI, small medal bar of Iron Cross 2nd Class, ring marked ‘5’ and Ehrenkreuz 1914-1918, reverse marked ‘A&S’ added wound 
badges in black and silver 30

 5767 WWI, collection of Iron Cross 2nd Class, Verwundetenabzeichen in Schwarz and Ehrenkreuz für Frontkämpfer 1914-1918, with 
Militärpaß 25

 5768 WWI, nice selection of various pieces including Iron Cross 2nd Class, Ehrenkreuz 1914-1918, ribbon bars and documents, large rib-
bon bar pin missing 25

 5769 WWI-WWII, small collection various medals, consisting of Mutterkreuz in Silber, Kriegsverdienstkreuz mit Schwertern 2nd Class, 
ring marked ‘15’ (Friedrich Orth, Wien), Ehrenkreuz für Frontkämpfer 1914-1918 and Finnish 1914-1918 Liberation War medal 30

 5770 Interbellum-postwar, small collection Sportabzeichen, consisting of three pre-war DRA abzeichen, three WWII DRL abzeichen (two 
denazified) and one postwar type with miniature. Various makers, interesting lot, should be viewed 20

 5771 WWII, Mutterkreuz in Gold, in original box marked ‘Hans Gnad, Wien VII’ 30
 5772 WWII, complete set of Mutterkreuz in Gold, Silver and bronze, all with ribbon 50

 5773 WWII, Spanienkreuz in Silber mit Schwertern, silvermark 900 500

 5774
WWII, Spanienkreuz in Silber ohne Schwertern, Tombak silver plate, in worn condition with remainings of silver finish, only 327pcs 
awarded, rare piece 500

5775 5777

 5775 WWII, Spanienkreuz in Bronze mit Schwertern, unmarked version in tombak 300

 5776 WWII, single sided Spanish cross miniature, silver version without swords 25

 5777
WWII, Deutsches Kreuz in Gold, light weight version, marked ‘20’ on the pin for maker ‘C.F.Zimmermann’ Pforzheim. Four rivet 
construction  weighing approximately 44 grams 1000
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 5778 WWII, Iron Cross 1st Class, no maker marking on reverse, in original case of issue 100
 5779 WWII, Iron Cross 1st Class screwback, magnetic core, maker marked on reverse ‘L 54’ (Schauerte & Höhfeld) screwdisc missing 50
 5780 WWII, Iron Cross 1st Class, non magnetic core, umarked specimen 80
 5781 WWII, Iron Cross 1st Class, magnetic core, backside of needle marked, possibly maker ‘13’ 80
 5782 WWII, Iron Cross 1st Class, no maker marking on reverse, catch repaired 50
 5783 WWII, Iron Cross 2nd Class, ring marked ‘55’ (J.E. Hammer & Söhne, Geringswalde) 40
 5784 WWII, Iron Cross 2nd Class, ring marked ‘122’ (J.J. Stahl, Straßburg), rare maker 60
 5785 WWII, Iron Cross 2nd Class, ring marked ‘27’ (Anton Schenkl’s Nachfolger, Wien) 40
 5786 WWII, Iron Cross 2nd Class, no maker marking, with ribbon 50
 5787 WWII, Iron Cross 2nd Class, no maker marking, with ribbon 50
 5788 WWII, Wiederholungsspange 1939 for Iron cross 1914, unmarked 100

 5789 WWII, lot of two Iron Crosses 2nd Class, first piece with ring marked ‘24’ (Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Hanauer Plaketten-Hersteller, 
Hanau/Main), painting mostly gone, second piece with repaired suspension and ring, both good original pieces with some issues 50

 5790 WWII, collection of two Iron crosses 2nd Class with altered rings, one core and a certificate, all cores magnetic 50
 5791 WWII, Kriegsverdienstkreuz 1. Klasse mit Schwertern, marked L/11 for Wilhelm Deumer 50
 5792 WWII, Kriegsverdienstkreuz ohne Schwertern 1st Class, unmarked, in used condition 25
 5793 WWII, Kriegsverdienstkreuz ohne Schwertern 1st Class, early war unmarked piece with straight pin 50
 5794 WWII, Kriegsverdienstkreuz mit Schwertern 1st Class, unmarked 50
 5795 WWII, Kriegsverdienstkreuz 2.Klasse mit Schwertern, five unissued pieces with paper bag and ribbon, traces of oxidation 25
 5796 WWII, bundle of circa 100 factory tied KVK ribbon, length approximately 24cm 50
 5797 WWII, bundle of circa 100 factory tied KVK ribbon, length approximately 24cm 50
 5798 WWII, bundle of circa 100 factory tied KVK ribbon, length approximately 24cm 50

5799

 5799

WWII, grouping of three award documents to SS Sturmmann/Rottenführer Wilhelm Wagner, 7./SS-Pz.Gren.Rgt.5 “Totenkopf”. Con-
sisting of award document for Kriegsverdienstkreuz mit Schwertern 2nd Class, dated 1 September 1944, signed by Divisional Com-
mander SS-Oberführer Hellmuth Becker, award document for Verwundetenabzeichen in Silber for being wounded three times, dated 
17 September 1944, signed by Regimental Commander Sturmbannführer Max Kühn and award document for Panzerkampfabzeichen 
in Bronze, dated dated 9 November 1944 and signed by Regimental Commander Sturmbannführer Max Kühn. Staple holes and some 
tape repairs, rare and interesting grouping

500

 5800 WWII, Infanterie-Sturmabzeichen in silver,late war zinc ball hinge marked “M.K.6” for Metall & Kunststoff, Gablonz 40
 5801 WWII, Infanterie-Sturmabzeichen in silver, late war semi hollow version attributed to Arno Wallpach, Salzburg 80
 5802 WWII, Infanterie Sturmabzeichen in Silver, reverse marked ‘R.S.’ (Souval), Late war zinc version, replaced catch 25

 5803 WWII, Infanterie Sturmabzeichen in Silver, rare cupal version (18 grams) probably by a Viennese maker, small traces of silver finish 
left 80

 5804 WWII, Infanterie Sturmabzeichen in Silver marked ‘SHuCo 41’ for Sohni Hubach und Co, catch possibly replaced 25

 5805 WWII, Infanterie Sturmabzeichen in Bronze, maker marked ‘AMK’ (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Metall & Kunstoff, Gablonz), catch slightly 
turned, nice condition 70

 5806 WWII, Infanterie Sturmabzeichen in Bronze, hollow back, no maker marking, probably made by ‘B.H. Mayer, Pforzheim’ 60
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 5807
WWII, Infanterie-Sturmabzeichen in Bronze. Zinc version marked ‘JFS’ (Josef Feix & Söhne, Gablonz), unissued in original paper 
wrapper 80

 5808 WWII, Allgemeines Sturmabzeichen, very attractive unmarked piece 60
 5809 WWII, Allgemeines Sturmabzeichen, zinc base with silver finish, attributed to  ‘Rudolf Karneth’ Gablonz 50

 5810 WWII, Nahkampfspange in Bronze, reverse marked ‘FEC. W.E. Peekhaus Berlin, Ausf. A.G.M.u.K. Gablonz’ (Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
Metall & Kunststoff Gablonz), backplate missing 50

 5811 WWII, Panzerkampfabzeichen in silver, reverse maker marked M in circle for Wiedmann, finish slightly worn off 80

 5812 WWII, Panzerkampfabzeichen in silver, zinc version in original paper wrapper and box of issue. Marked ‘HA’ for Hermann Aurich, 
Dresden 150

 5813
WWII, Panzerkampfabzeichen in silver, zinc version in original paper wrapper and box of issue. Marked ‘HA’ for Hermann Aurich, 
Dresden 150

 5814 WWII, Panzerkampfabzeichen in silver, zinc version to attributed Steinhauer & Luck. Most likely late war or early postwar produc-
tion 25

5815

5818

 5815 WWII, Flugzeugführerabzeichen, reverse marked ‘CE. Juncker, Berlin SW’ 300

 5816 WWII, Flugzeugführerabzeichen, reverse marked ‘CE. Juncker, Berlin SW’ 300

 5817 WWII, Luftwaffe Beobachterabzeichen, reverse maker marked ‘CE. Juncker, Berlin SW’, privately period replaced catch to protect 
the unifom 100

 5818 WWII, Fliegerschützenabzeichen ohne Blitzbündel, by Wilhelm Deumer Lüdenscheid in zinc 80

5819

 5819 WWII, Frontflugspange für Kampfflieger in silver, marked ‘G.H. Osang Dresden’ 150
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 5820 WWII, Fallschirmschützenabzeichen, late war unmarked piece but can be attributed to Juncker 200
 5821 WWII, Fallschirmschützenabzeichen, maker marking ‘BSW’ (Schneider, Wien) on reverse, some oxidation 100
 5822 WWII, Frontflugspange für Kampfflieger in silver, zinc late war production marked ‘F&B.L’ Funcke & Brüninghaus, Lüdenscheid 100
 5823 WWII, Frontflugspange für Kampfflieger in bronze, early tombak production most likely by Juncker from Berlin 100
 5824 WWII, Erdkampfabzeichen der Luftwaffe, late war diecast zinc production by Arno Wallpach from Salzburg 80
 5825 WWII, Flak-Kampfabzeichen der Luftwaffe, unmarked nickel silver ‘ball hinge’ version 100
 5826 WWII, Segelflugzeugführer-Abzeichen, early postwar souvenir strike by Steinhauer & Lück of Lüdenscheid 25
 5827 WWII, U-Boot-Kriegsabzeichen, Late war zinc production ‘l/56’ for Funke & Brüninghaus, Lüdenscheid 100
 5828 WWII, Kriegsabzeichen für die Marineartillerie, pair of unmarked zinc badges most likely by Steinhauer & Lück, different catches 75
 5829 WWII, Kriegsabzeichen für Hilfskreuzer, late war zinc version ‘RS’ by Rudolf Souval 80

 5830 WWII, Minensuchabzeichen, early tombak version by the rare maker Petz & Lorenz Unterreichenbach, Petz & Lorenz seazed ppro-
duction in 1941 60

 5831 WWII, Kriegsmarine Minensuchabzeichen, late war zinc production ‘RS’ by Rudolf Souval 50
 5832 WWII, Zerstörer-Kriegsabzeichen, late war zinc based injection mould production by ‘RS’ Rudolf Souval 80
 5833 WWII, Schnellboot-Kriegsabzeichen 2nd type, late war zinc production by Rudolf Souval 100
 5834 WWII, Krim shield, wool and paper backing, with certificate dated 1942 80
 5835 WWII, Demjansk shield, magnetic version with backplate and field grey wool 100
 5836 WWII, Verwundetenabzeichen in silver, pair of unmarked badges in late war zinc 30
 5837 WWII, Verwundetenabzeichen Schwarz, with original case of issue 25

 5838 Kriegsmarine “Besitzzeugnis” (certificate), for the Black wound badge named to a sailor of a destroyer tasked with searching for 
submarines, dated february 1944, hard to find one marked by the navy 20

 5839 WWII, Deutsche Verdienstmedaille des Deutschen Adler in bronze, bit worn, without ribbon, ring unmarked, fairly hard to find piece. 
Added WWI Iron Cross 2nd Class, suspension ring missing 80

 5840 WWII, RAD service medal for twelve years faithful service for young women, reverse marked ‘Für treue Dienste im Reichsarbeitsdi-
enst’, reverse a bit stained, otherwise in nice condition 50

 5841 WWII, RAD service medal for four years faithful service, reverse marked ‘Für treue Dienste im Reichsarbeitsdienst’ 30
 5842 WWII, two medals for Treue Dienste 25 Jahre and 40 Jahre 25

 5843 WWII, medal Winterschlacht im Osten, ring marked ‘5’ (Hermann Wernstein, Jena-Löbstedt), with award document and paper bag of 
issue, marked ‘L55’. Added medal for Treue Dienste 25 Jahre 40

 5844 WWI-WWII, small collection badges and medals, including Westwall medal and ‘In Eiserner Zeit 1916’ medal/brooch, added repro-
duction Iron Cross 1st Class and cased Dutch medal 25

5845

 5845 WWII, lot of 20 Westwall medals, with ribbon, all in paper bags with removed manufacturer markings 200

 5846 WWII, lot of SA Sportabzeichen bronze, marked ‘Petz u Lorenz, Eigentum der Obersten SA-Führung, U. Reichenbach’, Westwall 
medal and Kriegsverdienstkreuz ohne Schwertern 2nd Class in slightly damaged bag of issue, various conditions 40

 5847 WWII, lot of three medals, Treue Dienste 25 Jahre and 40 Jahre and Kriegsverdienstkreuz mit Schwertern 2nd Class, ring marked ‘10’ 
(Förster & Barth) 40

 5848 WWII, Lot of five Verwundetenabzeichen, Schwarz, Silber, and Gold, all unmarked except for the late war zinc gold version which is 
marked ‘4’ for Steinhauer & Luck 50

 5849 WWII, lot of four medals including Anschluss, Sudentenland and True Dienste 40
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 5850
WWII, nice collection of various medals and documents including Kriegsverdienstkreuz ohne Schwertern 2nd Class, medal für 
Kriegsverdienst 1939, Winterschlacht and a nice mounted set of two 70

 5851 WWII, lot lot of three medals, Mutterkreuz in Bronze, Verwundetenabzeichen Schwarz and Kriegsverdienstmedaille 1939 25
 5852 WWII, lot various abzeichen and medals, mostly reproductions or damaged pieces 25
 5853 WWII, Winterschlacht im Osten, lot of three medals including marked ‘55’ 40

 5854 WWII, lot of three medals, consisting of Iron Cross 2nd Class, suspension repaired, Treue Dienste 40 Jahre and Kriegsverdienstkreuz 
mit Schwertern 2nd Class, ring marked ‘32’ (Wilhelm Hobacher, Wien) 40

 5855 WWII, Frontflugspange, collection of 14 postwar Rudolf Souval flight clasp in different grades and variations 70
 5856 WWII, Frontflugspange, two postwar Souval clasps for day and night fighters, both with number 300 20
 5857 WWII-postwar, lot of 10 postwar Souval badges, all with typical Souval catch 25
 5858 WWII, high quality reproduction of Knight’s Cross, marked ‘L/12, with case and ribbon 40
 5859 WWII, collectors copy of a Knight’s Cross with Oak Leaves, marked ‘L/12’, with case and ribbon 40

 5860 WWII, collectors copies of Oak Leaves, Swords and Diamonds and Oak Leaves and Swords for Knight’s Crosses, added a loose case 
with ribbon 40

 5861 WWII, high quality reproductions Deutscher Orden des Großdeutschen Reiches, neck cross and breast star, both in cases 50

 5862 WWII, lot of two Knight’s crosses, both well-made three-piece construction reproductions, one marked ‘L/26, 900’. Added seperate 
piece of old ribbon and oak leaves 25

 5863 WWII, lot various medals and other small items, mix of originals and reproductions, in period pewter box with later added decora-
tions, should be viewed 25

 5864 WWII, lot various medals and Abzeichen, mainly reproductions, added a reproduction Hitlerjugend dagger and an Arbeitsbuch 20
 5865 WWII, large lot of over 120 pcs reproduction badges and medals including some Souval badges 50

 5866 Postwar, BRD, Verdienstorden der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Commander, in case of issue marked ‘Steinhauer & Lück, Lüdensc-
heid’ 40

Finland
 5867 WWII, three Winter War 1939-1940 medals and two Bravery of the Order of Liberty medals 2nd Class 30

Italy
 5868 Order of Saint Maurice and Lazarus, Commander, silver gilt, some enamel damage 40
 5869 Postwar, Order of Merit, Commander, with buttonhole ribbon, in original case of issue ‘Arturo Pozzi, Roma’ 40

Vatican
 5870 Order of Saint Gregory the Great, Commander in gold, circa 1880-1900, 27,88 grams 300

5871

 5871
Order of Pius IX, Grand Cross, consisting of sash badge and breast star, reverses both marked ‘Anno MDCCCXLVII’ with miniature 
and some buttonhole ribbons, minor wear and some enamel damage to rays 250
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Russia

 5872
Order of Saint Vladimir Cross, 3rd class, Civilian Division. Gold and enamel, minimal damage to enamel, marked in suspension ring 
‘56’ 1500

 5873 Order of Saint Stanislaus, silver breast star, type 1855, marked ‘84’ by Eduard, early 20th century manufacture, silver and enamel 1500

 5874
Order of Saint Stanislaus, Cross 1st Class, type II, 1856-1917 by Eduard, marked ‘56’ in ring, early 20th century manufacture, gold 
and enamel. 63,5x64mm (without suspension) 1500

 5875 Alexander II, Silver award medal for Khiva Campaign, 1873, unsigned. integrated loop, 28 mm, 13,28 grams, some red patina 200

 5876 WWII-postwar, lot of two four-piece medal bars with various commemorative medals and medal ‘Victory over Germany’ with award 
document 20

 5877 WWII, lot consisting of six medals, twice Order of the Red Star, numbered ‘1287727’ and ‘3445775’, Defence of the Caucasus, Cap-
ture of Berlin and twice Defence of Leningrad 70

 5878 WWII-postwar, small collection medals and badges 15
 5879 WWII-postwar, approximately 12 (commemorative) medals 15

USA
 5880 WWII-Korean War, Purple Heart, with ribbon and pin, in original box of issue 40
 5881 WWII-postwar, lot of circa 17 various medals, mix of older and modern strikes, some cased 30

 5882 WWII-postwar, lot various cased medals and empty boxes, amongst which Air Medal and two old boxes for Bronze Star, in total ap-
proximately seven medals 25

 5883 WWII-postwar, lot of eight various medals and a ribbon bar, including twice Purple Heart 20
 5884 WWII-postwar, lot of circa 12 medals, some in boxes 25
 5885 Lot of four medals including WWI Victory Medal with clasps England, Russia and Somme 25

 5886 Postwar, lot consisting of cased Bronze Star, three medals for Humane Action (two in cardboard boxes), added large amount of 
patches and insignia 15

 5887 Lot of approximately 30 medals and some ribbon bars 40
Japan

 5888 1914-1920 War Medal In blackened bronze, added four Chinese medals 20
Thailand

 5889 Twice Order of the White Elephant, 3rd period, Officer, on ladies bow, one cased, also buttonhole ribbon, ribbon bar and Chakra Mala 
medal 30

5890

5891

World

 5890 Poland, lot of four including order of merit in bronze, silver and gold, added some buttons and other insignia 20

 5891
Ivory Coast, collection of four medals, consisting of breast star, Commander Cross and Knight National Order of the Ivory Coast and 
an Order of Merit of National Education, some damage to breast star, other pieces in nice conditions, fairly hard to find 100

 5892 Congo/Republic of Zaire, Ethiopia, lot of 12 various medals, including three better Ethiopian medals 75
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 5893
Colombia, Order of San Carlos, Grand Cross, consisting of sash badge and breast star, with some button hole ribbons, in original case 
of issue ‘Meco, Bogota’, nice set 300

 5894
Ecuador, Order of Merit, Grand Cross, consisting of sash badge and breast star, with miniature and some buttonhole ribbons, minor 
wear 100

 5895 Australia, WWI and WWII, family group of four, all named to ‘WATSON’ 40
 5896 Australia, WWII, group of four, all named to ‘VX132480 J.S.MARSH’ 40
 5897 Australia, WWII, group of four, all named to private ‘N346545 L.K.GOODWIN’ some research included 40
 5898 Australia, WWII, group of three, all named to ‘NX21923 R.I.MONTAGUE’ 25

 5899
Australia, WWII, collection of seven medals, consisting of grouping of 1939-1945 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal 1939-1945 and 
Australia Service Medal 1939-1945, all named to ‘NX108248 H.K. Kershaw’, Pacific Star and War Medal 1939-1945, named to 
‘Q135878 R.D. Ward’ and Australia Service Medal 1939-1945, named to ‘V377707 W. Neurath’

25

 5900 Australia, WWII, two groups of miniatures, some ribbon bars and an Atlantic star 50
 5901 Lot various medals, including Venezuelan Order of the Liberator 25

 5902 Lot various medals and other small military items, including Papal award ‘Pro Ecclesia Pontefice’, Leo XIII, inone sligthly damaged 
box ‘Tanfani & Bertarelli, Roma’ and St. Helena medal 20

 5903 Lot of circa 15 medals, mainly Belgium and France, mostly originals, some boxed 25
 5904 Lot of five various medals, mix of originals and reproductions, including US and South-Africa 10
 5905 WWI-postwar, lot of approximately 23 medals, mainly Belgian, some cased 20

 5906 WWI-postwar, large lot of approximately 50 various medals, some boxed, including Belgium, Great-Britain and US, added loose 
ribbon bars 50

 5907 WWI-postwar, lot medals and other small items, mix of originals and reproductions 20
 5908 Postwar, lot of circa 10 UN and NATO miniatures 10
 5909 Postwar, lot various medals, mainly Belgium and Russia, some with cases 15
 5910 Postwar, lot of circa 62 ribbon pieces 15
 5911 Wooden box containing many pieces of ribbon, medals and some insignia, including French, Netherlands and many others 25

Medals
Germany

 5912 WWII, Meissen porcelain medal ‘SA Gruppenafmarsch Dresden 1934’, added swastika pendant 25
Buttons

 5913 Netherlands, collection of seven buttons, including ‘Schutterij Mechelen’ and ‘De Heus’, added piece of silver shako front plate 10
 5914 Netherlands, until WWII, lot of circa 175 buttons 30

 5915 Netherlands-Indies, WWI/WWII, KNIL large lot of various buttons, including buttons for Atilla jackets, Garoet uniform, various 
sizes, and models, perfect for restauration purposes 30

5916
 5916 Belgium, until WWI, over 300 buttons, many better pieces 50
 5917 Belgium, until WWI, lot of circa 100 military buttons, many Regimental numbers 25
 5918 France, 1er Empire, lot of eight buttons, including bone and woodback 10
 5919 France, 1st and 2nd Empire, lot of circa 33 butons, including bone backing 25
 5920 France, until WWI, large lot of over 300 buttons, should be viewed 30
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 5921 France, until WWI, large lot of approximately 250 buttons, should be viewed 25
 5922 Europe, early 19th century, lot Hessian buttons, brass and tombak, approximately 70 pieces 25
 5923 Europe, early 19th century, large lot of approximately 120 bone and wooden buttons, including blanks 25
 5924 World, lot of approximately 250 half-ball and ball buttons for Hussar uniforms 30
 5925 World, lot various buttons, should be viewed 10
 5926 World, WWII-postwar, large lot various buttons and some other small items 10

Badges and insignia
Netherlands

 5927 WWII, reproduction KNIL “Landwacht” insignia made of bronze 10

 5928 WWII / Postwar, good selection of Dutch Airforce and Navy wings and insignia, some interesting pieces including one callsign 
named wing 30

 5929 WWII / Postwar, Selection of Dutch Navy aviator insignia, consists of: bullion and metal wings, cap badge, and collar insignia, the 
metal wings are marked “Toye silver”, 2 wings missing the pin 30

 5930 WWII / Postwar, Lot of eight Royal Dutch navy aviator crew wings, some marked with “Toye silver, London”, all in good condition 
with pins intact 20

 5931 WWII / Postwar, Lot of Dutch navy insignia, some interesting and rarer pieces included 20
 5932 Postwar, Dutch army Jewish rabbi beret and shoulder insignia, interesting variation, should be viewed 10

 5933
Postwar, good selection of seven Dutch army beret badges, all with so called ‘Buiglippen’ some hard to find pieces including ‘Indisch 
instructie bataljon’, Pontoniers 50

 5934 Postwar, lot of insignia of the Dutch marine corps 10

 5935 Postwar,  good selection of seven Dutch army beret badges, all with so called ‘Buiglippen’, including: ‘Prinses Irene’, Pioniers, 
Cavalerie 30

 5936 Postwar, good selection of Dutch army beret and shoulder insignia, including ‘Officier speciale diensten’, Generale staf, Administratie 
with so called ‘Buiglippen’ 25

 5937 Postwar, good selection of Dutch army insignia, some interesting pieces 15
 5938 Postwar, large lot of Dutch army Paratrooper jump wings, different variations 15
 5939 Postwar, large amount of Dutch army beret insignia, collar tabs and other badges, should be viewed 20
 5940 Postwar, lot of approximately 33 Dutch army beret badges, different branches, all with eyelets directly soldered on, early 1950’s 30
 5941 Postwar, large lot of Dutch army brass shoulder insignia, different branches 20
 5942 Postwar, small lot various insignia and medals, many better pieces 15

 5943 Postwar, large selection of Dutch army insignia, consists of: sleeve badges, beret badges etc., included interesting pieces, should be 
viewed 20

 5944 Postwar, box full of Dutch army rank insignia, added 1950’s beret 5
 5945 Postwar, small lot various badges and insignia 5
 5946 Postwar, belt buckle and helmet plate ‘Prinses Irene’, for use with the ceremonial uniform 15
 5947 Postwar, lot of approximately 35 insignia, many ‘Straatnamen’, mainly ‘Brabants weefsel’ 30
 5948 Postwar, collection of Dutch Royal Airforce insignia, in total approximately 23 pieces 25
 5949 Postwar, collection of approximately 24 insignia, including MLV with multiple grades, sharpshooters and more 25
 5950 Postwar, insignia Koninklijke Marechaussee, nine pieces, including Hogere Krijgsschool and BSB 50
 5951 Postwar, two embroidered badges ‘Meester op de Degen’, black and blue background 10
 5952 Postwar, collection of approximately 42 insignia, including some better pieces, in display case 25

France
 5953 WWII, Lot of Free French Forces patches, including: Twill and embroided version of the 2nd French Army patch 20
 5954 WWII, lot different airborne insignia, possibly older reproductions 10
 5955 Postwar, French Foreign Legion, Indochina period, lot of 20 badges, including interesting pieces 30
 5956 Postwar, lot of 5 paratrooper wings made by “DRAGO”, including Halo, and Instructor 20
 5957 Postwar, lot of 13 french badges, mostly airforce and airborne related 25
 5958 Postwar, lot of 13 badges, including, marines, and foreign legion 25
 5959 Postwar, lot of five jumpwings, embroidered and metal 20
 5960 Postwar, large lot of French cloth insignia, including factory uncut pieces 10
 5961 Postwar, lot of circa 44 pairs of collar disks 10

United Kingdom

 5962 WWI, framed selection of British cap badges, marked on the back “Badges worn by: Royal naval infantry 63rd division 1914/1918”, 
interesting grouping, frame has water damage 20

 5963 WWII, lot of British capbadges of various regiments, including: Highland, 10 in total 20

 5964 WWII, small lot of various rare British economy capbadges, four from the  “Argyle & Sutherland”, and one from the “Scottish Light 
Infantry” 30

 5965 WWII, Australia, large selection of felt regimental sleeve insignia, many better pieces 40
 5966 WWII, Australia, lot various insignia 20
 5967 WWII, Australian Navy, two pairs of shoulder boards 10
 5968 WWII, Australia, lot of various insignia, including overseas stripes, slip ons, interesting pieces 10
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Germany
 5969 Binder with approximately 70 WWII German insignia, mix of reproduction and originals, should be viewed 20
 5970 Binder with circa 96 WWII German insignia, mix of reproduction and originals, should be viewed 20
 5971 Postwar, large lot of German Bundeswehr insignia, mix of metal and cloth insignia 15
 5972 Large lot of various reproduction insignia, patches, badges, medals, breastplate’s 20

Russia
 5973 Postwar, lot of approximately 85 metal Soviet badges 20
 5974 Postwar, lot of approximately 85 metal Soviet badges 20

USA

 5975 WWII / prewar, US army air corps insignia, black and bleu cadet patches in felt en full embroided, PX pocket patch, USAAC emer-
gency corps patch, very nice variation 30

 5976 WWII, two british made, airforce enlistedmen crew wings, no markings visible 20
 5977 WWII, Airborne glider wing “Sterling” marked, with intact pin 35
 5978 WWII, Airborne glider wing, British made, in very good condition 40
 5979 WWII, USAAF aerial gunner wing marked “Sterling”, with pinback closure, in very good condition 20
 5980 WWII, USAAF bombardier wing, marked “Sterling”, with pinback closure 20
 5981 WWII, US Navy flight surgeon wings, one full size and one smaller for the shirt, both made by “Vanguard NY” 50
 5982 WWII, US Navy PT Boat crew insignia designed by “Higgins” and made by “Gemsco NY”, very nice condition 20
 5983 WWII, Nice selection of different unit insignia, including interesting pieces 15
 5984 WWII, Selection of 10th Mountain division patches, including: white back, and purple back variants 20
 5985 WWII, US foreign mission patches, including: “mission to Hungary”, and “mission to Moscow”, rare patches (uv checked, no glow) 50

 5986 WWII, Lot of three “British made” patches, including: Airborne troop carrier, 8th Airforce in bullion, and 9th Airforce, all in good 
condition without moth damage 20

 5987 WWII, Lot of patches from Air transport command, including original WASP “Fifnella” patch, (uv checked, no glow) 30

 5988
WWII, Lot of seven Airborne related patches, including: white back Allied airborne, white back fixed tab (green twill) 17th airborne, 
white back 101st Airborne, white back airborne command, all patches have glue or paper residue on the back 50

5989
 5989 WWII, 503rd Airborne pocket patch, diameter 3 inch. variation with red tonque, rare item (uv checked, no glow) 50

 5990 WWII, D-day related unit insignia, including: Ranger diamond, white back 2nd Infantry, white back 90th Infantry, overall good 
condition, some glue and paper residue on back 40

 5991 WWII, Lot of patches from the 99th Infantry batalion (“Viking”), and the 474TH Rct, including the red and the blue version, some 
have glue residue on the back 40

 5992 WWII, Large lot of 1940s “Patch king” felt embroided patches, WW1 / inter war period, (uv checked, no glow) interesting pieces 50

 5993 WWII, Lot of assorted patches, including: Bomb disposal, Ampfibious engineers, and Chemical mortar, some with residue on the 
back 10

 5994 WWII, Atomic bomb related patches including:  Manhattan project / Armed forces special weapons project 10
 5995 WWII, Nice serie of Armored division patches incl: white and green back variations, also several tabs incl: german bevo made ones 50
 5996 WWII, Anti-aircraft artillery related patches, including : 49th AAA, nice examples 20

 5997 WWII, CBI related patch selection including: Ledo Road (1 theater made), white back Merrils Marauders, white back Kachin raiders, 
chinese forces training patches, some with residue on the back 70
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 5998 WWII, Aviation engineers insignia, slightly different versions, (uv checked, no glow) 20

 5999 WWII, Aleutian campaign related insignia, consisting of circa 10 Aleutian islands patches (2 versions), Kiska taskforce, and FSSF 
patch, all original, some have traces of glue residue on the back 50

 6000 WWII, Philippine related patches, including: Army infantry units, and Airforce 10
 6001 WWII, Cavalry related insignia, including: 1st cav, 2nd cav (white and green back), some with residue on the back, nice examples 50

 6002 WWII, European theater of operations, related patches, including 2 different versions of “London base command”, some with traces 
of residue on the back 30

 6003 WWII, Large lot of approx. 90 us army corps insignia patches, some have residue on the back, overall nice overview lot 45
 6004 WWII, Large lot of approx. 45 patches, all from US defense/base commands, theaters and departments, most of them are in the lot 50

 6005
WWII, USMC amphibious corps lot of sleeve insignia, including: Paramarine, HQ (embroided and twill), some with glue residue on 
the back 75

 6006 WWII, Army air force patches, good selection of various units, some with residue on the back 20
 6007 WWII, USMC marine air wing and marine fuselage unit patches, 11 pieces in total 40
 6008 WWII, USMC division patches, from 1st to 6th, some different variations, including nice white backs, 10 in total 30
 6009 WWII, USMC selection of felt patches, and added 2 factory error patches , nice variations 20

 6010 WWII, USMC good selection of various unit patches, including: ship detachment, defense units, “Irish marines” , some with residue 
on the back 30

 6011 WWII, USMC Fleet marine forces, 8 different unit patches, including: Dog platoon, DUKW, and 1 felt engineer patch 30
 6012 WWII, Lot of felt PX pocket patches, including: Airborne, Army, Marines 50
 6013 WWII, Large lot of US Navy patches, including: Seabees, MTB, minelayer, LST, very interesting pieces 30

 6014 WWII, Good selection of “Phantom” division patches, used prior to D-day for deception purposes, against german intelligence, some 
have residue on the back (uv checked, no glow) 50

 6015 WWII, Original lot of several different, war correspondent related patches, including: Army, Navy and Yank magazine 50

 6016 WWII, nice selection of US naval aviator wings, including: Aircrew “Sterling”, Pilot “Vanguard” and Observer “Vanguard and Gem-
sco” 40

 6017 WWII, good selection of airforce wings, including: Glider, Engineer, Airship, mix of pinback and clutchback 40
 6018 WWII, Nice selection of Enlisted mens collar discs, mix of different branches, clutch and screw back 20
 6019 WWII, Lot of 50 Airborne troop carrier patches, older well made reproductions, good dealer lot 50
 6020 WWII, Lot of several school, training, administration and recruitment units, nice examples, some with residue on the back 20
 6021 WWII, Lot of officers collar brass, from the Corps of Engineers, all on original factory cards 20
 6022 WWII, Lot of insignia of different US army’s, including: 1st army, 3th army, 9th army etc., some white back variants 20

 6023 WWII, Nice selection of very interesting insignia, including: Army service clubs, Tank destroyer, italian POW cap badge, painted 
pockethanger of the 317th troop carrier sqn. 30

 6024 WWII, Nice selection of US Airforce related insignia, including: Tactical airforce, army airways comm. system patches (various), 
desert airforce patches, nice pieces 40

 6025 WWII, Nice lot of various airborne cap badges, twill and full embroided variants, enlisted and officers types, (uv checked, no glow) 
some with residue on the back 50

 6026 WWII, Large lot of us army command patches, approx. 40 pieces, including nice white back variations 30
 6027 WWII, Large lot of Airforce tabs / arches, several different variations 10

 6028 WWII, Army Airforce large lot of specialist patches as worn on the lower sleeve, including: mechanic, weather specialist, approx. 50 
in total 50

 6029 WWII, Large selection of dress uniform insignia, including branch of service, rank and ruptured duck insignia 20

 6030
WWII, large lot of most of the US infantry division patches, including several green and white back variations, about 85 in total, some 
have residue on the back 100

6031

 6031
Lot of CBI related Airforce insignia, for use on a A-2 jacket, 2 bullion patches, one theater made CBI patch, two painted leather 15th 
Airforce patches, name tab and rank insignia, added one silk escape map of the region 75
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 6032 WWII / Postwar, 2nd armored related DUI’s , including German made, very nice examples 20
 6033 WWII / Postwar, large selection of DUI’s , mix of branches, regiments and units, should be viewed 20
 6034 WWII / Postwar, large selection of DUI’s , mix of branches, regiments and units, should be viewed 20
 6035 WWII / Postwar, large selection of DUI’s , mix of branches, regiments and units, should be viewed 20
 6036 WWII / Postwar, selection of rank and branch of service insignia, mostly officers versions 20
 6037 WWII / Postwar, Lot of eight 82nd Airborne patches, WWII to 1950’s manufacture, included “White back’s”, all uniform removed 40

 6038 WWII / Postwar, selection of airborne related insignia, including early 101st, Korea 187th airborne, several airborne tabs, some with 
residue on the back 30

 6039 WWII / Postwar, US Navy and USMC related insignia, including nice pieces 20
 6040 WWII / Postwar, selection of belt buckles and insignia 20
 6041 WWII/Postwar, Lot of six different Artillery pocket patches, including 141st Reg. and 2nd Bn. on felt 20
 6042 WWII / Postwar, Interesting selection of Airforce related insignia 20
 6043 WWII / Postwar, Good selection, of officers branch insignia, including: Medical, JAG, Chemical etc 20
 6044 WWII / Postwar, Good selection of Regimental combat team (RCT) patches 20
 6045 WWII / Postwar, Lot of National guard insignia 10
 6046 WWII/Postwar, lot insignia, circa 35 pieces, mix of original and reproduction 10

 6047 WWII/Postwar, Nice selection of various unit patches and pins, included several “White back’s”, added some interesting 7th Army 
documents 25

 6048 1950’s / 1960’s helmet liner decals, 10 different designs 15
 6049 Vietnam War, Good selection of qualification badges, including: jumpwings, air assault, combat medic, pararescue 30
 6050 Postwar, large lot of various DUI’s, all German made marked with “A” for “F.W. Assman & Sohne” very nice examples 20
 6051 Postwar, large lot of various DUI’s, all German made marked with “A” for “F.W. Assman & Sohne” very nice examples 20
 6052 Postwar, nice collection off Airborne related insignia, various divisions and regiments included 20
 6053 Postwar, Nice collection of US Airforce wings, all German made by “F.W. Assman & Sohne”, some rare pieces included 40
 6054 Postwar, lot of USAF navigator wings 20
 6055 Postwar, large collection of Civil Air Patrol, unit (state) patches 25
 6056 Postwar, selection of jumpwings and qualification badges 15
 6057 Postwar, lot of four Glider wings, German made by: F.W. Assman & Sohne” 20
 6058 Postwar, lot of several airforce wings, including: Liason, Balloon, Surgeon 40
 6059 Postwar, selection of USAF navigator wings, several different versions including one bullion 40
 6060 Postwar, lot of six airforce wings, including: Service pilot, Bombardier 40

 6061 Postwar, US occupation forces, Constabulary patches, consists of: different variations of the shoulder patch, german made bevo, felt 
and 1 white back full embroided, and 1 tab, all in good condition 30

 6062 Postwar, US occupation era patches, mix of US and German made, some very interesting pieces 30
 6063 Postwar, US occupation era, Berlin district patches, very nice examples of different units, also included 1 factory error patch 20
 6064 Postwar, selection of different small sized wings, including some nice variants 20
 6065 Postwar, selection of Christian and Jewish preacher, officers collar insignia, some German made, interesting lot 20
 6066 Postwar, Large selection of 1950’s Airborne pocket patches, some rare ones included, traces of glue residue on the back 75
 6067 Postwar, SHEAF patches with “Berlin” tab, several different variants, 15 in total 30
 6068 Postwar, Lot of 1950’s logistic command patches, nice selection 10
 6069 Postwar, Lot of Korean War / 1950’s, full embroided aviation flight jacket patches 30
 6070 Postwar, Large lot of Airborne pocket patches, modern made copies, approx. 40 pieces 10
 6071 Postwar, Lot of ten different cavalry unit pocket patches 20
 6072 Postwar, Lot of seven different Infantry pocket patches 20
 6073 Postwar, Lot of various pocket patches, including: medical, engineers 10
 6074 Postwar, Lot of several different pocket patches, including: armored, transportation and aviation units 20
 6075 Postwar, Large selection of paratrooper jump wing ovals, various regiments, approx. 60 pieces 50
 6076 Postwar, lot of over 60 metal insignia Air Force and Police 30
 6077 Postwar, Large lot of mixed US related insignia, including military, police, veterans insignia 30

World
 6078 Postwar, lot of Finnish army, parade belt buckles 20
 6079 WWII-Postwar, lot of Finnish army insignia, and uniform related pieces 30
 6080 WWII/Postwar, large lot of Finnish army branch of service insignia 20
 6081 Postwar, Finland, Special forces and paratrooper insignia, different versions 30
 6082 Postwar, large lot of Finnish army branch of service arm badges 20
 6083 WWII, Italian army tank commander and crew badges, marked “Johnson Milano” 30
 6084 WWII, Italian airforce (Regia aeronautica), aircrew wings, interesting lot of rare pieces 70
 6085 WWII, Italian airforce (Regia aeronautica) , wings and specialization insignia 40
 6086 WWII, Italian fascist youth “ONB ( Opera Nazionale Balilla)” badges, including factory errors, very interesting 40
 6087 Postwar, Italian special forces / paratrooper badges, two different variations 15
 6088 Postwar, Italian paratrooper wings and insignia, including older strikes 20
 6089 Postwar, lot of Italian paratrooper insignia, interesting pieces 25
 6090 Postwar, nice grouping of commando and airborne insignia of the former state of Zaire (Congo) 30
 6091 Postwar, Greece, nice selection of jumpwings, several different qualifications included 30
 6092 Postwar, Greece, selection of Special forces / paratrooper insignia 20
 6093 Postwar, Spain, lot of several different variations of paratrooper wings, including metal and bullion 20
 6094 Postwar, Portugal army jumpwings 20
 6095 Postwar, Kingdom of Marocco, paratrooper jumpwing, made by “Drago” 15
 6096 Postwar, Israeli army jumpwings, in unissued condition 20
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 6097 Postwar, Israeli airforce, lot of several different wings / insignia 30
 6098 Postwar, Large selection of Israeli insignia, various branches and variations 60
 6099 Postwar, Egypt airborne / special forces insignia, very nice pieces, rare 25
 6100 Postwar, Egypt, two army air defence forces badges 10
 6101 Postwar, Kingdom of Jordan airforce, pilot wings, in used condition 15
 6102 Postwar, Iran basic jumpwings, from the Shah period pre 1979, hallmarked on the back, rare item 20
 6103 Postwar, Iraq army paratrooper wings lot of 10, Saddam Hussein era 20
 6104 Postwar, Syria airforce pilot wings pre 1972 issue, and capbadge 30
 6105 Postwar, Syria jumpwings, two variations 20
 6106 Postwar, lot of eight jumpwings from Saudi-Arabia, all-in unissued condition 20
 6107 Postwar, Pakistan army Special forces insignia 15
 6108 Postwar, nice selection of jumpwings from Senegal, different qualifications 20
 6109 Lot of ten jumpwings from Uganda, all in new condition, two different variations 20
 6110 Postwar, Cameroon jumpwings, old and current strike, and bullion variation 20
 6111 Postwar, Mali paratrooper jumpwings set of two 20
 6112 Postwar, Gabon presidential guard, paratrooper jumpwings 20
 6113 Postwar, Gabon paratrooper jumpwings, different variations 25
 6114 Postwar, Ethiopia army cap badge, and jumpwings, including: metal and bullion version 20
 6115 Postwar, Ivory coast jumpwings, 2 different models, made by “Drago” 20
 6116 Postwar, Mauritania jumpwing made by “Drago”, rare 20
 6117 Postwar, Comores islands jumpwing made by “Drago”, rare 20
 6118 Postwar, Republic of Biafra, army major rank insignia, worn between 1967 and 1970, harder to find insignia 15
 6119 Postwar, Republic of Chad, paratrooper jumpwings pre 1991 version, made by “Drago” 20
 6120 Postwar, Republic of Niger, jumpwing made by “Drago” 20
 6121 Postwar, Republic of the Congo, paratrooper jumpwings, made by “Drago”, old obsolete version 20
 6122 Postwar, Republic of Upper Volta (Burkina faso) paratrooper insignia, made by “Drago”, rare and short lived insignia 20
 6123 Postwar, Togo Republic, jumpwings, one metal version made by “Arthur Bertrand”, and one bullion version 20
 6124 Postwar, Madagascar pre 1975 jumpwings made by “Drago”, rare 20
 6125 Postwar, Tanzania, lot of two cap badges 15
 6126 Postwar, Central African Republic, lot of two cap badges, rare 15
 6127 Postwar, Zambia special forces insignia, embroided version, rare 20
 6128 Postwar, South africa, jumpwings, for freefall and static line 20
 6129 South-Africa, postwar, lot of approximately 25 para badges and a wooden wall plaque 25

6130
6131

 6130 South-Africa, postwar, lot of approximately 26 para badges 25

 6131 Postwar, good selection of jumpwings and insignia from several African countries, all in good condition 60

 6132 Postwar, assorted insignia of Malaysia 10

 6133 Postwar, Thailand, good selection of embroided, special forces / airborne insignia 20

 6134 Postwar, Thailand, good selection of metal, special forces / ranger insignia 20

 6135 Vietnam, ARVN, South vietnamese army airborne metal jumpwings set of all models used, with plastic clutches, very nice pieces 50

 6136 Vietnam, ARVN, South vietnamese Special forces metal jumpwings set of 3 models, overall good condition, 1 with broken pins 30
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 6137 Vietnam, ARVN, South vietnamese airborne silk woven jumpwings set of all models, including bullion beret badge, very nice pieces 50

 6138 Vietnam, ARVN, South vietnamese army rank insignia, consist of printed: PFC, SGT and metal Cpt. 20

 6139 Vietnam, ARVN, Two south vietnamese marine corps patches, both of silk woven construction, with a plastic backing 40

6140
6141

 6140 Vietnam, ARVN, Mike force patches, one silk woven II corp ABN (5th SF), and two printed strike force command versions 50

 6141 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of three patches from the  regional / popular foces, one silk woven (Ruffpuff) and two printed versions 50

6142 6143

 6142 Vietnam, ARVN, Two patches from the “National Police Field Force (CSDC)”, one silk woven and one printed 40

 6143 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of six different silk woven patches, incl: Military police, Medical, Artillery, very nice pieces 60

 6144 Vietnam, ARVN, Three printed patches, including: Quartermaster, Signal corps and Engineers 30

 6145 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of six printed, Mobile strike force command patches, in unissued condition 60

6146
6152

 6146 Vietnam, ARVN, Three silk woven patches, including: one LLDB special forces and two BDQ ranger, in very good condition 50
 6147 Vietnam, ARVN, Three silk woven, Artillery patches, in unissued condition 30
 6148 Vietnam, ARVN, Two BDQ Arvn Ranger, silk woven patches, in very good condition 30
 6149 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of three CSDC, National police field force patches, one printed, and two silk woven 50
 6150 Vietnam, ARVN, Two printed Mobile strike force command patches 30
 6151 Vietnam, ARVN, Two silk woven Artillery command patches 30

 6152 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of three different ARVN patches, including: Military police, Signal bat. Music corps 50
 6153 Vietnam, ARVN, Lot of three silk woven senior paratrooper jumpwings 30
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 6154 Vietnam War, Laotian jumpwings, early and later design, made by “Drago” 20
 6155 Postwar, Australian SAS brass pjumpwings, for use on the tropical dress uniform 20
 6156 Postwar, lot of various Vietnam war era and onwards insignia 10
 6157 Postwar, Colombia, good selection of cloth paratrooper jumpwings, interesting lot 20
 6158 Lot of various insignia, mix of countries, branches etc, should be viewed 20
 6159 Postwar, lot various badges, insignia and other small military items, including good selection of UN insignia, added some paperwork 20
 6160 Small lot of various insignia, several different countries included, should be viewed 15
 6161 Binder with circa 136 different insignia, mix of reproduction and originals, should be viewed 10
 6162 Small lot of various insignia, WWII and postwar, including: “Buiglippen” beret insignia 10
 6163 Postwar, small lot various insignia 5
 6164 WWII-postwar, lot insignia and other small items, mix of originals and reproductions 15
 6165 WWII-postwar, lot insignia and other small items, mix of originals and reproductions 10
 6166 WWII-postwar, lot various insignia and other small military items, mix of originals and reproductions, should be viewed 15

Books, documents etc.
Netherlands

 6167 19th century, Dutch army soldiers ID booklet, named to a soldier of the 2nd Reg. Infantry fom Tilburg, dated 1898, filled in with lots 
of information 30

 6168 WWI, photo album ‘Oefening Eindhoven, 1913’, in total approximately 67 pictures 25
 6169 Lot of early to mid 1900’s photographs, of Dutch soldiers, some with written information on the back 25
 6170 Interbellum, large format group photo of KMA (military academy Breda) cadets during fenching excersises circa 1920’s 10

 6171 Interbellum, 1920’s dated Dutch service record booklet (Zakboekje), of a Grenadier enlisted in 1914 from the town of “Jutphaas, 
Utrecht”, added a Dutch Mannlicher (Hembrug) rifle cleaning kit, complete 30

 6172 WWII / Pre-war, PTT, lot of paper items, including telegrams, orders propaganda books, air raid precautions, from early 1930’s up 
until 1942 10

 6173 Prewar/WWII, Lot of Dutch army manuals, including: song book, ID booklet, tactical use of smoke, 7 in total 30

 6174 WWII, aircraft recognition manual dated 1939 , in very good condition, added some black and white pictures of prewar Fokker 
aircraft 30

 6175 WWII, Small lot of photographs of a Dutch soldier during the 1930’s, added two original postal cards send by a soldier during the 
mobilisation 1939/’40 to his fafamily 20

 6176 WWII, lot of approximately 45 issues of ‘De Wacht’, mostly in better condition 25

 6177
WWII, Large lot of paperwork from a KNIL officer who was in Holland during the German invasion, and who became a POW, con-
sisting of prewar KNIL documents, telegram dated 10-5-’40, a lot of Red Cross and Stalag POW letters and paperwork, some postwar 
items, very interesting

50

 6178
WWII, lot of 5 glass negatives, with four pictures each, of the German invasion in May 1940 , including pictures of paratroopers, 
bombed Rotterdam and crashed planes 40

 6179 WWII, collection ‘Signaal’, two bound books and approximately 41 loose issues, mostly in better conditions, years 1940-1943, added 
some loose issued ‘Die Adler’ and ‘Die Wehrmacht’ 25

 6180 WWII, Dutch collaboration, 1941 “Voor volk en Vaderland” 1st edition book of party leader Mussert, with dust cover, book has a 
writen message on inside from a Dutch Waffen SS member to his mother, interesting piece, jacket of book is coming loose 50

 6181 WWII, Lot of two blank stationery envelopes and letters from Seyss-Inquart, marked “Der Reichskomissar fur die besetzten Nieder-
landische gebiete”, letters feature embossed Reichs eagle, in very good condition 30

 6182 WWII, NSB membership booklet in unissued condition, added a small anti Stalin propaganda leaflet 25
 6183 WWII, Lot of four brochures from the NSB, in good order 15
 6184 WWII, Lot of 17 fascist propaganda brochures / books, including NSB, several speeches from Hitler 20

 6185 WWII, Lot of four NSB related books / brochures, including pocket size “Voor volk en vaderland” (in damaged condition), zakboekje 
NSB 15

6186

 6186
WWII, Lot of documents from the NSB, including: letters about enlistment in the “Landwacht”, about a lottery for the birthday of the 
leader Mussert and about clearing out civilians and lifestock from the frontline in Zeeland, very interesting 25
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 6187 WWII, report of a meeting of the N.S.B. marked “Beknopt verslag van de vergadering van de N.S.B. te Utrecht (Tivoli) zaterdag 5 
juni 1943”, added a propaganda booklet 15

 6188 WWII, Small lot of W.H.N. (Winter Hulp Nederland), documents, interesting 10
 6189 WWII, small document of “Nederlands verbond voor Sibbekunde”, about coat of arms for a family, dated 25th august 1944 10

 6190
WWII, Dutch collaboration, magazine “Frankenland”, from the “Heemkunde, Frankische werkgemeenschap “De Spade”, 1st year of 
publication nr: 1 to 10, bound together, published under direction of the N.S.B., rare 75

 6191 WWII, Dutch collaboration, magazine “Het Noorderland”, from the “Heemkunde stichting “Saxo-Frisia”, year 1,2 and 3 of publica-
tion complete bound in three books, rare and interesting 50

 6192 WWII, Small lot of Dutch collaboration related documents, including several N.S.B. items and Nationaal Front 10

 6193 WWII, small collection various paperwork Nederlandsche Arbeidsfront, Nederlandsche Unie and Deutsche Zeitung in den Nieder-
landen, should be viewed 20

 6194 WWII, Small lot of Dutch waffen SS, documents, including blanco writing paper 30

 6195 WWII, Leather case, full of ration coupons (Distributie stamkaarten en bonnen), and two “Ausweis”, all from one family from the 
city of Rotterdam, nice complete wartime set 30

 6196 WWII, Lot of four German Law books, for use in the occupied Netherlands, marked “Verordnungsblatt für die Besetzten Niederlän-
dischen Gebiete” consists of the years: 1940,1941,1942,1943, signs of wear, overall good condition 40

 6197 WWII, hardcover edition of the well-known book, Dutch language, 3rd edition 40
 6198 WWII, lot of circa 14 wartime maps, including Schiesskarte 25
 6199 WWII, Lot of several civilian maps, made for propaganda use 10

 6200 WWII, lot of interesting documents, including: blank NSB letter, blank letter from “Seys-inquart”, orders for working in Germany, 
and more 30

 6201 WWII, lot of Dutch collaboration newspapers, including: “Volk en Vaderland”, “Storm-SS”, “De Stormvlag”, and several more, 
added some reproduction NSB insignia 20

 6202 WWII, lot of various paper items all between 1940/1945, including maps, Ausweises, letters 10

 6203 WWII, small lot of documents of one Dutch person, about working in Germany during the war, and working for US forces after 
liberation, and his repatriation documents back to The Haque ( Den Haag) 10

 6204 WWII, collection various paperwork and documents, including two set Persoonsbewijzen and Distributie Stamkaarten 20
 6205 WWII, Small lot of 1945 liberation related items, including a series of color postcards 10
 6206 WWII, Lot of three drawings of weapons, that came with the field manuals, including: FN pistol, Revolver, Lewis MG 15

 6207 WWII, interesting manual ‘Tweede verbeterde en bijgewerkte uitgave van het voorlopig kledingvoorschrift, 9 juni 1944 uit oktober 
1945’, in good condition, complete with full color fold outs 25

 6208 WWII, framed document to Mr. W.E.A de Graaff from Dr. J.M. Somer, Hoofd Bureau Inlichtingen, expressing gratitude for activities 
during WWII, dated ‘18 October 1945’, interesting document 5

 6209 WWII, Lot of documents, from the “Netherlands Goverment Children committee”, about sending small children from the just liber-
ated country to England, and documents from a woman who worked for that branch, interesting 15

 6210 WWII-postwar, large lot various documents, maps and drawing, including Dutch-Indies 10
 6211 WWII/Postwar, Lot of various documents, distribution cards, ausweis, including interesting items, should be viewed 20
 6212 WWII/Postwar, Lot of Dutch army field manuals, including English and Dutch versions, added a picture of a Dutch soldier from 1949 20
 6213 Small lot of various paper items/ documents ranging from the late 1800’s to the 1960’s, interesting pieces included 10
 6214 Box full of WWII related books, warttime and postwar printed, should be viewed 10
 6215 Box full of various newspapers, including pre-war, wartime, resistence, interesting pieces, should be viewed 10
 6216 Lot of various books, all Dutch SS related, interesting titles, added original NSDAP yearbook 1942, in worn condition 20

 6217 WWII, lot of nine reference books, mainly May 1940 and Liberation related, including book ‘Vliegveld Bergen NH 1938-1945’, all 
Dutch language, added five-volume DVD set 5

 6218 Lot of books, all about the “City of Rotterdam” during WWII, in Dutch lanquage, included wartime printed ones 15
 6219 Large lot of Dutch books, about collaboration, holocaust etc. 20
 6220 Postwar, Small photo album, of a medical corps captain, of the Dutch army, during the war in the Dutch east-indies from 1945/1950 20

 6221 Postwar, Nice selection of various books, brochures, for Dutch army personel, included a map of indonesia, medal accompanied with 
certificate, drivers license, letters, interesting pieces 20

 6222 Postwar, Small lot of Dutch marines related paperwork, during the war in the Dutch east-indies, added some insignia 10
 6223 Postwar, Lot of Dutch marine corps related items, including a parts list for the M1 rifle, a map of “Biak”, interesting 15
 6224 Postwar, Good selection of various Dutch army manuals, small calanders, newspaper, and OVW book, all from the 1940’s 20
 6225 Postwar, large lot various manuals, including ‘Hogere Krijgsschool 5

Dutch-Indies
 6226 1898 dated group portrait of gymnastics group “Apollo”, with KNIL troops, nice early picture 10
 6227 WWI / early 1900’s, large format group portrait of KNIL soldiers, with various styles of uniforms, interesting 20
 6228 WWI / early 1900’s, Large format picture of KNIL officers wearing dress uniforms (Atilla), hallmarked to a studio in Batavia 20
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 6229 KNIL, lot of five litho’s/prints, with images of early 1900’s uniforms 20
 6230 Dutch-Indies, booklet ‘Voorschrift voor de Schermoefeningen bij de Infanterie, Batavia Landsdrukkerij, 1903’ 15
 6231 WWI, Large format photograph/print of KNIL, mountain artillery, size: 75x62cm 20

 6232 WWI, Large format photograph/print of horse races at “Fort de Kock” with officials of “Binnenlands bestuur” (Local goverment), 
size: 75x62cm 20

 6233 WWI, Large format photograph/print of a KNIL, field hospital, size: 75x62cm 20
 6234 WWI, Large format photograph/print of KNIL troops in marching order, size: 75x62cm 20

 6235
Interbellum, Real nice early 1930’s photo album, of a KNIL soldier, with lots of interesting pictures, including: manouvres, shooting 
with Madsen gun, the “Uiver” plane, the “Pander postjager”, Fokker airplanes 75

 6236 Interbellum, Photo album, of a KNIL soldier of the 3th Company 1st “Marechaussee” Battalion, dated 1933/1935, with lots of 
photo’s, very interesting 75

 6237 Interbellum, KNIL lot of photographs mostly 1920’s / 1930’s, various sorts, group pictures,  airplanes, dress uniforms, interesting 15

 6238 Interbellum, Large photo lot from a KNIL officer, including very nice large format pictures, of parades, groups, etc. with interesting 
and good uniform details, mostly 1920’s 50

 6239 Interbellum, Large format picture of some kind of reception dated 1919, with KNIL officers, in very good condition 20

 6240 Interbellum, Large format picture of a party honoring two ML-KNIL pilots in 1927, taken in Bandung, with names and info on the 
back 20

 6241 Interbellum, Nice format picture of KNIL troops doing excersise, with rifles 10
 6242 Interbellum, Lot of six studio photo’s of KNIL soldiers, all early 1900’s 20
 6243 Interbellum, Nice group portrait of KNIL soldiers during shooting excersises in Soekaboemi in 1926, with names and inf on the back 20

 6244 Interbellum, Lot of two large format photo’s, of a combined river crossing excersise of Artillery and Engineers in the 1926, near the 
town of Tjimahi, with info writen on the back 30

 6245 Large format photograph of KNIL troops and civilians 20

 6246 Interbellum, Cardboard folder, with family picture of a KNIL soldier, marked on the front with the name of a photographer in Palem-
bang 15

 6247 Interbellum, Large leather folder, with a picture of a KNIL cavalry officer in dress uniform (Atilla), nice detailed picture of the uni-
form and medal 20

 6248 KNIL, Interbellum-WWII, Lot of 17 maps from Dutch East-Indies / Indonesia, from the 1920’s to the 1940’s, both Dutch and USA 
printed 35

 6249 KNIL, Lot of framed photographs, from the period 1920’s up to 1940’s, with original era frames, in good condition 30
 6250 Interbellum, Zakboekje (service record), named to a KNIL Landstorm (army reserves) soldier, dated 1925, in very good condition 20
 6251 Interbellum, Uitdraai stamboek (extract service record), of a KNIL soldier dated 1922, very interesting with lots of information 20

 6252 Interbellum, 1920’s reproduction of a photo book, presented to the royal family with lots of pictures of the KNIL, considering the age 
in good condition 20

 6253 Interbellum, Lot of 1920’s documents about enlisting of a soldier into the KNIL, added a 1929 dated book about the KNIL, should be 
viewed 15

 6254 KNIL, Dutch Navy, remembrance drawing from a sailor to his fiance, made for his voyage to the East-Indies in 1937, with HMS “De 
Ruijter”, nicely detailed, size: 31x45 cm, in original frame 20

 6255 WWII / Interbellum, KNIL lot of 12 field manuals, including: cavalry, infantry, drill regulations, garrison duty, all 1930’s dated, in 
used condition 60

 6256 Lot of name and rank lists of the KNIL, included the years: 1893, 1923, 1933, 1937, and two books from the NCO society dated 
1920’s (onderofficiers vereniging), some with wear some better 20

 6257 1930’s/1940’s, Lot of documents and small books about law and justice system in the Dutch east-indies 10

 6258 Prewar, KNIL photo album of the 100th year anniversary of infantry battalions X -XI-XII, in 1939, very nice and large format album 
with lots of photographs, traces of use on the outer cover, but inside in perfect condition, very rare book 100

 6259
Prewar, KNIL large format photo album, of a KNIL mountain artillery unit, with pictures of manoeuvres, firing guns, very nice condi-
tion, with rare pictures 75

 6260 Prewar, Dutch navy/marines, photo album dated 1931/32, with lots of interesting pictures, of uniforms, ships, submarines and air-
planes, rare and interesting album 75

6261

 6261
Prewar, Dutch navy/marines, photo album, from the 1930’s, including are pictures of MLD Fokker floatplanes, manoeuvres, weapons 
training with Lewis gun, also a lot of personal/family pictures, very interesting, album is worn, pictures are in good shape 75

 6262 Prewar, Photo album spanning a period of 1918 up until the 1940’s, included are pictures of KNIL 13th infantry battalion from 1918 
to 1925, some pictures of 1940’s navy sailor, and a lot of family pictures, interesting 40

 6263 Prewar, KNIL, lot photo’s from the early 1900’s, including several studio photo’s of officers in dress uniforms 10
 6264 Prewar, KNIL photo’s of soldiers in Garoet uniforms, one dated 1926 10

 6265 Prewar/WWII, Small lot of pictures of KNIL soldiers, mostly dressed in Garoet uniform, added a commerative tile, and reproduction 
metal recruitment advert 20

 6266 Prewar, Large format photograph of KNIL troops, all in tropical dress uniform, on the back its described as a party for a farewell of a 
major, dated 1934 made in Bandung. 20
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 6267 WWII, Identification card of a KNIL officer of the medical services, named to “Hugo Kellerman Deibel” issued to him in Malang, 
nice condition 40

 6268 WWII, Identification card of a KNIL 1st Lieutenant of the army reserves, named to “Gerardus Theodorus Gell”, in good condition 40

 6269
WWII, Identification card of a KNIL Lieutenant of the army reserves named to “Doorenbos”, of the Xde department, dated 20 Febru-
ari 1942, during the Japanese invasion, in worn condition, but rare late date of issue 40

 6270 WWII, Pre ‘42, Veldzakboekje (service record), from a KNIL soldier attached to te ML-KNIL (Airforce), with interesting stamps on 
the inside, in used condition, rare item 20

 6271 WWII, Pre ‘42, Drivers license (civilian) dated 1940, issued to a Dutchman in Semarang, with nice stamps of the Governor of Java, 
added a 1930’s roadmap of Java, Maddoera and Bali 15

 6272 WWII, Pre ‘42, Lot KNIL enlistment adverts and information booklet with info for people who liked to enlist, interesting and overall 
good condition 20

 6273 KNIL, WWII, Original poster depicting a Octopus (Japan), stretches out over the Dutch East-Indies, with the tekst “Indie moet vrij!, 
werk en vecht ervoor!”, official R.V.D. publication printed in London, folded but without damage, size: 73x49cm 30

 6274 KNIL, Small lot of mixed prewar/post war, paper work, including manuals, empty photoalbum 5
 6275 WWII, Lot of two temporary ID cards for Dutch/Indo persons, libarated from Japanese internment camp 10
 6276 Postwar, Photo album of a Dutch marine, with pictures of departure from the USA, and of his time in the Dutch-indies 30
 6277 Postwar, 1940’s, Large lot of aerial photographs of the city and surroundings of Depok, West-Java, interesting 30

 6278 Postwar, Lot of documents of a Dutch soldier, who served in the Dutch east-indies, with 3-1-AAT, included lanquage guide, and a 
prewar (1935) dated manual about military law, with stamps of the AAT on the cover, interesting 15

 6279 Postwar, Selection of orders, programms, maps, of parades in Makassar, celebrating, the birthday of the queen, and the birth of a 
princess, also included large photo of city, very interesting lot 20

 6280 Postwar, Lot of documents and orders, from the KNIL, various subjects 15

 6281
Postwar, Large personal file / dossier, of a Dutch KNIL engineer soldier, who was a soldier during the Japanese invasion, who became 
a POW (likely working on the Burma railroad in Thailand), and a lot of postwar KNIL documents about training etc, very complete 
and interesting file

50

 6282 Postwar, Large lot of photo’s , from a Dutch soldier/musician, of the “Prins Bernhard kapel”, with lots of very interesting pictures, 
including Japanese wrecks, pictures of parades, some with discriptions on the back, hard to find 50

 6283 Postwar, Large photo lot, of Dutch soldier, stationed in Papua New-Guinea, interesting pictures, some with locations writen on the 
back like “Fak Fak, Merauke” 20

 6284 Postwar, Large lot of photo’s of a Dutch soldier in the East-Indies, including interesting examples 20
 6285 Postwar, Small lot of seven press photos, from the Dutch east-indies / New-Guinea, interesting pieces 10

 6286 Postwar, Dutch East-Indies, various books of the armoured regiment “Huzaren van Boreel”, including original books from 1948, and 
postwar prints about the regiment, interesting lot 20

 6287 Postwar, series of remembrance books of the Dutch army 1st infantry brigade, 1947/1948, part 1 to 3 20
 6288 Lot of books about the Dutch East-indies, during WWII and after, in used condition 10
 6289 Postwar, Lot of books, all subjects related to the Dutch east-Indies / KNIL 10

Belgium

 6290

Napoleonic Time and later, album various documents with the military career of Kolonel Geerinckx, consisting of approximately 65 
original documents throughout his military career. Starting in French Empire and Royal service in 1814, in Dutch service in 1815 
and after 1830 in Belgian service. Various after-battle reports from the ‘Tiendaagse Veldtocht’ (Belgian uprising), award documents, 
promotion documents and more, with order Legion d’Honneur, model 1830, centre pieces periodically replaced to 2nd Empire model, 
very interesting grouping, should be viewed

500

 6291 M1881 soldiers ID booklet, named to a member of the 14th line infantry regiment 10
 6292 WWI, Lot of two permits for Belgium refugees, in France, both named filled in, with pictures 10

6293

 6293 WWII, two issues ‘De Jonge Nationaalsocialist’, numbers 10 and 12 1943, damaged and tape repairs, hard to find 20

 6294 WWII, Transcript of a meeting in 1941, about the Belgian collaborating party V.N.V., in Berlin, interesting piece 15

 6295 Postwar, Belgium lot of 12 pictures of 1950’s heavy equipment, including: tanks, guns, rockets, halftracks, interesting pictures 5
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 6296 Postwar, Book about the Belgian waffen-SS brigade “Langemarck”, jacket of book in used condition 10

France

 6297 1872 dated large format book, about the French / Prussian war of 1870/1871, in French lanquage, with many prints, jacket of book in 
worn condition 10

 6298 Lot of approximately 115 postcards, many Napoleon related 25
 6299 WWI, lot of circa 110 military postcards, mainly French 20
 6300 WWII, lot of approximately 55 issues ‘Signal’, various years and conditions 20

 6301 WWII, large lot of circa 89 Signal propaganda magazines, all in French language, overall in good condition, also included approxi-
mately 10 different German newspapers 40

United Kingdom
 6302 WWI, lot of approximately 83 press photo’s, all British Navy 40
 6303 WWI, lot of approximately 25 press photo’s, all about German prisoners of war 15
 6304 WWI, lot of approximately 54 press photo’s, all of the British King and Queen 20
 6305 WWI, lot of approximately 32 press photo’s, including visits of US Congress men to the front 10
 6306 WWI, large amount of approximately 150 press photo’s, very interesting, should be viewed 70
 6307 WWI, large amount of approximately 188 press photo’s, very interesting, should be viewed 100

 6308 WWII, Large lot of circa 357 photos of Allied tanks, armoured cars, infantry weapons, Hobarts funnies, including a lot of original 
press releases, very interesting lot 30

 6309 WWII/Postwar, WAAF (RAF) service and release book, for a female service member, who served from 1943 up to 1947, filled in, 
with several stamps, also included a pair of R.a.f.a. (Royal air force association) veteran lapel pins in original box, interesting set 15

 6310 Postwar, photo album from a British soldier, concerning the Communist insurgency in Malaysia, interesting and fairly unknown part 
of history 15

 6311 Postwar,  Lot of three RAF flight manuals, early postwar (1947) reprints, including: Lancaster, Stirling and Anson, with fold outs 
drawings, in good condition 15

 6312 WWII, lot various military maps, including one Air Raid Protection, added some German WWI maps 10
Germany

 6313 ID booklet (Militärpaß), paybook, in original sleeve marked “Herzog Frd. Wilh. Von Braunsweig, IR 78” 20
 6314 WWI, Sleeve for ID booklet (Militärpaß), marked “Inf. Reg. Hessen-Homburg, 166”, in very good condition, hard to find 20
 6315 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß), 12 pieces in total 30
 6316 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß), 12 pieces in total 30
 6317 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß), 10 pieces in total 30
 6318 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß) and paybooks, 12 pieces in total 30
 6319 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß), 10 pieces in total 30
 6320 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß) and paybooks, 12 pieces in total, including Imperial navy 30
 6321 WWI, Lot of soldiers ID booklets (Militärpaß) and paybooks, 10 pieces in total 30

 6322 WWI, small lot of documents attributed to a German cavalry soldier, consists of: paybook, ID booklet (Militärpaß), good conduct 
certificate and a picture of the soldier on horseback 20

 6323 WWI, lot of documents named to one person, including his “Militarpass, certificate for wound badge, and a 1934 dated certificate for 
a cross of honour for actions during the 1st world war, very interesting 25

 6324 WWI, small grouping named to one soldier, including his paybook, ID booklet (Militärpaß), and dogtag 15

 6325 WWI, Lot of documents attributed to a German soldier, including his ID booklet (Militärpaß), travel permit, postcards, photo’s, advert 
about his passing, interesting grouping 20

 6326 WWI, Small lot to one person, including : ID booklet (Militärpaß), paybook, and certificate for the “Iron cross 2nd class” 15
 6327 WWI, Large lot of 61 pieces of Feldpost letters, dated 1916/1918, from a soldier of “Inf. Reg. 122” 20

 6328 WWI, two photo albums full of pictures, one with miscellaneous portraits etc, one with operations on the eastern front, both interest-
ing and in good condition, added four original empty albums 30

 6329 WWI, lot of approximately 15 postcards and photographs 10
 6330 WWI, lot of approximately 76 postcards, some interesting pieces 15
 6331 WWI, lot of circa 95 postcards and photocards 25
 6332 WWI, lot of approximately 80 various postcards 20
 6333 WWI-WWII, lot various documents and photographs, including Militärpaß 10
 6334 Nice lot of various German documents, including ID Booklets (Militärpaß) and paybooks, several sets named to individual soldiers 50
 6335 WWI/WWII, Lot of documents from one person, including: ID booklet (Militärpaß), work permit, from his service in WWI till WWII 20

 6336 WWI-WWII, collection various documents, all belonging to same family, including WWI and WWII Militärpaß, Soldbuch, Wehrpaß 
and much more 50
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 6337
Interbellum, Two large bound albums of the newspaper “Berchtesgadener Anzeiger”, this is the local newspaper of Berchtesgaden, 
album 1 consists off all newspaper of the 2nd half of 1937, album 2 consists of 1st half of 1938, both in very good condition, filled 
with interesting articles, very rare items

100

 6338 Interbellum-WWII, large amount (glass) negatives, many Hitlerjugend, some later printed 20

 6339 WWII, Very interesting and rare pre war photo album, from an staff officer of Wehrmacht Artillery regiment 25, starting in 1932 up 
until 1938, unique collection 75

 6340
WWII, Very nice and interesting photo album, starts pre war with RAD, then Wehrmacht including the Blitzkrieg, operation Seelowe, 
and operation Barbarossa, pictures of aircraft, tanks, overall in very good condition 50

 6341 WWII, Photo album, with loose photo’s, mostly Blitzkrieg in Belgium (Namur) and France, pictures show French tanks, bomb dam-
age, wrecked trains 30

 6342 WWII, Photo album with pictures of the Blitzkrieg in Poland and France, in good condition 30

 6343
WWII, Very nice well documented and filled photo album, starting in 1935, with interesting prewar equipment, annexation of Sude-
tenland, Blitz in Poland, wacht am Rhein, Blitz in France including Britisch vehicles of the BEF, damaged aircraft, armored cars, very 
beautiful album

75

 6344 WWII, Photo album, filled with postcards and pictures of german occupation of Belgium, including: Oostende, Ypres, Langemarck, 
nice and not so common content 40

 6345
WWII, Interesting photo album, that starts of as a book, with maps and information about the Blitzkrieg in France, and later filled 
with personal photo’s, from a soldier serving with the  “Heereskontroll inspektion in Bourges-France”, also included 1 damaged iron 
cross 2nd class, very interesting and rare album

50

 6346 WWII, Large photo album of an Artillery soldier, pictures taken during the Blitzkrieg in France, Belgium and Holland, including pic-
tures of fieldguns, POW’s, aircraft, bombed city of Rotterdam, Moerdijk bridge, Paris, well documented and in very good condition 75

 6347
WWII, Photo album of a member of the 4th SS Polizei Division, starting in 1939/40, with Wacht am Rhein, Blitz in Belgium and 
France and Eastern front, pictures including: captured tanks, soldiers in camouflage clothing, some pictures dated 1944, very interest-
ing and hard to find unit

100

 6348
WWII, Set of two books, one photo album from probably an Artillery soldier, with pictures of France during the Blitzkrieg, with 
interesting images of firing guns, bomb damage, French Colonial POW’s, and one diary written in “Lager Boltzenhohe”, in 1945, this 
was a POW camp for Germans, interesting items

30

 6349 WWII, Very interesting photo album, of “Panzer gruppe von Kleist”, from 1940, with pictures from the Blitzkrieg attack on France, 
including French tanks, British vehicles, POW, well known unit, rare item 50

 6350 WWII, Very beautifull photo album, from: “Korps Nachrichten-abteilung 47” full of very interesting pictures of the Blitz attack on 
France in 1940, including vehicles, tanks, aircraft, POW’s, Paris, overall very looked after album 75

 6351 WWII, Photo album of a Nachrichten ( signal troops) unit from the Wehrmacht 18th Infantry division, during the Blitzkrieg in Bel-
gium and France, filled with a lot of pictures of Belgium (Flanders), and the beaches of Dunkirk, interesting pictures 75

 6352 WWII, Interesting photo album, its marked as a Luftwaffe album, but used by a Wehrmacht (Artillery) soldier, during operations in 
Norway, interesting and less common to find 50

 6353 WWII, Wehrmacht photo album from the Blitzkrieg, including operations in, Poland, Belgium, Holland, France, very nice pictures of 
Rotterdam, The Haque, action pictures from Poland 50

 6354 WWII, Nice photo album, of the Blitzkrieg in France, with a lot of battle damage pictures, and French POW’s including several dif-
ferent colonial troops, album itself in good condition some loose photos 40

 6355 WWII, photo album with approximately 128 pictures, some interesting 30

 6356 WWII, Wehrmacht photo album, filled with pictures, mostly taken during the Blitz in France, some interesting vehicles, and 2 pictures 
of a flametrower in action 30

 6357
WWII, Nice and interesting grouping from a Wehrmacht officer of the 26th Inf. Div., consisting off: one photo album starting in 
1939 and is filled with pictures, of training, weapons and Blitz in France, one photo album from 1944, with a lot of weapons training, 
operations in Poland, also included 1944 dated maps and wargame scenario’s and miscellaneous paperwork

100

 6358
WWII, Large photo collection of General Major Max Winkler, of Gebirgsjager Artillery regiment 79, including pictures from WW1 
also of his service in Turkey, pictures of the Blitz in 1940, pictures of him in his dress uniform, postcards from his POW camp, very 
interesting and rare grouping

100

 6359 WWII, Very large grouping of photographs, mostly 1940 Blitzkrieg in France, including some Maginot line, Paris, lot of good close-
ups of uniforms 40

 6360 WWII, Lot of pictures, mostly of Wehrmacht soldiers in and around Oostende Belgium, lots of pictures of the beach and promanade 20
 6361 WWII, Luftwaffe photo grouping of a Flak regiment in France, including pictures of guns, firing guns, equipment, wrecks 20

 6362 WWII, Large selection of approx. 125 photo’s, consists of pictures of barracks, training, the Blitz in France and Belgium, some 
pictures of Norway, interesting lot 30

 6363 WWII, Interesting selection of photo’s made during the invasion of Belgium and France during the Blitzkrieg, with vehicles, battle 
damage, captured equipment 20

 6364 WWII, Large lot photo’s of an Wehrmacht Artillery unit, during the Blitzkrieg in France and later on some of the Eastern Front, nice 
pictures of horse drawn carriages, field guns 20

 6365 WWII, Small photo lot, of German forces, including rare and interesting pictures of Tiger 1 tanks, in the Kurland pocket dated Sep-
tember 1944 and 20mm Flak 20

 6366 WWII, Lot of photo’s of the 1940 Blitzkrieg in France, many pictures with vehicles 10

 6367 WWII, Large lot of 200+ original photographs of Heer soldiers, consists of images from: training, pioneer work, parades, group 
pictures 30
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 6368 WWII, Large collection of pictures from a Heer medical unit, in 1940, in France and Belgium, including images from: Paris, Lille, 
Vimy, Maginot line, Langemark 30

 6369 WWII, Large grouping of approx. 240 photo’s and 20 letters, of a Heer soldier KIA in Ukraine 1941, also included a picture of his 
grave, the letter to his wife, interesting pictures of vehicles, battle damage included 40

 6370 WWII, Large lot of approx. 173 photo’s, from the 1940 Blitzkrieg in France, very interesting lot with vehicles, tanks, airplanes, battle 
damage, wrecks 50

 6371 WWII, Lot of approx. 117 photo’s of the 1940 Blitzkrieg in France, including pictures of Verdun, Amiens with POW, guns, bridges, 
battle damage 30

 6372 WWII, Selection of approx. 100 photo’s, mainly eastern front, including: Czechoslovakian troops, german halftracks, planes 30

 6373 WWII, Nice collection of 51 photo’s of Holland, France and Belgium in the period 1940 and 1943/44, included several pictures of the 
bombed city of Rotterdam 25

 6374 WWII, Wehrmacht, grouping of marriage photo’s from a german soldier, nice quality 20
 6375 WWII, collection various large size photographs, mix of originals and reproductions, some framed portraits 5
 6376 WWII, lot of approximately 84 various small photographs 15

 6377 WWII, Interesting lot of photo’s of a Austrian family, including WWII pictures of a Sturmgeschutz crewmember, and 1930’s pictures 
of a veteran, interesting pieces 20

 6378 WWII, lot of circa 10 photo’s, including one of the German Leader 10

 6379 WWII, Lot of 19 photo’s, made by an official RAD kriegsberichter (photographer), during the Blitz in Belgium and France, mostly of 
devastation of various towns 10

 6380 WWII, Large lot of 290 photos, of tanks, assault guns, including original press releases with text and stamps on the back 30

 6381 WWII, Large lot of approx. 280 photos, of armoured cars, halftrack, infantry weapons and guns, including a lot of original press 
releases with text and stamps on the back, very interesting 30

 6382 WWII, Hoffmann postcard of Generaloberst Rommel 10
 6383 WWII, Luftwaffe “Berechtigungsschein A”, a kind of permit to handle film and photo equipment, with picture of the soldier included 20
 6384 WWII, 1943 dated Luftschutz-taschenkalender (Air raid pre-caution pocketbook), in used condition, cover platified 15
 6385 WWII, “Stummer Dolmetsch” Language translator / interpreter card German-Russian, very interesting, rare item 50

 6386
WWII, SS-Standort-Kantine Buchenwald Wertmarke, RM.-0,50 (50 Reichspfennig), marked ‘Außenkommando, SS-Ko.Rottleber-
ode’, numbered ‘2480’ 50

 6387 WWII, SS-Standort-Kantine Buchenwald Wertmarke, RM. 3 (3 Reichsmark), numbered ‘30094’ 50
 6388 WWII, Polizei Dienstpass booklet, stamped by the “Ordnungspolizei in Salzburg”, in blank/unissued condition 20

 6389 WWII, Wehrmacht Soldbuch named to a KIA, including the message about his death to his family, soldier has died near “Fort 
Mardyck / Dunkirk, France 1945”, heavily used condition 10

 6390 WWII, Wehrmacht Soldbuch booklet and 30 pictures, all from 1 soldier, including 1940 France 20
 6391 WWII, Volksturm Soldbuch booklet, blank/unissued condition 20

6392

 6392
WWII, Small lot of documents to one family, including : NSDAP membership card dated 10th may 1940, accompanied with member-
ship pin marked “RZM Ges. Gesch.”, Wehrmacht drivers licence dated 1941, and Luftschuts ausweis dated 1940, very interesting 75

 6393 WWII, small lot of various documents, named to one person, including: sportsbadge certificate 1936, certificate for a life saving 
course dated 1938, interesting pieces 15

 6394 WWII, lot of five Reichskarte 10
 6395 WWII, two brochures concerning Soviet and Allied enemy armour, ‘Panzer-Erkennungstafel’, number 1 and 2 20
 6396 WWII, collection Wehrmacht program booklets, mostly Christmas, should be viewed 5
 6397 WWII, collection Winterhilfe consisting of 23 small booklets, mostly in very good condition 25
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 6398 WWII, Small lot consists of: cigarette album “Die Deutsche Wehrmacht” full, and some other small documents, should be viewed 10

 6399 WWII, lot of four cigarette albums, consisting of ‘Olympia 1932’, ‘Olympia 1936 band 1+2’ and ‘Deutschland erwacht’, apparently 
all complete 30

 6400 WWII, Album of stereoscopic images “”Der Kampf im Westen”, with color plates and 100 stereoscopic pictures and viewer (cracked 
lens), book is a bit worn, but complete 40

 6401 WWII, lot of approximately 20 magazines ‘Der Adler’, twice ‘Die Wehrmacht’ one ‘Signal’ and two cigarette albums, ‘Bilder 
Deutscher Geschichte’ (complete) and ‘Der Staat der Arbeit und des Friedens’ 30

 6402 WWII, Lot of 11 small propaganda posters , mostly with quotes from Adolf Hitler, various dates 30
 6403 WWII, proclamation ‘Bekanntmachung über das Verhalten zu Kriegsgefangenen!’, dated ‘1 March 1941’, size 30x43cm 10

 6404 WWII, lot of three propaganda / surrender leaflets, distributed by the British and the Americans to German soldiers, these where either 
dropped by planes or shot with special artillery rounds 5

 6405 WWII, Lot of feldpost letters from the secretary of the Camp Commander of “Gestapo lager Neue Bremm”, to family member in the 
Luftwaffe, envelops are marked with Gestapo and the camp, including some backstory research about her 30

 6406 WWII, Three letters marked “SS Feldpost”, dated 1943, from a SS police member stationed in Uman, Ukraine, to his family 10
 6407 WWII, Lot of Feldpost letters and envelops, from one person throughout the war, also SS marked Feldpost 15
 6408 WWII, Small lot of Feldpost letters, from Panzer regiment 2, dated 1943/1944 10

 6409
Nice lot of various HJ and BDM, documents and booklets, consists off: School ausweis from Bielefeld, HJ song book dated 1933, 
German youth information folder about sports (unbound), BDM sports certificate dated 1938 from Bavaria, nice and interesting exam-
ples

30

 6410 Lot of approximately 15 pieces of “Feldpost” letters from an Austrian soldier in the Wehrmacht, dated from 1942 up to 1944, all 
adressed to locations in Vienna and an adress in Tirol 15

 6411 WWII, Nice charcoal/pastel drawing of a “Oberscharfuhrer” from the SA, signed and dated 1937, nicely done, in good condition 
without damage, with original frame size: 63x46 cm 20

 6412 WWII, Reibert, “Der dienst-unterricht im heere, ausgabe fur den pionier” (soldiers handbook for engineer’s) dated 1941, in very 
worn/used condition, full of interesting information 20

 6413 WWII, Hochzeitsausgabe edition of the well-known book, with autograph of Adolf Hitler, 2nd Volume, 6th edition, dated 1940, some 
wear, very rare 1500

 6414 WWII, Hochzeitsausgabe (Wedding Edition) of the well-known book, Aachen, 355-359 Auflage, 1938, in used condition, not named 100

 6415 WWII, hardcover edition of the well-known book, 270-274th edition, dated 1937, some decorations on frontpage, but considering the 
age in very good condition 40

 6416 WWII, Lot of various books, including stereoscopic album, “Der kampf im westen”, with all pictures and glasses, all in good order, 
interesting titles 50

 6417 WWII, Lot of five books, including: cigarette card album of Adolf Hitler, german veterans organisation calender of 1942, in used 
condition 10

 6418 WWII, Lot of four books, including: “Deutschland Erwacht” (NSDAP photo album), 2 yearbooks for metalworkers 1942/1943, and a 
1930’s information book about the German armed forces 30

 6419 WWII, Lot of four interesting books about German operations on the western front between 1940/1942, full of photo’s and informa-
tion 40

 6420 WWII, Lot of two Luftwaffe manuals, one handbook dated 1941, and one plane recognition booklet edition winter 1940/41 20
 6421 WWII, lot various newspapers, magazines and a full sheet of stamps 10
 6422 Lot of various paperwork, interesting, should be viewed 10
 6423 WWII, small collection various documents, including two Wehrpaß booklets and Arbeitsbuch 15
 6424 WWII, Lot of several documents, consists of: Arbeitsbuch, and DAF mitgliedsbucher, 10 pieces total 30
 6425 WWII, Lot of various paperwork, consisiting of propaganda magazines, newspapers, maps, copied book, interesting items 20
 6426 WWII, collection various newspapers, magazines and some other paperwork, including ‘Signaal’ and ‘Der Adler’ 10

 6427 WWII, Lot various documents, including: Heer Wehrpas, Arbeitsbuch fur auslander named to an Italian, membership card and aus-
weis from the Reichsluftschutzbund, and tickets, orderform for the Reichs lottery, interesting documents 30

 6428 Lot of various paper items and documents, including voting bill, ration stamp cards, traval pass, medal award certificate, interesting 20
 6429 WWII, collection various German magazines, consisting of ‘Das Neue Europa’, ‘Das Innere Reich’ and ‘Niederdeutsche Welt’ 5

 6430 WWII, Grouping of three postal stamp albums, with a lot of German stamps dated around 1900 up until 1948, with the majority of 
them being 3rd Reich / WW2 dated, in good condition 20

 6431 WWII, two albums various postwar newspaper clippings about Knight’s Cross winners 5
 6432 WWII, Set of five reference books ‘Uniforms of the SS’, missing volume 3 30
 6433 WWII, Lot of four reference books about: SS uniforms, insignia and helmets 25
 6434 Postwar, Lot of 12 books about German uniforms and equipment, including several about the SS 10
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 6435 WWII, selection of 11 LIFE magazines, including the August 1944 “Normandy”, and the February 1945 “Battle of the Bulge” issues, 
added three British wartime magazines 20

 6436 WWII, Lot of four us army field manuals, all wartime dated in good condition 20

 6437 Large folder with after action reports, drawings, maps, and supporting information, of mine clearing operations in Belgium, and Ger-
many, many marked with unit information, mostly from the US 3rd Army, rare and very interesting 50

 6438 Three folders full of information, about the Battle of the bulge, including maps, photo’s (then and now), a complete study about the 
subject, interesting for historical reference 30

 6439 Postwar, lot of seven Red Cross posters, some reproductions 5
World

 6440 Lot of three color litho’s, with military uniforms, of the Napoleonic war, including: French and Belgium troops 10
 6441 Lot of early 1900’s photographs / postcard’s , of men in various military uniforms 20
 6442 WWI, Lot of documents and pictures, of various armies, should be viewed 15
 6443 Large collection of WWI era newspapers and propaganda books, including German and French language versions 10
 6444 WWI-WWII, lot of circa 100 military postcards and photo cards, various countries 25

 6445
Italy, Interbellum, Approval of Italian citizenship for a likely Jewish female according to the name, the official government document 
is dated 1929, and signed by both the Italian king Vittorio Emanuele III and Benito Mussolini, in very good condition 100

 6446 Interbellum-WWII, album military postcards, various countries, including Germany and Netherlands 40
 6447 WWII, small collection various photographs and postcards 10
 6448 WWII, Lot of various photographs, including German, Dutch publications, with planes, concentration camps etc. 5

 6449 WWII and Postwar, Large lot of approx. 170 photos of tanks, armoured cars, from several countries ( Japan, Holland, France, Russia), 
including original press releases 25

 6450 WWII, lot various paperwork, including some RAF and some German banknotes 15
 6451 WWII, lot of circa 16 books and brochures, mostly Dutch and German, some better titles 10

 6452 WWII, Small lot of three books which include interesting titles, one confidential overview of allied landing craft, one British booklet 
about patrol boats, and one drawing of a Dutch submarine 10

 6453 Lot of various books, WWII and postwar, some interesting pieces, should be viewed 10
 6454 WWII-postwar, large lot various magazines, newspapers and other paperwork, should be viewed 10
 6455 WWI-postwar, large lot paperwork, including newspapers, press photo’s and other documents 20

 6456 WWII / Postwar, Large box full of books, magazines, all WWII related, wartime and postwar printed, mostly dutch lanquage, should 
be viewed 10

 6457 Nice lot of various books about WW2, including uniform reference books 10
 6458 WWII, Lot of several different Australian army documents, including: handbook, drivers license, dog tags, picture, interesting lot 30
 6459 Australia, Lot of History books about Australian forces during WWII, not so common books 15

 6460 Large box, full of newspapers, and documents, WWII, Dutch Indies, Prewar, magazines, Dutch, German, interesting items included, 
should be viewed 10

 6461 Lot of books, all titles WWII related, in Dutch, English and German lanquage 15
 6462 Lot of military history books, different subjects (mostly WWII), Dutch and German lanquage 5

 6463 Lot of information books about collecting fighting knifes, and bayonets, including several copies of the series “A primer of military 
knives” 20

 6464 Box of books all weapon related, should be viewed 5
 6465 Box full of all sorts of documents, papers, books mostly WWII related, many original pieces, should be viewed 5
 6466 Lot of six books, mostly about the study of various coat of arms (wapen schilden / familie wapens) 5
 6467 Postwar, lot various reference books and magazines, including about firearms 5
 6468 Lot of several posters, including KNIL, Dutch medals, Australian medals and badges 5

 6469 Postwar, interesting collection various posters, mostly cutaway views of various Sig Sauer guns and M1919 .30 cal. Machinegun, 
should be viewed 20

Cartridge cases
 6470 WWII, Lot of various shell casings, including 25pdr. 20
 6471 Great-Britain, WWII, lot of four trench art shell casings, various calibers 5

 6472 Dutch-Indies, postwar, Lot of two “Trench art” shell casings, both with indonesian wajang figures, on marked with “2 RVA” (2nd 
regiment field artillery), well made 5

Uniforms
 6473 Postwar, Dutch army and marine corps, lot of four berets with insignia 10
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 6474
Postwar, Dutch army full dress uniform of the regiment “Huzaren van Boreel”, consists of: Attila jacket with rank insignia, trousers, 
hat (damaged), 2 pairs of white gloves, dress shoes with fixed spurs, uniform is completly tailor made by “Gieves and Hawkes, 
London”

30

 6475 Dutch army dress uniform of a colonel from the anti-aircraft artillery, consists of hat, jacket and trousers, in large size, in very good 
condition 25

 6476 Dutch Gala dress uniform of a colonel from the technical engineers, consists of Gilet, and trousers, in very good condition, large size 25

 6477 Dutch army dress uniform for a major, of the anti-aircraft artillery, consists of medium sized jacket and trousers in good condition 20

 6478 Postwar, Dutch airforce dress blue uniform, with sleeve ranks for a colonel, jacket has bullion national lion patch and KNIL “Voor-
trekkers” insignia, larger size in good condition 30

 6479 Postwar, Dutch airforce khaki tropical uniform lot, consists of: long sleeve shirt, short sleeve shirt, 2 pairs of pants and 1 sidecap, all 
US made, with “Netherlands” shoulder insignia on airforce blue fabric 20

 6480 Postwar, Uniform of a member of the K.P.M. (Koninklijke pakketvaart maatschappij) Merchant navy, consists of: cap, jacket, trou-
sers, and original clothing hanger 30

 6481 WWII/Postwar, Lot of Dutch army ceremonial uniform accessoires 25

 6482 Belgium, postwar, local police uniform, consisting of tunic, trousers, sidecap, helmet and various medals and insignia 20

 6483 Germany, postwar, splinter camouflage uniform, consist of jacket (zipper removed), trousers, hood and added a pair of matching 
gloves 30

 6484 German postwar splinter camouflage uniform, consists of jacket with hood, and trousers, in good condition 30

 6485 Germany, postwar, BGS sumpftarn camouflage lot of two jackets and one pullover , one jacket has damage 30

 6486 Italy, postwar, lot of M1929 camouflage jackets, contains seven pieces, some buttons need replacing, otherwise good condition 20

 6487 Italy, postwar, M1929 Marina (navy) pattern camouflage uniform, consists of: jacket and trousers, in used but good condition 20

 6488 Italian postwar M1929 army pattern camouflage uniform lot, consists of 2 jackets and 2 trousers, both in good condition 20

 6489 Finland, postwar, M62 reversible camouflage uniform, consisting of: Jacket, trousers and cap, all in good condition 25

 6490 Postwar, Finnish army M43 style wool cap, complete with insignia 10

 6491 Czech 1950’s “Leibermuster” camouflage smock, hard to find 20

 6492 Postwar, Czechoslovak army Vz60 Mlok (salamander) camouflage set, consists off: Parka , trousers, with various markings on the 
inside both 1961 dated, in very good condition, interesting uniform 30

 6493 Postwar, Czechoslovak army Vz60 Mlok (salamander) camouflage set, consists off: Parka 1961 dated, trousers 1960 dated, with vari-
ous markings on the inside , in very good condition, interesting uniform 30

 6494 Postwar, Czechoslovak army Vz60 Mlok (salamander) camouflage parka’s, lot of 10 pieces, all in good condition 75

 6495 Scottish uniform lot, consists of: Kilt, sporran, hosetops, anklets, sash and bagpipes (damaged) 75

 6496 Great-Britain, postwar, 1959 Pattern Denison smock, in used but good condition. 50

 6497 Great-Britain, Postwar, British army fragmentation body armor vest, size: XL, type used in Northern Ireland, in good condition 50
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 6498 Great-Britain, Postwar, British army fragmentation body armor vest, size: XL, type used in Northern Ireland, in good condition 50

 6499 USA, Postwar, 1990 dated fragmentation protective vest, made in the USA, size: XL, in woodland pattern camouflage 50

 6500 Lot of different camouflage uniform pieces, including: Belgium, Colombia, UK, USSR 25

 6501 Two pair of brown leather high top officers riding boots, no markings 30

6502

6509

Miscellaneous

Netherlands

 6502 Postwar, ceremonial helmet Prinses Irene Brigade, some wear, early cork type 80

 6503 Postwar, ceremonial helmet Netherlands Marine Corps, older cork type, marked ‘J.P. Mol, Breda’, in nice condition 40

 6504 Lot of two Dutch merchant navy visor caps, one from the “Stoomvaart maatschappij Nederland”, and one from “Anthony Veder” size: 
60 15

 6505 Postwar, Lot of circa 12 small containers with cleaning equipment for Gasmask model “K”, two variants of text included 10

 6506 WWII/Postwar, Lot of five leather belts, including four Sam Browne belts 40

Belgium

 6507 WWII-postwar, Gendarmerie sidecap and several hangers, including traffic police 25

 6508 Postwar, Lot of three factory new/unissued, Recce helmets marked “ ABL XB 1952” (Xavier Buisset, Vilvoorde), some minor storage 
wear, 1 still packed in paper 75

 6509

Postwar, MCR-1 Bg Cold War spy receiver, complete set up, with original bags, serial number: 6, very rare radio 
MCR-1 Bg 1 was a valve-based clandestine receiver, manufactured in the late 1950s by Philips subsidary MBLE in Belgium, for use 
by Special Forces (SF) and Stay-Behind Organisations (SBO) during the Cold War. The receiver is basically a copy of the popular 
British SOE WWII MCR-1 receiver, only approximately 150 made

200
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 6510
Postwar, Belgian (mrc) body armor, same as WW2 British version as used by paratroopers, marked “ABL A.M.S 1953”, interesting 
piece 50

 6511 Postwar, collection various body armor test specimens, interesting 10
France

 6512 Postwar, Lot of two wooden French ammo boxes, for the FM 24/29 machine gun, with various markings and labels, dated 1969, in 
nice presentable condition 10

Germany
 6513 Lot of four german postwar firefighter helmets, various conditions 10
 6514 Postwar, Early Bundeswehr Amoebatarn shelter half/poncho’s, lot of four sheets, with hoods, and tentpeg pouches 50
 6515 Postwar, Early Bundeswehr Amoebatarn shelter half/poncho’s, lot of two sheets, with hoods, and tentpeg pouches 25

 6516 Postwar, East german (DDR), selection of equipment, including: two chemical protective suits 1980 dated, mapcase, breadbag, side-
cap and insignia 10

 6517 Postwar, East German (DDR), large roll of printed uncut flags, approx. 50 pieces, in unused condition 10
United Kingdom

 6518 Postwar, British MKII, para helmet marked “BMB 1949 size: 6 7/8”, same model as WW2, complete with liner and chinstrap 75

6519

6522

 6519
Postwar, British MKII para helmet marked on the liner and chinstrap “C.C.L. 1956 size: 6 1/2” (Christy & Co), liner bit dry, overall 
complete 75

 6520 Sun helmet, with insignia of the “Somerset and Bath, Constabulary”, (police) probably used for ceremonial duty 15

 6521 WWII-postwar, lot consisting of RAF flying suit MK9, size 7, WWII plate ‘controller electric type 3 10j/26’  and unknown pilot 
helmet 10

 6522
1950’s RAF seat type parachute, made by: “G.Q. Parachute,Co, Ltd, Woking”, consists of harness, backpad, bags, and canopy, all 
dated 1950’s 100

 6523 Postwar, 1957 dated Dosimeter with charging unit and manual, added a Dutch army Dosimeter charger, nice cold war era equipment 20

 6524 Lot of white leather ceremonial belts and bayonet frogs, one buckle marked “Royal Sherwood Forresters”, and one marked with 
“Dieu et mon droit” 20

 6525 Lot of two brass bugles one made in London, and one with an Australian insignia soldered on 20
Russia

 6526 WWII/Postwar, Lot of four small cotton communist flags, as used with parades, size: 31x22cm, wartime or early postwar production 15
USA

 6527 Lot of two old 1940’s toys, one Jeep, and one canon (marked USA) 5
World

 6528 WWII / Postwar, Lot of four sun pith helmets, different models and manufacturers, should be viewed 20
 6529 Postwar, lot of 8 metal military aircraft recognition models, various types 25
 6530 Postwar, Lot of four reversible Austrian “Pea dot” zeltbahnen, used between 1957/1975, the set makes one complete tent 10
 6531 Large canvas bag, full of helmet nets, face veils, should be viewed 10
 6532 Small lot of various items, including: field telephones, ammo box, and small cooker 20
 6533 Australia, Brass buggle with unit insignia solderd on, probably a military school 15
 6534 WWII/Postwar, Small lot of various items, including insignia, WHN pins, leather bayonet frog 15
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 6535
Iraq, postwar, collection silver plated cutlery, owned by Saddam Hussein, marked ‘Christofle, France’, with Iraqi National Eagle at 
top of handles 150

 6536 John Nissen mannequin, model: H10c, nice male model perfect for uniforms, in used condition, feet cut away for easy use with boots, 
right arm has damage but functional 50

 6537 Old mannequin, small size perfect for old uniforms, no hands, added 1 extra head 25
 6538 Lot of WWII related documentary DVD’s, German and Dutch language versions, some interesting titles included 5

Larger lots and collections
Netherlands

 6539 Postwar, lot of 5 Dutch army dress caps, various models, added one Dutch female airforce cap, all in good condition 25
 6540 Interbellum/WWII, Box full of dress uniform trousers, probably some KNIL too, all in need of cleaning, some with moth damage 20
 6541 Box full of various uniforms and caps mostly 1950’s/1960’s Dutch navy 30
 6542 Lot of several 1950’s battle dress uniform pieces, jackets with various insignia, trousers, berets, in total 12 pieces 30
 6543 Postwar, Lot of DT45 dress uniforms, consists of: Jackets with various insignia, trousers, total of six pieces 25
 6544 Postwar, Lot of DT63 dress uniform pieces, consists of: several jackets with various insignia, trousers, total 5 pieces 20
 6545 Postwar, Large bag full of Dutch army rank insignia 5

Belgium
 6546 Postwar, lot of seven MK2 Helmets 20
 6547 Box full of various WWI / WWII era equipment, including M1896 backpack parts, should be viewed 10
 6548 Postwar, lot various police items, pewter toy soldiers, some books and more 10

Germany

 6549 WWII, lot of circa 18 reproduction german M43 style caps, in different camouflage patterns, and colors, some possibly made of 
original fabric, should be viewed 40

 6550 Postwar, Lot of 7 East German (NVA) M56 steel helmets 30
 6551 WWI / WWII, Lot of five reproduction flags, including Luftwaffe, and SS pennant 25
 6552 WWII / Postwar, Large lot of equipment mix of original and reproduction, should be viewed 40

 6553 Postwar, Large lot of DDR (East German) equipment  and headgear, including fur hats, side caps, gasmask, camouflaged ammo 
pouches 20

 6554
WWII, Lot of various equipment and insignia, consists of leather jack boots, belt with buckle, sidecap, and some various insignia, 
including WW1 wound badge, WW1 iron cross (interbellum made), ribbon bar, shoulder boards, mix of original and reproduction, 
should be viewed

30

United Kingdom
 6555 Lot of seven pairs, of black leather low quarter ammo boots, various sizes, should be viewed 50

USA

 6556 WWII/Postwar, lot of three helmets, including: 1950’s “QMC 2” tank helmet, a Civil Defence helmet, and a WWII frontseam helmet 
shell (dented) 30

World
 6557 Box of various old caps, added old powder flask and knife 5
 6558 Nice collection of several different helmets, including: Belgian, French, Swiss, NVA, Italian 25
 6559 Lot of six helmets, including: Luftschutz, UK, Belgian, NVA 25
 6560 Lot of five helmets, different models, including: British bakelite MK2 helmet 30
 6561 Lot of five different helmets including: WWII and postwar, should be viewed 20
 6562 Postwar, Lot of Nato M1 helmets, US, Belgian and Dutch 20
 6563 Lot of six M1 helmet liners, including: Dutch, Belgian and US manufacture 5
 6564 Box full of various headgear, for parts or restauration, should be viewed 10
 6565 Postwar, lot various uniforms and caps, including Dutch tunic with US insignia 10
 6566 Lot of various uniform pieces, should be viewed 10
 6567 Postwar, large lot of various uniforms and equipment, should be viewed 20

 6568 Postwar, Lot of modern issue Australian army “Auscam”, camouflage uniform pieces, consists of: jackets, trousers, and 1 bag of 
insignia 15

 6569 Large lot of approx. 80 old flashlights, in various conditions, manufacture unknown, should be viewed 20
 6570 Postwar, lot of 18 Swat flashlights, new in packages 25
 6571 Lot of various old theater reproductions of helmets and weapons, with added minature helmet, should be viewed 20
 6572 Lot of eight Sam browne belts and pieces, different types 60
 6573 Postwar, Lot of various field telephones 20
 6574 Lot of radio equipment, consists of two SEM35 radio’s with harness, and two probably Belgium made fieldphones 30
 6575 WWII, Lot of various equipment, including: Welfare biscuit tin, Dutch helmet, US pistol belt, interesting pieces, should be viewed 25

 6576 WWII-postwar, interesting lot various militaria, mostly WWII Dutch and German pieces, including Volksgasmaske, various post-
cards, Dutch helmets and Swiss M1899 bayonet 50

 6577 WWII-postwar, nice lot of various equipment, including WWII and postwar items, should be viewed 20
 6578 WWII-postwar, large lot various militaria in two banana boxes, should be viewed 20
 6579 WWII-postwar, large lot various militaria in two banana boxes, should be viewed 20
 6580 WWII-postwar, large lot various militaria in three banana boxes, should be viewed 30
 6581 Large box full of various military items, including WWII, and postwar, should be viewed 20
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 6582 Large box full of various military items, including WWII and postwar items, interesting lot 20
 6583 Box full of various militaria, including boots, books, equipment 10
 6584 Box with assorted fieldgear and other items, WWII and postwar, should be viewed 30
 6585 Box full of various gear, including helmets 5
 6586 Box full of mixed uniform items, boots, leather straps, insignia, should be viewed 10
 6587 Postwar, lot various militaria, including two German reproduction armbands and a RPG backpack 10
 6588 Large lot of assorted militaria, including equipment, hats, camouflage items, should be viewed 10
 6589 Large lot various militaria, including leather holster made by ‘Danneman Saddlery’ and a socket bayonet 15
 6590 Box full of various militaria, should be viewed 10
 6591 Large box filled with all sorts of militaria, including helmets, pouches, canteens, should be viewed 20
 6592 Lot consisting of two large boxes filled with various militaria, all sorts, should be viewed 20
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 6613 Infantry breadbag with canteen mounted on 75

 6614 Belgium backpack early 20th century possible model M1896, various stamps on the inside, should be viewed 50

kavel TRUE Inzet

Militaria

Time of Napoleon

France
 6600 Cavalry cuirass backplate, maker marked ‘Klingenthal, Août 1826, 3T. 2L. No 2019’, straps broken or missing 100

Until WWI

Netherlands
 6601 Livery bicorne, maker marked ‘W. Vervloet & Zoon’, in beautiful condition, with metal storage box 100

 6602
M1912 visor cap, voluntary army reserves ( Vrijwillige Landstorm), complete with insignia, maked with size: 56, overall good condi-
tion, visor is seperating and needs to be restitched 50

 6603 Stable/barracks jacket, yellow piping, marked ‘MD 84’ (Magazijn Delft, 1884), with non-correct Belgian buttons 15
 6604 Dutch army, soldiers identification tag with original cord, hand engraved, with grenadier insignia 20

Belgium
 6605 M1915 steel Adrian helmet, with insignia and chinstrap, added “Type 2” liner, probably unissued 50
 6606 M1915 steel Adrian helmet, with insignia and chinstrap, with modified M1931 liner, very nice original patina 50
 6607 M1915 steel Adrian helmet, all complete in very good condition 50
 6608 M1915 steel Adrian helmet, with insignia, liner missing 30
 6609 M1915 Adrian helmet in black color for use with the “Rijkswacht”, (Police), with intact liner, and chinstrap, in very good condition 30
 6610 Lot of eight Lion head helmet insignia, for use with the M1915 Adrian helmet 40
 6611 Lot of two tunics, buttons missing, probably Garde Civique or civil service, in relic condition 10
 6612 Belgium modified and re-issued, German made 3-cell, ammo pouch, with altered fixing points on the back, maker marked on the back 40

6600

6602

6613

6614
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 6615 British made backpack for the Belgium army, called “Broqueville”, one small strap missing, overall good condition, rare item 100

 6616 Belgian “Mills” webbing shoulder strap, marked with the Mills logo, no date readable 30

6617

6622

 6617 Shovel marked with several serialnumbers, with interesting “Erzats” made carrier, should be viewed 50

 6618 Metal remembrance ornament, depicts a Belgian adrian helmet with lion plate, marked “Yser” on the outer rim, in good condition 15

 6619 Small lot WWI memorabilia, consisting of letter opener ‘Souvenir 1914-16, Victor Depourga’, handkerchief ‘1914-1915, Aandenken 
van den Oorlog’, porcelain portrait picture and three medals 15

France

 6620 Box full of French WWI headgear, contains several “Horizon blue” items, and shako, all with damage or missing parts, should be 
viewed 25

 6621 Small lot of equipment, including: ammo pouches, shovel, musette, leather belt, and re-issued german 3-cell ammo pouch with extra 
hook mounted on the back 30

 6622 Heavy metal desk ornament and inkwell, ‘1914-1916, Quand même’, depicting a Frech soldier defending the flag, interesting piece 50

6623
United Kingdom

 6623 Leather cavalry pattern 1903 ammo bandoleers, 2 different models, the 9 pocket mounted version clearly dated 1916 75
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 6624 Pair of 1918 dated ammo pouches for the Lewis machine gun drums 40

 6625
British officers equipment lot, consists of: Pat. 1914 belt, 1915 dated ammo pouch, 1915 dated holster, 1917 dated canteen with car-
rier, leather gaiters, musette, pistol lanyard, and 1915 dated field message book 100

 6626 British officers equipment lot nr.2, consists of: Pat. 1914 belt, 1917 dated holster, 1915 dated ammo pouch, 1918 dated canteen and 
carrier, pistol lanyard, satchel, mess tin 75

 6627
Lot of Pattern 1908 webbing, consists of: 1916 dated right side ammo pouch, 1915 dated smallpack, 1916 dated canteen, 1917 dated 
trouser belt, bayonet frog, and shoulder strap 100

 6628 Wirecutter for use on the SMLE Enfield rifle, marked “Decimals Ltd, Selly cak, No.1 Mark II, 1917”, complete with fixing screw and 
bracket, in very good condition 50

 6629 Leather equipment carrier, possibly Cavalry related, interesting piece 50
 6630 Lot of various leather equipment, including several variations of bayonet frogs, 1918 dated Vickers .303 MG clinometer pouch 30
 6631 Lot of various canteens and messkits, including rare mounted version, also added one Austro-hungarian canteen 50
 6632 Small lot of equipment, consists of complete gasmask set dated 1918, handles for entrenching tool, and grenade pouch 30
 6633 Lot of wool puttees, several pairs and parts 20

 6634 Canada, Copper grave marker, to a Canadian army Captain killed in action around Ypres, including original booklet about the battles 
around Ypres 20

Germany
 6635 Prussia, Schirmmütze, some wear, but considering the age in fairly good condition 50
 6636 Prussia, Schirmmütze, some wear, but considering the age in fairly good condition 50
 6637 Schirmmütze, some wear, but considering the age in fairly good condition 50
 6638 Prussia, Schirmmütze, Hussars, some wear, but considering the age in fairly good condition 50
 6639 Baden, Schirmmütze, some wear and moth damage, interesting piece 25
 6640 Lot of two Schirmmütze, Saxony and Prussia, perfect for restauration 50
 6641 Lot of four Schirmmütze, interesting restauration pieces 50
 6642 Lot of five German caps, for restauration 25
 6643 Pickelhaube, probably Model 1871, most parts missing, considering the age in fairly good condition, excellent for restauration 70
 6644 Pickelhaube model 1895, Prussia, nicely marked ‘J.R.82’, cockades missing, traces of wear and tear, nice for restauration 70

6645 6648

 6645 Pickelhaube model 1895, small parts missing, liner bit damaged, with Prussian Guards front plate, nice restauration piece 80
 6646 Pickelhaube model 1915, Prussia, nicely marked inside, some small parts missing and some damages, perfect for restauration 70
 6647 Pickelhaube model 1915, Prussia, nicely marked inside, some small parts missing and some damages, perfect for restauration 60

 6648
Württemberg, pickelhaube for Infantry Officer, liner partially replaced, incorrect cockades, metalware possible remounted, otherwise 
nice piece, should be viewed, with glass display head 200

 6649 Lot of four remains of pickelhaubes and some loose parts, interesting for restauration 50
 6650 Lot of four remains of pickelhaubes and some loose parts, interesting for restauration 50
 6651 Lot of four remains of pickelhaubes and some loose parts, interesting for restauration 50
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 6652 Frontplate for pickelhaube Prussia, most likely Guards Foot Artillery, attachments on back missing, hard to find 25
 6653 Frontplate for pickelhaube Prussia, most likely Guards Foot Artillery, hard to find 25
 6654 Prussian frontplate made from brass, for pickelhaube, added relic condition frontplate from Bayern 50
 6655 Frontplate from the Grenadiers of Prussia, for use on older model pickelhaube, added one extra metal insignia 50
 6656 Lot of three frontplate insignia, for pickelhaube helmets, including Saxony 50
 6657 Lot of two Prussian pickelhaube frontplates, in very good condition 50
 6658 Large selection of original chinscales / chinstraps and parts for pickelhaube helmets, for restauration purposes 100
 6659 Nice selection of cockades, for use on pickelhaubes, several different regiments included, hard to find 50
 6660 Lot of pickelhaube parts, including spikes, cloth spike cover and some insignia 30
 6661 Large amount various parts of pickelhaubes, including liners, spikes and baseplates, should be viewed 100
 6662 Large amount various parts of pickelhaubes, including liners, spikes and baseplates, should be viewed 100

 6663 Lot of two plastic boxes filled with restauration parts for pickelhaube helmets, including cockades, chinstrap parts, rivets, perfect for 
restauration projects 75

 6664
M16 helmet with beautiful applied “Mimikri” camouflage pattern, marked on the inside with: “Si66” ( Eisenhütte Silesia, Paruschow-
itz Oberschlesien, size: 66), with original chinstrap, without liner 300

 6665 M1918 steel helmet, marked with “ET 66” (Eisenhuttenwerke Thale, Harz), helmet is painted black, and features a replacement liner, 
probably re-issued as a firemans helmet 50

 6666 Circa 1900, Überrock for Infantry Officer, Oberst, tailor made, considering the age in fairly decent condition 80

 6667 Army M-1915 greatcoat, with plain brass buttons, several ink stamps on the lining on the inside, shoulder boards marked with number 
33 in red, coat in overall good condition, all buttons present, some moth damage mainly on the end of the cuffs 200

 6668
Bavarian M-1916 greatcoat, with Bavarian lion buttons, and marked on the shoulder for the 19th Royal Bavarian infantry regiment, 
several ink stamps on the inside lining, including a 1916 date stamp, overall very good condition, some seams came undone on the 
right sleeve

200

 6669 Reproduction Feldhose Steingrau 1907/10 20

6670

 6670
Original trench armor (Grabenpanzer), made by “Krupp” ( marking visible on one part) size: “2” , including all 4 parts, missing web-
bing straps, original paint still present, lower part has original sustained shrapnel damage, rare piece 600

 6671 Pair of black leather 3-cell ammo pouches, maker marked on the back, dated “1916”, internal dividers present, nice matching set 50

 6672 Pair of brown leather 3-cell ammo pouches, maker marked on the back, and dated “1916”, most internal dividers present, matching 
pair 50

 6673 Two brown leather ammo pouches, both maker marked, and dated “1915”, non matching by maker 50
 6674 Two brown leather ammo pouches, both made of “smooth” instead of pebbled leather, one dated 1915 and one 1918 50
 6675 Two blackened leather 3-cell ammo pouches, both maker marked, non matching 50
 6676 Two brown leather 3-cell ammo pouches, both maker marked, and dated “1914”, non matching pair, rare early set 50
 6677 Lot of five 3-cell ammo pouches, all with various WWI dates and makers on them, non matching 50
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 6678
Knapsack M1915 (Affe), maker marked “A.P.H. Hoffmann, Berlin, 1917”, marked on the inside with “B.A. IX 1918”, and “12 J.B.”, 
in very good condition for its age, with very rare accessory bag on the inside, and the blanket roll straps, one carrying strap missing 75

 6679 Interesting knapsack type, made out of canvas, has additional buckles and straps, compared to a standard affe, marked on the inside 
“2.JKF.18”, and various other markings, very intersting and uncommon piece 50

 6680 Lot of two backpacks, both missing the straps, various markings visible, one clearly dated 1918 30

 6681 Leather imperial NCO belt, marked with: “D.R.G.M. 98857”, modified by adding two lion heads with a chain between them, looks 
like some sort of dress belt, interesting item 30

 6682 Lot of musician shoulder wings, some pairs and some single pieces, with wear, should be viewed 20
 6683 Franco-Prussian War, remembrance cloth, depicting the surrender of Napoleon III to Wilhelm I, slightly worn 20
 6684 German pre 1918 Emperor era flag  “Reichskriegsflagge”, size 150x94 cm, in used and worn condition, nice item for display 50

USA
 6685 M-1917 Doughboy helmet, with handpainted 101st Infantry regiment insignia on the front, without liner 50

 6686 M-1917 Doughboy helmet, complete with liner, leather chinstrap broken, in original untouched condition, instruction label in liner 
present 50

 6687 M-1917 Doughboy helmet, complete with liner, leather chinstrap broken, in original untouched condition 50
 6688 US M1910 cotton summer jacket with removable buttons, size: 40 in very good condition 20
 6689 US Doughboy, M-1917 gasmask in original pouch, all complete with instruction booklet, added one extra empty gasmask pouch 50

 6690 Mills M-1910 cartridge belt, composed of parts of several manufacturers, rightside marked “Russel 1915”, left side marked “Mills 
1919”, center part unmarked, overall nice condition 30

 6691 Two pair of M1907 canvas puttees, one size:1, and one size: 2, both in NOS condition, one with original instruction label still at-
tached, type worn during the Pancho Villa expedition 30

 6692 Span-am / WWI, equipment, consists of: modified M-1907 suspenders made by “Mills”, its modified by adding a cross strap on the 
back, and M-1904 backpack some faint markings on the front, tear on the inside of flap 50

 6693 Artillery aiming circle model 1916, made by: “Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.” Dated 1917 50
World

 6694 Small lot various military insignia, possible Dutch or Belgian 10
Interbellum
Netherlands

 6695 Lot of two felt bicornes, stripped, perfect for restauration 10
 6696 M16 helmet in original dark green color, complete with liner and chinstrap 50
 6697 M16 helmet, complete with liner and chinstrap, repainted black for LBD or police use, good for restauration 40
 6698 Dress tunic Captain Infantry, nice condition 25

 6699
1939 dated dress uniform named to the Mayor of the town of Epe (1939/1943-1946/1954), consists of long dress coat addorned with 
bullion silver floral design on collar and sleeves, pair of trousers addorned with bullion stripes on the side, bicorn hat in original case, 
pair of white leather gloves, and court sword carrier (court sword auctioned separately)

150

 6700 Black long formal overcoat of the Mayor of the town of Epe (1939/1943-1946/1954), for use over the dress uniform, no makers mark 20

 6701 1920’s/1930’s Dutch horse drawn artillery plaque with name of a horse, these hang in the stables to mark the spot of the horse, with 
its serial number, in beautifull condition, rare item 50

 6702 Barrel sash ‘Gele Rijders’ (Horse Artillery) 40
Belgium

 6703 Prewar/WWII, Officers dress cap, missing insignia, addorned with bullion floral design, made by “Jules Fonson, Bruxelles”, sweat-
band replaced 20

 6704 1920’s grenadiers officers soft cap, “English style”, missing insignia, should be viewed 30
 6705 M1920 officers helmet made of aluminium, makers marked on the liner with “Fonson, Bruxelles”, interesting 70

 6706 M1931 officers helmet made of aluminium, makers marked on the liner with “Fonson, Bruxelles”, named on the inside rim to a 
Lieutenant 70

 6707 Prewar/WWII, Enlisted mens belt (Troepenriem), marked “DERU, Ensival” 20
 6708 Prewar/WWII, Enlisted mens belt (Troepenriem), marked “Fonson, Bruxelles”, slightly shortened 20
 6709 Prewar/WWII, Leather belt with snake buckle (Slangengordel), with intact hardware, serial number visible 20
 6710 Prewar/WWII, Leather belt with snake buckle (Slangengordel), with intact hardware, marked with “Fonson, Bruxelles” 20
 6711 Lot of several leather rifle slings for use with the Mauser rifle, nine in total 50
 6712 Leather carrying harness for the wirecutter, hard to find item 50
 6713 Lot of three Belgium army braces, marked with serial numbers 30
 6714 Prewar/WWII, Rifleman equipment lot, consists of: messkit, gaiters, belt, shovel, poncho, bayonet frog and satchel 75
 6715 Prewar/WWII, Cavalry soldier equipment lot, consists of: messkit, canteen, belt, leather gaiters and satchel 50
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 6716
Prewar/WWII, Infantry soldier equipment lot, consists of: messkits, NCO belt, M1920 backpack (complete), gaiters and complete 
M1930 gasmask 75

 6717 Lot of equipment, including: M1930 gasmask, messkits, gaiters, belt 40
 6718 Box full of gaiters, including: infantry and mounted versions, should be viewed 30
 6719 Lot of two gasmasks both rear line troops (Passieve defensie), different variations 20
 6720 Lot of various leather equipment, including several holsters, and ammo pouches, should be viewed 30

France

 6721 French metal desk ornament and inkwell, depicting a Renault FT-17 tank crossing a trench, marked with “502e R.C.C.” (Regiment 
chars de combat), interesting piece 25

United Kingdom

 6722 Lot of two Royal navy Pattern 1919  webbing equipment belts, one marked: “MECo 1922”, and one marked “MECo 1938”, both in 
near mint condition, very rare 60

 6723 1925 Pattern , three-part webbing belt, marked “MECo 1938, size S”, in near mint condition, hard to find 30
Germany

 6724 Reichswehr M30 gasmask with 1941 dated filter, in early short model cannister dated 1935, with extra eye pieces, and complete set of 
carrying straps, mask dried out, cannister in good condition 35

 6725
Pre WWII, Shovel complete, leather cover marked “J.Martin Pauckner Lederwarenfabrik Bamberg” with BMDJ2 code and Weimar 
eagle, and shovel marked with AB&C (A. Bredt & co), very interesting piece 100

 6726 Reichswehr steel belt buckle, with leather belt, marked ‘0/0564/0005’, some wear and rust 20
 6727 Small bust, of a German soldier, made of white stone, on a marble base, with bronze M16 helmet, height: 18cm 20

6728

6738

USA

 6728
US army, Model 1919 tank helmet, made of leather, rare first pattern tankcrew helmet adopted by the army on direction of Patton, 
complete with felt liner, some damage on top of helmet 200

World

 6729 Lot of four Spanish civil war M21 (“Sin Ala”) helmets, all without the post 1943 modifications, all in used condition with missing 
parts, should be viewed 40

Figurines and toys
 6730 Elastolin, group of six German figures, including Luftwaffe, medic, soldiers with gasmasks 20
 6731 Elastolin, group of German army signal corps figurines, including radio operators with original morse-code diagram attached 30

 6732 Elastolin, Selection of three different figurines, including: telephone repair in pole, officer on horse, soldier cleaning his uniform, not 
so common figures 20

 6733 Elastolin, “Pioniere” boat, complete with crew of three figurines 20
 6734 Elastolin, Two different German motorcycles, with riders 20
 6735 Elastolin, Two anti-aircraft machinegun crews, four figures in total 20
 6736 Hausser/Elastolin, German metal 75mm infantry gun, traverse mechanism working, in good condition 25
 6737 Elastolin /Lineol, Lot of thirteen figurines, including: telephone operator, pigeon service, dog handler 30
 6738 Elastolin and Lineol, two German figures on horses 20
 6739 Mix of several different figurines, including: Elastolin, Lineol and others, added one diecast truck 10
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WWI-WWII

Collection of binoculars from the southern part of Germany, part one

 6740 Late 1800’s, Carl Zeiss, Jena, “Jagdglas” Vergr.= 7-1/2, made between 1896 up till 1908, with carrying strap, and leather case, in very 
good condition with clear lenses 50

 6741 Pre WWI, Binoculars made by “C.P. Goerz, New York/Berlin” model: 8x Mod. 1908, Armee Trieder, marked: D.R.P. (Deutsches 
Reich Patent), with carrying strap, and leather case with compass, these where manufactured for the American market 40

 6742 Pre WWI, French binoculars made by: “Carl Zeiss, Jena” model “Stereo-jumelles”, marked: “Bte.S.G.D.G.”= Breveté sans garantie 
du gouvernement (Patented without government guarantee), used condition 20

 6743 Pre WWI, Goerz Pozsony M8 4x With Austrian Hungarian Army (K.U.K.) markings, dated 28-04-11 25

 6744 Pre WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Feldstecher Vergr.=12, Lot of two binoculars with carrying strap, one missing eye cups, both with clear 
lenses 50

 6745 Pre WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Feldstecher Vergr.=12, marked ‘US Navy 1914-1918’ and ‘Charles Madeira, Stoney Creek Conn.’ one 
eyepiece missing, clear lenses 50

 6746 Pre WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Feldstecher 12 fach, binoculars with carrying strap, marked ‘Admirality prize for Meritorious Examination 
Sub-lieut PH Ridler RN (Royal Navy) 1907’, with clear lenses 50

 6747 WWI, Goerz Berlin Marine Fernglas 09 DRP, clear lenses 25

 6748
WWI, Goerz, Berlin,7x52,5, Marine-Triëder Imperial German Navy and Wehrmacht in WW II, circa 1917/18, including strap, clear 
lenses 200

 6749 WWI, German army binoculars, made by: “C.P. Goerz, Berlin” model “Armee trieder 6x24, D.R.P. (Deutsches Reich Patent), with 
carrying strap, clear lenses 30

 6750 WWI, Dienstglas Doppelfernrohr 03 Goerz Berlin serial number 18478 including carrying strap and case, case lid detached 60

 6751 WWI, C.P. GOERZ BERLIN and D.F. 10x52,5 PERPAX as used by the Imperial Navy, circa 1918, clear lenses 200

 6752 WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Marineglass 6x, Serial number 717642, late war with zinc alloy parts including cover and strap, small damage 
to eyepiece, clear lenses 60

6753

6755

 6753
WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Fernglas 08 Dienstglass No 40808 XI 1917, the Fernglas 08 was handed out to junior infantry officers and it 
was the only model which was given for free by the German military office to the army, including cover, clear lenses 80

 6754 WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Dienstglas D.F.6x24 IX 18, Late war covers, upper hinge disc and eyepiece bodies made of zinc alloy, clear 
lenses 30

 6755
WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena D.F. 8x FUSSARTILLERIE MIT STERN, Serial number 470810 from a batch of 200pcs made early 1915, 
clear lenses with cover, rare 100
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 6756 WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Marineglass 6x, Serial number 169375 including cover, leather tab and strap, clear lenses 80

 6757 WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena D.F. 12X50 Dienstglas as used by naval artillery, serial number 978954, one lens foggy 80

 6758 WWI, Carl Zeiss Jena Noctar 7x50 nr.1099750, clear lenses 80

 6759 WWI, C Zeiss Wien M.9/13Z mit Skala Feldstecher no1270 with Austro Hungarian K.U.K markings, including strap and case, clear 
lenses 50

 6760
WWI, E. Leitz Marinodoce (Sea glass) 12 x 60 binoculars, circa 1910 - 1915, marked ‘12X L25 & 75 = 4.3’ Crowned N 126, clear 
lenses 150

 6761 WWI, E.Leitz Wetzlar 7xL50,4 Some spots on lenses 50

6762

6766

 6762
WWI-WWII, Kaiserliche Marine/Kriegsmarine, aiming scope for the 10,5cm Tbts KL/45, shipboard canon, made by: “Carl Zeiss, 
Jena”, clear lenses, rubber eyecup deteriorating, these guns where used a lot in WWII, as coastal gun at the Atlantic wall 100

 6763 Interbellum, Schutz Cassel 18 x 40 Perplex 50
 6764 Interbellum, Carl Zeiss Wien M9/13Z FELDSTECHER MIT SKALA 6 FACH, no 1098 with Austrian markings, clear lenses 25
 6765 Interbellum, Carl Zeiss Jena Silvamar 6x30 Dienstglas H/6400, including strap, clear lenses 25

 6766
Interbellum, “Carl Zeiss, Jena” Telonar 12x40 binoculars, according to serial number made in 1920, named to “Nicolaus Buchner, 
Hof & Universitats optiker, München”, with carrying strap, in very good condition 75

 6767 Interbellum, German army (Reichswehr) binoculars, marked: “G.Rodenstock, München”, model Lumar 6x27, clear lenses 30

6768

 6768
Interbellum, German Reichswehr Diensglas 6x30, made by: “Hensoldt, Wetzlar” marked: “Pol. Dienstglas” (Polizei=Police), with 
carrying strap, and rain shield, comes in original matching case, also marked “Hensoldt, Wetzlar”, and Reichswehr eagle insignia 100
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 6769
Interbellum, Weimar Republic navy 7x50H binoculars, made by: “Carl Zeiss, Jena”,, addorned with the Eagle crest of the Weimar 
republic, with the M for Marine (Navy), with carrying strap and leather raincover, clear lenses very rare interbellum marked model 200

 6770 WWII, Reichswehr / Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x24, made by: “Busch, Rathenow” model: Bislux, clear lenses 30

 6771 WWII, Czech army binoculars 6x30 made by “K.P Goerz, Bratislava”, model: Polni, Kukátko vz. 9/13, marked with Czech army logo 
and ‘36 (1936), many where used by the German army after occupation of Czechoslovakia 50

 6772
WWII, Brazilian army binoculars, Made by “Nedinsco, Venlo, Holland” using a “Carl Zeiss” patent, model 1935, marked with Brazil-
ian army crest, rare piece 50

 6773 Carl Zeiss Delfort 18x50 binoculars with rare tripod mounting, clear lenses 500

 6774 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, according to serial number made in 1939, nice early 
war piece 50

 6775 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked: “dym” (Runge & Kaulfuss, Rathenow), clear lenses, with bakelite rain cover and carry-
ing strap 75

 6776 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 marked: “ddx” (Voigtlander & Söhne AG, Braunschweig), in tan camouflage paint, bakelite eye 
pieces, carrying strap, and button loop (also marked “ddx” 1943), lenses slightly foggy, rare 150

6777

6790

 6777
WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked: “cxn” (Emil Busch AG, Rathenow), rare version made of bakelite, clear lenses, with 
carrying sling and button loop, no cracks or damage to the body 250

 6778 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 marked “ESO” (Rodenstock Optische Werke, Munchen), clear lenses 50

 6779 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 marked: “dow” (Waffenwerke Brunn A.G. (1943-Opticotechna GmbH) Prerau CZ), made in oc-
cupied Czechoslovakia for the German army, lenses slightly foggy, with carrying strap 50

 6780 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, according to serial number made in 1934, nice early 
example, with carrying strap 50

 6781 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 made by: “Spindler und Hoyer KG, Göttingen”, early version with full logo, clear lenses 50

 6782 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, according to serial number made in 1934, with carrying 
strap, and button loop 75

 6783 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 made by “E. Leitz, Wetzlar” marked with full logo, so 1930’s production, with carrying strap, 
clear lenses 50

 6784 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 marked: “bek” (Hensoldt Werke, Herborn), clear lenses, with carrying strap 50

 6785 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30 marked: “erv ‘41” (Fritz Hofmann, Erlangen), clear lenses, with raincover, carrying sling and 
button loop 75

 6786 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 6x30, marked: “cag” (Swarovski, Austria), with carrying strap and rubber rain shield, clear lenses, 
comes in original Bakelite case marked: “frn ‘41”(Rudolf Lang, Brandenburg), one strap broken 100

 6787 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 8x30 marked: “rln” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), lenses slightly foggy, with carrying strap 50

 6788 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas marked with full “Carl zeiss, Jena” logo, model DF 8x30, according to the serial number made in 1939, 
special eyecups for use with gasmask, lenses foggy, overall nice pre war example 50

 6789 WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas DF 10x50, made by “E. Leitz, Wetzlar”, with carrying strap, and button loop, clear lenses 100

 6790
WWII, Wehrmacht Dienstglas 10x50, marked: “cxn” (Emil Busch AG, Rathenow), with carrying strap, clear lensen, comes in original 
leather case marked with “Waffenambt” stamp maker code “ksd” (Walter Winkler, Spandau), and dated 1943, very nice set 200
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 6791
WWII, SS 6x30 Dienstglas, marked with full “Ruka, Rathenow” logo, sr nr: 44435, marked with SS skull, with carrying strap (bro-
ken), and leather rain shield, foggy lenses, used condition, very hard to find 500

 6792
WWII, Wehrmacht trench periscope marked “dow” (Waffenwerke Brunn AG (1943-Opticatechna GmbH) Prerau CZ), serialnumber: 
28490, retains 95% of tan camouflage paint, with rubber eye cup, clear lenses, often used by snipers 200

 6793 WWII, Luftwaffe, monocular telescope, marked “Kdo. Hi. Ger.35” ( Kommandogerät 35), for use with the Flak 88 gun, made by 
“Carl Zeiss, Jena”, lenses intact, and color changing system working 50

6794

6795

 6794
WWII, Luftwaffe, 10x80 FLAK spotting binoculars, marked: “cxn” (Emil Busch AG, Rathenow), in original tan color, clear lenses 
adjusting knobs working, nice original piece 250

 6795
WWII, Kriegsmarine D.F. 7x50 binoculars, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, and “Reichs adler” embossed on the top, accord-
ing to serial number made in 1940, with carrying strap, clear lenses 150

 6796
WWII, Kriegsmarine D.F. 7x50 binoculars, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, and “Reichs adler” embossed on the left top-
cover, and “blc” with serial number on the right topcover, according to serial number made in 1942, with carrying strap, clear lenses, 
nice transitional model with both Carl Zeiss logo and 3 letter code

150

 6797 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 binoculars, marked with full “E. Leitz, Wetzlar” logo, and “Reichs adler” with M for Marine (Navy) 
embossed on the topcover, with carrying strap and raincover, foggy lenses 150

 6798
WWII, Kriegsmarine D.F. 7x50 binoculars, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena” logo, and “Reichs adler” on the left topcover and 
“Artl” (Artillery) on the right top cover, with gasmask eye pieces, including carrying strap and rain shield, according to serial number 
made in 1939, clear lenses

150

 6799 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 binoculars, marked with “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), and “Reichs adler” with gasmask eye pieces, including 
carrying strap and rain shield, clear lenses 150

 6800 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 binoculars, marked: “rln” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), special model for use with Ships signal lamps, adjustment 
lever on left side missing, rubber eyecups present, clear lenses 150

 6801 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50H, binoculars, marked with full “Carl Zeiss, Jena “ Logo and “Reichs adler”, in worn condition, clear 
lenses 100
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 6802 WWII, Kriegsmarine Artillery 7x50 binoculars, marked “beh” (E. Leitz, Wetzlar), in used condition, clear lenses 150

 6803
WWII, Kriegsmarine 8x60 U-Boat Commanders bicoculars, marked: “cxn’ (Emil Busch AG, Rathenow), with brown bakelite rain 
shield, original finish, eyecups present, clear lenses, hard to find 1000

6804
6816

 6804
WWII, Kriegsmarine heavy brass U-boat binoculars, marked: “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model: UDF 7x50, these are watertight up to 
30 atm, and pressurized, for use on a fixed mounting in the conning tower of U-boats, these would stay in place when diving, clear 
lenses, rare

500

 6805 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, original finish 500

 6806 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, original finish 500

 6807 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, original finish, comes with bakelite rain shield marked: “Benutzer” 500

 6808 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, original finish, including carrying strap 500

 6809 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, original finish removed 500

 6810 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), according to serial number made in 1941, first 
series, without rubber protection, heavily worn look, clear lenses 500

 6811 WWII, Kriegsmarine 7x50 U-Boat crew binoculars, marked “blc” (Carl Zeiss, Jena), model from 1943 onwards, rubber eye cups 
intact, clear lenses, black overpaint, with loose bakelite rain shield (broken attachment) 500

 6812 WWII, Kriegsmarine, Bakelite rain shield, with intact rubber attachment, dated 1944, for use with the U-Boat binoculars 30

 6813 WWII, British Royal navy, binoculars, made by: “Barr & Stroud, Glasgow-London” model: CF41, 7x50, dated 1940, with folding 
splash guards, complete with carrying strap, very good condition 50

 6814 WWII, British Royal navy, GK.5 Gunsight binoculars made by: “Barr & Stroud”, dated 1945, right side lens in need of repair, overall 
good condition 75

 6815 WWII, British Royal navy, gunsight binocular for use with the naval 3,5 inch. Gun, made by: “Ross, London”, missing some parts, 
lenses are intact and clear 50

 6816
WWII, British Royal navy, gunsight binocular model G352P, made by: “Ross, London” , with adjustable lenses, in used but overall 
working condition 100

 6817 WWII, US army M17 binoculars, in OD finish with carrying strap, some damage to eyecups, clear lenses 30
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 6818
WWII, French navy, deck mounted gunsight binoculars, marked: “Jumelle S 8x50, S.R.P.I. 1936”, made of brass, one lens a bit foggy, 
complete with dust covers 150

 6819 Postwar, French Navy, 8x40 submarine binoculars, made by: “Huet, Paris” Model: 1959, with rubber armouring, in very good condi-
tion, clear lenses, including carrying strap, rare 200

WWII

Netherlands

 6820 Kepie infantry manschappen, made by “J.P. Mol Breda” in overall good condition, some small mothholes on the top 50

 6821 Kepie, enlisted men dress version for the Artillery, made by: “H.W. Blomjous, Den Haag”, large about size 59, in pristine condition 60

 6822 Kepie, enlisted men dress version for the Artillery, no makers mark on the inside, large size about 58, in pristine condition 60

 6823 Lot of kepi cockades, woven type, 11 in total 20

 6824 Lot of kepi cockades, metal type, 10 in total 20

 6825 Officer sidecap Cavalry, in used condition 25

6826 6830

 6826
Busby (kolbak), used by the “Koninklijke Marechaussee” (Military police), made of real fur, marked on the inside with “CM 192 ?”, 
complete with chinscale and cockade, in very good condition 100

 6827 M33 helmet in light green color complete with liner and chinstrap and brass lion insignia on the front, nice original helmet 50

 6828 M33 helmet in original green color complete with liner, chinstrap and brass lion plate on the front, nice original piece 50

 6829 M33 helmet, with KNIL style liner and chinstrap, repainted, overall nice condition 50

 6830 M38 helmet with liner marked “CM 1939”, chinstrap, brass lion plate on the front, in very good untouched condition 125
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 6831
M35 helmet, Dutch Waffen-SS, double decal, marked “ET62” (Eisenhüttenwerke, Thale), serial nr: 3856 (SS contract), helmet was 
cleaned to unveil the original finish and decals, has on one side the Dutch national 3-color shield, and SS on the other, comes without 
liner but with alloy ring, very hard to find and rare helmet, should be viewed

500

 6832 Lot of 4 helmets, all repainted, some with complete liners, all with brass lion plate on the front, good for restauration, added a dutch 
1939 gasmask 60

 6833 Lot of three Dutch helmets, all used by the LBD (Air raid wardens), with liners 30

 6834
Interbellum/WWII, Dress uniform from the Corps of Engineers, consists of jacket with engineers buttons, and trousers, needs clean-
ing 100

 6835 Canadian made overcoat dated 1941, garnished with insignia for a Dutch colonel of No.10 Commando (Dutch troop), included Dutch 
canadian volunteer maple leaf patch, original coat, insignia probably added 20

 6836 WWII, Dutch army lot of two M73 revolver ammo pouches, one marked “CM 1937” without belt loop, and one complete, marked 
“AI” and “dV” with crown 40

 6837 Black leather magazine pouch, for the FN 1910/22 pistol, most likely used by the “Marechaussee” (military police), several serial 
numbers stamped into the leather, internal divider intact 25

 6838 Brown leather magazine pouch for the FN M.25 pistol, no markings visible with internal divider present, and instruction manual for 
the FN M.25 pistol dated 1933, both in good condition 50

 6839
Lot of Dutch Mannlicher M.95 rifle related equipment, consists of: leather ammo pouch (Bloktas), marked on the inside with “CM 
1918” missing the closure strap on the front, two leather slings, and 1929 dated instruction manual of the M.95 carbine, with original 
instruction fold out drawing inside

75

 6840 Lot of Dutch Mannlicher M.95, maintenance equipment, consists of: three cannisters for cleaning material, with partial contents, brass 
barrel cover, ammo clip, and barrel cleaning rod 30

6841

 6841
Lot of “Hembrug M.95” rifle/carbine related equipment, consists of ammo pouch, clips, takedown tool, container with cleaning equip-
ment, sight, nice original pieces 75

 6842 Leather ammo pouch for the Dutch M.20 machine gun (Lewis gun), marked on the back with “CW C 24 dV”, (made in 1924) and on 
the front with “??? Delft” and a serial number, complete in good condition 150

 6843 WWII, Dutch army small lot of insignia, consist of: brass helmet plate, rank, machinegunner marksman badges, and sword knot 20

 6844 WWII, M1915 shovel cover with various markings, including shovel made by “Heist&Zn Haag”??, interesting piece should be 
viewed 50

 6845 M1915 Mess kit (eetketel), complete with hard to find handle, and original denim material cover, nice and rare complete set 50
 6846 Lot of three ration cans, two marked “B”, and one marked “C”, with serial numbers underneath, all complete with original lids 30
 6847 Dutch army, carbide lamp, used in trenches, during the mobilisation period 20
 6848 Leather enlisted mens belt with brass buckle from the Dutch marine corps (Korps Mariniers), with old type anchor 20
 6849 Dutch army officers / documents satchel, made of Garoet fabric, no markings visible, in used but good condition 40
 6850 Dutch army officers / documents satchel, made of Garoet fabric, no markings visible, in unused condition, rare item 40
 6851 Pair of Dutch army boots, with ice skates, skates marked “Sturmer fix”, nice original pair 50
 6852 Dutch army puttees two pairs and a FN pistol holster 30
 6853 Four-stringed barrel sash, buttons marked ‘A. Mol, Breda’ 25
 6854 WWII, First aid package with original paper label still attached 10
 6855 Silver mobilisation ring ‘Mobilisatie 1939’ and German WWI ring ‘Vaterlandsdank 1914’ 25
 6856 NSB tinnie ‘3e Algemeene Landdag, 30.3 Amsterdam’, in nice condition 15
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 6857 NSB money box, ‘Strijd-en Verkiezingsfonds’, some wear 80

 6858 Winterhulp Nederland collection can, paint in worn condition, no structual damage, nr: 8128 20
 6859 Repainted Winterhulp collection can and Winterhulp collectors badge 20
 6860 Lot of two cans full of “Winterhulp Nederland” terracota broches without pins, added four matchbooks 10

 6861 Lot of seven Winterhulp collectors badges 100

 6862 Small collection Winterhulp and NAD badges 20

6863
6866 6869

 6863 Lot of four brooches Nederlandsche Heemkunst 100
 6864 Lot of four brooches Nederlandsche Heemkunst, one needle repaired 80
 6865 Centrepiece of a WA bicycle flag 10
 6866 Metal cap insignia Nederlandsche SS 100

 6867 Lot of four well-made reproduction armbands, ‘Landwacht’, ‘Vendel Jacob Janse’, ‘Vendel Peter Ton’ and ‘Vendel Hendrik Koot’, all 
marked ‘Fa. A.v. Dongen & Zn., Fabrikanten Breda’, interesting study material 25

 6868 Dutch Waffen SS, recruitment fold out leaflet, nice color print in good condition 30

 6869
Poster ‘Neemt dienst bij het Vrijwilligers-Legioen Nederland’. Onderzijde gemarkeerd ‘Nr. 16, Öffentlicher Aushang genehmigt 
durch die Dienststelle des Reichskommissars. K.288’. Some folds, but considering the age in good condition, rare, size 54x39cm 200

 6870

Three large size posters, consisting of ‘Wie volgt na Nederlandsch-Indië’. Bottom marked ‘Genehmigt von Hauptabteilung Volk-
saufklärung und Propaganda beim Reichskommissar. No, 5021, Van 12 Mei tot 1 Juni 42, Druk Mes & Bronkhorst - Haarlem’. 
‘Rijksdienst voor de Werkverruiming, Tentoonstelling 10 Jaar vakontwikkeling en sociale jeugdzorg’. Bottom marked ‘K 1083 - 
28045, Öffentlicher Aushang genehmigt durch die Dienststelle des Reichskommissars Nr. 49’. And ‘Meer verdienen, Opleiding tot 
metaalbewerker voor iedereen. Inlichtingen b.d. Gewestelijke Arbeidsbureaux en Bijkantoren of rechtstreeks b.d. Opleidingsscholen’. 
Bottom marked ‘K 2238’. Some tape repairs, but considering the age in fairly good conditions, sizes 89x119cm, 76,5x109,5cm and 
87,5x118cm

30

 6871 Dutch poster with air raid pre-cautions, published by: “N.V.L.”( Nederlandse vereeniging voor luchtbescherming), dated on the back 
08-09-’39, in very good condition, without damage nice strong and vibrant colors 30

 6872
Dutch collaboration NSB poster, “Ontsluit een betere toekomst”, marked on the bottom with: “Goedgekeurd door de Afd. Propaganda 
van het Departement van Volksvoorlichting en Kunsten, No. 110, Tijdsduur 21 Juni - 20 Juli 1943, K 2347”, in very good condition, 
without major damage some small tape residue on edges

40

 6873 Original proclamation from the Swedish Red Cross, about donated food and meals as part of the war relief at the end of WWII in the 
Netherlands, size 50x37 cm 20

 6874 Official poster of the “Militair Gezag”, de Dutch military authorities in 1945, printed in London, with the text “Zwarte markt is roof!”, 
50x75 cm 50
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 6875 Original poster with a quote of Queen Wilhelmina, official R.V.D. publication printed in London, folded but without damage, size: 
73x49cm 30

 6876 Full carton with 25 packs ‘Amateurs Sigaretten’,  carton partially opened and slightly damaged, rare 25

 6877 Small selection of Dutch army equipment, from the mobilisation period, including: lantern, house wife, sling for bread bag, should be 
viewed 30

 6878 Large amount rank insignia, so called ‘bananenschillen’ 20

 6879 Lot of four Dutch national lion symbol insignia, model of 1940 British made, on light blue/grey felt, two with “Nederland” and two 
with “Nederlandsch Indie” as text underneath the lion 10

 6880 Lot various small insignia 10
 6881 Lot of some insignia, added some Dutch-Indies items 25
 6882 Large lot buttons, various makers 10
 6883 Lot of approximately 39 buttons, all made in either Great-Britain, Australia, or Dutch-Indies, interesting 20
 6884 Lot various parts and pieces for sashes and aiguillettes 10
 6885 Lot of various parts, for ceremonial headgear (helmhoed, kolbak) 10

Belgium

 6886 Canadian made beret, marked on inside “Grand mere knitting company Ltd. 1945, size: 7 1/2”, addorned with Belgian lion insignia, 
as used by the free Belgium forces (Brigade Piron) 40

 6887 Lot of two M1931 Adrian helmets, one in original color, other one repainted, both with liner and chinstrap 30

 6888
2nd pattern Denison smock, post war Belgian modified by adding a button closure instead of zipper, no label present, overall in real 
good shape 100

 6889 Belgium collaboration party “REX” belt buckle with enemal inlay, marked on the back with “Au Biceps, Liege” (likely early postwar 
reproduction), original information booklet by Leon Degrelle, added a WWII era “REX” beer advertisment 25

 6890 Postwar Berkenkruis metal stage ornament, as used at veterans gatherings 25
France

 6891 Lot of two M1915 Adrian helmets, one in original finish, and one older reproduction both with liners and chinstraps 30
 6892 Lot of two Adrian helmets, one complete, and one missing the insignia and chinstrap, liners intact 20
 6893 Woolen tunic, dated 1935 with size marking 50
 6894 Pair of wool breeches, marked ‘Paul Serre, 1936’ 50

 6895
Brass bugle made by “Couesnon & Cie, Paris” dated 1935, complete with original mouthpiece, fouragere and company flag, attrib-
uted to French colonial troops, nice original piece 50

 6896 Lot of two aiming devices, one clinometer A.B. Type 1, and one aiming circle marked “MG” mle 1939, added one copper bracket 20
United Kingdom

 6897 Black RAC (Royal Armored Corps) beret, marked on the inside “Kangol wear Limited”, dated 1944, size: 7 1/8, part of the leather 
rim ripped open, overall good condition 50

 6898 Black tank corps beret, 1945 dated, added 3 camouflage tanksuit hoods 30
 6899 Royal air force, side cap with brass insignia, side cap marked on the inside “J. Collett Ltd, 1942”, size: 6 1/2 20
 6900 Lot of three RAF (airforce) side caps, two with insignia dated 1940, and one dated 1945 40
 6901 MK2 helmet marked “RO&CO 1943” (Rubery Owen & Co Ltd), with liner and original paint 40
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 6902 MK2 helmet, marked “BMB 1943” (Briggs Motor Bodies Ltd), and liner matching marked, nice original wartime helmet 50

 6903 MK3 “Turtle” helmet, no markings visible with original chinstrap, liner postwar replaced 25

 6904 Para helmet MKII, liner marked “BMB, 1943, size 6 3/4” with leather chinstraps, in rough condition in and out, nice restauration 
project 100

 6905 Para helmet MKII, marked “BMB, 1944, size 7 7/8” in near mint condition, hard to find large size 250

 6906 Para helmet MKII, marked “BMB, 1944, size 7 3/4” nice original condition 200

 6907 Para helmet MKII, marked “BMB, 1944, size 7 3/4” nice original helmet 200

 6908 Para helmet MKII, marked “BMB, 1944, size 8 1/8” , nice orginal helmet in hard to find big size, chinstrap needs re-stitching 200

 6909 RAC (Royal armored corps) MKI helmet, no markings visible, liner missing the rubber pad, original paint 50

 6910 Lot of 4 helmets, consisting of two MK2 and two MK3 helmets, all wartime manufacture, should be viewed 20

 6911 Lot of 11 helmet chin straps, early and late pattern 10

6912 6913

 6912
1st pattern Denison smock, in large size: 8, made by H&B Hoffman in 1942
 
With knit cuffs, tail, and full zipper. In very good condition

250

 6913
2nd pattern Airborne Denison smock, complete in very good condition, with intact crotch flap, and nice label marked: “Smock Deni-
son, Airborne troops, Size: 3, made by: John Gordon & Co dated: 1944” 350

 6914 Lightweight 2-piece oversuit in Brushstroke windproof camouflage, Jacket size: 2 (date faded), Trousers size: 1 (1943), in very good 
condition except for broken buttons 100
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 6915
Lightweight 2-piece oversuit in Brushstroke windproof camouflage, Jacket size: 3 (1943), Trousers: label removed, both pieces in 
very good condition 100

 6916 RAF, Combined Pattern Flying Suit, Made by: ‘Irving Air Chute of Great Britain Ltd.’, dated 8 October 1940, in mint condition 200
 6917 RAF, Combined Pattern Flying Suit, Made by: ‘Irving Air Chute of Great Britain Ltd.’, dated 3 October 1940, in mint condition 200

 6918 Royal Air Force, Mess dress uniform, consists of: jacket with cuff braid rank of a Squadron leader, and bullion Navigator wing, and 
matching gilet, both with “King’s crown” Buttons 50

 6919 Reproduction Paratrooper khaki denim oversmock 20

 6920
British airborne MK2 BSA folding bicycle, in 90% original condition, frame number: “R46377”, original color, original decals, origi-
nal brakes, 32 spoke front wheel, and 40 spoke rear wheel, non original: saddle, grips, tires and crank 600

 6921 British airborne BSA folding bicycle lot, consists of: MK1 frame Nr: “R7385”, and one partial complete MK2 frame nr: “R53578”, 
including 32 spoke front wheel, 40 spoke rear wheel, rear brake , original markings visible, good base for restoration 400

6922

6923

 6922 WWII, Browning 9mm / Colt .45, 2-cell ammo pouch made by “Meco 1944”, used by para’s and commando’s, very rare piece 250
 6923 Matching pair of ammo pouches, for the Lancaster SMG, consisting of the right and left pouch, dated 1941 75

6924
 6924 Sten magazine bandoleer as used by paratroopers, made by “MW&S Ltd 1942” 100
 6925 Sten magazine bandoleer as used by paratroopers, made by “MECO 1944” 75
 6926 Sten magazine bandoleer as used by paratroopers, made by “MW&S Ltd 1944” 75
 6927 Sten magazine bandoleer as used by paratroopers, made by MW&S LTD 1944” 75
 6928 Four magazine boxes for Bren gun, in used condition, no markings visible 50
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 6929 Vickers .303 ammo box, No 10, as used in armored vehicles, marked “RPL S 1942” , in very good condition with leather closing tab 
present, included canvas 1942 dated ammo belt 20

 6930 Gasmask MKV dated 1939, in original 1938 dated bag, added four empty gasmask bags all 1938 dated 30

 6931 Parachute bag, in SOE camouflage fabric, in good condition, zipper works, very rare item 100

 6932 Large bag marked: “Carrier, manpack, signals, No3 “ZA 14044”, made by C.R.M. Ltd. 1945, for transporting radio equipment, inter-
esting piece 30

 6933 Portable electric landing strip lantern, marked with broad arrow and Ref.No.5a/1874, with intact lens, missing one nut of hinge 20
 6934 Three waterproof pouches, two Escape and Evasion maps, Belgium and Luxembourg, dated ‘1943’ and two phrase pamphlets 25

 6935 Type P4a aircraft compass, as used by Lancaster bombers, with metal Air Ministry plaqye, in wooden case of issue marked ‘Exam-
ined 11 Apr 1941, A.C.T.S. Glasgow’, some wear 40

 6936 Daimler Dingo, first aid box/bracket, as mounted on the outside of the armored body, contains the medical supplies (not included), in 
good condition 30

 6937 Pair of Dispatch rider gloves, marked on the inside with: Size 9, dated 1942 20
 6938 Aiming sight for 3 inch. Mortar MK2, dated 1945, nicely marked, with data plate 50
 6939 Aiming sight for 2 inch. (Airborne) Mortar, a bit rusty but restorable, in working order 30

 6940 Army map plotting tool (Alidade) in wooden Case, marked “E.R. Watts & Son, London, 1940 MKII” , in good and complete condi-
tion 30

 6941 RAF MK IV (4), flight goggles, early war model as used during the “Battle of Britain”, complete with straps, one eye piece (Glass) 
needs refitting, parts included 100

 6942 Royal Navy, dummy 3” practice shell, made of wood with iron head, marked on the bottom, heavy made item 30
 6943 Lot of six toggle ropes, as used by commando and airborne troops 60
 6944 Lot of three, British army tropical issue anti mosquito helmet face nets dated 1944, nicely marked on the inside, one has some damage 30
 6945 Royal Air Force, two brass branch of service insignia for a Air gunner, model pre 1941, rare 15
 6946 Lot various insignia, added two postwar berets 25
 6947 Lot of circa 22 webbing shoulder straps, various wartime dates marked “Long” 20
 6948 Large selection of wartime dated Pattern 37 webbing equipment, including: Pouches, straps, canteen, pliers, holster, backpacks 50
 6949 Large box full of P-37 webbing equipment, cosists of: pouches, bags, canteens, anklets 50

 6950 Lot of mixed P-37 webbing items, including entrenching tool, camouflage net 50
 6951 Lot of mixed P-37 webbing items, including mapcase, canteen, ammo pouches 50
 6952 Lot of mixed P-37 webbing items, some postwar items 50
 6953 Lot of P-37 canteens and P-44 webbing equipment 50
 6954 1939 Pattern, leather equipment lot, consists of: Ammo pouches, belts, braces, binocular case, commenly used by Home guard units 50

 6955 1940 Cavalry pattern water bottle and cover made by: “ MECo” dated: 1940, some moth nips in wool cover, otherwise in good condi-
tion 20

 6956 1940 Pattern Cavalry webbing, ammo pouches marked “MECo 1940”, with belt marked “MECo 1922”, rare 50
 6957 Box full of British webbing equipment, consists of various black dyed and RAF blue pieces 20
 6958 Lot of ammo related equipment, including: canvas MG belts, ammo bandoleers, various models, and markings 20
 6959 Lot of nine electric lanterns, some still in original boxes 20

 6960 Lot of three, electric torches (flashlight), one marked “D.B. Ltd, Le No 4”, 1 marked “Belgium made”, and one marked “Joseph Lucas 
Ltd 1941” 10

 6961 Large lot of various British militaria, including, gasmask, WS38 radio, webbing, footpowder, should be viewed 50

 6962 Small lot of equipment, consists of leather toolbox, with field made carrying sling, bakelite MK2 helmet without liner (air raid war-
den), 3 canvas pouches for carrying large maps made by “MECo” dated 1940/1942, cigarette tin and ID card 30

 6963 Lot of several different holsters for Webley revolver 20
 6964 Lot of eight foot powder cans 5
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 6965
Tin box with 47 packets of “Player’s Navy Cut, Cigarettes Medium”, all full of contents, in mint condition, added US M-1944 mos-
quito net 50

 6966 Lot of three Tobacco tins, all sealed and full of contents, including “Capstan”, and “Three nuns”, and one unmarked. Added album 
various documents 20

 6967 Lot of six Heavy Duty wire cutters 20
 6968 Small lot of equipment, including: small pack, large pack, leather anklets, khaki helmet covers 20

 6969
Set of three components of the “GEE” airborne navigation sytem as used in RAF aircraft during WWII, notably in Mosquito path-
finder/nightfighters, consisits of: Type 50 receiver, type F306 receiver, and Type 25 monitor, all AM (Air ministry) marked, added 
book about WWII radar systems

100

 6970 Lot of several radio equipment components, for use in airplanes, three marked AM (Air ministry), and one marked Canadian airforce, 
interesting 30

 6971 Box with various radio/telephone related equipment, including, mic’s, headphones, morse key, should be viewed 30
Germany

 6972 Early war visor cap (Schirmmütze), so called “Alter art” model, made of gabardine fabric, short visor, named on the inside, black 
fabric band added postwar 50

 6973 Visor cap officers, large size, no makers mark, in very good condition 150
 6974 Two visor caps Luftwaffe officers, no markings visible, both large size, probably older reproductions, should be viewed 50

6975

6984

 6975
DAK / Heer, tropical side cap, marked on the inside with: “Hans Brandt, Mutzenfabrik Magdeburg-N 842, size: 54”, with correct red 
colored lining, and original insignia, in unissued condition 150

 6976 Kriegsmarine sidecap, large size, eagle removed, no markings visible, nice item 100
 6977 M34 officers Sanitäter side cap, with BeVo insignia, good original item 75

 6978 Allgemeine SS EM/NCO M34 black overseas cap, with traces of removed insignia on the side, label washed out, and marked with 
“BRT” stamp, size: 56, model similar to ones used by “Flemish SS, Langemarck” 150

 6979 Luftwaffe sidecap, with original insignia, marked with size: “59”, in good condition 100

 6980 Luftwaffe Flakhelfer der Hitlerjugend cap, nicely marked on the inside with stamp “0/0620/0003, 43, 54” (1943 size: 54), and RZM 
Label, insignia removed, otherwise real good condition 100

 6981 Luftwaffe Flakhelfer cap, marked on the inside with stamp “0/2009/0004, 58,44” (1944 size: 58), cap is in used condition with wear, 
hard to find larger size 100

 6982 Luftwaffe Flakhelfer der Hitlerjugend cap, nicely marked on the inside with stamp “RBNr: 0/050/0016, 54” (size: 54) , insignia 
removed, otherwise good condition 100

 6983 Luftwaffe, M43 field cap, with insignia on the front, no markings visible, in used condition 100

 6984 M43 field cap Luftwaffe, marked on the inside “1944 0/0501/0015 size 56”, with original insignia, in used but overall nice condition 100

 6985 Original M43 cap, probably a Luftwaffe version, dyed black/dark blue, for unknown reason, markings in dome of cap visible but hard 
to read, marked size: 56, should be viewed 30
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 6986 Rabbit fur winter cap (Pelzmutzen), unmarked (likely SS issue), complete and minor wear to fur 100

 6987 Metal childs toy helmet (Kinder stahlhelm), modeled after a WWI M16 helmet, double decal HEER version, well played with, miss-
ing liner and chinstrap, interesting item 75

 6988
DAK tropical pith helmet, 2nd model, liner maker marked ‘JHS’, size ‘55’, dated ‘1942’, strap present, overall in good condition, 
shields on both sides present 100

6989
6993

 6989
M35, Heer camouflage helmet with original liner, marked “NS 64” (Vereinigte Deutsche Nikelwerke, Schwerte, size: 64) nr: 5479, 
missing chinstrap, named to: “Wieder” on the liner, real nice rough texture field applied 3-tone camo pattern, hard to upgrade 750

 6990 Luftwaffe, M35 single decal helmet, with original rough sand texture overpaint, factory paint underneath, and traces of decal visible, 
no codes visible due to overpaint, no liner present, nice example 50

 6991 Norwegian re-issued M35 helmet marked with “ET64” (Eisenhüttenwerke, Thale, size 64) and number 4797, with liner, original 
paint, decals painted over 50

 6992 Norwegian re-issued M35 helmet marked ‘SE62’ (Sächsische Emaillier und Stanzwerke, size 62), number: 3866, with white/snow 
camouflage paint 50

 6993
M38 Fallschirmjäger helmet, late war type, shell marked “CKL68”, (Eisenhüttenwerke, Thale size 68) nr: 2764, liner stamped with 
“R.-Betr.-Nr. 0/0251/0111, Kopfgosse 58, Stahlhelmgrosse 68, in unissued condition with original straps and original paint 2000

 6994 M38 Fallschirmjäger helmet shell, original shell, with bullit hole, postwar repainted, no liner 75

6995

 6995
M40 helmet. Luftwaffe single decal, shell maker marked “ET64” (Eisenhuttenwerke Thale, size 64), number: 1125, alloy ring of liner 
present, leather and chinstrap missing, with nice brushstroke camouflage pattern applied 250

 6996 M40 helmet, with mud/sand camouflage applied, no markings visible, with liner, should be viewed 75
 6997 M40 helmet, marked ‘ET 64’ (Eisenhüttenwerke, Thale, size 64), SS decals, paint and liner added postwar 50
 6998 Norwegian re-issued M40 helmet marked “Q64” (Quist size 64), number 3742, nice helmet, decals painted over 50

 6999 M40 helmet shell, outside shell later repainted, maker marked “NS66” (Vereinigte Deutsche Nickelweke, size 66), nr: DN29, original 
liner present, and named “Klinck”, nice restauration piece 60
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 7000
M42, Luftwaffe camouflage helmet with original liner, acceptance ink stamp on the inside dome (unreadable), marked “NS 64” (Ver-
einigte Deutsche Nikelwerke, Schwerte, size: 64) nr: 3272, missing chinstrap, “Antwerpen” written on liner, beautiful original camo 
helmet

500

 7001
M42 Luftwaffe single decal helmet, with original liner and chinstrap, marked: “ET66” ( Eisenhüttenwerke, Thale, size 66), nr: 1593, 
helmet is in nice original and untouched condition, decal faded due to wear 250

 7002 M42 helmet, Heer single decal, shell marked “2063”, no maker code, with original liner, decal damaged 60

 7003 Luftschutz gladiator helmet, denazified decal on the front, marked on the inside “Vertrieb genehmigt gemass 8 Luftschutzgesetz, 
Kopfweite 57, Hochstpreis RM 8,-”, original color, liner slightly damaged 40

 7004 Lot of five helmets, consists of four original M40/M42 helmets all with liners, postwar repainted and one reproduction M40 helmet 100

 7005 Lot of four Luftschutz helmets, consists of 3 gladiator and one M35 (beaded) type, all with complete liners and chinstraps, decalls 
denazified, and M35 postwar repainted 100

7006 7007

 7006
Splittertarn helmet cover marked “M42 SS 421”, and faintly named on the inside, complete with original drawstring, in used but good 
overall condition (helmet not included) 500

 7007
Waffen SS, reversible helmet cover in Oakleaf camouflage (eichenlaubmuster), all tree hooks present, one internal spring broken, 
marked with size “62” on the inside, cover is in very good condition, very rare item (no helmet included) 2000

 7008 Helmet cover, in SS Dot44 erbsentarn camouflage, old reproduction made of original fabric 30

 7009 Leather helmet liner and chinstrap, possibly postwar production, no markings visible, should be viewed 10

 7010 Luftwaffe, Paratrooper (fallschirmjager) helmet liner, marked with size and manufacturer, on inside marked with “LBA” , unsure of 
age, sold as reproduction, should be viewed 20

 7011 Alloy liner ring, for use with the German steel helmet, marked: “F.W.M. metall fabrik, 1941”, with the small split fasteners for the 
leather part of the liner 15
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 7012

German Heer (Wehrmacht) M36 tunic and M43 cap, jacket with NCO ranks of an Oberfeldtwebel of Gebirgs (Mountain) artillery, 
marked on the inside with size “41.41.90.68.61” and dated 1938, also marked with “G.A.R.111”( Gebirgs artillerie regiment 111), 
complete with matching insignia, an Algemeines sturmabzeichen on the breast pocket, original whistle lanyard, M43 tailor made 
cap, with original insignia, and metal edelweiss insignia on the side, very well made, both items in overall very good condition, some 
small moth damage on collar of jacket and view nips on cap

400

 7013
Heer M36 officers tunic from a Lieutenant of the infantry, jacket is in very good condition, with original insignia, no label or markings 
visible 250

7014 7016
7018

 7014
Tailor made Heer M36 Officers tunic from a Oberluitenant of the cavalry, in very good condition, named and dated 1942 on the label, 
with original insignia and ribbons 250

 7015 Wehrmacht/Heer, officers tunic for an artillery unit, early war type (M36), all 4 pockets removed, buttons and insignia present, good 
for restauration purposes 50

 7016
German Heer (Wehrmacht), early Steingrau (stone gray) M36 riding breeches, with leather re-inforcement on the inside of the legs, 
marked on the inside, with the size: “69.82.102.98.B35” dated: 3/1937, complete with all buttons, in very good condition, some small 
moth pinholes

200

 7017 German Heer (Wehrmacht) M40 Tunic, with some old alterations, marked on the inside with a stamp of a company from Remagen, 
jacket features an replaced collar, cuffs sewn, also included a dagger hanger, overall nice condition, should be viewed 150

 7018
NCO tunic Feldherrnhalle Division, Feldwebel, coarse Gabardine cloth, partially lined, interior with size markings, dated ‘44’, first 
aid pouch marked RBNr 0/1083/5134’, BeVo chest eagle and mouse grey collar tabs, with cuff title and ribbon for Iron Cross 2nd 
Class and Winterschlacht im Osten. Minor wear, very nice piece

1000
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 7019
Heer (army) black panzer wrapper jacket, marked on the inside with: “43.60.94.43.62, P.42 LAGD Posen”, made in occupied Poland, 
Posen= Poznan, in very good condition with original breast eagle 1000

 7020 Army pioneer corps, 4-pocket work jacket made out of blue denim material, marked on inside ‘42.90.72.80.64 BHZ s’, interesting 
jacket, should be viewed 100

 7021 Leather 3 quarter jacket, with Kriegsmarine buttons, marked on the inside: M/U57/3426/1942/54, possibly U-Boat jacket, should be 
viewed 100

 7022
Luftwaffe Hermann Göring Unteroffizier Sturmgeschützbluse, late war, marked ‘L.B.A. 44’ and size markings, minor moth damage 
on inner flap, very rare piece with minor use 3000

7023 7024 7026

 7023
Luftwaffe jumpsmock (Knochensack), in splinter camouflage, all zippers and buttons present, zippers marked ‘Rapid’, eagle on chest 
removed, in very good condition 2000

 7024
Luftwaffe Flak 4-pocket tunic for a Gefreiter, dated 1939, marked on the inside ‘LBA(S)39-38.67.94.44.59’, complete with original 
insignia and ribbons, in nice condition 300

 7025
Luftwaffe summer flightsuit Type K So/34 (sommerfliegerkombi), made by: “Bekleidungsfabrik Habett, Crailsheim”, dated 1940 size: 
IIb, in overall nice condition, except for the main zipper which is removed and one pocket zipper that is missing, type used during the 
Blitz, and Battle of Brittain

200

 7026
Waffen SS Dot44 / erbsentarn camouflage set, made of HBT fabric, consists of jacket marked ‘42.67.96.43.6’ with sleeve eagle, and 
trousers dated 1944 and marked ‘90.120.88.104’, both pieces in very good condition, complete with all buttons 4000

 7027 Waffen SS M43 2 hole jacket, with side cap, old reproductions, both pieces have moth damage, should be viewed 40

 7028 German red cross (D.R.K.), wool jacket, label on the inside marked: “Carl Busse, Mainz”, 1 red cross device missing from collar 
badge, all buttons present 40
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 7029
Cossack Cherkesska, (traditional cavalry coat) of a Kuban cossack volunteer in the German army, in worn condition, traces and dis-
colorisation of removed German insignia visible, rank epaulets present, interesting piece, should be viewed 100

 7030 Heer, Italian made tropical uniform jacket made a light grey cotton, used by the German army, traces of breast eagle visible, stamped 
on the inside, but hard to read, missing buttons 50

 7031 Wehrmacht/Heer, white drillich (HBT) work jacket, with added fake (SS) stamp on the inside, overal in good condition, added a 
selection of pictures of soldiers in the same type of uniform 50

 7032 Hitler Youth (Hitlerjugend), Blue wool jacket, overall good condition, some insignia present and traces of some removed insignia, 
epaulet marked “244” 100

 7033 Hitlerjugend winter uniform, consists of: short jacket with armband, ski trousers and ski cap, no markings visible, constructed of 
heavy wool, all buttons present, should be viewed 50

 7034 Hitlerjugend winter uniform, consists of: short jacket (wrapper) label present marked “Rudolf bour, Innsbruck”, ski trousers and side 
cap,  constructed of heavy wool, all buttons present, should be viewed 50

 7035 Hitlerjugend winter uniform, consists of: short jacket with armband, ski trousers (damaged condition) and ski cap, no markings vis-
ible, constructed of heavy wool, should be viewed 50

 7036 Marine Hitlerjugend (navy youth), lot of clothing, two white trousers, three different jumpers, should be viewed 40
 7037 Lot of Hitlerjugend related clothing, possibly theater or reproduction, should be viewed 20

 7038
Wehrmacht, Mountaintroops (Gebirgsjager) reversible parka, nice field modified jacket,  modified by means of adding a zipper instead 
of buttons on the front and deleted the crotch strap, no markings visible, overall good condition 200

 7039 Reversible camouflage winter jacket, in Sumpftarn with splintertarn sleeves and hood, in used but overall good condition 200

7040 7041 7043

 7040 Non reversible winter trousers in Sumpftarn camouflage, complete with suspenders, all complete very nice piece 200

 7041 German 4-pocket field jacket, made from splintertarn zeltbahn, very well made, all complete in very good condition, rare piece 200

 7042 German field trousers made of Italian M29 camouflage fabric, good looking piece with several field repairs 150

 7043 Heer splintertarn, reversible winter hood, marked “E. Reitz uniformwerke Antwerpen” size: 2, in unused condition, rare 150

 7044 Heer splintertarn reversible winter hood, marked with a RBN number but hard to read, in used condition 100

 7045 Heer sumpftarn non reversible hood, markings faded, in unused condition 75

 7046 Heer sumpftarn non reversible hood, marked “RBN: 6/9448/0153 size: 57”, in unused condition 75

 7047 Heer sumpftarn non reversible hood, in heavy used condition 50

 7048 Waffen SS Dot44 erbsentarn, reversible winter mittens, in unused condition 150
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 7049 Waffen SS Dot44 erbsentarn, reversible winter mittens, in unused condition 150

 7050 Waffen SS rauchtarn herbst ( blurred edge autumn), reversible winter mittens, in unused condition 200
 7051 Waffen SS rauchtarn herbst (blurred edge autumn), reversible winter mittens, in perfect condition 200
 7052 Waffen SS, eichenlaub herbst (oakleaf autumn), reversible winter mittens 150
 7053 Waffen SS eichenlaub herbst (oakleaf autumn), reversible winter hood with stamped number on inside, in unused condition 150
 7054 Wehrmacht Zeltbahn Heeres-Splittertarnmuster 31, nice early color, with manufacturer stamp, in good condition 50
 7055 Wehrmacht Zeltbahn Heeres-Splittertarnmuster 31, in used condition, in need of some small repairs 40

7056
7057

 7056
Waffen SS, zeltbahn in eichenlaub, with platanenmuster “3” overprint, with blurred edge trim, marked with RBN number, all buttons 
present, in unused condition, rare original item except for one added postwar stamp 1000

 7057 Waffen SS eichenlaub (oakleaf) zeltbahn, marked with “RBNr 0/0156/0019” ? and named, in good original condition 400
 7058 Waffen SS eichenlaub (oakleaf) zeltbahn, in nice condition 400
 7059 German field made poncho out of splintertarn zeltbahn, with snap closure in the front 50

 7060 Wehrmacht/SS, field made rain poncho, made of Italian M1929 “Telo mimetico” camouflage fabric, with hood, and button closure, 
nice piece, one rip in the front 50

 7061 Wehrmacht, nice field made rain poncho made of M31 Splittertarn fabric, with button closure, nice original piece 50
 7062 Wehrmacht, rain poncho made from M31 Splittertarn fabric, in unfinished condition, interesting piece 50
 7063 Small kid size rain poncho, made of Splittertarn camouflage fabric, possibly Hitlerjugend, interesting item 50
 7064 Wehrmacht, Lot five different bags and covers, all made from M31 Splittertarn camouflage fabric, interesting pieces 50
 7065 Lot of scraps and cut pieces of Splittertarn camouflage fabric, good for repair material, should be viewed 20

 7066 Lot of fabric pieces, consists of one M31 splittertarn shelter, that can be repaired for use, another piece of splittertarn, and two pieces 
of Italian M29 fabric 30

 7067 Lot of four Luger pistol take down tools, unmarked 20

 7068 Leather holster for the Walther P.38 pistol, marked “ gxy 1942” (Gebr. Klinge Lederwaren-Fabrik, Dresden) in nice original condition, 
with strap on inside intact 100

7069 7070

 7069
Fallschirmjäger K98 ammo bandoleer in splintertarn fabric, marked “0/0510/0052” date most likely 1944 (hard to read), in mint 
condition 250

 7070 Fallschirmjäger K98 ammo bandoleer, in tan fabric, marked “0/0510/0052, 1944”, in very good condition, one snap pulled out 250
 7071 Lot of seven K98 leather ammo pouches, various makers and dates 50

 7072 Wehrmacht / Heer K98 ammo pouch, marked “Kern. Klager & Co, Neu-ulm 1942”, in good original condition, with pocket dividers 
intact 10

 7073 Lot of three K98 pouches, partitions missing, one with later repairs 40
 7074 Pair of late war or early postwar, black leather K98 pouches, both unmarked, with intact “Presstoff” internal dividers 20
 7075 Lot various K98 parts 25
 7076 K98 cleaning rod and leather sling, nice original pieces to complete a rifle 50
 7077 Two K98 rifle cleaning kits, one marked “KH 1935” and one marked “CML 43”, both in good original condition with contents 30
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 7078 MP38/40 Loader, marked ‘98E’ and ‘WaA815’, dated ‘41’ 40
 7079 MP38 u. MP40 sling, fairly hard to find 25
 7080 Luftwaffe MP40 leftside magazine pouch, no markings visible, in very good condition 250

 7081 MG 34/42 round drum magazine bracket, marked “959 42” (made by: Curt Holzberger werkzeugfabrik, Dresden in 1942) and marked 
with a waffenamt stamp, in 95% original grey paint, mechanism working 100

 7082 MG 34/42 round drum magazine bracket, marked “bdk 44” (Schneiderwerke Gmbh 1944), in original tan camouflage paint, mecha-
nism in working order 100

 7083 MG 34/42 ammo box, marking hard to read dated 1944, in original tan camouflage paint 30
 7084 Lot of three practice Stielhandgranate, one marked ‘D.R.G.M.’, other marked ‘Made in Germany’ 30

 7085 Gasmaske M30, with filter dated ‘42, canister nicely marked with number and name and all carrying straps, Klarscheiben, spring and 
cleaning cloth, matching set, in very good condition except for some rust on the filter 75

 7086
M38 gasmask set, canister in 3-tone (Normandy) camouflage, named on the inside to an Obergefreiter, complete with spring and spare 
lenses, and carrying straps, with 1942 dated mask, beautiful piece 500

 7087 Luftwaffe, Gasmask cannister with mask, cannister marked “gtr 1941” (F.F.A. Schulze), original overpainted in blue color, M38 
gasmask marked “H 40”, filter model FE 41 dated “April 1943” 40

 7088 Lot of four German gasmask canisters, mostly in original paint, with various numbers and names, should be viewed 30
 7089 Container for Hautentgiftungssalbe 41, with german and dutch (pre war) contents, nicely marked, in good condition, hard to find 30
 7090 Officers leather boots with hobnails, in used condition 25
 7091 Three pair of late war M37 Gamaschen (gaiters), marked ‘KKStW 44’ in unused condition 30

7092
 7092 Afrika Korps cuff title, brushed woven camelhair 100
 7093 NSDAP membership badge, reverse marked ‘RZM M1/63’ (Steinhauer & Lück) 20
 7094 Leather Y-strap, complete, no markings visible 50
 7095 Large pattern, leather field medic pouch, outside in good condition, internal some parts missing 30
 7096 Heer large field made backpack of splintertarn zeltbahn fabric, interesting piece 50

 7097 Luftwaffe, Backpack (Rucksack), made of blue cotton marked: “A Jeurgens 1941”, overall good condition except for 1 buckle that 
came loose, but could be repaired 20

 7098 Fernmelder tornister (signals backpack), for carrying radio equipment, marked on the front with Nr: 3, added small leather equipment 
box, marked with waffenambt stamp on the inside and dated 1941, buckle broken but present 85

 7099 Fernmelder tornister (signals backpack), for carrying radio equipment, marked “Carl Kuntze Penig-sa 1937”, nice item 75
 7100 Heer/Wehrmacht, Late war breadbag (Brotbeutel) with sling, made out of heavy canvas, in good condition 30
 7101 Wehrmacht / Heer, breadbag carrying strap, with intact hooks, no markings visible 10
 7102 Kriegsmarine, original green canvas navy duffle bag (Seesack), marked on the inside with a stamp (hard to read) 5
 7103 Wehrmacht/Heer, leather belt with buckle, belt made by: “Geipel”, and dated 1942, nice original set 50
 7104 Werhmacht/Heer, belt buckle, faintly marked on the back, probably dated ‘43, added reproduction NSFK belt buckle 50
 7105 Heer/Wehrmacht, enlisted mens belt, with original belt buckle, size: 100, with serial number but hard to read, nice original finish 50
 7106 Luftwaffe belt with buckle, buckle unmarked, with blue paint on the back still visible, belt repaired 75

 7107 Luftwaffe, Leather belt with original buckle, nice original used condition, leather marked with serial number, back of buckle still blue 
paint visible 100

 7108 Lot of two Kriegsmarine Officer’s Belt Buckles by Emil Juttner, silvered and gilded aluminium 50
 7109 Lot of two Kriegsmarine Officer’s Belt Buckles by ‘FFL’ Friedrich Linden Ludenscheid, silvered and gilded aluminium 40
 7110 Lot of three Kriegsmarine Officer’s Belt Buckles, one marked ‘FFL’ for Friedrich Linden Ludenscheid and two unmarked examples 50

 7111 Lot of nine unissued double claw buckles with original RZM tags ‘Zweidornschnalle nach Vorschrift Reichszeugmeisterei der NS-
DAP’ various buckles marked ‘OLC RZM M5/71’ for Overhoff & Cie. of Lüdenscheid 100

 7112 Steel Hitler Youth buckle marked ‘RZM 4/23’ for Dr. Franke and Co, nice buckle in unissued condition 40
 7113 Hitlerjugend belt with buckle, belt marked with waffenambt eagle, buckle in very good condition 50
 7114 RADwJ (Reichsarbeitsdienst der weiblichen Jugend) Brooch, marked ‘Radj 41’ 25
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 7115
Metal storage container for 7,62 cm Pak36(r) cartridge, in very good condition with nice markings and label on the inside, complete 
with 1944 dated metal shell casing with nice markings, interesting item 100

 7116 Luftwaffe carton ammo box for 37mm Flak gun, overall in good condition, with nice markings, only damage is one broken leather tab 
of the carrying handle 30

 7117
Large wooden chest marked “Fur Minenwerfer”, containing a tripod and a kind of aiming periscope with a lenght of 115cm, made 
by: “Spindler & Hoyer, Göttingen”, all in original finish, only defect is the part that connect the optic to the tripod is broken off, very 
interesting piece of equipment

150

 7118 W.M.35 (Winkelmesser 35), Artillery Field Clinometer for use with the 10.5cm Field Howitzer, marked “bvu” (Franz Kuhlmann), in 
original metal container, nicely marked in good condition 50

 7119 Wehrmacht/Heer medical service, box for oxygen bottles, in nice original condition marked “Sauerstoff-Ersatzkoffer”, with original 
label on inside of lid, dated 1938 30

 7120 Metal toolbox made by “Belzer” nicely marked with a “DRGM” , used by mechanics from Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe 20

 7121 Metal box marked “Draeger” containing various equipment, including: coconut canteen, belt buckles, Petrix flashlight, medical items, 
should be viewed 30

 7122 Wehrmacht/Heer, Battery for “Feld Fernsprecher 33”  (field telephone 33) with original paper label in excellent condition 5

 7123 Kriegsmarine U-boat binoculars, marked “7x50, nr: 63523, blc” ( made by Carl zeiss, Jena), optics are really clear, original paint, and 
original neck strap, rubber eye pieces are cracked, nice original piece in used condition 100

 7124 Luftwaffe, “Servo motor”, made by “Siemens AG”, with data plate and lots of original finish 30

 7125 Flatware bowl, marked on the underside with RAD symbol, and a selection of various German marked utensils (LW, Heer), added a 
DRGM marked small burner 25

 7126 Large serving dish 41x17cm, made by: “Rosenthal, Germany 1936”, with Reichswehr eagle on the bottom, signs of use, but without 
damage 20

 7127 Small lot German cutlery, various dates and branches, six pieces 25
 7128 Beer bottle from the brewery “Hofbrauhaus Berchtesgaden”, made of green glass, in very good condition, no cracks 20
 7129 Opekta bottle, from the company of Otto Frank, produced while the firm was still established in Germany, in good condition 10

 7130 WWII, ashtray made of bronze, with a small PZKW-1 tank on top, in overall good condition except for the missing barrel, unique 
early war piece 20

 7131 Volksempfänger VE 301 Dyn, maker ‘C. Lorenz A.G.”, modern screws on backplate, functionality not tested 50
 7132 Deutscher Kleinempfänger 1938, ‘Blaupunkt’, modern screws on backplate, functionality not tested 50
 7133 Volksempfänger VE 301G, maker “Siemens”, functionality not tested, earlier version made of wood instead of bakelite 50
 7134 Volksempfänger VE 301w, maker ‘Tefag’, modern screws on backplate, some repairs, functionality not tested 50

7135

 7135
Enamel sign, ‘Mainfränkische Zeitung, Amtliches Organ der NSDAP und sämtlicher Staats-und Gemeindebehorden, Die führende 
Heimatzeitung’ maker ‘C. Robert Dold, Offenburg I.B. 1939’. Minimal damage on edges, very attractive piece, measures 30x60cm 300

 7136 Reproduction enamel sign, of the “Volkischer Beobachter”, newspaper, good condition, some minor chips around the edges 50
 7137 Reproduction enamel sign, of the “Volkischer Beobachter”, newspaper, good condition, some minor chips around the edges 50
 7138 Reproduction enamel sign, of the “Niederdeutscher Beobachter”, newspaper, good condition, some minor chips around the edges 50
 7139 Lot of circa 12 tinnies, all needles still present, mix of regular and better pieces 20
 7140 Lot of circa 30 tinnies, except for six pieces all needles still present, mix of regular and better pieces 30

 7141 Lot consisting of pair Oberwachtmeister der Gendarmerie shoulder boards, set Nachschub-Abteilungs shoulder straps and set Her-
mann Göring Panzer Division collar tabs 25

 7142 Pair of Feldwebel Pionier shoulder boards, considering the age in good condition 40
 7143 Lot of approximately 10 single shoulder boards and collar tabs, mostly originals 10
 7144 Woven’BEVO’ Panzer chest and cap eagle 40
 7145 Lot of five Woven M43 Trapezoid cap eagles 80
 7146 Lot of five WH cap wreaths all complete with prongs 40
 7147 Large lot of 18 cap wreaths and 14 seperate cokades, possibly including postwar examples 50
 7148 Selection of 12 various WH trade badges includingFfunkmeister, Waffenfeldwebel and Feuerwerker 100
 7149 Large selection of approximately 27 WH trade badges including duplicates, various conditions 150
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 7150 Small collection of various rank insignia and shoulder boards, some with glue remainings 25
 7151 Good selection of nine different Jäger and Edelweiss badges 100

 7152 Nice selection of circa 24 Jäger and Edelweiss badges 250

 7153 Lot of 12 ‘Bevo’ Edelweiss badges 100
 7154 Lot of two Kraftfahrbewährungsabzeichen and five Erkennungsmarke 25
 7155 Luftwaffe embroidered Fallschirmschützenabzeichen 50
 7156 Luftwaffe embroidered Fallschirmschützenabzeichen and embroidered m43 cap eagle 50
 7157 Lot of 10 Luftwaffe Fliegerschützenabzeichen in various conditions 100

 7158 Good selection of 23 Luftwaffe trade and rank badges 100

 7159 Large lot of 100 Luftwaffe trade badges, many duplicates and various conditions 200
 7160 Good selection of circa 80 luftwaffe collar tab gulls 40
 7161 Luftwaffe, small collection of various insigna including sport shirt eagle and flak badge 25
 7162 Large lot of German Fire service (Feuerschutz), insignia, including 12 pairs of shoulder boards and collar insignia 20
 7163 Good selection of Kriegsmarine chest and cap eagles 50

7164

7171

 7164 Lot of four Kriegsmarine badges including three rare K-Verbande trade badges 100

 7165 Selection of Kriegsmarine trade and rank badges 25

 7166 Lot of approximately 54 bunker candles, some in packaging 10

 7167 1930’s/1940’s, Box full of empty tins for chewing tabacco, marked “Landfried, Der wahre Jakob, Kautabak”, 70 pieces in total, 
overall good condition 50

 7168 Wehrmacht/Heer, Small lot of equipment, one waterbottle with cup marked “G&CL”, one messkit marked “SMM37”, and one 
messkit “BSW44”, and large burlap bag dated 1944 50

 7169 Small lot consisting of Heer belt buckle and some insignia and epaulettes 25

 7170 Small lot of bits and pieces of the German army, including: Booklets, map, tins of shoe polish, buttons, should be viewed 15

 7171
Lot of various interesting German items, including: Early NSDAP supporters belt buckle, pair of “Forstschutz” ( Forestry service) 
epaulets, Deutsche Jugend belt buckle (relic), heavy brass SS ring, NAD mini medal, should be viewed 75

 7172
Nice selection of fieldgear, including: M31 Messtin marked “FWBN 44” (F.W. Brockelmann Aluminiumwerk, 1944), M31 canteen 
marked “G&CL 41” (Gehardi & Co, Lüdenscheid, 1941), and named “G. Heller”, utensils (göffel) marked “HMZ39” (Hessische 
Metallwerke, Ziegenhain, 1939), all in very good condition

75

 7173 Large box full of various German wartime equipment, including: Gasmask cannisters, canteens, should be viewed 30

 7174 Lot various equipment, including mess tin and canteens 10
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 7175 Lot of original equipment, consisting of backpack, messtin, canteen, breadbag, shovel and goggles, all in nice original condition 60
 7176 Small lot of various German items, including: Wehrpas, bandage, razorblades, book about flying 15
 7177 Hitlerjugend, lot of equipment, including: canteens, breadbag, belts 20

 7178 Lot of equipment, consists of: pair of boots (resoled), 1942 backpack (Törnister), binoculars marked “Carl zeiss, Jena” with pouch, 
damaged iron cross 1st class (WWI) 20

 7179 Kriegsmarine, Small lot of various items, including: songbook, insignia, postcards 10
 7180 Small lot various militaria, mostly German, mix of original and reproduction 10
 7181 Lot of three cast iron items, consisting of two plaque’s and a flagpole top, mix of original and reproduction 20
 7182 Nice selection of various tinnies, medals and parts, orginal and reproduction, some repairs 50
 7183 Lot various insignia and medals, mix of original and reproduction, should be viewed 25
 7184 Reproduction Luftwaffe Leica camera, with leather case 20
 7185 Bracket with 6 reproduction stamps, with various SS unit symbols 15
 7186 Bracket with six reproduction stamps, with various German unit symbols 15
 7187 Bracket with six, possibly older reproduction stamps, with various German unit symbols 15
 7188 Lot of 15 reproduction stamps, with various German symbols 20
 7189 Lot of 12 reproduction German stamps, with various symbols 20
 7190 Lot of 11 reproduction German stamps, with various symbols 20
 7191 Lot of 16 reproduction buckles, heer, kriegsmarine and luftwaffe 25
 7192 Lot of 15 reproduction belt buckles, Hitler Youth and SS 25
 7193 Lot of various reproduction insignia including armbands, shields and badges 25
 7194 Small lot reproductions, consisting of three armbands, three medals and a belt buckle 10
 7195 Lot various reproductions, amongst which cufftitles and collar tabs 30

USA
 7196 Lot of various caps, some with insignia, all in good condition 25
 7197 Lot of 11 enlisted garrison caps, khaki cotton and od wool, some moth damage on the wool caps 20
 7198 Lot of 8 officers garrison caps, khaki and wool versions, some moth damage on the wool caps 20
 7199 Lot of 7 different garrison caps, with scattered moth damage, should be viewed 20
 7200 M1938 Tank crew helmet, made by “Wilson Athl. Goods size: 7 1/4” 75
 7201 US Navy, MK2 “Talkers” helmet, used onboard ships, with chinstrap and liner intact 60

7202

 7202
M5 USAAF Flak helmet, complete with original liner and complete chinstrap, and original outside finish, some rust on 1 inside ear 
flap 100

 7203 Airforce, pilot set up consists off: AN-H-15 summer flightcap (Medium) with early polaroid goggles, and Type A-10 oxygen mask 
new in original box dated 1943, with instruction sheet 75
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 7204
Airforce, pilot set up, consists off: AN-H-15 summer flight cap (Medium), Polaroid B-8 goggles and Type A-14 oxygen mask, new in 
box, all pieces in good condition 100

 7205 Airforce, lot of five flight helmets, mostly summer type, various conditions 50
 7206 M1 helmet with front seam and fixed bails, heatstamp late 43/early 44, with “Westinghouse” made liner 75

 7207
M1 helmet with frontseam and fixed bails, complete with original WWII “Westinghouse” paratrooper liner and scrim, liner stuck in 
shell 100

 7208 M1 helmet with front seam and fixed bails, chinstrap with brass hardware, complete with “Capac” made liner, in original battle worn 
finish 75

 7209
US M1 helmet set with interesting insignia painted on, consists of front seam, fixed bale shell, with “Westinghouse” liner, outer shell 
has painted Belgium national insignia on the left side, and Belgian airforce insignia on the front, probablu used by security guards at 
US airbases, very interesting piece

75

 7210 US M1 helmet with liner, helmet is a frontseam swivel bale type, liner is made by “Westinghouse”, in restored condition 50

 7211 M1 helmet liner, made by: “Firestone” , with SHEAF decal on the front, with webbing suspension (damaged), leather chinstrap, and 
1945 dated neck strap, small crack on the front 30

 7212 M1 helmet liner made by “Firestone”, unnissued condition, with webbing suspension (one retainer missing), dated 1945 30
 7213 US M1 helmet liner, made by “MSA” (Mine safety appliances), with intact suspension, with serial number and rank insignia 30

 7214 M1 helmet liner neck straps, consisting of 9 US made 1945 dated, and 6 probably of Belgium manufacture, oxidation on the metal 
parts 25

 7215 USMC, Helmet cover with mosquito net 10
 7216 US 2nd pattern HBT jacket size: 42R, in good condition. Label faded 30
 7217 US officers chocolate dress jacket with patches in very good condition, size: Medium 25
 7218 US M43 jacket 1944 dated, size: 36R, used condition 30
 7219 M1942 Camouflage jungle coveralls, Size: 38R, complete with uncut suspenders on the inside, label washed out. In good condition 200

 7220
M1942 Camouflage jungle coveralls, size: 38R, complete with uncut suspenders on the inside. with good label (1943), in mint unworn 
condition 250

7221 7224

 7221 USMC P44 camouflage uniform consisting of size: 40 shirt, and unmarked trousers. Both in good condition 100

 7222 Shirt made out of USMC shelter half material, probably theater made, nice piece 50
 7223 US B-4 Mae west life preserver, 1943 dated, with several inspection dates 1944 stenciled on, a bit stiff but usable 75

 7224
M1942 High canvas jungle boots, made by “Converse” dated Feb. 4 1943, size: 10,5, with laces, rubber soles dry, overall presentable 
condition 100

 7225 M1936 suspenders, dated 1942, tied with friction tape, typically done by paratroopers, interesting piece 50
 7226 USMC, canvas pistol lanyard, in good condition, rare piece of equipment 30
 7227 M3 shoulder Holster for .45 pistol, marked “USMC -Boyt- 43”, in factory new /  unissued condition 75
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 7228
Airborne, scabbard for the M1A1 carbine dated 1943, id’ed to a member of the 376th parachute field artillery battalion, 82nd Air-
borne, rare and interesting piece 200

 7229 Airborne, M1A1 carbine scabbard in khaki color, marked “Atlas awning 1943” 100
 7230 Airborne, M1A1 carbine scabbard in khaki color, marked “Alltex products inc. 1943” 100
 7231 Airborne, M1A1 carbine scabbard in khaki color, marked “Atlas awning 1943” 100
 7232 Airborne, M1A1 carbine scabbard in od7 green color, marked “Carter bros inc. 1944” with army serial numbers stamped on the inside 100
 7233 M1 carbine cover, made by “Tweedies 1943” , in used but good condition, puller from zipper missing 50

 7234 Lot of BAR related webbing, including one 1918 dated rightside assistant gunner bandoleer, and one interesting modified BAR belt 
dated 1942 30

 7235 USMC, lot of 10 grenade pouches, 2-cell and 3-cell pattern, with 1944 tag 50
 7236 USMC, lot of approx. 20 pieces, of T-7 anti tank mine pouches, dated 1945 50

 7237
Large bag, made of two “Frogskin” camouflage USMC Paramarine bazooka bags, sewn together, to create some sort of duffle bag, in 
overall very good condition, interesting item 100

 7238 Rigger made ditty bag / satchel, made out of heavy canvas, with drawstring closure, lined with camouflage parachute silk material, 
very interesting piece 50

 7239 Original paratrooper parachute hooks, as used on the T-5, set of two 20
 7240 MP ( Military police) armband made of wool, with felt letters, some minor moth damage to the letters 15
 7241 Leather dog collar, with messenger pouch marked “Lees (W) 1945”, in good condition, rare item 50
 7242 Folding field cot, 1944 dated, missing one end piece 5
 7243 Interesting booklet full of gas detection paper, marked “Paper, Liquid Vesicant Detector, M6” complete 20
 7244 48 star flag, made of cotton, stars and stripes stitched together, “Bulldog” brand, size: 80x140 cm 20

 7245 Sherrill compass model M-6, for use in M8/M20 armored cars, missing the bracket, and no liquid left inside otherwise in good condi-
tion without any damage besides normal wear, nice item 50

 7246 M1919 .30 Caliber MG, Traverse and Elevation mechanism for use with the M2 tripod , with 1943 dated M2 tripod cover 50
 7247 Sight M4, for use with the 60mm mortar, in good working order 50
 7248 Aiming telescope, 1943 dated, for use with the M10 Tankdestroyer, lenses missing, with original carrying case 40
 7249 Carrying case for the M49 spotting scope, made out of wood, in used condition, rare item 30
 7250 Kellog military microphone, type 48, with small schematics note 25
 7251 US signal corps EE-8-A field phone in leather carrying case 30
 7252 Airborne, PPN-2 Eureka beacon antenna, complete with coax cable, nicely marked, in very good condition 50

 7253 Airborne, Lot of PPN-2 Eureka beacon parts, consists of: sealed box, containing one antenna assembly, and one box containing, rub-
ber cover for the battery, both dated “5-1944” 75

 7254 Coleman 520 gasoline burner/stove, with funnel, and 1945 dated container, added one 1942 dated mess kit made by: EA co 50

 7255 Lot of original ration chocolate, consists of: one D ration bar in original waxed box, in very good condition, one D ration bar damaged 
with some contents, and one Hershey’s bar in worn condition 75

 7256 Original 1st pattern field K ration Dinner unit, “Packaged by: Chas. A. Brewer & Sons, Chicago, Illinois”, consists of well marked 
outer box, unopened waxed inner box, some damage on the front 100

 7257 Original 2nd pattern field K ration Supper unit, “Packaged by: The Cracker jack Co., Chicago, Illinois”, consists of well marked outer 
box, waxed inner box, opened but full of all contents, some wear but overall good condition 100

7258

 7258
Lot of two original 4th pattern colored (morale box), K ration boxes, consists of: 1 Breakfast unit “Packaged by: Beech-nut packing 
co., Canajoharie, NY.” in good condition some wear to outer box, inner waxed box still sealed, and 1 Supper unit “Packaged by: Kel-
log company, Battle creek, Michigan”, in rough condition, with inner box, and 1 can inside

125
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 7259 Original ration biscuits in cardboard box marked “Square biscuit, Type “C”, made by “Loose-Wiles biscuit company New York”, 
these came in the 5 in 1 ration boxes, complete with original contents in wrapper, added extra biscuits in wrapper, rare and hard to find 75

 7260 Nice selection of various personal equipment, including: Tobacco, soap, ration heaters, medical supplies, magazines, nice and interest-
ing items 50

 7261
Complete early/mid war, US infantry soldier webbing set up, consists off: M1928 backpack, M1923 cartridge belt, T-shovel, shelter 
half, Garand bayonet, first aid package with bandage, complete water bottle with cup, GP bag, bandoleer and leggings, all in good 
condition

150

 7262
Complete late war, US infantry soldier webbing set up, consists off: M1944/45 backpack with suspenders, folding shovel, garand belt, 
first aid pouch with bandage, grenade pouch, cleaning rod pouch, poncho and leggings 150

 7263 Lot of two clip on sunglasses, with pouches 1945, 1949? 20
 7264 Lot of three different entrenching tools, consists off: axe with cover, T-shovel, pick mattock 30
 7265 Lot of seven canteens and one cup, all ww2 dated, various makers, in good condition 20
 7266 Five pairs of WAC (woman army corps) leggings, size: 2R, and dated 1945, complete with laces 20

 7267 Army officers gear set up, consisting of .45 holster, T-shovel, ammo pouch, first aid pouch, suspenders, leggings, and incomplete 
pistol belt 75

 7268 USMC gear lot, consists off: poncho, piece of frogskin camo fabric, M3 holster, grenade pouches, first aid pouch and helmet cover 75
 7269 USMC, camouflage poncho a bit stiff, added another one thats a bit damaged 25
 7270 Large lot of US combat equipment, including: suspenders, pouches, belts, shovel covers 100

7271

 7271 Interesting selection of US combat gear, including: Belt, suspenders, various pouches, shovel covers 100
 7272 Lot of different covers for optics, guns, some tool rolls, should be viewed 20
 7273 Lot of US webbing parts, for repairs, hardware etc, should be viewed 10
 7274 Original wooden case, with camouflage face paint sticks, with approx. 300 pieces, various conditions 75
 7275 Lot of three M1 rifle (Garand), combination tools, repacked in 1955, 2 sealed, 1 opened for inspection, NOS condition 20

 7276 USAAF, Lot of flight gear, consists of: A-9 summer flight cap, T-30 throat mic., flight goggles, and pouch full of lenses for the B-8 
flying goggle, life raft reflector MX-137A 40

 7277 Lot of three mustard colored GI wool blankets, with labels but faded, some moth damage, and 2 shelter halves marked US 30
 7278 Lot of various US webbing and equipment, including straps, pouches, covers first aid bandages, should be viewed 30
 7279 Small lot of personal equipment, including sewing kits, shaving accessories, tabacco tin, interesting 20

 7280 Small lot of several US army items, including: Dust mask, 1945 dated parts for 155mm cannon, US navy ring, medal, can of alcohol 
for heating rations, should be viewed 15

 7281
US army air force (USAAF), CBI theather of operations, lot of personal items, including two different silk “Blood Chits “, two maps 
of chinese cities, some small pocket guide’s of cities, and China, a 1945 dated agenda, and a small pocket version of domino’s, all 
from the estate of Co-pilot Ralph W. Miller Sr. (1922/2014)

50

 7282 US army signal corps, lot of radio related equipment 20
 7283 Lot of four wartime Coca-Cola bottles 15

Australia
 7284 Lot of four cotton jungle berets, in khaki and green color variants, dated 1944 30
 7285 Australian airforce (RAAF), Lot of three wool sidecaps, WWII dated, all missing the buttons on the front 15
 7286 Lot of three slouch hats, all in used condition, without sweatband, with wear and moth damage 30
 7287 Lot of two slouch hats, with various insignia, in used but good condition, with wear 40
 7288 Lot of two slouch hats, one dated 1941 and one dated 1942, both in used condition 30
 7289 Lot of two replacement Puggaree’s for the slouch hat, D^D marked 10
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 7290
Australian army uniform consists of: 4-pocket khaki drill tunic, named to “Brigadier, R.R. Gordon, commanding officer 2/3 machine 
gun Bat.” and pair of trousers also named, complete in good condition addorned with rank insignia, rare 100

 7291 Australian army, 4-pocket khaki drill tunic, and trousers, both in good shape 40
 7292 Australian army Tropical khaki drill uniform consists of: 4-pocket jacket, with full insignia for an officer, and pair of shorts 40
 7293 Australian army, tropical khaki drill 4-pocket jacket with insignia 20
 7294 Australian army, Tropical khaki drill 4-pocket jacket 20
 7295 Australian army Khaki drill battledress jacket 1943 dated, with insignia 20
 7296 Australian army khaki drill batledress jacket, 1943 dated, with “YMCA” insignia on the shoulder epaulets, some soiling on the sleeve 20
 7297 Australian army Khaki drill battledress jacket 1943 dated, with officers insignia on the epaulets 20
 7298 Australian army Khaki drill battledress jacket 1943 dated, with shoulder loop insignia, for a “War correspondent”, interesting piece 20
 7299 Australian army khaki drill, battledress jacket, 1943 dated, and named 20
 7300 Australian army female khaki drill uniform jacket, dated 1942, with collar insignia 30

 7301
Australian army, Jungle trousers made of light shade HBT material (War aid US), marked with label “Made in Australia, 1943, size: 
46 1/4”, very large size, in good condition, hard to find 100

 7302 Australian army khaki drill, pair of trousers, one buckle missing, named and numbered on inside, no label 20
 7303 Lot of three Khaki Drill battledress jackets, all with minor defects, like missing buttons, all WWII dated 40
 7304 Australian Navy, tropical khaki drill jacket with shoulderboards, and ribbons 20
 7305 Australian airforce (RAAF), 4-pocket khaki drill tunic, named, with insignia for a “signaller”, good condition 20
 7306 Australian airforce (RAAF), 4-pocket khaki drill tunic, with rank insignia 20
 7307 Australian airforce (RAAF), 4-pocket short sleeve “Aertex” tropical jacket dated 1944, with rank insignia 30
 7308 Australian airforce (RAAF), 4-pocket long sleeve “Aertex” tropical jacket, with rank insignia (worn) 20
 7309 Australian airforce (RAAF), 4-pocket khaki drill jacket, with interesting signaller qualification insignia on the sleeve 20
 7310 Australian airforce (RAAF), Tropical 4-pocket khaki drill jacket, 1943 dated 20
 7311 Australian airforce (RAAF), Tropical 4-pocket jacket with pilot wing, undated, with 1942 dated wool side cap 30

 7312 Australian airforce (RAAF), khaki drill uniform, consists of 4-pocket jacket with insignia (some damage to jacket ), pair of trousers, 
wool side cap 60

 7313
Australian airforce (RAAF), Khaki drill uniform consists of: 1943 dated jacket, 1944 dated pair of shorts, and a 1943 wool side cap, 
all-in good condition 60

 7314 Australian airforce (RAAF), khaki drill uniform, consists of: 1944 dated 4-pocket jacket, undated pair of trousers, and 1944 dated 
wool side cap, all-in good condition 60

 7315 Australian airforce (RAAF), Khaki drill battledress jacket and trousers both 1944 dated and named, in good condition 40
 7316 Australian airforce (RAAF), battledress jacket made of dark blue wool, with matching side cap 20

 7317 Australian airforce (RAAF), Officers uniform, consists of: wool  4-pocket jacket with insignia dated 1943, pair of trousers dated 1944, 
and side cap, some moth damage to the pieces 50

 7318 Australian airforce (RAAF), Other ranks uniform consists of: wool 4-pocket jacket for a flight sergeant with aerial gunner wing dated 
1942, with 1944 dated side cap, in need of cleaning 40

 7319 Australian airforce (RAAF), Officers uniform for an “Observer”, with all the insignia, consists of: Tunic, trousers, sidecap, WWII 
dated, with moth damage 30

 7320 Original leather jerkin, buttons marked “Australian Military Forces”, label removed, lining has some moth damage, hard to find 40
 7321 Lot of army issue underwear, consists of: drawers, and shirts, all WWII dated 30
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 7322 Pair of rare shoulder rank epaulets, made of leather, from the “Royal Papua and New guinea, Constabulary”, hard to find pair 30
 7323 Box full of Australian army felt regimental insignia, accompanied by a book, with history and identification of the insignia, interesting 50
 7324 Nice selection of Australian airforce (RAAF), insignia, consists of ranks, cap badges, interesting variations 20
 7325 Large lot various metal insignia, qualification badges, rank pips and more, should be viewed 80
 7326 Large amount buttons and rank pips, perfect for restauration projects 25
 7327 Australian army leather flare gun holster, marked: “M.H.&Co 1943 D^D”, in good condition 20
 7328 Fly swatters, set of 2, with D^D (Department of Defense) marking and date of 1943, interesting 25
 7329 Lot of five pairs of low quarter boots, various models, with six pairs of wool puttees, all WWII dated 50
 7330 Box full of Australian army field dressings, and some other medical supplies, all wartime dated 30
 7331 Box of Australian army marked utensils, consisting of circa 14 spoons and nine forks 20

 7332 Lot of equipment and documents attributed to a member of the Australian Provost corps ( Military police), consists of: holster+belt, 
gloves, documents, armbands, club, lanyard, nice set 50

 7333 Lot of leather equipment items for the Vickers .303 MG, consists of large leather spare parts and tool box, and three smaller folding 
type spare parts wallets, all in good condition 30

 7334 Large box of WWII Australian army webbing equipment , including: pouches, shoes, canteens, interesting pieces 50
 7335 Large box of WWII Australian army equipment, including: helmet, canteens, pouches, mess kit, entrenching tool 50

 7336 Box with an interesting selection of personal and field gear items, including rare pieces, such as: housewife, binoculars, pocket knife, 
mag loaders 50

 7337 Large box full of Australian army wool uniform pieces, trousers, jackets, shirts, all WWII dated, most of them with moth damage, 
should be viewed 20

 7338 Lot of various army equipment, including: bandage’s, leather belt, messtin 20
 7339 Lot of various clothing, consists of: khaki shorts, and underwear, all WII dated 30
 7340 Lot of various webbing, including: Bren spare barrel bags, anklets 20

Canada
 7341 Canadian army Corps of Engineers, side cap with brass insignia, stamped on the inside 1942 20
 7342 WWII, lot of 5 Canadian berets, a couple with moth damage, should be viewed 30

 7343 WWII, MK2 helmet marked “CL/C 1942” ( Canadian Motor Lamp Co.), liner marked “VMC 1942” (Viceroy Manufacturing Co), 
nice matching canadian helmet, wartime repaint 50

 7344 WWII, MK2 helmet marked “CL/C 1942” (Canadian Motor Lamp Co.), liner marked “VMC 1941” (Viceroy Manufacturing Co.), 
with early chinstrap and camo repaint with brush 50

 7345
WWII, RAC (tank) helmet, liner marked “BMB 1943 size 7” with canadian formation flash painted on the side, possibly 3rd armd. 
Regiment, paint later lacquered 150

 7346 Entrenching tool, Canadian marked cover, handle marked with “GWT^1945” 20
 7347 Astro Compass MKII, in wooden case of issue 20
 7348 WWII, Good selection of Commonwealth made P-37 webbing items, including: Canada, South Africa 75

7349
Japan

 7349
IJA type M98 (98 Shiki-Gun-i) wool uniform, for a corporal of the veterinary service, consists of jacket with insignia, trousers, field 
cap (possible reproduction), and pair of puttees, all in good condition without moth damage 100
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 7350 Japanese home guard “Keibodan”, uniform, consists of jacket, with rank insignia on the cuffs, and a pair of trousers, in worn condi-
tion, and with discolorisation, all buttons present, rare uniform 50

 7351
IJA Type 17 green rubber gasmask, in unissued condition, with all instructions on the canister, with original satchel and cardboard 
protection, hard to find 50

 7352 IJA canteen with carrier, all complete, nicely marked, in very good condition 30

 7353 IJA canteen with carrier, all complete 30

 7354 Medical department box of 10 jodium ampoules, with Japanese text on box and ampoules, still filled 30

 7355 Original used Japanese “Hachimaki” ( headband), typical Japanese military item, seen worn by many “Kamikaze” pilots, in worn / 
damaged condition, but hard to find original piece 75

 7356 IJA, Small battle flag with writing, corners with drawstrings reinforced with leather tabs, in pristine condition, size: 72x54cm 50

 7357 IJA wooden ammo box, in original paint with japanese writing on the top, in very good condition with original fittings 20

 7358 Lot of three sets of Japanese army rank insignia 20

 7359 IJA, Three pieces of collar rank insignia, blue version 15

7360

7361

 7360
IJA, small lot of personal items, consists of: letters, postcards, soldiers ID booklet (id’ed) with photo, small flag and silk banner, 
interesting 50

World

 7361 Finland, Army M36 officers tunic, for a Colonel of the Engineers, with M27 officers hat, and M36 officers sidecap, hard to find 150
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 7362
Czechoslovakia, Original battledress jacket from the “Free Czechoslovak army”, with Czechoslovakia scrolls on both sleeves, Bands-
man qualification insignia, and red piping around the epaulets which is typical for this unit, and Czech ribbon bar, label marked “Bat-
tledress blouses, serge, size: 6”, War department stamp with date code “N” (1943) visible, rare jacket, very interesting

150

 7363 Russia, WWII, leather enlisted mens belt, with brass buckle 25
 7364 Russia, WWII, M35 officers belt with brass national insignia buckle, overall good condition, except for the closure stud that is broken 40
 7365 Russia, WWII, M35 officers belt with brass national insignia buckle, in worn condition, with small cut in leather 40
 7366 Russia, WWII, Leather officers mapcase, dated on the inside with 1941, in worn condition without sling 30
 7367 Russia, WWII, Early model clear glass water bottle with grey cloth carrier, nice item 40
 7368 Russia, WWII, White navy sailor jumper, in worn but overall good condition, nicely marked on the inside, hard to find 50

 7369 Russia, WWII/Postwar, Lot of Russian equipment, consists of: trousers, shovel, glass water bottle, insignia, and ammo pouch, all-in 
good condition 60

 7370 Artillery / Mortar aiming device, only marked with serial number: 1851 50
 7371 Lot various small militaria, including full cigarette packs, should be viewed 15
 7372 Lot of six different leather ammo pouches, WWII era and older, interesting examples included 50
 7373 Box with various small airplane electric/radio parts, should be viewed 10

Airplane parts (Viewing only at ARG museum in Heemskerk, shipping/pick up should be arranged by buyer)
 7374 Boeing B-17 main landing gear assembly, cut away instruction model, used for training ground crew, in very good condition 800

 7375
Section of the left main wing, of Boeing B-17 ( Ser. Nr. 42-107009) “Lady Jane” from the 613th BS, 401st BG. Lost after a raid on 
Hamburg, Germany on 6 november 1944, it made a belly landing near the town of Middenmeer, Holland, all crew survived and where 
made POW’s for the remainder of the war, large piece used as part of a chicken coop after the war

2500

7376

7378

7379

 7376
108 gallon fuel auxilliary drop tank, made of laminated paper, designed to reduce the use of aluminium, overall good condition in 
original silver paint with original filler cap missing the tail part, found north of Amsterdam in a area called “De Beemster” very rare 
item, less then 10 survive to this day worldwide

1000

 7377
Rubber self sealing fuel tank, from Boeing B-17F ( Ser. Nr. 41-24512) “Rose o Day”, from the 91th BG, 322th BS., crashed in the 
Waddenzee southeast of Oudenschild, Texel, in 1943, part of the crew still listed as MIA, despite salvaged from the water it is in very 
good condition, with text on the tank vey good readable

200

 7378
Rolls-Royce V12 Merlin engine, from a RAF Coastal command Handley Page Halifax, recognisable by the four bladed propeller, 
relic salvaged from the North sea by a fishing trawler, iconic engine from WWII 1200

 7379
Propeller assembly, with hub, from a Rolls-Royce Merlin engine, belonging to a Handley-Page Halifax, rescued from a salvage yard 
post war, assembly has three blades with lots of original finish on them, nice for display purposes 1000

 7380 RAF, 2-cilinder air cooled auxilliary engine, made by “The Coventry victor motor co Ltd” model AN4, used on airfields by ground 
crews, for powering pumps, and as “APU” for starting aircraft, in good condition 200
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 7381
Rolls-Royce V12 Merlin engine spinner assembly for the propellers, in very good condition, recovered from Avro Lancaster R5679, 
from RAF No. 106 bomber squadron, crashed on the 20th of december 1942, in the town of Monnickendam, part is very well pre-
served without visible damage

750

 7382
de Havilland Mosquito FBVI TA122, UP-G of No. 605 squadron, main landing gear assembly cut away instruction model, as used by 
the Technical university in Delft, the plane is now fully restored in the UK, and on display at the de Havilland Aircraft Museum, Salis-
bury Hall, London Colney, unique and rare part in very good condition

1500

 7383
Tyre of the main landing gear of, de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito B Mk IV,  DZ497, XD-Q, of No. 139 (Jamaica) Squadron, 
crashed on the island of Texel south of the town of Den Hoorn, on the 16th of march 1943, after hit by flak, on return of a mission to 
Paderborn, Germany, killing both crew members, item is in dry/relic condition

100

 7384
Large part of the main wing, of: de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito B Mk IV,  DZ497, XD-Q, of No. 139 (Jamaica) Squadron, 
crashed on the island of Texel south of the town of Den Hoorn, on the 16th of march 1943, after hit by flak, on return of a mission to 
Paderborn, Germany, killing both crew members, one of the biggest parts of Mosquito found, with lots of original fittings, rare

2000

7385

7387

 7385
Propeller assembly with two blades, of P-38 Lightning (Ser. Nr. 42-68094), from the 20 FG/79 FS, crashed 25-05-1944 at Kapelle, 
Zeeland, killing F/Lt. Marvin F. Bench Jr., part recovered in 1989 by the Dutch airforce, from museum collection 1200

 7386 US Airforce 150 gallon belly type fuel drop tank, as used on P-47 Thunderbolt fighter planes, this one is cut in half and made into a 
small boat, rusted but interesting piece of reclaimed material in occupied Holland found in the town of Oosthuizen 250

 7387
USAAF, Allison V-1710, V12 liquid cooled engine, as used on famous planes such as the P-51 Mustang, and the P-38 Lightning, this 
one was recovered post war, but without further information, nice solid piece 2500

 7388
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-52, wing spar, recovered from Schiphol in 1945, used as roof spars in a garage in the town of Egmond aan zee, 
after dismantling the garage they where discovered and transfered to the museum, in good condition, with original paint still on them, 
part is several meters long

200

 7389
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-52, wing spar, recovered from Schiphol in 1945, used as roof spars in a garage in the town of Egmond aan zee, 
after dismantling the garage they where discovered and transfered to the museum, in good condition, with original paint still on them, 
part is several meters long

200

 7390
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-52, wing spar, recovered from Schiphol in 1945, used as roof spars in a garage in the town of Egmond aan zee, 
after dismantling the garage they where discovered and transfered to the museum, in good condition, with original paint still on them, 
part is several meters long

200

 7391
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-52, wing spar, recovered from Schiphol in 1945, used as roof spars in a garage in the town of Egmond aan zee, 
after dismantling the garage they where discovered and transfered to the museum, in good condition, with original paint still on them, 
part is several meters long

200
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 7392
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-52, wing spar, recovered from Schiphol in 1945, used as roof spars in a garage in the town of Egmond aan zee, 
after dismantling the garage they where discovered and transfered to the museum, in good condition, with original paint still on them, 
part is several meters long

200

 7393
Luftwaffe, Junkers JU-88, tyre of main landing gear, recovered from the Waddenzee, east of the island of Terschelling, plane crashed 
during the invasion of Holland during the Blitzkrieg on the 11th of May, nice intact item 200

Dutch-Indies

 7394 Livery bicorne, maker marked ‘Th. Geernaert, Soerabaia’, in fairly good condition, with metal storage box 25

 7395 KNIL kepie M1895, officers model with gold piping, made by: “Maison van Hal, Breda”, complete overall good condition, leather 
sweatband seperating. 50

 7396 KNIL kepie M1895, Enlisted / NCO (Manschap / Onderofficier) model, with orange piping, marked on the inside with “F. Mulder”, 
size 55 1/2, in good condition 50

 7397 KNIL kepie M1895, Enlisted / NCO (Manschap / Onderofficier) model, with red piping, with hackle, in good condition 60

7398
7402

 7398
WWI, KNIL, Model 1912 enlisted visor cap, made of Garoet fabric, including cloth visor, with metal insignia, marked on inside 
“Costuum magazijn, Andre Helsloot, Amsterdam”, very rare cap 200

 7399 WWI, KNIL, Model 1912 enlisted visor cap, made of Garoet fabric, including cloth visor, marked on inside “Costuum magazijn, 
Andre Helsloot, Amsterdam”, in damaged shape, good for restauration, very rare cap 100

 7400 WWI, Lot of three white caps of the Dutch East-Indies “Civil affairs” (Binnenlands bestuur), as worn during the early 1900’s, all in 
need of restauration, rare 60

 7401 WWII / Prewar, KNIL Model 1917, garrison cap made of Garoet fabric, some markings on the inside “CX” and a soldiers number 
stenciled in red, cap is in worn condition 50

 7402
Interbellum, KNIL, enlisted visor cap, made of Garoet fabric, with metal insignia, in very good condition, with soldiers registration 
number on inside, model worn through the 1920’s 150
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 7403
Prewar/WWII, KNIL, NCO (onderofficier) visor cap, made of Garoet fabric, model worn between 1937 till 1942, in very good condi-
tion, rare 150

 7404 Prewar/WWII, KNIL, NCO (onderofficier) visor cap, made of Garoet fabric, made by: “Dandy tailor Mr. G. Nato, Tjimahi, Java” 
model worn between 1937 till 1942, in very good condition, insignia seperated but present, rare 150

 7405
WWII / Postwar, Cap from an NCO of the ML-KNIL (Airforce), nice tropical issue example in khaki fabric, with bullion insignia, no 
makers mark, in complete and nice condition 100

 7406 Postwar, Khaki visor cap, KNIL enlisted / NCO version, with unknown crown insignia, possibly “NICA” (Civil administration), 
interesting cap 50

 7407 Postwar, Dutch army/KNIL, khaki garrison cap, with small metal “X brigade”  insignia 20

7408

7412

 7408 Postwar, Dutch KNIL/SOP paratrooper maroon beret, with 2nd strike wing insignia, beret marked with size “55”,  1950’s issue 150

 7409 Postwar, Dutch beret marked “DKG 1949”, with insignia of the “Grenadiers”, added some insignia 10

 7410 Postwar, Dutch marines lot of eight berets (3-delig), some moth damage, should be viewed 10

 7411 Postwar, Dutch Navy caps lot of two, one white “made in Australia 1946 marked R.N.N.” (Royal Netherlands Navy), and one dark 
blue only marked with serial number, both in used but good condition 30

 7412
Prewar/WWII, KNIL bandsman (muziek korps), white tropical dress sun helmet, complete with insignia, chain, and spike on top, in 
used but very good condition, rare piece 200

 7413 WWII, KNIL, sun pith helmet in khaki color, private purchase item for officers, made by; “M. de Koning, Weltevreden””  Maat: 
7-1/4, with leather chinstrap, in very good condition 50
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 7414
WWII, KNIL M1940 helmet, made by “Verblifa”, with liner made by “De Booij”, complete with original liner and chinstrap, un-
touched original color, very nice example 250

 7415 WWII, KNIL M1940 helmet, made by “Verblifa”, with liner made by “De Booij”, liner present, chinstrap missing, neckflap short-
ened, brass lion shield and original paint in good order 200

 7416 WWII, KNIL M1940 helmet, at one point painted over with black paint, stripped to original color and revealed the place of removed 
brass lion shield, liner some minor damage 50

 7417
WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Milsco”, very interesting by the fact its a re-issued helmet by the Japanese, with Japanese star 
on the front, and also modified by adding extra “Chinstrap” fixing points, nice original color, chinstrap broken 200

 7418 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet, used by the Dutch navy, postwar modified liner, and was painted black, paint stripped to reveal original 
color, and large yellow painted anchor, interesting piece 75

7419

7429

7430

 7419
WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “MILSCO”, used by the Dutch navy, with small orange painted anchor on the front, nice 
untouched helmet 150

 7420 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Borsumij” complete with liner, chinstrap and neckflap, postwar painted black for use by 
“LBD” ( Air raid wardens), overall nice helmet 75

 7421 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet, repainted, liner postwar refitted and non original chinstrap added 25

 7422 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Milsco”, original color on the outside, original liner and chinstrap, some minor damage on the 
neckflap, remnants of black paint on the inside of shell 50

 7423 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet, probably liner refitted postwar, chinstrap replaced, original color on outside black paint on inside of 
shell from postwar re-issue 50

 7424 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Milsco” , complete with original liner, chinstrap and neckflap, original color on the outside, 
remnants of postwar black paint on inside shell 75

 7425 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Milsco”, with original liner and chinstrap, some damage to neckflap, helmet painted over but 
stripped to original finish, remnants of repaint on liner, chinstrap and inside shell 40

 7426 WWII, KNIL M1941 helmet made by “Milsco”, with original liner, chinstrap and neckflap, helmet retains its original paint finish 
inside and out, nice example 75

 7427 Late 1800’s/early 1900’s, KNIL jacket 50
 7428 Late 1800’s/early 1900’s, KNIL jacket, buttons and insignia provided 50
 7429 Early 1900’s, KNIL Model 1904 blue serge field tunic, in overall good condition, very rare 200

 7430
WWI / Interbellum, KNIL model 1909 blue woolen cloak, marked on the inside with orange serial numbers, cloak is in very good 
condition for its age, some minor moth nips, some buttons are loose but provided , very rare 250
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 7431
Interbellum, KNIL full dress uniform from a Lieutenant -General, consists of: Atilla jacket fully embroided, including gold Four-
ragere with 4 bouillons mounted with stars, orange sash, and trousers with gold stripe, jacket made in Breda, trousers made in Solo, 
not named, in very nice condition, very rare

500

 7432
Interbellum, KNIL full dress uniform from a Lieutenant -General, consists of: Atilla jacket fully embroided, including gold Four-
ragere with 4 bouillons mounted with stars, orange sash, and trousers with gold stripe, no labels or name visible, jacket has some 
moth damage, but overall complete and presentable

400

7433 7434

 7433
Interbellum, KNIL full dress Atilla jacket  from a General-Major, fully embroided, including gold Fourragere with 4 bouillons 
mounted orange sash, jacket has moth damage, needs some attention 200

 7434
Interbellum, KNIL full dress Atilla jacket from a General-Major, fully embroided, including orange Fourragere with 2 bouillons, 
jacket has moth damage, needs restauration 150

 7435 Interbellum, KNIL full dress uniform, from a Lieutenant-Colonel, consists of: Atilla jacket, trousers and orange sash 100

7436

 7436
Prewar/WWII, KNIL dress uniform consisting of Atilla jacket with collar and rank for an Adjudant of the military administration, 
silver fourragere, orange sash, and matching trousers, both pieces maker marked with “W. Savelkoul, Sourabaya, Djocja”, uniform in 
pristine condition

250

 7437 Interbellum, KNIL Atilla dress jacket, with Captain rank on the collar and orange sash 100

 7438 Interbellum/WWII, KNIL Atilla dress jacket from a Captain of the infantry, with gold Fourragere with 2 bouillons, and medal ribbon 
bar, jacket has moth damage 100

 7439 Interbellum, KNIL Atilla dress jacket 100
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 7440 Interbellum, KNIL Atilla dress jacket, missing buttons 100

 7441 Interbellum, KNIL Atilla dress jacket from an Adjudant, with gold Fourragere with 2 bouillons 100

 7442 Interbellum, Atilla dress jacket, good condition 75

 7443 Interbellum, Atilla dress uniform, consists of jacket and trousers, heavily faded, should be viewed 50

 7444 Atilla KNIL, tunic Officers, collar in need of repair and tunic needs cleaning 25

 7445 Interbellum, KNIL white Atilla jacket, single row of buttons, no insignia, label removed 75

 7446
Interbellum, KNIL dress uniform consists of: white Atilla jacket, three rows of buttons, including artillery buttons and lower officer 
(sublatern officier) shoulderboards, and pair of white trousers, very good condition 125

 7447 Interbellum, KNIL white Atilla jacket, three rows of buttons, with captain rank on the collar, including pair of white trousers 125

7448
7450

 7448
Interbellum, KNIL white Atilla jacket, single row of buttons, with collar rank for a Colonel, and chief officer (Hoofd officier) shoul-
derboards of the infantry (insignia not mounted on jacket), including pair of white trousers 150

 7449 Interbellum, KNIL white Atilla jacket, single row of buttons, with collar rank for a Colonel, and chief officer (Hoofd officier) shoul-
derboards of the infantry (insignia not mounted on jacket), including pair of white riding breeches 150

 7450 Interbellum, Lot of two KNIL white dress uniform jackets (Atilla), one modified with press buttons 75

 7451 Interbellum, KNIL, lot of two jackets, consists of one white Atilla (wrong buttons), and one “Toetoep” jacket without buttons 50
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 7452
Interbellum/WWII, KNIL “Toetoep” white uniform, consists of jacket with collar rank insignia for a 1st Lieutenant, and shoulder-
boards of the infantry, label marked: “Aug. Savelkoul, Batavia” including a pair of trousers, larger size 150

 7453
Interbellum/WWII, KNIL “Toetoep” white uniform, consists of jacket with collar rank insignia for a Captain, and shoulderboards of 
the artillery, label marked: “A&W Savelkoul, Semarang” including a pair of trousers, some small rust spots visible 150

 7454 Interbellum/WWII, KNIL “Toetoep” white uniform, consists of jacket with shoulderboards from the Corps of Engineers, and a pair of 
white trousers 125

 7455 Interbellum/WWII, “Toetoep” white uniform, consists of jacket with “Gouvernements Marine” knopen, and naval rank shoulder-
boards, label marked: “Homeijer-Tailor, Medan”, one hole in left sleeve, with pair of white trousers 75

7456 7459

 7456
WWII, KNIL “Toetoep” uniform, consists of jacket with insignia from the infantry, and very interesting collar insignia, with the crest 
of The Netherlands “Je Maintiendrai”, (could be military academy), trousers and dogtag named to “Hermanus Hendrkus Lamkamp” 
survivor of the Birma railway, in need of cleaning

125

 7457 Dutch Navy/marines, evening dress uniform, consisting of white formal gillet/jacket made by “Stemmerik & Co, Den Haag, Sura-
baya”, with navy buttons and shoulder boards, and dark blue trousers with red stripe on the side, in need of cleaning 40

 7458 Interbellum, Long ceremonial dress jacket from the  “Gouvernements Marine”, with nice floral design embroided in bullion on the 
collar and back, in good condition 75

 7459

Interbellum, Lot of two jackets, headgear and a sash, from members of the palace staff, of Emperor “Pakoeboewono of Surakarta”, 
buttons on jackets adorned with his monogram “PB”, one jacket has initials of the wearer and a date of 1939 embroided inside, also 
included, some insignia probably the employe number to be worn on the uniform, added a necklace with small medalion marked “PB 
X”, very interesting not often offered

150
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 7460
WWII / Prewar, Khaki uniform of the “Veldpolitie” (Rural police),  consists of a jacket, and trousers made of khaki cotton, with blue 
braid on the cuffs and on the trousers, made by: “Karong Vo Toeng, Batavia”, overall good condition 150

 7461
WWI, KNIL model 1911 uniform jacket, made of “Japanese contract fabric” recognisable by the major discolorisation from green to 
khaki, jacket made by “W. Savelkoul, Soerabaia”, very early and rare jacket 300

7462 7463

 7462
WWII, KNIL Pre ‘42 model 1911/1925 uniform, consists of jacket with infantry shoulder insignia, and a pair of riding breeches, both 
made of the typical Garoet fabric, no makers markings visible, both pieces in very good condition 500

 7463
WWII, KNIL pre ‘42 model 1911/1925 uniform of “Korps Marechaussee”, consists of: jacket with collar rank of 2nd lieutenant, gold 
gallon removed from the sleeves, traces visible, made by: “G. Kerner & Co” and straight leg trousers, all buttons present, overall in 
very good condition

500

7464 7465

 7464
WWII, KNIL model 1925 european dress uniform, as worn by “Korps Koloniale reserve” in The Netherlands, consists of: jacket with 
collar rank insignia of a Lieutenant-colonel, and shoulder insignia for the artillery and a pair of riding breeches, label in jacket faded 500

 7465
WWII, KNIL pre ‘42 model 1937 tailor made Garoet uniform jacket, made by: “House of England, Malang”, with collar ranks for a 
Colonel, and shoulder insignia for infantry, all buttons present, in very good condition, hard to find piece 300

 7466 Prewar/WWII, private purchase jacket made out of Garoet fabric, interesting piece 50
 7467 Prewar/WWII, private purchase “Hunting” jacket, made of Garoet fabric, added a bag of extra replacement buttons 75
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 7468 Prewar/WWII, private purchase jacket made of cotton khaki fabric, in good condition 30
 7469 WWII, KNIL Pre ‘42 model 1937 enlisted breeches, made of Garoet fabric, made by “Aug. Savelkoul, Bandoeng”, in mint condition 200

 7470
Interbellum, KNIL half wool officers trousers, made by: “Stemmerik & Co, Soerabaja” named and dated 1921, very hard to find piece 
of interwar KNIL uniform 100

 7471 Interbellum, KNIL, High quality white wool trousers, with gold stripe on the side, possibly for the “Governer-General” of the Dutch 
East-indies, buttons marked “W. Savelkoul, Surabaya”, in good condition, very rare pair 150

 7472
WWII / Pre ‘42, ML-KNIL (Airforce) model 1926 khaki riding breeches, made by “Aug. Savelkoul, Batavia”, trousers made of khaki 
colored cotton, especially made for the airforce of the KNIL, rare 125

 7473
KNIL / SOP Dutch special forces / paratrooper camouflage coveralls, made by ‘Confectiebedrijf Moy, Batavia’, rare piece in mint 
condition 800

 7474 M1950 camouflage uniform, consists of jacket and trousers 30
 7475 WWII/Postwar, Dutch Marines Brigade forest green, dress jacket with insignia, some moth damage on the back 20

 7476 WWII / Postwar, Canadian made battle dress jacket dated 1945, garnished with insignia of 2nd bataljon, 14th regiment infantry ( 2-14 
R.I. OVW bataljon Zeeland), rank for a corporal, nice original piece, rare 60

 7477 Postwar, Dutch made wool enlisted mens jacket and trousers, garnished with insignia of KNIL “Korps Speciale Troepen” (Special 
forces), mix of original and reproduction insignia 30

 7478 Postwar, British P40 battle dress jacket dated 1945, modified for an officer, jacket garnished with insignia for a captain of “Korps 
Speciale Troepen” ( special forces / Paratroopers), mix of original and reproduction insignia, jacket has moth damage 20

 7479
Postwar, Dutch made battle dress uniform marked “DKG”, with maroon beret, garnished with insignia for “Korps Speciale Troepen” 
(special forces / paratroopers), consists of: jacket, trousers, and beret, insignia mix of original and reproduction, with moth damage, 
should be viewed

20

 7480 WWII/Postwar, Dutch modified British greatcoat, label marked on the inside: “1940 pattern dismounted greatcoat, size No5 dated 
1943, coat is heavily modified by a Dutch soldier postwar, taken in, shortened and Dutch insignia added, very interesting jacket 30

 7481 Postwar, Dutch heavy wool overcoat, with rare insignia added, consists of pair of  shoulder titles “LIB Neth. Zeeland” (Light infantry 
brigade), and OVW insignia 40

7482

 7482
Postwar, Dutch army tropical khaki uniform, consists of: sidecap with lion insignia, shirt with insignia of the 8th infantry regiment 
and corporal rank, shorts, and P-37 webbing belt 100

 7483 Postwar, Dutch army tropical khaki battle dress jacket, jacket made in Australia dated 1944, jacket garnished with dutch buttons, 
infantry private first class shoulder boards, metal sleeve insignia with national symbol, and one of the “7 December division” 75

 7484 Postwar, Dutch army tailor made, tropical 4-pocket khaki drill tunic, with insignia of “Officier civiele dienst” on the epaulets, rare and 
nice jacket 75

 7485 Postwar, KNIL / Dutch army, tropical khaki drill 4-pocket tunic, made by “Aug. Savelkoul, Batavia”, in good condition 50

 7486
Postwar, KNIL 4-pocket khaki tunic, with rank insignia of a 2nd Lieutenant “Vechtwagens” (armoured troops), both slip ons named, 
included a black beret made by “Kangol” with silver insignia of the “Vechtwagens”, jacket in good condition, beret has some moth 
damage

75

 7487 Late 1800’s KNIL, pair of white cotton gaiters (Slobkousen), with bone buttons, 50 cm length 30
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 7488 Late 1800’s KNIL, pair of white cotton gaiters (Slobkousen), with bone buttons, 50 cm length 30

 7489 Early 1900’s KNIL, pair of white cotton gaiters (Slobkousen), with bone buttons and leather closure straps, 43 cm length 30

 7490 Early 1900’s KNIL, pair of white cotton gaiters (Slobkousen), with bone buttons and leather closure straps, 43 cm length 30

 7491 Early 1900’s KNIL, pair of white cotton gaiters (Slobkousen), with bone buttons and leather closure straps, some parts missing, could 
be restored, 41 cm length 30

 7492 Prewar/WWII, private purchase short gaiters (beenkappen), made of Garoet fabric with leather, interesting and matching pair 30

 7493 Prewar/WWII, private purchase high top gaiters (beenkappen), made of a wool blend, with leather fittings, very well tailor made 30

 7494 Prewar/WWII, private purchase high top gaiters (beenkappen), made of Garoet fabric, with leather closure fittings, matching pair in 
good condition 30

 7495 Prewar/WWII, private purchase high top gaiters (beenkappen), made of Garoet fabric, with leather closure fittings, matching pair, 
unfortunally one of the gaitors is in damaged condition, to be restored 15

 7496 WWII, KNIL, pair of wool puttees (beenwindsels) 20

 7497 WWII, KNIL, pair of wool puttees (beenwindsels), with stitched edges, some moth damage, still presentable 20

 7498 Interbellum/WWII, KNIL officers shoes, for use under the dress uniform, hook and eyelet closure 30

 7499
WWII, KNIL, Patjolpik foedraal (entrenching tool), scabbard made of Garoet fabric, in very good condition, very rare piece of 
fieldgear 100

7500

7504

 7500
WWII, KNIL, enlisted mens leather belt No 1, full lenght with intact buckle, marked “CW N 2-42 Z”, so dated February 1942, made 
during the Japanese invasion in the East-Indies, good condition 50

 7501 WWII, KNIL, leather enlisted mens belt, with leather suspenders (draagstel), in good condition, likely early postwar reproduction 30

 7502 Interbellum, Binoculars with leather case, both marked “F.M. Ohlenroth, Soerabaya & Semarang”, possibly officers private purchase 20

 7503 WWII, KNIL, Leather ammo pouch for magazines for the Madsen machine gun, with sling in good condition 20

 7504 WWII, KNIL, leather ammo pouch small version, marked on the back with an ink stamp, but hard to read (possibly “Polisi”) 50

 7505 Interbellum, Lot of three different bags and pouches made of Garoet fabric, consists of: Rifle case, ammo bandoleer, and breadbag, 
private purchase items or civilian hunting items, should be viewed 30

 7506 Prewar/WWII, KNIL, Cavalry pattern canteen, with carrying sling, complete with cover, both canteen and leather carrier have match-
ing serial numbers, overall good condition, 1 small leather retaining loop broken 75
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 7507 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with brown felt cover and leather carrier, carrier marked with the letter “S” 50

 7508 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with green felt cover and leather carrier, bottle and carrier both marked with “KMA” (Koninklijke 
militaire academie), a bit rough condition 50

 7509 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen without felt cover including leather carrier, bottle and carrier both named to “L. Imdorf” 50
 7510 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with green felt cover and leather carrier, good condition 50
 7511 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with brown felt cover and leather carrier, bottle and carrier both maked with matching serial number 50
 7512 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with brown felt cover and leather carrier, carrier marked with the letter “S” 50
 7513 Prewar/WWII, KNIL canteen with early grey felt cover and leather carrier 50
 7514 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL canteen with felt green cover and leather carrying harness, nice original piece 30

 7515
WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL three-piece mess tin set, 2 of which are engraved with “J.H. Wesselingh”, and 1 with “N. de Vreede”, comes 
with 1 handle, leather carrying strap, and some cooking accessories 30

 7516 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL three-piece mess tin set, named to “T. Daams”, included 1 handle, in good condition 30

 7517 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL three-piece mess tin set, all three pieces matching numbered with “1243”, included 2 handles, nice original 
example 30

 7518 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model after 1928, complete with all straps and buckles 50

7519

 7519
WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model after 1928, complete with straps and buckles, one old repair and one buckle seperated but 
included, named to “B.H.A. Mulder” with serial number 50

 7520 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model after 1928, complete with all straps and buckles, small repairs to leather 50

 7521 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model after 1928, complete with all straps and buckles, in very good condition, with adress and 
name on the inside (postwar) 50

 7522 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model 1933 with additional strap for retaining the mess kit, complete with all straps and buckles, 1 
buckle repaired, worn condition 50

 7523 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model 1933 with additional retaining strap for the mess kit, complete with all straps and buckles, 
in good condition 50

 7524 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model 1933 with additional retaining strap for the mess kit, complete with all straps and buckles, 
in good condition except for some postwar writing on the inside 50

 7525 WWII, KNIL, backpack (veldzak), model 1933 modified by cutting off the additional retaining strap for mess kit , otherwise in good 
condition 50

 7526 WWII, KNIL metal sign painted with name and rank of an Ambonese Infantry soldier 1st class, very interesting item 50
 7527 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of two model 1935 dogtags, 1 with original chain, and 1 without, both named to european soldiers, rare 40
 7528 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 2 bouillons, in gold 25
 7529 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 2 bouillons, in gold 25
 7530 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 1 bouillon, in silver 25
 7531 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère in silver with 2 gold bouillons 25
 7532 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 3 bouillons, in gold 25
 7533 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 2 bouillons in gold, and 2 in silver 25
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 7534 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 2 bouillons, in red 15
 7535 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 2 bouillons, in orange 15
 7536 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 4 bouillons, in silver, in original zinc box 25
 7537 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère with 4 bouillons, in gold, in original zinc box 25
 7538 Interbellum, KNIL fourragère in silver with 2 bouillons in gold, in original zinc box 25
 7539 Prewar/WWII, Two pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Sergeant, on a white background 25
 7540 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Second Lieutenant 25
 7541 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Adjudant 25
 7542 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Captain 25
 7543 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Major 25
 7544 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Lieutenant-Colonel 25
 7545 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Lieutenant-Colonel 25
 7546 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Lieutenant-Colonel 25
 7547 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a Lieutenant-General 25
 7548 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL collar rank insignia to a General-Major 25
 7549 Prewar, KNIL, pair of collar insignia, for the “Korps Marechaussee”, made of orange velt 20
 7550 Postwar, KNIL rank insignia probably for an officer of the medical corps, matching pair but in-complete, good for restauration 20

 7551 Postwar, KNIL matching pair of rank insignia for a sergeant 2nd class of the infantry, well made with leather and brass pieces on 
khaki fabric 40

 7552 Postwar, KNIL two pairs of rank insignia for a sergeant 2nd class, one pair on khaki fabric, and one pair on jungle green fabric 30

 7553 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (field uniform), for a “European” sergeant, made from bullion on Garoet 
fabric, one piece in good condition, one with damage 40

 7554 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of mismatch metal rank insignia model 1937 (field uniform), for a “European” sergeant, slight difference 
between them 30

 7555 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (field uniform), for a adjudant military administration, nice matching pair in 
very good condition 40

 7556 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a “European” sergeant, interesting variation made with 
bullion wire on light green fabric 25

 7557 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a sergeant 2nd class, interesting variation made with bul-
lion wire on light green fabric 25

 7558 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a corporal, made on Garoet fabric 30

 7559 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a “European” sergeant, made with bullion wire on Garoet 
fabric, slightly smaller design then normal 40

 7560 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a “European” sergeant, interesting variation made from 
brass 40

 7561 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a lieutenant-colonel, nice matching pair with Garoet 
fabric backing 50

 7562 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a captain, made with silver stars bullion wire on Garoet 
fabric backing, in worn condition 40

 7563 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia model 1937 (dress uniform), for a 2nd lieutenant, made with Garoet fabric backing, in 
very good condition 50

 7564 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia, model 1941 for a 1st lieutenant of the intendance, rare insignia issued just prior Japanese 
invasion, insignia has oxidation 50

 7565 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL pair of rank insignia, model 1941 for a 1st lieutenant, matching pair with Garoet fabric backing, some damage 
to 1, rare 50

 7566 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of six different non matching collar ranks, all with Garoet fabric backing, all in good order 40
 7567 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of three different General-Major collar ranks, rare 50
 7568 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of eight different non matching officers collar rank insignia 50

 7569 WWII, Pre ‘42. KNIL selection of three of officers rank insignia, all different made with beautifull details, made of engraved brass, 
ebony wood, including “Marechaussee Atjeh”, rare 60

 7570 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of two metal enemaled pocket insignia, for volunteer corps 30

 7571 WWII / Pewar, KNIL, lot of rare and interesting insignia, consisting of a brass R (volunteer corps former soldiers), brass P (Prajode 
corps, Bali), brass PBX ( Pakubuwono X) and shield with B (Barisan corps, Madoera), rare 50

 7572 WWII, Prewar, KNIL, lot of bullion wire insignia for use on the atilla dress uniform, including: engineers, sharpshooter, all in good 
condition 50

 7573 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of 12 different collar rank insignia, interesting variations 60
 7574 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL lot of 16 officers non matching collar rank insignia all on gold braid, including: colonel, lieutenant-colonel 80
 7575 WWII, Dutch marines collar ranks, several different versions, for use on the white Toetoep tropical dress uniform 60
 7576 Early 1900’s pair of ceremonial shoulderboards, addorned with two stars, and corps of engineers buttons 30
 7577 Prewar, Small lot of Dress uniform (Attila) shoulderboards, several different variations, non matching 30
 7578 Prewar, Matching pair of Dress uniform (Attila) shoulderboards, for an Senior officer (Opper officier) of the Artillery, high quality 30
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 7579
Prewar, Lot of 12 shoulderboards for “Subalterne officieren” (Lower officers), including engineers, artillery, infantry, non matching, 
interesting variations 100

 7580 Prewar, Set of two shoulder boards, for use on the “Toetoep” uniform, for “Binnenlands bestuur” (Local Government), matching and 
hard to find pair 50

 7581 Prewar, Lot of five display pages, with an overview of rank insignia worn by the KNIL, including some sets 75

 7582 Prewar, Lot of seven shoulderboards for “Subalterne officieren” (Lower officers), including engineers, transportation, and infantry, 
non matching 50

 7583 Prewar, Lot of five shoulderboards for “Hoofd officieren” (Chief officers), one very interesting made of eboniet and engraved metal, 
non matching 50

 7584 Prewar, Lot of 11 matching pairs of Dress uniform ( Attila) shoulderboards, several variations included 80
 7585 Prewar/WWII, Interesting lot of KNIL rank insignia, all embroidered on Garoet fabric 25
 7586 Prewar/WWII, Two pair of KNIL shoulderboards, for a lower officer (Sublatern officier) 30
 7587 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL shoulderboards for a lower officer (Sublatern officier), of the Medical branch of sevice 25
 7588 Prewar/WWII, Pair of KNIL shoulderboards for the Army service corps (Intendance) 30
 7589 WWII, Pair of KNIL shoulderboards, for an Lieutenant of the artillery 25

 7590 Prewar/Postwar, Lot of 17 shoulderboards for use on the “Toetoep” uniform, all different branches, non matching, very interesting 
examples included 100

 7591 Postwar, Nice selection of 10 pairs shoulder boards of various Dutch Army regiments 20

 7592 WWI / interbellum,  KNIL lot of four Model 1914 machinegun company insignia, 3 made of blackened brass, and 1 in bullion wire 
for dress uniform 25

 7593 WWII, Pre ‘42, KNIL insignia of the “Landwacht” made of bronze, in beautifull condition 30

 7594 WWII, Lot of three KNIL pre 1942 qualification badges worn on the sleeve, all made with Garoet fabric, interesting pieces, should be 
viewed 25

 7595 WWII, KNIL bullion made insignia, consists of pair of shoulder titles in english on US fabric, and one national insignia lion with 
dutch text, lion patch has damage to the bullion wire 20

 7596 WWII, Two pairs of KNIL shoulder titles, both in English language for troops in Australia or the USA, one pair embroided on khaki 
fabric, and one pair made of bronze 20

 7597 WWII, KNIL pre ‘42 rank insignia, lot of 13 individual pieces, mix of early and late pattern, and enlisted and officers versions, some 
very interesting examples included 50

 7598 WWII, Small grouping of insignia, including “Meester op een wapen” (weapon expert), “Trouwe dienst” (faithful service) 30

 7599
Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia of Royal Dutch army 2nd Battalion, 10th Infantry regiment (2-10 R.I.), made by “Cordesius & zonen, 
Batavia”, pin on back intact, some paint loss, but overall nice condition 40

 7600
Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia of the Royal Dutch airforce “Commando luchtvaarttroepen” (airfield security troops), no makers mark 
on the back, pin intact, some paint loss, rare 50

 7601 Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia of the Royal Dutch army 1st Battalion, 5th Infantry regiment (1-5 R.I. The Boeaja’s), made by “Cord-
esiuis & zonen, Batavia”, pin on back broken, green paint on front removed, commonly done 40

 7602 Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia of the Royal Dutch army, Hoofdkwartier Adjudant -Generaal (Headquarters), no makers mark on the 
back, pin broken, normal wear, added copper number tag with “AG” marking, rare 40

 7603 Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia of “Territoriaal troepen commando, Zuid-Celebes”, made by “Cordesius & zonen, Batavia”, pin on 
back intact, some paint loss due to wear 40

 7604 Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia, of the Y-Brigade, with the typical indonesian demon head, made by “Cordesius & zonen, Batavia”, pin 
on back intact, some paint loss 30

 7605 Postwar, Lot of three pieces of metal arm insignia, consist of: “Huzaren van Boreel”, “W-brigade”, “Hoofdkwartier kwartiermeester 
generaal”, all missing the pins on the back, no makers marks visible, some paint retouched 60

 7606 Postwar, Lot of two metal sleeve insignia, of the Royal Dutch army, consists of one national insignia with heraldic lion and one fom 
the “7 December division EM”, both made by “Cordesius & Zonen, Batavia” 30

 7607 Postwar, Metal sleeve insignia lot of three variants of “Territoriaal troepencommando Sumatra”, 1 marked “Cordesius & zonen, Bata-
via”, 2 others unmarked, made of different types of metal, interesting to compare 60
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 7608
Postwar, Dutch East Indies, KNIL paratrooper metal arm insignia, made by ‘Cordesius & zn Batavia’, pin on back intact, some minor 
wear, rare piece 100

 7609
Postwar, Dutch late 40’s early 50’s made Special forces / paratrooper, insignia, used in The Netherlands by troops stationed stateside, 
in very good condition, with HBT material backing, rare 75

 7610 Postwar, Cloth sleeve insignia, of the KNIL infantry brigade “Bali-Lombok” (Gadja-Merah), in very good condition 40

 7611 Postwar, Cloth sleeve insignia of the Royal Dutch army, “Hoofdkwartier kwartiermeester generaal” (Quartermaster), nice local made 
badge in very good condition 40

 7612 Postwar, Cloth sleeve insignia, from the Indonesian special forces / paratroopers, late 50’s early 60’s made (New-guinea insurgency), 
rare badge 25

 7613 Postwar, Lot of nine different KNIL “Voortrekkers” emblemen, bullion and metal versions 40
 7614 Postwar, beret and shoulder insignia of the ‘Indisch Instructie Bataljon’, added some period KNIL related insignia, rare pieces 50
 7615 Postwar, several different Dutch East Indies metal arm badges and infantry beret insignia with ‘Buiglippen’ 25
 7616 Postwar, Dutch army beret badge of the ‘anti tank corps’, short lived insignia, complete with ‘buiglippen’ on the back, rare 30

7617

7622
 7617 Postwar, Dutch beret and shoulder insignia of the ‘Geneeskundige dienst’ (Medical corps) with so called ‘Buiglippen’, rare 30

 7618 Postwar, good selection of Dutch army insignia, including divisional and rank insignia in so called ‘Brabants weefsel’, and beret 
badge with so called ‘Buiglippen’ 20

 7619 Postwar, lot of insignia of the “Indisch instructie bataljon”, consists of: two sleeve insignia so called “straatnamen”, and 1 brass 
shoulder insignia (early version) 30

 7620 Postwar, Nice uncut strip of 14 woven “NICA” (Netherlands Indies civil administration) insignia, rare 50

 7621 Postwar, Lot of KNIL Military Police insignia, consist of: rank insignia and brass shoulder insignia, added one photo of a MP soldier 
with jeep in the East-indies dated 1949 40

 7622
Postwar, KNIL large selection of 20 individual rank insignia, including: officers and enlisted ranks, several different branches, inter-
esting variants 75

 7623 Postwar, KNIL lot of enlisted brass rank insignia, including: sergeant, sergeant 2nd class, sergeant-major, some pairs and some indi-
vidual pieces 30

 7624 Postwar, Dutch Army matching pair of rank insignia for a Captain, with national coat of arms of the Netherlands (Officier Algemene 
Dienst), in very good condition, rare 40

 7625 Prewar, Box full of KNIL rank chevrons, including sets, and individual pieces 30
 7626 Prewar/WWII, Good selection of brass KNIL branch insignia, including: Staff, Airforce, Artillery, hard to find insignia 50
 7627 WWII, Lot of various sizes and types of Rank insignia stars, KNIL and regular army 10
 7628 WWII, Lot of KNIL Infantry branch insignia, various versions 20
 7629 WWII, Lot of KNIL engineers (Genie), branch insignia, several different types included 20
 7630 WWII, KNIL nice lot of various insignia, including: different models of the national lion symbol, shoulder titles, interesting examples 30
 7631 WWII/Postwar, Selection of various Dutch insignia and medals, including Army, Airforce, KNIL, interesting pieces 30
 7632 WWII / Postwar, Large selection of Dutch Indies related pins, interesting pieces 15

 7633 Postwar, Nice selection of Dutch army insignia, as used during the war of independence in the Netherlands -indies, including: national 
insignia, rank insignia, volunteer patches, and divisional insignia 30

 7634 Postwar, Large selection of Dutch army, shoulder boards, mostly officer ranks, all non-matching, some nice interesting examples 
included 20

 7635 Postwar, Large selection of Dutch army, regimental shoulder insignia, some pairs some individual pieces, with residue of glue on the 
back 15
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 7636 Postwar, Nice selection of early reproduction Dutch special forces / paratrooper insignia, all in good order 20
 7637 Postwar, Selection of reproduction ML-KNIL (KNIL airforce) wings, made of brass, including several different variations 20
 7638 Large lot of Dutch East Indies, KNIL special forces, insignia and wings, all old reproductions 20
 7639 Prewar, Lot of four KNIL hackle’s for use on the kepi, one still in original cardboard container 30
 7640 Prewar, KNIL insignia for use on the “Helmhoed 1894”, one mounting point missing on the back 20
 7641 Prewar/WWII, Lot of KNIL visor cap cockades, several variations woven and metal, added two insignia 20
 7642 WWII/Postwar, ML-KNIL, cap insignia for an airman, made of bullion wire, in very good condition 75
 7643 WWII/Postwar, Lot of three different bullion visorcap badges including KNIL, and Gouvernements Marine 30
 7644 Interbellum/WWII, Lot of eight orange sashes, for use with the Atilla dress uniform 50

 7645 Early 1900’s, Zinc box full of parts for Atilla dress jackets, consists of shoulderboards, and the decoration on the front and back 
“waslijntjes”, many pairs included 50

 7646 Prewar/WWII, Lot of bullion ribbon, for restauration purpose of Atilla jackets, and rank insignia 20
 7647 Prewar, Lot of various uniform parts for restauration purposes of Dress uniforms (Attila), including some rolls of bullion fabric 20
 7648 Prewar/WWII, Lot of various tropical white clothing (Toetoep), in need of cleaning, should be viewed 20

 7649 WWII, KNIL lot of various equipment, 1942/1945, including probably POW material, including: Backpack, parts of messtin, leather 
strap “CW” marked, cigarette cases, trench art lighter, interesting lot 75

 7650 Netherlands, lot of marine corps equipment, including, pouches, leggings, holster 30

 7651 Postwar, Large duffel bag from a Dutch Major of the AAT (transportation corps) from the city of Groningen, included two Dutch mid 
40’s made berets 15

Korean War

Netherlands
 7652 Nice grouping of NDVN insignia, consists of beret badge (closed version), Japanese made pins and bullion patch, interesting pieces 40

USA

 7653
US Air force, P-1A flight helmet, with MS-22001 oxygen mask, nice early jet age set, helmet in need of restauration, mask in mint 
condition 50

 7654 US 1954 dated tailor made ‘IKE’ jacket, with 82nd airborne patch, in very good condition 25
 7655 US M1951 Fishtail parka, overall good condition, zipper removed 20
 7656 Lot of assorted gear, mix of 40’s and 50’s dates, including backpack, ammo pouches, caps and wrist compass 50

World
 7657 Belgium, Lot of three 1940’s berets, one dated 1947, model used by Belgium volunteers in the Korean war 20

 7658 Belgium, Korean war 2-tone camouflage denison smock and trousers, in good condition, hard to find uniform 200

 7659 Belgium, 1950’s “Brushstroke” camouflage pullover smock, patterned after the British windproof smock, in very good condition, one 
small rip on left sleeve, hard to find 50

 7660 Lot of three foreign battalion insignia, including Thailand and Turkey 25

Vietnam War

France
 7661 Lot of different equipment and hats, including “Lizard” shelterhalf 20
 7662 Lot of four different French helmets worn during the Indochina war, including, motocycle, tank crew and paratrooper jump helmet 30
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 7663 M47 Lizard pattern camouflage uniform, consists of jacket, trousers and Bigeard cap, in very good condition 30

 7664 M47 Lizard pattern camouflage uniform, consists of jacket and paratrooper trousers, trousers show wear but otherwise in good condi-
tion 20

 7665 Two pairs of combat boots as used during the Indochina war, one pair dated 1945, and one dated 1951 40
USA

 7666 Lot of various headgear, including: Hot weather caps, boonie hat and dress uniform visor cap 30
 7667 Lot of eight different pieces of headgear, including boonie hats, beret, ridgeway cap different sizes and camouflage patterns 30

 7668 ERDL camouflage uniform, consists of: 1968 jacket, with lower pockets removed as done by some recon units, and a 1969 dated pair 
of trousers, no size labels but probably size: Medium Regular 30

 7669 US ERDL camouflage uniform 1968 dated, consists of jacket (LR), and trousers (LL), in used condition 25
 7670 US uniform lot consisting of three shirts, one ERDL and two OG107 utility with patches, all in used condition 20
 7671 Lot of five pieces of Duckhunter spot camo uniform pieces, including trousers, shirt and caps 40
 7672 ERDL, poncho liner, interesting piece dated 1985 but made of ERDL pattern instead of Woodland, in good condition with ties 20
 7673 Corcoran jumpboots, made of black leather, non matching pir, 1 marked size 9 and 1 marked size 8 10
 7674 Lot of four leather .45 cal pistol magazine pouches marked with “JQMD” and dates from the 40’s and 50’s, as used by military police 15
 7675 Lot of four leather .45 cal pistol magazine pouches with various makers and 1960’s dates, as used by military police 15
 7676 Box of approximately 32 M56/M67 ammo pouches, all in need of repairs, or for parts, should be viewed 40
 7677 Airforce, 1964 dated pilot oxygen mask, made by “MSA” (Mine safety appliances), with mic. In good condition 50
 7678 Lot of approximately 20 M1 Mitchel pattern helmet covers, various dates, markings and conditions 20
 7679 Lot of approximately 20 M1 Mitchel pattern helmet covers, various dates, markings and conditions 20
 7680 Lot of approximately. 20 M1 Mitchel pattern helmet covers, various dates, markings and conditions 20
 7681 Lot of approximately 20 M1 Mitchel pattern helmet covers, various dates, markings and conditions 20
 7682 Lot of approximately 20 M1 Mitchel/ERDL pattern helmet covers, various dates, markings and conditions 20

 7683 Lot of four Mitchell pattern helmet covers, all marked with various contract numbers and dates, some with period applied grafitti, in 
used condition 5

 7684 Lot of various US army uniforms and equipment, consists of: Tiger stripe uniform (reproduction), jungle boots, 1969 sleeping shirt, 
mess tin 50

 7685 Lot of assorted field gear, including: suspenders, belts, pouches 30

7686

 7686 Lot of 12 vietnamese made beer can insignia, all airforce related, in very good condition, rare pieces 40
 7687 Lot of 1960’s playboy’s, all dated between 1965 till 1968, 14 issues in total 40

Australia
 7688 Lot of Australian headgear, consists of one visor cap, and one slouch hat 20

Vietnam, ARVN
 7689 Green beret of South-Vietnamese special forces, with insignia, and label size: 58, possibly an older reproduction 30
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 7690 ARVN Advisor dense (ADD) tigerstripe trousers in good condition, marked ‘A-M’ 75
 7691 ARVN Advisor dense (ADD) tigerstripe trousers in good condition, small size 75

 7692
ARVN Bloodcake camouflage pattern coveralls, used by US helicopter crew member, of B troop 2nd sqdr 17th Cav regiment, very 
rare piece, with original patches, in overall good condition except for some scattered paint spots 800

Vietnam, NVA
 7693 Lot various personal NVA/Vietcong items 20

World
 7694 Lot of six, different flight/deck crew helmets, mainly British, added 1 oxygen mask 20
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September 4-9, 2023 | IJSSELSTEIN | THE NETHERLANDS

177

Thursday September 7 2023

Gold, silver and jewellery

Monday September 4, Tuesday September 5 
and Wednesday September 6 2023

Art, collectibles and trading cards

Friday September 8
and Saturday September 9 2023

Orders, Decorations, Medals and Militaria
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